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INTRODUCTION 

Many literary, political and ecclesiastical historians have stumbled across John Gee 
(1596-1639) and his The foot out of the snare, 1624. Most introduced him as a 
'renegade', 'turncoat' or 'time-server' and gave a few marginal comments (or at the 
most a paragraph) on this obscure Lancastrian curate and his most controversial work 
and its appended catalogues of Catholic publications, priests, printers and booksellers, 
and physicians. Gee has been described as 'an amusing gossip', an 'alienated 
intellectual', and 'a red-hot controversialist', and he has been compared to a more 
articulate ex-communist of the 1950s who 'apparently had left no stone unturned in his 
efforts to clear himself of suspicion'. Gee's pen was 'dipped in vitriol', but whereas 
some say that 'anyone who had a good knowledge of the matters [he] dealt with would 
find [The foot] full of false assertions', others gave him more credit and thought he 
spoke with authority on local religion.1 The foot went through four editions in 1624 
and was evidently a very popular work. This popularity has also been explained as 
caused by the fact that the Catholics bought up as many copies of the damaging 
pamphlet as they could.2 But that the book was popular with the Protestants is clear 
for, although no contemporaries praised Gee in print for his anti-Catholic, anti-Jesuit, 
scurrilous and at times vicious work, the pamphlet appeared in the libraries of George 
Abbot, the archbishop of Canterbury, John Prideaux, the rector of Exeter College and 
vice-chancellor of Oxford University, Sir Tobie Matthew and Samuel Harsnett, 
archbishops of York, John Egerton, first earl of Bridgewater, and Sir Simonds D'Ewes. 
It is very likely that Gee's work was appreciated by more readers. At the time religious 
controversy was violent on all levels, and the rhetoric in defence of the true faith was 
often abusive and crude from both Protestant and Catholic sides. Gee's tract was no 
exception. There is, therefore, no reason to dismiss the work simply on the basis of 
scurrility. It is both necessary and revealing to study The foot out of the snare and its 
author in the political and religious context of the early seventeenth century and to 
regard the tract as highly representative of that time and of its propagandistic 
expression. 

After 1624, the first known reprint of only the catalogues appeared in the 
periodical Phoenix Britanniens, which was edited by the historical compiler Joseph 
Morgan3 in the early 1730s. These years witnessed a renewed activity in Catholic-
Protestant controversy. One of the ways in which the Anglicans countered the popish 
threat was the re-publication of anti-Catholic books and pamphlets that had appeared 
at particularly alarming moments in the past.4 In the early nineteenth century The foot 
was reprinted in Sir Walter Scott's edition of Lord J. Somers's A Collection of Scarce 
and Valuable Tracts (1809-15) and in the early twentieth century the unannotated 
catalogues were reproduced separately by H. Foley in his Records of the English 
Province of the Society of Jesus, vol. 1. If one considers contemporary scholarship, it is 
striking that important recent studies on the early seventeenth century political and 
religious culture and its popular expression by pamphleteers and dramatists, such as 
Jerzy Limon's Dangerous Matter (1986) and Thomas Cogswell's The Blessed Revolution 
(1989) give an important place to John Gee and his pamphlet. Recent studies of anti-
popery quote from Gee's pamphlet. Arthur Freeman has written an interesting essay 
on Gee and the Blackfriars, and soon Michael Questier will contribute a study of 
Gee's apostasy.5 

The present study consists of three parts. The first part presents the historical and 
biographical background, the second part reproduces the annotated text of the fourth 
edition of The foot, and the third part introduces the catalogues, each in their 
appropriate context, and establishes their reliability and historical value. The catalogues 
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are reproduced with annotations. 
To understand more of the background of The foot, the first chapter will deal with 

three aspects: the political, the religious, and the anti-Catholic. First I will try to 
describe how the political climate of 1620-1624 could determine the conception, 
composition and publication of Gee's tract, and how The foot formed part of the 
popular pressure which influenced the politics of those years. Religious questions need 
a somewhat wider scope: the Counter-Reformation mission and the growth of anti-
Jesuitism both within and without the English Catholic movement need to be seen in 
the context of the period from the late sixteenth century to 1625. Naturally, politics 
and religion in the early seventeenth century cannot be fully separated. There will, 
therefore, be some overlap. The first two sections, political and religious, serve as a 
wider background to the more specific aspect of anti-Catholicism. This third section 
will study the anti-Catholic, and more specifically, anti-Jesuit publications both from 
Protestant and Catholic authors. Convertite writings form a special genre and (when 
read critically) provide the most immediate context for The foot and its apostate 
author. 

The structure of the second chapter has been determined by the information that 
I have been able to find for a contextual biography of John Gee. First, the biography 
will describe Gee's dealings in Winwick, Lancashire, with the bishop of Chester, with 
the recusant gentry and with his rector, Josiah Home. It will then move to London 
where the now ex-curate began to preach and publish against the evil practices of the 
Catholic priests (especially the Jesuits) after having survived the serious Blackfriars 
accident in which many recusants died. After 1624 Gee abruptly stopped writing and 
withdrew from the controversial scene to a quieter vicarage in Kent. This last period of 
Gee's life (1625-39) has not been dealt with to any great extent, simply because there 
is no biographical information for these years. The biographical section will conclude 
with some remarks on the question of Gee's integrity. The biography serves to clarify 
Gee's motives for writing The foot. It also forms a critical comment on the often 
simplified or romanticized views on apostates, converts, informers and others from the 
'shadow-land' between unambiguous Protestantism, Puritanism and Catholicism. 
Frequently allegiance was neither unequivocal nor permanent. Motivation and action 
were often confused and subject to caprice. 

The second section of this chapter will describe The foot in its contemporary 
cultural-historical context. I will attempt to indicate the relevance of this representative 
product of anti-Catholicism, and the central role it played in the political and religious 
climacteric of 1620-1624. Apart from some other pamphlets, directly related to The foot 
and relevant for an understanding of its composition, I will focus on the writer's 
intentions, the structure and sources of The foot, and on Gee's vivid prose-style. The 
chapter concludes with a survey of the reactions to The foot and its contemporary 
reputation. 

The overall aim of this study has been to make the historically significant text and 
catalogues, together a rich source of information, accessible by means of an integral 
and annotated reproduction of the text of the fourth edition (the bibliographical 
introduction to the text gives more information on the different editions of The foot). 
This new edition of The foot tries to prove the importance of the work for English 
recusant history and in a wider sense for English literary and cultural history: because 
of its scope and subject-matter it has been possible to regard the concerns and fears of 
both Protestants and Catholics in one study. This perspective is necessary since English 
historiography - up to the present day - has continued to regard Catholicism as foreign 
and un-English. 
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PART I. GEE AND HIS TIME 

CHAPTER 1 

1. THE POLITICAL BACKGROUND (1620-1624) 

Under king James I England experienced much political and religious strife, both 
abroad and at home. The king's foreign policy increasingly appeared to favour a 
dynastic alliance with Spain and this, naturally, affected his Roman Catholic and 
Protestant subjects in ways that were diametrically opposed. The English Catholics 
hoped for the religious freedom they had lost with the Reformation, while the 
Protestants in and outside Parliament felt more and more threatened by the powers of 
the Counter-Reformation under the leadership of Spain, the Spanish Habsburgs and 
the pope with his new Jesuit army. Since James I's foreign policy had a great impact 
on the situation at home this section will briefly deal with the two political, and finally 
also religious and ideological issues which predominated in early Jacobean history, the 
Spanish Marriage and the Bohemian Revolt. 

When in 1612 James I married his daughter Elizabeth to the Protestant Frederick 
V, the Elector Palatine, he had planned to redress the balance with a Spanish Catholic 
marriage for his son. By uniting the two religions in his family the king hoped to 
realize the pacification of Europe. The son-in-law did not think so nobly, however, and 
went against one of the tenets James adhered to most absolutely: the Elector Palatine 
had himself enthroned as king of Bohemia at the cost of the Catholic Ferdinand II. 
The Bohemian Revolt of 1618' was followed by the liberation of Bohemia by the 
Spanish Habsburgs and the Catholic Church in support of Ferdinand, now Holy Roman 
Emperor. Frederick, leader of the Protestant Union, was dispossessed of his own 
Palatinate. In this new situation, with Frederick and Elizabeth shamed into flight, 
James responded to the clamour for restitution of the Palatinate and war against Spain. 
The English king no longer wished to stay out of the conflict2 and insisted on 
restoration, confident that this could be achieved through peaceful diplomacy and the 
common sense of Frederick, who would have to give up his kingship of Bohemia. 
James was confident also that the Spanish would understand and thought he could still 
be a peacemaker: through the marriages of his son and daughter Catholic and 
Protestant Europe would be unified, politically and religiously. 

Far from bringing about a unity, however, the two issues of foreign policy clashed: 
the concern for the fate of the Protestants on the continent, and of Frederick and 
Elizabeth, made the greatly desired Spanish Marriage impossible. In 1623, when 
prospects for the Marriage looked good but Spanish assurances of armed assistance for 
the recovery of the Palatinate did not come, prince Charles and George Villiers, the 
duke of Buckingham, decided on an incognito trip to Spain, to force a decision on 
both issues: Charles intended to fetch his bride as well as to settle the fate of his sister 
Eluabelh, leaving behind his aged father and his Protestant people stricken with fear 
at the prospect of the prince's possible conversion to Catholicism at the hands of the 
wily Olivares, the favourite of the Spanish king. This did not happen, but as 
proceedings were delayed and stricter terms were attached to the pope's dispensation 
for the Marriage, Charles promised the Spanish suspension and finally also a 
parliamentary repeal of the recusancy laws, as well as free private worship for the 
English Catholics. The Spanish remained vague about their commitment to the Palatine 
cause, but indicated it was unlikely that they would attack another member of the 
House of Austria. A dale for the marriage (by proxy) was agreed on and Charles went 
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back to England. Bad experiences with the Spanish, the influence of a quarrelsome 
Buckingham and more thought on the matter made the prince decide (and the king 
gave in to this plea) to insist on a formal linkage between the alliance and the 
restitution of the Palatinate. James could not give 'joy to our only son, to give our 
only daughter her portion in tears'.' But Spanish commitment was not forthcoming and 
the international situation deteriorated. Belated Spanish proposals of January 1624, 
although they offered to help settle the restitution, also with military means, were not 
accepted. James and his council of war were still willing to negotiate, but for Charles it 
had all been too much: he refused to marry. The council subsequently advised the 
exhausted and downtrodden king to break off the negotiations and the Spanish 
proposals were rejected. Charles and Buckingham espoused the Protestant cause and 
the earlier critics of James's regime now found their leaders at court. A Protestant 
'patriot' coalition was formed for the next Parliament of 1624. The ensuing political 
crisis, which would bring about a dramatic change of foreign policy, has been termed 
the 'Blessed Revolution'/ 

The fact that James had termed this Parliament 'happy' appeared promising, but 
by 1624 the peace-diplomacy of the Rex Pacificas, which was meant to lead Europe to 
a unified Christendom, seemed to have failed. Complex political and religious 
circumstances at home and abroad were responsible for that failure, circumstances that 
made this king appear weak, indecisive and enigmatic. James's relations with his 1621 
and 1624 Parliaments, as well as with his people, show that his foreign policy, together 
with the consequences it had for measures at home, was not always fathomed. Most 
important to James was his kingly prerogative, his rule by divine right. As head of 
Church and State he claimed absolute responsibility for the government of his country. 
This doctrine decided his attitude towards Catholics and Protestants, towards 
Parliaments and subjects. The same theory decided political measures such as the oath 
of allegiance (1606) and the 'Directions concerning Preaching' (1622), topics which will 
be dealt with later. James's tendency towards peaceful solutions in politics and his 
ecumenicalism in religion precluded any understanding for more extremist Catholics or 
Protestants. This had been clear from the Hampton Conference (1604), when James 
enforced conformity upon the more zealous Protestants. However, there was a 
difference: Nonconformity was not appreciated, but Catholicism and especially Jesuitism 
were not tolerated. Characteristically, James showed lenience to moderate Catholics, 
partly because he had to show some form of tolerance in order to safeguard the 
Marriage talks, but also because, politically, these obedient Catholics did not form a 
great danger to his sovereignty. James's anti-Catholicism was political, whereas that of 
his Parliaments and that of popular orthodox Protestant opinion was of a much more 
emotional kind. Moreover, James's idea of rapprochement had an insistent element of 
idealism. How, Parliament wondered, could negotiations for a match and an alliance 
combine with the Palatinate conflict? Staunch Protestants, hearing their king's anti-
papist rhetoric, were confused5 by his policy of toleration. 

James was willing to use a 'rebellious' Parliament to make the Spanish change 
their attitude, but he did not agree with its warlike emphases. Nor did he see the 
European conflict in the apocalyptic terms of George Abbot, the archbishop of 
Canterbury, and the Protestant pamphleteers. James, in close association with Don 
Diego Sarmiento de Acuña (later count Gondomar), the Spanish ambassador,6 believed 
in the Spanish and in the alliance. In 1622 the king complied with Spanish and papal 
demands and agreed to grant the Catholics a certain amount of toleration. He even 
asked pope Gregory XV for help' to solve the European crisis. In August that year, 
the recusancy laws were formally suspended. However, this was not regarded by the 
government as the beginning of toleration.8 As in 1603, when James had already 
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promised toleration, the suspension was followed by proclamations9 against priests and 
Jesuits, which pacified militant Protestant pamphleteers. In the same month, August 
1622, another unpopular measure was taken, this time against the preachers of the 
English Church. Criticism of his foreign policy alarmed the king so much that he issued 
his 'Directions concerning Preaching'. The archbishop of Canterbury was recommended 
to restrain and discipline his preachers and to prescribe their subject-matter, whereby 
'deep' doctrinal points had to be avoided. No preacher was to 'presume causelessly or 
without invitation from the text to fall into bitter invectives and indecent railing 
speeches against the persons of either Papists or Puritans'. The measure aimed at 
orthodox Protestant resistance against the Spanish Marriage, which endangered political 
control in England.10 

Along the same lines control over Catholic resistance, which found political 
support in Spain and in Rome, had necessitated a re-issue of the oath of allegiance 
(1606)" after the Gunpowder Plot. The oath was designed to stop the growth of the 
Catholic community, for which James held the seminary priests and Jesuits responsible. 
To the king these priests corrupted the religion of the people and helped to build the 
threat of disobedience and revolt. A related political, but also religious and ideological 
objection James had against the recusancy movement was the pope's deposing power, 
which was incompatible with his theory of sovereignty. Acknowledgement of the pope's 
authority frustrated any tolerance. The oath was James's alternative to queen 
Elizabeth's ruthless persecution and showed a trust in his moderate Catholic subjects. 
Unlike Elizabeth, James recognized the pope's power to excommunicate, which made 
the oath essentially a political measure lo ensure his own supremacy and sovereignly. 
However, the oath could be seen as an attempt at limited toleration of Catholicism: 
Catholics taking the oath showed outward conformity, and so loyalty and obedience to 
the king. This new attitude towards the papacy, a recognition of the pope's spiritual 
authority over his English subjects, was not recognized by the pope, who stuck to his 
de fule power to depose princes, and rejected the 1606 oath.12 The Catholics responded 
to the possibility of taking the oath, but not unanimously. The styling of the oath, its 
confused politico-religious rhetoric made it hard, if not impossible, for most recusants 
to take it.13 The kingly instrument was thus effective in separating extremist elements 
from the Catholic community and in dividing the Catholics among themselves. The 
consistency of James's foreign policy for peace, with its consequences for the situation 
at home, was perhaps also its inevitable weakness: religious union could not be 
obtained as long as the divine king had to oppose the ideology of the spiritual and 
secular supremacy of the pope and his vassals, the Jesuits. 

Parliament was far less subtle in its views of the international situation. According 
to the Commons, England (and the United Provinces) were facing a universal Catholic 
crusade to crush Protestantism in Europe. These were the forces of Antichrist. With 
the anticipated dynastic alliance with Spain, his darkness would engulf the English 
people. The signs were there: the 'great bulk of papistry grown and knotted within our 
bowels at home'.14 The Catholic menace had to be fought at home and abroad, by 
means of a so-called diversionary war against Spain (together with the Dutch allies). 
But this constituted a religious war, which James would never wage. If he went to war, 
it would be to restore Frederick and achieve a German settlement; it would be a war 
for clearly defined political ends, not for divine vengeance. 

James summoned Parliament in 1621 and 1624 to hear advice on his policies, but 
most importantly, to ask for money which he needed in case of war and for his own 
debts. The king guarded closely his royal prerogative on the issues of war, alliance and 
marriage. It was therefore not surprising when a petition of the 1621 Parliament, 
advising the king to go to war and to have Charles marry a Protestant, since a Catholic 
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marriage and a war seemed incompatible, evoked James's anger. The prerogative had 
been invaded by 'fiery and popular spirits'. The members were unaware of any 
unconstitutional impropriety and said they had been misled by the councillors who had 
invited them to discuss foreign policy and had made it appear that this was the king's 
wish. Apparently it was Buckingham who was behind this confusion and who had 
wished to send Parliament home. Whether the king was aware of his favourite's role is 
not clear, but now that the atmosphere was cankered and harmony destroyed, James 
dissolved Parliament and clung even faster to Spain and the Marriage.15 Though the 
1624 Parliament was as bellicose as its predecessor, if not more so, its eagerness was 
tempered by the experience of 1621, and by a mindfulness of James's proclivities for a 
diplomatic settlement of the question of the Palatinate. This time it would not be 
surprised into dissolution by its own gullibility, despite the fact that foreign policy was 
now debatable, and no longer under the prerogative as in 1621. Parliament was 
hesitant and in spite of James's invitation avoided debates on the war, which would 
inevitably follow as a consequence of the breach of the Spanish treaties. The restraint 
of the anti-Spanish and anti-Catholic coalition in the Commons thus proved effective in 
that it led to a change of policy, which began with the breach of the treaties towards 
the end of March. 

In 1624 parliamentary anti-Catholicism and anti-Spanish prejudice were at a peak, 
and it seemed that Parliament was more interested in solving the problem of recusancy 
at home than in the question of the Palatinate and in involvement in central Europe. 
In the earlier session (17 February 1621) an untimely petition against recusancy had 
been presented while the king was anxiously awaiting papal dispensation for the match 
and negotiations on the Palatinate. The king, embarrassed, refused to accept the 
petition, but Parliament revived the 1606 statutes. By contrast, in 1624 the king asked 
the Commons to debate the religious situation at home and approved of its anti-
recusant tone. Buckingham's famous speech to a joint meeting of Lords and Commons 
at Whitehall, relating the anti-Spanish success story of the new leaders, alleviated the 
fears of the unprecedented growth of Catholicism and of its continuing organization in 
England. At the same time, although there had been prohibitions on expressing any 
views on the Spanish treaties, anti-Catholic sentiments could now be vented and 
parliamentary debates threatened to get out of hand. Historians have suggested that 
members were not interested in a war, because they would have had to return to their 
counties without redress of grievances and instead with the prospect of war-taxation 
and long suffering. But James needed Parliament for supply and, in the end, 
Parliament was responsible for the passing of the subsidy bill, which enabled the king 
to start preparations for a war. Relations between the king and Parliament were 
intricate and vulnerable, but Charles and Buckingham, leaders of the war coalition, 
held the parties together. And James made concessions. While the subsidy bill was 
being passed, a petition on religion was accepted. In May it was followed by yet 
another proclamation against priests and Jesuits. In exchange for supply Parliament's 
suspicions of James's intentions had been relieved with the redress of some domestic 
grievances, especially with regard to the Catholic threat at home." 

Popular response to James's policy of toleration and rapprochement as well as to 
political and religious developments during his reign constituted an important influence 
in the period leading up to the severance of relations with Spain. Although the 
information conveyed by priests, preachers, scholars and writers of newsletters and 
corantos, of pamphlets and political drama, more often than not had little historical or 
literary value and was highly tendentious, the sentiments that informed the black-and-
white rhetoric of conflict considerably disrupted the government's own rhetoric of 
consensus. It is true that the king's control over the press and the deterrent of his 
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Privy Council and Star Chamber, made criticism of his policies very difficult, but James 
could not exercise perfect control over the preachers and over the so-called 'Paul's 
walkers', the newsmongers who gathered and distributed their news and gossip at St. 
Paul's and the Exchange. Whereas the king sought control over all utterances, 
Protestant or Catholic, endangering his sovereign power, Parliament saw its role 
proclaimed and defended by orthodox Protestant pamphleteers." 

One of the most important political pamphleteers and critics was Thomas Scott, 
rector of St. Saviour's, Norwich. In his Vox populi (1620), Scott has Gondomar, who 
returned to Spain in 1618, relate his experience in England to a Spanish court of 
officials. Scott put the following words in the mouth of the Spanish ambassador. The 
Protestant clergy 'are liable to accompt and hazard, and are muslcd for barking, when 
ours may both barke and bite too'. The Catholics, who did not recognize the English 
king as their head of State, were free to criticize and publish, but the Protestants 'dare 
not riot, but run at the stirrop in excellent command, and come at the least rebuke'. 
Like 'setters, silent and creeping upon their bellyes', they 'lick the dust which our 
Priests shake from their bewtifull feete' (C3v). According to Simonds D'Ewes, the royal 
proclamation on 24 December 1620 (reissued 26 July 1621) was a reaction to Vox 
populi.^ The proclamation was directed at 'the excesse of lavish and licentious speech 
in matters of state' and warned the clergy not to touch on the Spanish match in their 
sermons. Many preachers were imprisoned for 'unreverent speech'," but Thomas Scott, 
whose publication was suppressed, fled to the Netherlands, from where he launched his 
virulent attacks on James's foreign policy and on Catholicism. Scott correlated the evil 
of the Catholics and Jesuits with its secular equivalent, Spain. He used his rabid anti-
рюрегу in his political argument against the Marriage. Retaining his belief in the 
authority of the king, he saw a greater role for the English Parliament as a 
representative of the people in the country, and as a shield against popish corruption 
at court. The 1624 turn of events provided Scott with enough material for a 
triumphant polemic performance of anti-Hispanism and anti-Catholicism.20 

During the years 1622-23 it was not advisable to disagree with the king. 
Nevertheless publications did appear discussing the pros and cons of a marriage and 
alliance with Spain, of war and peace. James was praised as a peacemaker and his 
policy was explained by pro-Spanish and Catholic writers. But there was criticism as 
well, both of the Marriage and of the stunning growth of popery that James's policy of 
toleration allowed.21 One of the more famous manuscript criticisms that circulated on 
the match was a spurious letter by archbishop Abbot to James, condemning the 
Marriage and rebuking the king for trying 'to set up that most damnable and heretical 
Doctrine, the Whore of Babylon'. It is very likely that this was a production of the 
newsmongers, but on the other hand, it is important to realize that the style and tone 
of the letter are close to Abbot's. Abbot denied authorship to the king but may have 
been happy with its circulation, for it could improve his reputation with the Protestants 
who had been disappointed when their leading anti-papist signed the Marriage treaty.22 

Although not much open criticism could be made, what was said in Parliament on 
the issue of recusancy was similar in tone and tendency. The 1621 petition of 
Parliament contained the following clause on the toleration of popery (originally from 
John Pym's speech of 28 November23): popery 'hath a restless spirit, and will strive by 
these gradations: if it once get but a connivancy, it will press for a toleration; if that 
should be obtained, they must have an equality; from thence they will aspire to 
superiority, and will never rest till they get a subversion of the true religion'. Sermons 
and pamphlets emphasized the danger of the growth of рюрегу and sedition and 
warned that toleration could only lead to the destruction of Protestantism, for that was 
what the papists were really after; only that would satisfy them. The 1622 'Directions 
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concerning Preaching', therefore, were hard to stomach. In his Judah must into 
captivitie (1622), Thomas Jackson wondered: 'Have wc not too many Chemarims [sic], 
Seminaries, Priests and Jésuites, sacrificing to Baal? Is not the number of Idolatrous 
Recusants greatly increased?'(N4v-0). No longer prosecuted since the suspension of 
anti-Catholic legislation, the Catholics and Jesuits were free to walk about and convert, 
but Protestants were rebuked for their anti-Catholic writings and other rebellious ideas. 
Catholic boldness and insolence increased and, it was feared, could not be stopped. 

When on 5 October 1623 Charles and Buckingham arrived in London, the climate 
changed. Protestant exultation and new confidence were back after what seemed a long 
time of recusant boldness. Finally the papists could be crushed; Charles was home, 
alone. The preachers cited psalm 114:1 : 'When Israeli came out of Egypt and the 
house of Jacob from among the barbarous people'. The next year, 1624, was the year 
of the warlike rhetoric of Thomas Scott and John Reynolds, whose political message 
was closely associated with anti-popery. It was also the year of Thomas Middleton's 
anti-Spanish and anti-Jesuit A game at chess, and of John Gee's The foot out of the 
snare. The belligerent atmosphere in and outside Parliament in the summer of 1624 
brought forth a revolutionary wave of tracts. That year the bookstalls were openly 
filled with anti-Catholic pamphlets, which had been absent in the previous years, the 
years of the Spanish Marriage and alliance. Scholarly, virulent, scurrilous, rhetorical and 
scandalous, they proved how God's providence had been at work in freeing England 
from the grip of Spain and Rome. There were works on Antichrist, on popish practices 
and idolatry, there were specifically anti-Jesuit works. Preachers and pamphleteers 
rehearsed what had been noted in Parliament: the continual increase of papists. 
According to Thomas Beard 'the Jésuites and Romish Priests multiply Bookcs and 
Pamphlets against us and our Religion'. Robert Barrel! drew attention to 'those croking 
Frogs of Rome, (I mcane the Jésuites and Seminary Priests) which now more than 
ever swarme in our Coasts, like the Grashoppers and Catcrpillers of Egipt'. Thomas 
Middleton's Game at chess staged the main characters of the national and international 
scene with the connivance of the anti-Spanish patron of the King's Men, the earl of 
Pembroke and two secret patrons, Charles and Buckingham! Its black-and-white 
allegorical concept served extremely well to reduce and polarize political and religious 
complexities in order to stir up anti-Catholicism.2< 

2. ELIZABETHAN AND JACOBEAN CATHOLICISM 

In order to understand the nature of Catholicism in England, particular attention will 
have to be paid to Catholic presence and organization. A brief study of internal 
Catholic affaire will reveal that ecclesiastical and organizational problems could not but 
be affected by the ideological conflict in the England of James I. Much of the 
character and aims of the English Catholic movement will be seen to be in contrast to 
the actual image which contemporary Protestants had of the Catholics in England. On 
the other hand, this study of The foot out of the snare, a representative instance of 
English anti-popery, and more specifically, anti-Jesuitism, will try to prove that 
Protestant alarm at the Catholic organization in England was not unfounded, by 
placing Gee's text in an international ideological context. 

English anti-Catholicism aimed at Counter-Reformation Catholicism in England 
and on the continent. It is, therefore, important to acknowledge15 religious and 
ideological tension in the early 1620s, apart from the political turbulence of those 
years. The king had been aware of this tension, when he designed the oath of 
allegiance with the intent to separate the sheep from the goats in Britain, an attempt 
to damage the organization of the Catholic missionary movement. Anxiety about his 
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absolute kingship had become most intense when, in 1611, the French king, Henry IV, 
was assassinated, allegedly through Jesuit influence. James himself engaged in a 
controversy on the oath of allegiance with Cardinal Bellarmine, the Jesuit doctrinal 
writer on the pope's power. This controversy formed his main concern before the 
Bohemian crisis and the negotiations for the Spanish Marriage. Parliament, admittedly, 
seemed most apprehensive about the adversaries hidden at home, the so-called fifth 
column. As has been noted above, in 1624 there was much pleading for anti-Catholic 
legislation at home, and there was the desire 'that the Generation of Locusts, the 
Jesuits, and Seminary Priests, which were wont to creep in Holes and Corners, and do 
now come abroad, may ... be blown away into the Seas'. In the same year Joseph Hall, 
in his opening sermon to the ecclesiastical convocation, emphasized 'how proudly the 
Tridentine faith hath advanced her crest, and hath dared to flie fiercely in the very 
face of the Gospell: the Romish forces putt themselves openly into array, and have 
dared to sound not an alarum onely, but ... a victory'.26 Yet also, Parliament's 
apprehension about English recusancy was to a certain extent caused by its awareness 
of international. Tridentine, Catholicism. Besides political concern about the Bohemian 
crisis, expressed by popular political writers such as Thomas Scott and John Reynolds, 
many pamphleteers worried about a growing and threatening presence of presumptuous 
Catholics in England, and especially in London. For John Vicars, 1624 was the year 
when 'the Romish Foxes came out of their Holes', and, according to Edmund Garrard, 
bold Catholics took up 'dangerous and fearefull positions, insolently intimating what a 
golden time they now shall have'.27 In general, popular reaction did not distinguish 
between the different interests of the recusant gentry and aristocracy, the Spanish 
faction at court, the laity (recusant, church-papist, or wavering), the ambassadors, the 
secular priests and the Jesuits: Catholicism was one indivisible threat. But there were 
those with inside knowledge: converts, apostates, and informants, some of whom 
provided the English in pamphlets and in sermons, with a more specific anti-
Catholicism and anti-Jesuitism. This response of 'insiders' will be seen to reveal the 
significance of the organization and nature of Catholicism in England.28 

What was most concretely present in England and caused most concern was the 
mission29: confident priests all over the country, but especially in the south-east and in 
the capital, sent from seminaries abroad, as well as a thriving Catholic book production 
and distribution and evident illegal contacts with Rome and the Spanish Netherlands, 
caused much Protestant anxiety. Since the Elizabethan beginnings of the mission of 
cardinal Allen and the Jesuit Robert Persons,30 the circumstances as well as the 
character of the mission had changed. For Allen and Persons it was clear that, 
politically, Elizabeth was wrong to want to pursue the Reformation against the 
tradition of English Catholicism. Their mission aimed at a large-scale re-Catholicizing 
of England with the help of Spanish military power and the political influence of pope 
Pius V, who had excommunicated the usurper-queen Elizabeth in 1570. After the 
failure of the Spanish Armada in 1588 and after the queen's death and her succession 
by a king who made peace with Spain, there was a new political situation. The 
Jacobean mission, after the deaths of its first two leaders (Allen in 1594 and Persons 
in 1610), gave up its policy and accepted for the time being its precarious missionary 
status. What had been reality for the Protestants under Elizabeth, became a heroic 
anti-Catholic and anti-Hispanic legend, and the Catholics were left with the illusion of 
a peaceful alliance with Spain through a marriage that would ensure toleration. 
Catholic leaders understood that it was no longer possible to think of the political 
overthrow of the Protestant establishment in order to safeguard the continuity of the 
English Catholic Church and State. The struggle for toleration of the Catholic minority, 
however, would continue. 
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In its attempts to organize itself in a hostile country, the mission would suffer 
from an ecclesiastical bifurcation, unfortunately with wider ideological consequences. In 
1602 pope Clement VIII ordered the definite separation of the secular and regular 
missions in his breve Venemnt Nuper. He hoped to put a stop to a long period of 
internal controversy about the structure and the method of the mission. However, the 
Archpriest or Appellant Controversy (1598-1602), as this internal controversy was 
called, only began a long development of two conflicting Catholic organizations, of the 
secular priests and the Jesuits, which would end with the Chalcedon Controversy 
(1625-1631). It was a battle between secular and regular, parochial and seigneurial, 
episcopal and missionary interests. Both organizations worked for the continuity of the 
institution of the Catholic Church; one struggled for an episcopal or hierarchical 
organization of the English Catholics and achieved its main objective with the 
appointment of the bishop of Chalcedon and the establishment of the Chapter in 1623, 
and the other fought for a missionary structure which it saw realized in the foundation 
of the English Province of the Society of Jesus in the same year, 1623. With the 
Appellant movement, conflicting missionary methods led to internal disorder and a 
bitter production of Catholic anti-Jesuitism. 

This institutional development is bound up with the question still debated by 
historians today in terms of 'survivalism' and 'seminarism': was the English mission 
successful, or did England fail to experience a Counter-Reformation? Did Catholicism 
survive the Reformation, or did the old mediaeval Catholicism decline, to be revived by 
a new post-Reformation Catholicism, under the guidance of the missionary priests and 
the Jesuits?" It is true that in Jacobean England two different kinds of Catholicism 
appeared. The older 'survival' type existed mainly in Yorkshire and Lancashire, where 
religion was a social force, determining the community life of family and village. In 
general it was a not so well-denned religion for the poor and illiterate, mixed with 
mediaeval superstition, recusancy and church-papistry. Religion taught loyalty and 
conservatism, in Protestant areas generally understood as backwardness." The new 
'seminarist' Catholicism of the Tridentine Counter-Reformation was brought to England 
by the Jesuits and seminary priests: a more literate, introspective, self-sufficient religion 
for the individual, and a reaction both against the Protestant Reformation and Catholic 
tradition. It was a religion essentially for the English gentry and aristocracy, which 
supported the mission and read and helped disperse its works of devotion. Ministration 
to the northern, poorer kind of Catholics differed from that to the gentry (mainly to 
be found in the South), qualitatively as well as quantitatively,33 and this did not go 
without criticism and conflict in clerical and laical circles. Circumstances of the mission 
were difficult, but perhaps more importantly, the Jesuit missionary aims were not 
geared towards the survival of the older type of Catholicism. 

The Jesuit mission was not evangelistic. The aims were to reconcile, to bring back 
to the Catholic Church, those that in their hearts had always remained papists, but had 
lapsed through ignorance or indifference, or had succumbed to government pressure, or 
to feelings of fear and anxiety. The outwardly conforming church-papists it intended to 
turn into recusants, but it did not set out to convert Protestants and Puritans. In order 
for this pastoral method to be successful, the Jesuits deliberately looked for relations 
with the gentry and aristocracy, whose households, since Elizabethan times, had formed 
the Catholic seigneurial units in the country. Economically, socially and religiously, 
these were tightly organized interdependent units that safeguarded continuity and 
tradition, at a safe distance from the Protestant court. It was hoped that through the 
landowner his household, family and servants would be confirmed in the Catholic faith. 
But reconciling the English to Catholicism through the use of an existing seigneurial 
system, rather than a parochial or a congregational one, invited much hostile criticism 
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and mythicizing from Catholics as well as Protestants. The pastoral strategy of the 
Jesuits occasioned maldistribution of missionary priests, for many of the prosperous and 
influential gentry lived in the South and owned property in London. The increase of 
missionary priests in London and in the South was disproportionate to the growth of 
the community there, while in the remoter and poorer North, a relatively safer area for 
Catholics, people were largely left to themselves. Because there were fewer Catholics 
in the South itinerancy developed into chaplaincy. It seemed the Jesuit mission was a 
failure. 

Both existence and success of the English Counter-Reformation, however, are 
beyond doubt. The Jesuits themselves were aware of the problem of maldistribution 
and other organizational and financial difficulties.^ It is not so clear how the mission in 
this hostile country could have worked at all, had the Society not tried to contact the 
Catholic gentry and aristocracy. Furthermore, the capital harboured the Spanish and 
French embassies, which ensured safety, but also religious and political support. To a 
certain extent maldistribution was a problem inherent in the Jesuits' aims, although the 
Jesuits certainly did go north for their missionary work. The organization of a network 
of (Jesuit) safe-houses (also in the North) and the attempt to live and work according 
to the rules of the Society, were dependent on the political circumstances in an 
England under persecution. This network closely resembled the internal structure of 
the Society, but differed in its initial dependence on gentry protection.35 From the 
first, also, it was the intention of the Society to free itself from that dependence, by 
working towards an English Province. The structure and missionary strategics of the 
international Society adapted well to the situation in England, where the Catholic 
hierarchy had been destroyed. The Jesuits had a great advantage over the amorphous 
and largely unorganized body of secular priests in that they had colleges and seminaries 
on the continent, whereby they ensured Catholic education and the formation of a 
Catholic priesthood under these hard circumstances. Whether there would have been a 
'seminarism' without a 'survivalism' is certainly a valid question, but it need not be 
answered for the purposes of this study. Jesuitism and the anti-Jesuitical reaction it 
provoked among English Protestants as well as Catholics is a more central concern. 

Under general Mercurian, the Jesuits hesitated to begin the mission to England, 
despite their reputation for learning and their suitable organization. Whereas cardinal 
Allen had been hopeful with regard to the acceptance of the Society in England, 
Mercurian predicted that the government would slander the Jesuits as political agents. 
The English situation, he thought, would not guarantee the life the Jesuits were 
expected to lead according to the rule of their order. Nevertheless, the Elizabethan 
Jesuit successes of great missionaries such as William Weston, Henry Garnet, Edmund 
Campion, Robert Persons and Robert Southwell constituted enough justification to 
continue after the separation from the seculars. This despite the grave Financial 
condition of the Jesuits in England, and constitutional entanglements within the 
Society, which almost meant the end of the English mission. Problems that had arisen 
with regard to the new hierarchical structure within the Society finally resulted in the 
establishment of the English Vice-Province under general Vitelleschi in July 1619. Now 
that they were more securely organized, the Jesuits looked forward to more support 
from the English people. They were confident, but knew their financial situation was 
no better, nor had James's leniency with the Catholics contributed to the change from 
missionary to vice-provincial status. Awareness of the danger of their situation was still 
great. Nevertheless, Richard Blount, the first vice-provincial, petitioned for provincial 
status. But the Society did not think the vice-province stable and self-sufficient enough: 
the English Jesuits had no established communities besides those in Belgium. Blount 
proved to the genera], however, that he could convene congregations, when he held 
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one at Hunsdon House, the residence of the French ambassador, from 14 to 18 May 
1622. Thirty-nine Jesuits attended this congregation in the centre of London. Soon 
three Jesuit houses were established in England, which made the future of the Society 
in England yet more certain. In the end the general was convinced that the English 
province could convoke triennial congregations and that Jesuit communities in England 
were a possibility. The status of Province was granted, with Richard Blount as first 
provincial, and on 8 February 1623 the English mission was raised to a Province. The 
new Province could help and accommodate many more priests on the mission. This 
organizational success brought new confidence and increased the rate of admissions to 
the Society in the years 1621-25, so much so, that Protestant unrest seemed justified. 
The Jesuits were in the streets of London, the Counter-Reformation was in England. 

In actual fact, the Jesuits were not many in number. The great majority of 
Catholic clergy by far were the secular priests. For a full understanding of their anti-
Jesuitism it is important to go back to the beginning of James I's reign when this 
sentiment, which had existed in England since the first Jesuits came to the mission in 
the 1580s and 1590s, developed into an organized ecclesiastical and political assault. 
Catholic episcopal organization under Elizabethan and Jacobean persecution was very 
difficult and beset with dangers. Nevertheless, many clergy and laity desired a 
restoration of the episcopal hierarchy. They asked for English bishops with independent 
powers under canon law. This wish for episcopal jurisdiction went against the pope's 
policy, and that of his papalist (especially Jesuit) theologians,36 who believed it was the 
pope's power as head of the episcopal hierarchy, to decide to dispense with bishops 
temporarily, wherever and whenever circumstances required this. The 1598 appointment 
of an archpriest, George Blackwell, was hoped to be a solution to the problematic 
situation in England, but divided the mission and led to long and bitter wrangles 
between regulars and seculars that were of no advantage to the struggling mission. 

It is not possible here to study in detail the intricate developments of the 
Appellant or Archpriest Controversy (1598-1602) and the preceding Jesuit-secular 
confrontations.37 A short survey will suffice. With an appeal to the pope, drawn up 
with the connivance of the English government in 1601, the Appellant movement tried 
to obtain an English bishop and expulsion of the Jesuits, in return for suspension of 
the penal laws and a limited toleration.38 The secular priests had come to feel more 
and more indignant at what they thought was Jesuit dominance over the mission, and 
the appointment of an archpriest that was supposed to consult the Jesuit superior in 
England and was a friend of the Society, only confirmed their fears of a Jesuit coup of 
the mission and the English Catholic Church. Unlike the Jesuits, the large body of 
seculars were inefficiently organized and less adapted to the missionary situation. 
Furthermore, they were more dependent on political and ecclesiastical recognition in 
England than the international Society of Jesus. This caused resentment and distrust 
among the English. Jesuits were readily seen as political traitors, as instigators of plots 
against the government. Had these adherents of the deposing power not tried to 
dethrone queen Elizabeth with Spanish military support? This political sentiment led to 
the view that the English government did right to prosecute Catholics for treason and 
sedition, and not for religion. The Appellants and their secular adherents thought they 
could rightly blame the Jesuits, instead of the government, for the recusancy laws and 
the continued absence of toleration. What had begun as ecclesiastical irritation and 
jealousy, clearly took on political and ideological dimensions, through a Catholic 
alliance with the government. 

The Appellant priests and their secular successors, however, were not merely after 
the destruction of the Jesuits in England, though this would have been a serious and 
negative consequence of what they had in view for the organization of English 
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Catholicism. The anti-Jesuit position of the Appellants led to the idea of selective 
toleration of those Catholics that would swear allegiance to the queen and would 
accept a heretical government as opposed to papal authority39 and the possibility of 
foreign invasion. The government and the Appellants both began to think of a 
Catholic declaration of allegiance. On January 21 1602-3, William Bishop, the later 
bishop of Chalcedon (1), presented the formula which was successful, but would divide 
the Appellants. In this declaration the Appellants pledged allegiance to the queen, 
even if this would result in papal excommunication. The priests did not explicitly reject 
the deposing power, and also refused to give in to the demand of the government that 
they no longer exercise their priestly functions. They proclaimed their adherence to the 
Catholic faith and their submission in spiritual matters to the pope.40 Two Appellants, 
William Watson and Thomas Bluet,41 did not sign because they did not think the 
declaration submissive enough to the government. No toleration followed this 
declaration, however, and the Appellants accepted the pope's rejection of the oath of 
allegiance, except again for Watson and Bluet. Several formal requests for the 
appointment of a bishop with ordinary jurisdiction followed, but the missions to Rome 
were not successful until 1623. 

The Appellant movement did not occur in English isolation. There was an 
ecclesiastical as well as a political connection with France.42 Besides petitioning for a 
bishop, the Appellants wanted to found their own seminary and train their own priests. 
This plan failed, but an alternative house of study, Arras College, was founded in 1611. 
It was founded as the Catholic counterpart of James I's college of Chelsea and 
intended to produce Catholic works of controversy, independent of the Jesuits.43 The 
priests William Bishop (1), Anthony Champney (16), and Richard Smith (11), were 
some of the more important controversialists who developed so-called 'Gallican' views. 
Essentially, the French Gallicans and the English Appellants had similar interests. Both 
adhered to the idea of 'iure divino' episcopacy, versus the Jesuit ultramontane idea of 
the pope's supremacy. Politically, the French began to show an interest in 
rapprochement. Although the English Catholics had always looked to Spain for support 
of the mission, France was interested in political access to England, if only because the 
French king, Henry Г , did not like to see a united Catholic body under Spanish 
protection. French political influence with the English Catholics would remain limited, 
though, until the negotiations for a French Marriage began in 1624-5. The parallel 
developments of French 'Gallicanism' and the English Appellant movement were a 
mutual influence. French works of Jesuitism and anti-Jesuitism were translated into 
English.44 

The English seculars shared their anti-Jesuitism with the king: the Jesuits were 
enemies of episcopacy and politically treasonous. It is understandable, therefore, that 
after a wave of anti-Jesuit publications by the moderate Appellants, who themselves 
promised loyalty and formed no threat to the prerogative powers, and after the Oath 
of Allegiance Controversy with those Catholics that did constitute a threat to absolute 
kingship, the English king was able to think in terms of a limited Catholic hierarchy, 
and an English Catholic bishop. In February 1623, pope Gregory XV changed the 
traditional papal policy with regard to English episcopacy, when he appointed William 
Bishop (1) bishop of Chalcedon. James accepted the appointment but caused unrest 
among his own bishops. Bishop had been given the title of 'Chalcedon' in order to 
prevent measures against the Catholic presumption of power to nominate English 
bishops, but it could also be taken to refer to the delegalory aspect of his jurisdiction. 
Although the new bishop was subject to the authority of the papal Nuncio in France, 
who acted as Ordinary for England, William Bishop on arrival immediately claimed the 
powers of an ordinary and created a Dean and Chapter and other ecclesiastical offices. 
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His encroachment on the papal prerogative caused considerable stir among the 
cardinals in Rome. 

The Chapter members in support of Bishop and the independent rights of the 
English Catholic Church opposed the Jesuits who, according to them, were only after 
absolute control of the mission by their own increasingly powerful Society. The Jesuit 
general Vitelleschi tried to prevent that his Society would be regarded as undermining 
episcopal rule in England. Nevertheless, the Jesuits from the beginning opposed the 
appointment of a bishop, afraid that his activities would endanger the English 
Catholics. When Bishop died on 13 April 1624, pope Urban VIII appointed Richard 
Smith his successor. The continuation of the new papal policy was not the reason for 
Smith's appointment. On the contrary, after the failure of the Spanish Marriage and 
the renewal of the recusancy laws, the pope wanted to revert to the principle of 
government by absolute papal power, but he was forced by changed political 
circumstances to yield to the pressure of the French king and cardinal Richelieu to 
appoint Smith, formerly the cardinal's servant. The new 'Gallican' bishop of Chalcedon 
was appointed to attain more French political influence with the English Catholics and 
with the English government that by now was negotiating a French Marriage and 
alliance.45 It did not solve Jesuit-secular confrontation, envy, strife and confusion. Both 
independent missions tried to find a solution for the problems of the English Catholic 
movement. Political and personal enmities could not be avoided; the hard bone of 
contention, however, was not danger and practical organization, but the power of the 
pope. 

3. ANTI-JESUIT AND CONVERTITE WRITINGS. 

The last section of this chapter will describe the contemporary image of English 
Catholicism, through a study of sermons, tracts and pamphlets of the time. Two main 
interests will be pursued: first, the development of anti-Jesuitism from the Appellant 
Controversy through the Oath of Allegiance Controversy to the politically turbulent 
period of 1618 to 1624; secondly, a short survey will be given of a special genre of 
Catholic and Protestant pamphleteering during the reign of James I: convertite writing. 
Some concluding comments on the relation between the English Catholic movement 
and its political and religious context will end the chapter. 

It has been observed above how the movement for an English bishop led to the 
anti-Jesuit position of the Appellant priests and their adherents. The Appellants 
expressed their views on English Catholicism in a series of publications, all of which 
shared an avidity for toleration and loyalty. Insistence on being distinguished from the 
Jesuits instigated a deliberately anti-Jesuit campaign. To be noted especially are 
Christopher Bagshaw's A sparing discoverie of our English Jesuits (1601), John Mush's 
Dialogue (1601), Thomas Bluet's Important considerations (1601) and William Watson's 
Decacordon of ten quodlibeticall questions (1602). These Catholic anti-Jesuit 
publications became an important source for later, mostly Protestant,46 anti-Jesuit 
authors, who gratefully used for their arguments of 'truth' material that bitter Catholics 
had made available in their ecclesiastical battle of books. Some instances of these 
influences will be noted below. What is important to realize here is that these later 
Protestant expressions of anti-Jesuitism occurred when the central controversy of 
James's reign was in progress. In some ways the Oath of Allegiance Controversy can 
be regarded as a kind of successor to the Appellant Controversy. The principal aim of 
the oath of allegiance was to drive apart the Catholic community, in order to render it 
too weak to form a political threat to the sovereignty of the king. It sought, therefore, 
to separate and eliminate extremist elements of the movement (especially the Jesuits), 
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and promised some kind of toleration for the moderate Catholics. Essentially, these 
had also been the aims of the Appellants. 

The oath of allegiance had been reissued after the Gunpowder Plot of 1605, the 
unfortunate and tragic attempt of a number of desperate Catholics to blow up the 
English Parliament, engineered, it was thought, by the Jesuits. Whether it was meant to 
or not, the oath of allegiance would recieve a more specifically anti-Jesuit character. 
The assassination of Henry IV by Ravaillac, who was believed to have studied the 
Jesuit Mariana's work on the papal deposing power,47 confirmed for the English that 
the Jesuits were indeed the vassals of the pope, the instruments of the political 
doctrine of tyrannicide, and that the oath was justified. The king-killing of 1610 could 
only emphasize the vulnerability of the English monarch. In France, Jesuit theory had 
been shown in action. The Jesuits were indeed 'bloud-thirstie traitors', international 
arch-conspirators and 'men that make religion a matter of mecrc policie',48 aiming to 
bring about a Catholic take-over with the help of Spain. James, thoroughly upset, clung 
all the more to his anti-Jesuit policy, and defended his position in the Oath of 
Allegiance Controversy, in which he himself played an active role, writing against the 
Jesuit theologian, Robert Bcllarmine. In this controversy Bellarmine defended the 
'indirect' deposing power*' of the supreme and infallible head of the Roman Church, 
the pope, and James defended himself, the absolute monarch of the Protestant Church 
and State. 

Other effects the oath and its aftermath had on the Catholic community, will be 
dealt with in the following survey of convertite writings. First, it is important to 
establish the continuity of organized forms of anti-Jesuitism from the Appellants to the 
Protestant anti-Jesuits: the Oath of Allegiance Controversy was central in that, on 
different levels of sophistication, it activated Protestant and Catholic controversialists, 
proselytizers and anti-Jesuits, converts and apostates. Together with related 
controversies on Jesuit regicide and equivocation,50 and on the pope as Antichrist, it 
drew on, or continued to proclaim Appellant anti-Jesuitism. The internal rift in the 
Catholic body, the refusal of the English king to grant the pope even 'indirect' 
deposing power, and the pope's decrees forbidding the Catholics to take the oath of 
allegiance, were the most important developments of the ideological conflict of James's 
reign. The above mentioned controversies were its literary results and contributed to 
the political tradition of English anti-popery. 

Important in connection with the indignation over Jesuit regicide or the papal 
deposing power was the practice of equivocation and mental reservation. These were 
ways to avoid telling the truth without actually lying, either by means of an ambiguous 
utterance or by making an incomplete statement, adding mentally the condition under 
which it should be understood. According to Henry Mason, the English Jesuits were 
the 'chiefe Abettors, Defenders and Polishers of this Arte', and he quoted in support of 
his view from Watson's Decacordon. In order to live by one's conscience, the truth had 
to be told: the faith could not be denied, not even in a situation of persecution. 
Casuistry, the study of religious and moral choice, forced the Jesuits into intricate 
models of behaviour. It was inevitable that the practice of equivocation became an 
important anti-Jesuit theme for both Protestants and Appellants. By means of 
equivocation, Henry Mason argued, the Jesuits wriggled their way out of English law 
and order and were free to absolve subjects from the oath of allegiance, from 
conspiracy against the king, and from plots to blow up Parliament. Equivocation, in 
Protestant opinion, also served to deny or distort the truth of the scriptures and the 
church fathers to the advancement of popery and superstition. While the Jesuits tried 
to safeguard their truth, their adversaries saw their truth denied by means of cunning 
lies, such as miracles, apparitions, conversions and death-bed recantations like that of 
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bishop King of London in 1621. Mason wondered, 'would [they] not fitten and faine 
and tell of glorious facts, and admirable wonders which were never done, and make 
faire shewes without substance, if these may helpe to advance the papali dignitie, or 
the Jesuitical! order, especially seeing they know how to say and write and sweare 
anything for so gfeat a good, without the least grudge of conscience?'51 

Growth and organization of the Jesuits in England, as has been seen, caused 
considerable concern among the Protestants. Pamphleteers voiced the people's 
prejudices against the relatively new and foreign Society, which was seen to become a 
more threatening and powerful presence through proselytizing tricks, lies and self-
enrichment." More and more money seemed to flow their way from the recusant 
households and the 'misled' papists. The money strengthened and multiplied the 
seminaries abroad from which Jesuits and secular priests swarmed into the country. 
Many, it was thought, were duped by the cunning priests and gave away their land and 
houses. A notorious pamphlet, representative in many ways, revealed the 'true' 
character of the Jesuits and their 'secret practices'. It was published anonymously in 
English in 1609 under the title Aphorismes." Characteristically, it claimed to have been 
written from personal experience and was interested mainly in the subtleties of 'the 
principal! Jésuites, their Regents, Fathers, Provincials, Generalis, &c', and not in the 
simple, poorer people. These Jesuits, 'a great fellowship and society in all manner of 
wickednesse, and especially of whoredomes, treasons, and magicall arts', were 
responsible for the seduction of the English 'duped simple souls'. The base Aphorismes 
concentrated on papal deposing power, the use of equivocation and, especially, the 
Gunpowder Plot, and gave elaborate descriptions of Jesuits going in disguise: as 
soldiers, they were seen to commit Tilthincss in publike brothelhouses', and as civilians, 
Lutheran or Calvinist, 'they doe inquire in Innes, what is commonly reported of them, 
what Councells are tossed to and fro, and entred into against them. Another time they 
put on a Doctors habit; and glittering with Rings and Gold, they doe openly professe 
themselves to be Papists, specially where they knowe the more wealthy of the people 
be, who become their sonnes, and whom they go unto, as if they would inquire of 
some other matters, by marvellous mcanes insinuating themselves, into their familiaritic, 
and at the last exhort them, to commit their sonnes to the Discipline and training up 
of the Jesuits' (E4v-F). In the same irritated vein anti-Jesuit writers such as Thomas 
Bell and the Protestant Thomas James, Bodley's librarian, heavily relying on Watson's 
Decacordon and other Appellant works, repeated more than once the Jesuit practice of 
disguise for safety, which they interpreted as 'pride in apparel!'." With the obvious 
scandalizing and exaggerations, these comments of the anonymous Aphorismes evoke 
feelings of animosity about the Jesuit presence, and suggest an atmosphere in which 
information was gathered by intelligencers and informants, in which pamphleteers 
roused popular feeling and gossip flew about, in which priests were betrayed. The 
comments also show anti-Jesuitism's preoccupation with the pecuniary greed of the 
missionary organization. According to Thomas Bell in his Anatomie of popish tyrannie, 
the Jesuits 'feede the humour of the sicke, with faire promises of extraordinarie 
absolutions, so to draw some rich legacies from them' and 'by their sophistical! and 
deceitful! beggerie, they daily scrape golde and money into their hands' (F2v-F3). 
Thomas James's long invective, The Jesuits downefall, consisting of a hundred 
propositions against the Jesuits, argued that 'These Jesuits are cogging mates, and use 
cony-catching devises to get mony, with all manner of falsehood and coggerie, that may 
be imagined. Besides this, they have sundrie other dogtricks of cousenage, to cut 
purses, pick-locks, commit burglaries, extortion, simonie, and all kinde of Lombardinian 
devises to make gaine of, and these finefingred boies, are very nimble about Ladies & 
gentlewomcns jewels, & thus by their prettie slie cousenage, ... they have here in 
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England gotten into their hands all auctoritie, good estimation, and all the stocke or 
treasuiy of mony, doing what they list, both at home and abroad' (B3r-v). Jesuit 
relations with the gentry form a standard subject in anti-Jesuit writing, from the 
Appellants to John Gee. The Jesuit priest was said to associate with the richer gentry: 
only rich men and children were admitted to the Society and its institutions, which 
proved the Society was merely after worldly gain and power. The Appellant 
Christopher Bagshaw commented on the Jesuit-gentry relations in his Sparing discoverie 
and Thomas Bell repeated his words in a shortened form, referring to, and copying 
from, Bagshaw and Watson. The following passage from Bagshaw is interesting since it 
proves that when Gee wrote about this subject, he used a set piece from the canon of 
anti-Jesuitism. 

Marke their behaviour well in such Gentlemcns houses as they reside in, and you 
shall finde them that they will commaund and over-rule all, as knowing best how 
everything must be done (forsooth) ordine ad deum. No lease must be let, but by 
their advise: the Tenants must please them or repent at leasure: such fines are to be 
taken as they thinkc convenient, and some part of them must be imploycd as they 
shall prescribe ordine ad deum. In effect they do so rule and over-rule, as scarsly can 
the Maister or Mistris of the house give a piece of bread at their doorcs, but it must 
be done with their approbation. And for the servants, they are much more at their 
commaundement, then at theirs whom they serve: we would be loth to tell you how 
all this commeth to passe. Only this understand, that our Jésuites are most rigorous 
in their taking of mens confessions, whereby they know as well by the servants as by 
their Maislers and Mistresses their several! confessions, all the secrets in those 
families: the wifes against her husband: the husbands against his wife, and the 
servants of them both: which if they abuse to tyranize over them, and to dispose of 
their civil] affayrcs under a pretence of their ordo ad deum; they deale not like true 
Catholike Priests, but will in the end be found what they are (C4r-v).ss 

Aphorismes was published again ten years later (1619), an anonymous plagiarism 
with an introduction 'to the reader' and under a different title revealing a different 
emphasis: Troubles in Bohemia, and divers other kingdomes procured by the divellish 
practices of state-meddling jésuites. This time the work claimed to be a production of a 
Jesuit father from the college at Prague in Bohemia, translated from the French. The 
pamphlet placed the Jesuits' 'horrible course of life' and 'pressing into the affaires of 
Princes, to depose or advance at their pleasure, to determine of Kingdomes, Estates 
and Successions' (A3v-B) in Bohemia, where the fathers of the Society were seen to 
be just as troublesome as in France and England. The famous anti-Jesuit writer, 
William Crashaw, father of the poet Richard Crashaw, covered the same subject matter 
in his The jésuites gospell, published in 1610 and again in an enlarged form in 1621. 
Crashaw, also, more than once referred to Watson's work. Already in 1607 he had 
preached on the power of the pope, images, crucifixes, indulgences, adultery, priests' 
concubines and whores, and corruption of manners.** In 1621 it was again appropriate 
to concentrate on the international political organization of the Jesuits: 

What they have attempted for the Pope, in England, Scotland, Hungary, Bohemia, 
Venice, and the Low-Countries; what they have performed for him in France and 
Poland: how they rule & raignc in Spain & Italy, who so blind as sees not? But is 
this all they have done? Nay they scatter themselves like Locusts over all the world; 
and with the Frogs of Egypt crcepe into great mens houses, and first seduce the silly 
women, and not so content, worke themselves into the favours, at least into the 
Courts, Coaches, & counsels of Princes; & diving into mens consciences & counsels, 
by stratagems of their confession, and after into their purses & estates, by benefit of 
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their absolution, & lastly into the conceits of the Vulgar, by an hypocriticall austerity 
and dissembled devotion, they have hereby gained more to the Pope their Lord and 
Master, then all the Romish Clergie in the world besides (Alv-A2). 

To the Protestants the Jesuits were a foreign, international organization with 
political aims, the aims of Counter-Reformation Rome and Spain. Through their 
proselytizing and controversial techniques they duped the English laity for their own 
self-enriching ends, and poisoned their victims' consciences and loyalty. They used the 
beguiled gentry to build a Catholic body that would form a political menace to 
England. Naturally, the Jesuits responded to the publications of the Appellants and the 
Protestant pamphleteers. From their publications on the Appellant Controversy it had 
become clear that the Society was also looking for ways to obtain religious toleration 
in England. But Robert Persons did not wish it to be achieved the Appellant way: 
through removal of the Society out of England." Persons in his later years, and other 
Jesuits after him, tried to obtain toleration for all Catholics. John Floyd answered 
William Crashaw's sermon and his Jésuites gospell, with his Overthrow of the protestants 
pulpit babels in 1612 (G.68). But soon Jesuit authorities stopped the controversies and 
prohibited any further publications on the subjects of tyrannicide and papal deposing 
power. After 1626 controversial matters were no longer discussed. In fact the years of 
political resistance had stopped with the death of Robert Persons in 1610. In general, 
work would concentrate on the mission and the production of devotional literature. 
Only Thomas Fitzherbert (G.154) kept writing on the oath of allegiance, against 
Thomas Preston (265-6). 

In times of ideological conflict it is not strange to see people that were not so 
confident of their position and that wavered between the different political and 
doctrinal allegiances. John Gee was one of them and will be studied in the second 
chapter. Who the others were, is our concern here: apostates, converts and informers. 
An attempt will be made to find out more about their motivations to doubt and 
change their allegiances, and possibly (he degree of integrity with which their decisions 
were made. The study of these figures from a religious and moral shadow-land serves 
two purposes: it will provide a background and a context to the 'renegade' and anti-
Jesuit John Gee, and it will complete this introductory chapter on the political and 
religious scene with more concrete instances of lives characteristic of the ideological 
confrontations in the reign of James I. 

There was in fact often no clear Protestant-Catholic dichotomy and conversion 
took place for a variety of reasons. Changing one's religion is, of course, essentially the 
result of a struggle of conscience. Hence, this private struggle itself was often the 
prime motive for conversion.58 However, locally, and especially in the predominantly 
Catholic counties of Yorkshire and Lancashire, a change of religion could also serve 
the political, social and religious unity of the county or the family community. This 
local loyalty was often more important than national loyalty. Motives to convert in the 
country were, therefore, often not necessarily theological or ideological." Of course, 
there were such motives. In England, true religion was enforced by the State,*0 and 
disloyal subjects were regarded as traitors and heretics, and their leaders as tyrants. To 
the Catholics the pope, as a spiritual and temporal ruler was the ultimate authority. In 
this ideological conflict, apostasy and conversion were phenomena with great 
propagandistic value. Converts to Protestantism would be summoned to St. Paul's 
Cross61 to deliver their recantations and to reveal inside information about the religious 
adversary in sermons that would then be published. It is difficult always to take their 
'private' revelations and their proffered motivations at face value, for the convert found 
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himself in a vulnerable public position: he could be a hero, claimed with pride by 
either Catholics or Protestants, but he was also despised as a sinner. Even if he had 
mended his ways, he might lapse again. It was up to the convert to argue and convince 
his audience of his changed position, his experience and the rightness and 
definitiveness of his moral and religious choices. Following one's conscience was 
submission to God's will, to doctrinal rule. In the eyes of both sides, those who 
opposed this will, and that of the ruler, God's representative on earth (pope or king), 
could not be sincere or reliable and could not be tolerated: heretics, traitors, papists, 
Jesuits, wavcrers, atheists and foreigners. Of necessity private struggle was inextricably 
intertwined with public doctrine and the convert was expected to adhere to and also to 
express, in an exemplary way, doctrinal and propagandistic truth in polemic tracts 
designed to influence the religious choices of the people, their anti-Catholic or anti-
Calvinist attitudes and their assumptions of truth. It is in this historical context of 
conflict that converts and their consciences must be studied. The difficulty of an 
assessment of their personalities and psychologies will always remain because in most 
cases there is not enough material to draw any firm conclusions from the allegiance or 
allegiances of converts and apostates. 

Besides its effect on anti-Jesuitism, the oath of allegiance and the controversy that 
followed it, also had its desired effect on the Catholic community in another way. Not 
all priests had very clear views on the taking of the oath. In fact, most did not. Many 
clergy and recusant laity faced difficult religious and psychological problems.0 Some 
Catholics or apostates had clear views, and wished to cooperate with the government, 
and helped the king publish books for the controversy, sharing his views on temporal 
power. Some were rewarded for their efforts. 

Three categories of apostates and converts" will be discussed. The first category 
consists mainly of Catholics who had doctrinal objections to papal and Jesuit policies 
with respect to the English Catholic community. The second category presents converts 
to Roman Catholicism who disagreed with the too rigorously Calvinist direction of the 
English Church. Both these categories reflect the influence of the Oath of Allegiance 
Controversy, but the latter also foreshadows a different historical and religious 
development in the established Church. The third category comprises a number of anti-
papists and converts to Protestantism up to 1624 who converted from a variety of 
motives. 

To the first category belongs Thomas Bell, a convert who was quick to perceive 
the internal Catholic troubles. In his Anatomie of popish tyrannie of 1603, he gave a 
list of Appellant anti-Jesuit sources on which he drew for his own work, including the 
French publications of Arnauld and Pasquier. Although he used the second part of his 
publication to prove that the seculars were as traitorous as the Jesuits, he drew on the 
Appellants, notably William Watson and Christopher Bagshaw, for his anti-Jesuitism. A 
year later in the epistle dedicatory of his Downefal of poperie (1604) he pointed out 
that the truth is of such force that 'the cursed brood of English traitorous Jesuits and 
Jesuited papists' testify it against themselves by means of the secular priests who 'tell 
us plainly in printed books puplished [sic] to the view of the whole world (a thing 
verie rare and greatly to bee admired) of such brutish, barbarous, cruell, villanous, 
traytorous, and most bloodie dealing, practised not onely by their deere brethren the 
Jésuites, but even by themselves also, though not in the same degree'. Bell had been 
an important Catholic missionary from 1582 to 1592, when he defected and provided 
the government with much information on the safe-houses, the priests' shelters, in 
Lancashire. After ten years of dedicated missionary work Bell, who allowed attendance 
at English church services, clashed with the Jesuits. Hostility was intense, as appears 
from the controversies with Philip Woodward, and from Francis Walsingham,*1 a 
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convert to Catholicism, who studied the controversies of the time and gave a very 
unfavourable view of Bell, whose writings (especially on the Archpriest Controversy) he 
had been given to read by archbishop Bancroft. As will be seen, difficulties of doctrine 
and practice caused more priests to apostatize and convert and often this process went 
accompanied by anti-Jesuit propaganda and Jesuit polemic counter-attack. But precise 
motives underlying the anti-Jesuitism of the Appellants and later secular priests, as well 
as of converts to Protestantism or apostates, are difficult to gauge. Even if Thomas 
Bell became a renegade, he had also been a devoted missionary.45 Like Thomas Bell, 
the Jesuits James Bosgravc and Thomas Langdale favoured attendance at the 
established Church, the former because he had not understood official Jesuit teaching 
against it, the latter because he apostatized. Christopher Perkins became an Anglican 
dean of Carlisle and a diplomatist for the English government." The secular priest 
John Cecil, alias Snowden, and the ex-Jesuit Thomas Wright (6) supported the 
Appellants. Observing what is known of the lives of Appellant and 'naughty' priests, 
converts and apostates, the variety of argumentation and motivation for their acts does 
not bring to light any unequivocal case of Catholic betrayal. 

During the Oath of Allegiance Controversy, James I called in the help of his 
bishops and scholars such as Lancelot Andrewes and John Barclay.67 John Barclay, a 
Latin anti-Catholic poet (but later convert) edited his father's De potestate papae 
(G.75), a Catholic's argument in support of the oath. Barclay and Andrewes also 
helped James with his own 1609 publication, A premonition to all most mightie 
monarches. Pierre du Moulin and Isaac Casaubon were important foreigners whose 
assistance was desired by the king. Du Moulin helped answer Cardinal du Perron's 
Oration (G.38), a work against the French version of the oath of allegiance. John 
Donne, a convert to Anglicanism who never shed his Catholic past completely, 
contributed a 'scholarly"8 work, Pseudo-martyr (1610), to the Oath of Allegiance 
Controversy, meanwhile lashing out at the Jesuits in its fourth chapter, and more 
significantly, in his Ignatius his Conclave (1611). The poet and preacher played a 
satirical game with the phenomenon of controversy, something most controversialists 
were not capable of, either because they did not have Donne's intelligence, or because 
they lacked Donne's private sense of religion and took doctrine too seriously. 

Other English Catholics who wrote in favour of the oath, and so against the 
Jesuits, were the Jesuit apostate Thomas Wright (6) and the Benedictine Thomas 
Preston, alias Roger Widdrington (265-6). Both took an independent course and 
remained in-between figures.6* James I admired Thomas Preston's Apologia cardinalis 
Bellarmini pro jure pnncipum (1611), and gave the priest a comfortable seat in the 
Clink prison, in order to enable him to continue publishing more in favour of the oath 
and against the papal deposing power.10 Preston enjoyed immunity from the recusancy 
laws. The Benedictine did not take the oath, at least not publicly, but did not condemn 
those that did. Nor did he ever apostatize. In 1612 archbishop Abbot revealed that it 
was Preston who, under the pseudonym of Widdrington, had written the books in 
support of the oath of allegiance, but this revelation could not make the priest admit 
that he was Widdrington. In April 1621 the Holy Office threatened to suspend him. 
On 14 July Preston sent a submissive letter to the pope, a move which the Jesuits 
distrusted; but he did not want to go to Rome. On 26 July 1623 an order from the 
king, forbidding Preston to leave the country, kept him out of the grip of Rome. The 
order had been issued at Preston's own request. Preston continued to regard Catholic 
teaching on the papal deposing power as neither heretical as the Protestants claimed 
nor de fide, as the Jesuits argued, but his independent position would become more 
and more anti-Jesuit in the 1630s. Other priests opposed the Jesuits and sought an 
alliance with the government. That they gave away information concerning the Jesuits 
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can be seen as a betrayal. But their struggle for a different, national, organization of 
English Catholicism as opposed to the international Jesuit model, was admirable for all 
its limitations and controversial ugliness. These priests need not be stigmatized as 
traitors, apostates or informers. 

The apostate Richard Sheldon71 deserves some attention, for his work constituted 
an important influence on John Gee's The foot out of the snare. Brought up a Catholic 
and educated at the English College, Rome, he came to the English mission, but was 
imprisoned in the Clink in 1610 because he was a Jesuit. He was released the next 
year after having writlen Certain general reasons proving the lawfulnesse of the oath of 
allegiance, and after conversion to the established religion. James I employed him and 
another apostate, William Warmington,72 who likewise wrote for the oath, to write a 
book against Vorstius, follower of Arminius. Sheldon proceeded to write anti-Catholic 
works and for some time enjoyed the favour of James I as his chaplain. Already in his 
first sermon after his conversion,73 Sheldon had set the bitter and indignant tone he 
was to employ in his anti-Catholic works. However, he lost his position after his 1622 
sermon on Antichrist, preached at a time which was not propitious.74 Yet the loss of 
the king's favour could not detain the convert from warning against the Beast and his 
marks. At the same time, Sheldon believed in 'good' Catholics, those who were too 
insecure or afraid to turn. He hoped to comfort and strengthen those who feared the 
pope's power and the calumniations of their fellow-Catholics by arguing James's 
moderation: 

Another staffe or cause of comfort under God to such Converts as aireadle are come, 
or hereafter may happily come, may be, to thinke, that we have a Pnnce and 
Sovermgne, who doubtlesse doth from his very han, embrace and love those Converts 
which are in heart converted. There are also of his Subjects both of highest and 
lowest ranke of all sorts (I mcanc such as are sincere Christian Protestants, and leane 
to neither side directly nor indirectly) who doubtlesse doe in their hearts love us, and 
are very glad when they have occasion to doe or heare of any good that is done unto 
us. What neede such then care if either Precisians on the one side, or Popish and 
Papists on the other, doe maligne them.75 

In his Motives, in the epistle dedicatory to archpriest George Birkct and the Catholic 
priests, Sheldon challenged his former co-religionists and protested to the laity 'that it 
is meere conscience, and no matter of discontentment, which maketh me renounce 
communion with the Roman abominations' (sig. *3). The ex-Jesuit could not persuade 
himself that the Church which had educated him could offer security and salvation. But 
to what extent were his motives political? The drastic change of his attitude to 
Catholic doctrine, certainly for a Jesuit, was the surest way to gain favour with the king 
who had designed the oath of allegiance. More than once Sheldon showed his 
awareness of the political importance of the oath and more than once he vehemently 
declaimed against papal authority and deposing power. 

For who of the Ponlificians, dare retract his [the pope's] sentence? who ever resisted 
him and had peace? or was not thundred against; with excommunication, deposition, 
or deprivation? which when 1 seriously pondered; as in the sight of God, I could not 
but thinke, that it was soveraigntie, not religion; increase of possession, not salvation 
of soûles, which the later Popes aimed at. (Motives, A2). 

Sheldon's unsubtle crusade against the Antichrist, who was seen as requiring absolute 
obedience, put the oath of allegiance in an apocalyptic context. Sheldon timed it 
wrongly as the king was negotiating the Spanish Marriage, and the priest lost his post, 
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but essentially his 'conscience', as that of other writers in favour of taking the oath of 
allegiance, tallied with the king's plans with the oath. 

The second category groups together a number of converts to Catholicism who 
need to be regarded in the historical context of the period of time from the Oath of 
Allegiance Controversy to the end of James's reign and the growth of Arminianism. 
During the first part of this period (1608-15) anti-popery pushed into the background 
James's initial fears of Protestant nonconformity, fears which would come back in the 
second part (1618-24). It was during the Oath of Allegiance Controversy that a wave 
of conversions to Catholicism occurred. It is striking that this wave did not occur 
immediately after the hurtful Gunpowder Plot, nor during the period from the 
Bohemian crisis to the climax of the Spanish Marriage negotiations (when conditions 
were relaxed and the rate of Catholic publications was high). In part the conversions 
were a publicized response to the anti-Catholic writing at the time. Theophilus 
Higgons, Humphrey Leech, Francis Walsingham (132), and Benjamin Carier published 
their motives for their conversions. Partly, however, this Catholic vitality in a 
dominantly anti-Catholic atmosphere was also the beginning of what would be a new 
development in the Church of England. This development was not so much noticed in 
the political turbulence of 1618-24 when fears of orthodox Protestant rebellion 
increased and James put anli-Calvinist bishops in the important episcopal sees. But the 
dichotomy was no longer simply popery/no-popery, when popery seemed to find its 
seditious ways into the established English church order itself, and seemed to cause a 
rift in Protestant unity.76 

Naturally, the beginning movements of what would become English Arminianism at 
first were not recognized as such. In the eyes of contemporaries, some Protestants 
seemed to incline to popery, for they shared certain anli-Calvinist tenets with the 
papists. These proto-Arminians were, therefore, dubbed papists by the orthodox 
Protestants, who, in their turn, were called Puritans. Some doctrinal wavercrs appeared 
on the scene. In 1607 Humphrey Leech preached that those who followed the 
evangelical counsels of perfection would be saved without judgment: the apostles, 
doctors and fathers of the Church. Leech was accused of preaching popery and warned 
of the danger of his position. But Leech, in a conference with John King, then vice-
chancellor of Oxford University, and other Protestant worthies, did not give up his 
point and was suspended. After an unsuccessful appeal to the archbishop he left the 
university and converted to Catholicism. In Arras (Artois) he wrote and published his 
motives in A triumph of truth (1609). In this work King was depicted as an insecure, 
irritable and authoritarian ruler, incapable of reasoning against the doctrine of 
evangelical counsels. His Protestantism, according to Leech, accommodated religion to 
the politics of the time. King was quoted as having said: 'there are many of you, that 
will play with POPERY, as the flyc doth with the candle: you hoover, over and about 
it, as neere as you dare, but you will be sure to keepe youre winges from sindging ... I 
shall be able to condemne you of great indiscretion, for preaching such doctrine in 
these revolting times, when there is such generall Apostasy from the gospell unto 
POPERY' (D6v). 

To this 'generall Apostasy' also belonged Francis Walsingham and Benjamin 
Carier. Francis Walsingham published the account of his conversion in his Search made 
into matters of religion (G.151) in 1609. Written with the support of Robert Persons, it 
served a propagandistic purpose, especially in its attacks on Thomas Bell and George 
Downame, author of The treatise concerning Anti-Christ (1603). Walsingham exemplified 
the difficulty of a convert who wished to break with his own religion and education, 
which entailed a break with his old world, his moral and religious convictions and his 
hatred of the adversary. Having come to terms with his aversion, he wondered: 'And 
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can I then become a Papist?' (D3v), which he did after an in-depth scholarly quest for 
religious sincerity and certainty of faith. Besides a display of learning and controversy, 
his Search is an account of his cogitations and reads like a convincing spiritual 
autobiography. 

Preaching to the king in 1612, Benjamin Carier, royal chaplain and doctor of 
divinity,77 appealed to James's notions of the Catholicity of the English Church and 
Christian unity. He claimed affinity of the English Church with Rome on 'confession, 
contrition and satisfaction', and tried to convince the king of the popular and 
schismatic nature of Calvinism or 'puritanism', pleading for unification. But James did 
not respond to Carier's proto-Arminianism. Although Carier loathed the idea of 
conversion, he apostatized to Rome in 1613,™ for he could no longer subscribe to the 
prevailing anti-Catholic attitudes and assumptions. Carier's idea of religious unity made 
him, like other proto-Arminians, look for a basis on which the two religions could be 
united, but this new latitudinarianism was rejected by the Protestant Church and State, 
which envisaged a unity without the English Catholics. 

Future Arminian leaders such as Lancelot Andrewes and William Laud were 
accused of popery by archbishop Abbot. The latter, in a long personal feud, tried to 
hinder Laud's career, but lost to his successor.7* In June 1615 Laud and John Howson, 
canon of Christ Church, were charged with doctrinal deviance before the king. Howson 
was advised to preach more anti-Catholic sermons, for which he was later elevated to 
the see of Oxford* 

In 1616, the archbishop of Spalato (Split), Antonio de Dominis, arrived in England 
to work on his proto-Arminian ideas of Christian unity." The irenic James I delighted 
in his patronage over this ex-Jesuit, who had left the Catholic for the English Church. 
James agreed with De Dominis's anti-papal position and hoped to use his writings, as 
well those of the other foreigners Isaac Casaubon and Paolo Sarpi.82 It became clear, 
however, that the king did not share De Dominis's reunionist views, nor did the 
English Calvinists. The ecumenical undertaking did not last long, for in 1622 the 
emigré left for Rome again, disappointed with what proved to be a Calvinist Church, 
too intent on doctrinal theology. The popularity of De Dominis was great. He was 
attacked by his former co-religionists John Floyd (38-9) and John Sweet (19) as well as 
by Protestant writers, after his departure.83 He was accused of hunting for preferment, 
inconstancy, and great flaws of character: gluttony, avarice, vanity and ambition. Like 
that other influential Catholic, Gondomar, the Spanish ambassador, De Dominis 
became a legend (as the Fat Bishop) in Middleton's Game at chess. Despite the 
controversial abuse, also his own, De Dominis's theological thought appeared to be 
consistent and serious.84 

Richard Sheldon (another ex-Jesuit), preached against the 'Neutralizers' or 
'Interim-ists', 'pretended Pacificatours, but in truth Romes subdolous factours!' In 
Sheldon's characteristic polemic view, these were 'against the Spirit of God, thus to 
dreame of the uniting of Sion and Babylon; of Egypt, and Hierusalem; of Christ and 
Antichrist, of light and darknesse; of God, and Bellial'. Sheldon objected to these 'Semi-
Admirers after the Beast, I meane such, who (who having put on the Dalmatian 
Apostatizing spirit, or at least, are beginning to put on the same) doe hold that the 
Papali Church, is the true Church of Christ'.8' In 1618, at the synod of Dort, James 
had supported the condemnation of the Arminian theology of grace, emphasizing once 
more the unity of the Protestants and their common doctrine of predestination. Four 
years later De Dominis departed and Sheldon lost his royal patronage; Spanish 
negotiations were at a crucial stage. In 1623 the Catholics published De Dominis's 
recantation (G.74) and in the same year more supporters86 of an ecumenical unity of 
Rome and Canterbury appeared. Unlike in 1618, the king began to listen to their 
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arguments. Despite opposition,87 Arminians came to the forefront and Richard 
Montague developed the Arminien ideas in A new gagg for an old goose (G.84), and 
Appello Caesarem (1625).w The movement for unification of the English and Roman 
Churches, which initially had looked much like a devious reintroduction of popery, 
redefined Puritanism. In agreeing on the points in common between Rome and 
Canterbury, anti-Calvinism polarized the extremes as never before since the 
Reformation: Jesuitism and doctrinal Calvinism, together with its anti-popery, were to 
be excluded from the Church of England. James had rejected these ideas from 
Benjamin Carier ten years earlier. But towards the end of his reign the political 
situation had changed. In the next reign, Arminianism would grow, but anti-popery 
would not die. 

Accounts such as those by Walsingham and Carier, despite their obvious 
propagandistic use, seem to be more personal in tone and conviction than most 
Protestant convertite motives published at the time. Naturally, to become a Catholic in 
England was much more difficult than to convert to the established religion. It took a 
more stubborn argumentation and personal integrity. However, this does not mean that 
in the third category, that of converts to Protestantism, a private and conscientious 
motivation was absent. It was easier to accuse a convert to Protestantism of financial 
and careerist motivation, or generally to distrust his uprightness. Admittedly, a convert 
would want to insist on his 'sincerity' as well as on the fact that his 'insidership' 
guaranteed reliable and accurate information. Thomas Bell did so, and was attacked by 
Philip Woodward: his constant protestation of sincerity made Woodward conclude that 
'where deceipt is intended, there the Protestación of sinceritie, upright dealinge, and a 
tender conscience, as a necessarie preparation must be pretended. For this is the 
golden baite to angle ignorant soûles, and the common cloake of cosoning 
companions'." John Gee and Christopher Musgrave" used the same protestations of 
sincerity to defend their authority and trustworthiness, and were careful to point out 
that they did not deserve to be distrusted and were not hurt by the calumniations 
hurled at them, or had sought protection against physical violence. One of the most 
frequent accusations levelled at converts to Protestantism was that their conversions 
took place for preferment. Musgrave and, earlier, Thomas Clarke denied this charge.91 

Another interesting case was Theophilus Higgons, a Puritan who converted both ways, 
and wrote against Sir Edward Hoby, gentleman of James's Privy Chamber, on his 
alleged 'financial' motivation. Higgons felt 'incredibly abused'. He had been converted 
in 1609 by the Jesuit John Floyd at St. Omcr, but reconverted the next year. He 
preached at St. Paul's Cross about his 'hcartic reunion with the Church of England'. 
He confessed to the sin of apostasy and regretted having fallen 'into a sinke of 
superstition, idolatrie, and error', claiming that his heart had never been in images and 
indulgences. He struck a more personal note when he realized the evil of his apostasy, 
which was even 'more capital), in respect of my Person; I mcane, in reference unto my 
function, and office, in the Church of Christ'. He announced 'immortal! war' to his 
'ignoble, scandalous vices ... as in all men, so principally, in those, who are of my 
condition and place'.92 More personal comments related to psychological or religious 
pressure on moral issues such as loyalty and obedience also came from Musgrave, who 
worried to be 'accounted an Apostata', but resolved this problem when he realized that 
'an undiscreet vow is belter broken then kepi, especially when it tendeth to the 
endangering of a mans soûle' (F3). 

In what follows further attention will be paid to the different motives and their 
degree of integrity. The historical phenomenon of English anti-popcry will be seen to 
provide the points of doctrine and practice which decided apostasy from popery or 
conversion to Protestantism in the entire period of James's reign. Thus both anti-
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papists and converts to Protestantism, by means of pamphlets and sermons provided a 
political and Calvinist anti-Catholicism. The converts had extra propagandistic value, 
especially for the orthodox Protestants. 

Apart from arguments based on political or careerist factors, such as the oath of 
allegiance, the papal deposing power or the Gunpowder Plot, converts used religious 
or doctrinal arguments that were often similar to those of anti-papists. Many pamphlets 
presented a litany of standard objections against popish doctrine and practice, such as 
transubstantiation, confession, Latin service, indulgences, prayer for the dead, images 
and saints, the main argument being that these popish inventions and corruptions of 
the true religion must be removed to avoid a backsliding into superstition, idolatry and 
ignorance. Basically, it was an argument against the human interference of the pope 
and the priests, who placed themselves and their rituals and traditions between the 
believer and his God. Protestants opposed this human interference and free will with 
divine determinism and Calvinist predestination: not the authority of the pope and his 
hierarchy on earth as surrogate gods, but the direct evidence of scripture and scriptural 
preaching; not justification by works, but by faith alone. Catholicism was only after 
political power. In fact, the pope and the Catholic Church, as usurpers of world power, 
were of Antichrist. The identification of the Catholic Church with Antichrist and the 
pope with the Whore of Babylon was older, but still intensively proven and 
counterproven, especially in publications before and after the critical years 1623-4." 
The Catholic Michael Walpole answered bishop Downame's Treatise concerning 
Antichrist in 1613 (G.152). In 1625 Richard Sheldon's sermon on Antichrist was 
published, and the divine Robert Abbot told his audience that antichristians delighted 
in 'the whooredomes and idolatrie' of Rome. He distinguished between the 'simply 
seduced' that could still learn and need not be damned, and those that had received 
the mark and were 'carnally minded, who live in pleasure with the whore of Babel'. 
The deceptions and lies of Antichrist had 'put out the light of the scriptures'. Thomas 
Beard was convinced that the pope was Antichrist and published a learned study on 
the subject.*1 

The Catholic mass and its most important sacramental exercise of the doctrine of 
transubstantiation was also much discussed. Henri Fitzsimon defended the mass in 1611 
(G.31). Other Catholic publications on the subject were translated into English. George 
Fisher, alias Musket (20), a seminary priest, was engaged in a conference on 
transubstantiation with one of archbishop Abbot's chaplains, Daniel Fcatlcy, in April 
1621. The Spanish Catholic Nicholas y Sacharles (John de Nichols) converted to 
Protestantism because he could only think 'the turning of bread and wine into the very 
substance of the Body and Blood of our Saviour, to be meere fiction'.* Protestants 
often ascribed the growth of popery to the position of the Catholic priest as a 
powerful miracle worker and seducer of the people. Samuel Harsnett, then chaplain of 
archbishop Bancroft, had pointed to Jesuit exorcisms, and (as will be seen in chapter 
2) his influential Declaration of egregious popish impostures (1604) triggered an interest 
in these practices in anti-papist writers such as Richard Sheldon, John Gee, Richard 
Baddely and Thomas Scott. 

Besides transubstantiation, an important point of controversy at the time was the 
visibility of the Catholic Church, and one of its most active pleaders was the Jesuit 
prosclytizer and controversialist John Percy, alias Fisher (21). When Protestants 
declaimed the insolence and boldness of the papists they must often have referred to 
the disputations96 this Jesuit apologist held with Protestant ecclesiastics. Percy was also 
active dispersing pamphlets that discussed the questions of the colloquies or gave 
meticulous accounts of the syllogistic argumentations. One of the conferences, held at 
Sir Humphrey Linde's house in London in June 1623, was about the question 'Where 
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was your Church before Luther?' In his debates Percy followed Bellarmine and the 
decrees of the Council of Trent. Since there could only be one eternal truth, there 
could also be only one true Church. Only this true Church could prove its historical 
continuity or visibility in its doctors and priests. This succession proved the infallibility 
of the Catholic apostolical Church of Christ, which alone could offer salvation. The 
Protestant Church, the argument was, could not produce a catalogue of successive 
ecclesiastics from before Luther's time, and was a false Church. Initially Percy in this 
conference opposed the prolific Puritan controversialist and chaplain of archbishop 
Abbot, Daniel Featley" and Francis White, the dean of Carlisle. Featley's account of 
the conference was published by his supporters, without his consent, as The fisher 
catched in his owne net, 1623. With king James's foreign policy of rapprochement, 
however, Featley's Calvinist position as disputant in the Percy Controversy was to make 
way for the Arminian position of William Laud. Laud did not deny the Catholic 
Church an element of truth but saw the once true Catholic Church, of which the 
English Church was the true successor, as corrupted. The conference merged with 
another which had started in secret on 24 May 1622 and had aimed at the conversion 
of the wavering countess of Buckingham, the Duke's mother. Percy confronted the 
king at this conference and answered his nine questions of controversy. The Jesuit was 
successful, finally, in converting the countess, who became a generous patron. Percy 
seems to have lodged as a prisoner on parole in her London house. The king had 
prohibited further conferences with Percy (through the Arminian prelate Richard 
Neile) and rebuked Featley for the publication of The fisher catched in hb owne net, at 
the time when prince Charles was in Spain. When the king's policy changed after the 
failure of the Spanish Marriage he ordered Featley, through Abbot, to publish his 
account of the debate at Sir Humphrey Lindc's: The romish fisher caught and held in 
his owne net, 1624. The king likewise asked White and Laud to publish their 
(Arminian) anti-Catholic accounts of the debates with Percy. 

English anti-popery (and anti-Jesuitism) was embodied not by the king but by 
George Abbot, the archbishop of Canterbury* an important patron of convertite 
writings. Abbot was the greatest anti-papist and political manipulator of the Jacobean 
age. As a result of his own intelligence work he had most 'inside' information of all 
and was an important influence behind the scenes of many convertite revelations. 
Whereas James I was capable of seeing the recusant problem as political and accepted 
moderate Catholicism, Abbot feared popery as an international, universal evil. An 
orthodox Protestant or evangelical Calvinist, the primate protected the purity of 
Calvinist doctrine, favoured a rigorous persecution of the English Catholics and wished 
to defend Protestantism against the forces of Antichrist. His influence at court 
diminished when in the early twenties his eagerness for a war in Europe was 
unacceptable to the king. Nevertheless, the archbishop remained a busy propagandist, 
polemicist, proselytizer and prosecutor. He sponsored influential works against Roman 
teaching" and was instrumental in the publications of Thomas Preston on the oath of 
allegiance. Musgrave's Motives (1621) and Robert Barrell's The spiritual! architecture 
(1624) were dedicated to Abbot, and John Gee expressed his gratitude to the primate 
in The foot out of the snare. His chaplains, Daniel Featley and Thomas Goad, were 
involved in anti-Catholic publications as licensers of the press, and wrote prefaces to 
works by Ferdinando Texeda100 and Henry Mason. Texeda was a Spanish Augustinian 
monk, whom Featley was happy to produce as a convert to the English Church. In 
Featley's view this convertite success would make up for the loss of the Italian 
Apostata, De Dominis. 

A last type of convert to Protestantism seems to have sacrificed his religious and 
personal integrity in conversion, although, as has been seen in the case of Appellant 
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and secular 'naughty' priests, it remains difficult, if not impossible, to judge. In the hard 
circumstances of the Elizabethan persecution, several apostates such as Anthony 
Tyrrell, Anthony Rouse and Thomas Clarke were responsible for the taking and 
martyring of their fellow-priests.101 Others had turned spies and informants for money 
or a safe position in the established Church, some because they feared the threat of 
violence or death. 'Pursuivants' were always close by with warrants to arrest them. 
Another reason for giving in could be that the priest could not bear the psychological 
tension of a missionary existence. Certainly not all apostate priests were renegades. 
Some took up other professions or regretted their mistake and returned to the 
Catholic Church. Others married. The giving away of Catholic information, considering 
the hard and confusing circumstances, need not make a priest a traitor. Occasionally, 
the steady and consistent betrayal of priests and recusants for a living is more pathetic 
than tragic. 

Richard Sheldon in his Motives pointed out that 'there have been of your Romish 
Priests, who have not only left you, but are also become open afflicters of you, by 
discovering your Priests, searching your houses, &c. pretending thereby, as you know, 
to make a living, being in conscience & faith (such as it is) still yours, as they every 
where amongst you professe' (sig. *3). Sheldon's description applies to turncoats such 
as James Wadsworth or William Udall (B.8). The convert-pursuivant William Udall 
became the victim of charges he had himself made against other pursuivants, when 
Lewis Owen alleged that Udall had tried to bribe him to accuse the bishop of London 
of having distributed popish books. According to Owen, Udall had also tried to 
persuade him to cooperate in extorting money from recusants.ira When Wadsworth1<B 

came back to England in 1625, he informed William Trumbull, Clerk of the Council, of 
Catholic activities. In the English Spanish pilgrime (1629) Wadsworth declared that 
while intending to become a Protestant he 'was advertised by some great Personages of 
authoritie in this kingdome, to keepe my resolution to myselfe for a while, whereby I 
might discover the plots and stratagems of our adversaries, and so doe my Country 
faire greater service' (Mlv). Wadsworth started a career as pursuivant and informer. 
Although he was suspected to be a spy, Gondomar prevented his imprisonment. 
Naturally, in his pamphlet, Wadsworth presented his resentment with Catholic doctrine 
as his motivation to turn against the Church. Also he felt personal ill will against the 
Jesuits; it was his intention to 'rippe up the very bowels of these treacherous glossing 
Fathers' (D2), that had educated him at St. Omer. Clearly, however, his ulterior 
motivation proved opportunistic. He had followed his 'perverted' father, Wadsworth 
senior (G.37), to Spain, hoping for a permanent job in the Infanta's suite. But 
negotiations for the Marriage failed, leaving Wadsworth without a post. Philip IV gave 
him a commission in the Flemish army, but captain Wadsworth sailed for England 
instead to become a double agent and a pursuivant for the British government. As an 
informer, employed by the Privy Council, he was responsible for the arrests, 
imprisonments and exiles of many Jesuits and priests. Informing was not a very secure 
job, as finances were not certain and fellow informers were not necessarily friends: they 
were rivals. Yet some men chose this work for a career and developed an eagerness to 
make a living this way, for a government eager to obtain papist information. Gee tried 
his hand at informing, but it does not appear to have been his calling.1"4 

In an atmosphere of conflict, religious thought was confidently projected onto the 
political reality: the power of the pope vs the divine right of the king. The Protestants, 
in and outside Parliament, saw their views of popery and Hispanism confirmed: the 
Spanish Armada (1588), the Gunpowder Plot (1605), the Bohemian Revolt (1618), the 
Spanish Marriage (1614-24). The Catholic minority suffered problems of allegiance: the 
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Appellant movement is its most bitter expression. Religious and political conflict were 
one, the arguments could always come full circle and gained ideological dimension 
thereby. The popery/no-popery dichotomy determined English politics and the 
propagandistic apparatus of government. Parliamentary Protestantism, informen, 
popular pamphleteers and converts acted on and confirmed old fears and hatreds in an 
attempt to manipulate the people. Many people were confused, ignorant or indifferent. 
Others made definite choices from personal experience of hardship or from the 
enforcement of the laws, but were also influenced by the news they picked up. The 
climacteric of the early 1620s generated an awareness of popish presence in England. 
Although perhaps there was no general insight into internal Catholic affairs, what was 
evident and clearly visible in the London streets was that the Catholics were organizing 
themselves and were given the opportunity to do so. They printed and spread their 
works of devotion and controversy, and held conferences with Protestants. The Society 
of Jesus grew and the bishop of Chalcedon organized the secular clergy. English 
Catholicism was no ghost, nor was anti-popery merely the upholding of a religious 
myth. The unity of the English Church itself was endangered by the rise of the 
movement that would become known as Arminianism, but which in its early stages was 
identified with popery. Early converts to Catholicism had already pointed to the 
increasing tension on doctrinal questions such as grace and predestination. The quieter 
and more confident tone and the moral and religious reasoning observed in the works 
of Catholic converts such as Humphrey Leech and Francis Walsingham contrast 
significantly with the writings, almost a decade later, by Protestant converts such as 
Theophilus Higgons, Richard Sheldon, Christopher Musgrave and John Gee, which 
apart from the satirical vein of the long literary tradition of anti-Jesuitism, revealed a 
bitter and at times desperate quality in their attempts to defend and strengthen the 
Calvinist church of George Abbot. Thus political and religious tensions were reflected 
in the writings of the converts, who were of special propagandistic importance, both to 
Catholics and Protestants. 

Having taken into account the personal ambitions, the confusions, the 
opportunistic or moral decisions of several anti-Jesuits, converts and apostates, and 
having addressed problems of integrity, what appears is a Protestant reaction to 
Catholic political reality which, influenced by eschatological ideas, became part of 
Calvinist ideology.105 The writings of anti-papists, converts and apostates added 
credibility and support to this Protestant reaction. Although their personal and practical 
circumstances differed as much as did their motives, all did the same thing: they wrote 
pamphlets that voiced stock Protestant attitudes to popery, ranging from doctrinal, 
intellectual and spiritual objections to popular prejudice and irrational emotion. 
Obviously, unsophisticated pamphleteering lacked all intrinsic literary merit, yet it was 
highly popular and influential, and thus historically important: it served the Protestant 
defence against, and the attack on, the reality of the Counter-Reformation as well as 
on the mythical darkness of Antichrist. Converts, especially, gave 'convincing' evidence 
of popish corruption from 'personal experience', providing a tool for the government 
especially in the early 1620s. Some of the ex-Catholics, Catholic anti-Jesuits, foreign 
Catholics, Protestants and recusants must have been convinced that in cooperating they 
were turning to a state of clear conscience;106 some saw theirs was the way to Catholic 
toleration. Others converted sincerely, after a long period of doubt and confusion 
about doctrine and practice. At the same time, converts such as John Donne, Sir Tobie 
Matthew, and Antonio de Dominis, were accused of careerism and personal ambition. 
Others, indeed, must have been more aware of political and financial opportunities. 
For them, moral choices did not weigh so heavily. Others again, less calculating, 
desired personal safety. Convertite and controversialist literature helped create and 
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keep up the polarized ideology of the time.107 In this light anti-popish and anti-Jesuit 
tracts such as John Gee's The foot out of the snare should be studied. 
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CHAPTER 2 

1. JOHN GEE: BACKGROUND AND CURACY 

John Gee's family came from Manchester, a well-known Puritan stronghold in 
Elizabethan and Jacobean times.1 The name of Gee is prominent in the Court Leet 
Records, recurring in the lists of juries and officers, posts which were given to leading 
local families. John Gee (d. 1629) was a deputy receiver of the manor and a 
boroughreeve until 1578, at which time he was not re-elected. His aunt Alice Gee 
married the wealthy draper George Pendleton and was to become one of the richest 
widows of the township of Manchester. Her brother, Ralphe or Raphe Gee, was our 
John Gee's grandfather. Ralphe was one of the 'skevingers of the Marketstids', a 
'Bylamen' and a 'Marketloker for Corne'.2 He died in 1598. More wealth flowed into 
the Gee family when one of Ralphe's daughters, Alice, married the haberdasher 
George Clarke. Clarke prospered to such a degree that he was able to found a famous 
Charity for the poor of Manchester. His marriage and his connection with Charles 
Worsley of the Piatt, who married Alice's sister Elizabeth, were probably partly 
responsible for his fortune, but being a haberdasher, he may also have been associated 
with the vastly more profitable clothier or linen trade. 

The Gee family, then, had reached modest distinction in their native town. They 
were also active in religious life. All three of Ralphe's sons became ministers. George 
Gee was minister of Newton in the parish of Manchester. His brothers, Edward and 
John, both left Manchester for the predominantly Protestant county of Devonshire. 
Edward was rector of Tedburn St. Mary and chaplain in ordinary to king James I. Two 
of his sermons were published posthumously in 1620 by his brothers John and George, 
who provided a 'Premonition for the Reader' for the work.' John Gee, our subject's 
father, was educated at Brasenose College, Oxford. He obtained his B.A. degree on 9 
July 1590 and his M.A. degree on 6 July 1593. He became minister of Dunsford in 
1593/4 and from 1605 until his death he was also vicar of Halbcrton.' He was buried in 
Dunsford on 14 June 1631, having been incumbent of the parish for 39 years. There is 
no record in the Dunsford parish registers of John Gee's marriage, but a wife, Grace, 
is mentioned, who died on 10 February 1610/1, aged 35. She was buried on the 12th. 
Considering the number of children baptised after Grace's death, John Gee must have 
married twice. There is again no record of a licence at Dunsford for this second 
marriage.5 

John Gee was born in Dunsford, Devonshire, in 15%.' Like his father, he was 
educated at Brasenose College, Oxford, where he matriculated on 13 July 1612 at the 
age of 16. He soon left Brasenose to go to Exeter College, where he graduated B.A. 
on 28 February 1616/7 and M.A. on 17 October 1621. According to Anthony à Wood, 
Gee took holy orders before his Master's degree and obtained the benefice of Newton-
in-Makerfield (Newton le Willows) in the parish of Winwick, near Warrington and 
Wigan, in Lancashire. Possibly his father's or another relative's influence got Gee a 
position, or he was appointed by Josiah Home, rector of Winwick after his return to 
his native county. However, Newton was not a benefice, but a chapel of ease, 
dependent on the parish of Winwick, and Gee worked there as a curate from 1619 (a 
date mentioned by his rector), if not from 1617, until the time of his departure to 
London in 1623.7 

Curacy was the usual beginning for almost every graduate ordinand at the time. 
Even local connections would not guarantee an immediate appointment to a benefice 
after graduation, but eventually most non-beneficed clergy would obtain a benefice. 
Gee did so in 1624. Even though the Elizabethan shortage of clergy had been 
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remedied because more posts had become available, the status, the prospects and the 
income of curates, readers and assistants were still uncertain. Recruitment by the 
Church increased, but the prospects for many well-qualified clergymen remained equally 
poor. Often the curate was not formally appointed by any ecclesiastical authority and 
financially he was dependent on the vicar or rector, the local gentry or the community. 
His income remained extremely low and inadequate, in spite of the fact that the value 
of the living and the income of the incumbent increased. The curate needed additional 
endowments which he sometimes found by holding more than one curacy, or through 
combining his curacy with other posts, such as that of schoolmaster. Some curates 
thought of dishonest means to add to their incomes. There are examples of curates 
conducting clandestine mamages in order to make profits. Preferment was the aim of 
many a poorly paid curate who wished to put an end to the insecurity of his position 
and his dependence on the patron. In his Winwick period the curate Gee tried several 
ways to improve his position. His marriage may have put more pressure on him.8 

In a study on church recruitment M.H. Curtis presents John Gee as an 'apt' 
illustration of his argument that the situation led to a large number of ambitious but 
'alienated intellectuals', who tried to undermine the Church. Frustrated by their limited 
opportunities, these clergy formed a bitter, critical and separated 'class', 'harbingers' 
even of the 1640s storm. Curlis's claim has already been moderated convincingly. 
Impoverished curacy led to conformity more probably than to dissension, for only 
loyalty could improve the clergy's prospects.' Although in The foot. Gee expressed his 
early 'discontent' (04), it will be seen to be a too romantic view to regard Gee as an 
'alienated intellectual'. 

2. 'THE BISHOPS PRIME ENGINE': RURAL DEAN? 

In his attempts to improve his position during the years 1620-23 Gee undertook some 
irregular and seemingly contradictory activities, both for the bishop of Chester and for 
the Stanleys, the recusant gentry of Winwick. It is possible that the curate of Newton 
was engaged in these activities at the same time. They led to court summonses by the 
Chester Ecclesiastical Commission from early 1623 onwards and by the Star Chamber 
towards the end of the same year and after. The first known date is that of 23 April 
1623, when Gee ignored a summons of a commissionary court. On 17 August that year 
Gee was suspended from preaching by the bishop of Chester. From documents in the 
Consistory Court Book it becomes clear that Gee, after he had ignored his suspension, 
was once more summoned by that Court on 29 January 1624. A citation had been 
issued but Gee had failed to appear. When Gee failed to appear again on the 29th 
and on the 30th when the session was resumed, without giving any explanation of his 
absence (Gee was in London, working on The foot), the Court decreed that the 
suspension remained in force and threatened to put him out of office ('ab officio suo 
clericali degradari') and to regard him as an 'irregularis'; Gee was guilty of contempt of 
court. Apart from his disobeying the suspension, the Court Book did not specify what 
Gee's crimes had been.10 An important source of information for what had led to this 
suspension is Josiah Home, the rector of Winwick. It was in his 'Bill of Complaint' 
(which will be dealt with shortly), towards the end of 1623, that Home referred to 
Gee's involvement with John Bridgeman, the bishop of Chester. Home singled out 
Gee to accuse him of conducting clandestine marriages and referred to the fact that 
for this Gee had previously been suspended by the bishop of Chester, as head of the 
Chester Commission. The stipendiary minister, preacher or lecturer of Newton Chapel 
in the parish of Winwick (thus Home referred to Gee) was, after his suspension, again 
marrying children and others without licence and without publishing banns. Home 
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thought that Gee was then prosecuted by the High Commission Court of York, also 
for other 'fowle offences', at the time of Home's Bill (December 1623)." According to 
Home, Gee had been conducting these illegal marriages for a period of four years 
from 1619 to 1623 in Newton chapel, often during the night, and in taverns and 
alehouses in Winwick, and in private places, amongst them also his own house. It is 
possible these were Catholic marriages, a means for Gee to make extra money. Home 
took pains to supply all the details and the names of couples illegally married by Gee," 
and he also mentioned other practices, such as the giving out of marriage certificates, 
holding a court without any ecclesiastical jurisdiction, punishing and excommunicating 
parishioners, extorting unlawful fees, commuting penances, writing certificates and 
significavits13 to the Chancellor and Chancery courts of the County Palatine of 
Lancaster - all ways to exact fees and gratuities. Furthermore, Home thought Gee 
'hath unlawfully & seditiously threatned & published an Alteration of the religion 
established & professed in the Church & Realme of England, and a toleration of the 
Popish & Romish religion therin unto sundry persons'. That Home was more or less 
telling the truth is very likely. 

The suspension, which had been read in Newton chapel on 17 August, had taken 
away Gee's income. Gee must have felt that his activities would lead to further 
summonses by the Chester Ecclesiastical Court, which would further reduce his 
prospects. He may have thought to resolve the impossible situation he found himself in 
by escaping to London in order to try and avoid further trouble and find a new 
position and income. More about Gee's activities becomes clear when we consider the 
role of John Bridgeman, the bishop of Chester. 

Bishop Bridgeman's diocesan administration suffered from bungling, which had 
begun at the time when Chester became a bishopric through the amalgamation of the 
archdeaconries of Chester and Richmond in 1541. Chester became the largest, the 
poorest and the most unwieldy diocese of England. As the old archdeacons could no 
longer be afforded, a new jurisdictional system was introduced. Local administrators 
called rural deans were meant to serve as a link between the bishop and the people. 
They investigated wills, granted probate and administrated for poorer wills. They also 
dealt with disciplinary matters, such as excommunicating, imposing and commuting 
penances, and they held their own visitations and correction courts. Like curates, the 
rural deans were not always formally appointed. Some tended to oppose the episcopal 
regime to obtain more independence. Others sublet their deaneries, thus undermining 
the leasing system on which the bishop relied for his rents. Attempts to discipline the 
deans were for a long time unsuccessful. Though Bridgeman tried to revise the system, 
financial pressures forced him to try ways to raise money, as other bishops did e.g. by 
exploiting the leasing system." But it was Bridgeman and his financial government (on 
which he prided himself) that would come under attack." 

The instigator of the attack was the malcontent James Martin, a king's preacher 
until 1619/20 and rector of Preston until January 1623:1' Martin was deprived of both 
positions by the bishop of Chester because of his unsuitability. Martin is important for 
two reasons: when he was rector of Preston (1621-23) he must have known the 
teetering curate of Newton, who like himself was a defendant in the case started by 
Josiah Hornc. His evidence on Gee can be compared to that of Home in his 'Bill of 
Complaint'.17 Secondly, in his battle with Bridgeman, Martin provided more information 
about Gee's relation with Bridgeman in the early 1620s, and thus is a main source for 
this aspect of Gee's career. 

The story of Martin takes us into the early 1630s, when Bridgeman's trouble 
started. In letters to Secretary Windebank, Martin wrote that he expected help from 
Gee, in his efforts to obtain redress for his treatment by John Bridgeman. Apparently 
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Gee had unexpectedly come to Lancashire (he was living in Kent at the time), possibly 
to visit friends and relatives, which Martin attributed to 'a special providence'. It seems 
odd that Martin waited so long before trying to put an end to his distress. Before 
1633, however, Martin was in no position to undertake anything. But now a 
magnificent opportunity had offered itself. Charles I ordered an investigation of 
Bridgcman's administration. 

It was James Martin, that seemingly slight annoyance in Bridgeman's diocese, who 
made the increasingly awkward and very unusual enquiry possible. Martin alleged that 
the bishop had embezzled £10,000 commutation money, profits of the Court of High 
Commission, which rightfully belonged to the king. The allegation sparked off Charles's 
interest, for the king needed the same amount (!) for the restoration of St. Paul's 
Cathedral. In addition to this curious coincidence, which was most likely brought about 
by the industrious Martin, Bridgeman had only contributed the minimum of £40 
towards the repair costs of St. Paul's and had failed to promise the annual contribution 
or a share out of his own pocket. For the money, Charles was willing to risk the 
reputation of one of his Church-leaders who prided himself on his administrative skills, 
and through him the reputation of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. The case was pursued to 
High Commission. 

Evidently, about a decade after his deprivation, Martin had not forgotten his much 
hated but powerful enemy. After some attempts in print,18 Martin went to court, where 
Sir Henry Mildmay, Master of the Jewel House, took his story seriously and made him 
write a petition to the king which was taken to Sir Thomas Canon, a member of the 
commission on fees, who as royal commissioner was to lead the Bridgeman 
investigation. One of the 66 examinants heard was John Gee, on the indication of 
Martin." 

In the early 1620s both Gee and Martin lived close to Wigan, where the bishop of 
Chester resided. If thoroughly examined, Martin wrote, Gee could 'fully discover (in 
Effect) the Bishops Terra incognita; or as much as any whatsoever can'. To make the 
presentation of this 'materiali' witness firm and convincing, Martin went to some 
lengths to describe Gee's character and career and his relation to bishop Bridgeman. 
He desired Gee to be 'peremptorily commanded to attend' and to be 'reserved, 
publikely to confront the Bishop with his Testimony, which will be unexceptionable 
every way, & infinitly conducent to the Service in hand'. Martin did not expect Gee to 
'revéale all the Truth: in regard he plaid many notorious Pranks (for the Bishops 
Ends) in execution of his rural! Deanry'.20 Martin was aware that Gee's testifying 
against the bishop might endanger the former curate's position. George Abbot, the 
archbishop of Canterbury and Gee's patron, was a good friend of Bridgeman's.21 

It is questionable whether Gee was a rural dean, although Martin grouped him 
with these newly created offices of the clergy. Usually curates who became deans were 
older and more experienced men (not novices like Gee) who had earned a reward. In 
his edition of Josuah Sylvester's Panthea Martin referred to the rural deans of the 
bishop he detested so much. 

Under which curious Emblem (for it is no vaine Fiction) is mantled a dainty Morali, 
well knowne to learned Mythologists; the Reserch whereof I refcrre to intelligent 
Readers studious of Antique Matters. Certes, Saint Paul, not without cause, term'd 
Poets, Prophets: for by the Attestation of profound Theologians, there is (indeed) a 
Crim-Tartar, Mogul, or Captaine-Devill of thai Tartarean Region, stiled in Scripture 
Belzebub, and (misnamed) by Exoterick Divines, Lucifer, which Mille-artifex, and 
Master-Fiend hath at his becke Legions of under-ministcrs, and (as I may say) Rurali 
Dromedaries and Diabolitinoes, which incessantly sharks and ramble abroad for his 
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Provant, (whiles the Great Machiavilian-Cacuí, or Cacodaemon himselfe 
ORDINARILY resides in his Уикапіап Forge, and dismall Den, whetting his grisly-
griping Talions).22 

Martin gave further and more specific information as to the jobs Gee undertook on 
Bridgcman's behalf. 

This is he, that was us[c]d by the Bishop, to rifle into stale Crimes (as formerly I 
writ) who therein seems to have taken Tiberius for a Precedent, that causd the like 
Scrutiny to be made (for the enriching of himself) by ransakinge into old 
Delinque[n]ts & foule Acts done many yearcs before. ... Lastly, this is he, that all the 
Country took Notice of, for the Bishops prime Engine: who when he had longe plaid 
the [...] for the Bishop, & formd his Apprenliship; at last, set up for himself, cozind 
a Widow of a great summe, & turning Journeyman, forsooke the Country [i.e. 
county], devoted himself to Popery, & at last was rcclaimd & preferd by my L. of 
Canterbury.23 

Because Gee had reformed, Martin gave him all due respect. His aim was only to have 
the former curate of Winwick come to testify about the time he was the 'Bishops 
Creature'. Another account by Martin is still more specific: 

This Gee once lived in Lancashire, & was a great instrument of this Bishop of 
Chester for bringingc Grist to his Mill: by many indirect courses: one especially most 
odious, which was this. If any wealthy man were famed for over much familiarity with 
his wife (before marriage) or any other woman, afterward: Or, if any Wife had bin 
formerly taxd in such sort; albeit these things were done many yeares since (perhaps 
20 or 30) yet did that same Gee (by the Bishops Instructions) rouzc up those stale 
crimes, & so rifled into them & the Delinquents, as causd the partinge of divers Men 
& their wives that had long lived pcacably together. Whcrby great scandals arose in 
the Countrey, & no small summes to the Bishops Treasury.24 

Gee, therefore, was important to Martin because he knew of certain shady practices of 
Bridgcman. He expected Gee to 'discover exceedingc much, havinge bin particularly & 
personally engaged & engulphcd in a number of those Bawdy Buisncsses albeit he 
were a Preacher: for it was usuali with the Bishop to make his Clergy-men (whom he 
thought fittest for his purpose) his Agents and Engines in those kindes: which made 
the Papists & others hold them in great scorne, as vassals of his Avarice, and of the 
same ranke (in effect) with the Apparitors & Promoters: to the infinite Scandal! of 
Religion'. 

Considering Martin's unstable character and erratic behaviour his seemingly 
sensational information is perhaps not all loo reliable.25 It is not unthinkable, however, 
that Gee bought or was given a lease for some kind of 'rural deanery', an illegal 
proceeding to raise quick money, practised more than once before Bridgcman's 
reorganization of the structure of rural deaneries in 1635. There is no proof of this.26 

Gee may have worked as an informal rural dean for Bridgeman just before or 
simultaneously with his involvement with the Catholic cause of the Stanleys, the gentry 
that owned Winwick. 

Bridgeman did not refrain from more secretive and less formal dealings in his 
church business. He thought his bishopric almost notorious for its sexual licence and its 
religious divergences. From Wigan he campaigned against sexual licence in the sec and 
Gee apparently was his eager instrument in these campaigns in 1622-3. Being Gee's 
bishop, Bridgeman was in the position to demand services of Gee. These activities for 
the bishop may have preceded Gee's suspension or they may have followed it. If the 
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latter was the case, perhaps the suspension had drawn Bridgeman's attention to 
someone capable of illegal proceedings, which made him decide to use Gee for his 
own purposes. Or, if the activities preceded Gee's suspension, Home's and Martin's 
descriptions of Gee's activities refer to the same disciplinary court held by this 
unofficial 'rural dean'. In that case, Bridgeman may have been forced to suspend Gee 
by pressure from outside. 

Gee gave his testimony on 15 April 1633,27 appearing before Sir Thomas Canon 
and Sir Henry Mildmay and others of the commission. Canon pointed out to Gee that 
it would be a good service to the king if he testified and that anything he said against 
the bishop and about his own dealings for him would be discreetly handled. But Gee, 
as Martin had foretold, would not say anything and thus only incurred Canon's anger. 
Apparently Gee and Martin were not confronted with each other before the 
commission, nor in court. 

Bridgeman was prosecuted, not because he was worse than the other bishops but 
because he made an unfavourable impression on Charles. He neglected to contribute 
to the repair of St. Paul's and failed to return annual diocesan reports, which Charles 
had required since 1629. There was his ruthless dealing with the Wigan parishioners, 
his reluctance to prosecute Puritans; there were the disputes with the irritated clergy 
he had himself appointed. But above all, he was prosecuted because of the wishes of 
his opportunistic king who saw possibilities to raise funds for his pious purposes, i.e. 
church-maintenance. Bridgeman was a bishop of James I and did not feel so 
comfortable in the Laudian climate. Considering the problems of his unwieldy diocese, 
however, he received unfair treatment. He received a heavy fine and lost control of 
the appointment of the king's preachers.28 Martin's claim that he witnessed Bridgeman 
'pillaging the country under the colour of commutations of penance' sparked off the 
long period of trouble for the bishop of Chester, and Martin revealed the central part 
played in it by John Gee, his puppet. He knew enough of Gee's career to know that 
his acquaintance from the time that he was rector of Preston was now safe and settled 
and that Gee was not going to hazard his newly acquired position in the Church of 
England. He also knew of Gee's role in the Stanley case against Josiah Home, the 
vicar of Winwick, in which case he had himself been involved and could, therefore, not 
stress Gee's lack of scruples too much. In his investigation before Sir Thomas Canon, 
Gee proved loyal to his bishop, especially since he no longer wavered between 
Protestant and Catholic interests. To these Catholic interests in the early 1620s we will 
turn now. 

3. CATHOLICISM: GEE VS HORNE 

In The foot out of the snare Gee confessed to his inclination to Catholicism, 'for the 
space of about a yeere' (1623/4) (ОЗ ), which led to a confrontation with his rector, 
Josiah Home, in the court of Star Chamber and, together with his involvement with 
Bridgeman, it explains his departure to London. To understand how Gee became 
involved in this case it is important to know something about the problems concerning 
the patronage of the rich and largely recusant parish of Winwick. Winwick had already 
known a long period of troubles and disputes concerning the patronage of the rectory, 
when the Puritan Josiah Home, deprived vicar of Orwell, Cambridgeshire, was 
instituted rector of the parish in January 1616. He had been presented by the king 
when his predecessor John Rider, who had been given the bishopric of Killaloe in 
1612, had given up his commendam of Winwick in August lólS.2* The crippling 
troubles were to last for about a hundred years and began as far back as 5 October 
1563, when Thomas Stanley, bishop of Sodor and Man and rector of Winwick and 
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Wigan, granted Sir Thomas Stanley, the son of Edward, the third earl of Derby, a 
lease of the rectory and its profits for a term of 99 years, at a yearly rent of £120. In 
this way the bishop secured the family income for a long time. The rent was for 
maintenance and other spiritual and ecclesiastical expenses of the parish but the far 
greater amount of the other revenues and tithes went to the Stanleys.30 William 
Downham, the bishop of Chester and the lessee's father consented to the lease. 

The lease was confirmed by Sir Edward Stanley, the heir and son of Sir Thomas. 
Sir Edward was a recusant, and so were his daughters Petronella, Venetia and Frances 
and her husband John Fortescue,31 the co-heirs whom Josiah Home fought in court. 
Home believed that at the lime when the pluralist bishop Stanley granted the lease he 
did not have the right to the rectory of Winwick. The rector claimed that the lease 
was void, also because he had been presented by the king, and demanded his full 
rights. But Home's success was only partial. After several court cases at the King's 
Bench, the Court of Duchy Chamber and the Lancashire Assizes he was forced to a 
settlement in 1619/20 which gave him the capital messuage, the manor of Winwick and 
certain other parts of the rectory, but not the parsonage house, the glebe and the 
tithes.32 The Catholic gentry proved too strong a party for Home, even though 
Ecclesiastical and Common law had spoken against the lease. There were more cases 
like this of recusant influence over Protestant churches. The Catholic gentry often held 
property rights dating from the time of the Catholic reign of queen Mary. Gee 
commented on this in his New shreds of the old snare? 

Several attempts were made by the Stanley party to undermine Home's position. 
Most notorious was Thomas Bold who saw himself as the rightful rector of Winwick. 
He had been superinstiluted by Edward Somerset, the Catholic earl of Worcester and 
a Privy Councillor.34 The earl held the old lease in trust for Petronella and Frances 
Stanley. Bold and his party caused violent disorder in the parish. Due to these troubles 
Home could only lake possession of Winwick on 14 April 1616 and thus complete his 
legal induction.35 Even after the induction of Home in 1616 the Stanleys persisted in 
presenting their own candidates in an attempt to displace this Puritan rector. Bold was 
deprived for simony in the High Commission Court before 6 June 1616.* In 1620 the 
Stanley party tried to superinstitute John Mere, canon of Chester, but again failed. In 
1621 Home received support from a number of parishioners who petitioned Parliament 
to give their rector more means to provide good preachers, a perennial problem of 
Winwick (and other parishes). The parishioners expressed a strong distrust of the 
recusants in Winwick.37 In 1623 witnesses were examined on the value of the parish 
before the Exchequer court. In the same year 1623 the problems led to a suit in the 
Star Chamber.38 John Gee figured prominently in this Star Chamber case. Home 
delivered his 'Bill of Complaint', addressed in the form of a petition to the king, 10 
December 1623 and recounted the different attempts made by the Stanley party to give 
the living of Winwick to another person, even to institute him while Home had already 
taken possession. The Stanleys accused Home of having padded his Bill and vexing 
them with matters that should be left alone.39 Behind Home's remarks may have been 
a rankling distress and a stubborn desire to possess Winwick entire, but the rector 
made it clear that he did not wish to upset the settlement. Much more, Home was 
introducing a new subject of contention: slanderous charges against him by John Gee, 
his curate, and Thomas Dakin, a churchwarden.40 Evidently Home tried to end this in 
the court that, among other crimes, dealt with conspiracy, libelling, extortion and 
perjury. He listed many other defendants he wished to see subpoenaed and even left a 
space open to add new ones whose names he did not yet know, but he mainly 
concentrated on Thomas Dakin, the servant and 'solicitor' of John Fortescue, Richard 
Goulden, and John Gee. They had apparently been hired with other confederates to 
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blacken the rector's reputation and endanger his position as rector of Winwick/' 
Home's Bill is an important document, for it gives us an impression of what Gee's 

role was with regard to Home. Home's account enables us to see what Gee's activities 
were and how his 'popish inclinations' should be interpreted. Gee and his fellow-
activists appear to have written and spread libellous 'articles' against Home. Richard 
Goulden, in his answer to the court in 1625, a year after Gee's publication of his 
apology in The foot, pointed out that it had been Gee who had written the articles and 
was not prosecuted for it. He thus tried to plead not guilty himself, laying the burden 
on his alleged associate.42 Gee himself pleaded guilty to 

the confederacye, conspiracye & contriving & publishing of the Libells & Libellous 
Articles in the Bill menconed, & of the other offences & misdemeanors committed & 
done against the said Complainant & menconed in the said Bill, though it may be 
not in all points in manner & forme as in the said Bill is sett forth.43 

Behind these offences was the recusant cause of the Stanleys. Gee, the curate of 
Newton, (who to some extent may have been financially dependent on the Stanleys) 
was another possible candidate pushed forward for the living of Winwick, and a willing 
instrument to help oust Home, the Puritan rector, who had made life for the Stanleys 
quite difficult. Home stated as much in his 'Bill of Complaint': 

to divert & disable your said subject from the just prosecution of the said Bill of 
Information & suite against them for their offences aforesaid and to defeate your 
said Subject's possession & Incumbency in the parsonage afforesaid. And to the 
intent & purpose that hec the said Thomas Dakin for and on the behalf of the said 
John Fortescue & Petronella Stanley might againe gaigne the possession of the said 
Parsonage house and the rest ... of the Parishe awarded to your said subject 
afforesaid And that hee the said John Gee might bee presented admitted instituted 
and inducted by and in the pretended ryght of the said John Fortescue & Petronella 
Stanley and by the meanes of the said Thomas Dakin and by the combynation of the 
said confederals, unto the said Church of Winwick, And after such presentation, 
admission, institution and induction hereuppon might bee ... to admitt and affirm the 
said lease and to accept the said Rent reserved uppon the said Lease.44 

The Bill explains how the recusant party meant to be successful in depriving 
Home of his living. In several writings, a distorted portrait of Home was drawn with 
reference to his previous suspension. Gee and Dakin presented the rector as a factious 
schismatic, a seditious Puritan innovator holding Brownist, Arianist and Judaist beliefs, 
as someone who scandalized the papists and preached against the Spanish Marriage, 
not heeding the 1622 'Directions for Preachers', who forged petitions to Parliament, 
and disseminated schismatic books and pamphlets, who showed contempt of the 
prescribed Book of Homilies, and who neglected the rites and ceremonies of the 
Church, and threatened his parish with Star Chamber suits from the pulpit. Home 
answered in as much detail, but with more conviction. He defended himself by 
explaining he only preached on 'special! occasion of his text' against 'the usurped 
power of the Pope over the said Scriptures being the word of God'. He denied having 
preached that the pope was Antichrist and that all papists were damned, but stated 
that he had prayed (and in Oct. 1623, this was to be prayed for:) 'that the Prince 
might return safe hoame not to be corrupted with the Advocates of Antichrist, or 
infected with that whore of Babilone'. Political time was on Home's side. It was 
alleged that the parishioners' petition to Parliament, on behalf of Home, was forged 
and signed by children and beggars who did not understand what was in it. Home 
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denied it.45 Besides charging them with slander, Home accused the defendants of 
rioting in the taverns and alehouses in Wigan, Newton and Warrington, and 'in an 
Inne called the Cocke in Budworth in the county of Chester and in sundry Innes 
Tavernes Alehouses and other places in Middlesex London and elsewhere within this 
Realme of England'. And in all these places the libellous writings were copied and 
spread, and those convinced by them joined the defendants. Also money was collected 
to support them in expected suits. Even his own house was ransacked while he was 
absent in order to take, embezzle and publish parts of his letters, papers, deeds and 
books. 

Home had to defend himself also against the allegations of having predicted a 
rebellion if the Marriage went through and of having sent for a collection of armour. 
Gee, Dakin and the other confederates asserted that Home 

hath reported that the Ladie Infanta had but one eye & sundry deformities & 
infirmities. Whereas the truth is and it is known to the world to bee true, that the 
said Lady hath no such Deformity nor Infirmity, But themselves are both authors & 
publishers of these odious & slanderous words which are knowne to bee most 
manifestly false and untrue. 

At a time when Puritan sentiments opposed to the Marriage were strong and James 
had to repress Puritan preaching, Home's defence and repeated denial must have 
sounded weak, but towards the end of 1623 the climate had changed considerably. The 
rector explained that his words were actually in support of the prince, but had been 
twisted. He claimed to have seen to it that, with the return of the prince, the 
Protestant rejoicings took place in the streets of Winwick and that a publication by the 
king was read. 

It is not clear whether Gee at first failed to appear before the court nor whether 
he was imprisoned or punished otherwise. It is probable that the authorities tried to 
keep Gee out of the case, for in the meantime he had written The foot out of the 
snare, and in its fourth edition had written an elaborate apology to Josiah Home. Gee 
may have decided to print the excuse (in his answer he claimed to have done so) 'out 
of conscience voluntarilyc' or he may have been pressurized into doing so in order to 
evade eventual punishment. Certainly, he had not thought of expressing his guilt in the 
first three editions of the pamphlet. The Star Chamber may have accepted Gee's 
public apology as sufficient punishment.'1' In his answer to the Bill Gee pleaded guilty 
and asked the court to dismiss him, also because he had shown public regret in the 
publication of his apology to Josiah Hornc in the fourth edition of his The foot out of 
the snare. At the time. Gee confessed in 1626, he had been 'warping towards the 
Popish side', and he further stated that he had been 

infected with that sower sharpe & cruel! leaven (from which by the unspeakeable 
mercye of almightye God he is now purged & reclaimed & was first informed of the 
said matters against the Complainant & incited & stirred up to enter & prosecute 
them by Recusants & the Popish & malicious Adversaries of the said Complainant 
with promises of favors. 

Gee and his rector, 'had oftentimes conferences [...] concerning matters of religion; 
but they savouring much of a mind inclining to рюрегу, Mr. Hornc and the 
neighbouring ministers concluded among themselves, that he had changed his religion 
before he had left that place'.'*7 According to James Martin, Gee 'devoted himself to 
Popery' and was then reclaimed by the archbishop of Canterbury. Gee himself, in his 
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answer to the Bill and in The foot only spoke of inclining and 'warping' to the popish 
side. Speaking of a definite conversion or apostasy, on the other hand, would not have 
been wise, considering the attitude towards converts at the time. There is not enough 
proof to state that the Newton curate actually apostatized or became a papist or a 
recusant. Home certainly thought Gee was a recusant and stated that he had refused 
the oath. If true, Gee's recusancy and his refusal to take the oath of allegiance do not 
seem to have had purely religious motives. Gee had been promised favours; the more 
important reasons for the wavering of an impoverished curate may have been economic 
and opportunistic.48 That Gee would at all have been tendered the oath as a Protestant 
minister is questionable, but if he was tendered the oath, since, to say the least, he was 
wavering, then for him there would have been no point in refusing it: for by taking the 
oath he could avoid punishment or imprisonment. For Home, a reference to this 
loaded matter in the king's court was an attractive assumption. If the rector did not 
simply assume Gee was a recusant, he might have wanted to bring it up as a weapon 
against his curate. 

At the time of his answer Gee was safe, either in London or in Chisllet, Kent, 
where he had been offered the vicarage by the archbishop of Canterbury. Two years 
after his 'bestseller' The foot out of the snare, his position was secure in the Church of 
England, away from Winwick and the Catholics he had become involved with. 

His 1626 answer shows a Gee sobered up. The grave tone is similar to that of the 
suddenly thoughtful and reflective chapter 16 'Confession of wrong done to M. Home' 
of his 1624 pamphlet. Gee placed the confession just after having expressed his fear of 
having incurred 'the hatred, and perhaps, some malicious machinations of those that 
thought to hold mee in perpetuali captivitie'. He added that he did not hate 'the 
person of any of those, who have pretended to have beene my Instructers while I 
remained with them', but wishes these 'Factors and Brokers for the Papacie' (03v-04) 
will leave their trade. Who they were docs not become clear from the book. They 
could have been the Catholics he met in London, but since he met with recusants 
already in Winwick, it is possible that the Stanley party is referred to here. Doing 
'publiek right' to one whom he had 'publikely wronged', Gee seems to affirm Home's 
allegations. Whether Gee was entirely aware of what he had become involved in from 
the beginning may not be clear, but at some point he was and he did not withdraw. 
His further career in London will shed more light on Gee's inclination towards 
Catholicism: whether he was motivated by religious sincerity, by his impoverished (and 
soon perhaps impossible) position as curate of Newton or by the bitterness of an 
'alienated intellectual'. 

4. LONDON: BLACKFRIARS AND AFTER. 

Having worked himself into a difficult situation under both Protestant and Catholic 
superiors, it had become urgent for Gee to leave. He must have gone to London 
sometime between late August and the dramatic collapse of the house at Blackfriars on 
26 October 1623 (o.s.), in which he was involved.4* As one of a mainly Catholic 
congregation he had come to hear the Jesuit Father Drury preach at the French 
ambassador's residence, when the floors gave way. Gee survived his fall while many 
others died. The former curate of Newton must have been in London at least one and 
a half months when Home submitted his 'Bill of Complaint' to Star Chamber: it looks 
like a hurried escape from a blind-alley situation in Lancashire. There is not enough 
information to be definite about the question in what capacity Gee came to London. It 
is likely that he trundled out of Catholicism the way he had trundled into it. His 
dealings in Lancashire give the impression at once of a confident and calculating 
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Opportunist who tried to use people and events to improve his position, and of a 
confused graduate who hoped to receive help from his superiors in return for his 
services. For an inexperienced ordinand in Lancashire, and certainly in the very 
Catholic deanery of Warrington, it must have been difficult not to give in to social and 
economic pressure from the side of the Catholics. Contacts with local recusancy were 
unavoidable to a certain extent (as also appears from The foot). Gee may, therefore, 
have been more or less victimized by the recusant Stanleys but he may not himself 
have believed that he was a victim. He may have exploited the local situation he found 
himself in for private lucre, but he may have lacked sufficient insight into the same 
situation. In London, Gee's motives appear to have been more straightforward. Soon 
he would be able to preach and write in the 'encoded' terms of religious and political 
Protestantism, in the critical and negative vein of convertite propaganda, warding off 
all doubts about his motives and proving his reliability and steadfastness, after an 
unfortunate period of wavering. 

However, it remains unclear whether his wavering had ended with his arrival in 
London. Gee claimed to have had Catholic contacts in the city and to have appeared 
at more than one Catholic meeting.50 In his New shreds, referring to the bishop of 
Chalcedon, Gee remarked that 'When I was their childe, they would have mee receive 
Confirmation from him. Tis strange I refus[e]d it' (F2). This would seem to indicate 
that at some time after Bishop had come to England in 1623, Gee was still 'their 
childe' and that he denied official conversion. His first London contacts with Catholics 
may have been serious, but this cannot be concluded from Gee's own writings and no 
other evidence about this has been found. The Catholic request to Gee to receive 
confirmation may be altogether fictitious, and so may be the remark that he was 'their 
childe': Gee may have known Catholics as an informer. Whether as a fully convinced 
recusant and convert, which is very unlikely, or as a confused and embittered 
opportunist half inclined towards the Catholic faith, or as an apostate aiming for 
reconversion and preferment in the established Church: once in London, Gee decided 
to go and hear a famous Jesuit preach, and the event was to have a decisive influence 
on his future career.51 

On 26 October, Sunday afternoon, Gee was challenged to go and hear the Jesuit 
Robert Drury at Hunsdon House, Blackfriars, by a Catholic priest called Metcalf (54) 
and his company, after having attended a morning sermon at St. Paul's Cross.52 

Medcalf, as Gee was to write later, was 'a boon companion but not guilty of much 
learning; he is often deep loaden with liquor' and lodged at a tobacco shop in Shoe 
Lane (C4v). Robert Drury enjoyed a reputation, also with Protestants, as a learned 
preacher and controversialist and a devout man. He had built up this reputation at St. 
Omer, where he was rector in 1620. A contemporary pamphleteer also recognized his 
virtues but bemoaned the fact that Drury was a papist.55 

Many were drawn to the occasion which was unique since Catholic public events, 
masses or sermons, had not taken place for a long time.54 The mixed congregation 
gathered on the third floor or gallery of the house at Blackfriars adjoining Hunsdon 
House, which was the residence of the count de Tillières, the French ambassador. It 
consisted of about 300 people, the majority of whom were Catholics.55 But the 
evensong was also attended by Protestants, atheists, informers, and people who came 
out of curiosity for the man or the faith. It was not a secret happening, as was usually 
the case with any Catholic meeting at the time. Of course, the London public knew 
about the secret sermons and celebrations of the mass, especially those held in the 
Spanish and French embassies, which, during the negotiations with Spain, had become 
more and more numerous and annoyed the government. In May 1622 the first Jesuit 
Vice-Provincial Congregation had been held at the French ambassador's house.5* On 
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the third floor of the gatehouse was a garret in which sermons were held. The second 
floor had a chamber for secret masses, occupied at the time by fathers Whittingham, 
alias Redyate and Percy, alias Fisher (21)." Count de Tillières used the first floor as a 
wardrobe and armory. Other priests took refuge in Hunsdon House and some lived 
there. The embassy houses were safe against persecution because of the rights of 
nations, and the chapels enjoyed immunity, although the danger of pursuivants could 
never be warded off. Often after Protestant protest they were sent by the High 
Commission, to wait on the doorstep.58 Hunsdon House was perhaps safer because it 
was easily accessible and near the river. Apparently it was procured by John Percy (21) 
and others," and brought the diplomatic protection needed, especially after the new 
hostility of triumphant Protestants that had broken out with the return of Charles on S 
October. The Protestants were indignant that this Catholic public event, normally 
prohibited, was tolerated by the authorities and interpreted it as another instance of 
the toleration of Catholics and their predominance. 

Gee decided to accompany Metcalf to Drury's sermon. It was rumoured that this 
was to be a recantation sermon. Drury had indeed converted to Catholicism, but this 
was when he was fourteen, before he was sent to St. Omcr, and he never reconverted 
to Protestantism afterwards. Contemporary observers mentioned him preaching firmly 
against the Church of England, but like the conversion story, it may not have been 
much more than a rumour, fitting the atmosphere of mutual recrimination.60 Hardly 
had father Drury started his sermon when the weak timber of the floor gave way 
under the weight of the assembly crammed together in the garret. A large number also 
crashed through the second floor, pulling with them into death father Redyate who 
had his lodgings there. John Percy, who shared the room with Redyate, was not 
present. About 95 people died in the tragic collapse, including father Drury." The 
French ambassador was staying with his Venetian colleague, at the time of the 
accident. Gee and Metcalf survived their fall. In his account of Gee's survival W.C.62 

remarked that 'this man [i.e. Gee] who attended on him, was recovered amongst the 
rest, hee being something bruised and hurt in the arme'.63 The people who had been 
closer to the walls of the room did not fall and escaped by cutting themselves a way 
out through the plaster. 

Gee's fall and survival was considered so miraculous thai not only for himself did 
it become a source for a narrative illustrative of God's judgement. W.C. and Thomas 
Goad, chaplain to the archbishop of Canterbury," relate in their pamphlets how Gee 
managed to crawl out from under a confused heap of bodies, dead and half dead. The 
former curate of Newton, 'a man of very strong and able bodie',45 was saved by the 
light of a door opened by one of the French ambassador's men. After recovery he 
went back to help relieve the people. Goad, whose narrative closely followed W.C.'s, 
related the same story but referred to Gee more definitely: 

There was also a Scholier (whom my sclfe since saw and had speech wilhall) who 
was the easier drawne to that Assembly, because he formerly was inclining and 
warping to that side, as hath appeared by publike evidence. He was also involved in 
this common downc-fall, whereout he escaped beyond expectation: being one of the 
undermost in that heape, and lying upon the very (loare, and overwhelmed with the 
bordes and timber, which lay upon him, yet not so flat and sad, as upon others, but 
somewhat hollow and shelving, by the leaning of some of the limber against the wall. 
Out of this den of death he, with maine strength & much difficulty, wrought 
himselfc, by tearing the laths of the seeling, and creeping betweene two Joyces, from 
under the timber, to an hole where he espied light: & then one of the 
Ambas[sador's] family opening a doore releeved him being yet so astonished that he 
scarce was apprehensive of the courtesie done to him. Who thus refreshed, presently 
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returned and used his best strength to draw others out of that snare, which he 
himselfe had newly broken, without any other detriment than of his clothes; of which 
faire escape I hope, he will make good use, & often call to minde our Saviours 
caveat, (which since in my hearing hath beene rung in his eares) Vade & ne pecca 
amplius, ne detenus contingat tibi (E-E2). 

That Gee became so much talked and written about in connection with the accident 
must have had something to do with the possible propagandistic value of his story: a 
wavcrer saved and brought back to the established Church through an ominous 
accident that killed many guilty papists as well as those tolerating popery. Perhaps this 
is what Thomas Goad expressed in his account of the curate who saved himself and 
'used his best strength to draw others out of that snare which he himself had newly 
broken'." Gcc himself regarded his 'spirituall deliverance' as 'in some sort a childe of 
that mother, as proceeding from the due cogitation of the other' corporal deliverance 
at the Blackfriars (P2). With 'publike evidence' Goad, who, as chaplain of Abbot, was 
the licenser of Gee's books, may have referred to The foot out of the snare, although 
Gee had not finished it: it would appear in March the next year.67 More likely, 
perhaps. Goad referred to the Star Chamber suit. However, the possibility remains that 
Gee went to the first public Catholic event as an informer, not as someone still 
wavering. Protestant authorities showed an anxious concern about the new violent 
upsurge of anti-popery so soon after the Prince's return from Spain. John Chamberlain, 
in a letter to Sir Dudley Carlelon of 8 November 1623, recorded the atmosphere and 
what happened more explicitly: 

A number were hurl, maimed, and lost their limbs, which found little hclpe or 
comfort at first, our people being growne savage, and barbarous, that they refused to 
assist them with drink, aqua vitae, or any other cnrdialls in their ncccssitie, but 
rather insulted upon them with taunts and gibes in their affliclion as they were 
carryed away all that evening and the following night (for the mischance fell about 
fowrc of the clock in the afternoon about the middle of their sermon) and even in 
Cheapsidc, where they sholde be more civili, they were ready to pull and teare them 
out of the coaches, as they passed to their lodgings, or to the surgeons. But there 
was as good order taken, as might be on the suddain, to repress the insolence and 
inhumanitie of the multitude, and for the rclicfc of the distressed.68 

In his account to the Doge and Senate, Alvise Valareso, the Venetian ambassador 
commented on a fearful crowded scene of dead, injured and lamenting people, 'but the 
wisest restrained their tears, as it is a dangerous crime to weep for these innocents 
who arc considered guilty even in death by the rabid opinion of the heretical 
multitude'. He expressed shocked concern about the fact that 'in spite of the diligent 
guard which they keep here this accident provided the unhappy occasion for a general 
and bloody riot'." 

Security measures were taken to guard the French ambassador's property and to 
facilitate rescue operations. Secretary Conway from St. Martin's Lane ordered the 
Recorder of London on the day of the accident to offer help and to disperse the 
crowd. He planned to go and help de Tillières himself 'as soon as the press of people 
shall be removed, and the passage to his house be free'. The king was also informed. 
The preachers of London forbade their congregations insults or rejoicings over the 
tragedy and most of the dead were buried in the embassy grounds, for the bishop of 
London did not grant excommunicates burial.™ 

George Montaigne, the bishop of London, wanted to be thoroughly informed 
about the accident and asked the Puritan William Gouge, the minister of St. Anne's, 
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Blackfriars, whose sermon had been interrupted by the noise of the fall, to send him a 
report. Gouge had the timber investigated, for it was rumoured by some Catholics that 
it had been tampered with, and was present at the coroner's inquest. The archbishop 
of Canterbury then sent for the rector of St. Anne's and asked him to bring 'the best 
evidence'. In a note to one of his later sermons Gouge explained: 

I got the Foreman and others of the Jury, and four persons that were present at the 
sermon, and fell downe with the multitude, but by Gods providence escaped death, 
and one that stood without the doore in hearing, but fell not: all these I got to go 
with me to Lambith, where I heard the witnesse which they gave to my Lords Grace 
about the matter. One that fell with the rest and escaped death, was Mr. Gee, a 
Preacher, of Lankashire: two other were a sonne and servant of a Citizen in Pater
noster Row. The other also were men of good understanding, able to conceive what 
they saw and heard, and to relate what they conceived.71 

Apparently, Gouge was able to select those witnesses, 'men of good understanding', 
who he believed could relate what had happened without too much confusion. If 
Gouge's story is correct, Gee must still have been around. Evidently he had not 
escaped the terrible scene of God's judgement of papists and guilty papist-lovers, as 
some must have done who did not wish to be known as such by the authorities. It is 
also apparent that for Gouge (writing in 1630) the 'Preacher of Lankashire' had 
become the best authority on the Blackfriars accident; apart from Gee, Gouge did not 
mention any of the other witnesses by name. As will be seen, his presentment of Gee 
fitted Gouge's Puritan and propagandistic view of the accident. 

When confronted with the archbishop, who had summoned him to demand an 
explanation for his presence at a Jesuit event, Gee had to confess he was (or had 
been) inclining to popery. Gee appeared confused: 

beeing before him [Abbot], [he] found mee inclining to their side. I layd open my 
selfe unto him, and confessed 1 had some scruples in Religion. Whereupon it pleased 
his Grace to afford mc his holy counsel! and monition: which had that good effect, 
that albeit my foot was slept into the Babylonian pit, yet I often meditated of his 
Fatherly admonitions (Al). 

Other interviews followed with Abbot's chaplains, Thomas Goad and Daniel Featley. 
From his own account it appears the Protestant curate was made to feel the load of 
his guilt, not only by Abbot and his chaplains, but also by his own father, who had 
written more than one letter to him, urging him to mend his ways. For a long time, 
Gee tells us, these letters had been to no avail, but now he listened to his father's 
exhortations (04v-Pl). 

Gee's position has not become much clearer from the evidence available about the 
Blackfriars fall. The published writings of W.C., Goad and Gouge, and of Gee himself, 
are tainted by the propagandistic exploitation of the disaster: the near-victim of the 
Catholic snare was an excellent means to bring another success to the Church of 
England. The use of the biblical image 'the foot out of the snare' (Psalm 25.15) by 
both Goad and Gee points to the more sensational aspects of Gee's experience of 
recovery. On the other hand, it is beyond doubt that the primate of the Church of 
England saw fit to let the ex-curate off the hook. The necessity for Gee to be clear 
about his faith may have hit home fearfully. Gee had no other options but to do what 
was expected of him if, once more, he desired to be on the winning team. From his 
past in Winwick it appeared that his religious confusion was in fact not fed by purely 
religious motives. In his recantation sermon, Hold fast, his short treatment of the stock 
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items of anti-popery is no more convincing than any other traditional listing of 
doctrinal or popular objections Gee's stance, cither disingenuous or morally fearful, 
like that of many another convert or apostate, served especially to offer a willing 
audience in solemn biblical rhetoric what they wanted to hear, to offer them also his 
own story of the 'Prodigali .. with a Peccavi in my heart, mouth, and pen'. 

But as for myselfe, let my tongue cleave to the roofe of my mouth, if I doe not 
uncessantly acknowledge Gods speciali mercy to mcc, who spared me from this Veni 
cito, as if hee had vouchsafed me a priviledge of longer time of repentance, which 
surely in that case I was of corporal! and spirituali danger, I could not expect much 
lesse deserve I ran with others into errors, nay, deeper then others, in respect of my 
Vocation and Profession yet hec that calleth not the just, but sinners to repentance 
[Math 9 13] preserved this my life, when I was overwhelmed with the ruines and 
rubbish of that dolcfull house in this Cune, not farre from this place (I4v-K) 

Three possible explanations of Gee's attitude and circumstances in London can then be 
posited either he was on the winning team from the first he played the game of 
'reconversion' and provided his patron with a set piece of praise and gratitude Or, 
shaken by the events, he finally found his place in Protestant truth and believed 
sincerely that he had regained his conscience and a good position in the Church Or, 
Gee's case was an all too eager combination of renewed conviction and conscious 
opportunism What we have is the result, a representative anti-Catholic and anti Jesuit 
tract· The foot out of the snare. 

It is not clear how long Gee remained in London after the publication of his 
pamphlets and his sermon at St Paul's Cross in 1624 On 19 March 1624, the day 
before The foot was entered in the Stationers' Register Gee was offered the vicarage 
of Chisllct in Kent by archbishop Abbot, possibly as a reward for his efforts A second 
induction followed on 24 November 1627 Gee resigned this post in 1627/8 ^ This does 
not necessarily mean that Gee actually left for Kent in 1624 Further editions of The 
foot may have kept him in London His apology to the seminary priest George Fisher, 
altas Musket is dated 22 April 1624, and the second edition of The foot was entered in 
the Stationers' Register in May the same year Gee certainly was in the city when on 
41 October he preached at St Paul's Cross In his sermon, Hold fast, he referred to an 
incident which had befallen him in London about three months before (i e. 
July/August). This tale is no proof but Catholic sources also referred to Gee's presence 
in London in August that year73 It is possible Gee travelled between Kent and 
London, but he may also have left London in the beginning of 1625 or perhaps even 
later.74 From about 1625 to his death Gee apparently led a quiet life In 1625 Gee 
published the prayerbook Steps of ascension unto God, possibly a collection of prayers 
and meditations written by his uncle Edward Gee (1565-1618) Only the preface by 
Gee himself betrayed some of his anti-papist crusade " After giving up his post in 
Chisllct he became rector of Old Romncy, Kent, in 1628 ̂  In 1641 Gee once more 
published a prayerbook. The christian store-house " He resigned from Old Romncy in 
1634-4 to exchange places with Mene Casaubon, Prebendary of Christ Church, 
Canterbury, who had resigned as rector of St Mary in the Marsh (or Romncy Marsh) 
on 24 January. At the same time Gee became vicar of Tcnterden In all instances 
Gee's patron was the archbishop of Canterbury Gee held the last two livings until his 
death in Tcnterden in 1649 He was buried there on 20 July78 

A few tentative remarks on Gee's personality and integrity conclude this biographical 
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part of the chapter. Unfortunately, the biography is limited by the lack of extant 
materials. Having established some of the many confusions and possible motives of 
various converts, apostates, informers and pamphleteers, it remains difficult to form an 
impression of Gee. It would be interesting to think of him as at a certain moment 
reassessing his values and truly affirming his sincerity. But this is too easy a view of 
someone who wrote mainly what he was expected to write in order to gain credibility, 
even though he did it well. Yet it is very likely that Gee came to believe in his new
found values and beliefs. As a young ordinand, Gee was not simply an 'alienated 
intellectual'.79 He took different initiatives to improve his position as a curate, for the 
curacy at that date was beset with financial and social pressures which forced more 
lower clergy to seek alternatives. Some were successful, others foolhardy. If Gee was 
desperate, it remains impossible to gauge his despair. If he was opportunistic, evidence 
from the court case and his apology to Josiah Home show an element of rash 
reasonings and wrong choices, as well as a moment of shame and guilt. The 
manipulative interests of his superiors, the bishop of Chester, the recusant gentry and 
the archbishop of Canterbury,60 decidedly complicate the picture of an 'alienated 
intellectual' who acted on his own initiative. Gee was not clear about his religion, nor 
did he show much intellectual confidence. He was in a dependent position and we 
cannot exclude that he sincerely experienced the confusions which he confessed in his 
pamphlets and which led him to incline to Catholicism. 

His later career in London and Kent, on the other hand, does reveal a definite 
surety of faith and a new confidence which he shared with his Protestant 
contemporaries. Although superiors still kept their eyes on him, Gee himself appears 
to have sought the protection of the orthodox Protestant umbrella with eagerness in 
order to be safe in the political and ideological storms and to find a quiet and 
sheltered niche in the established Church. Foolhardiness, if such it was, had made way 
for an active anti-Catholic and anti-Jesuit stance, an independent eagerness to belong 
to the English Church, a more calculated manoeuvring: the Blackfriars accident became 
God's Calvinist scheme for Gee, in his own eyes, and in the eyes of his 
contemporaries. The foot out of the snare was to prove this. 

5. THE FOOT OUT OF THE SNARE 

The second half of this chapter will place The foot out of the snare in the controversial 
context of its time (1621-24) and will show the anti-papist and more particularly the 
anti-Jesuit intention of the pamphlet. Finally, some literary aspects of the text will be 
dealt with. With The foot Gee intended to achieve two things: first, to give public 
'evidence of his repentance' and to offer 'submission' to the Church of England, and, 
secondly, to give a 'declaration of his best endevours for the Church of England'. Not 
only did he hope to 'regain that good opinion which I have lost, and no longer bee 
censured by my friends and others, as at all wavering, inclining and warping toward 
their side' (A3-A2v). He did not 

thinke it sufficient, to doe this by a simple profession of the cure of my 
understanding; but I also held it necessary for mee to adde a manifestation of such 
particular meanes as I best knew to bee used by our adversaries as stratagems to 
besiege us, and snares to intrap us. Whereupon it may perhaps please some, to whom 
that care belongeth, to make use even of these slender informations, for the 
preventing of future mischiefes in that kinde, now growne very farre against the 
Church of England (04v). 
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The penitent delinquent presented himself in his epistle dedicatory to the government 
and the Parliament of 1624 as having sufficient awareness of the political and religious 
situation in England at the time of publication of his pamphlet to know how busy they 
were with matters of state. Yet, 'it may bee one Scout may upon occasion heare & 
know what an whole Army hath no present notice oF (A4). Gee stated it was his 
'intent in this Treatise, ... to act the part of unmasking the vailed fraud of the Jesuits 
& Priests'. The foot became an attack on the missionary priesthood, and especially on 
the Jesuits. The author mainly addressed himself to a Protestant audience and in 
chapter 4, as a true evangelical Calvinist, especially to his Protestant 'Brethren', the 
'Watch-men' who had to ward off the Catholic influx of priests and books. But the 
Catholic laity and gentry were also addressed in chapters 3 and IS. They were regarded 
as beguiled Protestants. Naturally, these addresses, which contain some interesting 
comments about Gee's experience of Catholicism in Lancashire, are really part of his 
attack on the priests and not merely meant for the Catholics, but also for the 
Protestant readers. The foot was not written to convince Catholics of their delusions, 
but to rouse Protestants (also those that did not really need prodding). It distinguished 
itself from many other Protestant and convertite pamphlets by aiming at a 
completeness which not many others offered. In order to achieve this exhaustive (but 
partisan) study of anti-Catholicism, Gee compiled, edited and plagiarized (perhaps even 
made up) material from other works from Elizabethan as well as Jacobean times, 
Catholic as well as Protestant. The effect was a highly scurrilous but also a highly 
representative instance of popular anti-Catholicism in the early seventeenth century. 

At first sight. The foot does not appear to have a clear structure: contemporary 
events, traditional anti-popery and a collection of slanderous and scurrilous talcs and 
quotations give this 'intertextual' text a rather problematic status, which we have to 
bear in mind when we read it. We cannot be sure whether in a particular instance we 
are reading Gee or some other writer used by Gee. It is possible, however, to discover 
Gee's style, as we shall see, with the help of some insight into his method and his use 
of sources. This style succeeded in creating a unity of rhetorical effect. In the fourth 
edition, which has been used here, the continuous text was divided into chapters. 
Chapter headings and running titles tried lo order what apparently had been arbitrarily 
thrown together, possibly with the main purpose of filling the pages. Although this 
external measure did not remove the linear and enumerative character of the text, 
further editorial changes and additions made some structural improvements. Like many 
controversial pamphlets at the time, it depended on propagandistic repetition for its 
effect and suffered from loose ends. Rhetoric did not require a flowing narrative.81 

Despite its loose structure and its many subjects and images, five main interests 
can be distinguished in The foot. First of all Gee gave his account of the Blackfriars 
and its impact on his life and career (cp. ded., chs. 1, 2, 16). Secondly, he was 
interested in presenting a survey of traditional and contemporary anti-Catholicism, 
using many Protestant and Catholic sources (chs. 3, 5, 9, 14, 15). Thirdly, he showed 
an awareness of contemporary Catholic organization (chs. 4, 5), and generally 
throughout the book referred to increasing activities of the priests. Fourthly, for his 
attack on the priesthood he deemed it necessary to return to Elizabethan times and to 
provide a Jacobean sequel to the reports on the Catholic practice of exorcism (chs. 6, 
7, 8). Lastly, Gee was involved in a feud against George Fisher, alias Musket (20) and 
John Percy, alias Fisher (21), on the subject of Catholic proselytizing (chs. 10, 11, 12, 
13 and Excuse to Musket). These main interests will be discussed in this order, which 
was roughly the order in which they were dealt with in The fool. 

In the first part of this chapter we discussed Gee's experience of the fall at 
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Blackfriars. The Blackfriars Controversy and Gee's contribution to it still need to be 
examined. At the time, many Protestants thought the Catholics had been justly 
punished with the Blackfriars accident.82 Besides the already existing controversies, the 
collapse of the gatehouse at Blackfriars and the controversy that ensued came to 
determine an important part of the religious and social atmosphere of the early 1620s. 
A number of pamphlets and ballads appeared." Many pamphleteers used the fall as an 
illustration of their cause but were careful not to be associated with the violent 
outburst of vulgar anti-popery after the accident, so quickly after the demonstrations of 
Protestant triumph following the failure of the Spanish Marriage. Thomas Scott 
remarked that although he saw God's finger pointing to Catholic evil, personally he did 
not take 'delight in blood, or in the miserable and lamentable loss of my own deare 
Countrimen'. He pitied them the more because their blindness had led them into this 
pitfall. Referring judgement to God, he found it an irony that this befell those that 
'stand upon Miracles' and 'make evcric thing such, that may be wrested by wit for their 
advantage, either touching our disasters or their owne felicities ... at such time as they 
vaincly hoped, presumed, & proudly boasted of restauration, when they might rather 
expect a Miracle from Antichrist, as an Omen of good lucke'.84 The bluntly hostile 
Something written pronounced the incident a 'Vengeance of God', a punishment of 
Catholic treason, idolatry and prophanation, but clearly detached itself from the rioting 
and thieving.85 The treason the writer referred to was that of the Gunpowder plotters. 
By the Gregorian calendar (10 days ahead of the English or old style), 26th of October 
was the 5th of November, the date of the Gunpowder Plot of 1605. All contemporary 
pamphleteers writing on the accident took this evidence of divine intercession and 
Catholic guilt seriously. Thus, in Old Testament times, idolatry had been punished, and 
Calvinists still explained disaster, plague and war as being earthly punishments for sins. 
The Calvinists also taught that those who disturbed the unity of State and Church 
could not be tolerated. Thus Blackfriars, God's stroke of punishment, showed the 
danger of toleration.6* 

The Jesuit John Floyd (38-9) tried to comfort his fellow-Catholics, showing how 
the unfortunate fall and death of so many of them at once had to be taken not as 
God's vengeance, but as his blessing. Giving several reasons to the Protestants why 
God permitted the accident, Floyd, referring to Something written, found especially the 
Puritans responsible for the barbarities that followed the accident. Floyd could not 
understand this lack of Christian charity and humanity and grieved for his country.87 In 
the end the priest had to leave it to the inscrutable ways of God. Seven years later the 
Puritan William Gouge could still use the unfortunate fall for his propaganda. Not to 
acknowledge it as a judgement of God for Gouge would have been 'to winke against a 
cleare light'. Thus he ranked the Catholics with sinners. The Blackfriars story became 
part of the anti-papist canon.88 

Gee's contribution of convertite propaganda, in fact, remained limited to a 
somewhat succinct personal story of the Blackfriars fall in the epistle dedicatory and in 
the first two chapters of The foot. As has been observed, his polemic in his 'monument 
of thankfulness' presented a sinner saved. After 'a fair warning to come out from 
among them', God bestowed his mercies 'where there can be no plea of merit. Нее 
spared to crop mee in the strength of my youth, in the midst of my wandering vanities, 
in the act of my bold curiosity' (B3v). His religious position was now clear. Gee had 
written his recantation to prove his return to the established Church, and Abbot had a 
valuable piece of convertite propaganda. Yet, Gee may have been conscious that his 
position was still delicate with a view to his presence at the Blackfriars. He may have 
felt that he could not fulminate against the Catholics so freely on this subject ('alas! 
far bee it from me to have uncharitable conceit of their persons'). Yet, his wondering 
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why the weight of the rooms had not crushed him into hell (B3v) was clearly a matter 
of propaganda, not of religious sincerity. Gee was convinced that the accident had a 
just cause and ironically wished that the papists would apply the 'Vade, & ne pecca 
amplius', as he had done. He sarcastically allowed popish prayers for the dead to help 
the souls of the victims ascend to heaven and sent the priests to suffer in their own 
Purgatory (B4). His rhetoric gave no answers as to why he was at Drury's Evensong. 
Personal embarrassment probably made him reticent not only about his experience of 
the fall, but also about his troubled Winwick past, which had brought him to London. 

Personal motives, however, are not the only explanation for the short treatment of 
the Blaclcfriars story. Of course, the Blackfriars Controversy was over by the lime Gee 
published The foot, and he need not once more cover the whole story. An extensive 
account at such a late date would certainly have had less effect. But why was Gee so 
late? There was the influence of Thomas Goad, who as chaplain of Abbot, licensed 
Gee's book. He was in a powerful position and appeared determined to become the 
authority on the Blackfriars accident by publishing his TTie dolefull evensong. Goad may 
have used what Gee offered him of his experience in the interviews with him and 
Featley. Goad had stopped the publication of W.C.'s The fatali vesper in order to claim 
authority on the subject and may have used this account as well. Gee may have waited, 
or may have been forced to wait with the publication of The foot to give his superior 
Goad the opportunity to publish his Dolefull evensong first. Possibly Gee's original 
intention was to write a personal account of the collapse of the house at Blackfriars, as 
a piece of convertite propaganda. If this was so his intention must have changed. In 
March the next year he might still have had a good story, but to a certain extent also 
an old one.89 Gee may have taken the extra time to make The foot into a work behind 
which lay a different intention. Certainly, the composition of The foot bears out the 
idea that Gee's intention changed in the course of time. Goad may still have been 
involved from the beginning. The dedication and the initial chapters of The foot deal 
with Gee's personal account of the Blackfriars accident but do not share Goad's simple 
moralizing of the convert saved: they are bitter and on the defensive. Gee's metaphor 
was made to cover a more comprehensive anti-Catholicism. Though it might have 
served his propaganda, it is interesting that Gee deliberately refrained from using too 
self-righteous anti-papist argumentations to defend his position, to clarify his waverings 
or to prove Catholic guilt and the just vengeance of God. He seemed more non
committal: 'I will not comment on these disasters knowing that God reserves to 
himsclfc three things; The revenge of injuries. The glory of deeds, The judgement of 
secrets' (C). Most Protestant pamphleteers writing on the Blackfriars were able to 
make a more explicit distinction between their religious rhetoric and their comments 
on the actuality of human suffering. Gee's rhetoric was uneasy on the Blackfriars, since 
it involved too much of his personal wavering past and, perhaps, of his own shock after 
the experience of the fall. Gee wrote as an apostate who had managed to withdraw his 
foot from the Catholic rubble of the Blackfriars.90 Once that had been cleared up, he 
could really begin to write. 

In chapter 3 Gee began a long survey of traditional anti-Catholicism, discussing 
such popular themes as the evil Jesuit, idolatry, saints, transubstantiation, miracles, 
priests' vestments, the Latin mass and its rituals, images, venial sins and equivocation 
('the very Diana of Romish Religion' (D2v)). The subject of equivocation got an entire 
chapter (14) where Gee quoted the tale of the Jesuit Cornford from Richard Sheldon's 
A survey of the miracles. Gee insisted more than once that his 'sluttish feast of Popish 
Tales and fitlens' (ch. 5) was 'culled and collected out of their books lately sent over, 
the most of them according to the frontispice printed at Doway' (E2) and not made up 
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by himself. It is unfortunate that not all sources have been identified. But from those 
that were (for example Henry Filzsimon's The justification and exposition of the 
sacrifice of the masse (G.31)), we do not get the impression that Gee invented 
anything. Sometimes Gee did not mention sources because he did not know them, but, 
at other limes, he left them out or meddled with them for propagandistic purposes." In 
New shreds. Gee forged Catholic lettere from anonymous pamphlets by Richard 
Verstegan. In The foot Gee mainly used Samuel Harsnett's Declaration of egregious 
popish impostures (1603), Richard Sheldon's Survey of the miracles (1616), and H.G.'s A 
gagge for the pope, and the Jesuits (1624). Chapter 9, also using these sources, is not 
really a chapter but rather a long list of stories related to saints and miracles which 
achieve a cumulative effect through stylistic compactness and speed, but on the whole 
the chapter is not impressive. Chapter 5 is more interesting, despite the fact that it 
does much the same thing. Here the Catholic tales are presented first, followed by 
Gee's comments. The metaphor superimposed in the fourth edition in chapter title and 
in subtitles gives it at least a semblance of unity. Gee presented himself in this chapter 
as a master cook who 'for the better discovery of the impious tricks and devices of the 
Priests and Jesuits' (E2) served the reader with a big meal of pre-cooked courses 
consisting of many dishes. These were so hard to stomach that only his sauce (his 
comments) could make them edible and healthy. This metaphor fits in the satirical 
tradition of pamphlets that were offered as 'Antidotes' against the poisonous religion 
of the adversary (ОЗ ). Thus Gee presented himself as the editor of Elizabethan and 
Jacobean anti-Catholicism. 

In connection with Gee's editorial method a contemporary rumour that challenged 
Gee's authorship of The foot deserves some attention. Gee himself referred to the 
rumour that he was not the author and related how he had silenced the Jesuit F. 
Palmer (29-30), who 'with a bold wainscot face, bruled il in a Stationers shop in Pauls 
Church-yard'(РЗ ). Neither Palmer, nor any other Jesuit or Catholic, would have gained 
much by this: attracting attention to the pamphlet that contained so much information 
on their priests and books was dangerous. But feelings of animosity and revenge may 
have played a part as well. Perhaps Gee, as many other apostates, liked to refer to the 
personal danger he was in, or fell really threatened by the Catholics whom he had 
harmed with his pamphlet. In his sermon at Paul's Cross he once more referred to a 
story of hostility against him, which, while clearly intended as propaganda, may have 
had some truth in it.92 There is another account from his old friend James Martin that 
contested Gee's authorship. Martin, writing to Secretary Windebank in 1633, reported: 
'there lives in Kent one John Gee prcfcr[rc]d by my Lord Archb[ishop] of Canterbury 
for the publishinge a Book against the Papists, which was wholly (in effect) written by 
Dr. Goad (to whom Gee brought but some Baskets of Rubbish)'. In the margin Martin 
added: 'This my L[ord] B[ishop] of Durham once told me'." Considering the close 
contact between Goad and Gee on the event of the Blackfriars, this rumour is not 
surprising. Goad, though he did not have a great career as a writer himself, was 
nevertheless close to Abbot and to many other sources of information and popish 
books the archbishop had obtained. It is very likely that Goad (and Abbot through 
Goad) provided Gee with material and perhaps even helped with the editing of it. 
More interesting, however, is that Martin's remarks can be seen to confirm the 
impression the reader of The foot gels from its composition and structure: that of an 
anthology of anti-popery. 

It docs not appear to have been one of Gee's main aims to write about Catholic 
organization in London and about internal Catholic divisions. Certainly, as has been 
seen in chapter one, Jesuit-secular divisions played an important part in the anti-
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Catholicism and anti-Jesuitism of the time. The Protestants may not have been aware 
of the degree of organization, but they were aware of and feared a growing Catholic 
presence. This growth was no less a preoccupation of the pamphleteers, and Gee 
shared it, as we shall see when we come to the catalogues. Gee cannot have refrained 
from dealing with Catholic organization simply because the material was not sensational 
enough. Especially in the years leading up to the 1623 institutions of the bishop of 
Chalcedon and the English Jesuit Province, there was no subject that offered more for 
an anti-Catholic scandal-monger. Yet, awareness of Catholic faction (if Gee had it) and 
of different Catholic groups and interests (gentry, Jesuits and other orders, seculars, 
the pope, Catholic France and Spain, the ambassadors) was not necessary: realism, as 
has been seen in the writings of Thomas Scott, was not called for in an ideological 
confrontation and in a political tradition of anti-popery. All Catholics were regarded as 
'birds of a feather',*' all formed the same great danger to reformed England. What 
knowledge did Gee actually have? In The foot, not much information appears to have 
come from his direct experience with Catholics, except for his involvement with the 
Blackfriars fall and with Josiah Home and the Winwick recusants. Most of his other 
contacts are dubious, possibly fictitious. Those he knew, trusted him (if at all) only 
until his fall.''5 For an 'insider' who was looking for material to slander the priests and 
the Jesuits, there is a remarkable reliance on printed sources. As with many a convert 
or apostate, his insistent references to his own authority and sincerity in fact often 
seem to suggest the opposite. But Gee did not ignore altogether what was happening 
and what was talked about. He dealt with the institution of the bishop of Chalcedon 
and his anti-Jesuitism to an important extent built on the tradition of anti-Jesuitism 
which, as has been already been seen, existed from the Appellant movement onwards. 

In The foot (F4-Glv), Gee satirized the title of the new English Catholic bishop 
and the 'pomp of his pontificali Attire'. Gee must have known of William Bishop's 
activities in England. Shortly after his arrival, the priest toured the country 
administering the sacrament of confirmation, ordaining priests, all the time ignoring the 
pursuivants that tried to apprehend those Catholics that flocked to him.* In New 
shreds, Gee supplied more detailed information, 'quoting' and commenting on a 
possibly forged letter of the vicar-generals on the appointment of Thomas Rant as the 
clergy's agent at Rome.*7 Gee regarded the coming of the bishop and his vicar-generals 
('Poore England you finde quartered without judgement, by this domineering 
Quaternion of Popish popular Quarter-masters'), as yet another intrusion in the affairs 
of the Church of England: 'It is not inough that the little Foxes of Rome eate up our 
Grapes, but other wild Boares must enter into our Vineyard?' His denigrating 
comments on the letter form a showpiece of Protestant confidence and bravura, mixed 
with fear, in response to the organization of the Chapter: 

For I heare of a strange imaginary scambling" after the revenewes of their Church-
livings. Great hopes (here is of purchasing Churches, & great newes of sending over 
more new Bishops. The nimble-footed Messengers deligated from the Popes Holmess, 
may intrude where they list and obtrude what they please (it should seeme) without 
restraint or reproofe. Alas great Roman ¡doll-Gull, there is none of our Bishops that 
feare your leaden Bull (Ilr-v). 

Gee did not explicitly comment on Jesuit organization but he warned against the 
presence and activities of the Jesuits in England, as other anti-papists and anti-Jesuits 
did. His anti-Jesuit sentiments were in many ways not surprising or new. In Hold fast, 
however, he did refer to the difficulties the Jesuits experienced in accepting the bishop 
of Chalcedon." But on the whole, Gee's intention appears to have been to compile a 
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survey of anti-Catholic and anti-Jesuit themes, using both Catholic and Protestant 
sources. Gee mainly presented Jesuit targets, not only singling out Humphrey Leech, 
the author of A triumph of truth, who joined the Jesuits in 1618, but also attacking 
writers such as Henri Fitzsimon, Jesuit beliefs and (in this case Jesuit) disciplines of 
chastity, poverty and obedience, prototypes of the evil Jesuit, such as father Palmer, 
and Jesuit practices, such as the proselytizings of John Percy and George Musket 
(whom Gee took to be a Jesuit at first). Gee presented his own example of Jesuit 
equivocation (quoting from the ex-Jesuit Richard Sheldon) and more than once 
satirized the early Jesuit missionaries such as Campion, Persons and Henry Garnet. 

At the end of chapter 5 The foot had already turned to the Elizabethan Jesuit 
missionaries, Campion and Persons. The next three chapters deal with the phenomena 
of possession and exorcism in Elizabethan and Jacobean times. Gee devoted the entire 
chapter 6, and more, to Samuel Harsnett's A Declaration of egregious popish impostures, 
a book which also influenced the writings of Richard Sheldon and of Richard 
Baddeley, bishop Morton's chaplain.100 Gee's chapter is a re-shuffled and edited 
plagiarism101 of parts of Harsnett's book,102 which served a political and propagandistic 
aim, focussing on the Jesuit practice of exorcism. Especially during and after the 
Reformation, exorcisms came to be used for propagandistic purposes by both Puritans 
and Catholics. Cases of possession could serve to convince the people of the miracle of 
transubstantiation. There often was a connection with witchcraft, especially when a 
possessed victim held a witch responsible for his devilish fate. There was still a strong 
belief in the possibility of devil possession and exorcism, for the New Testament 
recorded Christ performing the miracle of casting out devils.103 Catholics also defended 
other practices and beliefs such as the use of holy water, relics and the sign of the 
cross in the face of Protestant attack, and considered themselves the one true Church 
of Christ that could produce miracles.104 Apart from the doctrinal battle, the exorcisms 
could be used for more immediate economic or political reasons, or simply with 
seditious intentions. The sensational aspect of exorcisms (people would flock to the 
event), served to blacken the adversary and to stir up further hatred against the other 
faith. In England the critical publications of the practices of Jesuits and other 
Catholics, but also of Puritans, by the ecclesiastical authorities were intended to 
promote the Reformation. But to prove the exorcists and their priests wrong they did 
not shrink from slander and sedition themselves. 

In Elizabethan times, the exorcisms of the Jesuit William Weston, alias Edmunds, 
a highly esteemed but controversial leader and organizer of the Jesuit mission, and a 
group of missionary priests in the household of the recusant Sir George Peckham at 
Denham, Buckinghamshire, were, it seemed, motivated by a Jesuit campaign of 
conversion. Despite successive witchcraft statutes, the reports of the Jesuit mission 
recorded exorcisms and used their successess as propaganda.105 From Weston's 
autobiography it appears that he had an obsessive but genuine interest in dcmonology. 
When he came to England in September 1584, he started the exorcising of the 
Williams girls and of a few others such as Marwood, a servant of Antony Babington. 
Some in Weston's company of priests, particularly John Ballard and Anthony Tyrrell, 
were connected with the vague Babington plot to assassinate queen Elizabeth and to 
free Mary Queen of Scots. Obviously, this drew the attention of the authorities.106 

It was not until 1602 that an inquiry was started into Weston's exorcisms. His 
Book of miracles, in which he gave an account of them, and which served Harsnett for 
his Declaration, was discovered in 1598, but is not extant. In 1601 bishop Bancroft of 
London, whose chaplain Harsnett was, had begun secret meetings with the Appellant 
faction. Bancroft supported their wish to remove the archpriest Blackwell, who was 
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considered to be a friend of the Jesuits, in order to drive a wedge between the two 
Catholic parties. In the publication of the examinations of the practices at Dcnham 
Bancroft saw a means to further polarize the Catholic factions and to blacken Weston, 
the leader of the Wisbech stirs and the Jesuits.1"7 

Gee regarded these practices as an insidious danger to the Protestant Church and 
State and especially feared the success of the priests and Jesuits who, by seductive 
means, tried to win over the English people. In his sermon Hold fast and in New 
shreds he further commented on the Jesuit danger and on his task of presenting his 
audience with new concrete instances of their treacherous practices. In New shreds he 
reflected: 

As he that hath becne incited to hold out a Castle mutinously against the lawful! 
owners and governors thereof, when he seeth his fault and hath slipped away from 
his fellow Mutiners, is in duty bound not to favour those his quondam-Males, but 
rather for the better demonstration of his alleagiance, is to discover what he can the 
practises of their combination, and to lead others on to the battery of that hold in 
such places where he by experience knowes it to lye weake and best assailcablc: So 
am I so farre from repenting of the former declarations made by me, out of 
conscience and truth against those that possesso many a secret hold in the Territories 
of his Majesties Dominions, scasing upon the hearts and houses of many, and 
captivating them within a combination, in opposition against our Religion 
established, and discontent against the course of our civil! estate and Lawes; that I 
cannot but goc on in using my best memory to recollect what I knew, and meanes to 
inquire what formerly I knew not, that might conduce to the further display of their 
practises (Clv-C2). 

Gee did not think it enough, as he had already declared in The foot, simply to state his 
reconversion, but thought it necessary to inform his readers, Protestants as well as 
misled Catholics, about the 'stratagems to besiege us, and snares to entrap us', so that 
his information could be used to prevent further 'mischiefes'. This concern for the 
'deceived' lay people he shared with other pamphleteers such as Harsnctt, Sheldon, 
H.G. and Thomas Scott. Much like Scott, Gee was concerned to present popery, the 
religion of the uneducated multitude, as the evil force of the world. But for Scott the 
picture of the popish threat served to devise an idealized political vision of a sound 
Protestant government of England, purged of sin and corruption (of Antichrist) and 
free of papal-Spanish interference. Gee was more concerned to collect the instances of 
this popish threat in order to prove (with his own bravura) the danger yet ultimate 
powcrlcssness of especially the Jesuits. In other words, he saw his task as that of a 
journalist exposing Counter-Reformation Catholicism.m 

Gee's intention, it seems, was to model his work on that of Harsnett and to write 
a Jacobean sequel to it, an intention which betrays itself not only in the wording of his 
title, but also in his language, style and imagery. Gee liked to reflect on the fact that 
his book was undergoing the same fate as that of Harsnctt: it was bought up and 
burned, he thought, by the Catholics for its compromising contents. Gee valued the 
scathing anti-Jesuitism of Harsnett's book highly and hoped it would be reprinted. But 
in fact Harsnett's and Gee's aims differed. In The foot Gee was only interested in 
attacking Jesuit practices and nowhere did he refer to the political and religious 
background of the Weston inquiry and Harsnett's (and Bancroft's) polemic against both 
Catholics and Puritans. Of the exorcists only Weston was a Jesuit. But Harsnett 
revealed the danger of Jesuit powers of organisation in showing the dominance of 
Weston over the secular priests in his exorcizing campaign. The Declaration thus also 
formed part of the anti-Jesuit literature of the Archpriest Controversy."" The important 
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difference was that, unlike Harsnett, Gee was not interested in attacking the exorcisms 
as such. In his choice of subjects, Gee was well aware of what he was doing: James I 
and Abbot had become more interested in discovering impostures, and judges were 
more eager to prove cases fraudulent.110 Gee did his share and eagerly presented 
contemporary cases of Catholic surreptitious practices in which Jesuits and priests were 
involved, such as the famous Lancashire witches and the exorcisms practised by 
Christopher Southworth (using Thomas Potts's The wonderfull discovery of witches in 
the county of Lancaster), the stoiy of the Boy of Bilson who faked possession and was 
proved a counterfeit by Thomas Morton, bishop of Durham (using the account of 
Richard Baddeley), and the 'trinitarian' priest and exorcist Edward Hands. The story of 
the vision of Thomas Newton, a recusant, was largely taken from Richard Sheldon, 
who himself had been influenced by Harsnett in his Survey of the miracles and showed 
an avid desire to reveal the superstition and manipulation of popish 'miracle working'. 
H.G. consciously tried to complement the ex-Jesuit's Survey with A gagge for the pope, 
and the Jesuits. Thus Gee placed his book in a tradition of anti-Jesuit writing 
concerned especially with manipulative proselytizing practices. The great witch-craze 
had passed by 1624, and had never really pestered England, but as a political device, 
and as a propagandistic exploitation of anti-Jesuit feeling, writers like Samuel Harsnett 
(for Bancroft), Richard Sheldon, John Gee (for Abbot), Richard Baddeley (for 
Morton) could still use it in early Jacobean political and religious crises.1" 

Gee collected more material published on the subject of proselytizing practices. 
Chapter 10 is concerned with Catholic education abroad. For authenticity. Gee claimed 
to have been present and to have prevented the attempts to win John Matthew, the 
grandson of archbishop Tobie Matthew for the Catholic faith. He warned his lay 
Catholic readers against the priests, who took away their possessions and their land 
through proselytizing machinations such as visions, ghosts, exorcisms and death-bed 
conversions (chs. 11-13). Many innocent believers in England, Catholic as well as 
Protestant, were seen to be victimized by the Catholic mission. 

To a large extent The foot (as well as its sequel. New shreds) was a crusade against 
Catholic proselytizers, such as John Percy, alias Fisher (21) and George Fisher, alias 
Musket (20). In 1621 it was rumoured that the bishop of London, John King, had 
been converted to Catholicism on his deathbed. King had succeeded Abbot as bishop 
of London in 1611 and had been one of the bishops nominated by Abbot. All of them 
were evangelical prelates with a reputation for proselytizing, anti-Catholicism and anti-
Arminianism."2 The first Catholic reference to King's conversion came from Richard 
Broughton (12) in his English protestants plea, and petition: 

And now in this your Parlament time, lo move you and London, to know the trueth, 
the late Proiesiant Bishop thereof, Doctor King, in his life for externall cariage, a 
great persecutor of Priests and Catholikes, a little before his death did playnly 
denounce your Religion to be damnable, renounced (as wee have prooved before of 
all such) that he was any Bishop or Cleargie man: was penitent for h[i]s protesting 
heresie, & humblie at the feete of a Priest, whom he had formerly persecuted, 
confessed his sinnes, receved sacramentall absolution at his handes, and was 
reconciled to the Catholike Romaine Church, of which he had in his life bene so 
vehement a persecutor.1" 

Gee did not mention this work. He may not have known it since it did not appear in 
his catalogue. The publication that caused most confusion was The bishop of London 
his legacy (G.15), which was presented as if written by King himself, but was actually 
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written by George Musket. Not only Gee, but also Henry Mason, and a year later, 
Thomas James ascribed the book to Musket.'" Gee's writing on the subject had two 
purposes First of all this alleged conversion to Catholicism (for which Gee held the 
Jesuits responsible), offered an opportunity to someone who had had one foot in the 
snare to show his allegiance to the Calvinism and anti-Jesuitism of bishop King, the 
nght-hand man of George Abbot Secondly, Gee was engaged in a hostile polemic with 
George Musket, a famous Catholic prosclytizer. 

In the first edition of The foot Gee thought, as did Henry Mason, that Musket 
was a Jesuit ('By the uncontrouled opinion of others ... whilst I spent some houres and 
daies among that sort' (P4v-Q)) But, according to Gee, Musket reacted to Gee's 
publication and pointed out the mistake (we do, however, not learn anything further 
from Gee about Musket's reaction to The foot)."5 Gee corrected it in the subsequent 
editions to 'secular Priest', and added the ironic 'Gentle Excuse', displaying more 
indignant hostility and sarcasm That Gee was at first mistaken about Musket's status is 
not a very interesting point to make and certainly does not prove his unreliability or 
sluggishness. Musket did associate with Jesuits "* Furthermore, his real name was 
Fisher, which could easily be confused with the alias of the Jesuit prosclytizer John 
Percy. In any case, Gee found him 'Jcsuitablc' (P4v-Q), because he was found capable 
of the like 'tricks, books, talcs, and miracles- of which kindc, his Master-piece (I 
confesse) is the countcrfct London-Legacy'. Gee may have used Henry Mason's anti-
Jesuit tract where a similar argument occurs. To Mason, Musket, because he had 
proved to be a liar, had to be an equivocating Jesuit '" Gee did not want to appear 
too worried about his readers' trust in his information His self-defence was a rhetorical 
device (used with some insistence), which he enjoyed using against that 'hot shot of 
that squadron' 

Apparently, Gee found out about the existence of The bishop of London his legacy 
through 'an Incendiary Brother' of Musket's, who may be identified as Thomas Medcalf 
(54) ш This 'brother' had not liked the pamphlet Musket himself had 'in some sort, 
acknowledged his paines-takmg therm' Gee also remarked that the book had already 
gone through three reprints "* It was thought that the Catholics brought about the 
rumour of the bishop's conversion to win people to their faith. More Catholics seem to 
have objected to the impudence of the impersonation of the late bishop King as 
damaging rather than furthering their cause M Anderton, 'one the most sufficient and 
ingenuous of their Priests', Gee recorded as having dissociated himself from it. 
Something had happened after the first edition-

And hence it is, that of late they have altered The Title, and changed the Frontispice 
into a more dark phrase, making it a Prosopopeta or Stage-playing patch of 
Rhetoncke (Nlv) 

Gee either got this information from Andcrton, whom he named in the margin and 
whom he probably knew in Lancashire, or he saw more than one edition of The 
legacy.m According to Gee, Anderton was in London in 1624 and Gee may have 
spoken to him before the publication of The /ooi.121 Nothing is known about the 
relations of Gee with the Andertons Yet, considering Gee's Catholic involvement in 
the early 1620s in Winwick, he may have known about Laurence Andcrton, who in 
those years was a well known missionary priest in Lancashire. Gee may have wanted to 
draw attention, as he did in the catalogue of books (G 90), to the involvement of the 
Andertons m Catholic book-production m Henry Mason, in his New art of lying, also 
referred to an earlier edition and to the subsequent changes: 
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He hath made two publications of one individuall Booke, qualifying, or rather 
destroying in the latter, some transparent lyes, which with an Whores forehead, and 
without regard of the Worlds censure, hee had averred in the former. For, in the 
yeere 1622 when hee first divulged this Libell, he made the worthy Bishop to speake 
those silly Motives, which his worthlcsse sclfc had devised ... To this purpose this 
publike Lyer spake in the first publication of his Booke; which not long after was 
suppressed and kept from the view of the world. I suppose, some of his Supérieurs 
more wary then himselfe, being ashamed of such shining lyes, did call in the Booke, 
till some kinde of qualification might temper those shamelesse and hideous untruths. 
And then in the yeere following 1623 hee made a new publication of the same 
worthy Workc, changing only the Tille-leafe, and the Preface to the Reader. And in 
this second publication, hee is contented to owne his owne abortive Brat.123 

It is very likely that the book was withdrawn by the Holy Office in 1622. Gee may 
have consulted Mason, whose tract was entered in the Stationers' Register on 18 
January 1624. The confusion must have been great if, as Gee said, there was a 
previous edition with a different title and without the 'frontispice' [i.e. the 
'Advertisement of the Publisher of this treatise to the Reader']. If, in other words, the 
following explanation was missing: 

All these passages, the Reader may (if it please him) with my full consent and 
allowance, suppose to be ftctiones Personarum, and warranted by the figure 
Prosopopeia: And that the Publisher heerof performeth no more, (if so much) then 
Plutarch doth in his Parallels of the Romans with the Grecians: That is, to 
appropriate certayne Speeches, or Orations to certayne Men; and such speeches only, 
as arc most fitting to proceed (with due consideration of Circumstances) from the 
same parties, to whom they are by supposai! so ascribed. 

The author (or publisher) directly asked the reader not to take the ensuing words to 
be King's. 'For I am not desirous to father any thing upon the dead (nor doth the 
Catholike Cause need any such Pretence) but what is acknowledged for such, by the 
judgement of all Men; & I know well the B[ishop's] Friends are farrc from any such 
acknowledgement'. Thus the author took out the sting. Though still certain that the 
bishop altered his religion before his death and taking full responsibility for his words, 
'seeing matters must be caulelously carried in these dayes', through a poetical licence 
he wanted to present a 'Precedent, or Patterne, warranting any Protestant in the 
change of his Religion'.12'' If we take Gee's and Mason's information to be correct, this 
explanation was added later. For indeed, the device of impersonating a character was a 
frequent one with pamphleteers. Confusion about The legacy must have added to the 
altercation about King's 'conversion'. Things had perhaps gone too far, to the 
detriment of the reputation of the Catholics. Gee's presentation of his own doubts as 
to what to believe, is remarkable with a view to the grudges he bore Musket: 

Now whereas they seeke to get Proselytes by these monstrous forgeries and 
trumperies; for my owne part, I confesse, that upon the first view and reading of it, I 
was somewhat mooved with wonder, and withall with possibilitie of credence; which 
made mee the more diligently to enquire of it (M4v). 

Obviously, Mason had no such doubts about his patron's 'defection'; he saw him as 
'traduced by worthlcsse pennes, and foulc-mouthcd fiends'.1" It could of course simply 
be Gee's aim to prove to his reader, with Ihe best evidence of Catholic embarrassment 
he could find, that the tale was 'nothing but a comicall fiction' (sig. N). Gee is not 
likely to have visited the Benedictine Thomas Preston (265-6), who was mentioned as 
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the confessor of the bishop. Preston denied this and Gee probably knew enough of 
this famous shifting Catholic to find 'good cause to thinke, that hee spake his 
conscience in that denial!'. The allegations against Preston were merely made to 
endanger his already precarious position.12* Instead, Gee found his own victim, F. 
Palmer (29-30). Apparently this Jesuit was also a subject of rumours. For this Gee is 
our only authority. According to Gee, Palmer had been responsible for the rumour of 
Gee not being the author of The foot. Gee chose to believe Palmer's denial of having 
anything to do with bishop King. Of course. Gee was forced to believe the Jesuit: for 
Gee to believe King's conversion was out of the question. Nevertheless, to drop a 
Jesuit name in the confused gossip around the conversion served his propagandistic 
purpose. The 'diligent' inquiry of the Protestant convert Gee does not appear all that 
serious. 

In The foot Gee also defended Henry King, the bishop of London's son and 
famous poet, and his sermon in defence of his father, preached at Paul's Cross on 25 
November and published the same year.127 Gee commented: 'Against the sincerity of 
which relation, I doe not hcare, that any of those snarling whibbling Curres can barke' 
(M4v). Henry King explained how more professors of the Protestant faith were 
calumniated by the Catholics128 and at first chose to refrain from any reaction in order 
to allow the 'ridiculous' and 'malicious' rumour to die amidst laughter. He was not 
going to let the slander provoke him. 

But I see, this spurious Brat hath found too many Nurses, since it was exposed, and 
like a Snow-ball by rolling is grownc greater ... and as it hath acquired more age, so 
also with those that wish it so, more credit.12* 

But 'a plaine unglost dcniall' was all that the son of the bishop had to offer the 
credulous and the ignorant and those who desired clarification. Perhaps, it may have 
been thought, the rumour could be quenched better by pamphleteers like Gee. The 
son pointed out how his father was an 'eye-sore' to the Catholics and the 
'unchristcned' Jesuits, a defence which Mason and Gee also used. Henry King also 
blamed the surveyor of The legacy, Matthew Kellison (3), the president of Douai 
College. 'Certainly if hee had been hälfe so careful! to search the truth, as he was 
busie to survey Religions, he would never have suffered himselfe to be so grosly guld 
with every fabulous Gazette, and idle Corante that posts betwixt England and 
Doway'.m Gee quoted from one of bishop King's sermons.131 In that sermon King, 
through his anti-Jesuit railing, clearly claimed his place in the politico-religious scene of 
the day. But general incredibility was no proof and Henry King could only add that no 
one was admitted at his father's deathbed, including the alleged confessor Preston, and 
attack the libellous nature of Jesuit intelligence, which was responsible for many a 
legend. Thus he succeeded his father in confirming the myth of the evil Jesuit.132 It is 
clear why the rumour was spread, and why King would be an attractive victim of 
Catholic propaganda. And this could have been done without any contemporary 
indications or distortions. Factual conditions can no longer be reconstructed and it 
certainly is not unlikely that Musket and/or Broughton thought up this 'Masterpiece' of 
a proselytizing conspiracy. Furthermore, the publication history of The legacy points to 
a hoax, much more than to factual conversion. Although Davidson, in his article on 
King, tries to give the story an open ending, the possibility of King's conversion, 
although it can never be proven, can in all probability be dismissed.133 

With or without the cooperation of Thomas Goad, Gee assembled a great variety 
of anti-Catholic and especially anti-Jesuit material. This material was carefully chosen 
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from contemporary anti-popish publications as well as from Catholic sources with a 
view to pointing to the danger of the Catholic mission, especially during the political 
and religious turmoil of the years 1623-24. Contemporary events such as the death of 
bishop King of London and the Blackfriars accident as well as Catholic organization 
and proselytizing were important preoccupations. With anti-Jesuit writers such as 
Samuel Harsnett, Richard Sheldon and William Crashaw, Gee shared an interest in 
ridiculing Catholic miracles and exorcisms. Other anti-Jesuit themes were taken from a 
tradition that can be traced back via Thomas James and Thomas Bell to the Catholic 
Appellants. Gee's work, written under the patronage of archbishop Abbot, was clearly 
the product of an orthodox Protestant or evangelical Calvinist, written not only to 
attack the Catholics, but also to strengthen the Protestant conviction that Rome was 
Antichrist. The anti-Jesuitism of Gee's tract made it relevant for Abbot and the 
orthodox Protestants. About the related discussions concerning the visibility of the 
Church and doctrines such as predestination the Protestant Church became more and 
more confused. Considering Gee's aims, it is not so remarkable that he did not 
emphasize the doctrinal issues that were at stake in the Percy Controversy and in the 
Arminian controversy. Under Laud, Abbot's successor, the English Church would 
definitely develop away from Calvinist orthodoxy. 

6. STYLE, REPUTATION AND CONTEMPORARY REACTIONS 

To justify his style. Gee quoted Harsnett explaining his stance of the learned satirical 
humanist to his less sophisticated readers.134 'If the forme and phrase I use in other 
places be distastefull, as either too sharp, or too light and Ironical! for one of my 
profession; let my matter bee my Advocate, that drawelh mee thereunto' (A2). 
Throughout The foot, the language, the satire and the wit owe a lot to Harsnett. Gee's 
idioms, though used more generally in this type of controversial writing, are too close 
to Harsnett's usage for Gee not to have been influenced by them. On the other hand, 
Gee's prose shows a remarkable capacity to incorporate the prose-styles of other 
pamphlets. Gee found his own restless and agitated rhythm, quick movement and 
inventive imagery, using many repetitions, contrasts, synonyms and alliterations for a 
sometimes startlingly fresh prose. One example is on B2: 'Strange indeed it is to 
consider, how That Wolfe-bred & Wolfe-breeding Romulus doth daily send-over his 
ravening brood of Jésuites and Priests, to make havock and spoil of the harmlesse and 
heedlesse flock of Christ'. A heavy use of italics and interspersed Latin quotations and 
phrases enliven and give emphasis. There is a lot of wordplay (though it is not always 
his own). The talc of 'post-head' Persons and the blasphemous literalism of the change 
of the host into flesh by him 'postified' is combined with the idea of selling popery: 
'But in good sadncs, doc they mcane to set this tale on the Catholicke stall for 
passable ware, in the pedlery Popish puppet Fayre, or rather in the shuffling shambles 
of Transubstantiation. If this red patch were not the flesh of Christ, the Tale-maker 
commeth short of his intention, and so lecseth his market' (FI). More examples could 
be given. The imagery is mainly biblical. Darkness and superstitious fog is contrasted to 
light and truth. Priests are 'Absalons' (C2v), 'Copes-mates' (K3v), 'locusts with scorpion 
like taylcs' (E2), 'night-birds, bats & moles' (Hlv) or 'hornets & drones' (N4). 'Like 
the Fowler, they can allure with divers these pleasing notes, to tempt to their lure, and 
bring the Foot within the Snare' (L4v). 

The text gains the racy quality of journalese as one image is connected to the next 
in free associations, not so much for its informative value, but for the continuity of the 
anti-Catholic satire. Thus several subjects are linked in an endless string of images. The 
'sauce' to the tale of Leo Tuscus consists of the following 'ingredients': the virgin 
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Mary, the hand of Mutius Scaevola, matrimony, the priests in London with venereal 
disease ('hot warres'), while another kind of war is going on in central Europe, the 
girl-victim, saints Dominic, Denis and Winifred, Holiwell, absolution and indulgences, 
Catholic organisation in England, Virginian Tobacco. The string is longer. The foot is a 
rhetorical and satiric performance, not really an analytic expository text. It is full of 
vituperation and cant, but the abuse is not always equally successful, either because 
Gee gets carried away by it, or because it is tasteless and mixed with biblically inspired 
and pompous piety. Gee's anti-Catholic bigotry is less savage than Harsnett's, but on 
the whole they come close with respect to their anti-Catholic prejudice, fear and 
hatred. Gee's tone changes only when he writes about Josiah Home. But even this 
more sober confession is mixed with an element of self-serving righteousness. We have 
to bear in mind that neither Harsnctt, nor Gee were expected to write in a genuinely 
personal style. Both wrote in the traditional violent and defamatory style of anti-
Catholic pamphleteering. 

Considering this general pamphleteering style and Gee's manner of editing, wc 
may safely assume there were more sources and that often when we think wc are 
reading Gee, we are in fact reading the words of another pamphleteer, sometimes 
verbatim, at other times patched together by means of a racy and sardonic journalese 
to form a remarkably inventive collage that impresses us with a unity of effect. Gee 
apparently edited with great care. Comparison of the different editions has revealed 
that he rewrote certain passages to improve the prose-style. Naturally, the subject-
matter, selected with a view to the high degree of scurrility, contributed to the 
coherence of the text. The status of the text, however, is not the same as that of a 
text that was written by one author who worked independently. It is a text composed 
by someone whose anti-popish taste and eagerness were of the times of Richard 
Bancroft and George Abbot, which becomes all the more clear, when we compare the 
rich imagery, the wordplay, the alliterations, the biting tone and the inflamed rhetoric 
and cant of The foot with Harsnett's Declaration and the letters of Abbot to 
Trumbull. The consistent literary quality and rich feverish effect of Gee's text is as 
remarkable among Jacobean tracts, as Harsnett's was among the Elizabethan 
expressions of anti-Catholicism. The use of so many printed sources for The foot as 
well as the structure and the prose-style arc also a comment on the status of Gee as 
an informer. Although there is no definite proof, Gee created the distinct impression 
in The foot that he was more of an eager editing journalist of anti-Jesuitism, than an 
'insider' with authentic information on Catholic affairs. Yet, authentic or not, Gee's 
information may to a great extent have been reliable. 

There were hardly any printed reactions to The foot, but the pamphlet 
nevertheless had a considerable impact. Protestants and Catholics were aware of its 
publication, as has already appeared from a reaction from Musket and from the 
accounts of James Martin, William Gouge, W.C. and Thomas Goad, all depicting Gee 
as an exemplary case of the Calvinist saved from popish nets. John Brinsley made 
devotional writing a subject of controversy in his Fourth part of the true watch, and 
used Gee's catalogues to point to the dangers of popery. He praised The foot, 'that 
late and notable Discoverie out of their owne bookes, by Mr Gee, who was one of 
them; wherein he hath set downe such impious tricks and devices of their Priests and 
Jésuites, that (as hee there saith) all may justly hoot at them, for most abominable 
impostors and liars. The reading of some of which will manifestly cleere whatsoever I 
have spoken in this behalfe'."5 Thomas Scott placed The foot in its contemporary 
political context and presented Gee as having been 'stirred up' by Parliament's 
proceedings against the Catholics: 
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And this stirred up one Gee an Apostate Calvinist to publish a pestilent and a 
malicious [sic] against the Priests and Jésuites, residing in and about London, wherein 
after hee hath discovered their practises, he seiteth downc in a Catalogue at the end 
of their names, with the places of their lodging, what bookes they have at any lime 
published, with the names of Catholique Doctors of Physicke, and Apothecaries, to 
their no small disgrace, and praejudicc.1* 

John Floyd, in his edition of John Percy's True relations of sundry conferences of 1626, 
gave a short mention of Gee's allegations against Percy: 

I forbearc purposely to make any answer to any of those grosse Imputations, which 
M. Gee, hath set out in print against M Fisher, and other Catholique Priests; for 
being as they are grossely false, no wise man will believe them: neither do they 
deserve any other Answere.137 

It was an answer representative of the Catholic reaction: silence was the best defence. 
The question remains how popular Gee's pamphlet was: it went through four 

editions in one year, and its sequel New shreds, and the sermon Hold fast, in subject-
matter and treatment very similar to The foot, followed in the same year, 1624. Gee 
himself referred to the popularity of his pamphlet. He pointed out that many of the 
copies were bought up and burned by the Catholics in order to remove from the 
public eye the anti-Catholicism and the damaging information on Catholics and their 
publications. Gee drew a parallel with Harsnell's Declaration. This book had suffered 
the same fate, according to Gee. But the publication history of Harsnett's book shows 
that quite the contrary was probably true. Though there is no more evidence, it is 
likely that the Catholics considered the pamphlet highly damaging, and destroyed 
copies of The foot.™ As a project of the indefatigable hunter of Catholics, George 
Abbot, the four subsequent editions may also be seen to have been the result of a 
willed Puritan campaign. Abbot, whose influence at the Court of James I was waning, 
could use The foot to motivate religious extremism and support for his cause. He may 
have deliberately flooded the market with copies in that crucial year, 1624. 

Catholics as well as Protestants were aware of the catalogues of priests and 
recusant books. In the months April-May 1624, pressure to act against the priests and 
recusants had increased. More and more Catholics sought protection in the 
ambassadors' residences from informers and pursuivants. In the House of Commons, 
work on the petition on recusants was finished on 3 April and it was answered on the 
23rd. The proclamation against Jesuits and other priests followed on 6 May. The tenth 
article of the petition of grievances drafted by the 1624 Parliament was about popish 
books and was dated 28 May. Although Gee's book was not mentioned, it is clear that 
the catalogue of The foot was here referred to and formed the basis of the Commons' 
concern, who now possessed hard proof of Catholic production.139 Richard Dyott's 
parliamentary diary also made mention of this grievance: 'here according [to] 
Ravcnscroft we have a catalogue of popish bookes printed here within 2 y[car]s 
presented with the grievances, ffor the lawes in case may be executed'.1" 

Though the king did not answer this particular grievance, as the session of 
Parliament was prorogued, his objections against both Puritans and recusants showed 
themselves in his proclamations concerning the censorship of the press."1 The 1623 
(Sept. 25) proclamation against the printing and dispersing of 'any seditious, 
schismatical or other scandalous books or pamphlets whatsoever' was succeeded by a 
proclamation of which the opening phrases were more explicit, on 15 August 1624: 
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For that the printing, importing, and dispersing of Popish and seditious Bookes and 
Pamphlets, and seditious Puntanicall Bookes and Pamphlets, scandalous to Our 
person, or Slate, such as have beene lately vented by some Puntanicall spirits, is 
growen so common, and practised so licentiously, both to the traducing of Religion, 
and the Slate, as that great inconveniences may grow thereby, if they be not 
prevented and punished."2 

This proclamation may, indirectly, have been brought about by the parliamentary 
grievance and the public concern about Catholic publications, which had been 
catalogued by John Gee.143 

That Gee did have a notorious reputation among Catholics appears from two 
manuscripts in the Archives of the archbishop of Westminster. On 4 August 1624, the 
secular priest John Jackson, alias Nelson (91) wrote to Thomas Rant, the agent of the 
clergy at Rome, about the still difficult situation of the priests who were arrested and 
imprisoned for refusing to take the oath of allegiance. Negotiations for the French 
Marriage had begun: 

Induemcnis and presentments were never soe many. Comissions are gone out and 
though it was bruited that there was a stay comaunded, yet I hear it prooves 
otherwise. Informers are very buisie in vexing cath[olics] the spite of the people 
never soe great noe not in Qjeeun] Eliz[abeih's] tyme. As Catholicks goe along the 
streets they cryc out a papist, a papist and use other reproaches and molestations 
against them Gee the minister, I suppose yow know by report who he is, as well as 
he hath set yow in prim, this Gee espied one Mr Coale 2 dayes since the 2d of 
Aug[ust] in Holbourne and presently cryed out a Masspreist which was enough to 
raysc the street and they hayled him before my lo[rd] Majjor] who tendred him the 
oath of supr[cmacy] and upon refusali comitted him to Newg[ate].,'M 

This shows that Gee was not only an eager informing journalist, but possibly also an 
active informer-pursuivant. There is, however, not enough information on this aspect of 
Gee's career (and what there is may be incorrect or prejudiced) to state that Gee was 
active as an informer in London in 1624. At the same time, that Gee would have been 
active as such remains credible. 
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7. NOTES 

1. For a study on Manchester life in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, see 
T.S. Willan, Elizabethan Manchester, Manchester 1980. Also relevant is R.C. Richardson, 
Puntanism m North-West England. Other sources consulted for the study of Gee's 
background are J.P. Earwaker, ed.. Local Cleanings Relating to Lancashire and Cheshire, 2 
vols., Manchester 1875-8, and his The Court Leet Records of the Manor of Manchester, 12 
vols., Manchester 1884-90, W Beamont, Winmck: Its History and Antiquities, 2nd ed. 
Warrington 1878 (unreliable). Cf. J.E. Bailey, The Life of a Lancashire Rector During the 
Civil War, the Rev. Charles Herle, Leigh 1877, and his Mr. Beamont's History of Winwick; 
Charles Herle and the Gee family, Manchester 1878; VCHL 4, 243, n. 156; for John Gee, 
Edward Gee (1565-1618) and Edward Gee (1613-1660), see FOSTER 555, WOOD, DNB; 
for John Gee's will, see PRO, Prerogative Court of Canterbury, Wills, Probate Acts, Prob 11, 
181, 1639 Harvey, for the administration of John Gee (d. 1631), see M Fitch, ed.. Index 
to Administrations m PCC m the PRO (1631-1648), London 1986, vol 6., p. 161; PRO, 
Prob 6 14B, 15 and 21; for the will of Alice Pendleton, see G J. Piccope, ed, Lancashire 
and Cheshire Wills and Inventories from the Ecclesiastical Court, Chester, 3 pts. (Chetham 
Society 51), Manchester 1857-61, ρ 218, for the Gee family, see Devon Record Office, 
Dunsford Parish Registers. 

2. Manchester appeared to suffer from inefficiency due to too many offices. The scavenger 
was responsible for the maintenance of streets and pavements. The By-lawmen enforced 
the by-laws and the 'markctlokers' for corn, meal and fish and other foods were appointed 
to see to the wholesomeness of the food brought to the market. T.S. Willan, Elizabethan 
Manchester, pp. 67, 86. 

3. George Gee (d. 1636), a Puritan minister of Newton in Manchester, may have been 
confused with John Gee, curate of Newton in Winwick. See J P. Earwaker, ed, The Court 
Leet Records, vol. 3, passim, and R С Richardson, Puritanism m North-West England, pp. 
67, 135-7, which mention a 'Mr. Gee' and a 'John Gee' m Manchester. George Gee had a 
son, Edward Gee (1613-1660), rector of Ecdeston in Lancashire, and chaplain to the 
Bishop of Sodor and Man George's brother, Edward Gee (1565-1618) published Two 
sermons One, the curse and crime of Мегог. Preached at the assizes at Exon. The other, a 
sermon of patience at St Manes m Oxford, 1620. 

4. FOSTER 555; A. Clark, ed., Register of the University of Oxford, vol. 2, Oxford 1888, p. 
160, West County Studies Library, Devon, Exeter, MS Hennesy. 

5. The name of our John Gee's mother is given by DNB as 'Sarah', which is a mistake. She 
was his father's second wife, left a widow when he died in 1631. M. Fitch, ed.. Index to 
Administrations in PCC. Consultation of the Mormon International Genealogical Index has 
revealed no relevant names. 

6. For some short printed biographical accounts of John Gee, see WOOD 2, 390-1; WOOD 
4, 391, FOSTER 555, DNB, John Prince, Worthies of Devon, London 1810, pp 406-7, SA. 
Allibone, A Critical Dictionary of English Literature, Detroit 1965 (1858-72); A Clark, ed., 
Register of the University of Oxford, vol 2, p. 353; Brasenose College Register 1509-1909, 
Oxford Historical Society 55, Oxford 1909, p. 122. 

7. Chapels of ease had often been chantries or oratories of private nobles, or they had been 
built for the benefit of the neighbourhood They were founded both by laymen and 
ecclesiastics. A lay patron, the local gentry, or the congregation could endow the curacy. 
Institution was not possible before the age of 23, which means that Gee could have been 
instituted to a benefice by 1619, when he reached that age. According to the rector of his 
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parish, Gee was in Winwick in 1619 Gee was an unbeneficed curate, a post which could 
also be held by non graduates and for which no official registration was necessary There 
is no record of Gee's ordination in the Oxford diocese (Bodleian Library Index), nor in 
the archives of Canterbury Cathedral A search in CRO, EDA 1/4 Diocese of Chester, 
Bishop's Act Book (1579 1686) for the period 1615-26 failed to reveal any record of the 
ordination, institution or induction of John Gee In 1620 and 1622 Gee, as curate of 
Winwick, paid a loan and a contribution for the recovery of the Palatinate G Τ О 
Bridgeman, ed, Loans, Contributions, Subsidies, and Ship Money, paid by the Clergy of the 
Diocese of Chester (Lancashire and Cheshire Record Society 12), Manchester 1885, pp 54, 
66 Also see R O'Day, The English Clergy The Emergence and Consolidation of a 
Profession, 1558 1642, Leicester 1979, ρ 77, G Η Tupling, 'The Pre-Reformation Parishes 
and Chapelnes of Lancashire', in Transactions of the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarum 
Society 67 (1957), pp 7-8, for Winwick, see HAIGH 26, 236. 

8 No marriage licence has been found in the Diocese of Chester, Marriage Act Books EDC 
7, published by Lancashire and Cheshire Record Society, vols 53, 56-7, 61, 65, 69, 73, 77, 
ed W M F Irvine (1907-24) According to his testament Gee married a certain 'Jane' 
They may have been married by banns in Jane's church See also R O'Day, English Clergr, 
ρ 94 His son and heir John Gee was born in 1622 Gee left him his manuscripts and 
notes The son matriculated at Brasenose College, Oxford on 4 May 1638, aged 16 
(FOSTER 555) He was a student of the Middle Temple 1662 and barnster-at-law in 
1668 H F Macgeagh, Register of Admissions to the Middle Temple, vol 1 (1501-1781), 
London 1944, ρ 166 Gee baptised his own son 'in a bassen of pewter and not in the 
font', i e the Puritan way CRO, EDV 1/24, Diocese of Chester Visitation Correction 
Book 1622-4, fol 136 The date given at the beginning of the entries for the deanery of 
Warrington (to which Winwick belonged) is 26 Nov 1622 Also sec R С Richardson, 
Puritanism m North West England, ρ 28 A search in Winwick Register (Wigan Record 
Office) has been without results The baptismal registers of St Andrew's, Holborn, 
(Guildhall MS 6667, vol 2 (1622-5)), where Gee might have lived when he was in London, 
have no entries for any of Gee's other children Two other John Gees died in Winwick, 
one was buried 28 June 1621, the other 9 June 1638 J R Bulmer, cd, 77ie Register of 
Winwick Parish Church, pi II (1621 60), 1974, pp 85, 123 

9 M Η Curtis, 'The Alienated Intcllccluals of Early Stuart England' Other important 
studies on the careers of the English clergy, on the shift to a more mobile pattern of 
clerical careers from the 1580s to the 1620s, and on the seriousness of clerical 
'overproduction', are R O'Day, English Clergy, and I Green, 'Career Prospects and 
Clerical Conformity in the Early Stuart Church', in Past and Present 90 (1981), pp 71-
115 The latter two criticize Curtis's findings In general, there is not enough evidence 
about the position of curates in the early seventeenth century The income of curates was 
preposterously low whereas a curate received £3 to £4, or very rarely £10 annually, a 
vicar earned about £20 and a rector about £160 The curate could be dismissed without 
legal proceedings Understandably the post was impopular and often hard to fill 
Motivation for ordination or preferment was of course not always merely material, in 
many cases it must have been religious Yet, in 1611 Chancellor Ellesmere feared 
conversion lo Catholicism as a result of worsening opportunities in the Protestant church 
Sec Μ Η Curtis, 'Alienated Intellectuals', esp pp 299-300, 307-11, 316, С Hill, Economic 
Problems of the Church, London 1971, pp 113, 205-6, HAIGH 36-7, 238-9, R O'Day, 
English Clergy, pp 13 6, 23, 89-90, 175-7, I Green, 'Career Prospects', esp pp 81-5, 88-9, 
93 4, 105 9 

10 Gee ignored a summons cither of the High Commission Court at York, or of the 
diocesan commission and was fined £10 for his absence from the court, 23 April 1623 
PRO, Exch KR Eccl Docs E/135 13/4 fol 105 Two fragments among the Consistory 
Court Papers, CRO, EDC 5, both dated 30 January 1623 [ie 1624] survive One is 
endorsed ' pr[ese]ntmeni of Mr Gee for executing his function after his suspenc[i]on', 
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by the churchwardens Apparently Gee was suspended from preaching on 17 August 1623, 
but was discovered to be preaching by the churchwardens without having been 'restored' 
on the following Sunday (24 August) (EDC 5/1623/48) Two other, related, fragments 
describe him as having been curate of Newton Chapel for two years (1620/1-22/3) and 
refer to his suspension 'pro quibusdam cnmmibus' ('for certain crimes'), and his 
continuing to preach in the chapel and elsewhere in the diocese (EDC 5/1623/29, EDC 
1/45 unfol ) Normal procedure would have been the issuing of a citation backed by a 
threat of excommunication (in some cases followed by actual excommunication) After the 
ecclesiastical reforms, at the end of Elizabeth's reign and at the Hampton Court 
Conference, only the bishop could pronounce excommunication Although there is proof 
of Gee's suspension, there is no evidence about his possible excommunication 

11 The Exchequer Court fine (see note 10) may have to do with this case, possibly a case 
between Home and Gee Since Lancashire resided under York, the provincial commission 
could interfere, but a search in the Act Books of the Court of High Commission 
(Bon h wick Institute, York) has not brought any evidence to light Cause papers do not 
survive for the relevant penod, nor do the records of the separate Court of High 
Commission for the province of Canterbury Also sec HAIGH 233-5 

12 Gee married Robert Jackson and Ruth Greenwood, John Jolly and Elizabeth France in 
1621 On 10 April 1623 he married Richard Blackburne and Anne Parr, and John 
Wintcrbotham and Margaret Flitcroft An unlawful marnage, according to Josiah Home, 
was that of Christopher Fcrnhcade and Elizabeth Ellom, it took place on June 28, 1622, 
and was entered in the Winwick Parish Register (Wigan Record Office) W M F Irvine, 
cd , Marnage Licences m the Diocese of Chester, vols 2, 3 (Lancashire and Cheshire Record 
Society 56, 57), Manchester 1908, 1909, pp 141, 142, 178 J R Bulmer, ed, The Register of 
Winwick Parish Church 

13 A Signifïcavit, in ecclesiastical law was a form of writ issued by Chancery for the arrest of 
an excommunicated person, also the bishop's certificate on which such a writ was based 
OED 

14 For Bndgeman's reorganization of the deaneries and the problems of the bishopric of 
Chester, see С Haigh, 'Finance and Administration in a new Diocese Chester, 1541-
1641', in R O'Day and F Heal, eds, Continuity and Change, Leicester 1976, pp 145 66, 
HAIGH 14, 232-3, R O'Day, English Clergy, pp 42-4 The bishops tended to exploit their 
rectories by taking higher fines rather than increasing rents to make more money in the 
short term 

15 An excellent study on the subject is В W Quintrell, 'Lancashire Ills, the King's 111 Will 
and the Troubling of Bishop Bridgcman', in JI Kermodc and С В Philips, eds, 
Seventeenth-Century Lancashire Essays presented to J J Bagley, Liverpool 1983, pp 67-102 
Quintrell improves the less complete account of G Τ O Bridgeman, The History of the 
Church and Manor of Wigan m the County of Lancaster, 4 vols (Chetham Society, Remains 
new ser 15-8), Manchester 1888, esp vol 2, pp 340-64 

16 It was the king's preacher's task to reform the popish county of Lancashire Four 
preachers were especially appointed for this purpose by the bishop of Chester For James 
Martin, see WOOD 2, 325, 342, H Fishwick, History of the Parish of Preston, Rochdale 
1900, ρ 179, Η W Clemesha, A History of Preston m Amoundemess, Manchester 1912, pp 
294, 330, E Axon, 'The King's Preachers in Lancashire, 1599-1845', in Transactions of the 
Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society 56 (1944), pp 67-104 

17 It is not likely that Martin, a king's preacher, inclined towards recusancy Furthermore, his 
Via Regia, 1615, is clearly anti-recusant More likely, Martin was motivated by revenge on 
the Puritan rector, or had more personal motives (Home and Martin were related 
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through their marriages). He may also have been drawn into the case by Home, simply 
because he knew Gee. 

18. James Martin, ed., Vindicme sacrae. A treatise of the honor and maintenance due to 
ecclesuuncal persons Done out of the Latin, of that famous divine of Holland, H. Saravia, 
sometime prebend of Canterbury, 1629. His edition of Panthea: or divine wishes and 
meditations: written by Jo [shua] Sylvester: revised by IM. Master of Arts, 1630 especially 
satirized Bndgeman's attempts to punish sexual offenders, by making them wear white 
penitential sheets in church. 

19. SRO, D 1287/18/2; PRO, SP 16/234/24, SP 16/236/38, 42, 63; B.W. Quintrell, 'Lancashire 
Ills·, p. 76. 

20. PRO, SP 16/236/42. 

21. PRO, SP 16/237/85. 

22. Joshua Sylvester, Panthea, C4v-D. 

23. PRO. SP 16/236/42. 

24. PRO, SP 16/237/85. 

25 To his fellow-informer John Lewis (who had been appointed king's preacher at Ormskirk 
by Bridgeman and, like his predecessor, Martin, had turned against his bishop) he 
admitted more or less that he was unsound of mind. He writes that 'Mr Lewis told the 
Secretary that the writer was reasonably qualified if his brain were settled' and in defence 
appeals lo 'his conduct whilst Lewis and he lived together in Lancashire'. CSPD, 1633-4, 
p. 79. 

26. Bridgeman reformed the system of rural deans in 1635. See William Danscy, Horae 
Decamae Rurales Being an attempi io illustrate, by a senes of notes and extracts, the name 
and title, the origin, appointment, and functions, personal and capitular of Rural Deanes, 2 
vols., London 1835, esp. pp 379-80 'At the entrance of Bp Bridgeman in the see of 
Chester, because the rural deanryes in this diocese were leased out for lives or years, so 
as sometimes they came to the possession of unworthy base men, and some of them to 
women ... the several! deanes kept no constant office, and brought those places into 
disestccm. for that the deanes usually put in mean men who would give them most yearly 
rent, and seldom kept the records, so as many orphans, when they came to age, knew not 
how to find, or where to clayme their dues'. Also sec F. Gastrell, Notitia Cestnensts, ed. 
F.R. Raines, 4 vols. (Chetham Society 8, 19, 21, 22), Manchester 1845-50, vol 1, pp. 25-6. 

27. SRO, D 1287/18/2 Account of John Gee's testimony, 22 April 1633, a report by Dove 
Bridgeman, the bishop's son. 

28 See B.W. Quintrell, 'Lancashire Ills', pp 71-2. 

29. Josiah Home was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge (B A. 1596-7, M A. 1600). He 
was ordained deacon and pnest in London on 25 and 26 January 1597-8. In 1599 he 
became vicar of Orwell, Cambridgeshire In the period 1604-09 Home was involved m a 
Puritan campaign against the rituals, vestments and discipline of the Church Bodleian 
Library, Collegium Exoniensis MS 150, CRO, EDA 1/4 fols. 61-62v, Bishop's Act Book 
(1579-1686), The presentation and induction of Josiah Home to Winwick, 1616; VENN 2, 
408; M.H. Curtis, 'William Jones: Puritan Printer and Propagandist', in The Library, 5th 
ser., 19 (1964), ρ 59 
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30 R O'Day, English Clergy, pp 75-6 For an analysis of the influence of the Stanleys, earls 
of Derby, in North-West England, see В Coward, 'A "Crisis of the Aristocracy" in the 
Sixteenth and early Seventeenth Centuries7 The Case of the Stanleys Earls of Derby 1504-
1642', in Northern History 18 (1982), pp 54-77 The Stanleys presented to Winwick and 
Ormskirk Thomas Stanley became bishop of Sodor and Man in 1510 and was deprived in 
1545 He was instituted to Winwick in 1552 (his patron was Edward, 3rd earl of Derby), 
and to Wigan in 1558 In 1556 he was restored to the bishopric by queen Mary The 
bishop granted the lease in Elizabethan times He was a notorious pluralist, but only had 
a dispensation for two benefices His institution to Wigan, among other arguments, was 
sufficient reason to declare the benefice of Winwick void In fact, it had already become 
void with his nomination as bishop This nomination was followed by a dispensation and 
bull (it was argued these came loo late) by the pope, allowing him to hold Winwick in 
commendam (in trust), and this restriction did not give the bishop the right to grant a 
lease Furthermore, Elizabethan common and statute law did not recognize the pope's 
power to give archbishoprics, bishoprics or benefices VCHL 4, 127-8 η , Bodleian Library, 
Collegium Exomensis MS 150, fol 1, BL Harlcian MS 738, fol 83 ff, Winwick affair 

31 Sir Edward Stanley (d 1632), of Tongc Castle in Shropshire, and of Eynsham, 
Oxfordshire, knight of the Bath (24 June 1603), married Lady Lucy Percy, daughter of 
Thomas 7lh earl of Northumberland E Brydges, ed, Collins s Peerage of England, 9 vols, 
London 1812, vol 3, pp 50-104, W Bcamont, Winwick, ρ 115 Sir Edward and his 
daughters Pctronclla, Venena and Frances are listed as recusants (between 1604 and 1613) 
in Ellesmere MSS EL 2178, printed in CAS 60, 1968, pp 226, 232, 238, 240 In a list of 
relievers and favourers of Jesuits and seminary priests 'Stanley of Winwyeke' occurs Cecil 
papers 168/142-4, HMC 4, ρ 242, in CRS 53, ρ 125 Frances Stanley marned John 
Fortescue, of Salden, Buckinghamshire He was knighted in 1641 and compounded for 
recusancy in 1650 В Magcc, The English Recusants, ρ 141, J E Bailey, The Life of a 
Lancashire Rector The living of Winwick was sequestered in 1643 After compounding, 
Fortescue again petitioned for his rights according to the old lease, but he had to share 
with the rector of Winwick, Charles Herle (1598-1659), the famous Puritan preacher and 
controversialist (DNB) 

32 Bodleian Library, Collegium Exomensis MS 150, BL Harlcian MS 738, fols 83-132v, 
PRO, Stac 8/175/19, Home's Bill of Complaint, W Beamont, Winwick, ρ 37, for a survey 
of the court cases, see Μ Η Curtis 'The Trials of a Puntan', ρ 98, note 41 A messuage 
was the portion of land intended to be occupied as a site for a dwelling house and its 
appurtenances The capital messuage was occupied by the owner of a property containing 
several messuages OED 

33 'But as for Lancashire, I can give by my abode in it, some little account of it, and of their 
acquaintances swelling into thousands, yet I hope they shall never purchase Church there, 
though they have purchased and invaded too many houses and families' (H) Long leases 
of glebe and tithes not only reduced the rector's income, they also fixed it Thus he 
became the victim of inflation The situation was a problem also for the bishop who 
leased his manors and rectory estates, and depended on them for his income F Heal, 
'Economic Problems of the Clergy', in R O'Day and F Heal, eds, Church and Society m 
England Henry VIII to James I, London 1977, pp 108-9, WJ Shells, 'Profit, Patronage, or 
Pastoral Care the Rectory Estates of the Archbishopric of York 1540-1640', in R O'Day 
and F Heal, eds, Pnnces and Paupers in the English Church 1500-1800, Leicester 1981, pp 
91-109, AVELING 143 

34 Somerset was also commissioner for the Treasury and Lord Privy Seal At court he 
represented the pro-Catholic and pro Spanish Howard party, against the anti-Spanish 
Protestant faction to which archbishop Abbot belonged Abbot had selected Home for 
Winwick See M H Curtis, 'The Trials of a Puritan in Jacobean Lancashire', in С R Cole 
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and M.E. Moody, eds.. The Dissenting Tradition. Essays for Leiand H. Carlson, Athens, 
Ohio 1975, pp. 90-1. DNB, Somerset. 

35. For Josiah Home's conflict with Thomas Bold, see PRO, Stac 8/53/3; CSPD 1611-18, p. 
372; M.H. Curtis, 'The Trials of a Puritan', pp. 78-99; for his induction, see CRO, EDA 
1/4 fols. 61-62V, Bishop's Act Book. 

36. The king had acquired the right of patronage because he had appointed John Rider, 
Home's predecessor, bishop of Killaloe in 1612 and because the Stanley claim was made 
void due to proved simony of Thomas Bold. CSPD 1611-8, p. 372; Bodleian Library, 
Collegium Exoniensis MS 150; PRO, Stac 8/175/19, Home's Bill of Complaint. 

37. Winwick affair, sheet 1 T o the right honorable knights and burgesses of the high court of 
Parliament. The humble petition of the parishioners of Winwick in the countie of 
Lancaster'. The 132 petitioners complained that they did not wish to pay the papists, who 
did not care for them: 'the possession and discharge of the Cure still remaining in the 
Leassees hands, by meanes whereof we have bin in hard estate for our soûles, and poore, 
for want of hospitalitie and preaching. Recusants having increased, Recusants being in the 
Parsonage house'. A remarkable petition in a predominantly Catholic parish. On the 
Catholic side casuists thought it was lawful to defraud a parson of his lithe, certainly, as 
in this case, when the lay patrons could not present a heretic to the living and the 
Protestant minister was regarded as the adversary, to whom one owed no allegiance. P. 
Holmes, Resistance and Compromise, pp. 115-6; AVELING 143-5. The recusants claimed 
the petition was a deceit on the part of Home. Home had problems with recusants who 
refused to pay tithes. 

38. PRO, Depositions Court of Exchequer King's Remembrancer E 134 20 Jas I Mich 13. 
'Interrogatories to be ministered unto witnesses to be examined on the behalf of Josiah 
Home Clcrkc; Rector of Winwick in the Count Lane, and plaintiffe in his highnes Court 
of Exchequer at Westm[inste]r against John Fortescue Esq & other defe[ndanjts'; PRO, 
Stac 8/175/19, Home's 'Bill of Complaint', December 1623, and Answers to the Bill. 

39. PRO, Stac 8/175/19, The answer of John and Frances Fortescue, 15 June 1624. 

40. In another Star Chamber case Home faced Dakin and other popish recusants, accusing 
them of assaulting him while he was reading in the parish church and assaulting his 
servants when they came to collect tithes. PRO, Stac 8/175/18. 

41. All defendants were expected to answer the Bill, which could take some time. In addition, 
procedural complexities and bulky documentation further slowed down the suit, which was 
very likely not concluded before Home's death in 1626. Often in a comprehensive 
prosecution proceedings stopped at the very beginning if not enough defendants appeared 
before the court and answered the bill. Often process was renewed more than once. 
Considering the dates of the answers of the suit Home vs Gee, this seems to have been 
the case here. The following answered the rector's 'Bill of Complaint': John and Frances 
Fortescue, 15 June 1624; John Ince, 17 June 1624; Richard Goulden, 9 August 1624; 
Roger Bradshaw, 21 May 1625; James Martin, 23 May 1625; John Gee, 19 May 1626. 
John Ince, a Wigan freeholder, was a convicted recusant. He died in 1629 (VCHL 4, 105, 
n.36). Richard Goulden may have been related to the Catholic family of Goulden of 
Southworth. The wavering Catholic Roger Bradshaw or Bradshaigh of Haigh Hall, Wigan, 
according to his Jesuit son Richard had reverted to Catholicism by 1623. Richard had two 
Jesuit brothers. The Bradshaw family was predominantly Catholic, and had relations with 
the earls of Derby {VCHL 4, 117-8, n. 38; Fl 229-32; Gl 286-7). It is clear that the 
Stanley cause was a recusant cause in which many (some 26) confederates were engaged. 
Among them were also Thomas Bold and James Martin's patron, Richard Hoghton. Many 
of their names occur in a list of recusants of 1595 (CRS 53) but cannot with certainty be 
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identified. F.R. Raines, ed.. The Stanley Papers, 3pts (5 vols.), (Chetham Society), 
Manchester 1853-69, pt. 2 (vol. 31), pp. 119, 127-8; T. Gibson, Lydiate Hall and Us 
Associations, London 1876, pp. 244-5; A.J. Hawkes, 'Sir Roger Bradshaigh of Haigh, 
Knight and Baronet 1628-84. With Notes of his Immediate Forebears' (Chetham Society, 
Remains new ser. 109), Manchester 1945, pp. 1-73; T.G. Barnes, 'Due Process and Slow 
Process in the Late-Elizabethan and Early-Stuart Star Chamber', in American Journal of 
Legal History 6 (1962), pp. 226-46; A.F. Allison, 'Who was John Brcrcly? The Identity of 
a Seventeenth-Century Controversialist', in ЛЯ 16 (1982-3), p. 40, n. 57. 

42. PRO, Stac 8/175/19, The answer of Richard Gouldcn, 9 August 1624. 

43. PRO, Stac 8/175/19, The answer of John Gee, 19 May 1626. 

44. PRO, Stac 8/175/19, Home's Bill of Complaint. 

45. Winwick affair, sheet 1. 

46. Apart from fines and (corporal) punishments the Star Chamber could also be satisfied 
with public submission to the plaintiff or public acknowledgement of fault. T.G. Barnes, 
'Due Process', p. 229. The name of John Gee has not been traced in the receipt books of 
the Exchequer, PRO, KR E. 401. In these books the fines imposed by the Court were 
registered. John Gee does occur in the Process Books (or Fee Books) for 1623/24. A 
warrant for process would be issued by the Clerk of the Council to the Clerk of Writs 
and Processes, who then made out the writ. Each writ carried a fee with it. See H.E.I. 
Phillips, 'The Last Years of the Court of Star Chamber 1630-41', in Transactions of the 
Royal Historical Society, 4th ser., vol. 21 (1939), pp. 103-31. PRO 30/38/20, fols. ЗЗ , ІЗІ ; 
PRO 30/38/21, fols. 7v, 32v, 73v. 

47. WOOD 2, 390-1. Perhaps Hornc gradually found out why he was having difficulties with 
Gee and also that the 'matters of religion' were not purely religious. 

48. Gee's name docs not occur in the Middlesex sessions records, nor in the recusant rolls for 
the relevant period (data base of J.J. LaRocca, who is to publish the Jacobean recusant 
rolls). Cf. The foot, ОЗ . 

49. See note 10. 

50. In the evening after the Blackfriars accident one M. Parker 'that had been been long a 
Trader & Factor to & fro for Papists', and survived the fall, accompanied Gee to his 
house (B4v) (see Commentary). In 1623 Gee, according to his own statement in The foot, 
was present at a Catholic event in Holborn, where apparently he met a F. Evel[eigh?] 
(183) (sig. O). Gee met the priests Courtney, in Lancashire (sig. C4v), and Medcalf (54) 
(sigs. C4v, F3), Hi[lton?| (53) (sig. F3), Leech (sig. D) and Richardson (55)? or Rich 
(179)? (sigs. I4r-v). He was present (possibly as an informer) at an attempt of Romish 
priests to indoctrinate John Matthew (sigs. N3v-N4) (sec Commentary). He mentioned M. 
Andcrton and his Catholic friends in Lancashire 'with many of whom I conversed' (sig. 
G4v). At Oxford he claimed to have known Kinsman (204), [Francis?] Ford (d. 1689) (A2 
115), [Francis?] Mason (1591-1681) (A2 212) and Napper. George Napper was martyred 
at Oxford 1610 (Al 243). Gee matriculated 1612 (L4v). Gee also had contacts with the 
Jesuit F. Palmer (sigs. N, P3). All of these claimed contacts with Catholics may be 
fictitious though, and have to be taken with reserve. More satirical intentions may be 
behind the mentioning of Catholic names. Anonymous relators of his tales were also 
presented, all to create the impression of authenticity (sigs. L, 02v-03), Gee confessed 
more generally to having been among their company (sigs. C3r-v, P4v-Q). 
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51. Gee might have come to London to procure a post as a Protestant lecturer. Despite the 
'Directions for Preachers', which tried to curb lecturers, their number went up from 26 in 
1621 to 35 in 1622 and 37 in 1623 and increased further up to the time of Laud's policy 
of suppression. Lectureships were not controlled by the ecclesiastical authorities and 
stipends were paid by a patron or a corporation. Some lecturers came to London after 
getting into trouble elsewhere. See P.S. Seaver, The Puntan Lectureships, Palo Alto, Calif 
1970, pp. 171-200, 203, 216. M H. Curtis, 'Alienated Intellectuals', pp. 308-11. According 
to B. Zimmerman, Gee only 'pretended to be converted, came up to London in 1623 and 
became intimate with many Catholics, published the result of his treacherous inquiry into 
their affairs in his 'Foot out of the Snare' in 1624'. Zimmerman gives no evidence for his 
remark. Carmel m England: A History of the English Mission of the Discalced Carmelites 
1615-1849, London 1899, pp. 37-8. 

52. The foot, A4v. See A. Freeman, Elizabeth's Misfits, pp. 51-87, for an account of John Gee 
and his exploitation of the Blackfnars accident. Freeman suggests the morning sermon 
may have been delivered by John Donne, who had been Dean of St. Paul's since 
November 1621, or by someone designated by him, or by the bishop of London (pp 51-
2). It was in fact delivered by Thomas Adams, preacher at St Gregory's under St. Paul's 
In a postscript to its publication Adams commented: 'It pleased God Almighty to make a 
fearfull comment on this his own Text the very same day it was preached by his 
unworthiest servant The argument was but audible in the morning, before night it was 
visible. His holy Pen had long since written it with inke, now his hand of Justice 
expounded it in the Characters of bloud'. Thomas Adams, The banen tree A sermon 
preached at Pauls Crosse October 26 1623, 1623, A4r-v See M. Madure, The Paul's Cross 
Sermons, pp. 106-7, 245-6. 

53. Robert Drury, alias Bedford and Stanley (1587-1623), was educated in London, at Douai 
and St. Omcr He went to the English College, Rome (1604-05) together with his brother 
William and entered the Society in 1608 Before he was sent on the mission he was rector 
at St Omer in 1620 See A. Campling, The History of the family of Drury m the counties of 
Suffolk and Norfolk from the Conquest, London 1937, pp. 15-27, DNB; С Dodd, The 
Church History of England, 3 vols, Brussels [i e. Wolverhampton] 1737-42, vol 2, p. 410; 
Fl 78; G2 108-10. The contemporary pamphleteer, W.C. in his The fatali vesper, 1623, 
wrote: 'He was by those of the Romish Religion reputed to be a man of great learning, as 
having studied many yccrcs beyond the Sea, with much approbation and allowance of his 
Supcnours. And although he were opposite in point of faith and beleefe unto the 
Religion now professed in England, yet he was held by the generali tic of our Nation, both 
Protestants and Papists, who knew him, and could make a true estimate of his vertues and 
vices by the outward circumstance and appearance of his actions, to be a man of a good 
morali life and a plausible and laudable conversation. So that in respect of these 
indowments, there could nothing have been desired more by us of the Reformed Church, 
than that he had not bin a Papist, but a member of our Church, Religion and Profession' 
(C3) It is possible that the priest, schoolteacher and Latin dramatist William Drury was 
present at his brother's sermon and survived the accident. A. Freeman, 'William Drury, 
Dramatist', in RH 8 (1965-6), pp 293-7, Something written by occasion of that fatali and 
memorable accident m the blacke friers, 1623, C2v-C3 

54 Chamberlain wrote to Dudley Carleton· 'in my judgement nothing is more remarkable 
then this was the first solemne assemblie of theirs that I have knowne or heard of in 
England these three score ycarcs and more', N E McClure, ed., The Letters of John 
Chamberlain, vol 2, pp 520-1. 

55 Tanneguy Le Veneur, count de Tillières, ambassador from August 1619 to July 1624, was 
much involved in English Catholic affairs. AF. Allison, 'Richard Smith, Richelieu and the 
French Marriage'. 
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56. According to the writer of Something written, a house close to the French ambassador's 
had by joint assent been hired by the Fathers 'Fisher (21), Sweet (19), Preston, the 
Druries, and some others' (C3r-v). Sir Simonds D'Ewes wrote about a popish lecture set 
up at the French ambassador's house, of which Father Drury's was the first sermon, 'but 
God Almighty, by the fall of the room gave a stop to thai began resolution'. J.O. 
Halliwell, ed., The Autobiography and Correspondence of Sir Simonds D'Ewes, vol. 1, p. 238 
The location of the Jesuit novitiate in 1622 is not known, but Τ M. McCoog, conjectures 
it was Hunsdon House, from the time of the convention of the congregation of the Vicc-
Province in May 1622 until 26 October 1623. T.M. McCoog, 'The Creation of the first 
Jesuit Communities in England', in The Heythrop Journal 28 (1987), p. 49 According to 
McCoog the Jesuits were forced to move when Hunsdon House collapsed But it was not 
Hunsdon House itself that collapsed The embassy could still have provided the necessary 
protection after the accident. Nevertheless, considering the event and its aftermath, the 
Jesuits may have decided to look for another building for the novitiate See also chapter 
1, p. 10. 

57 William Edward Whittingham, alias Redyaie (WHIT94) Bcllenger's date of dealh (1620) 
is a mistake. Whittingham was from Goosnargh, near Preston (b. 1590) The Jesuit, also 
known as sacerdos pauperum had a reputation as a successful priest and reconciler. He 
died at Blackfriars in 1623. F 7 1099, BASSET 169. 

58. See Fl 76, R. Stanfield, 'Proceedings against Catholics for attending Mass at the Spanish 
embassy on Palm Sunday, 1614', in CÄS 9, pp. 122-6, A.J Loomie, 'The Spanish 
Ambassador and the Pursuivants', in Catholic Historical Review 49 (1963), pp. 203-6, CRS 
68, pp. xvi n.10, 32-3, 115. 

59. CRS 68, p. 162, quoting a letter from William Sterrili to Charles de la Faille, 9 Nov. 1623 
(Vienna, Haus, Hof und Staatsarchiv, MS PC 59 unfol.). 

60 Fl 91, 94-6, quotes letters in PRO, of Henry Bannister and Dudley Carleton on Drury's 
double conversion Carlcion wrote that Drury preached 'a sermon of recantation from the 
reformed religion, into which the author was fallen of late years, but brought up in 
Papistne, and now returning m gremium mams ecclesiae'. See CSPD 1623-25, pp 104, 106 
For Foley this Svas certainly incorrect, and was most likely one of the idle tales flying 
about on the occasion' Thomas Birch, The Court and Times of James I, vol. 2, quotes 
contemporaries. In one letter to Joseph Mead (Oct 29 1623), it is asserted that Drury 
had been a Protestant twice (p 426) This letter also mentions Drury 'inveighing' against 
the Protestants. Mead wrote the same to Stutevillc, Nov 8, 1623 Drury was to preach on 
Matthew 18.23, the parable of the generous king who forgave his servant his debts. The 
servant refused to do so in the case of another's much smaller debt owed to himself. In 
his application Drury preached on man's unmercifulncss to his brother, and possibly that 
of Protestant England to the repressed Catholics. W.C. commented 'Moreover, upon the 
application of these words, hee did inveigh with much bitterncssc, as some give out (but I 
know not how truly) against the manners and doctrine of the Protestants'. The fatali 
vesper, D2v. Another version is given by Sir Walter Yonge in his diary entry for 26 Oct. 
1623 The converted Protestant Drury 'inveighed bitterly against Luther, Calvin and 
Doctor Sutton, a reverent preacher sometime of St Mary Overy's, in London, who 
travelling beyond the seas, was drowned This preacher said that the sea swallowed him 
because he was not worthy the earth should receive him At which words the house sank'. 
G. Roberts, ed , Diary of Walter Yonge, Esq (1604-1628), London 1848, ρ 70 

61. The number is an estimate, also because it was suspected that some more eminent victims 
had been conveyed away for private burial. 
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W.C., though a Protestant, was not William Crashaw, the father of the poet. Not only is 
his attitude in his pamphlet sympathetic to the Catholics (and William Crashaw was an 
extreme anti-Jesuit), in his preface he also referred to his work as 'these abortive fruits of 
his first labour'. Crashaw had been writing since 1606. The point is made by Arthur 
Freeman in 'The fatal vesper and The doleful evensong: Claim-jumping in 1623', in The 
Library, 5th ser., 22 (1967), pp. 128-35. The traditional attribution originates from W.C. 
Hazlitt, TTie Huth Library, London 1880, 1, p. 356. 

The fatali vesper, E4. In the catalogues of the people killed in the accident compiled by 
W.C and Thomas Goad (both followed the coroner's list), at first 'one Medalfe [sic]' is 
mentioned. Goad's second and corrected issue of his book omitted this name; Thomas 
Goad, 77ie dolefull evensong, 1623. A Thomas Metcalfe was among the Catholic exiles; see 
catalogue of priests, 54. In 1628 a Thomas Metcalfe contributed to the collected 
Dramática Poemata by William Druiy, brother of the preacher. See A. Freeman, 'William 
Drury, Dramatist', p. 296. If this is the same Metcalf, he may have had close relations 
with the preacher he praised to John Gee. More likely, however, this was Thomas 
Metcalf, alias Carlcton, who had been a teacher of rhetoric and poetry before his 
ordination in 1622 and had a reputation as a playwright. He was sent to England in 1625 
and was in the Marshalsea 1627-9. A2 219-20; F2 60. From 1620 to 1622-3 William Druiy 
was in charge of students of rhetoric and poetry. Both Thomas Metcalfs died in 1651 (A2 
219). 

Thomas Goad (1576-1638) was educated at King's College, Cambridge (B.A. 1596; M.A. 
1600; also incorp. Oxford) and ordained in 1606. In 1611 he moved to Lambeth to 
become Abbot's chaplain. In 1615 he look the degree of D.D. He was precentor of St. 
Paul's Cathedral 1617-18. In 1618 Abbot presented him with the rectory of Hadleigh, 
Suffolk, which he would keep until his death. He was also rector of Not ley, Essex. In 
1619 he replaced Joseph Hall at the synod of Dort, where he defended the Calvinist 
position. The unreliable evidence that he defected to the Arminian side (as in DNB and 
Fuller) comes from the edition of his Stimulus Orthodoxus, in L. Womock's The Result of 
False Principles, 1661 (WING W3350). As chaplain to Abbot and as licenser of the press 
Goad did not show any Arminian tendencies. In 1624 Goad and his fellow chaplain 
Daniel Featley informed against Richard Montague when he was attacked by Parliament 
on account of his publication of A new gagg (G.84) (N. Tyacke, Anti-Calvinists, pp. 148-
9). Together with Featley, Goad started a controversy with George Musket (20) and John 
Percy (21) on 21 April 1621 and he assisted in the Percy controversy in 1623. The 
attribution of the filthy collection of priests' and monks' lives, 77ie friers chronicle (1623) 
(STC 11510) is incorrect. Goad became dean of Boeking, Essex in 1633. Daniel Featley, 
The romish fisher caught and held in his owne net, 1624, sigs. B3v, F3; WOOD 2, 374; T. 
Fuller, The Church History of Britain, 6 vols., ed. J.S. Brewer, Oxford 1845, vol. 5, pp. 467-
9, 475-6; DNB; J. Crow, 'Thomas Goad and The Dolefull Even-Song, an Editorial 
Experiment', in Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographical Society 1 (1951), pp. 238-59; 
A. Freeman, 'The fatal vesper and The doleful evensong. Claim-jumping in 1623'; 
MILWARD 2, 212-3 fails to identify Goad as the writer of TTie dolefull evensong N. 
Tyacke, Anti-Calvinists, pp. 99-100, 148-9. 

Although apparently W.C. did not know Gee's name, it is possible that he met him. Goad 
certainly talked to Gee, but used W.C.'s pamphlet to embellish his own. W.C: 'There was 
also a Minister, whose name I cannot learne, and therefore although hee survives this 
misfortune, it must be buried as yet in silence, who being present at the Sermon, as being 
invited by some Romish Catholike to that exercise; who also gave him the conduct unto 
the place; hee fell with the rest of the multitude assembled there together'. The fatali 
vesper, E2-E3. Goad did not name Gee either, but referred to him in more than one 
evident way. 
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66 Thomas Goad, TTie dolefull evensong, sigs. E-E2. Part of Goad's work is printed in Fl 78-
86. 

67. ARBER 4, 114-28. 

68. Quoted in Fl 96. See N.E. McClure, ed., The Letters of John Chamberlain, vol. 2, pp. 520-
1; CKS 68, p. 160, a report of Francois de Carondelet, archdeacon of Cambrai, London 9 
Nov. 1623: 'He [Tillières] told me of many individual outrages that they had committed in 
the streets against the wounded as they were taken away to their homes, by tossing stones 
and refuse and utlenng a thousand curses. In particular, he said that they wanted to set 
an injured lady afire when she was travelling in her coach as they attempted to fix a 
broken wheel. Perhaps God has permitted this misfortune so that we might be 
disillusioned over the outcome before we proceed further with the marriage'. About 150 
were wounded. Ibid, p. 157, The marquis of la Ynojosa to Philip IV, London 9 Nov. 1623. 

69 CSPV 1623-5, p. 147, no. 189, London 10 Nov. 1623. Alvise Valareso, Venetian 
ambassador in England, to the Doge and Senate. The eyewitness William Gouge related 
that 'upon the first hearing of the destruction of so many persons as by that Downfall lost 
their lives, our Constables forthwith caused the gates of our Precinct (it being enclosed 
about with walls and gates) to be shut, and raised a strong guard from among the 
Inhabitants, to keepe the house where this accident fell out, and to prevent tumult about 
it'. W. Gouge, Gods three arrows- plague, famine, sword. In three treatises [also 2 sermons], 
1631. The first sermon is 'The extent of Gods providence, set out in a sermon preached 
in black-fryers church, V Nov. 1623. On occasion of the downe-fall of papists in a 
chamber at the said black-fryers, 1623'; The application: 'Of a downe-fall of papists' 
(paragraph 15), follows from sig. Ee5 

70. In the chaos of the terrible collapse it was at first not clear what happened. But a 
coroner's list of the dead was made Although some 95 were counted in the morning, 
many bodies had been removed by relatives. Since the bishop of London refused Catholics 
burial in his sacred churchyards, two pits were dug in the gardens of Hunsdon House, in 
which about 53 people were buried, including the priests Whittingham, alias Redyate, and 
Drury. About 30 were buried at Ely House in Holborn, the residence of the Spanish 
ambassador CSPD 1623-5, ρ 104, CRS 68, pp 158-60, a report of the archdeacon of 
Cambrai, Francois dc Carondelet, London 9 Nov. 1623; BL Trumbull MSS VII/134, 
Beaulieu to Trumbull; CSPV 1623-5, ρ 147, Valareso to the Doge and Senate 31 Oct. 
1623, COGSWELL 139. 

71. William Gouge, Gods three arrowes, sig. Ec5. 

72. Canterbury Cathedral, City and Diocesan Record Office, Frampton's MS notebooks. John 
Gee is here recorded as vicar of Chistlet 12 March 1624/5, on the death of John Lunn; he 
resigned 18 October 1627, these dates are also given in Abbot's register (Lambeth Palace 
Library); an abstract of this register (1611-33) is in BL Add MSS 6095-6097, vol. 1619-29, 
fols. 127, 145, 146, the Canterbury Induction Books (in Canterbury Cathedral Library), 
date Gee's induction to Chistlet 19 March 1624, and again 24 November 1627, fols 163v, 
172, E Hasted's History of Kent, 1797-1801, vol. 3, pp. 102, 502, 521, 632, has different, 
probably mistaken, dates. In Chistlet Gee prosecuted several parishioners who did not pay 
their tithes, Canterbury Cathedral Library, Composite Register U3/55/1/2 Chistlet 1562-
1656. 

73 See p. 71. 

74 Boyd's 'Inhabitants of London' (Card Index at the Genealogical Society, London), has a 
reference to a John Gee (no. 53573), living in the parish of St. Benet Paul's Wharf 
around 1624. From Gee's will it is known he had a son called Thomas. Boyd's entry gives 
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this name twice: 'Thomas bap 1626 Jul 30' and 'Thomas buried 1624 Api 18'; it also 
mentions a daughter 'Margaret bap 1624 Oct. 10 and buried 1625 Mch Γ, a name not 
mentioned in the will. Printed in W.A. Littledale, ed.. The Registers of St. Benet and St. 
Peter, Paul's Wharf (Harleian Society), London 1909, vols. 38, pp. 5,7 and 41, pp. 6, 11. If 
this is our John Gee, he must still have been in London at the time of Thomas's baptism 
in 1626. 

75. Another small controversial contribution by Gee appeared in George Webbe's 
anonymously published Catalogus protestantium; or, the protestants ¡calendar, in 1624. 
George Webbe (1581-1642) was chaplain to the Prince of Wales and later Bishop of 
Limerick (1634) (DNB). Catalogus protestantium formed a contribution to the Percy 
controversy. In his short preface Gee commented on the controversy, assumed an 
indignant pose and played down the theoretical and controversial bickerings of the 
Catholics. John Gee, Steps of ascension unto God, or, a ladder to heaven. Contayning 
prayers and meditations for every day of the weeke, and for all other times and occasions, 
1625. It was entered in the Stationers' Register on 22 December 1624. The dedication was 
signed J.G. A sixth edition came out in 1636 and bore the initials 'E.G.D.D.' on the title-
page, but the dedication was still signed J.G. See HL S302. WOOD 2, 258 attributed the 
work to Edward Gee, John's uncle. 

76. Gee's induction to the rectory of Old Romncy is dated 18 April 1628 in Old Romney 
Register Ρ 310/1/1 fol. 32 (Kent Archives Office), and 17 April 1628 in the Canterbury 
Induction Books, fol. 174 (Canterbury Cathedral Library). 

77. John Gee, 77ie christian store-house. A booke of prayers and meditations for everyday in the 
weeke morning and evening, 1631. It was entered in the Stationers' Registers 29 April that 
year. 

78. Gee was instituted on 14 January 1633/4. Lambeth Palace, Register of archbishop Laud, 
fol. 308b. He paid composition for both the livings of Tenterden and St. Mary's in 
Romney Marsh on 29 May. Canterbury Cathedral, City and Diocesan Record Office, 
Composition Books, xviii, 119a. The burial registers of the parish church of St. Mildred's, 
Tenterden give 20 July as the burial day (Kent Archives Office, Tenterden Register 
P364/1/1, fol. 424). His will was proved by his wife on 18 October 1639. According to 
Hasted, Gee was buried in the church. As vicar of Tcntcrdcn, Gee signed a list of 
emigrants from Sandwich, whose destination was New England and who needed to cany 
certificates showing their conformity to the Church of England. William Boys, Collections 
for the History of Sandwich in Kent, Canterbury 1792, pp. 750-1. 

79. Apart from the common mistake of calling Gee a convert to Rome, Curtis lays all 
responsibility with Gee, when he describes the curate as having 'conspired with some 
Catholic gentry' and implies that the whole suit was only in Gee's interest. From the 
evidence this is not clear. Gee was not in a position to take the initiative in this. More 
plausibly, the Stanleys saw a willing instrument in Gee. In his short paragraph Curtis also 
sweeps together Gee's London experiences with the earlier Winwick troubles as the same 
'disruptive behaviour to which frustration might tempt ambitious men'. M.H. Curtis, 
'Alienated Intellectuals', p. 308. 

80. It remains to consider a possible interest Bridgeman may have had in the case Gee vs 
Home. As bishop of Chester, Bridgeman could only support Home's attempts to 
overthrow the Stanley lease of 1563, which reduced the income of the successive rectors 
as well as his own. Bridgeman suffered considerably under the long leases of Chester 
properties and would have shared his rector's hostility. There is, however, another if more 
speculative reading possible. Bridgeman had used Gee for his malpractices in order to 
raise money which he badly needed. But he had also been forced to suspend Gee, 
evidently after criticism against Gee's dealings as 'rural dean'. Bridgeman may have been 
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interested in retaining this factotum by giving him a stronger position than that of curate. 
He may then have endorsed the attempts of the Stanleys (they would not have endangered 
his relations with the Protestant carls of Derby) to oust Home with whom he did not 
have such a relation (the bishop was the only authority that could legally dismiss a rector; 
he could not easily object to presentees of those who had right of patronage). This 
speculative account of a direct link between the bishop of Chester and the Stanley-Gee 
party lacks all evidence. For Gee, who left Lancashire, neither rectorship nor rural 
deanery became actual possibilities. 

See the Bibliographical Description. 

Catholics pointed out that it was simply the bad state of the building that caused the 
accident. There was a rumour also, that Protestants had cut through and unpinned the 
beams. Daniel Fcatley in The romish fisher caught and held in his owne net, listed as one of 
the popish lies 'that the Protestants at Black-fryers, by knocking certaine pins out of the 
timber, caused that late <St lamentable fall of the floar: wherin about 200 Papists were 
assembled, and necre a 100 slaine' (sig. A). Thomas Scott also pointed to sabotage and 
spoke of a proclamation ready for the press in which Puritans were charged with the 
accident. Digitus Dei, Elr-v. Another rumour, apparently dispersed abroad in a pamphlet, 
placed the accident in a Protestant context: it related the fall of a house in St. Andrew's 
parish in Holborn, where a congregation had assembled for a Geneva lecture on Oct. 26 
1623. It was referred to by Thomas James in his Manuduction, or introduction unto 
divinitie, R4. Also see P. Heylyn, Cyprianus Anglicus, p. 116. 

Mathew Rhodes, The dismall day, at the Black-fryers. Or, a deplorable elegie on the death of 
almost an hundred persons, slaine by the fall of a house in the Black-fryers, 1623, is the only 
extant English ballad on the subject. Only one copy survives, in the Society of 
Antiquaries, London. Thomas Scott projected the accident on an apocalyptic screen in his 
Digitus Dei, 1624. For Scott this dimension was visible, for playhouses and brothels kept 
standing, whereas 'this House which professcth it sclfe for Christ, when it is for Antichrist, 
... and teacheth men to commit Spirituall Fornication' fell (D2, D3v-D4). Other 
publications on the subject were Richard Hord, Black-fryers (Elegia de admiranda clade 
centum papistarum), 1625; a poem by Edward Benlowes, printed in T. Fuller, Church 
History, vol. 5, pp. 534-4; [John Wilson], A song or, story, for the lasting remembrance of 
divers famous works, which God hath done in our time, 1626, reprinted in Boston in 1680 
(WING W2898); John Robotham, Omen Romae, 1627; Alexander Gil, PARERGA, 1632; a 
MS poem, 'On those who were killed at their idolatrous service, the house falling upon 
them at the Blackfriars in London', is at the Folger Shakespeare Library, MS V.a.345, pp. 
117-8. The poet described the chapel where came 'to their eternal overthrow, and shame/ 
A thronged troup of Catholicks, but such/ As hate the truth, and falshood love to much'. 
He mentioned the date and Drury's sermon and wished 'this idol adorator preist of Baal' 
had died in Elizabethan times. He then addressed the 'sons of Antichrist', the 'rebellious 
multitude': 

Though justice for a while hath shcath'd her sword 
And cast it by, yea though the king afford 
Your liberty of conscience, thank his grace 
Being so milde for such a viperous race 

It is followed by the fall of the house, God's vengeance and a parallel is drawn with 
Samson, to illustrate the destruction of Antichrist. Finally the poet admonished with 
confidence and a sense of relief: 

And thou proud Spaine, great Brittaines enemy 
And thou black locusts, sent from Tartary 
Workmastcrs of deceit, seedsmen of hate 
The comon murraine of a christian state 
Bloudsucking Jésuites, be at last affrayd 
Your punishment doth wait, though yet delayde. 



Chamberlain wrote that he sent books and ballads concerning the accident to Carlcton on 
15 November (CSPD ¡623-5, p. 108). Together with other disastrous events he mentioned 
that the fall of the house was referred to in Philip Massinger's The Bondman, 1623, 
V.III.248-52; N.E. McClure, ed.. The letters of John Chamberlain, vol. 2, p. 523; Jcrzy 
Limon, Dangerous Matter, p. 62; a broadside engraving, 'No Plot, No Powder' deals with 
the accident. BL Satires, vol. 1, no. 95, cited by Tessa Watt, Cheap Print and Popular Piety, 
1550-1640, Cambridge 1991, p. 350. 

84. Thomas Scott, Digitus Dei, D2r-v. 

85. T o behold others impudent, and hard-hearted, justifying the action, commending the 
slaughter, extolling the buriall, praising the martyrdome, and making a sport of Gods 
vengeance, was both pittiful and ridiculous. To see the streetes thronged with people, 
threatning the gates, and railing on the religion, to hcare unruly voices crye out upon 
popery, and tumultuous men and women demaund they knew not what, yea such as feared 
neither God nor men to be now professors of the Gospcll, and detestcrs of Antichrist, 
when peradventure their principal! intents tended at spoile, and rifling, was dangerous and 
not to be endured'. Something written, D2v-D3. 

86. С Russell, 'Arguments for Religious Unity', p. 222. The Catholic John Floyd refuted the 
theory of the dating of the two events, arguing that the two systems of time reckoning 
were incompatible. The word of comfort, sig. E3r-v. In his diary Laud also noted the fact 
that in 'their account' it was 5 November. William Laud, The Works of... William Laud, 7 
vols., eds. W. Scott and J. Bliss, Oxford 1847-60, vol. 3, p. 143. 

87. 'This was not the fact of English men; they are of more noble nature: Nor of English 
Protestants; Heresy hath not made them so wild: but of Puritans, not of the whole Lande, 
nor of all London (let us excuse as many as we may) but of one particle of London, 
which Puritans boast to be their special! Nest'. John Floyd, The word of comfort, sig. F2. 

88. 'For the Conventicle where the fore-mentioned Downe-fall was, It was for the greater part 
of the Papists, who are palpable idolaters, whose doctrine is a masse of ancient heresies, 
who are by Law interdicted the execution of ministeriall functions, who at this time gave 
out before hand that such a priest should preach, who made choice of a spacious place, 
who let the doore be open for all commers, who taking advantage at some present 
connivence, most audaciously and impudently, without feare of God or man did what they 
did. Now for such, in such an act, after such a manner done, so many of them, by such a 
meanes to be taken away, what can be said or thought, but that This is the finger of Cod'. 
William Gouge, 'The extent of God's providence', Ee8-Ff. In 1657 the Reverend Samuel 
Clarke of St. Bcnct Fink brought the different legends together, in his Englands 
Remembrancer, containing a true and full narrative of those two never to be forgotten 
deliverances: the one from the Spanish invasion in eighty-eight: the other from the hellish 
Powder Plot: November 5 1605. Whereunto is added the like narrative of that signal 
judgement of God upon the papists, by the fall of the house in Black-Friers London, upon 
their fifth of November, 1623. Collected for the information and benefit of each family, by 
Sam. Clarke pastor in Bennet Fink, 1657 (WING C4510). 'A narrative of the visible hand 
of God upon the Papists by the downfall in Black-friers' begins on sig. F2. For the 
Blackfriars story Clarke copied Gouge, making a few minor stylistic changes. 

89. For this argument, see A. Freeman, 'The fatal vesper and The doleful evensong: Claim-
Jumping in 1623'. According to Freeman, 'Gee's own muck-raking account, The foot out of 
the snare, appeared no earlier than the following February, when it was still current or 
lurid enough to provoke four editions within the year'. Bui these four editions were 
provoked by the publication of the detailed catalogues, rather than by Gee's account of 
the fall of the house at Blackfriars. In Elizabeth's Misfits Freeman suggests that 'by late 
March, 1624, when Gee's maiden effort of journalism finally issued from the press, the 
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bare story had lost its sensational appeal. More matter would have to be incorporated' (p. 
75; also pp. 70-3). Goad licensed his own book (ent. 14 Nov. 1623), as well as The foot 
(ent. 20 March 1624). ARBER 4, 70, 76, 78. Both Goad and W.C. told a story they said 
they had heard from Gee. It did not appear in The foot. Goad's version: 

There was also (as he [Gee] rcportcth) a young girle of the age of ten yeeres or 
thereabout, who then crying, said unto him, О my mother О my sister, which are 
downe under the timber and rubbish. But hee wishing her to be patient, and 
telling her that by Gods grace they should get forth quickly, the child replied, that 
this would prove a great scandal! to their Religion. A strange speech proceeding 
from a childe of so tender yeeres, who, even in that perplexity, seemed to have a 
deeper apprehension of publique scandali then of private losse. A lesson fit for 
faire elder to learne, ex ore infantium & lactentium &c. Out of the mouth of babes 
and sucklings Thou hast ordained strength (E2r-v; quoted in Fl 83). 

Goad's rough draft (T. Birch, Court and Times of James I, vol. 2, p. 428-31) did not 
contain the parts on Gee. For these Goad may also have relied on W.C, who gave his 
account of the same story in The fatali vesper (E4): 

Moreover there was a young girle about the age of ten yeeres, as is supposed, 
(when this Minister, out of his charitable and commiserating disposition, was 
labouring for the safety and preservation of them, whose necessities did then 
require it) came crying unto him, and said, О my mother, о my sister, which are 
downe under the timber and rubbish. But he wisht her to be patient for a time, 
and by Gods grace they should get forth quickly. Upon which speech the child 
replied presently, that howsoever this accident would prove a great scandal! to 
their Religion. A speech which is worthy admiration in all men, as this Relator 
did truly admire it, that a childe of so tender yeeres, wherein amongst the most 
towardlicst, there is scarce abilitic to discerne betweene good and evill, should 
next unto that gricfe, which the danger of her mother and sister did inflict upon 
her, lament for nothing more than the scandali which their cause was like to 
suffer by the disaster. 

90. The same impression of reserve wc gel from Hold fast, I4-K, where Gee's rhetoric 
connected the Blackfriars with the Gunpowder Plot, but where he was careful to leave the 
judgement of the people that were killed to the God that would judge him too. 

91. Gee also borrowed Fitzsimon's learning by adopting quite a few marginal references for 
his own purposes. For this and for other sources, see the Commentary to the Text. 

92. Cf. The foot, Alv, H2, P3v, and Gee's description of a Jesuit priest in Hold fast, H2, very 
likely of the same F. Palmer: 

Not above three moneths since, when I passed along the open street in this Citie, 
about the middle of the afternoone, walking in Gods peace and the kings, after a 
slight salutation I was set upon by one of that Jesuiticall brood, well knowne to 
mee, and then attired in coloured Clothes, white Bootes, with a head of long shag 
haire, armed with a long narrow Sword, visible & invisible, a Stilletto, a weapon I 
trow condemned in forraine Nations, but ordinary furniture for the Yeomen of 
the Popes Guard heere in England, (I meane the Jesuits, as well Clerick as Laick:) 
with this weapon, being made so poinant and deadly, that it would pearce, as is 
thought, reasonable good armour, hec assaulted me: but by Gods helpc I evaded. 

93. PRO, SP 16/237/85. Thomas Morion, bishop of Durham (1632-59). DNB. 

94. Andrew Willet, A catholicon, 1602, A7: 'they beeing birds all of a feather'. Cf. Gee's 
conclusion added to the catalogue of priests. There was also distrust of the internal 
Catholic divisions: Thomas Bell, The anatomie, 1603, Xlr-v; Robert Pricket, The jésuites 
miracles, 1607, E3v. 
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95. Gee was suspended by the Chester Ecclesiastical Commission in August 1623. He may 
have left for London around that time, which would have given him only a few months to 
meet Catholics in London. Of course, Gee could always pick up information from others. 
See the discussion of the catalogues. 

96. HUGHES 324-5; William Parrar, 'A Summary of the doings of the very reverend William 
Bishop, Bishop of Chalcedon, the Tirsi ordinary of England and Scotland after the schism', 
in CRS 10, 401-5. In the Commons Richard Dyott, of Stafford, related the story of the 
insolent bishop baptizing and confirming Catholics and ordaining priests in the 
Northwestern counties. RUIGH 169. The catalogue of priests listed besides the bishop of 
Chalcedon (1), his vicar-generals Colleton (5), Smith (11), Broughton (12) and Edward 
Bennet (13), as well as some members of the Chapter: Thomas Worthington (4), Oliver 
Almond (G.60), John Jackson (91), Thomas Wright (6), Joseph Haynes (105) and George 
Fisher, alias Musket (20). 

97. Rant's appointment as the clergy's agent in Rome did take place. The agent arrived in 
Rome late 1623. The letter, dated London, 24 Sept. 1623, may have been intercepted and 
put at Gee's disposal via Abbot, but equally likely it was forged. Other letters printed in 
New shreds were forged. The letter was addressed to Pierre de Bérulle, the founder of the 
French Oratory, and printed both in Latin and English (H3-H4v). Rant was a member of 
de Bérulle's congregation. When Bishop died in April 1624, a new bishop of Chalcedon 
had to be appointed and de Bérulle was sent to the pope by the French king to plead for 
the appointment of Richard Smith (11) as well as for the French Marriage. Rant would 
play an important part in the appointment of Smith. The Chapter, at first unaware and 
later critical of the appointment (they had voted for Kcllison (3)) accepted their new 
bishop. See A.F. Allison, 'Richard Smith, Richelieu and the French Marriage', pp. 155ff, 
180, 196-7. The original of the New shreds letter has not been traced in AAW. 

98. Cf. OED: 'to struggle with others for money thrown to a crowd'. 

99. 'In England they doe not onely exceed perhaps in treble proportion of number all other 
Orders of Priests, but also of late yeares heere are growen to that absoluteness among 
other Romanists, that they contemned the late newcoyned Bishop of Chalcedon, and denied 
subjection to him, nor would appeare at all upon Citation before his Reverence, though 
hee thought hee came full fraught with faculties from his Holinesse, for Jurisdiction over 
all their Seculars and Regulars' (G4v-H). 

100. Samuel Harsnett (1561-1631) was bishop of Norwich from 1619 to 1628, after having been 
bishop of Chichester for ten years. Harsnett wrote the Déclaration when he was chaplain 
of Richard Bancroft, then bishop of London. He had a distinguished career in the 
Anglican church which began in 1594 with a famous anti-Calvinist sermon at St. Paul's 
Cross, on universal grace. Having been accused of popery archbishop Whitgift commanded 
him no longer to preach on the subject. The sermon was published in 1656 in R. Stuart, 
Three sermons (WING S5526). Harsnett held many positions in the church and finally 
became archbishop of York (1628-31). At the time Gee plagiarized Harsnett, the bishop 
of Norwich was accused of popery by Norwich Puritans before Parliament. The charges 
were not grounded. F.W. Brownlow has written a study of Harsnett's Declaration which is 
soon to be published; DNB; G. Goodwin, A Catalogue of the Harsnett Library, London 
1888. Harsnett's writing influenced SHELDON and Richard Baddeley, The boy of Bilson: 
or a true discovery of the late notorious impostures of certaine Romish priests in their 
pretended exorcisme, or expulsion of the divell out of a young bay, named William Perry, 
sonne of Thomas Perry of Bilson, in the county of Stafford, yeoman, 1622 (See 
Commentary). 
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101. In the early seventeenth century the practice of copying and plagiarizing printed texts was 
not so widely condemned as it is now. Furthermore, Gee gave a very neat reference to the 
material he used (H2v), although he was copying from Harsnett before chapter six (see 
Commentary). This could be due to the author's or the compositor's negligence or 
inaccuracy. Although Gee copied other sources without acknowledgements and he can be 
termed a plagiarist, the term should not be taken in its derogatory modern sense. 

102. Sec T.G. Law, 'Devil-Hunting in Elizabethan England', in The Nineteenth Century, 35 
(1894), pp. 397-411; J. Morris, Troubles, vol. 2, pp. 99-103, 174, 282-3, 326-31; CSPD 
1581-90, pp. 347-8, 372. 

103. See D.P. Walker, Unclean Spirits. Possession and Exorcism in France and England in the 
Late Sixteenth and Early Seventeenth Centuries, London 1981, pp. 3-17. 

104. The Puritans used the same practice to attack the Catholics and to prove that God 
favoured their Reformation and the repression of the papists; even, in the case of the 
Puritan exorcist, John Darrell (fl. 1562-1602), to prove that Puritans were also capable of 
miracle working. However, there was a problem of credibility. The Puritans could not use 
the same means of conjuration and divination, to drive out devils. Instead, they reverted 
to prayer, the reading of scripture and fasting, thereby opposing the bishops of the 
Anglican Church, who had done away with miracles and with the priestly office of 
exorcist. The Darrell Controversy created quite a disturbance. DNB; K. Thomas, Religion 
and the Decline of Magic, pp. 576-80. D.P. Walker, Unclean Spirits, pp. 52-73. 

105. K. Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, p. 582; F2 6, 17, 20-1, 566-7, 569-71; F3 
122-3, 446-8; F4 448, 500; F6 116; F7 xxvi, 1107, 1121-2, 1130, 1133-4, 1137-8, 1141, 1145, 
1200. 

106. According to Brownlow, it was Harsnett who deliberately linked the exorcisms with the 
Babington Plot. The Babington arrests, however, followed the first arrests of the exorcists. 
These arrests were delayed not to alarm the conspirators. The government did not succeed 
in connecting Weston with the plot. Babington may have been present at the exorcisms, 
but simply as one of the many visitors. Weston was arrested with Ballard on 4 August 
1586. The 14 priests connected with the plot, (if there ever was any, there only is the 
unreliable evidence of Tyrrell) were executed. Tyrrell became an informer and betrayed 
Ballard (Al 19, 361). Tyrrell delivered information to Bancroft concerning the exorcisms 
at Dcnham, material for the book Harsnett was to write. See Fl 39, letter of Blount, 
among letters of Anthony Rivets (31-2). Weston, however, ended up in Wisbech castle in 
Norfolk where he began and led what would become known as the Wisbech stirs in 1595, 
a movement for the Jesuits to organize and control the English mission. BASSET 102-8; 
Christopher Bagshaw, The true relation of the faction begun at Wisbich, by Fa. Edmunds, 
alias Weston, a jésuite, 1595, 1601. From Wisbech he was moved to the Tower for five 
years. He was released and expelled from England in 1603 and went to St. Omcr and 
Valladolid, where he became rector. He died in office 1615. Henry Garnet succeeded him 
as superior of the mission. J. Morris, Troubles, vol. 2; AG. Smith, The Babington Plot, 
London 1936; P. Caraman, ed., William Weston, the Autobiography of an Elizabethan, pp. 
xix-xx, 23-7; DNB; D.P. Walker, Unclean Spirits, p. 44; Brownlow, ch. 1. 

107. Three years before the Weston case, Bancroft and Harsnett had been engaged in 
proceeding against Puritan exorcisms, mainly those of John Darrell. To initiate the same 
action against Catholics would be very appropriate, since to suppress them would clear 
him of a Puritan charge against him that he persecuted Puritans more than papists. In 
1604 Puritans tried to charge Bancroft with high treason for dealing with the Catholics 
(see p. 000). Fl 12-9, 23, 32-3, 45, 48-9, letters of Anthony Rivers (extracts); K. Thomas, 
Religion and the Decline of Magic, pp. 571-80; P. Collinson, 'Lectures by Combination: 
Structures and Characteristics of Church Life in 17th-century England', in Bulletin of the 
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Institute of Historical Research 48 (1975), pp 203-4, D P Walker, Unclean Spirits, pp 52-
73 

108 John Gee, Hold fast, E4, The foot, CMv 

109 Although Harsnett linked the exorcisms with the Babington Plot, he did not make much 
use of this specific theme The Declaration was written as part of Bancroft's policy to 
divide the Catholics, and also as a final attack on the Puritan exorcist John Darrell On 
Harsnett's aims, sec Brownlow, chapter 4 

110 James and Abbot for instance examined a boy called Smith or Smythe who had accused 
six Leicester women of bewitching him As a result, the women had been hanged 18 July 
1616 James and Abbot found the boy was counterfeiting Walker mentions a few more 
cases Witchcraft persecution in England did not increase because it was demanded by the 
authorities or the judiciary H R Trevor-Roper, The European Witch Craze, 
Harmondsworth 1969, К Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, pp 546-51, D P 
Walker, Unclean Spint·:, pp 80 3 

111 See H Trevor Roper, The European Witch Craze, pp 70, 101, 119 According to Trevor 
Roper the persecution of witches was pariicularly intensive in areas where Puritanism and 
Catholicism were in collision A Macfarlanc argues against a direct correlation between 
witchcraft persecution and religious tension in Witchcraft in Tudor and Stuart England, 
London 1970, pp 186-91, as does K. Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, pp 594-
5 Thomas argues that pre-Reformation ecclesiastical magic formed a barrier to witch 
prosecution in England Only with the Reformation did witch prosecution increase The 
people thought themselves no longer protected by the powers of Ihe Church A political 
interpretation of the increase Thomas finds misleading Also see R С Richardson, 
Puritanism in North West England, pp 153 76 

112 Amongst them were also bishops Miles Smith of Gloucester, Robert Abbot of Salisbury, 
Arthur Lake of Bath and Wells, and Thomas Morton of Coventry and Lichfield DNB K. 
Fincham, 'Prelacy and Politics', ρ 42 

113 Richard Broughlon, English protestants plea, and petition, for English preists and papists, 
1621, Blv B2 Broughlon (12), like Musket, was a canon of Ihe Chapter Both had the 
reputation of making many converts Broughton was not really convinced, despite the 
evidence he himself provided in an account to Kelhson, of the truth of the alleged 
conversion of bishop King Dodd, Church History 1, pp 490 1, HMC 5th report, ρ 464 
On Broughton's reliability as a historian, sec R Webster, 'Richard Broughton "A Priest in 
Persecution"', in The Downside Review 54 (1936), pp 495 514 According to Webster the 
DNB account is based on ami Jesuit prejudice 

114 Thomas James thought the rumour was 'hatched first in the Spanish Embassadours house, 
by him [the ambassador] is [sic] was rumoured abroad beyon the seas, and by him and his 
it was bruled here in England' James also claimed that the book was printed or about to 
be printed and sold across from Gondomar s lodgings A manuduction, or introduction unto 
di\imtie, 1625, R4r ν Richard Broughton, writing to Kelhson, also mentioned ihe 
involvement of Gondomar in the secret conversion (Dodd, Church History vol 1, pp 490 
1) Thomas James quoted from The bishop of London his legacy (G4v I2v), where King is 
made to give as one of his motives for conversion the fact 'that true miracles have been 
wrought for proofe of the Catholyke Religion, but not any for Protestancy' He 
commented 'But stay, now you Master Musket have spent all your powder, or if you did 
shoote bullets, you have wounded or killed none but your owne men (as may appearc)' 
(Qlv Q2v) Francis Godwin disclaimed the rumour in the appendix to his De praesulibus 
angliae commentanus, 1616, 'Ad commentanum dc praesulibus angliac', 1616 [ie 1623], 
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and denounced both Broughton's English Prolestants plea and The bishop of London hts 
legacy. 

115. A search in the AAW among letters of Musket has not been successful. 

116. He was arrested at Clerkenwell in 1628. But he may not have liked being regarded as a 
Jesuit. He worked for Richard Smith. See the catalogue of pnests. 

117. Mason saw Musket as possessed by Persons's spirits: 'For know, that the World already is 
possessed with this opinion, that thou must necdes be some ignorant Jésuite: (for none 
else can be imagined to be so Bayardly bold) ... Persons his ghost is nscn from the dead, 
and hath brought with him seven other ¡pints worse and more lying then himselfe . . that is 
the reason, why such vast and shamelesse Forgeries doe shew themselves in this man'. The 
new art of lying, K2. 

118. The foot, M4. The margin adds 'F Med'. 

119. The bishop of London lus legacy was printed at St. Omer at the English College Press in 
1623. A variant is dated 1624 No copies of possible other editions or issues survive (cf. 
G.15). 

120. Gee possibly followed Mason, but Mason did not mention the Andcrtons in connection 
with The Legacy Laurence Anderton (1575-1643) became a Jesuit in 1604, taking his final 
vows in 1619 In 1621 he was made superior of the Lancashire district Sometime before 
1627 (i.e. 1624?) he came to London, where he took a leading part in the central 
direction of the province. F7 11. See A F Allison, 'Who was John Brerely?', p. 23, and 
his 'Laurence Anderton, S J. A Postscript', in RH 16 (1982-3), pp. 316-8 There is another 
reference to a M. Anderton, gentleman, on sig G4-G4v. Roger or James Anderton may 
be referred to here. Gee may be referring to the Catholics in general when he speaks of 
Anderton's friends in Lancashire, but he probably knew the Anderton family, who were 
rich landowning gentry. 

121 About 1621-2, when The legacy was first printed. Gee was in Newton Birchley Hall, the 
residence of Änderten, was about ten miles from Newton. Gee may even have seen a copy 
of The legacy in Newton; he docs not say so. 

122. The Andertons may have distributed 77ie legacy, though it is not likely that they printed 
it. No copy printed in 1621-2 survives Perhaps it was withdrawn so quickly that very few 
copies were about The preliminaries of the extant edition, however, seem to indicate that 
the earlier edition came from the same press and that the type was not reset Apparently 
the advertisement was replaced The signatures of the preliminaries of the extant edition 
run: [M] (tp), '2, *3, [*4] (advertisement), *3, [*4], *», **2, " 3 , [**4I (epistle to the 
reader and contents) In the 'new' advertisement, the publisher-author explained the book 
'had been sent to the Presse instantly upon the Bishops death [1621] (and so had then 
immediately come forth) were it not, that it hath been stayed till now [1623], upon some 
just and urgent Reasons' (*4v). AJ. Hawkcs attributes the printing to Birchley Hall, 
whereas CA. Newdigatc, on the basis of typographical evidence, thinks it was printed at 
St. Omer. AJ Hawkes, 'The Birchley Hall Secret Press', pp. 137-83, C A Newdigale, 
'Birchley- or St. Omers?', pp. 303-20. Broughton (12) tried to prove it was printed at St. 
Omer, in a letter to his superior Kellison (3), 30 January 1623. AAW, A7, 3. But 
Broughton, who had some of his own works printed at the secret press in Lancashire, may 
have wanted to mislead. See the introduction to the catalogue of printers and booksellers. 

123. Henry Mason, 77ie new art of lying, I4v-K4v. 

124. The bishop of London hts legacy, *3-*4. 
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125. Henry Mason, The new art of lying, I4v. 

126. See Henry King, A sermon preached at Pauls Crosse, H4-H4v, M-M2v (the examination of 
Preston before the archbishop of Canterbury, Dec. 20 1621). Relations between Preston 
and the Jesuits and secular priests were strained because of his views on the oath of 
allegiance. They were not likely to trust a 'Reprobate' to reconcile people to the Church. 
Preston denied having ever been near the bishop, but was a likely victim of scandal. As he 
himself surmised, some might want to bring him 'in obloquy with the king or state, where 
he remains a prisoner'. A. Davidson, 'The Conversion of Bishop King', in RH 9 (1967-8), 
pp. 242-4. Gondomar may have been the source of this rumour, since he did not trust 
Preston's sincerity. M. Lunn, 'English Benedictines and the Oath of Allegiance', pp. 153-
4. Another source relates that Preston, having lost much Catholic support, apparently 
through King's physician, asked for relief, after which King had £5 sent to him. King's 
financial support of Preston might be responsible for the rumoured connection between 
King and Preston. Trumbull MSS, vol. 12, fol. 116, a letter of Ed. Blount to Trumbull, 
London 15 June 1621. The letter writer was not certain of his relation. 

127. Henry King, A sermon preached at Pauls Crosse, the 25. of November 1621. Upon occasion 
of that false and scandalous report (lately printed) touching the supposed apostasie of the 
right reverend father in God, John King late Lord Bishop of London ... whereunto is annexed 
the examination, and answere of Thomas Preston, P[riest] taken before my Lords Grace of 
Canterbury, touching this scandali, 1621. 

128. Henry King, A sermon, G4v. 

129. Henry King, A sermon, НІ -Н2. 

130. Henry King, A sermon, Ilv-12. Kellison's approbation occurs at the end of 77ie legacy. In 
New shreds of the old snare, Gee mentioned Musket and Kellison: 'and as cunningly or 
knavishly dealt foule-mouth'd Mr Musket, and doting Doctor Kellison, both Seculars, with 
the late reverend and learned Bishop of London' (D3r-v). 

131. See Commentary to the Text. 

132. Henry King, A sermon, H4-I. 

133. Cf. A. Davidson, 'The Conversion of Bishop King', pp. 242-54. 

134. Brownlow, chapter 5. 'Harsnelt the classically-trained, satirical humanist is an attractive, 
extremely amusing person who writes some of the best prose of his time'. 

135. John Brinsley, The fourth part of the true watch, 1624, BlOv-Bll. Brinsley commented on 
Gee's catalogue and referred his readers to it to see 'their devotions wherewith they cozen 
the world and extremely oppresse the poore superstitious soulcs which will have them' 
(B7v). 

136. Thomas Scott, The second part of vox populi, Elv. 

137. John Percy, True relations of sundry conferences, ed. John Floyd, 1626, M3r-v. 

138. In the margin of H2v Gee commented: 'I think they do so with this Book of mine: for, 
the first three impressions, consisting of 4500 are vanished in a Month or little more, and 
now I sweat under the Presse again'. In the second edition of The foot Gee noted that the 
first 1500 copies were gone 'in a week'. If each edition had 1500 copies (which was the 
normal amount for the Stationers' Company) a total of 6000 copies were printed in one 
year. The second edition came out in May, one month after the first one. Gee was either 
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flattering himself, or saying that each edition was gone after little more than a month. 
Wood noted that the pamphlet Vas printed four times in the said year 1624 because all 
copies, or most of them, were bought up by the Roman Catholics before they were 
dispersed, for fear their lodgings, and so consequently themselves, should be found out 
and discovered by the catalogues' (WOOD). Whether Wood had this information from 
any other source than The foot is not clear. 

139. J.F. Larkin and P.L· Hughes, Stuart Royal Proclamations, vol. 1, p. 599, n.l; Journals of the 
House of Commons 1574-1714 vol. 1, London 1742, p. 797; PRO, SP 14/165/53; printed in 
W. Cobbet, Parliamentary History, 36 vols., London 1806-1820, vol. 1, columns 1495-6. The 
following has been transcribed from the PRO document: 
'Against the multitude of popish and seditious Bookes, printers, publishers and dispersers 
which in these your Majesties Dominions more frequentile nowe then att anie time 
heretofore. That whereas your Lords and Cornons in this present parliament assembled 
hath to the great comfort of all your Religious well affected subjects, by your Royall 
proclamation, Banished all Jésuites and priests out of theis your dominions, att a day 
Certaine not to returne under such paines and by the lawes nowe in force are justly to be 
inflicted. That nonethclesse the said turbulent and ill affected persons the better to 
insinuate themselves and those of their faction into the favors and good oppinion of such 
as are of meaner judgments and weaker capacities have of late more then heretofore 
taken the boaldnes to divulge and disperse sundry popish seditious and pestilent books 
and pamph[l]etts throughout all the parts of this your Kingdome whereof there is a 
Catalogue extant in print of 150 att the least, printed and published here within theis two 
or three yeeres, besides noe small number of that kinde dayely imported either from the 
parts beyond the seas, and ordinarily sould and vented amongst us, By meanes whereof 
they endevor not onely to corrupt the youth of this Realme to deprave and scandall[ize] 
the true religion and authority of the sea of Rome, but as much as in them lieth to 
withdrawe the harts of your faithful! and loving subjects from their due obedience to your 
Royall Majestie. May it therefore please your Majestie att the humble suite of your 
cornons in this present parliament assembled in a cause so highly concerning the glorie of 
God and the preservation of your Majesties person Religion and estate that such speedy 
course may be taken for the suppressing of all such seditious and popish Books and 
Pamphlctts and to prevent the printing and importing of any such as in your Majesties 
royall Judgement and wisdome shall seeme most meete and convenient, and that the lawes 
in force against the offenders may be putt in execution'. 

140. Richard Dyotl's parliamentary diary, SRO, MS D 661/11/1/2. It is possible that other 
parliamentary diaries refer to this grievance. For a survey of these diaries see RUIGH 
405-6. 

141. See G.W. Prothero, Select Statutes, pp. 394-6, and J.F. Larkin and P.L· Hughes, Smart 
Royal Proclamations, vol. 1, p. 599. 

142. By the King. A Proclamation against the disorderly printing uttering and dispersing of bookes, 
pamphlets, &c., 1623 (STC 8714); see G. Davies, 'English Political Sermons', p. 6; By the 
King. A Proclamation against seditious, popish, and puritanicall bookes and pamphlets, 1624 
(STC 8736). See J.F. Larkin and P.L Hughes, Stuart Royal Proclamations, vol. 1, p. 599. 
James insisted that the clause against Puritan books and pamphlets be added (PRO, SP 
14/165/57, 29 May; reply to the grievance against recusant books in which James pointed 
out Puritan books and pamphlets in circulation, SP 14/170/35, 21 July); RUIGH 154; K. 
Fincham and P. Lake, 'Ecclesiastical Policy', pp. 169-207. 

143. The grievances were answered by Charles I in the next Parliament of 1625. This particular 
article was answered 4 July. Charles referred to the proclamation made by James to 
reform these abuses and promised to renew it. M. Jansson and W.B. Bidwell, eds., 
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Proceedings in the Parliament of 1625, New Haven, Conn. 1987, p. 303 (Bedford 197 fol. 
22) and 308 (Pelyt 538/8 fol. 117v). 

144. AAW, Roman Letters, B26 98. [J. Nelson] to Thomas Rant, 4 August 1624. The arrested 
priest possibly is Thomas Cole, alias Butler, a secular priest (b. 1596) A2 67-8. He had 
arrived in England in October 1620. He was pardoned by the king in March 1625. The 
same story is written about in a letter from Peter Snod, alias Paul Overton (2) to Thomas 
More, on 23 July 1624. AAW, Roman Letters, B26 92. George Musket expressed his 
indignation over the increasing persecution of the Catholics during the negotiations for 
the French Marriage, in a letter to Thomas More on 1 October 1624. In the same letter 
Musket referred to Gee's apprehension of Cole. AAW, A18 68. 
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PART IL THE TEXT: 
THE FOOT OUT OF THE SNARE 

1. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION 

COMPOSITION 

The foot out of the snare went through four editions in one and the same year 1624. 
The first edition was delivered in three variants, the second in two issues. Evidently the 
book was composed and printed in considerable haste. We may assume that Gee did 
not begin writing the book before the Blackfriars fall (26 Oct. o.s./5 Nov. n.s. 1623). 
The book was entered in the Stationers' Registers on 20 March 1624, by Robert 
Milboume, the publisher, who was also responsible for Gee's New shreds of the old 
snare and Hold fast, as well as for publications by Thomas Morton (1626), George 
Abbot (1623), Ferdinando Texeda (1623) and Daniel Fcalley (1624).1 The foot was 
printed by Humphrey Lownes,2 it would seem somewhere in March. But when 
Milboume entered the book in the Stationers' Register on 20 March Gee possibly had 
not Finished writing it, for the passage was scored through. From The foot itself we can 
learn that Gee was apparently still writing in February (Gl, L3v). In the first edition of 
The foot the author notes that 'Yesterday being Good-friday, this present yeere 1624' a 
procession was organized from Holborn to Tyburn. In the fourth edition this is 
emended to 'This last Good-Friday'. Good Friday was 26 March. This dale also heads 
the catalogue of priests and Jesuits.3 Since some copies of the first editions appear to 
have been issued without the catalogue of priests (first variant) and since this 
catalogue when added, followed the 'faults escaped', the later addition of this catalogue 
(possibly even later than 26 March) may have been the reason why the entry in the 
Register was crossed through.4 Possibly, the publisher was not able to provide a sample 
of the full text for licensing. There are no indications to assume that there was no 
official authorization. The second edition was a significantly expanded one, with 
additional material added in the catalogues, with a new catalogue of physicians, and 
with the apology to George Musket. This edition was then registered by the Stationers' 
Company.5 The first edition then was published 26 March (or a few days later, in the 
beginning of April) 1624.' The excuse to Musket was signed April 22 1624. The first 
issue of the second edition, which does not contain this excuse (cither Gee had not 
finished writing it or he had not yet decided to add it to his text), like the first edition, 
may therefore have been in the press between 26 March and 22 April. However, since 
the 'enlarged' first issue of the second edition was entered in the Stationers' Register 
on 1 May it is more likely that the date of publication was around this date. It would 
seem then that Gee had finished the excuse to Musket and only afterwards decided to 
incorporate the text in The foot, or that he needed about a week to add a few 
finishing touches. Between the publication of the first and the second edition therefore 
there was a period of some 3 to 4 weeks, which possibly justifies Gee's remark in the 
second edition that the book was gone in less than a week. Haste in composition is 
evident from significant additions and emendations, which already started in the variant 
of the first edition. The second edition, however, brought most changes. Freeman 
comments that 'No doubt the hurried issue of his expanded edition accounts for its 
frenzied collation: working partly from standing type, and partly from new, the printers 
supplied an extremely confusing set of sheets'.7 Certainly this confused edition, like the 
third page by page reprint from it (although this third edition re-set and regularized 
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the text), cannot be used for reproduction. Freeman's 'extremely confusing' however is 
somewhat exaggerated (see descriptions below). More effort and precision was put into 
the last edition. It was vigorously re-edited and interesting new additions enlarged it, 
such as the apology to Josiah Home and a catalogue of Catholic printers, booksellers 
and binders. Chapter divisions and sub-headings, as well as running titles were 
introduced. Typographically, the fourth edition is the most perfected one. 

In the second and fourth editions of The foot some interesting editorial changes 
occurred. The changes were mainly additions and textual rearrangements. In the second 
edition these alterations were of a stylistic nature, in the fourth edition they really 
added to the text and necessitated a re-ordering of the material. Additions in the text 
of the second edition were mainly in the nature of stylistically more ambitious 
afterthoughts. They did not add new material (with the exception of the 'gentle 
Excuse' and the added catalogue). The following additions made by II and maintained 
in III and Г are significant (with reference to signatures of Г ): The comment 
'Kinsman' (F2v), 'olde leaden Friers' (I4v), lies in popish pamphlets (K4), Images at 
Sichern (K4v), Henry King (M4v), Tyburn procession (O), 'Kill-cow Physician' (Olv), 
Excuse to Musket (N*-P*lv). 

The editing that took place in the fourth edition mainly consisted of the placing of 
a few passages in a different order to fit the new chapter headings and to 
accommodate some new and longer passages. No original material was lost in the 
process except in one case.8 The additions in IV (excluding smaller phrases and notes, 
additions as well as variants, which are indicated in the footnotes to the text) can be 
listed as follows: 
Richard Linton (C-C2); 'But in good sadness ... post' (F); Conclusion ch. 5 (H2); Saint 
Edmund (L2); Thomas Dutton (L3); Chapter 13, introduction ch. 14 (N2-N3); Josiah 
Hörne (P-P2). All these passages were inserted without damaging existing paragraph 
structure. The shifting and rc-ordering of certain passages can be indicated by referring 
to the place in IV where the passage concerned would have been, had nothing 
happened to it: 

Passage sig. Origin 

man in Corduba E3v-E4 F2v 
John Mathew L3v-L4 D3v 
H. Sylvester L4 D3v, following J. Mathew 
Ch.15 (1) N4-02V ОЗ. following ch.15 (2) 
Ch.15 (2) 02V-03 N4, before ch.15 (1) 
Ch.15 (1,2) N4-03 Nlv (in reversed order: 2,1) 

The editing measures can be seen to be related to the additions in the final chapters 
of The foot (chs. 10, 12, 13, 14, 15). The passages on John Matthew and Henry 
Sylvester were moved forward to follow the new passage on Thomas Dutton in chapter 
10. All three are victims of Catholic seduction and therefore go together thematically 
(the first edition had already hinted at Thomas Dutton in the margin, where the story 
of John Mathew began). The accommodation of the new material in the new chapter 
13 necessitated the reshuffling of the new chapter IS. The last two paragraphs of 
chapter 15 originally concluded what had now become the chapter on George Musket's 
The bishop of London his legacy (ch. 12). But as an 'exhortation' they fit better the 
subject of 'penances' of this structurally weaker chapter 15 (patched up stylistically in 
the second edition). Chapter 14 was thus left with the subject of Thomas Cornford, 
another 'popish lie' to follow those of chapter 13. The rearrangements formed an 
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important editorial improvement. These editorial changes will be discussed individually 
in the Commentary to the Text. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION 

For the bibliographical descriptions the following codes have been used: [-]: rule; [=]: within a 
double rule; capitals, both for large and small capitals; the titles of the catalogues have been 
shortened to: 'books', 'printers', 'priests' and 'physicians' and the Excuse to Musket to 'Excuse'. 
The editions of The foot have been numbered I, II, III and IV. For the locations the 5ГС 
symbols have been adopted. 

Gee's publications: 

The foot out of the snare 
STC 11701 (I) 3 variants; STC 11702 (II, first issue); STC 11702.3 (II, second issue); 
STC 11703 (III); STC 11704 (IV). 

Hold fast, a sermon preached at PauL· Cross upon Sunday being the xxxL of October, 
Anno Domini 1624. 4°. A. M[athewes] and J. N[orton] for R. Mylboume, 1624. 
5ГС 11705. 
C2, C3(2), C5, D, HD, L15, 0(3), STD, U, Y. 

New shreds of the old snare. Containing apparitions of ghosts. Copies of divers letters. 
Indulgences. A catalogue of English nunnes [gone abroad] within these two or three 
yeares. 4°. [J. Dawson] for R. Mylboume, 1624. 
STC 11706. 
AAS, C(2), C2, C3(2), C4, C5, C8, C17(2), D, D2, DE, F(3), HD, ΗΝ, L(2), L2, L4, 
L8, L15, L25, LINC, LIV2, M, NLW, NY, 0(4), 04, Об, O10, OIS, PN, SH, TEX, U, 
WOR, Y, YK 

Steps of ascension unto God, or, a ladder to heaven. Contayning prayers and méditations. 
12°. T. S[nodham] for T. Walkley, 1625. 
STC 11706.4. 
L. 
5ГС 11706.6. The sixt edition. 24° [J. Legati] for R. Meighen, 1636 (1637). Lord 
Rothschild. 
The Bodleian Library also has a copy of the 9th edition of Steps of ascension unto 
God. 24°. For G. Bedell & T. Collins, 1656 (colophon: 1655) [wanting Al-3; B2 and 
B5 mutilated], not in 5ГС. 

The christian store-house. A booke of prayers and meditations for everyday in the weeke 
morning and evening. 24° in 12's. T. Cotes for R. Moore, 1631. 
STC 11700.5. 
O. 

I. STC 11701. 
The first edition has three variants. 1. Without the catalogue of priests. 2. With the 
catalogue of priests until P4r. 3. With the catalogue of priests until P4v. The text was 
set from sig. В and the title-page and preliminaries were added afterwards (A4-Aa2v). 
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Then followed the last page (02v) with 'faults escaped'. After that the catalogue of 
priests, which, in some cases was not folded in (first variant). The catalogue was then 
added (second variant). There are no differences between the two texts of variants 2 
and 3, but the catalogue of priests is expanded in the third variant with 13 names 
(catalogue of priests: entries 208-16, 218-21), and ends on P4v instead of P4r. Book 
titles in the catalogue of books are capitalized. The catalogue of books contains 122 
entries, that of priests 127 (+13) entries. The copies described are in the British 
Library, press-mark 1508/23 and in the Folger Shakespeare Library press-marks 11701 
and 11701.2. 

Full title: 
[=] THE | Foot out of the Snare: | WITH | A DETECTION OF | SUNDRY LATE 
| practices and Impostures of the | Priests and Jesuits in England. | Whereunto is 
added a Catalogue of such bookes as in this Authors knowledge | have been vented 
within two yeeres last past in London, by the Priests and | their Aeents. | [-] | By 
JOHN GEE, Master of Arts, of £ron-Colledgc | in OXFORD. | [-] ] AT LONDON, 
| Printed by H.L. for Robert Milboume, and are to bee sold | at his shop at the great 
South doore of | Pauls, 1624. 
Collation: 4°: Al blank. A2r title. A2v blank. A3-Aa2v Epistle Dedicatory, signed 'The 
most humble servant of you all, to bee commanded in the Lord, JOHN GEE'. B-Nlv 
Foot. N2-02v Books. 02v Faults Escaped. P-P4r/P4v Priests. 
Copies: Without catalogue of priests (i.e. lacking Pl-4): С L8. M2. BO. NW; ending 
on P4r: COL. D. D2. L. O. 012. F. HN. U; ending on P4v: C3. D. L2. L3. L4. L13. 
M. Об. F. TEX. Both variants 2 and 3 are at D and F. С has two copies; both are 
imperfect: one ends on 02, the other lacks P4. The L8 and NW copies end on N4v. 
The L2 copy has an inscription on the fly-leaf: 'G.G. Ex dono Fratris mei Th. Goad 
1624'. G.G. possibly is Thomas Goad's brother. The HN copy bears the following 
inscription on the top of the title-page: 'J. Bridgcwater ex dono Aulhoris'. This is John 
Egcrton, first earl of Bridgcwater. Noted: С L. L2. L4. L8. О. Об. F. HN. NW. 

II. STC 11702 and STC 11702.3. 
The second edition is revised and enlarged and has two issues. There are no textual 
differences but in the second issue the 'Gentle Excuse to Master Musket' and the 
catalogue of physicians were added. A contemporary MS version of the catalogue of 
printers has been found on a leaf attached to a copy of the second edition in HD. 
Since there were no differences with the third edition printed catalogue it is most 
likely that this MS list was copied. The catalogue of books was expanded to 154 
entries (including the double entry of Bede's History): 32 titles were added. Book titles 
are now in italics. This edition lists 257 priests (Gee's counting: 255), almost the exact 
double of the number of priests in the first edition. The typography shows signs of 
haste in that it has more printing and spelling errors, but no text was lost and 'faults 
escaped' of the first edition have been corrected. The copy described is in the British 
Library, press-mark 1508/22, and is a second issue with additions and cancel title-page. 

Full title: 
[=] THE | Foot out of the Snare: | WITH | A DETECTION OF | SUNDRY LATE 
| practices and Impostures of the | Priests and Jesuits in England. | Whereunto is 
added a Catalogue of such books | as in this Authors knowledge have been vented | 
within two yeres last past in London, by the | Priests and their Agents. | As also a 
Catalogue of the Romish Priests and Jésuites, | together with the Popish Physitians 
now practising | about London. | The second Edition, carrying also a gentle Excuse 
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unto Master | Musket, for stiling him Jésuite. | [-] | By JOHN GEE, Master of Arts, 
of Еіюя-Colledge | in OXFORD. | LONDON, Printed by H.L. for Robert Milboume. 
1624. 
Collation: 4°: Al title. Alv blank. A2-Blv Epistle Dedicatory, signed 'The most humble 
servant of you all, to bee commanded in the Lord, JOHN GEE.' B2-Nlv, M2 [=N2], 
N3-N4v Foot. O-Plv Books. P2-Q3v Priests. Q3v Colophon. N*-P*lv Excuse. Р^2 
blank. R-R2v Physicians. 
Copies: First issue (A-Q4, Q4 blank; with on tp 'The second edition much inlargcd'): 
OS. DE. DUL. ST. F. CAL6. Y. Second issue: L. L2(2). 02. ОЗ. 017. E. E2. N (imp). 
HD. ILL· The 017, N, and one of the L2 copies have the tp of the first issue instead 
of the cancel tp. The N copy has the Gentle Excuse immediately after the text of The 
foot, with the same signatures (this was the original intention). Noted: L· L2. DUL. 
OS. HD. F. Ν. 

III. STC 11703. 
The third edition is a page by page reprint of the second, except that it adds the 
catalogue of printers and booksellers. The text was re-set completely, which makes the 
collation much tidier than that of the second edition. The typographical quality is equal 
to that of the second edition despite different compositorial practice. The copy 
described is in the Folger Shakespeare Library, press-mark 11703. 

Full title: 
Η THE | Foot out of the Snare: | WITH | A DETECTION OF | SUNDRY LATE 
I practices and impostures of the | Priests and Jésuites in England. | Whereunto is 
added a Catalogue of such books | as in this Authors knowledge have been vented | 
within two yeres last past in London, by the | Priests and their Agents. \ As also a 
Catalogue of the Romish Priests and Jésuites, | together with the Popish Physicians 
now practising | about London. | The third Edition, carrying also a gentle Excuse unto 
Master | Musket, for stiling him Jésuite. | [-] | By JOHN GEE, Master of Arts, of 
Eron-Colledge | in OXFORD. | [-] | LONDON, | Printed by H.L. for Robert 
Milboume. 1624. 
Collation: 4°: A2r title. A2v blank. A3-B2v Epistle Dedicatory, signed 'The most humble 
servant of you all, to bee commanded in the Lord, JOHN GEE'. ВЗ-ОІ Foot. 02-Q2v 
Excuse. Q3-R3v Books. R4-Tlv Priests. T2-T3v Physicians. T4r Printers. T4v blank. 
Copies: L(imp). L38. 0(2). 04. С C2(2). C8. CANT. D. D2. NLW. ST. WOR. YK; F. 
ILL. NY. STAN. Y. The YK copy belonged to archbishop Tobie Matthew. His widow 
presented it to the library of York Minster. Noted: С CANT. L. L38. O. F. 

IV. STC 11704. 
The fourth edition is a rigorously re-edited and elaborated version. Clearly author, 
publisher/printer and compositor worked hard to deliver an accurate, readable text. The 
copytext is an improvement on all three previous editions to such an extent that one 
may perhaps speculate that it was Gee's intention to deliver a best final edition. The 
typographical arrangement is superior to that in all other editions. The legibility is 
especially advanced through the division of the text in chapters and subchapters (the 
latter in chapter 5). The catalogues are expanded. The catalogue of priests contains 
266 entries (Gee's number is 261). The catalogue of books has 155 entries. The copy 
described is in the British Library, pressmark 1418 b 9. 

Full title: 
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H THE I Foot out of the Snare: | WITH | A DETECTION OF | SUNDRY LATE 
J practices and impostures of the | Priests and Jésuites in England. | Whereunto is 
added a Catalogue of [{] Popish Bookes lately dispersed in | our Kingdomc. | The 
Printers, Binders, sellers and | dispersers of such bookes. | Romish Priests and 
Jésuites resi- | dent about London. | Popish Physicians practising about | London. | 
The fourth Edition, carrying also a gentle Excuse unto Master | Musket for stiling him 
Jésuite. | [-] | By JOHN GEE, Master of Arts, of Ежои-Colledge | in OXFORD. | 
[-] | LONDON, | Printed by H.L. for Robert Milboume, and are to be sold at his 
shop at the great | South-dore of Pauh, 1624. 
[Colophon on sig. X2v:] LONDON, | Printed by Humphrey Lownes for Robert \ 
Milboume, and are to bee sould at his | Shop in Paules Church yard at | the South 
dore, 1624. 
Collation: 4°: Al blank. A2r title. A2v blank. A3-A4-A-A2v Epistle Dedicatory, signed 
'The most humble servant of you all, to bee commanded in the Lord, JOHN GEE'. B-
P2v Foot. P3-R3v Excuse. R4-S4v Books. T-Tlv Printers. T2-V4v Priests. X-X2v 
Physicians. X2v Colophon. 
Copies: DUL. Ц2). L2. L4. L15. L25. M2. 0(4). OÍS. C2. C3. D2. G4. YK; F. HD. 
TEX. U. Noted: DUL. L. L2. L4. O. F. 

A NOTE ON THE TEXT. 

The text of the fourth edition of The foot out of the snare has been reproduced here 
as it is clearly the most legible and complete text. The text used is that of the British 
Library copy, press-mark 1418 b 9 (it has not been necessary to consider a collation of 
a 'best text' from the different editions). It has been considered the standard text. 
Therefore, fourth edition improvements on previous editions have not been indicated, 
except when the meaning was changed or when stylistically relevant. Substitutions have 
only been indicated where of interest, or when the meaning was changed. Significant 
variants and additions have been indicated in the footnotes. Spelling, punctuation, 
capitalization and compositorial practice of the fourth edition have been retained, 
except in a few cases, when clarification or correction was necessary after consultation 
of the first three editions. A few spelling errors have been silently removed. 
Contractions have been expanded and initial 'i' has been standardised to 'j' as well as 
initial 'v' to 'u' and medial 'u' to 'v'. Long 's' has become roman 's'. Punctuation of the 
fourth edition is superior to that in any of the other editions and has not been 
meddled with. Typographical variants have not been indicated. In a few cases the 
compositor of the second and fourth edition moved marginal comments into the text. 
In the second edition this was done where it was beneficial to the page by page 
reprint (e.g. II sig. K2v - III sig. Llv, where a space of two lines was filled in order to 
end on the same catchword), or to remove too much marginal comment. In the fourth 
edition there were editorial reasons for the same measure. Misprints were mostly 
corrected by the fourth edition and a few that were substituted (transposed or missing 
letters) have been corrected after consultation of the first three editions. Greek words 
and phrases have been transliterated and capitalized. 

Marginal notes have been retained and are reproduced (and expanded) as 
footnotes. If necessary. Gee's references were improved in the Commentary to the 
Text. Relevant textual differences with the earlier editions have also been noted in 
footnotes, which have been placed between square brackets to distinguish them from 
Gee's notes. Thus a number of marginal references that were lost in the fourth edition 
have been reintroduced. Any text appearing between square brackets is not itself in 
the fourth edition of The foot. Thus '[III adds: ... ]' means that this text was added in 
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the third edition. Comparison with Г will make clear whether this text was retained, 

changed or removed. '[Ill adds:] ... * means that this marginal note was added by ΠΙ 

and retained in IV. Catchwords have been left out but running-titles and signatures 

have been retained between square brackets for reference purposes. All italics of IV 

have been maintained, especially since they indicate quotations (although in many cases 

they are the random result of availability of type). Ornaments have been ignored. 

NOTES 

1. Robert Milbourne, or Milburne, took up his freedom 1 March 1617 and died at the end 
of 1642 or beginning 1643. He was a publisher and bookseller in London and had the 
following addresses: the Great South Door of Pauls, 1623-6; The Greyhound, Paul's 
Churchyard, 1628-35; Unicorn, near Reet Bridge, 1636-9; Holy Lambe in Little Britain, 
1641 and Britains Burse [New Exchange, Strand], 1618-41. H.R. Plomer, A Dictionary of 
the Booksellers and Printers ... 1641 to 1667, London 1968, p. 127; in the 1620s he 
published other ami-Catholic works besides Gee's The foot: Thomas Robinson, The 
anatomy of the English nunnery at Lisbon, 1622; George Lauder, The anatomie of the 
Romane clergie, 1623; The friers chronicle, 1623; Ferdinando Tcxcda, Texeda retextus: or the 
Spanish monke his bill of divorce against the church of Rome, 1623; Thomas Reeve, 
Mephibosheth's hearts-jay, 1624; George Abbot, A treatise of the perpetuali visibilitie, 1624; 
Daniel Featley, The Romish fisher caught and held in his ovine net, 1624; Thomas Morton, 
The g^and imposture of the (now) church of Rome, [1626?]; For a complete list see STC 3, 
119-20. 

2. Humphrey Lownes, a bookseller and printer in London, took up his freedom on June 26 
1587 and became Master of the Company of Stationers in 1620-1 and again in 1624-5. He 
held shares in the English, Latin and Irish stocks of the Company and in 1615 he was 
allowed two presses. He died in 1629. His son, Humphrey Lownes, junior, was a 
bookseller in London. MCKERROW 178-9; STC 3, 109. 

3. The foot, N4v, T2; ARBER 4, 114-28, shows the following entries of Gee's works: 
1. 20 March 1623 [i.e. 1624] The foot out of the snare, [crossed through]. 
2. 1 May 1624 The foot out of the snare [with additions]. 
3. 24 May 1624 New shreds of the old snare. 
4. 8 November 1624 Hold fast. 
5. 22 December 1624 Steps of ascension. 
6. 29 April 1631 77ie christian store-house. 

4. On Good Friday Gee was apparently still working on the text. The catalogue of priests 
may have reached the printer after 26 March, but it was too interesting a date not to put 
above the list of Catholic priests. In the text of The foot there is a reference to the 
catalogue of books (ch. 4), but no reference to the catalogue of priests. Later, in the 
added apology to Musket, Gee referred to the catalogue of priests. It is possible that, 
initially, the catalogue of priests was not intended to be part of The foot. 

5. Sec W.W. Greg, Some Aspects and Problems of London Publishing between 1550 and 1650, 
Oxford, 1956, ch. 3. The archbishop of Canterbury, the bishop of London and the Privy 
Council had official authority to license for the press. Goad licensed Gee's book, for 
Abbot, together with master Cole of the Company. ARBER 4, 114-28. 

6. The Folger Shakespeare Library copy of the first edition has an inscription at the top of 
the title page in a contemporary hand 'ptiu lOd. April 19. 1624', indicating price and date 
of acquisition. 
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7. A. Freeman, Elizabeth's Misfits, p. 80. 

8. The passage IV deletes occurs in I (sig. G2), II (sig. G3), III (sig. G4) after 'Conjurers;': 
'Thomas à Cantiprato, of divers others, who were very wicked and carnal!, one of which 
had his mouth and nose putrified, that none could tolerate [II, III: abide] to look on him: 
another of which, a fìre from heaven consumed the hands and armes to his cubits, during 
his becing at the Altar. Petrus Damianus [II, III: a Jésuite,] and Palladius report of six 
other Priests that were Sodomites; one of which was hideously deformed with a canker, 
another devoured of a wilde beast, and the rest miserably ended their daies. All this is 
storied by their owne Writers'. Gee took these references from FITZSIMON, sig. I. 
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2. THE FOOT OUT OF THE SNARE 

THE EPISTLE DEDICATORY. 

[A3] TO THE MOST REVE-rend Father in God, the Lord Arch-Bishop of 
Canterbury his Grace, and to the rest of the Reverend Lords Spirituall, and the right 

5 Honourable the Lords Temporall, as also to the most Worthy and Religious Knights 
and Burgesses of the House of Commons, all now assembled in this happy Parliament; 
J.G. an unworthy Minister of the Church, presumeth to dedicate this evidence of his 
repentance, and declaration of his best endevours for the Church of England. 

IT is the safctic of a Ship, to have good Pilots; the strength of a Palace, to have sure 
10 Pillars; the security of the bodie, to have cleere eyes; and safe-guard of sheepe, to have 

vigilant Shepheards: So it is the [A3v] safety of a Countrey, and safegard of a 
Kingdome, to have many wise and watchful! Counsellors. Wee never had greater reason 
to blesse GOD, then in contemplation of the present time, in the perfect vision of so 
many principal! Planets now met together in happy Conjunction: such a King, such a 

15 Prince, such Honourable Senators, such Assbtants. The eare that heareth you, blesseth 
you: and the eye that seeth you, gives witnesse to you. The blessing of Her that was ready 
to perish, ¿s come upon you.1 Under your shadow wee are much refreshed. The God of 
blessing dispose of your Counsailc. Wee waite for you, as for the raine: and our mouthes 
are opened wide, as for the latter raine.2 Ita quisque ut audit, movetur.3 

20 I need not, neither were it lesse then boldnesse and presumption in me (Right 
honourable) to suggest unto you, of what weight and consequence those affaires are, 
which his Majesty hath been graciously pleased to rcferre to your joynt consideration 
and advice: neither need I repeat, how deeply you are all inleressed [A4] herein: you 
reverend Bnhops, by your sacred profession; you the Noble Baronage of this Realme, 

25 by your military honour, alwayes prest and ready for the defence of Religion and of 
this Kingdome, against open Invaders, or secret underminers; and you the 
Representative Body of the Commons, in regard of the liberty of the Subject; but 
chiefely of the free course of the Gospel without impeachment: by whom is not onely 
represented, but also actuated the desire and zeale of the body of this kingdom, being 

30 a people true-harted, and fervent toward God in the puritie of his worship; towards 
our Soveraigne, in the stedfastnesse of obedience; and towards the Lawes, in wishes 
and hopes that they shall stream forth motu naturali, in their owne course, without 
diversion or obstruction. 

But you being at this time imployed about so weighty affaires, how may I, the 
35 meanest of the sonnes of my Mother, presume to interrupt you? Are there not the 

Chariots of Israel, and the horsemen of the samel' Doe the Lords battailes want [A4v] 
supply? Whence should it be expected but from them? But I may say with Epictetus: 
Your hand ever holdeth an equall balance, and your Sun shineth alike on the poore and 
rich. It may bee, one Scout may upon occasion heare & know what an whole Army 

40 hath no present notice of. 
True it is, (and why should I now be ashamed to manifest it to such an 

Assembly?) An eviti and scandalous report is gone forth of mee, in regard I was the man 
that was present at the Jésuite Drury his Sermon at the Black-Fryers. I was the same 

'Job 19.14 |ie 2911] ν 13 | ie 2913) 
2 v. 23 [ι e Job 29 23) 
3 Qutruit[iam Insutuao oratona] lib II [ι с 11] cap. 3 
1 2 Kmg|s] 13 14 
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day in the fore-noone at the Sermon at Pauls-Crosse: and lighting upon some Popish 
company at dinner, they were much magnifying the said Drury, who was to preach to 
them in the aftemoone. The ample report which they afforded him, preferring him 
faire beyond any of the Preachers of our Church, and depressing and vilifying the 

5 Sermons at Pauls-Crosse, in regard of him, whetted my desire to heare his said 
Sermon: to which I was conducted by one Medcalfe a Priest. This beeing heard of by 
my Lord [A] Arch-bishop of Canterbury his Grace, hce sent for mee within few daies 
after; and being before him, found mee inclining to their side. I layd open my selfe 
unto him, and confessed I had some scruples in Religion. Wherupon it pleased his 

10 Grace to afford me his holy counsel! and monition: which had that good effect, that 
albeit my foot was stept into the Babylonian pit, yet I often meditated of his Fatherly 
admonitions. Som other speeches I received from his Domestique Chaplains, D. Goad 
and D. Featfy: for which I shall be bound ever to pray for them: their words left 
acúleos et stimulas; Vade et né pecca ampliùs, <4c.5 piercing me the more, being 

15 recorded in a publieke narration: which my checking conscience did justly take for an 
inditement to convict me, & a Trumpet to reduce me. Like the Prodigali, I now retume 
home with a Peccavi in my heart, mouth, and pen, to God, and our blessed Mother the 
Church of England: to both I say, Peccavi contra caelum et te!" 

The reason why I presumed to present these lines to your view, and offer them 
20 [Alv] to your hands, seemeth to me just, because sincere; and excusable, because in 

som sort necessary, in that the vastnes of my fault rcquireth the most publieke 
satisfaction. And forasmuch as from my acquaintance on the left side, I can expect 
little less then indignation & machinations against me by them, whom, partly by my 
relinquishment of them, but much more by disclosing some of their proceedings, I am 

25 like to provoke in a high degree: it bchoveth me therfore to chuse such Refuge as 
may protect me against their malice.7 I have touched (in a manner) nothing else but 
the behaviour of the Priests; whereto, I might have added somewhat of my owne 
knowledge, concerning the insinuations & incroachments used by those of that stamp, 
who professe physick: Who, whatsoever they doe unto the bodies, infuse into the 

30 mindes of many the Kings Subjects, bitter distempers; whereby those patients tongues 
distaste the wholsome food of our Church, and their hearts are stricken with antipathy 
against our present State. But these things I thought fitter for [A2] your Wisdomes to 
cure, then for my weaknesse to declare; my intent in this Treatise, having beenc to act 
the part of unmasking the vailed fraud of the Jesuits & Priests: wherin if you somtimes 

35 dislike the stile, condemn not mee for a botcher: for, their Stories I alter not a stitch, 
but give you them lapt up in their owne clouts. 

If the forme and phrase I use in other places be distastefull, as either too sharp, 
or too light and Ironical! for one of my profession, let my matter bee my Advocate, 
that drawcth mee thereunto; trusting, that I may be excused, if I sometime light my 

40 candle at the Torch of Elias, when he sindged and smoked out Baals Priests from the 
nest of the Sanctuary.8 I jest but at their jesting, that have made a jest of God, and of 
his blessed Saints in heaven, by casting upon their most pure and glorious faces, the 
cloud, nay, the dirt and dung of ugly, unsavory, ridiculous Fables: whereat the sounder 
Christians are scandalized, wherewith the weaker are deluded & captivated in 

5 [John 5 14| 
' (Luke IS 18] 
7 (II margin ] Since my book came forth, M Muskel a Pnesl sent me word, I musi apeel a knock. Others have 

vowed to do me a mischief [III adds ] and two of them have thrcatned to cut my throat 
8 [II, III margin I Kings 18 [The reference is lodged in a direct quotation from HARSNETT, see Commenlaiy to 

the Ten]] 
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superstition, and the very Jewes & Heathen are driven [A2v] further off from listning 
unto the true & sacred Mysteries of Christian Religion. For surely, no small mischiefe 
or danger is it unto Truth, to have her precious garment eeked out with patches of 
falsehood, and, upon pretence of imbellishment, to bee dawbed over with the coppcr-

5 embrodery of cogging Impostures. 
In regard of my own particular; hecrby, I hope, I shall regain that good opinion 

which I have lost, and no longer bee censured by my friends and others, as at all 
wavering, inclining and warping toward their side: and withall, you have the Character 
of mine hart, toward the publieke good of our Church and Commonwealth. I say no 

10 more, but God give you understanding in all things. Ride on with your honours; and, 
because of the Word of Truth,'' bee courageous and stout Nehemiah's. Such a man as I, 
flee? Nehem. 6.11. The deaw of Gods grace bee upon you and your children. And thus, 
with my uncessanl prayers for you, I rest, The most humble servant of you all, to bee 
commanded in the Lord, 

15 JOHN GEE. 

• [II, III margin: Psalm 44 [i.e. Psalm 45.4]]. 
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THE 
FOOT OUT OF THE 

Snare: With a detection of sundry late 
Practices and Impostures of the Priests 

and Jésuites in England. 

CHAP. I. 
The generall Induction from present 

danger. 

SAint Augustine reports,10 that even in the Primitive Church, and in those better 
10 times, the Divell was become both Leo aperte saeviens, & Draco occulte insidians: by 

open and outrageous cruelty, hee shewed himselfe a Lion, and, by his secret poisoning 
of Religion, a Dragon. Yet his malicious power was curbed, and himself bound in 
chaînes for a thousand yeers: so that, notwithstanding all his subtilty, [Blv: Present 
Danger] Truth, like a Palme-tree, flourished; and Christ's Crosse, like Aarons Rod, did 

15 blossom, and bring forth much fruit. But now the old Serpent is let loose, and of late 
yeercs hath acted both the Lion and the Dragon without restraint; both by policy and 
puisance, studying to extinguish the light of the Truth. Neither have his attempts been 
effectlessc: for, what by Magogs sword in the East, and Gogs usurped Keys in the West, 
hee hath driven Truth, like a Dove, into the holes of the rocks, and banished Faith in 

20 many places from among men. 
In Reformed Churches (especially in our Church of England) Gods Mercy hath 

supported his Truth, even amidst the slackncs and carelesnes of the Professors 
themselves: whil'st yet some, like Dinah the daughter of Jacob," have lost their 
Virginity, I meane, primam et puram fidem, their First faith, by going abroad, and have 

25 returned home impure. Some, like Salomons outlandish women, have brought-in 
outlandish Religion?2 Many at home, instead of the voice of the Faithfull, Come, let us 
goe up into the House of the Lord? say among themselves. Let us go up to Bethel, and 
transgresse; to Gilgal, and multiply transgressions. So that our Countrey, which ought to 
be even and uniforme, is now made like a piece of Arras, full of strange formes and 

30 divers colours. But what is the reason? Besides the drowzinesse of many Luke-warme 
Protestants, there is a vigilant Tribe (I mean, the Emissaries of Rome, and Factors for 
the Papacy) who are [B2] like unto Dan, and are as an Adder in the path, which bites 
the horse, and makes the Rider to fall backward14 They make them, whom they can get 
to work upon by their perswasions, to become retrograde, with the Church of Ephesus, 

35 to leave their first love, & become Apostates in matters of orthodox Christianity.15 Easily 
can they steale away the hearts of the weaker sort:16 and secretly do they creep into 
houses, leading captive simple women loaden with sinnes, and led away with divers lusts." 

Strange indeed it is to consider, how That Wolfe-bred & Wolfe-breeding Romulus 
doth daily send-over his ravening brood of Jésuites and Priests, to make havock and 

10 Aug[uslini] de Cmi\ate] Da. Ι[ώ] I 
11 Сеп[еод] 34 2 
n i Kings 114 
1 3 Psal[ms| 1221 
14 Gen|esis] 49 [17] 
15 Apocfatypse] 2 [ι e Revelation 2 1-7]. 
1 6 2 Samluel] 15 6 
172Tim[othy]3 6. 
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spoil of the harmlesse and heedlesse flock of Christ.18 Astant, & instant, ut Hannibal ad 
portas: nay, like Brennus and his Gaules, they have not onely besieged our Suburbs, but 
almost invaded our Capitol." 

Galli per dumos aderant, arcemque tenebant, 
5 Defensi tenebris & dono noctis opacaei" 

The Gaules came stealing in by night through the thickets: so these Bats, in the 
twi-light of our security, creep upon us, defensi tenebris. They finde perhaps, among us 
a still night of negligence and drowzinesse: but they bring-on a greater night, by the 
thick cloud and fog of superstitions and forgeries; wherein they enwrap themselves, and 

10 would ensnare us; who if they should goe on to the height of their hopes, what may 
wee expect, but ut notent <4 désignent oculis ad caedem unumquemque nostrum, «6c?21 

Did they not long [B2v] since, like the sonnes of Belial, not onely cast off the yoke of 
obedience, with a Nolumus hunc regnare, Luke 19.14. but even clothe themselves in the 
robes of rebellion, with a Venite <& occidamus, Luke 20.14? Witnesse one intention of 

15 theirs, which must never be forgotten.22 And therefore, not without just cause, have 
they beene of late put in minde of a second reflecting Tragedy; which met so right 
with them, that well were it if they could apply it to themselves, according to the sense 
of our Saviour's words (which have been by divers of my friends rung in mine eares, 
and I trust I shall still ponder of and remember them) Vade, & né pecca amplias, né 

20 detenus contingat tibi: Sinne no more, lest a worse thing happen unto thee.23 And sure, 
for my owne particular, I make such application, and will ever consider, that I had a 
faire warning2,1 to come out from among them; non tam pede, quàm pectore; non tam 
gradibus, quàm affectibus; not so much in motion, as in affection; leaving them to their 
superstitious devotions, and never more partaking with them in any their abominations. 

25 [B3: The Authors Danger.] 

CHAP. II. 
The first and chiefe particular occasion, the 

Authors dangerous escape, and me
ditation thereupon. 

30 OMne beneficium petit officium:25 as in morality every benefit is obligatory, and 
bindes to some thankfull duty; so more especially in Divinity, the wonderful! works of 
God, extended to all in general, or to any one man in particular, in regard of speciali 
protection, doo binde to a duty of Thanksgiving. 

Though I have longe ninne upon the score, and hitherto yeelded to Ingratitude, 
35 that crafty Sinon, to keep the doore of my lips, so that I have neither discharged my 

conscience toward God nor man, yet wil I at last, with the alone Leper, return to give 
prahe.2* And surely, of those that escaped the danger of the Black-friers (an Accident 
for which I have been much noted, and often pointed at) none hath greater cause to 
offer the calves of his lips, a gratefull Sacrifice unto the Almighty, then my self. For, as 

18 [I: 'spoil, & to conclude a bloudy Catastrophe to a direfull Tragedy'. But Faults escaped (02v) deletes 'a bloudy 
Catastrophe']. 

19 [I margin: Plut[archus] vid[e\ [11, III delete:] de Bren[no]]. 
20 Virgil. Aeneid 7 [i.e 8, 657-8]. 
21 Cic[eronis] orai\io] 2 con[tra] Catihn[am] (i.e. 1, 2]. 
22 Gun powder Treason. 
23 Joh[nI 5 14. 
24 Ictus Piscator sapn ]сГ. Jeremiah 16.16]. 
25 [II, III margin add: Seneca]. 
2 4 Luke 17.18. 
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my escape was not the easiest; so my offence the greatest: wherof the one moveth mee 
to compunction; the other, to gratulation. 

Being in the midst of the Roome that fell, [B3v] and though that omnes 
circumstanies, all (in a manner) that stood about mee, perished in that calamity, and I 

S involved in the down-fall, and falling, beeing covered with the heaps of rubbish and 
dead carcases; yet it pleased God to hasten my Escape, beyond my owne expectation 
and humane understanding. Surely, when I record this common down-fall, which 
wounded others unto death, and mee but unto affright, I cannot but strike my brest, 
and look up unto heaven, or rather with the Publican, down to the earth,27 and say, 

10 What was there, or is there in mee, miserable man, that the hand of God should strike 
so many on my right hand and left, and yet overpasse mee? Surely I was no Lot, to 
escape out of burning Sodom; no Noah, to bee preserved in a general! Deluge.28 If the 
load of sinne pressed them down that fell, (alas! farre bee it from me to have 
uncharitable conceit of their persons) that waight should have sunk mee then deeper 

15 than any of them, not oncly to the ground, but underground, to hell it selfe. But our 
good God is Master of his owne work, and free Lord of his owne mercies. Нее 
bestoweth them where there can be no plea of merit. Нее spared to crop mee in the 
strength of my youth, in the midst of my wandring vanities, in the act of my bold 
curiosity. Нее hath prolonged my daics, that my heart may be inlarged in lhankfulnesse 

20 lo his glorious Name; that my feet might be inlarged, to walk the way of his 
Commandements;29 [B4: Meditation on the Danger] that my eyes & understanding might 
be opened, to take a ful view of humane frauds, adulterating his truth, and so to abhor 
them. Doth not he that hath plucked my feet out of the snare, & delivered me from 
this sudden death (against which our Church hath taught me to pray) deserve now to 

25 be praised, toto voto, tota vita, toto pectore, toto homine; in al my life, with al my soûle, 
and with all my selfe?10 Yes sure, I will ever take the Cup of salvation, and call upon 
his Name. I will not cease to pay my vowes unto him, in despight of our spirituall 
Adversarle, or any his Advocates. It becommeth well the just to bee thankfull: and 
therefore I penned and published this writing, as a monument of my lhankfulnesse.31 

30 For others that escaped, I wish they would not so presumptuously tempt God, as 
some of them, whom I have heard repine, because they had not a share in this 
slaughter. And what is the reason forsooth? Because ever since that accident befel, at 
all Ihe places about Ihe City of London, where Priests are harbored, which are not 
fewe (there beeing at this present, lo my knowledge, beside those I know not, more 

35 then two hundred of them, within the City and Suburbcs), after every Masse of theirs, 
the Priest or Clarke starlcth up presently upon the Benediction, and calleth aloud unto 
the people, to say three Pater-Nosters, and three Ave-maries for the soûles of those that 
died at Black-Friers. So that they think it cannot otherwise chusc, but that their soulcs 
must [B4v: Master Parker's death] bee by this lime in heaven. And sure so think I, or 

40 else they will never come ihilher. For APARTI, a modo, forthwith, blessed are the dead 
that dye in the Lord: they rest from their labors, &c. Bona mors iusti, propter requiem, 
melior, propter novitatem; optima, propter securitatem, sailh Saint Bernard}1 Death is to 
be desired, in regard of the rest, repose, and tranquillity, wherewith it is immediatly 
accompanied: but in the Priests erected Purgatory, durante commoratione, there is 

[Luke 18 13] 
Gen[csis] 19 Gen[csis| 6 
Psal[ms| 119 
Augfusnni] Med[iuiuones] \c( G 58] 
[Psalm 11613, 14, 18, 100 4] [Last comment after the colon in I in the margin] 
Revel[ation] 14 13 Bem[ardus] Epm[ula] 103 [ι e 103] 
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nothing but torture and torment to be expected.13 

I cannot, but by the way, tel you of one that very narrowly escaped the danger of 
Black-friers, & accompanied me that night to my Lodging: his name was Parker, one 
that had been long a Trader & Factor to & fro for Papists heere in England, beyond 

S the seas. Нее told me by the way, that nothing grieved him more, then that hee had 
not beene one of those that dyed by the afore-said mischance. What should make him 
so prodigali of his life, I know not: but sure, not long after, the hand of God did cut 
the Ihred of his daies: for the weeke following, he beeing the man that must cany the 
newes over the seas to Doway, and going then to take Priestly Orders (there beeing 

10 need of a supply, F. Drury, F. Redyate, and one F. Moore, beeing so unexpectedly, as 
they tearme it, martyred) at London bridge, at his very first selling forward, M. Parker 
was drowned, with a kinswoman of his, bound for Brussels, there to take on her the 
habit of a Nunne.14 I will not comment on [C: Master Linton's death.] these disasters, 
knowing that God reserves to himselfe three things; The revenge of injuries, The glory 

15 of deeds, The judgement of secrets. Quae Deus occulta esse voluit, non sunt scrutando; 
quae autem manifesta fecit, non sunt negligendo; ne etenim in Ulis illicite curiosi, et in his 
damnabiliter inveniamur ingrati." 

Somewhat3" remarkable was the death of one Master Richard Linton, Clark, late 
Parson of the Parish of Middleton in Norfolk, who was Popish in opinion and affection, 

20 and consorted himselfe with sundry Papists of that Country, as Master M. Master D. of 
Milford, Master W. of Borely, with other of thai sect, with whom hee accompanied, and 
who were very bountiful! unto him, having (as it appeares) received large gifts from 
them. This Minister having heard of the fall of the house in London, the Sunday next 
before Christmas, preaching at a place called Comard, a mile from his owne Parish, 

25 took his Text out of Ecclesiastes 11.2. Thou knowest not what evill shall be upon the 
earth. In which Sermon, he took occasion to signifie unto them, the Accident that had 
lately befalne some at the Black-friers, and thereof made this construction, that hee 
thought the most of them were Martyrs and Saints in heaven, and desired that he 
might dye no other, or no worse death then they did. 

30 Shortly after, on Thursday, being Christmas day in the Morning, there blew a very 
violent winde, which had continued most part of Wednesday [Civ] night, & did still 
indanger a ruinous Barne in his yard; whereupon, he came forth to support it: and 
then whilst hee was upholding a tottering part thereof, a strong gust of winde throwing 
downe the Barne, a piece of that timber struck him betweene the shoulders, and 

35 pressed him downe to the ground, that hee instantly dyed. 
Immediately after hee was dead, his wife burned certaine books or writings, to the 

quantity of some two bushels, as is witnessed by some who stood by; and shec saith, 
her husband often charged her to bume them as soone as hee was dead: and it is 
verily beleeved, they were Popish books. For, besides those books which were burnt, 

40 there was not left any one worth twelve-pence in his Study. The particulars whereof, 
with other circumstances, I finde related by one who was then with him at the Barne, 
and was beyond expectation preserved. And besides this, some further narration 
concerning the disposition and behaviour of this Papalizing Church-man, I have from 
the deliberate report of a credible man dwelling thereabouts, who of late went to 

45 Middleton, Sudbury, and Comard, on purpose to inquire of the truth hereof. 
In this secondary mischance, me thinks I not only see a type of the greater 

Suarez to[tw\ 3 m 3 p[artem] disp\uíuüone\ 74 
34 The inverted Proverb is. I lee lhat was borne lo bee drowned, Äc 
35 Prosp[er Aquilano] dt prov\d\cniia dtvma] 
м [Г adds 'Somewhat lasted'] 
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disaster in those that dyed, but also a kinde of paralel! of my selfe in this man that 
escaped, beeing at the brink of the [C2: Meditation on the Authors Danger.] same 
danger and downfall, and beholding that which the other tasted. 

Let me now judge of my owne cause, and conclude, that the Merqr of God was of 
5 larger extent to me then any other. None had provoked him, or tempted him more: and 

therefore, where sinne abounded, there the mercy of God hath abounded much more. 
Нее is multus ad ignoscendumf and, Because of sinners, he shal be called mercifully 
But why should I have entred into the house of Rimmon, or have partaken with the 
abomination of the children of Ammonì Why should I, that knew my owne Fathers 

10 Courts, have gon into the house of a stranger! Curiosity, in these kindes, cannot 
excuse. Bee not deceived, God will not bee mocked* It is dangerous with Ecebolius to 
bee troden under foot as unsavoury salt.40 How great is his glory, how infinite his 
power, how comfortable his grace/1 who could say unto his Father; Those that thou 
gavest me, have I kept, <& none of them is lost, but the childe of perdition! Holy Father, 

15 keepe them in thy name, even them whom thou hast given me, that they may be one, as 
I am.'2 [Civ. Priests Insinuations.] 

CHAP. III. 
Caution against the insinuations of the 

20 Romish Priests. 

LEt mee heere admonish all such as are facile to yecld unto Popish perswasion, 
and are ready to take up the old saying of the Chaldees, Homo quidam ex ludaeis 
venit, Sacerdos, neutiquam dicipiet nos: Such a Priest wil not deceive us.43 Sure, none 
sooner, though they winde as close as Ivy about a tree, and so insinuate, as they suck 

25 no small advantage. They perswade, that their houses are the houses of Cloe; their 
housholds, the housholds of Onesiphorus.44 But trust you no such undermining Jesuits: 
belecvc you not any of those oyly-mouthed Absalom, though they speak plausible 
things, to sleale away your hearts from Gods Truth, and the Kings Obedience; crying as 
loud, The Church of Rome, as ever the Jewes did, Templum Domini, Templum Domini, 

30 The Temple of the Lore/.45 Let them not, with their golden Calves reared at Dan and 
Bethel, keepe you from going to serve God at Jerusalem.1* Let them not bring you out 
of love with your David, your Govemour, and true Father, or with our Orthodox & 
Reverend Church of England, your Mother. Let them not intrench you with their false 
& lying Fables; the most of which you cannot bee so absurd and dull, but to conceive 

35 [C3] and confesse, that they are forgeries, and meere fopperies. Weigh but some of 
them in the balance of your understanding, which in this poorc work of mine, out of 
their moderne Authors, I have truly collected, quoted, and recited; and you will Finde, 
that according to the old plain verse, 

Qui leviter credit, deceptus saepè receda. 

37 [Romans 5.20] [II, III margin- Psal[ms, i.e. Isaiah 55 7]]. 
38 Exod[us] 34 7 Micah 7 18. 
39 [I margin. Calvin mstii\uttoncs\[. 
40 [Job 6 6] Miservo [sic, LC m«er(o) vuip)] ώ[νιη]α opus habet rntwn[cordí]á. Bem[ardus] de Tcmp\ore] 35 At 

cessât msencordta, binulla [stc, Le ubi nulla] est miscna. Aug[ustmus] de 10 chord[is\ Euseb[ius]. 
41 [I. 'How great was his glory! how infinite his beauty above his fcllowes']. 
42 John 17 12 [and 11] 
43 Mel[chior] can[o\ tn loc[orum\ com\mentano\. 
44 2 Tini[othy| 4 19 
45 Jer[cmiah] 7.14 [i с 7.4]. 
4 4 I King[s] 12 28 [and 29]. 
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That which they study, is but Imposture and Legerdemaine. They will perchance 
tell you of their strict Orders; that they are religious men, of the Society of Jesus, 
Bénédictins, Franciscans, Augustinians, Bernardines, Antonians, Joannites, Carthusians, 
Praemonstratentians, Cistertians, and the like; that they have distinct habits and 

5 customcs, differing one from another; that they professe perpetuali chastity, obedience, 
and wilfull poverty, and live for the most part a solitary life, and thence called 
MONACHOI, Monks. Oh beleeve them not: they have Esaus hands, though Jacobs 
voice:*1 notwithstanding all their faire pretexts and shewes, they are but as tinkling 
cymbals, and greenebay trees, whereunto David compares the wicked.48 The Pope 

10 dispenseth with any thing heere, while they be in our Kingdom. Their penury is turn'd 
into plenty: Their Chastity becomes charity for the relieving collapsed Ladies wants: 
their Friers coat is a Gold-laccd Suit, to hide their juggling knavery, and keepe them 
unknowne, when they are drunke in good company; which is not seldome with them, 
as myself have secne in sufficient overflowing measure, [СЗ : Priests Vestments.] having 

15 been their companion sometime ad hilaritatem; but, I protest, never ad ebrietatem. But 
thinking, a fair outside at the Altar shall mend all, to tempt you to their Idolatry, they 
will shew you their Bishops and Priests offering up the Sacrifice of the Masse, attired in 
holy Vestures, commanded (as they say) by a sacred Synod, which for their perfection 
are borrowed out of the lawe of Moses. 

20 I am not so singularly conceited and fantastick, as to think, that it is not expedient 
for a Minister of the Christian Church, by his decent habit to bee distinguished from 
the people, and adorned with some sacred significant Robe, in the function and action 
of presenting publiek prayers unto God, or executing the sacred Mysteries instituted by 
our Saviour, to indure ad consummationem mundi. But to invent and multiply undecent 

25 and theatrical! habits, burthensome in number, superfluous in signification, and 
superstitious in opinion of sanctity, this may bee the proper dower of Mother Rome, 
rather then the beauty of the Kings Daughter, who is all glorious within." What a 
Wardrope of habiliments and idle complements, doth the superstitious Massing Priest 
beare about him! the Amice, the long Albe, the Girdle, the Stole, the Maniple, the 

30 Castula, the Napkin or Sudary, common to inferior Priests; besides the SandaL·, the 
purple Coat with wide sleeves, the Gloves, the Ring, the Pall or Cope, the Crazier 
Staffe, a Chaire standing neere the Altar, the last sort of which, are more proper to the 
Bishops. [C4: Dunce-Priests.] The Pope (by the donation of the Emperor Constantine 
the Great) weareth, in the Celebration of the Masse, all the Robes used by the 

35 Emperors of Rome; as, the Scarlet Coat, the shoñ purple Cloake, the Scepter, and the 
Triple Diadem, and with these he is arrayed in the Vestry* Sure I am, that our Saviour 
and his Apostles, when they preached and baptized, had other kinde of accoutrements. 

They boast much of their propitiatory Sacrifice of the Masse, which the Doctors of 
their Church hold fit to bee said in no other Language then in Latine; yea, Rabanus 

40 averreth, that it is no lesse then Sacriledge, to think of changing it into another 
Tongue, which the people can understand." Now their common answer for the peoples 
not understanding their publiek prayers, hath been, That the Priest, who pronounceth 
them, doth understand them: but many of their Priests cannot themselves interpret 
those very prayers which they powre forth for the people. The Masse-book, as it is 

45 Latin to the Vulgar people, so it is Greek to the Priest: and how Prayers understood 

" Gen[<5tsl 25 22 [ι e 25 25-34] 
48 Psal[ms] 37 (35). 
^Psallms] 45 [esp 4511, 13] 
5 0 Vid[e\ Damián à Goes de mortb[us\ gcnt\tum]. lib. 2. cap. 12. 
' τ Raban[us Maurus] lib. 2. de cler[icorum\ mstii[uuoite\ cap 9. 
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neither by the one nor the other, should bee other then a dead Sacrifice, I cannot 
understand, even by their owne Tenents. S. Paul, I. Cor. 14.16. speaking of one qui 
supplet locum Idiotae, surely intended, that in the Church there should bee at least one 
who should be of an higher forme then Idiota; but, for ought I see, some of their 

S Priests must be content in their Masse, to act two parts in one, both of the Guide, and 
of the Idiote. For I [C4v: Ignorant Priests.] am sure, some of them whom I have met 
withall in this Kingdome, when I have spoken Latine to them, they have not beene 
able to distinguish whether it were Irish or Welsh. One of their woodden Doctors I will 
name, called Courtney,51 whom I met withall in Lancashire: he was very busie, talking, 

10 that none could be saved without hearing Masse; and that Christ and /lis Apostles went 
up and downe saying Masse, in all Villages and Countries. And I asked him, how hee 
prooved that? He could name no Scripture or Author, but told me, He had read it in a 
Book; and, perceiving me smile, said, It was in the Revelation of Saint John. Hearing 
his Answer to this, I asked him another Question, which was, What might bee meant 

15 by the words so often used together in the Masse, Kirie Eleison, Christe Eleison, Kirie 
Eleison. He told me, The word Kirie signified The Host; and Eleison, Christ." No 
marvell now, that they maintaine Ignorance to bee the Mother of Devotion, the old 
Proverb beeing still true, that They have golden Chalices, but woodden Priests. Talking 
another time in London with another Brother of his, one Father Medcalf," who lyes at 

20 a Tobacco-shop in Shoo-lane, I asked him, why he could not pray without a Picture! 
He replied, How can you understand what manner of man Christ is but by seeing him? 
or any Saint, but by their Picture? or how can you pray without a Picture, but your minde 
wil be carried some other way"! Then thought I upon that sentence of Fulgentius, Ita 
facile possit Christum comprehendere, quern tota terra nequit appréhenderez [D: Veniali 

25 Sinnes.] So easy was it with him to comprehend Christ, whom the whole world cannot 
apprehend. To goe on with their absurdities· One F. Leech a Jésuite, who wrote the 
book called Evangelicall Counsailes* told mee beeing with him in Christmas last, that 
If any but heare Masse, and after hearing bee sprinkled with Holy-water, and lasse the 
priests garment, he could not commit that day any mortali sinne, si maxime velit, though 

30 he would never so fain. Which indeed, though very grosse & absurd, is no less than 
some of their writers avouch." 

Oh how do they lead along poore silly soûles into the gulf of destruction, by 
telling them, such and such sins are but venial; drunkennesse, lying cursing filthy 
speaking breach of the Sabbath, swearing, and (upon occasion) for-swearing, but venial 

35 sinnest whereas no sins are lesser than the point of those thorns that pierced the 
head of Christ: pro quitus abluendis, Christi sanguis effusus; for the washing away of 
which, Christ shed droppes of blood in the garden, and opened the spouts of blood on 
the Crosse.5' Our sins, in Scripture, are compared to sands; which are very small, 
considering them severally, and yet the greatest ship is swallowed up of them quickly. 

40 Every sinne, in its owne nature, hath the sting of a Viper, and doth wound us тоПаНу:*0 

yea, the least sinne, legally considered, is damnable; though, evangelically, the greatest 

2 D Соиптку his divinity 
33 [IV adds ] A miserable Pnest that kenneth not Miserere 
iA M Medcalf his Answer 
55 Fulgent[ius of Ruspe]. 
5 4 F Leech his doctrine 
5 7 Barsipi m l\ib\ uiui[u/a(o] The Propitiator, pag 74 arul Fitz-Sim[on] m /ΐη[ί] cual\us\ at diven\¡s\ loc[is\. 
38 | I I adds 'cursing Sabbath' and in margin | A learned Divine, one Master Ley, will give you in pnnl a 

catalogue very shortly of their veniali stnnes, his book intituled, the Chnstian Nomenclátor. 
5 ' [Revelation 1 5] 
60 Lactantius 
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of all is pardonable. Inexcusabilis est omnis peccator, vel ream originis, sailh Saint 
Austen* And, parentes ante fecerunt damnatum quam na tum, [Dlv] saith S. Bernard.*1 

And so I conclude with Elias Cretensis his words: Ex peccati fumo, ortae sunt 
lachrymae.0 

5 Lying, in some cases, the Papists hold not onely to bee no sinne, but to bee 
lawfull: and a man may for-sweare himself before Authority sometimes, nay, ought to 
do so, under pain of damnation. Witnes their Notes upon the Rhemists Testament, and 
divers their Books.64 According to the Rule of the Parthians, they will keep faith with 
none, nisi quantum expedit, but as it serves their turn.65 As for Oaths, to the most of 

10 them, they arc no other than Collars for Munkies; which, upon dispensation of 
Superiors, they slip off their necks at their pleasure; especially if they bee such State 
papists as have been inspired with Jesuiticall Equivocations and mental Evasions: whom 
a reverend Father of our Church" doth blazon out by their true Epithets, and Ensignes 
of their family, stiling them ASPONDOUS, ASTORGOUS, AMPHIBIOUS, 

15 DIGLOTTOUS, DIPSYCHOUS, the falsest cozeners of the world; HOIS OUTE 
BOMOS ΜΕΝΕΙ, OUTE PISTIS, OUTH HORKOS, with whom no bond of nature, 
consanguinity, alleageance, alliance, affiance, wedlock, Oath, Sacrament, standcth good, 
if they list to dissolve it. 

Dij terrae, talem terris avertile pestent: 
20 О yec gods of the earth, purge this Region of the air, as much as in you lieth, of 

these pestilent exhalations." This I the rather observe out of his Writing, because it 
seems to mcc, to bee spoken not onely morally, at large, upon general! experience 
[D2: ¡mages. Superstition.] of their dealing, but also (in a sort) prophetically, as by a 
kind of fore-instinct; implying, that himself, though not in life, yet in death, should not 

25 be free from this their audacious forgery. 
Let me proceed to a further survey of their doctrine and religion, and acquaint 

you with what I finde true by my owne experience. Sure I am, that the Papists, by 
divers their Impostures, have more dishonoured Christ, than ever he was by any Sect 
or Profession whatsoever. Have not their best Doctors, Bellarmine, Valentia, Vasquez, 

30 with others been the very Patrons of damnable Idolatry, suam perditionem sentientes,№ 

feeling themselves to perish, and yet would not bee reclaimed; Bellarmine and Valentia 
maintaining, that There is a proper worship due to Images; Vasquez implying, that the 
divell, in some cases, may be adored'?"' And howsoever, of late yecrs, some of them will 
a little refine their doctrine concerning Image-worship, by Distinctions and 

35 Metaphysical Notions, yet the practice of the people among them (to my knowledge) is 
no lesse than Idolomania; that practice, I say, not private, or forbidden by their 
Guides; but fostered, increased and kindled by those that pretend to bee the Fathers 
and Pastors of their soulcs. Rcade Davies his Catéchisme,70 and a Book of theirs, 
called, The Manuali of Controversies; and sec whether they doo not allow of falling 

40 down to Images, of kissing them, as they doo the Pax in the Masse. 

61 Augustine. 
62 Bernard 
0 Crelens(is) in Nazjianzeni] orat[ionem\ 4 
64 Anntil[aliona] m 23 c/apl Aci[a] Aposi\olomm]. 

Dam[ian] à Goes de mor[ibus] Genl[ium] 
46 Donor King, Bishop of London, in his Sermon upon the fifi of November. 
47 [Mil margin. Psalm 82 6 [-8]] I mcane the monstrous Ly teamed by them, The Bishop of London his Legacy 

[G.15|. 
68 Aug[ustinus] Episl[ula) 48 [ι e. 93) ad Vinc[cntium Augustinum). 
w ПеІІ(агтліпі) trúa\ams\ Л cont[rovers¡ae] de Imag[inibus]. Vasq[uez.]. l[ib] 3 de adorazione] disp[utaaones\ 1 c[ap]. 

5. 
70 Davies CatK[hism] page 217 |G 79|. 
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What shall I say of their much mumbling of [D2v: Superstition.] Masses, and 
jumbling of Beads? If there be twenty Priests in a house, they must all say Masse 
before Noon, though there be no body by, though they sacrifice to the wals. They must 
have beads, to pray by number, or else their prayers want weight. They are commanded 

S to say sometimes in one day an hundred and fifty Pater-nosters, as many Ave Maries, 
forty Creeds. 

Sic filo insertis numerant sua murmura bacasi 
And, if they misse but one of the right number, all is vaine and effectlesse: nay, 

the Confessors hold it to bee a mortali sinne, if, among so many prayers appointed to 
10 be said for Penance, one oncly be omitted.72 

As concerning their Processions, praying to the dead. Invocation of Saints, 
Adoration of the consecrated Host, Administration of the Sacrament under one land, 
sprinkling of Holy-water, tinkling of a Bell at the Elevation, kissing the ground where the 
Priest hath stood, worshipping of Reliques, repeating the name Jesus nine times together, 

15 with nines upon nines, often crossing the forehead, the mouth, and the brest, their 
necessary wetting of their fingers in the holy pot before they go toward the Altar, their 
kneeling down to every priest they meet, their ambling thrice about a Crosse, their 
pilgrimages. Dirges, severall sorts of Letanies, in which the Saints only are invocated, and 
other like trash, which are the very Diana of the Romish Religion, what foundation 

20 have they in holy Scripture? Are they built upon the rock Christ? No; but upon the 
sands of humane brains; being invented, and [D3: The deceyts of Popish Priests.] 
obtruded upon the people, to advance the benefit and honour of their Clergie. Such 
are they of whom speaketh one of their owne Writers: An non audis dicentes grata 
multitudini, flectentes, fmgentes, ac refulgentes religionem ad nutum & cupiditates 

25 dominorum & coetuum; quorum gloriam, nisi suam pluris faciunt quàm gloriam Dei!73 

Do you not heare them, how they speak plausibly to the itching ears of the multitude, 
inflecting, fashioning and re-fashioning their religion according to the will and 
wantonnesse of them, whose glory, next to their owne, they preferre before the glory 
of God? 

30 But shall not their owne Disciples one day speak unto them, according to that of 
Saint Augustine, Quare nos decepistis? Quare tanta mala & falsa dixistìs? Et erubescunt 
humanae infirmitati, & non erubescunt invictissimae veritati·?* Why did you seduce us? 
Why did you tell us so many false things; more regarding the weaknesse of men, than 
the invinciblcnessc of Truth? Yes sure: Necesse est, cùm dies Judicij venerit, &c. saith S. 

35 Cyprian·?* to your charge, the losse of so many soûles, for which Christ gave his life, 
will one day bee laid, and a strict account exacted. Many waving Babes were carried 
away with the blast of your deceits, beaten and broken against the rock of error; many, 
I say, whom Saint Paul tearmeth Párvulos fluctuantes, unconstant yong-ones;7* not so 
much swelling with pride, as deceived and tossed with the waves of your imposture. 

40 But my beloved [D3v: Priests dainty fare.] Countrey-men, let not such vipers eat out 
your hearts: let not the ignis fatuas of their preposterous zeale mis-lead you: but 
discover the hypocrites, and send them home to Rome where they were hatched. For, 
they that dare thus dally with God, no marvell, though they bee bold with your soûles, 
consciences, your children, and your estates, and all that belong to you. Many a poore 

71 [IV adds: 'Sic ... baccis'] 
72 Goddard, in his Treatise of Confession, page 40 {see G 32]. 
73 Ebber[?] m praef[atione\ m com\meníanum\ [I- Philip super] Chrysost\omi\ ad Corinth\ios\ 
74 Aug[uslimis] tfr[rru>] 22 de verb\is\ Apost\oU] 
75 Cypjnanus] t[ib\ ep\ismla\ 3. 
76 [Ephesians 414]. 
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Gentleman, that cannot rule his wife, I doubt, is faine to weare their mark in capite; 
and somewhat they must have ш marsupio, though the other lie for it in carcere. They 
must bee fed with the daintiest cheere, the best wine, the best beer, the chiefest fruits 
that can bee got; when ofttimes the poor husband is fain to slink away hungry to his 

5 rest.77 

As for you who have occasion to live neer the wals of these Adversaries, and it 
may bee, sometimes, of necessity, must converse and have some commerce with them, 
take heed you be not corrupted by them. Have no fellowship with the unfruitfull works 
of darknes, though with the workers. Bee like unto the River Arethusa, which passeth 

10 thorow the Sicilian Sea, and yet takes no saltnes.78 Live blamelesse in the midst of a 
perverse and crooked generation^ [D4: A call to the Watch-men.] 

CHAP. IUI. 
A call to the Watch-men. 

LEt me now speak unto you who are my Brethren of the Ministry, and should (in 
15 regard of your office and example) be as Angels in the Firmament of the Church: 

Perceive you not how hercsie begins to spread, as that of Arrius in the daies of 
Athanasius? Serpit ut Gangrena, it creeps as a Gangrene: and yet mourn not you for 
our Sion in her widow-hood, nor pray for the peace of Jerusaleml10 Behold you not the 
Ranke of our hollow-harted Neuteralists, who think the time is come, to pull downe 

20 our Culver-house, our little Church? How often hast thou heard them, O GOD 
(though they whispered unto themselves) say of the enemies of our peace, Why are the 
wheeles of his Chariot so long a-comming? Expectârunt diem: They have long lookt for 
a day." I hope they will but expect, till their very eyes drop out of their heads. Again: 
understand you not, how laborious and vigilant our Adversaries now arc, forbearing no 

25 time, sparing no paincs, to captivate and destroy? Witnessc the swarmes of their books, 
which you may heare humming up and downe in every corner both of City and 
Countrey. I speak it with gnefe; and in this respect, cor meum, tanquam cera 
liquescens: my heart is as melting wax.82 I verily beleeve, they have [D4v] vented more 
of their Pamphlets within this Twelve-month, then they did in many yeers" before. 

30 They have Printing-presses and book-sellers almost in every corner. And how doo they 
by this meanes put their poore Disciples upon the Tenters, selling that book for forty 
or fifty shillings, which they might affoord for eight or ten; & that for ten, which they 
might afford for one? For instance, I referre you to the Catalogue in the later end of 
this book. I speak this by the way to discover their extorting policy, who make a 

35 Treasury for themselves by these meancs, and raise no small summes of money. You 
arc those whom GOD hath set up as Lamps in his Sanctuary, to give light to those that 
sit in darknesse, and in the shadow of death, to guide their feet into the way of Truth." 
Hide not your glory under a Bushell: let not your beauty be eclipsed: but (as the Spirit 

77 [Mil margin refer to M Dutton, 'a Lancashire Gentleman' IV tells his stoty sig L3-L3v I Ml resume with 
stones oí John Matthew and Heniy Sylvester (IV sig L3-4) The introduction dropped out ш Г for editorial reasons 
'In the end, they prove Plagtanj, stealing away their Children, and sending them beyond the seas, to their utter mine 
and overthrowe Tills is too common a practice Some friends of mine [II, III Add in Lancashire, and elsewhere] have 
fell the smart thereof] 

7 8 Virg[ilii] cccl[oga} иІі{ітд\ 
79 Phil[ippians] 2 15 
8 0 Soz[omeni] cccle[su2stica] hist\ona] [Books 1, II] 
8 1 Judg[es) 5 28 
8 2 [Psalm 22 14| 
0 [I vanes 'forty yeeres', Faults escaped (02v) corrects to 'twelve yeares']. 
8 4 Luk[e] 1 79 
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to the Angell of Philadelphia) Hold that which you have: Stand with your loines girt: Be 
strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might? and remember, that Vincenti dabitur; 
To him that overcommeth, shall it bee given: Nee paranti ad praelium, nee pugnanti ad 
sanguinem, multò minus tergiversanti ad peccatum, sed vincenti ad victorìam; Not to him 

5 that prepares to fight, nor to him that resists to bloud, much lesse to him that shewes 
his back in cowardice, but to him that overcomes to conquest." And hence, Saint 
Hieromes penne, like a Lance, was charged against Vigilantius and others.87 Saint 
Augustine, in his disputations, spake hot words, coles of Juniper, [E] against the Arians, 
the Pelagians, the Donatists, and the Manichees. Be you as vigilant and severe: Res 

10 postulat, the times require it. And therefore beginne to blame the Church of Ephesus 
for imbracing the doctrine of the Nicolaitans; and the Church of Smyrna, for unbracing 
the doctrine of Balaam; and the Church of Thyatira, for imbracing the doctrine of 
Jezabel: and shame not to tell the Lady of Rome that, notwithstanding all her paintings 
and complexions upon her face, the cup of fornication is in her hand.№ Peter spake as 

15 much unto Simon the Sorcerer, that hec was in the gall of bittemesse, and bond of 
iniquity;^ Paul unto Elymas, О full of mbchiefe, and enemy of all righteousnesf 
Polycarpus to Marcion, calling him. Diaboli primogenitum, the divels first-borne. 

Strabon describes a certain Fountain to be in Arabia, beyond Jordan, which 
poisoneth all Beasts that drink therof: for which cause it is ordained, that the 

20 Heardsmen shal make restitution for such Beasts as perish by drinking of it; unlcsse 
they proove by violence they approached. In like sort, there is a Well of abomination: 
many wilde Asses runne thereunto to quench their thirst;52 and yet they that taste 
thereof, perish. The Pastors of Christs Flock, who have Peter's Pasce for their Charge, 
if they keep not their Hold, that is, hold their sheep within their Fold, their soule shal 

25 answer for the same; except it shall appeare, they drank the deadly waters of sinne 
through their own wilfulnes, rather then the others negligence. [Elv: Priests, dangerous 
and infectious:] 

The Shepheard cannot steppe aside, but the Wolfe is ready to seize upon his 
Flock. There are many Wolves; so tearmed, not so much in regard of the composition 

30 of their bodies, as the disposition of their mindes; for, they shall come unto you in 
sheeps clothing: but beleeve them not; for, inwardly they are ravening.™ There are subtile 
Serpents, that still wait for their booty: Their poyson is like the poyson of a Serpent, 
Psal. 58.4. or as the Apostle: Their tongue is full of deadly poyson.** Inficit, ¡nterficit: 
The infection thereof doth not onely beginne of late to spread, but hath left many for 

35 dead, that there is little hope of their reviving; Non aegroti, sed defuncti, beeing not 
diseased, but deceased. They are no sooner feverous, but their Physician holds them to 
a dyet-drink: they shall not have the water of the Sanctuary, that would coole them; 
but Marah, the harsh, bitter, and ill-brewed drink of baleful! errours, to destroy them. 

I have read of one Exagon, an Ambassadeur to Rome, beeing at the ConsuL· 
40 command cast into a Tunne of Snakes, that they licked him with their tongues, and did 

him no harme. But these Snakes, though they were sent us from Rome, bring such 

85 Rev[elalion] 3 11 Ephes[ians) 6 14 
" Revel(alionj 3 Bem[ard] 
67 Euseb[ii] €ccte\siasuca\ hst[ona\ i[ib\ 3 c\ap\ 22. 
88 Apoc[alypse] 17 [ι e Revelation 17 4] 
"Acts 8 23 
91 Acts 1310. 
" Strabo. 
9 2 [Psalm 10411] 
w [Matthew 7 15] 
* Psal[ms| S8.4 James 3 8 
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poyson with them, non in cauda, sed in lingua, not in their taile, but in their tongues," 
that with their very breath they can infect and infest. How many soûles have they so 
killed in our land! 

Aspidis et morsu laesum dormire fatentur 
5 In mortem, antidotum пес valüisse ferunt. 

[E2: An Antidote against them.] 
It behooveth us to bee in our generation, as wbe as these Serpents, though as 

harmlesse as Doves* Against the incantations of such Syrens, let us ring the Musicali 
beb of Aaron™ and sing the sweet songs of Sion, that is, arme our selves with the 

10 PANHOPLIA of God, treasured up in the Scriptures: so shall not the Locusts of the 
wildemesse, with their Sco/p/on-likc tayles" (who now swarme in such abundance) hurt 
any of our little ones with the deadly sting of their contagious error: but, having the 
seale of God in their fore-heads, they shall be able to resist all such as cease not to 
persecute the Spouse of Christ, and to make warre with her seed. 

15 CHAP. V. 
A sluttish feast of Popish Tales and fittens, 

most of them of the new dressing, by bungling 
Cookes of the Popes Kitchin: Together with 

sauce for divers of them. 

20 FOr the better discovery of the impious tricks and devices of the Priests and 
Jésuites, and that all who meet with their modern books, may hoot at them for most 
abominable Impostors and lyeis: let mee intreat you to reade a few of such Talcs as I 
have culled and collected out of their books lately sent over, the most of [E2v: The 
Massing Infant.] them according to the frontispice printed at Doway; and you would 

25 think, any solid wit could not be miscarried by them, but rather admire the poore shifts 
they are driven unto for the keeping of their weather-beaten cause aflote. So palpably 
doe they proceed beyond the bounds of modesty and reason, ut nemo eorum 
obtestarìonibus et iactationibus quicquam credat, nam eos mentiri et dupliciter mentiri 
certissimum est, saith Luther!" Let none bcleeve their protestations and vaunts: for it is 

30 most certaine, they lie, and that lowdly. If they will needs be Architecti mendaciorum, 
still hammering untruths; I would advise them to lay probable foundations, and chuse 
such Materials as are more malleable. 

The first course, of five dishes. 

TO beginne with one Tale of theirs, and it is a pretty young sucking Lie, allcaged 
35 by one Henry FUz-Simons Jésuite, in his book called, The Justification and Exposition of 

the Sacrifice of the Masse, lib. I. page 131.m 

In Diep (saith he), a Towne of France, a woman of the Protestant Religion, 
dandling her infant that never before could speak; the childe dutinctly pronounced, To 
Masse, To Masse. The mother, warned so admirably, went instantly with her infant in her 

95 (Cf Revelation 9 19]. 
* Ma<(lhew] 10 16 
91 (Exodus 28.33-5, 39 25-7). 
" ¡Revelation 9.3, 7 and 10). 
99 Luth[er} d£fen\sio\ verb[omm] coena\c Dormmcae, torn. 7]. Fol. 381. 38Z 
100 Fitz-Simons, lib. 1. page 131. In all the tale I use their owne words. 
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armes to Church, and found therein a teamed man preaching of Religion. His Sermon 
beeing ended, she felt herself so sufficiently [E3: Massing Wonders.] resolved, that, 
renouncing her heresie, she forthwith became calholick. 

It pleaseth God indeed to use the weak sometimes to confound the strong;, to 
5 imploy the child, to convert the parent; and to indoctrine the innocent, to refute the 

insolent: but that he should shew any such Miracle, for the justification and ratifying of 
that most impious and idolatrous sacrifice of the Masse, is beyond the lists of reason, I 
may well say, the bounds of Christian faith, to beleeve. But, for want of better 
Argument, you shall hear what other Tales have flowed from the froth of their 

10 understanding, to delude the ignorant, and confirme this said sacrifice. 

A Mariner"" beeing supposed to bee drowned, a Bishop of his Countrey caused Masse 
to be said for him. The Mariner at that time had beene some twenty dayes without food, 
bom up and down upon the keel of a boat, and then ready for famine to die. In the 
houre (as after was knowne) of the oblation for him, a man appeared, and delivered him 

15 a portion of bread: whereby suddenly he had full force and vigor; and shortly after, by a 
ship sailing by, he was rescued.™1 

There was a Gentle-woman mere Naples in Italy, whose husband was a Captain: 
and she, having tidings that he was slaine in a baiteli, caused weekly Masses to be said 
for him. It fell out that this Captarne was imprisoned: and after by good testimony it 

20 appeared, that at the [E3v] very same time Masses were saying for him, his chaînes and 
fetters fell from him, and could not be fastned.m 

For eeking out this service with a like dish of sluttery,"" let mee help to prompt 
this Tale-teller with another of the same Cut. 

A Frier, that had more minde to fill his owne purse, than to empty Purgatory, did 
25 very zealously and resolutely, in his Sermon before his Offering avouch and warrant his 

Auditory, that whosoever came up with money to the Altar, and would think of any his 
dearest friend, whom he thought to be a prisoner in Purgatory, should obtaine this grace 
by that indulgence, that at the very instant of the monies throwne in, and clinking in the 
bason, the soule should leap out of Purgatory. 

30 There was a man in Corduba, within the confines of Spain, aged fourescore yeeres 
and odde; who, for the space of thirty yeers, had been in a dead Palsie and beared, and 
then had a burning desire to heare Masse, and to have the Bishops blessing; and so 
caused himselfe, by his sen>ants, to bee transported to S. Stephens Church. The Masse 
heard, and hee bom back to hk house, within few dales he (to all mens admiration) 

35 became whole and sound, and was as lusty as a man but of twenty yeeres. He lived 
eighteene yeers after: during which space, hee came every day thankfully to the said 
Church, to acknowledge the miracle.m [EA] 

At Corduba in Spain"} A Palsie, and yet fourescore and eighteen yeers? I am glad 

Fitz Sim[on] lib 2 pan. 1 ρ 402 
Fitz-Sim[on] qut supra l\ib\ Ζ pan ά page 402. 
R LP m lib mlil[ulalo\ The most divine Sacnfïcc, fol. 36 
[IV adds 'For slullcry]. 
Ketlis\on\ in a Trealise of his, called, Gods blessing page 71 
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it is so faire off: I hope they will have me excused, for travelling so faire to enquire 
the truth. And yet, in another respect, I should wish to live in that aire, where Masses 
grow so medicinali, that they prolong a mans life, till hee and all his friends bee weary 
of him: like the lies of Arren in Ireland, which will not let the candle of our life bee 

5 blowne out, though it be in the snuffe: whereof a blundering Frier wrote, Ubi tam diu 
vivant homines, ita quòd habeant taedium de suo vivere. 

The afore-said Author106 reporteth of another prisoner supposed also to be dead, 
whose brother (being an Abbot) saying Masse for him: his bands fell alwaies, and could 
not restraine him, whereat his enemies at length wearied, gave him liberty to redeeme 

10 himselfe. 

Sed quorsum haeel Why doe they take such paines, and imploy their braines upon 
these Inventions? Namely, to hook-in the people, and bring greist to their Aft/, that 
their Masses may go readily away for ready money. [E4v! Christ re-crucified by Father 
Parsons.] 

15 The second service, beeing two dishes, dressed by the slippery equivocating Master-
Cook, Father Parsons: or rather, he himselfe is served in for a suttelty, to feed the eyes, 
and not the taste of the beleeving guests. 

THese former Inventions are but slight work, posted over by some Prentice of the 
coyning trade. Behold heere following a more worthy Master-piece, wherein a chicfc 

20 Architect, & a more nimble Interpreter of the Puppets, is brought-in for an Actor. 

A Gentle-woman of England, in one of the yeeres of Jubile, travelled to Rome: 
where beeing arrived shee repaired to Father Parsons, who was her confessor: and he 
administnng unto her the blessed Sacrament (which, in the forme of a little Wafer, hee 
put into her mouth) observed she was long chewing, and could not swallow the same: 

25 whereupon hee asked her, whether she knew what it was shee received? Shee answered, 
Yes, a Wafer. At which answer of hers. Father Parsons beeing much offended, he thrust 
his finger into her mouth, and thence drew out a piece of red flesh, which after was 
nailed up against a post in a Vespery or private Chappell within our Lady Church: and 
though this were done about some twenty yeeres since or more, yet doth that piece of 

30 flesh there remarne to bee seene, very fresh and red as ever it was. Witnes I. Markes, 
Jésuite, in a book of his [F] written of late and intituled. The Examinarían of the new 
Religion, page 128.107 

Yea, heerc is a knocking and long-lasting lie, worthy to be nailed upon a post or 
pillory, like the eare of a Rogue or a rayling Moore."* 

35 Father Parsons was but a slender Juggler, that could not, without putting his finger 
into her mouth, suborne red for white. I doubt, that hee that invented this Tale, had 
sometimes been at the shop of Cowbuck the Smith (held by some to bee the putative 
Father of Parsons) and there had seene the bottome hoofe of a horse-foot nailed 
against the Posts (which use to be the triumphant Trophies of Farriers) and therfore 

"* R L.P m hb praedia[o\ fot 37 
107 [Г adds ] Some have said, that this Tale is of my making Bui, 1 say, il is as Inie that I fìnde il in Ihe book, as 

U is false, that the tale is true Let them look lo it, that feed their flocks with such foisting, fizlmg, foppish lyes 
"* This Moon lately lost his earn in Cheapside, [I 'for speaking against the Protestant Religion, &c', II 

Substitutes ] for blasphemous A atheisticall rayling against the reformed Religion 
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thought hee should meet with some that would beleeve, a piece of raw flesh could be 
as solid & lasting. But I doe not read, that this woman was ever possest with that 
bclicfe, as to adore the fore-said post, with the forged Appendix: and I am glad to 
Finde, even in the weaker sex, more truth, in calling a Spade, a Spade, then plain 

S dealing in her Master, that would mock her and others by a trick of Legerdemaine: and 
therefore the Tale-maker was heere defective. For, to shew the acceptation and effect 
of this Miracle, he should have added, that the woman, yea and some wise men too, 
adored not onely the flesh, but even the natie with which it was crucified, or rather 
postified.m This my new-coyned word fits their new-found Fable. But in good sadnes,110 

10 doe they meane to set this tale on [Flv: F. Parsons, a Sprite-Frighter.] the Catholicke 
stall for passable ware, in the pedlery Popish puppet Fayre, or rather in the shuffling 
shambles of Transubstantiation? If this red patch were not the flesh of Christ, the Tale-
maker commeth short of his intention, and so leeseth his market. If it was the flesh of 
Christ, how durst they recrucifle it againe, by nailing it up, and making it pendere in 

15 Ugno! What Jew could have done more despight to the Lord of life? Verily, this 
Cobbler forgot his Lingell: For hee should, like a workman of the Gentle-craft, have 
clapt on one patch more, and added, that this ncwe-found gobbet of metamorphosed 
flesh, was kept up in a shrine of gold, or lockt up in some box of Cristal!. But what a 
Post-head was hee, that would set it upon a post, to indure all weathers? For which 

20 contempt (me ludice) hee deserves to bee had into the Inqumtion, or to have his eare 
entayled to a perpetuity of possessing that naile and post. 

A Letter was sent unto Father Parsons at Rome, signifying unto him, that a 
kinsmans house of his heer in England had been, for the space of forty yeers together, 
molested by Divels; but, by one Sacrifice or Masse offered by Father Parsons, it was 

25 delivered: and his kinred who lived there, having been all their life-time before zealous 
Protestants, have all of them since become Catholicks."1 

I beleeve, many houses in England, within [F2: Priests, Divell-Frighters.] these forty 
yeers, especially those that pertained to the friends and wcl-wishers of Parsons and his 
fcllowes, have been much haunted with sprites, not of the kinde of Fairies, but of 

30 those of whom ingenuous Chaucer speaks;112 that where the Limiter Exorcúing priest 
went up and downe within his station, there were no divels nor Hobgoblins to molest, 
especially the weaker sex in the night-time: the reason he gives is demonstrative: for, 

In every Grove, and under every Tree, 
There n'is none other Incubus but hee. 

35 But this difference I observe between the ancient Priests of a coorse thread, and 
these refined Scraphicall Masters of the Jesuitical! Loome: they drove away Spirits only 
by their presence: but these can dart out a Masse from over Sea, some thousand miles 
off, and with it blowe away all the Divels that dance in such or such an inchanted 
Castle in England; whereupon, all the Protestants that dwell within kenning, must 

40 needs turne Romanists: Teste me ipso, quoth the Divell. [F2v: A chaste hand re-
grafted.] 

The third service, being a single dainty dish, long kept cold, and farr-fetcht. The 
sauce must supply for a companion to it. 

1W [IV adds ] Vah camem posttßxam* 
1,0 [IV adds 'Bui in good sadnes post') 
"' Jo Marks in ¡ώ praedicl\o} page 130 
1 , 2 Chaucer 
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LEo Tuscus, a Confessor, Martyr, and Pope, upon a certain time was tempted by a 
woman, who would needs lasse him; but the holy man by no means consented to such 
immodesty: yet, with much struggling shee kissed his hand, whether he would or no. 
Whereupon, he commanded it to bee cut off, because no corrupt flesh should remain 

5 about him. Which when the people perceived, they earnestly intercessed our Lady for him, 
and she most mercifully restored it again: and then hee said Masse as before, and 
acknowledged our Lady his Saviour.1" 

Our Lady1" his Saviour? О blind Bayardly presumption! The blessed Virgin 
acknowledged her sonne, the Sonne of God, to bee not onely our, but even her owne 

10 Saviour. But these audacious Cobblers of lyes dare mend Magnificat, yea, and outface 
the Scripture, in setting up the Mother for a new Saviour. 

But, О austerity and rigour! Did a Pope, upon so petty a cause, act the valorous 
Mutius Scaevola, and destroy his owne hand? Surely, if our sacrificing Priests and 
Jésuites should execute so severe a Law upon themselves, the King would have in this 

15 Citty many Subjects not onely [F3: Diseased Priests.] inwardly lame in their obedience, 
but also outwardly lame in their /wis. I knowe two Priests in London,™ who are very 
unable at this time to doo the King any service in the warres; for which, they have a 
necessary excuse, though not legall, having imployed themselves in other hot wars 
already: so that now they are fitter for an HospitaII, than the Camp. And yet when the 

20 time of their Lying-in is expired, they will creep out of the shell again, and looke as 
bold as their brethren, laying it on with Masses, holy Masses, which would bee utterly 
polluted, if executed by any Presbyter guilty of Matrimony.116 Yet (mee thinks) they 
should use very favourably their judicial! power in Confession, who themselves have 
had so much need of Indulgence. To say nothing of a Catholique Maid, supposed to 

25 have been, with others, oppressed in the ruine at the Black-Friers, whose office hath 
been to cany bands and shirts unto the Priests chambers: but, whatsoever her ill luck 
hath been, she hath met with some infectious blasting vapours, which now sequester 
her from all company: being posted off by her Ghostly Fathers, unto the Physicians. 

But to leave these noisome corners, and to returne to the more pleasing path of 
30 our old wonder-working Talcs: He had need be a good Chirurgion, who could cement 

a broken piece, especially a hand wholly cut off. But this is like unto the Tale of Saint 
Dominick; whose legs cut off at the knees, by praying unto our Lady, they were, without 
[F3v. Holy Well.] the help of any Artist, graffed on again;117 or like that of Saint Denis, 
who, for a mile or two, carried his head in his hand; or not unlike the Story of Saint 

35 Winifred: of whom they report, Her head, once cut off, sprung and grew on againe; but 
lopt off a second time, where it fell, there arose a fine silver stream, or a pleasant 
Fountain of running water, which at this day (as they vaunt) cureth the Diseased: and 
the drops of bloud which Saint Winifred there lost, are yet to be seen. The place of 
this beheading, and where the miracle is more extant, is at Holiwel in Wales, not many 

40 miles off the City of Chester, whither once every yeer, about Mid-summer, many 
superstitious Papists of Lancashire, Staffordshire, and other more remote countries, go 
in pilgrimage, especially those of the feminine and softer sex, who keep there their 

ш /η lib inni\ula:o] The lives of the Martyre, ¡гапЩшЫ] by Kmmum [G 116]. 
1 1 4 (II adds- 'Our Lady hand'). 
115 F Hi[lton (53)'] F Meldcalfe (54)·»] 
1 1 6 [Г adds: 'holy Masses Matrimony' I vanes 'Masses, instead of Muskels'. II, III end 'Massa']. 
1 1 7 Read, concerning S. Dominici, a Book written by J Нафат, intit(ukd] The life of S Katherine of Siena 
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Rendevouz, meeting with divers Priests their acquaintance; who make it their chief 
Synod or Convention for Consultation, and promoting the Catholique Cause, as they 
call it; yea, and account it their chiefest harvest for commodity and profit, in regard of 
the crop they then reap by Absolutions and Indulgences. Let mee adde, that they were 

5 so bold, about Mid-summer the last yeere, 1623. that they intruded themselves divers 
times into the Church or publiek Chappell of Holiwell, and there said Masse without 
contradiction. It is not unlike they will easily presume to the same liberty heer in 
England, which they have used of late in Ireland™ where they disturbed the Mimster at 
a [F4: Bbhop of Chalcedon.] Funerali erected one or two Frieries, with open profession, 

10 in their Monasticall habits, and have intruded titular Bishops, to supplant the Church-
government there in force: as we see in like manner old M. Bishop, sometimes 
Prisoner in the Gatehouse, now perking up and flanting with the vain, aeriall, fantastick 
bubble of an Epbcopall Title, far-fetcht, and yet lightly given, hath rambled up and 
down Staffordshire, Buckinghamshire, and other places, under the name of the Bishop 

15 of Chalcedon;™ catching the ignorant, vulgar, and devoted Romanists, with the pomp 
of his pontifical! Attire, and that empty name of a Bishoprick: whereunto he hath as 
much right as he hath Lands there. 

I commend the thriftinesse of the Popes Holinesse, in erecting Bishopricks with 
such small cost. The Title stands him in nothing but a piece of parchment, with a 

20 Bosse of Lead, signed sub annulo Piscatoris. As for jurisdiction and revenues, there 
needs nothing, but to send into England this new Puppet of his owne making. The 
honest, liberall, Pope-holy, Lay-Catholiques of England, many of them, especially the 
more ignorant, and therefore dotingly devout, are so mad of these trumperies, and so 
sick of their money, that his Benedictions, Beads, Rings, Reliques, Agnus Dei, and the 

25 like, will be good merchandize, better (perhaps) than Virginian Tobacco, and feeding as 
much as that fume. Physicians say, and experience shews, that, for a Consumption, 
Asses milk is not the worst Cure: and sure, to feed a-fresh the declining and [F4v] 
starving fopperies of Popery in this Land, what better nourishment, than those no 
small summes which are daily squeezed from many simple burden-bearing Animals, 

30 whose radicali moysture of their purses is daily exhausted by the Horse-leeches of 
Rome! 

The name of Rome is able to these weak and bleared eyes, to imbellish any thing, 
to gild-over and make acceptable any Pils, though being nothing else but sheeps 
trittles. A bundle of Beads worth three pence, if sanctified from Rome, shall strain out 

35 of Catholick purses so many pounds. The Preaching, the Liturgie of the Church of 
England, is but dry meat, and hath no foison in it, because it is not basted by the 
cookery of the Popes Court. The catechuing of children heer is unfruitful!, because not 
performed by the sublimated pedanticall Instructers, the Jésuites; such reverend Fathers 
as Ledesme, Vause, Davies, Cox, Cortin. The confirmation of our children by our 

40 English Bishops, though done in decent form, and with convenient praier, yet 
(forsooth) hath no sacred influence, because our Bishops have no Crazier staffe, no 
Holy-water, no Unctions, no Chrisme, no binding of foreheads for seven dates, no deligate 
Authoritie à DOMINO DEO NOSTRO PAPA. But, if an Eutopian, Chalcedonian, 
New-nothing, Puffe-paste Titulado come with faculties in his budget from Rome, where 

45 hee was miraculously created ex nihilo, then what gadding, what gazing, what 
prostration, to receive but one drop of that [G: New English Arch-deacons.] sacred 
deaw! The least flash of light from the snuffe of a Roman Lamp, out-shines and 

The bold attempts of the Papists m Inland. 
The Bishop of Chalcedon 
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eclipseth all the twinkling petty sparks of the Church of England. Strange it is, that any 
of our Nation should so basely degenerate, as to captivate their wits, wils and spirits, to 
such a foraine Idoli Gull, composed of palpable fiction and fascination;'20 whose 
enchanted Chalice of heathenish Drugs and Lamían superstition, hath the power of 

5 Circes & Medaeas cup, to metamorphize men into Bayards and Asses. The silly, doting 
Indian Nation fall down and perform divine adoration to a rag of red cloth.111 The fond 
& braincsick Papists of our Nation doo little lesse, when they adore the very Cope and 
Vestments (belonging to Bishops and inferior Priests) where they lie alone, falling down 
to them, and kissing them. 

10 But to view their new-intruding Hierarchy a little neerer: Me thinks, the Minbters 
of the Province of Canterbury, now meeting in Convocation, are very forgetful!, in 
suffering themselves to be destitute of a worthy member, the new-stampt Archdeacon 
of London, M. Collington; who, by the experience he hath had in exercising Jurisdiction 
over his fellow Priests, as also in conventing the Laicks, is able, if hee were called by 

15 authority to the Synod, to give very good advice for reformation, or deformation of the 
Church of England, and laying it under the Popes sacred foot. The like defect also is in 
the Province of York, by the absence of the Archdeacon of Lancaster, M. Clifton.172 No 
doubt, these two [Glv: A new coat for an old man.] new Chips, cloven out of the old 
Block of Rome, arc the onely sound Timber to build up our Church, or rather to make 

20 worme-woodden Images, for besotted Laicks to adore. I now hasten to acquaint you 
with another of their tales, and it is a crafty one. 

Another service or course of divers straggling duhes. 

A Poore old man in Rome, lost his upper garment: and being unable to buy another, 
he came to the shrine of the twenty Martyrs, and prayed alowd to them to help him to 

25 rayments. At his departure, hee met with one at the very church dore, a Priest, who 
delivered unto him from the Pope a purse, that had in it to the value of some twenty 
pound in silver. The poore man amazed, and not knowing what he meant, having never 
before in all his life-time had the carriage of so much money; the Priest told him, Our 
holy Father the Pope commanded me to deliver it to the next man I met going into the 

30 Church-dore who shall have need of it, & bid him still pray to the Martyrs. The poore 
man returned joyfully to his home, and ever after visited the place once a day."2 

I see no reason why this should come into the Legend of strange narrations, for 
that the Popes ears might easily be so long, by the Priests information, without any 
inspiration, from heaven, as [G2: The immoveable Maid.] to take notice of the poor 

35 mans desire, who (belike) was not so cold for want of his coat, as hee was warm with 
zeal, to cry aloud for a new. But this by the way. I learn the Popes price of Martyrs, 
namely, that they are worth pounds apiece. Well might the Pope have rated them at a 
higher value, when as he yeerely, nay, daily gcttcth farre more in their names, by 
bartering their pretended Supererogations of Martyrs and Saints. 

40 In the yeere of our Lord 1612. one Lucia, an Italian Virgin, came to a Towne called 
Multavia, in Bohemia, where is taught the Waldensian doctrine, first preached to them by 

120 [Mil vary, diabolicall fascination]. 
121 Damianiu à Goes, de тог[іЬш\ Саи[шт\. l\ib\. 1. 
ш The new Arch-deacons of London and Lancaster. 
1 2 3 Thomas Lee, in Tracl\am\ de /mt)c<u|ioní] a adorat[ione\ Sanctot\um\. Cap 14. page 212 [G.144]. Risum 
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one John Hus, and by him generally received, wherby the traditions of the Romane 
Church are at this day there utterly neglected. This Virgin understanding of divers their 
strange opinions, that they denied Purgatory, Prayer for the dead. Benedictions, and 
hallowings of Water, the observing of Fasting dates, and the like; shee spake somewhat 

5 disgracefully of their Religion: whereupon shee was adjudged and appointed by the 
Magistrate, to bee burned in a field neere unto the Towne where shee then remained. But 
the maid not willing to be led by them unto the place of Execution, they began to tie 
ropes about her, and so to force her along: but shee often crossing herselfe, and 
invocating the blessed Virgin, Mother of God, could not bee remooved by the strength of 

10 ropes, or Oxen, or any power they used. At length shee vanished from them, and by a 
Miracle was brought unto a Nunnery, about an hundred miles [G2v: Scoffing at 
Procession.'] off that place; where, to this day shee liveth, to praise God for her 
аеІі егапсе}ы 

Нее that made this talc, had a Chimaera in his braine. 
15 Desinet in piscem mulier formosa superne. 

Нее had heard of an old Fable of the Gentiles, of the Image of Cybele,121 that was 
to bee brought into the City of Rome, but by no means would it stirre, though drawne 
with ropes, till there came a Vestali Virgin, that with her girdle drew it after her. This 
botcher patcheth such a one together, and fittens, that in stead of an immoveable 

20 Image drawne by a Virgin; here is a Virgin that could not be drawne like the Image. 
And so hee got a piece of bread and cheese, and came away. 

A tale to some such purpose, is repeated of one Clarence a sacred Virgin, by the 
said Author;12* the one as well to bee beleeved, as the other: yet of both I say to the 
Relator, 

25 Cui tua non odium, vel cui portento cachinnum 
Non moveant posthàc, is mihi prodigium est. 

One George Sephocard, a Scottish Protestant, happened to travaile into France, with 
a Brother of his: where seeing them one day goe in Procession, this George scoffed at 
them, but accordingly he was rewarded: for presently he fell to a pitifull screeching and 

30 so died. The night after his death, John Sephocard his brother; and companion into that 
Countrey, had a [G3: Take heed of the Priests roast.] pitifull Vision. He thought hee saw 
a thousand Divels in hideous and ugly shapes tormenting his dead Brother. But hee, 
having had a faire warning thereby, changed hb former Religion and course of life, and 
became Catholick.™ 

35 Heere is a Procession of lies, one after another, ordine longo. But yet, that a man 
should smile at their Procession, is not strange; nor that he should die, no marvel!; nor 
that another should dreame, no great wonder: but they had best take heed, how they 
apply these narrations of unexpected deaths, lest the Story of Black-Friers bee aswell 
inverted upon them. 

40 Oswald Mulser, in the County of Tyroll, neere Oenipont, would not bee contented 
but with a Priestly Host: hee received it no sooner into hb mouth, but hee begänne to 

124 Richard Sianmhurst, in the Preface of his Book, mlituled, The Principle of Catholique Religion [G 145] 
125 [I vanes 'Aisculapius', but Faults escaped (02v) corrects to 'Cybele' I-III margin. 'Uvwm [sic] de Vest\aK\ 

w/gwt·] 
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sink into the ground, which swallowed him alive.1 

This is a meere fiction, intended for the magnifying of the Priest-hood: it is the 
steame of their impious policy, ad terrorem incutiendum, et fucum faciendum populo; to 
gull, terrifie, and amaze the simple ignorant people, and for bringing them into 

5 admiration of their Priest-hood, the sanctity of their attire, and the divine potencie of 
their sacrifice; by this means to inchant and bewitch their innocent simple soûles, and 
so to offer them up for a prey to their great Idol at Rome. Surely [G3v: A sweating 
Crucifix.] our Saviour Christ ate of the same he gave to his Disciples: but our 
sublimated Priests will have finer bread then is made of wheat. I marvel, none of our 

10 people in England sink into the ground, for daring to eat of the same bread with the 
Minister. 

Francis Xavier, Apostle of the East-Indies, and Jésuite, as often as hee 
extraordinarily travelled in the Indies, ÎO often did a Crucifix in Spaine, in his parents 
house, sweat. At length, when the B. Xaviere dyed, the afore-said Crucifix, during a yeere 

15 after, did every Fryday sweat bloud.129 

He had read, belike, the verse of the Poet: 
In ¡emplis sudava ebur, pecudesque loquuti 
Infandum. 

Or it may very well savour of some Ignatian fraud,130 as Anno 36. of Henry the 
20 Eightth, a Priest did pronounce at Pauls Crosse, and there confessed in publiek, that he 

himselfe saying Masse, pricked his finger, and bebloudied the Corporas with the Altar-
clothes, purposing to make the people beleeve, that the Host had bled miraculously. 

One Epachius a Priest, on Christmas Eeve, being at Mattens, resorted often to his 
owne house to drink, even after midnight: whereby he was made incapable to receive the 

25 blessed Sacrament on Christmas day, as having in the beginning thereof, at midnight, 
broken the Fast. The chiefe of the Towne beeing allied to him, not knowing [G4: 
Reliques work miracles.] of such his intemperance, desired him to sing Masse. He, as he 
was presumptuous, undertook to celebrate. But as he received the heavenly Host, suddenly 
he begänne to ney like a horse, to tumble and wallow on the ground, to fome at the 

30 mouth, and to deliver up the blessed Sacrament, which he was not able to swallow: upon 
the disgorging of which, it was seene to be carried away vmbly in the aire. The Priest 
beeing in this plight, he was by his kindred borne out of the Church, remaining subject to 
the falling sicknesse all Au life.m 

It seemes to me no more strange now to heare of a drunken Priest of the 
35 Jesuiticall fraternity, then when I read Petrus Cluniacensis Abbas his book132: in which 

hee reports, of some forty and odde Benedictan Monks, and Dominican Friers, that 
were most famous and notorious Letchers: and Bredenbachius hath a Catalogue of 
others, who were Conjurers.133 

Fm-Simon in Justification and Exposition of the sacrifice of the Masse, page 100 [G.31]. 
Hcn\n] Faz-Sunon in Lib. prBedict[o] page 123. 
[II adds: 'Or .. fraud'] 
Sunus in vita S Godefndi. l[ib| 3. c[ap]. 12 
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Severall Miracles have beene done in England and else-where, sailh F. Richard 
Conway the Jesuit, by the honouring of Saints Reliques; which Protestants (saith he) will 
not heed. 

One M. Anderton, a Lancashire Gentleman, was cured of the Stone, by the Relicks 
5 he had of F. Campian the blessed Saint: and being afterwards of another disease, laid out 

so for dead (ut ei iam pollices ligarentur) that his thumbs were bound, by the help of the 
said Martyr, Ms flesh being laid on his body, he was raised to life.134 [G4v: Campians 
Saint-ship.] 

What prodigies are these?135 What horrible impieties? Are they not Antichristi <& 
10 Pseudo-christi, that breathe out these damnable forgeries? that shame not to affirm, 

that the bones of a Traytor can raue a dead man, as did Elizeusm his bones? or that 
the flesh of Campian could performe that which was so much admired in our Saviour 
himself, when he was amongst us in the flesh! How can they but blush at these things? 
When Father Campian came an Apostle into England, there was an Earthquake (say 

15 they): and so there might well be. Nay the great-Bell of Westminster toll'd of it self. But 
that I think is a lowd-ringing lye. When Father Campian was arraign'd, Judge Aleph his 
finger burst out a-bleeding through his glove, Thames overflowed, and divers other 
observations have our imposturizing Renegadoes. But those saltlesse gulleries are no 
whit answerable to this their villainous and prophane fiction. If M. Anderton were thus 

20 strangely raised, it is marvell his friends in Lancashire speak not of it, with many of 
whom I conversed, and am sure (had it bin true) would have recited this tale in their 
discourse. Againe, if Reliques be thus powerfull, I wonder they had not tryed, & 
brought some of them for the reviving of their Priests, or any other of them that were 
killed at the Black-Friers: or why made they not use of some of them, for the curing of 

25 Lady Blackstones, and such as were, by the mischance at the Black-Friers, sore 
wounded? 

Campians Saint-ship (sure) came but from Tibum. [H: Campians Girdle.] And yet 
what admirable vertue doe our Papists conceive to bee in the poore Reliques of Story, 
Felton, Sommervile, Arden, Parry, Lopez, Garnet, Campian, and the rest of that Saint-

30 traitorly Crue? The very paring of their nailes doth help to doo miracles. Their pictures 
are so sanctified, that they are hung over the Altars. And I much marvell, there were 
never strange wonders performed by the wood of the Tree at Tibum; considering, it 
hath beene blessed by some of their sacred bodies, and bedewed with their last 
spritefull breath. But did you never heare of Campians girdle that hee wore!"1 Then 

35 reade one Edmunds his book of miracles, and that will tell you strange newes: 
Hierosolyma (inquit) bene novit, ad quern pertinuit: Tibumus non ignorât, qui locus erat 
ubi Pater ipse Campianus martyrio coronatus erat: Jerusalem (quoth hee) knowes the 
girdle: for, it girded about the Sepulchre of our Saviour: Tibume knowes it, the place 
where Father Campian received his crowne of martyrdome: yea, saith he further, and 

40 the Divels know it, who detest all such manner of geere, and whom it hath vexed so 
sore, that it hath put them to extreme torments. This Girdle cured Lepers, the blinde, 
the dumb, all manner of diseases. If the Girdle that imbraccd his appareil138, could doo 

134 Rich[ard] Conway in [The] Apol[ogist] pag Ml [G 143] 
135 This is like unto divera the blasphemous Fables, which you shal finde in the Revelations of Saint Bridget, lib 4 

or like that of Vegas the Fncr, in commau[ano] m cap & Ap<x[alypsis]. Aug[ustini] de vere religione]. Gregor[ii Magni] 
hom[iha] 29 m Evangelium] Paul[us] Bombin[us] in vit[a et] Man\ynum Edmundt] Canipian[i] 
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such miracles, what then should I think of the Rope that imbraced Father Campion's 
holy bare neck? yet I heare of no wonden done by that. The besotted Aegyptians, that 
kissed, with earnest devotion, the Asse [Hlv: Priests Teares precious.] upon which the 
Idoli Isis sate; and the lymphaticall Priests of Baal, that lanced their owne flesh before 

S an Idoli of wood, had as much religion, and I think more wit than our moderne 
Relique-savers have. God hath given them over to the spirit of illusion, to beleeve 
unsavoury lies. Нее that sits in the heavens, laughs them to scome.** Almighty God, with 
his Angeh and Saints, will have them1" in derision. 

A liquid dish, with more sauce then meat. 

10 A Virgin, a kinswoman of mine, saith Conway an English Priest"1 was freed from 
the Divell, by anointing herselfe with oyle, into which another Priest that prayed for her, 
had mingled his Teares. 

I think, of late daics our Romish Priests have wept too little, and laught too much: 
and that is the reason, we arc pcstred with more fiends, than friends. But when the 

15 Vacation is past, and Legali Terme come in, we shall, I hope, have fewer of them come 
over.142 This Covey of night-birds may shrowd themselves warme under the gentle wings 
of their holy Father at Rome. I am sure, as yet they play the Bats & Moles with some 
of our Countrey-men; either trenching themselves in the Mines of their Labyrinths at 
home, or masking in their gold & silver abroad, in the fashion of Rake-hels and 

20 Ruffians. If, about Bloomesbury [H2: How to know a Priest.] or Holbome, thou meet a 
good smug Fellow1*1 in a gold-laccd suit, a clokc lined thorow with velvet, one that 
hath good store of coin in his purse, Rings on his fingers, a Watch in his pocket, 
which hee will valcw at above twentie pounds,1*1 a very broad-laced Band, a Stiletto by 
his side, a man at his heeles, willing (upon small acquaintance) to intrude into thy 

25 company, and still desiring further to insinuate with thee; then take heed of a Jésuite, 
of the prouder sort of Priests. This man hath vowed poverty. Feare not to trust him 
with thy wife: hee hath vowed also chastity. 

Many145 of the secular Priests and Fryers go as gallant as these, but the Jésuite 
hath a superlative cognisance whereby they know one another, and that is, as I 

30 observed for this time, a gold Hat-band studded with letters or Characters. Perhaps at 
another tyme they have another mark, according to their watch-word given among 
them. 

CHAP. VI. 
Of prophane impostures used by exorcising 

35 priests in England in the tyme of 
Queene ELIZABETH. 

1W Psal[m 2.4] 
1*) [IV deletes '(these mis shapen monsters)') 
M1 Conway m [The] apol[ogtst\ page 290 [G 143] 
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DOth any man doubt whether Priests teares are so precious and powerful!, as to 
wash away and drowne divels? Doth any miscreant [H2v: The vertue of Priests 
Reliques.] Hérétique derogate from this antidote? Let him knowe1*, that there is 
admirable power in a Priests breath, his gloves, his hose, his girdle, his shirts, to scortch 

5 the Divell; in his Albe, his Amice, his Maniple, and his Stole, to whip and plague the 
Divell. Or hath none read of the drcadfull power of Holy-water, hallowed Candles, 
Frankincense, Brimstone, the Book of Exorcúmes, and the holy potion, to scald, broile, 
and to sizle the Divell? of the dreadful! power of the Crosse, and Sacrament of the 
Altar, to torment the Divell, and to make him roare? If any think these strange, I 

10 referre him to a Book written by D. Harsenet, now Bishop of Norwich, the Title 
whereof I have set in the Margent:"7 and you shall finde, that one Father Edmunds, 
alias, Weston, F. Dibdale, F. Thomson, F. Stemp, F. Tyrrell, F. Dryland, F. Tulice, F. 
Sherwood, F. Winkefield, F. Mud, F. Dakins, and F. Ballard, Priests and Jésuites, have 
stoutly and strongly confirmed all this long since. If the Book cannot easily be gotten, I 

15 wish it might be imprinted again, for that the Priests cogging collusion, under pretence 
of exorcising, is there fully discovered: and I have heard, that the most of these Books 
which were formerly printed, were bought up by Papists, who (no question) took so 
much delight in reading them, that they burned as many as they could possibly get of 
them.1,18 But, to acquaint you with the strange power of a Catholique Priests breath: 

20 Pliny, in his Naturall Story, telles us of a certaine people, that doo anhelitu [H3: Priests 
strong breath.] oris enecare homines, kill men with the breath that comes from their 
mouthes. And Leno in the Comedy is noted to be of so strong a breath, that hee had 
almost blowne downe the young Gallant that stood in his way: but the Poets tell us1*', 
that Avemus or hel hath a more deadly breathing than all; so as if a Bird doo by 

25 chance flee over the Stygian Floud, shee is quelled with the smell, and fais down stark 
dead. Now, the company of Priests, for potency of breath, doo put downe Leno'*0, Hell, 
the Divell and all: for, the Divell, who can well enough indure the lolhsome odors and 
evaporations of Hell, is not able to endure the vapour issuing from the mouth of a 
Priest, but had rather go to Hell, than abide his smell. And hence it is (I think), that, 

30 in their baptuing of children, the priest breathes and spets into the mouth of the child: 
which (no doubt) is very soveraigne, especially if the priests lungs bee but a little 
ulcerated or pockified. One William Trayford, and Sarah Williams (as you shall reade in 
Bishop Harsenet's Book page 71.) beeing possessed, Trayfords Divell rebounded at the 
dint of the priests breath, and was glad to get him out at Trayfords right eare, like a 

35 mouse, rather than he would come out jump against the priests mouth.151 Sarah 
Williams lay past all sense in a trance, beeing utterly bereaved of all her senses at once: 
the priest no sooner came neere her, but shee discerned him by the smell. Was not this a 
jolly rank smell? Yea: but this is but a flea-biting to the priests gloves, his hose, his 
girdle, his shirts, [H3v: Priests gloves, hose, shirt.] which had in them a dreadfull power 

40 to burne out a Divell, nay, all the Divels in the parties aforesaid possessed. Which 

[IV subslitules 'Doth knowe' for MM 'Dui are Pncsls teares 90 precious, lhat they arc an Anudóte againsl 
the poison of Divels'1 Oh yes who knrrwes no!,'] 

147 A Declaration of egregious Popish Impostures, to withdraw the harts of his Majesties Subjects, from their 
alleaeeance, and from the truth of Chnslian Religion, vid\e] c[ap\ 14, 15, 16, 18, & 20 

[II adds] 1 think they do so with this Book of mine [II, III for the ΩπΙ impression, consisting of 1500, is 
vanished in a week] [IV substitutes ] for, the first three impressions, consisting of 4500 are vanished in a Month or 
little more, and now I sweat under the Presse again 

1 W [I-III margin- 'Ovid Virgil Homer] 
1 5 0 ¡I lists TYiny' before 'Leno"\ 
υ τ Mengus the Canonist giveth us a mlc, that if the Divell be stubborn, and will not obey the formidable 

aorcisme of the Pnest, then that the Pnest shall os suum quamproximi ad energumenum admovere 
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divels, because the priests knew so well their names, shall not heer go uncited:1" Lustie 
Dick, Killico, Hob, Comer-cap, Puffe, Purre, Frateretto, Fliberdigibbet, Haberdicut, 
Cocobatto, Maho, Kellicocam, Willdn, Smolkin, lusty jolly Jenkin, Portericho, Pudding of 
Thame, Pour-dieu, Bonjour, Motubizanto, Nur, Bemon, Delicate. The chief of these 

5 Divels, when one of the priests gloves was but put upon the possessed's hands, durst 
not abide, but was scared, and went straight away. One of the great Divels was slipt 
ere hee was aware, into Sarah Williams legge:153 where finding himselfe caught within 
the priests hose, which she had on, he plunges and tumbles like a Salmon taken in a 
Net, and cries, Harro ho: out alas! pull off, pull off: ease the poore Divell of his pain 

10 (oh, a goodly ginne to catch a Woodcock withall). О but let me tell you of another 
trick, though not so cleanly as I could wish.15,1 One Fid (Landresse to the Divels 
incarnate) was washing a Buck of foule clothes: amongst which, was one of the Priests-
Exormts shirts. The Divell comes sneaking behinde her, trips up her heeles, and 
pitcheth her on her hip. And wot you why the Divell played her this unmannerly trick? 

15 Because shec was washing-out a foule shirt of one of the Priests, which afterward 
served to whip the Divell out of one of the possessed. There are yet other Anti-
daemoniacks of special! account, which, in the Divcll-hunting [H4: The Amice, Albe, 
Stole.] sport, arc in stead of little Beagles to fill up the Cry. And they arc the Amice, 
the Albe, and the holy Stole; very Scorpions and whips indeed: and therefore beware, 

20 Divell, F. Edmunds no sooner layd the Amice upon Sarah Wdliams face,1" but a spirit 
puffed at it, and could not endure to let it alone. The sacred Stole was but wound 
about anothers neck that was possessed, and it so pent and begirt the Divell, that he 
stared, fumed and fomed, as he had been stark mad; and, in the end, was squeezed out 
with pure violence, as water out of a Squirt. An heroicall combate was performed 

25 between Maho, one of the Divels, and the Priest, during seven hourcs long.15* Maho 
the Divell stood upon his guard, would not come in. He was summoned by the Priest, 
first, with Salve Regina and Ave Maria; then with Mengus club, with his whip, with 
Holy-water. Maho stood out, till the priest prepared himself to afflict him with the 
Maniple: and then he came in, and yeelded to parley or dialogue with the Priest in a 

30 milde and temperate voice. See the puissance of the Catholique Romish Church, 
whose silliest rag hath power to change the Divels roaring note, and to cause him to 
speak in a milde moderate key!157 La let anguis in herbâ:™ a man would little suspect, 
when he meets with the Amice, the Stole, and the Maniple, wound up in a little 
Casket, that there were such black hel-metall within them, to excoriate and lancínate a 

35 Divell. 
But I conclude: М я naenijs, trick & puppt usa [H4v: The intent of Priests juggling 

tricks.] esset Roma, poenas iam diu dedisset: If it were not for puppets, apes-faces, and 
gawds, with which Rome allures, masks, and disguises the poore silly people, shee had 
long since sung the doleful! Song mentioned in holy Writ; Desolatione maffia desolata 

40 est, & turpitudo eius gentibus revelata; that is, she had been clean desolate, and her 
turpitude had been opened to the eyes of all the world. As for all the tricks and juggling 
shifts (so often discovered) which the Priests, these Exorcists, doo use; the Exorcist 
driving the divell within the lists of the possessed body (with Come aloft, Jack-an-apes) 

[HARSNETT] Page 181. 
¡HARSNETT] Page 81. 
[HARSNETT) Page 87. 
¡HARSNETT] Page 89. 
[HARSNETT) Page 90. 
All these tricks and many more were acted al Denham in Buckmffiamshiit, about the yeer 1590. 
[Virgil, Eclogues 3, 93]. 
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from one part to another; to what end doo all these their dealings tend, but to this 
project, that the standcrs-by may be perswaded of some point of Popery, or of the 
Priests power over the divelsl 

If any Christian in these daies hath been truely and really possessed by the Divell, 
5 and if the Romish Priests have truely such a scourging power to whip out Divels, why 

use they it not effectually when most need is? For example: There was one M. Blewet, 
a man of great revenewes, and one M. Powell, a man no lesse famoused, both of 
which either were or seemed to bee indivellcd. How often had they bcene Exorcaed in 
this Kingdom, by Francis Kemp, by Philip Woodward, by F. Edmunds, by F. Campion, 

10 by F. Sherwin, by F. Hil, by F. Walpool, and divers others, but especially, F. Collington, 
and F. Warmington, who often promised, they would make the Divel speak in M. 
Blewet, and M. Powell! [I: Priests tosse a Divell like a Tennh-bali] But as those two 
had many sweating combales beere in England, so had they tormentings at Loretta, 
Sichern, Lile, Lovain, Doway, & elsewhere beyond the Seas; and all the consolation 

15 which they found, was to returne worse, and farther from hope of deliverance, then 
when they went. The Popish sanctuaries rather added strength to the divels. And yet 
our Popish Thrasonicall Priests, will brag & boast, that they can tosse a divell like a 
Tennis-ball, or a Dog in a blanket; whereat they are very nimble, especially in a 
possessed woman, in whose body they can canvas a divell by contrcclation and certaine 

20 inchanting nips, making him ferret up and downe, from tongue to toe, from toe back 
againe to finger. Oh the formidable magicall power of sacred anointed hands, not onely 
infusing chastity, but also sanctity by their touch! 

CHAP. VII. 
Of later dog-tricks, and forgeries, by subor-

25 nations, raptures, vbions, ¿cc. 

I Could hcerc set foorlh another Theatre of their Exorcbing plots & attempts, to weet, 
their practising with Grace Sowrebuts of Salmisburie, in the County of Lancaster, whom 
one Thomson, alias Southworth, a Priest, caused to accuse Jennet Bierly, Helen Bierly, 
and Jane Southworth, (the one of them her Grand-mother) of Witchcraft, of the killing 

30 of the childe of Thomas Walshman, with a [Ilv: Master Southworth's practice.] Naile in 
the Navil, the boyling, eating and oyling, therby to trans-forme themselves into divers 
shapes: all which, at the Assbes holden at Lancaster, prooved to be false;'59 and the 
said Grace Sowrebuts confessed, that shee was perswaded and counselled to accuse the 
said parties of Witchcraft, by M. Thomson, alias, M. Christopher Southworth a Priest, 

35 who complotled this, to gaine to himselfe some credit by exorcizing, or unwitching her. 
This confession of Grace Sowrebuts, with the Examination of others, who discovered 
the Priests impious dealings, was taken before William Leigh, Batchclor in Divinity, and 
Edward Chisnall, Esquire, two of his Majesties Justices of peace in that County.1" Sure, 
these juggling exorcismes are but ordinary with Priests and Jésuites: but such a 

40 malicious and bloudy project of subornation, must be a master-trick of some sublimed 
spirit, fit to instruct a novice Assassine, and to read a Lecture in the Jésuites dark 
chamber of meditation. 

For the next unmasking of our Mirabilaries, I might adde the Narration of certaine 
Priests practising with the Boy of Bilson, Anno 1621. whose name was William Perry, 

This was done about 14 yeere ago [really 1612]. 
The Examinations were put since in print by Thomas Pols, Esquire 
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Sonne of Tho. Perry of Bibon, in the County of Stafford.™ But because there hath 
beene so lately a true discovery of the notorious Impostures of certain Romish Priests, 
in their pretended Exorcisme or expulsion of the divell out of the said young Boy, I 
referre you to M. Rich. Baddeley his book upon that [12: Two rapted Mayds.] occasion 

5 written: and I intreat you to consider, whether they deserve not the reputation of the 
rarest Mounte-banks of these times. Quam fata dicendo voluptatem ceperint, eandem 
vera legenda et audiendo amittant}*1 

About some seven yeeres since, two Catholique Maides,10 forsooth, the one called 
Л/а/у, the other Amye, resorting to the Gate-house in Westminster, took such benefit by 

10 the Priests conversation with them, beeing sometimes sequestred from all the world 
besides, that they were cast into extaticall raptures, and possessed, not with Divels, as 
the vulgar sort of those that undergoe the Priests hands, but with heavenly and glorious 
guests, pretended to enter into them, and inhabit them, to the great admiration of the 
stupid, gullifyed, Romanizing beholders; and to the no small renowne of the Spirituall 

15 Fathers then present; F. Benet, F. Aston, F. Palmer, F. Hartz. In very deed-law, they 
were sometimes passest with the Virgin Mary, other-while with Saint Michael the Arch-
Angell, Saint John the Baptist, M. Molineux the Martyr, and M. Roberts the Martyr,164 

and divers other aswell Masculine as Feminine Saints; and, in the name of these Saints, 
did give blessings to such as were present. The substance of which narration hath 

20 beene, upon the Examination of one of their Exorcists, confessed. Yet when this was 
blowne abroad, and began to breede scandal! unto the Catholick Cause, one of the 
Maydes gave over her pretended guests, and [I2v: A Trinitarian Priest.] the other was 
secretly conveyed away. 

One of the forenamed Priests calling himsclfe Edward Hanz, alias, Hance, borne at 
25 Lutterworth in Leicestershire, had a trick beyond all his fcllowes, and durst aspire so 

high, as to pretend himselfe to bee cast into a deepc admirable extasie, and to be 
corporally possessed (horresco referens) with the blessed Trinity.*65 Neither was hee more 
abominably knavish in this his Impudency, than some of his owne Coate were then 
blockishly foolish in their credulity. For some of them, when hee acted this his 

30 Trinitarian rapture, came and kneeled to him, bringing Oblations triplici numero, to 
present unto the Trinity, inhabiting this Mountc-banke. Among which gifts presented by 
these Lozels, one was Gold-coine, an Oblation never unacceptable to those that 
pretend creare Creatorem. That it is no fiction in mee to relate this their fiction, may 
appeare by the Examination of the said Hanz taken Julij 5. 1616. before the Lord 

35 Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Bishops of London, Lincolne, Rochester, Lichfield, 
the Deane of Westminster, and Sir W. Bird, Doctor of the Law: before whom hee 
denieth not such his rapture and possession. For being then demanded, whether hee 
ever tooke on him to bee possessed with the blessed Trinity, saying of himselfe,1" I 
GOD the Father, that made the World; I GOD the Son, that redeemed the World, I 

40 GOD the Holy Ghost, that sanctified the World, the glorious, blessed and [13] undivided 
Trinity, doe pve you my blessing, and doe command you to adore mee. And beeing 
further asked, whether some that were present did not adore him, and some other 
refused: hee answered, That once or twice when hee was about those actions, or in the 
Interim of them, hee was in a transe, and his soule did see very supematurall and 

The Boy of Bdson. 
In ргае/ш[іопе] hb[n] pracdict[i]. 
Two Maids possesl with the Virgin May, Michael the Arch-Angell, &c. 
TVo Tibum-martyre 
One Hartz, alias, Hance, possessed with the blessed Tnnitie. 
Verbatim, out of the Examination 
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admirable ¡oyes: and then whether GOD Almighty or an Angell (hee will not meddle with 
it, but referreth it to GOD Almighty and his Church)167 spake in name of GOD and the 
blessed Trinity, and gave a Blessing, and that himselfe at those times had no power in 
himselfe, but that the Organs of his body were used to a supematurall purpose, and by a 

5 divine or supematurall cause: And as GOD did cause the Aire to speake, in giving downe 
the Law, saying, I AM THE LORD THY GOD; and did cause Balaams Asse to utter 
words: so hee might cause the Organs of this Examinâtes body to speake as best pleased 
the will of his divine Majesty: and the truth of the whole action, hee doth referre to GOD 
Almighty and his Church. And hee doth say further for his part, that no humane person 

10 whatsoever living can use the Name of the blessed Trinity; saying, I the blessed Trinity 
blesse you, without sinne, unlesse GOD Almighty do take the creature, and speake in 
him: and then it is Gods owne Word, and not the word of the party. But touching 
Adoration, there was no Commandement of it, to his remembrance: and if any did it, it 
was no more then due to the eternali [ІЗ : Katharine of Sienna.'] Trinity, who may bee 

15 adored in all places. 
This imposture, though never so odious and blasphemous, yet flew abroad, and was 

by some fostered as a true Miracle. For confirmation whereof, report was added, that 
this holy Priest thus possessed by the Trinity, walking up and downe the streets daily 
amongst the Hercticks, yet none of them had the power to apprehend or lay hands on 

20 him."8 

It was foretold by Saint John, that their adulterous Mother should have her mouth 
full of blasphemies,1** which, to her shame, wee doe now observe. And according to 
that of the Apostle, The Spirit speakelh expresly, that in the latter times, some shall 
depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of Divels, speaking lies 

25 in hypocrisie, having their consciences seared with an hot Iron: which beeing the 
property of false prophets, it is more then manifest, who are specified, especially if wee 
ponder those words of the Apostle, Such should forbid Marriage, and command men to 
abstaine from meats, ác.170 

To these two last blasphemies, it will not be amisse to adde what our Papbts 
30 report of Katherine of Sienna."1 She (forsooth) and Christ Jesus, by an admirable kinde 

of permutation, did enterchange their hearts; so that Christ had the heart of Katharine; 
and Katharine, that of Christ. Oh you ignorant and desperately-superstitious 
Pontificians, who justifie this Fable! [14: A vision against Allégeance.] Observe you not? 
understand you not, that this miraculous chaffering of hearts subverteth a very 

35 Principle of Christian Religion (received also by your selves) which is, that quod 
Christus semel assumpsit, nunquam dimisit, what Christ did once assume (to weet, by 
Hypostaticall Union) he never left the same? 

I cannot by the way omit a fantasticali relation of the Papists, which I read in 
Baronius, how the Virgin Mary vuited Fulbert in his sicknes, and gave him her brests to 

40 sucke, much comforting him thereby.m I bcleeve, there escaped at that time some 
drops of Milke from Fulbertus his lips, hee having forgot to sucke, and doing it 

167 This Hans with his cogging transe, is so bold and blasphemous, as to allude unto Saint Pauls rapture, 2 
Cor[inthians] 12 3 

"* [IIIV delete beginning пал paragraph I 'I could acquaint you with other his homble and sacrilegious 
impieties but let this suffìce'] 

1M Apoc[alypse] 13 6 
170 1 Tim[olhy] 4 1, 2, 3 [IV adds ] Comugta sacerdotum sum aduliena. Hossu Confcss\to\ Ратк\(таяв] c[ap\ 26 

[ι e 56] a [Thomas] Hording com[ra\ Apologie] p\ars\ 2 c[ap\ 8 a [Francisais] Coster Enchn[uuon] ir[acuuus] de 
coelibtatu sacerdotum] c[ap] 17prop 9 [ic cap IS] 

1 7 1 In vit[a] Sanci[ae] Kathann[ae] de Sienna [See G 20] 
1 7 2 Quaere Baron(iura] Aitinola Ессіслаяіа] 1028 ff S 
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slubberingly and slovenly, and those driveling droppes are they,173 which are kept in a 
silver Image of the Virgin Mary, in her Church at Rhemes, and are there worshipped. 

There was of late, viz. Anno 1621. one imprisoned either in the Gate-house or 
New-prison, who called himselfe Thomas Newton: hee pretended, hee had a Vision by 

5 night, of the Virgin Mary appearing unto him, and saying, Newton, see that thou doe not 
take the Oath of Alleageance.™ And being of this publikely examined at the 
Commission Table, and asked, How hee knew it to bee the Virgin Mary which 
appeared? hee answered, I knew it was shee: for, shee appeared unto mee in the forme 
of her Assumption. Of what nature that idle Vision was, the Reader may finde in 

10 Master Widrington, [I4v] who handleth the same, and doth in part discover the vanity 
thereof. A prettie drowzy, lowzy, lozeling Argument this was against taking the Oath, 
much175 like the motives and proofcs of the olde leaden Friers for worshipping of their 
Images, and contributing to their Cormorant Corban. And yet such muddie Forgeries, 
and Dog-tricke Inventions, are vouchsafed to bee boulstred out now-adayes by our 

15 Superlative refined Masters. Since I heard thereof, I asked a Priest what hee thought 
of this Vision of Newtons.116 Нее told mee, that ThL· Newton was a very holy man, and 
hath had other visions besides that: which if hee should repeate, would make a man 
tremble and quake. Hereticks (quoth hee) have no such visions and heavenly apparitions. 
It is not obscure, whom hee meant by the word Hereticks: and if he meane us 

20 Protestants, who have more reason lo invert the phrase upon them; sure, we are not 
such listners to Miracles. Prodigio nulla facimus; signa nulla edimus: wee worke no 
wonders: wee shew no Visions, as Acosta a Jesuitc of theirs asseverantly delivereth 
concerning their owne Popish Priests and Apostles of the Indians.171 

Our Sauviour Christ himselfe (as Saint Augustine observeth)1™ hath given us a 
25 caution against these Miracle-mongers; willing us to take heed that wee bee not deceived. 

Yea, Iheir owne Preacher Stella (whom of late time they have gelt, as [K: A Tale of 
Katharine de Bus.] they doe other their Writers, when they meete with any thing that 
makes not for their turne) entring into this contemplation, taught publikely, that 
Miracles now would rather bee an hinderance unto faith.114 

30 CHAP. VIII. 
A Comick late London-pageant, ushered-
in by a suteable Tale, flaunting over from 

Flanders. 

KAtharine de Bus, dwelling in the City of Lile, in the Countie of Flanders, in the 
35 yeare 1602. was possessed of the Divell; insomuch that shee could bee scarce a quarter of 

an houre in peace, without beeing seized upon and troubled by the enemy: which made 
her speake (to the purpose) divers sorts of Languages; as, Hebrew, Greeke, and Latine. 
When they came neere unto her with the blessed Sacrament of the Altar, she writhed and 
wrested her selfe strangely, both with her legs, armes, and backe, gnashing her teeth, and 

40 fpzly drawing of her mouth. The parents of this wench laboured so much, that shee was 
divers times exorcized, sometimes by certaine Fathers of the order of the Capuchins, 

1 7 3 [II substitutes I: 'hee beeing not accustomed to suck, and those are they']. 
1 7 4 Vide High Commission Records 
l 7 s [I* 'A pretty Argument this was against taking the Ort/i'; II adds* 'much ... Masters']. 
1 7 6 M ftcA['] 
1 7 7 [José de] Acost[a] Jes\uu] de salui[e\ Indor[um] l\ib]. 4. 
178 Aug[iisiinus). Tract{aais} 13 m Joh[n] 3. Marke 13 5. 
179 [Diego de E]Stel[la] in Luc[as] II 
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sometimes by other Priests: unto whom the wicked spirits answered in divers languages, 
confessing at that time, that they were seven in number. They spake divers injurious 
things, and told the faults of divers that were present. No meanes could be used [Klv. 
Katharine de Bus, dbpossessed.] for the casting out of these wicked Fiends, till there was 

5 found a man that was come from Mountague, and had brought with him a piece of the 
Оке of our Lady. Whereupon one Sir Silvester Dcnnys, who came to see her, took the 
said piece, and made the Patient to eat it: and immediatly after shee had swallowed it, 
the enemy (who called himselfe Houilliu Clicquet and Clinquart) shewed himselfe in her 
throat, crying out, that he scorched & burned, because of the wood which was eaten: and 

10 he added, that hee was compelled to depart, and that there remained in her as yet three. 
And beeing demanded, by whose merit and intercession he was to depart; The wicked 
spirit answered, Of Mary of Mountague. Afterwards, beeing demanded, what signe hee 
would give of his departure, hee said. Нее would burst a glasse of the Church-window. 
And immediately after, two of them departed with the said signe of bursting the glasse; 

15 and the third, saying that hee was the last of ten, cried out (in going forth) with a loud 
voice, Vive N. Dame de Mountague, qui nous faict sortir: Honour bee to our Lady of 
Mountague, who maketh us to depart. And from that day afterwards, the said Katharine 
remained whole and perfectly free from the possession and vexation of the Enemy, 
injoying all her limmes and senses, as freely as ever shee did before: In. lib. intit. Miracles 

20 lately wrought by the intercession of the glorious Virgin Mary at Mountague; and 
translated out of the French into English, by Rob. Chambers Priest, page 209. 210. & 
seq. [K2: A late London Legerdemaine trick.] 

This buzzing Relation, penned and published by the Priests themselves, is suteable 
and (in a sort) parallel! to that which Brerely tels us of divers who were dispossessed of 

25 Divels, by kissing of the Altar and the Priests vesture. But I will cap this Talc with a 
fresh-bleeding new Story, fetcht not farre without the walles of London. 

A certaine Catholick collapsed Lady (whose name I spare, for the respect I beare 
to her best friends) about some two or three yecres since, departed from her Husband 
(yet living) and went over to Bruxels, and was admitted into the order of Nunnery, I 

30 meane a Nunne at large, one of the uncloystred sisters of the order of Saint Clare, and 
there shee remained a while, till there appeared in her some passion incompatible with 
Nunship. Shee came over into England, a companion with a religious Jésuite, since of 
great note, F.D. and remaining afterwards an ¡nlargcd Nun in London, was (as it 
seemeth) more visibly taken with a disease befalling that sexe, called flatus uterinus: 

35 and thereupon, that this matter might bee carried the more cleanly, it was given out, 
that shee was possessed with an evill spirit, which did make her belly swell like a 
woman with child. Certaine it is, many were deluded by this occasion: and the practice 
of the Priests, to hide her blemish and gull poore people, was lewd and abominable. 
For a certaine Jésuite"* (whom I could also [K2v] name, being, a smug, spruce, 

40 liquorish, young fellow, a fit man to be called Father (forsooth) at every word, and of 
no high stature; and so, fit to bee a disguised Olympia, to act the part of Casina in 
Plautus, or to act a womanized Chaerea in Terence his Eunuchus) put on the Ladies or 
such like womanish appareil, with a Veile over his face: and that some fond Ignaro's 
about the Towne might bee perswaded of the Priests power for the casting out of 

45 Divels, they were suffered to come to her chamber, where were two other Jésuites 
(provided for the purpose, to act their parts in this Comedie);181 who no sooner fell to 

180 [I margin F T ] 
181 One оГ these, namely, Ffather] D[niiy] about hälfe a yccre after, was a chiefe Actor in a ime lamentable 

Tragedie, yet memorable by a Downfall 
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their prayers, and began to use their exorcizing spels, but thereupon the supposed 
Lady began to utter her mind both in Italian, Latin and Greek, and pretended Hebrew 
also:"2 which much astonished the standers by, they little dreaming of this deceit. 
Neither was this all: I will yet proceed farther in this Comicall Narration. 

S It was wont, when an Enterlude was to bee acted in a Countrey-Towne, the first 
question that an Hob-naile Spectator made, before hee would pay his penny to goe in, 
was, Whether there bee a Divell and a foole in the play! And if the Foole get upon the 
Divels backe, and beate him with his Cox-combe til he rore, the play is compleat. 
Heere is Foole upon Foole, but extra Scenam, off from the Stage; to wit, the witlesse, 

10 gaping, admiring, belceving Spectators. But to make this Pageant compleat, this 
disguized Divell [КЗ] must roare; and that was, by the bringing the consecrated Host 
in a Pix, and applying it under the head of this Shee-knave Jésuite, or Hee-lubberfy-
Lady. Then his Divel-ship raves and struggles, as if hee would rather goe to Hell 
againe, then indure the tormenting presence of the holy Pix. Divers other feates were 

IS performed upon this occasion, which I wil spare to declare, till I receive Command on 
the one side, or Challenge on the other. 

Whether she ever heard of her selfe thus acted in her absence, I know not: but 
sure, I have heard from a credible Author, that she was active, or rather passive in one 
tragical! part of this Mummery; which (mee thinkes) shee should rather some other had 

20 performed for her. Forsooth, these Medicinali Divel-purgers were not to seeke for the 
device of the consecrated potion (in imitation of that which was given to Sarah 
Williams at Denham before mentioned): this potion must make her vomit up no lesse 
then seven Diveb: and to that end, shee was let downc into a dark Roome, and there 
shut up for a lime without light; and, after the operation of this Divel-scowring vomit, 

25 light was let-in, and seven Toades shewed to her in the place, as regorged by her, and 
beeing no lesse then (doubtlessc) dreadful! Divels. 

This last circumstance I doe not averre upon knowledge, as acted by them; but 
rather thinke it given-out by the partie and others, to pretend, [K3v: Priests workers of 
Miracles.'] that some great Miracles have beene wrought in her, or by her, that shee 

30 might have the better pretence to have been resembled unto Mary Magdalen, out of 
whom seven Divels were cast.1" Leaving then in medio, this par-breaking of crawling 
Fiends,184 till I receive a more certaine notice; yet well assured I am of the truth of the 
rest, by information from those that were very inward with the chiefe Actors. And that 
hereupon shee carrieth the name of working Miracles.™ And indeed well may it bee so 

35 said, that shee and her Copes-mates the Priests doe work Miracles: for, to my 
understanding, it is little less then a Miracle, that any of our Nation, uncapable of 
Bedlam or a Bable, should bee stricken with such stupiditie, as to beleeve in these 
Jugglers, and Romish Mountebanks. 

CHAP. IX. 
40 More petty Cubs of the same Fox, hunting for silly Goslings. 

IF I should heere recount all the Lies and Tales of Priests, concerning the multitudes 
that have beene dispossessed of Divels, by the helpe of a whole Bevy of Ladies; Our 
Lady of Mountague, our Lady of Loretta, our Lady of Hales, and our Lady of Sienna, 
no reasonable [K4: Popish Miracles irkesome to Christians.] Volume would receive or 

[II adds 'and . Hebrew also'] 
[Luke β 2] 
[II adds 'this par-breaking Fiends']. 
[ІІ-Г expand I 'I receive better information, yel sure I am, shee cameth the name of working miracles'] 
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centaine them. I referre him that would spend idle time in idle Fables, to Robert 
Chambers his booke before cited, and to T.P. his Booke, intituled, The History of our 
blessed Lady of Loretta, and to Lipsius his dotages of our Lady of Hales, and of 
Mountague, and to J. Heigham his Booke intituled, The Lady of Sienna: and you will 

5 need no other Register of their Impostures, no Golden Legend. Doting Metaphrastes, 
fabulous Lippoman, lying and voraginous Jacobus, superstitious Antonine, confused 
Vincentius, have so cloyed the dwellers upon earth with delusions and lies, that (for 
very shame) the Papists have exploded and pared out of their Portesses and Breviaries, 
many and sundry of their fabulous Histories, beeing indeed forced thereunto by the 

10 derisions and out-cries of Christians against them. 
Yea, Claudius Espencaeus (one of their own) tels us, that their Legends and 

Portesses were as full of idle vanities, as any Stables could be ful of dung."6 What fruit 
was there in those things, whereof you are now ashamed!w 

And why,18" I pray you, by the same reason, and upon the same shameful! 
IS necessitie, are not the rest of the like unsavoury drosse, and of scattenng of lewd lies, 

swept away out of this and other their like Bookes, or rather the Pamphlets themselves 
cast into the Fornace of Expurgation, or Prohibition and abolishment, [K4v: A Nest of 
Popish Miracles.'] that the Sunne may no longer see such hideous patchery of Fables 
fostered among Christians. 

20 Who (mee thinkes) could be so bewitched, as bee borne in hand, that a House 
was carried in the Aire from Palestine to Loretta;1" That a Dalmatian Priest comming 
many miles to Loretta, and carrying up with his hand his bowels quite pulled out of his 
belly, by one onely Prayer to our Lady there, was instantly healed, which is as true and 
trustie, as was our Dalmatian ventriosus Marcus Antonius; That a blockish Image in a 

25 wall, doth worke as high Miracles as ever were performed by the eternali Sonne of 
God; as in the puppetry of the Images of Sichern, &c. appeareth by the particular 
narrations of huge, dowtie, mightie. Wonders done by them; That at this day are to 
bee scene at Amiens, at Arras, at Paris, at Collen, at Lisbon, at Rome, two heads of 
Saint John the Baptist, three heads of Saint Ursula, two tayles of our Saviours Asse, the 

30 Milke of our blessed Lady, the bloud of Hales, the legs of the Innocents;"0 That Saint 
Francis had the prints of our Saviours Wounds, and with a Prayer of his, caused a dish 
of roasted Larkes brought to the Table to be eaten, instantly to fly away,1" That at the 
great Lake of Ulster, Saint Patrick (who chased all the venóme out of Ireland) is one 
day by the Priests yet visible, and that they have then conference with him (as Numa 

35 had with the Nymph [L· The galloping Crosse.] Egeria); Beside, that there is a wonder
working Purgatory of his;192 That a Carmelite came lately to Paris,193 and there saying 
Masse, every day at the elevation of the consecrated Hoast, himself was still elevated 
or hoysed on cock-horse into the Aire: which is very confidently reported by the 
Priests now in London, and one of them swore to mee that he saw it; That F. Stevens 

186 Espenc(acU5, Opera Omnia ] m 2 ad Tim(olheum epístolas commentami A diffa[siones\ l\tb] 1 c[ap] II [ι e 
lib 2 cap 2] 

187Roni[ans]611 [ic 6 21] 
1 8 8 [II adds 'And why Christians'] 
" · TP pag 40 TP ρ 181 182. 
m [II adds 'as . Baptist' [Г adds 'three heads of Saint Ursula'], two . Lady,' [IV adds 'the bloud . 

Innocents']] 
m [II substitutes for I Srounds, that the two Tails of our Saviours /tor, the two heads of Saint John the Варна, 

the milk of our biased Laif, an this day lo bc seen' [margin S John Bapasa head shewed both at Armons and at 
Rome]] к)[е] Ful[vium] Andro|tium] [John] Naucler(um] Coslenim, & alios in the lives of the Martyrs, translated by 
Kmsmjan] [G 116] F Sales in his Introduction to a devout Life [G 55] 

™ Fitz-Simon in ufr[m] сіш[о] [G 31]. 
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(a Priest now in London) hath a Crosse,1* whereunto are affixed some Relicks of a 
Tibume-Martyr, one M. Maxfield: which Crosse beeing stolne from him, and carried one 
day almost fifty miles (as was knowne), the night following, came back of its owne 
accord, and he found it in the morning under his beds head, as is most judiciously and 

S authentically of late recorded by our aforesaid Chronicler of Coxcombria, Jo. 
Heigham195: This Crosse surely must bee akinne to a stone in Anglesey, reported to be 
of that propcrtie, that how farre soever a man carried il in the day, it would rctume of 
it selfe at night into the Hand; That the very sight of Garnets Straw hath made at least 
five hundred in our Kingdomc become good Catholicks:1* which if it be true, I see no 

10 reason, but every Thresher in England should become a Romanist, because they deale 
with strawes, which have as perfect an effigjes of F. Garnet, as any other straw without 
equivocation ever yet had; That M. Gennings beeing executed at Tibumem, and his 
heart in the Executioners hand, yet the Martyr cryed out, Sánete Gregori, ora pro me; 
Holy [Llv: Horrible lowd lyes.] Gregarie, pray for me;1* that the same mans holy 

IS anointed Thumbe, beeing touched by a Virgin after his death, of it selfc came off, bone 
and flesh, from the rest of the hand;1** That when one M. Daldns a Pnest, executed at 
Tibume, was a-dying,200 a certaine Virgin, a kinswoman of his, though many miles 
remote, longing after some of the Martyrs flesh, shee not knowing how to obtaine her 
desire, yet being ful of faith, one of M. Daldns holy toes did miraculously yeeld it selfe 

20 into her virginali hands (A judicious201 Southsayer would ghesse, that this toe had 
beene in private much employed in tripping Sellingers Round). That Robert Parsons 
could make the Divel speak in any English Bishop or Heretick whomsoever (Doctor 
Sheldon protesteth, that hee heard him speak the same).2" That Robert Parsons beeing 
apprehended by a Pursuivant at Northwich in Cheshire, and put into a chamber fast 

25 bolted and locked upon him, the doore did three times together miraculously and of its 
owne accord flie open. That one Father Scroop a Priest, being in a Gentlemans house 
in Lancashire, & certaine Pursuivants comming to search for him, notwithstanding he 
was in the midst of the room with them, yet he became invisible to the said 
Searchers;209 That one Katharine Riland in London, with eating one bit of flesh 

30 forbidden by her ghostly Father, was instantly choaked; That one Thomas Vincent of 
London, scoffing at a Priest saying Masse, forthwith fell mad, and, for many dayes 
after, was heard pronounce [L2: A bleeding and speaking Crosse.] no other words but 
these, О holy Priest, О holy Masse™ That old F. Chambers taking the confession of a 
Nun at Bruxels (her name Mistris Stan) shee was metamorphosed, and seemed unto 

35 him a flame of fire;** That whensoever a certaine Priest put his finger nigh Saverius his 
heart, there issued out bloud and water;206 That holy Father Philip Nerius, upon a 
certaine night as he was walking, and falling into a certaine ditch, was presently caught 
by the haires of his head by an Angeli, and so delivered; That an Image was crucified 

1 9 4 If any man want an hackny to caty him fifde miles, let him hire F Stevens galloping Crosse 
, 9 S [II adds 'as Heigham'] 
m V¡d\e) the true Chnslian Cathohke [I adds Vniien by J Heigham') ρ 161 |G 19] 
1 9 7 [IV deletes 'his belly beeing opened, his bowels cut out'] 
1 9 e Vid[e] a booke intil[uled] The life and death of Edmund Gennmp pag 66 
m Page % A Tale of Tom Thumb 
2 0 0 Heigham, Ш sup[ra] pag. 146 [G 19] 
2 0 1 [II adds 'A judicious Round'] 
2 0 2 иЦе) [Richard] SheU[on\ [Survey] of [the] miracles ρ 25 F Panons a pick-locke equivocalor 
203 I thinke, sometimes visible gold will make a man invisible 
^ G-d Ρ in his Book, called, The rules of obedience, pag 12 G f̂ Ρ pag 41 
2 0 5 F Bdlmgham a Pnesi in London, the relator 
2 0 6 Tursellhm] m Ща] Saver[u] l[ib] 6 фр] 4 
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al Beritum, and did bleed;3" That the holy Candle at Arras buraeth perpetually, and yet 
is no whit wasted;2** That the Divel held both Saint Edmunds his hands,2"9 that he 
could not make the signe of the Crosse; That M. Christopher Cusake, an Irish Jésuite, 
had a Crucifix which could speak;210 That Saint Edmund of Pountney his dead Mother 

5 often appeared to him when he prayed, and told him what was done in heaven, and 
what soûles were weekly delivered out of Purgatory.2" 

Are these gracclesse saltlessc gulleries, either to bee belecved or countenanced? Is 
it possible that men of wit, understanding and spirit, should bee intoxicated and carried 
away with such muddie devices; the end of which is, non ethnicos convertendi, sed ipsos 

10 evertendi,m not to convert and bring any unto the knowledge of the truth, but rather 
to make them wallow in the mire and sinke of errour, in which themselves have long 
stucke fast? And by reading of all which you [L2v: Priests condemned by heathen 
Poets.] may finde, that the Divell hath no greater cunning, nor prcvailable Art, then to 
support the Romish Religion by such palpable, grosse, filthy and idle inventions. What 

15 is there in them (for the most part) more then in the Poeticall fictions of the Gods, 
the Fables of Homer, Herodotus, Ovid1", and the rest? All is but the deceits of lying 
tongues, the presumption and bragging of Inchanters, and the ceremonies of Augurers, 
Pythonists and Arts-masters in Incantations: against whom the Poets themselves had 
many invectives, and condemned the Priests of that time, as wee doe the Friers of this 

20 Age; as Euripides: 
Hei mihi! versipelles ut homines semper odi, qui componentes iniusta, deinde fraudes 

adamant}1* 

CHAP. X. 
The plaguy devices of Plagiaries, stealing Children, &c. and transporting them. 

25 THe examples before-recited, shew the collusions the Priests use, upon pretence of 
miraculous power: nor is their diligence lesse in other meanes, which they use by daily 
sollicitations for their owne advantage; every Priest of action, and any ability, having 
two Assistants assign'd unto him:2" whose office, like the Familiars of the Inquisition, is 
to straggle abroad, for [L3: Master Duttons Sonne.] the bringing-in of game. These 

30 subservient procurers arc Laicks; and though not able to maintaine Argument, yet prie 
in by-corners, nay, and put forward in often places, to shake and trie any weak 
wavering Protestants; whom if they can get but to cntertaine conference, & give eare 
to their boasts and insinuations, then they bring them to be better hammered on the 
Anvill of their great Masters. Sometime they deale with tender game, scarce yet fledge, 

35 I meane, yong Youths, whom they inveigle, to transport to the nests of their 
Seminaries. 

As namely,216 A Gentleman of the Parish of Halsull [sic] in Lancashire™ whose 

^ 7 Barfonius] η ап[поіа!юм\ 1550 Baron[ius] in onnoi\auom\ m Martyrolof\H"n\ flom[anum] Novtm[bns] 9 
2 W [II adds 'That wasted') 1ho\mas\ Masengam, in his protest pag 162. 
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2 1 1 [IV adds 'That Saint Purgatory' and notcl In the book called, [Flagellum Dei or] a sword for Contradictors, 

p. 72 IG 149) 
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onely Sonne aged about 16. or 17. yceres, was to his great griefe inveigled and stolne 
away by the Priests, who conveyed him first into Ireland; and thence, to some one of 
the Seminaries in forraine parts. The Gentleman made what meanes he could for the 
recovery of his sonne, by the now Lord Bishop of Chester and otherwise; but, for 

5 ought I can learne, hee still remaineth, though an actuall Father, yet childless, not so 
much as knowing where to seek his said sonne: to which Father may bee applyed that 
mournful! description of forelome Dedalus: 

At pater infeliz, пес iam pater, Icare, dixit; 
Icare, dixit. Ubi es? qua te regione requiraml™ 

10 I know not whether the griefe or scome was greater, which they put upon this 
Gentleman when they had stoln away his son, leaving in his [L3v: Pnests insinuating 
with John Mathew,] stead, in the chamber where hee lay, a fantastick Paper suggested 
by themselves in forme of a letter,219 in the yong mans name to his Father; wherein, 
forsooth, he giveth a reason of his departure, namely, a vision from heaven appearing 

15 to him, and charging him to leave his Fathers house and native Countrey, and dispose 
of himselfe according to certaine directions to bee given him by his Instructers or 
ghostly Fathers, at a place some thirty or forty miles off: whither accordingly he stole 
away, and from thence was conveyed first into Ireland, and so out-of the Kings 
dominions, to some forreignc Collcdgc or Monastery. A miserable case, that those 

20 whom the Law would take hold of by the neck, if they should steale his horse out of a 
Stable, yet should grow to that boldnesse, to steale away his childe from his bosome, 
beeing of those tender yeeres, that he was not fit to chuse any estate of life for 
himselfe. 

It will not bee amisse likewise to insert, how they dealt with a yong man heere in 
25 London, who is Grand-childe to the Arch-Bishop of York, about the end of February 

last.220 They perswaded him, what a fine life it would bee to live beyond the seas; and 
withall told him, that, if hee would go over to one of their Colledges, hee should want 
no maintenance: and, for that hee was not fully grounded in their Religion, hec was 
referred to one to conferre withall. It fortuned, that hee came to that man that must 

30 indoctrinate him, [L4: and Henry Sylvester.] while I was by. I, smelling their knavery, 
could not rest quiet, till I had found out the yong man, and inquired his businesse with 
the Priests, with whom I had seen him often conversant; who presently told me their 
project, and acquainted me, that hee must suddenly take his journey to Saint Omen. 
But, my self discovering unto him divers of their cheats and tricks, and assuring him, 

35 that hee should finde the case altered, if hee went out of England; the yong man, 
being very ingenuous, was deterred, and (I hope) will have no more familiarity with 
them. Some of the Priests Agents dealt in the same sort with a very pretty modest 
Youth, one Henry Sylvester (sonne to the no lesse worthy then famous Poet, Josuah 
Sylvester, the Translator of Du Bartas); who, beeing a scholier at Suttons Hospitall 

40 neere London, was drawne to such places as the Priests often frequent, and there had 
books bestowed on him. They inveigled and wrought so farre with him, that he 
consented to be sent beyond the seas: and away they had packed him, but that their 
plot was in time discovered. Many others have they of late daies seduced; but, I hope, 
their kingdome is now almost at an end.221 

45 If at the Schooles of Westminster, Pauls, Winchester, Eaton, Christ-Church, or 
Suttons Hospitall, there chance be some young man discontented, for the losse of a 

Ovid Melamorph[osa) lib. в [II. 231-32). 
This Ijclla I have scene, shewed me by Ihe Father himselfe. 
The Pnests practice with a yong man, Master John Mathew. 
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place in the Universitie hee hoped for; or in the Universities, some young graduate 
hälfe distracted or discouraged, upon the [L4v: Priests Lure to intice young Novices.] 
losse of some fellowship, or other promotion he aspired unto; Oh then there is matter 
to worke on; none of these, I warrant you, shall escape without promise of better 

5 preferment:22 there needs not one to informe them, what provision is made beyond the 
Seas at Saint Omers, Doway, Lbbon, Lovain, Sivill, Spaine, Rome, for all such Novices; 
what beautiful! Collcdgcs, stately Edifices, large Revenues thereunto annexed; what 
great liberty, what good company, what practice of Piety. 

Fistula dulce canit, volucrem dum decipit auceps. 
10 Like the Fowler, they can allure with divers these pleasing notes, to tempt to their 

lure, and bring the Foot within the Snare: Sed terminus istius gaudij mors est,m the end 
of this prooves the most deadly and dangerous. Some of their scouts have I knowne 
about the Universitie of Oxford, as Kinsman, Ford, Mason, Napper,nA and divers others 
could I point at, this present, here in London, who indeed are no lesse perilous and 

15 pernicious then the Priests themselves. If they can finde any, for extraordinarie 
pregnancy of wit, learning, parentage, friends, especially possessions, fit to serve their 
turnes, and condescend to their expectations, by no meanes must such scape their 
fingers. [M: A Gentlewoman cheated by a Priest.] 

CHAP. XI. 
20 Other Hookes, to pull-in Patrimonies and Moneys into the box of these Jugglers. 

NOr are the Priests to secke for other shifts to wrest and wring from their poorc 
disciples, wherewithal! to maintaine their owne faction, yea, and in fashion too, 
glittering in the best Sattins, and ruffling in the principal! new stuffes; as, Who now-a-
dayes so brave as they?225 

25 A Gentlewoman22* of the parish of Saint Giles in the fields nccre Holboum, was of 
late time sicke, and being one that was well inclining and warping toward the Popish 
pale or bent, sent for a Priest, a man very famous about this Towne, to come unto her, 
and assist her with his best comfort and counsel!; who understanding her desire, was 
soone with her: and beeing come, shce acquainted him, how the case stood bctwecne 

30 Almighty God and her distressed soule; and having laid her selfe open unto him, after 
the forme of Romane Confession, her Ghostly Father the Priest told her, that shee 
should not neede to take any farther thought or care of her Soule, but commit all to 
him, his Absolution would bee availeable, and by prayer himselfe would intercede, for 
her. Yet [Mlv] one thing farther hee must tell her; that shee might bee more certaine 

35 of Mercy and Indulgence, if there were some care had for the saying of so many 
Masses for her after her death at the high Altar. The woman listned to this, and liked it 
very well. Yea, but the Priest had not said all; These Masses (he told her) could not bee 
had without a round summe of money. Shee demanded of the Priest, what the whole 
charges might bee. Нее told her, About some thirty pounds. The poore Gentlewoman 

40 answered, Shee had not so much money in her custodie; but Plate shce would deliver 
him, sufficient to raise such a summe: and accordingly she delivered it forthwith to his 

2 2 2 [IV adds ] Some who of late missed Fellowships in a Colledge in Cambridge, being now heerc in London, have 
beene hotly set upon in this kmde, within this monclh 

2 2 3 [I-III margin 'Bemlard)·] 
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225 ¡II jubslitutes I 'What other shifts have the Pnests to wrest and wring from their poore Disciples, wherewithal! 

to maintaine their pomp and braveiy?'] 
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possession; who, having met with such a booty, had little desire to visit any more his 
sick patient. The woman within a short time after grew so weake in her body, that 
shee was past hope of recovery, and then sent againe for her spirituali Doctor to come 
and administer some of his ghostly Physicke to her. But my Gentleman had taken 

S paines enough before, and by no meanes would be brought the second time unto her. 
A good Caveat heere was, for her and others, to take heed of such cogging and 
insinuating companions. It pleased God, this Gentlewoman recovered; and, making 
good use of that abuse shee received by this Priest in her sicknesse, she altered her 
Religion: and now, to the comfort of divers worthy and painefull Ministers about the 

10 Citie, shee is become a [M2: M. Fisher with Mistris Read.] good Church-woman, and 
spends the most of her time in Gods service, going duly2" unto Sermons, and following 
nothing so much as her Devotions. 

In Summer 1623. A Gentlewoman, named Read, lying at that time sicke at Bednall 
greene neere London, and having Land of Inheritance, of above five hundred pounds 

15 per annum, was vehemently set upon by some Jesuits and Priests;228 insomuch, that 
shee was inclinable to referre her estate to their disposall. Whereupon, some of her 
neere kinne, repayring to a Doctor of Divinitie, of good note in London,2" informed 
him how faire the Priests had wrought with her. Whereupon, hee by conference and 
instruction, did set her right againe (as, by Gods blessing, hee hath confirmed divers 

20 others.) Else it is very probable, that the greatest part of that estate should have 
flowne beyond the Seas, as very much other our Countrey goods and riches doe, to 
underline the Nunneries. 

In August last, one Musket230 and another Priest came to Francis Netlam,m lying 
very sicke in M. Dawsons house in Fetter-lane; and understanding of some Lands or 

25 Possessions hee had, to a round value, inquired of him, how hee disposed of these his 
Revenues, and to whom hee meant to leave them after his decease. He acquainted 
them, that hee had brothers and sisters, poore, and of his [M2v: M. Musket labouring 
for Land.] owne Religion (to weet, Papists) who did expect them. But these insinuating 
Priests, more regarding themselves then their disciples, dealt so far with him, that hee 

30 was content to give his Lands to themselves, or whom they should nominate, so to bee 
at their disposing. Which granted, M. Muskets care was such, that a Will was drawne, 
and the Lands thereby conveyed to the Priests, or to some other for their use. 
Thereupon returning to the house where this sicke Catholick lay, they requested the 
woman of the house (Mistris Dawson, her husband not being within) to be a Witnesse 

35 to the said Will. But shee, understanding the Contents thereof, refused so to doe: 
neither would shee suffer them to goe to the sicke mans Chamber, unlesse their intent 
were better. So soone as her husband came home, she told him what the Priests would 
have done. Thereupon, her husband intreated the Lecturer of the Parish, and another 
Minister, to perswade the said Francis Netlam, not to bee so foolish and unnaturall, as 

40 to give his Land from his needie brethren, to these cheating, coozening and colloguing 
Priests. The sicke man followed the counsel! of these Ministers, in whom hee found 
more plaine dealing, then in the other his spirituall Fathers. And notwithstanding hee 

^ [I vanes 'daily') 
228 The pnesls insinuating with one Mistns Read, & fishing (or her estate, [II adds ] Fisher being one of the 

Jesuits 
229 [II adds | Doctor Wutc Deane of Carlile. 
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had been long mis-led by the said Romish Impostors, hee desired to bee prayed for 
(according to the forme of our Engluh Church) in Saint Dunstanes in the West, at 
their next Wednesday Lecture: [M3: Proselyte Lands.] and further to expresse his 
conformitie to our Church, hee received the blessed Sacrament with us before his 

5 death. 
Hence then observe, how industrious our Priests are, not onely to get Proselyte 

men and women, but also Proselyte Lands and possesssions: notwithstanding all their 
pretended povertie, bonus odor lucri, they will omit no opportunitie to get what gaine 
they can. I know this to bee true, that in those parts where I have lived, and where 

10 are most Papists of any part of this Kingdome, there is not a Popish Gentleman in all 
the Countrey, but there is a Priest to his Steward, and Disposer of his Houshold and 
Revenues; neither doth the Owner let, set, or sell any Land, without the approbation 
and consent of these pretended spirituall Guides. And that indeed is it which causeth 
Papists the more to abound, for that a Land-lord led by such Directors, will not suffer 

15 any one quietly to live upon his Land, but such as the three-quarter-Lord-Priest taketh 
to bee his holy children, and will bee readie to doe him service. A fine Engine, to 
wheele about and serve whole Families and Townes, by the pulley which twineth the 
long Rope of Spirituals, reaching out ad temporalia. 

Another of their Engines is, If an Offender come to one of these Priests to 
20 Confession; as they enjoync him, for one part of his penance, to say so many Pater

nosters, so many Creeds, [M3v: The cunning practices of Priests.] so many Ave-maries, by 
scores every day: so likewise they impose on his head a pecuniary Mulct: hee must pay 
into the hands of some other Priest, fortie, thirtie, 20. ten, eight, or five pounds 
(according to the ability of the party) to bee distributed by the said Priest, a judicious 

25 man, in pios usus. Which money once fingered, is very judiciously shared betwixt these 
two shriving Priests, who (JudasAike) will have no waste, & tenentes marsupium, 
tenentur a marsupio. 

Againe, that their Lampes may want no Oyle, their pockets no weight, how doe 
they grip«, exact and extort from their poore disciples! If a Shoemaker or a Taylor, 

30 that hath nought but what hee earnes at his fingers ends, chance to come under their 
fingers, his money is ill got, unlcsse hee offers to his holy Father a third or fourth part 
of his gaine. If a Countrey Farmer bee so rich in Tenement or Land, that hee have 
but two Oxen to yoke, and three Kine to milke, before the yeeres end, one of the 
beasts must bee sold, to buy the honest Priest a new Sute, perhaps of swaggering 

35 Sattin. Nay, I have knowne a Taxation such, that out of a mans meanes worth tenne 
pounds per annum, the Priest must perforce have forty shillings a yeere at least. And 
in a great Shire, where I have conversed, there is not a man of that Religion, of fortie 
pounds a yeere Revenue and upward, but he must, at his owne charge, keepe a Priest 
in his house: perhaps some poore Neighbours [M4: The forged Legacie.] that are 

40 benefited hereby, contribute some small matter toward it. 
Thus, while they pretend, that they are forced to creepe into private houses for 

feare of persecution, they carry more dominion over the Family, then any Parish-priest 
doth in those Countries where Popish Religion publikely prevayleth. 

CHAP. XII. 
45 A lewd leaden Lie, able to breake the 

Axle-tree of the strongest Dung-cart of vast 
and blind Credulitie. 

I Should have commended M. Muskets wit, if hee could at so easie a rate have 
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purchased M. Netlatm Inheritance. Sure, it was a better plot, and his time better spent, 
then in writing and forging his Booke, called The Bishop of London /lis Legatie?1 A 
Pamphlet, that I much wondred who could have so little wit, and lesse grace, to bee 
Author thereof, till that an Incendiary Brother of his (who tooke dislike at it) 

5 confessed unto me;235 and F. Musket himselfe, in some sort, acknowledged his paines-
taking therin. О perfrictam fronteml What impudence was heere joyned with ignorance! 
How lewdly did hce and his Praecursor Kellison bely Him, who is now as glorious a 
Starre in the Heavens above,234 as He was a shining [IVMv. Commendation of the late 
B. of London.] Lampe in the Firmament of the Church heer on Earth! EUGENES 

10 MEN HO KTANON TE KHO THANON as Sophocles05 commended Philoctetes) He 
fought a good fight, both in defence of the faith, and in expugnation of Heresies, 
Schismes and Seditions brought in by these our Adversaries. And as Augustine06 spake 
of Cyprian, Multi erat meriti, multi pectoris, multi oris, multae virtutis: Нее was worthy, 
wise, wcl-spoken, religious, constant:237 and of all faithful! Protestants in England, I 

15 thinke, most unfitly chosen for an Object whereon to clap so deformed and ugly a 
Visor, as this pretended waving to Popery. His most pious and constant departure hath 
beene faithfully and particularly declared by his worthy (truly patrizing) Sonne at Pauls 
Crosse. Against the sincerity of which relation, I doc not heare, that any of those 
snarling whibbling Curres can barke. If they dare open their snapping mouthes, let 

20 them doe it whilesl men live that may refute them, and not tarry till one hundred 
yeercs after, when they may fitten what they please upon Times of yore, as they doe 
without control, upon some old, blind, out-worn pretended Saints of their owne 
shaping. 

Now whereas they seeke to get Proselytes by these monstrous forgeries and 
25 tromperies; for my owne part, I confesse, that upon the first view and reading of it, I 

was somewhat mooved with wonder, and withall with possibilitie of credence; which 
made mee the more diligently to enquire of it; especially reading there, [N: The late B. 
of Londons slander, cleered.] that the Bishop was reconciled to the Church of Rome, 
by a certaine Priest there not named. I curiously searched among the Priests, to learne 

30 who that might be. They named to me F. Preston: but him I find to have constantly 
disavowed it, on Examination: and otherwise I found good cause to thinke, that hee 
spake his conscience in that denial!. Then was I posted off to F. Palmer a Jésuite, and 
that hee was the very man: but asking him very seriously and privately about it, hee 
told mee, hee never saw the Bishop of London. And verily, if this Jésuite did meane 

35 to equivocate with mee, hec had no reason to speake doubly on that part, but rather 
to avouch, that himselfe did that deed, or knew who did it, that hee might the better 
hold mee in beliefe of that Narration. In fine, I found this Tale to bee nothing but a 
Comicall fiction: and on better weighing this ridiculous shamelesse pamphlet, so belying 
Intcgritie, so out-facing the open Sunne with Audacitic, and so farrc degenerating from 

40 all shew of Veritie; I concluded, that the frame could not bee found, which was built 
upon such a rotten foundation; nor that Religion sincere, which hath slanderous 
leasings for her daily food. As Tertullian saith in the behalf of the Christians first 
persecuted by Nero, that he that knew Nero well, might easily understand, non nisi 

232 The Author of The Bishop of Londons Legacie |G 15] 
233 F Med[cair (54)'] 
254 Non cómela ¡úu sed Stella 
m Sophocl[<3, Philocieies, I. 336] 
236 Aug[ustine] 
237 [I Faults escaped (02v) adds 'This reverend Bishops most pious and constant departure, was related by his 

worthy sonne at Pauls Crosse against the sincere Truth whereof, I doe not heare that any of those dogs can baric'. II 
adds 'constant . shaping') 
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grande aliquod bonum à Nerone damnatum: it was like to bee a good thing, which Nero 
opposed.238 So when I view the shamclcssc slanders which such Jugglers [Nlv: A Priests 
opinion of the forged Legacy.,] lay upon that Reverend Bishop, I must needs say, that I 
reverenced his memory the more, and might well thinke him the more constant in his 

5 Religion, by their fayning him to bee wavering. 
Yet, thus I must needs testifie of one of the most sufficient and ingenuous of 

their Priests,239 that notwithstanding it might make somewhat against their common 
cause, he plainly told mee, he was some that ever any such Booke should bee suffered to 
come forth: for it would doe them more hurt, then any Booke they ever wrote; meaning, 

10 as I take it, that the forgerie in it was too palpable. But I finde, that the Book is 
subscribed by publike authorilie, and particular commendation to it, nor will they inflict 
any censure upon the lewd Father of this monstrous lye. And hence it is, that of late 
they have altered The Title, and changed the Frontispice into a more darke phrase, 
making it a Prosopopeia or Stage-playing patch of Rhctoricke.240 

15 Doth Master Musket, who hath foure or five hundred (as I have heard him boast) 
that come to his Chamber to a Sermon, feed them with no better fare then such 
windy, light, empty, nay noysome exhalations? I can then call it but, The dreamed bread 
of the sluggard. They may eate, but not be satisfied.™ Perhaps he may parallel this and 
greater fictions out of the Golden Legend, when hee preacheth upon any By-Saints 

20 day.242 [N2: A false aspersion on the Lord Gerard.] 

CHAP. XIII.243 

Another lye in a Budget, attending the former Load. 

THe Papists have cast abroad an aspersion as false, and to the same purpose, as the 
former, on a Noble Baron of our kingdom, (who died about this time twelve-moneth) I 

25 meane, the late Lord Gerard, Baron of Bromley in Staffordshire. It pleased God, that 
on his Journey from Stafford toward London, he fell sick at Coventry, and there lay 
languishing, distempered with a very violent fever, some 7 or 8 daies, & then died. In 
his sicknes, there came to him a Popish insinuating companion, one Ralph Marsh, 
borne at Wigan in Lancashire, who having had no great acquaintance with him before, 

30 yet now saw how bereaved of his senses this Lord lay, and so thought hec might worke 
somewhat for his owne end, at least, doe some exploit meritorious and grateful! to the 
Romane cause. Whereupon, so soone as he perceived, that his Lordships senses 
begänne to faile him, hee now lying languishing in extremis, hec rides to the next 
popish houses about that Countrey, and inquires for a Priest: and at length, having 

35 ridden (as he told me) from Coventry twenty miles or more, hee found a man for his 
purpose; whom hee brought with him to Coventry and instantly conveyed him into my 
Lord Gerards [N2v: The practice of a Mercenary Priest.] chamber, who then lay 
speechlesse, and knew no body, it beeing the day before hee breathed his last. 
Notwithstanding his Lordship was, in this case, not able to signifie the least extemall 

40 expression or confession of any assent unto question propounded: and though in all his 
life time he remained a constant Protestant, and so continued to the last, yet this 

Tcrtul\ltanus\ m Apologet[ico] Cont[ra] Gentes [cap 5] 
M. Anderton. 
[II adds: 'or ... Rhetoncke']. 
[Leviticus 26.26. Micah 6.14]. 
[In I-III followed by sigs. 02v-03, i e. the last two paragraphs of chapter 15]. 
¡Г adds chapter 13]. 
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Mercenary Mountebanke Priest pronounced the words of absolution over him, with 
gestures of giving Benediction; and moreover, was so liberall, as to give him another 
cast of his office, to say Masse for him after his death. And the Papists upon this 
poore pretence, blowing their trumpet, where there was no victory nor combat 

5 precedent, gave out that hee died a Convert, and was reconciled to their Church. 
Saint Chrysostome, upon 1. Cor. 15.7 Quid facient qui baptizantur pro moríais, 

ác?2*1 saith in his Sermon to the people, I know I shal make you laugh, and yet I will 
tell you what the Marcionites did, that you may the more beware of it. When a Christian 
not yet baptized,245 had departed this life, under the bed whereon the dead man yet lay, 

10 they hid a living man,246 and then came to the dead body, speaking to him, and asking 
him whether hee would be baptized; the dead man answering nothing, hee that lay hidden 
under the bed, made answer for him, that hee would bee baptized: and so they baptized 
the living man in stead of the dead man, playing in this Pageant like Children. I see not, 
but this Priest brought hither by Marsh, & pretending [N3: Master Marsh his fruitlesse 

15 Juggling.] this Romhh Reconcilement, might bee the true heire to his old great Grand
father Marcion, in supposititious dealing with dead men, pretended to bec not oncly 
alive, but capable of Question, and able to expresse Answer. Yet in this he seemes 
nimbler then his olde Masters: he acted both the parts himself, both in questioning and 
answering, the Confiteor, and the Absolve. For I doe not yet heare of any juggling 

20 Coadjutor that lay under the bed, to act vocally the Romane new Proselyte. As for 
Master Marsh, who hath rambled and trampled many miles abroad to bring nothing 
home, if hee brought no truer newes from Jerusalem, then hec hath blazed concerning 
this worthy Noble mans Religion and death; I see no reason but hee should bee sent 
to Jerusalem againe, before hee bee paid his wagered bargaincs upon his returne 

25 thence. 

CHAP. XIIII. 
A Flash of the false fire of Equivocation. 

THose247 that are sldlfull in inventing lies upon other men, are not to seeke of an 
engine to transforme a lye of their owne making, though lined with forgcric, into a 

30 Rhetorical figure; and though bumbasted with perjurie, yet to juggle it into a spirituall 
allegory. [N3v: The perjury of Thomas Cornford.] Thomas Comfort a brother of 
theirs, examined before my Lords Grace of Canterbury, June 25. 1612. did first give unto 
himselfe, the name of John Underwood, and so subscribed it; affirming that hee was a 
married man, and that hee had married the daughter of one Robinson in Irkinburge, 

35 where /lis wife at the time of his Examination remained. Нее added also, hee had beene 
married unto her twelve yeeres, and that hee had by her six children. Нее said hee was by 
condition a Farmer, and that hee came to Towne, to moove the Lord Vaux, that 
himselfe might bee Tenant to his Lordship, for a certaine House and Land lying in 
Irkinburge, where his wife, Robinsons daughter, remained. But this fellow, after, upon 

40 some remorse of conscience, or fearing lest his condition and estate might by some 
other means bee discovered, doth of himselfe offer to manifest unto his Grace, his 
condition and profession; unto which, as it were on a second examination, hee is 

w C/ujMMi[omuj] in 1 Cor[inthios] 15[ 29] 
M s Catechummus 
2 * Vtvauan 
2,1 [IV adds. THose allegory'] 
2 4 8 [IV deletes. 'For example. Blush they not at this, thai one Thomas ComfortT] The Pcrjune of Tho\nuis] 

Cornford Jésuite. 
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admitted; and then acknowledged, That for the space of sixe yeeres, hee was brought up 
in the Colledge of Rome; and that there hee took the orden of Priesthood, according to 
the manner of that Church; and that from thence, some twelve yeeres since, hee was sent 
by mission into England, where, by F. Garnet, hee was admitted into the Societie of 

5 Jesus: hee acknowledgeth also, that Лы name was Tho. Cornford, and so subscribed the 
same the second time, after that before hee had subsigned by the name of John 
Underwood. [N4: Cornfords cunning Equivocation.] 

Will you understand how this ingenuous Jesuit did conciliate such contrary sayings 
of his? Thus he performed his part: Whereas he affirmed himselfe to bee a married 

10 man, his meaning was, that his wife was his Breviarie,1* and that hee had beene 
married unto it twelve yeers: as for his children had by Robinsons daughter, those were 
his ghostly and spirituall children. The reason why he called himselfe a Farmer, was, 
because he was so to God, according to that Text, Redde rationem villicationis time: 
Give an account of thy Farmership.7M The reason why he said hee came to take a Farm 

15 of the Lord Vaux, was, because he was readie to doe him any service for the spirituall 
tilling of his soule. 

Reade D. Sheldons book of the Miracles of Antichrist, pag. 28. where you may 
reade of another holy brother of the Ignatian Society, who did in the same sort wilfully 
perjure himselfe. 

20 CHAP. XV. 
Their Tyranny in injoyning Penances, with an Exhortation. 

SUrely, when I beginne to weigh & meditate on the abuses that our Kingdome in 
generall, and these distorted members thereof in particular, sustaine by those Hornets 
and Drones who flie up and downe, stinging and wounding with [N4v: The Authors 

25 ¿ne/è for people seduced.] the wily insinuation of errour, sucking and gathering hony in 
our gardens, yea, resting upon divers faire flowers; my heart beginnes to bleed, my 
bowels to yearne, and my soulc is plunged in much heavinesse. For woe is mee! Are 
we not all Sonnes to one Father! all Subjects to one King cuius sub umbra suaviter 
quiescimus, wee rest under his shade, and his boughs have beene long distended for 

30 our security? How grievous (alas!) is it now to him to heare, that any his children and 
servants should bee a prey to the Harpies of Rome; that vipers should eat out their 
substance, and dispoile them of the means of the true knowledge of Christ! All these 
things, unlesse they keepe you still muffled, you may easily discern. Are they not 
Lords, not onely over your faith, but also your inheritance, although, according to the 

35 rule of their Canonist, Praelatio Ecclesiastica тіпшегіит habet, non dominium: Their 
office bindes them (nay, the Jésuites vow tyes them) to Service, rather then 
Dominion!01 How is it possible (me thinks) that they should bring you to that 
servitude, as I finde they doe, so subjugate your understandings, and imprison your 
wils, that if they command any thing, quamuis ad interitum animae & corporis"2 you 

40 are ready to obey them? and doe they not accordingly make vassals and slaves of you? 
This last Good-Fryday,*3 this present yeere 1624. they made some of you in the 

** Excellent equivocation 
250 [Luke 16 2| 
251 1 Petfer] 5 Un wood The Pnests and Jésuites in their bookes pretend, that they are servant« to those over 

whom indeed they Lord it 
252 [ a Job 33 28 and 1 Connthians 5 5] 
253 [I-III 'Yesterday being Goodfriday,·] 
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morning, before day, goe in Procession to Tibume,*4 in penitentiall [O: The manner of 
going Tibume Procession.] manner; the forme of which (if duly observed) is for a man 
to walke naked from the girdle upward, and scourge himselfe with a whip. But255 for the 
most part, your Processions in time & place of persecution, as you call it, is nothing 

5 else but a Pilgrimage, going bare-foot or without shooes unto the sacred Shrine of 
Л/iartyr-haIlowed Tibume. And as for Whipping-cheere, it is not yet growne into that 
publike ostentation among us, as to bee acted in the streets and high-wayes. That must 
bee looked for, when they get the Magistrates sword into their hands; yet within walls 
they can act it upon a Stage visible enough. For on Good-Friday was twelve-month,256 

10 at a place of your solemne meeting in London*1 you made one whip himselfe so long, 
till he swouned, and was thought to bee past hope of recoverie, so that hot water was 
instantly fetched to revive him. This my selfe did then see, together with two or three 
hundred more spectators present at that meeting.08 At Bruxels (as a Priest told mce,25* 
saying he saw it, and boasting of the meritorious worke) a woman, about a yeere since, 

IS so cruelly scourged herselfe, that shee died of it. Is this Mortification, to murther our 
selves, lest sinne murther us; to abolish our life in the flesh, lest wee should live after 
the flesh1. I am no encmie unto authoritie of life, and taming or chastening our bodily 
sinfull members,™ to bring them in subjection to the spirit, to abate the lusts of the eye, 
and pride of life, to depose the Tyrant sinne from [Olv: The Kill-cow Physician.] his 

20 dominion: whatsoever tendeth this way, for the better whetting of our members to 
become weapons of righteousnesse, I wish were more, rather then lesse used in our 
reformed Churches; so it bee without the opinion of merit, without publike ostentation, 
without excesse and unnaturall hating and disabling our corporal! faculties. Such kinde 
of enormous flagellant Tragedies, prove sometime as absurd remedies against sinne, as 

25 a Philosopher did bring against sicknesse; who visiting his diseased friend, that 
complained of the irksomenesse of his disease, and desired his advice for curing the 
same, or easing his paine, departed from him, and shortly came againe, and told him 
hee had brought a medicine to cure all his diseases, and rid him of paine. The Patient, 
hearing that welcome word, promised he would take the medicine. To whom presently 

30 this Kil-cow Physician shewed under the lap of his coate a short sword, which would 
make short worke. And yet let mee tell you, that in Popish countries, for the most 
part, these tragicall Flagellants are little better then Mounte-banks and personated 
dissemblers, that have hardned their skin and flesh to beare such incisions without 
paine, and are no more affected with it, then old women that arc hired to howle and 

35 crie at a Funerali. I have heard of such a whipping knave in Flanders, that in the 
daytime seemed thus to tame his flesh in publike, and the same night tamed it 
otherwise in a Brothell.2" [02: Tibume-Penances.] To say no more of this outrageous 
devotion; as it is Baalaiticall, so wee cannot, unlesse wee winke, but see it is also 
Pharisaically If bitter chastisement in this case bee requisii, why should it not be 

40 performed as privately, as our Saviour injoyneth secret prayer in the Closet, the doore 
shut, ác?20 Must this be done before hundreds of Spectators? Yes verily, else the price 

Good-fnday cheere Λ Procession from Hotbome lo Tibume 
[II adds. 'But enough'] 
[I vanes 'The same day twelve-month last past'] 
(IV adds ) Al a great house in Holboume 
[I Faults escaped (02v) noted omission of The .. meeting', inserted by II]. 
F Е сЦеі#і (183)'']. 
[I margin Rom[ans] 5] 
¡II adds. 'And yet Brothdl') 
Like Baab Pnests, who did lance their sides, &c 
Mathew 6 [6] 
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of the satisfaction, the glorie of the merit, the overweight of supererogation, would bee 
made lighter by many an ounce. And indeed, as in this, so in all the rest of the whole 
pageant of Popcrie, every thing must bee theatricall ad pompant, else the gazing 
Vulgar would not bee so frequently and easily caught. 

5 Lastly, if such injoyned penances must bee performed in an ambling fashion, with 
roaving abroad, would no other place serve to gad unto, but Tibumel Is no other 
place in England left sacred and unpolluted? Oh, but there is more vertue in the goale 
they ninne unto, then in the race they undertake. It was ancient, to visit memorias 
Martyrum; and so, the sending of disciples to visit Tibum, maketh a deep impression in 

10 their mindes, of the Saintship of some that have there paid their debt to our Lawes. 
We know, Martyr and Persecutor are Correlatives: and so, in this action of pretended 
humiliation, there is intended an increase of the Romanists hatred against the Church 
and State of England, as persecuting, and guiltie of the bloud of those whom [02v: 
The Authors exhortation ] they adore. Thus every step in such pilgrimage, makes those 

15 Penitents to walke further from us: nay, in every stripe voluntarily received in such a 
processionali journey, the Confessor that injoyneth this performance, thinkes he 
scourgeth the Protestants. 

Deare Countrimen, let mee, in the Spirit of mecknesse, and out of the 
tendcrncsse of my heart and affection inlarged toward you, a little intrcat you to 

20 consider, how you are hoodwinkt and disguised. Doe yet, at last, lay your hands on 
your harts, and lolhe these despicable Impostors, returning unto the Truth, and 
assuring your selves, that never any true Religion did assist and credit itselfe by such 
juggling shifts, tricks, and devices, as the Jesuiticall brood are observed daily to 
practise.M 

25 But (mce thinks) I heare the noise of our hooting Noctua's, the Priests and 
Jésuites, blind guides, and lovers of darknesse more then the light, who are so farre 
from beleeving that any Cataract or Filme is on their eyes, that they are rather 
perswaded, themselves arc the most quick-sighted. They know and see afarre off, that 
although, non adhuc miserendi tempus, non adhuc exultandi dies, the time to have 

30 mercy, their appointed day be not yet come, yet they shall have a time and a day when 
Va vobis, woe bee to their Adversaries.2*5 Their best dayes of late (perhaps) seeme to 
them but a leaden, or at best a silver Age: but a Priest now in London told me 
sometime [03: to hut poore seduced Countrey-men.] this last Lent (& it hath bin the 
merrie tunc of many more,) that They should ere long have golden daies. Many of the 

35 Jésuites have of late cried, Woe to England. Their meaning is lockt up in a mystery, 
and how they will explicate themselves, I know not. Nocte dieque suum gestant in 
pectore testem; though they scape restem. 

Let mce then prcmonish the ignorant, and feebler sort especially, who are like 
wcake and silly flyes, that they take heede how they bee caught in such Cobwebs, 

40 wherein the chiefe thred they spinne, is, that none out of their Church can be saved. 
And further, let them beware, lest they deprave their ingenuous dispositions, in 
tampering with tools that may cut their fingers, and so venture into that Web of 
heretical fraud, which they want strength of wit to brcake thorow. I know, that whom 
nature or education hath made simple, Heresie will make proud. For who more 

45 insolent then the ignorant? Which Erasmus noted long agoe,2" and may well bee 
applied unto many of our English Papists, who when they might bee informed De vita 

264 [IV deletes' 'and many of which (I am sure) they shame lo heare of [II, III add: 'from us']'. The following two 
paragraphs m I-II1 preceded the beginning of chapter 15 (see Composition) and followed the end of chapter 12]. 

"* The wise words of him [John Floydl that wrote the word of Comfort [G 59). 
^ Erasm[us] in Sponda] advenfeu aspergines) Huum\i, (Opera Omnia, tome 9, 1)]. 
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Christi, & de via Christiani, they are resolved afore-hand not to be satisfied. Oh the 
blindnesse of understanding of those that are called lay Catholicks! Just heere were the 
complaint of the Prophet, My people bee in captivitie, because they bee without 
knowledge?''1 [ОЗ : The Authors protestation, and humble] 

5 CHAP. XVI 
The Author, reflecting upon himself, condudeth with humble subrntsion. 

THus much for my present occasion, by way of declaration, what wholsome use (by 
Gods grace) I have made of the noxious and balefull weeds that growe in the Papali 
garden; whereof, through my owne vanitie and levitie, having taken some taste for the 

10 space of about a yeere,2*8 it hath pleased God to tume those poysons into an Antidote, 
happy for my selfe, and (as I hope) not unfmitfull for others. 

And first, I am not ignorant, that some particulars related by me, are like to 
procure mee the hatred, and perhaps, some malicious machinations of those that 
thought to hold mee in perpetuali captivitie. But I protest to God, that as I have in 

15 sincerity of heart, without malicious inventing, or adding any thing, given account of 
those passages that came to my knowledge, so I doe not hate the person of any of 
those, who have pretended to have beene my Instructers while I remained with them; 
but wish to them, as unto my owne soule, a sight of those corruptions & errors, wherin 
they are so deeply dyed, and whereof they did cast some tincture upon mcc; and also 

20 an acknowledgement of Gods [04: submission to the Church of England.] Truth 
resplendent in the Scriptures, a forsaking and abominating of that pernicious trade, of 
being Factors and Broken for the Papacie: The superstitions and tyrannies whereof, I 
marvell, if they see not, and I much more mourne, if, seeing and inwardly 
acknowledging, yet they should entertaine and practise, for the keeping the poore Lay-

25 people in awe, which I take to be one of the chiefcst Arcana Imperi], secrets of State, 
for the maintenance of their religion. 

Secondly, I hold my selfe bound in conscience, upon the sight of mine owne error, 
& consideration of the scandal! which I have justly given, to make publiek protestation 
of my recovery, with unfaincd and humble submission unto our reverend Mother the 

30 Church of England (the most orthodoxe and pure Church now extant in the world, and 
most suitable unto the Apostolike and Primitive times, both for faith and discipline.) 
Before her feet I prostrate my selfe with deepe sorrow of heart, that I have, through 
rashnesse of heart, discontent, or any other mis-guiding passion, plaied the run-away 
out of her family and obedience. Wherein my fault is farre the greater, forasmuch as I, 

35 by that calling which shee hath vouchsafed me (although unworthy) in her family, 
ought to have bin a guide unto others, to keepe their feet in the waies of Truth and 
Peace. I implore her motherly indulgence, to open her lap to me her wandring 
returning childe, and to vouchsafe me such pardon [04v: His Fathers sorrow for his 
deviation.] and absolution, as the power of the Keyes which she hath received from our 

40 Saviour, doth afford and extend unto penitent Delinquents. Nor did I thinke it 
sufficient, to doe this by a simple profession of the cure of my understanding; but I 
also held it necessary for mee to adde a manifestation of such particular meanes as I 
best knew to bee used by our adversaries as stratagems to besiege us, and snares to 
intrap us. Whereupon it may perhaps please some, to whom that care belongeth, to 

45 make use even of these slender informations, for the preventing of future mischiefes in 

26 [The last two paragraphs originally preceded the first pan of chapter IS. See Composition) Esay [• e. Isaiah) 
5.13. 
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that kinde, now growne very farre against the Church of England. 
Thirdly, it behooved me not to be forgetfull of the bond of nature, and of that 

duty which I owe to my aged Father, a Minister in the Diocesse of Exon. whose 
righteous soule hath beene vexed with my infamous deviation; whose fatherly care and 

5 paines toward mee, even then when I most forgot him, and my selfe, hath not beene 
wanting in his writing to mee divers Letters of Argument and exhortation: which, 
together with other meanes, concurring with Gods mercy, have been the loud Calls 
that have pierced my eares, and made me look back, and withdraw my foot out of the 
horrible myre and clay wherein I stuck. Even of him, whom above others I have 

10 deepely offended, I humbly crave fatherly pardon and blessing, not onely secretly in my 
heart, but more publikely and authentically [P: Confession of wrong done to M. Home.] 
thus under my hand. What a great debt lieth upon mee, not onely in regard of my first 
being, my education especially in learning, and fitting mee for the Ministerie, by his 
care and cost, but also for the reparation of that discontent which hee hath justly 

15 taken at my obliquitie! All that I can promise and vow, with the assistance of Gods 
grace, is, that I hope to pay double in future comforts, for that which I have runne 
arrérage by procuring fatherly sorrowes. Faxit Deus. 

Fourthly,2** because (as Saint Augustine saith) Non dimittitur peccatum, nisi 
restituatur ablatum: where a man hath done a personali wrong, it lieth in conscience 

20 upon him to make satisfaction, if he be able; otherwise in vaine shall he expect 
remission from God above, or from man heere beneath; I must needs doe publiek right 
unto one whom I have publikely wronged, I meane, my Neighbour-Minister, Master 
Josiah Home, Parson of Winwick in Lancashire: at whose great danger, if not ruine, I 
cannot deny but that I was induced to aime, by suggested surmizes and groundlesse 

25 criminations. I will not seeke to shift off my fault, and lay it on those of the Popish 
faction, who were my Inciters, Abettors, or Confederates; though some of them know, 
and cannot (without double dealing) deny, that they offred both the proofe of the 
crimination, & price of my charges, for his conviction in those heavy & unjust Articles 
which I exhibited and pursued [Plv: The Author craveth pardon of M. Home.] against 

30 him. By their instigation, a double poyson crept into my soule; of Hatred and Slander 
against Man, and of defection from the true worship of God. Both these bitter weeds 
tooke root together in my understanding & passions, & each of them gave mutual! 
growth to the other. My hatred against this my industrious & religious neighbor, a 
learned preacher, & bountiful housekeeper, drave mee on toward Popery: and my 

35 giving eare to Popish Motives, did more kindle my distaste against him. So with one 
breath, those that seduced me, blew both those coles which branded my heart and 
hand. Let them, to whom of right it belongeth, owne their owne part of the crime of 
this Reverend good mans false and injurious accusation: I will take mine owne share, 
and (though to my shame) confesse, that as in the first breach betwixt Master Home 

40 and mee, I gave the first occasion, by conversing too familiarly with those, whose 
neither life nor beliefe did suit with my profession: and as in other respects, so in the 
maine mischiefe against him, I was such an intentive and active an instrument, that, 
summing up all circumstances of aggravation of the matter against my selfe, I think I 
cannot bee guilty of a greater sinne erga proximum, than that against him. For which, I 

45 humbly and hartily crave pardon of God, and of him. If any take occasion, from this or 
any other confessed particular, to tax mee for what I have beene, I have, for my 
defence, S. Augustines reply to a malepart [P2: The Authors thankfulness for his 
deliverance.] Donatisi (upbraiding him for being a Manichee)., Quantum Ule accusât 

^* [IV adds 'Fourthly rmsenam'] 
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Vitium meum, tantum ego laudo medicum meum: as much as hee shall say in 
destestation of my disease, so much will I speak in the praise of my Physician, who 
hath cured me of it.270 Cui laus et benedictio, pro rmsericordiâ sublevante meam 
miseriam. 

5 Lastly, to touch againe on that string which before I have struck, but never can 
sound too oft: This streaming of my pen from the fountaine of my heart, runnes that 
course, whither all things else ought to tend, even into the Ocean of Gods gloríe 
exalted by his Mercy, in reaching out his helping hand to such miserable creatures as 
my self, intangled in danger, and rcadie to tumble in perdition. To his glorious name I 

10 offer up my self, my soule and body, as a lively reasonable sacrifice, vowing to bend all 
my faculties and future endevors, to the publishing of his Truth, & to the setting 
forward, by word, & by example, that orthodox faith & church, which I have wickedly 
contemned. And in special!, I make oblation of my particular thanksgiving, as a 
repeated Morning and Evening Sacrifice, for the double deliverance vouchsafed me; the 

IS one Corporali, and concerning this life; which in mee, beyond expectation and naturall 
reason, was prolonged, when I was saved tanquam torris erutus è fiamma, I meane, in 
that generall and wofull downfall at the Black-fryers, wherein many lesse sinners then 
my selfe breathed their last. The other deliverance is spirituall, [P2v: The Snare L· 
broken.] being in some sort a childe of that mother, as proceeding from the due 

20 cogitation of the other; I meane, the loosing of my bands, the unfettenng of my heart 
and soule from the Babylonian captivitie, the dispelling of that cloud of Romish errors, 
which obscured, though not wholly extinguished the light of Gods Truth in mee. There 
were (I know) that said unto me. An evill disease cleaveth fast unto him: and now that 
hee lyeth, hee shall rise no more.27' But thou (O Lord) hast put a new song into my 

25 mouth: Those that sit yet in darknesse, shall see it, and feare: For, The Snare is broken,272 

and I am delivered. Lord, establtih mee in thy Truth: thy Word is Truth. 

Augjuslmus] l[ib) 3 conl\ra littcras] Peliljiani Donalistae) cap 10 
Psal(m] 41 8 
[Psalm 124 7] 
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[P3] A GENTLE EXCUSE 
made to Master Musket, 
for stiling him Jésuite. 

THough I have indevored to use a conscionable care and diligence, that no man might 
5 be either wronged by me in narration of fact, or erroniously put into my late 

Catalogue of Priests and Jésuites, yet I finde that many of those whom I have touched 
to the quicke, exclaime against me with threatning and reviling bittcmes. Nor is it 
strange to mee, when I have stirred the nest of Hornets, and kindled some sparkes 
towards the smoking them out, that many of that troope and brood should buzze about 

10 my eares, and set upon me with wing and sting. 
The most of their ¡mpetition which I can heare of, is a generall railing against my 

discoveries, as false, and invented by me, to breed hatred [P3v] against their persons 
and function. But I have learned, that in Law, Universals make no accusation. And 
therefore I may sit still, untili they can trip mee in some particulars of substance, or 

15 very material! circumstance: which they shall finde mee as able and readie to 
maintainc, as I have beene to discover them, for the publike good of this our Church 
and State. And the rather think I, that they cannot disjoynt and breakc the several! 
limmes of my booke, for that I hearc, their poore stratagem is layd against the whole 
body and lumpe thereof, by flinging out a foisting noise, which I meet in every comer, 

20 that the booke is none of my writing, but that I am hired to set my hand to it, and 
beare the name of it. This forlomc shift they pretend in publike; and within these few 
dayes, Palmer the Jésuite,273 with a bold wainscot face, bruted it in a Stationers shop in 
Pauk Church-yard. Whom meeting of late in the street, and challenging him of that 
wrong done mee; of a raving blatant beast, he became tame and silent, and, for want 

25 of better provender, did eate up his owne filthy vomit, leaving also with me the print 
of his foot: whereby it appeareth, how uncleanc a beast he is. In brief, hee did before 
witnes, both eate his word of slander, and also under his hand made an abnegation 
thereof; which I have, to put him perhaps hecreafter to the Protean tumbling trick of 
/Equivocation. 

30 But to leave this wanderer (who, meeting me in the way very lately, hath a little 
drawn me out [P4] of my intended way) and to come to salute him whom I now 
principally call forth, because hec hath called upon mee; the onely particular I yet have 
notice of by way of exception, is, that I have mistaken or miscalled one that is an hot 
shot of that squadron, by stiling him Jésuite, being as yet none belike of that Order, 

35 whatsoever he may be hereafter. 
Crimen inauditum. Caie Cœsar. An heinous errour in me, by which the party 

thinks, perhaps, that all the rest of my narration and book is blasted with suspect of 
mistakes and deviations. Alas, poore Misnomer, for which Master Musket should charge 
me so hotly, and shoot thorow my paper-buckler. But to answer hereto: 

40 I hope, that if hee be no Jésuite, hee will owe mee the more thanke, for erring in 
partem gratiorem, on the sweeter side, for advancing him in his place, and setting him 
in the chair, nay, throne of so sublimated, meteoricall, supeiseraphicall an order. 
Beggers most commonly fare not the worse, but the belter, and obtaine an almes the 
sooner, for stiling a coached Gentlewoman, Ladie and Madam, when she is none. And 

45 I hope, my worshipfull reverend Master will afford mee the more of his enriching 
benediction, for surnaming him by the stile of the chicfe Sirs and Signiors of Europe, 
nay of America, and of the East and West Indies, that lord it over the haughtiest 

2 ,3 [IV adds 'Ihe Jesuile'] 
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Holmes. 
And if needs hee will pay mee with frownes in stead of thanks, as surmizing, that 

I clapt that [P4v] badge upon his sleeve, on purpose to make him the more odious or 
suspected by our Slate, (which, I protest, I did not in him, nor any other wittingly) I 

5 hope hee will give me leave to cleare my selfe thereof, both by producing his owne 
example, and also by shewing, that I had probabilem causam errandi. 

That it can bee no capital! crime, to stile a man by a title, or degree, or Order, a 
little mistaken, I hope, Master Musket himselfe will be my favourable Judge, or rather 
Advocate, when he reviewes againe his owne worthy work, which hee hath already 

10 reprinted the third time; I mcane, his bastard dogs-face brat, fathered upon the late 
reverend Bishop of London. There this learned Comick Poet forgat to keep the Law 
of fiction, and to observe decorum personae, when hee brought on the Stage the 
Bishop of London, citing Master Perkins by the title of Doctor. An errour no waies like 
to drop from the penne of one of our owne Bishops. And therefore to shuffle up that 

15 bracke, whereby the divels home is espied under his hood, and with a Memento to 
Master Musket to take heed, ne sorex suo indicio pereat, I clayme, not beg, pardon of 
him, by that verse, 

Det Ule veniam facile, cui venia est opus. 
My second defence, is by way of plea of probabilitie, for my opinion of his 

20 Jésuitisme. 
First, common reputation in this and most other humane actions of entcrcourse (at 

least, in formes and appellations of men) is wont to carry [Q] the force of moral! 
certitude. And so by the uncontrouled opinion of others, I took him, whilst I spent 
some houres and daies among that sort, to be a Jésuite. Indeed I was not present at 

25 his, nor others solemne or private entrance into that Father-hood. And therefore, if 
any of those whom I & others have, bona fide, taken to be of that rank, and so entred 
them into my Catalogue, should put me to a legall proofe out of their owne Register 
or Records, I may come short thereof. 

Secondly, though he be but shallow and superficiali for grounds of Divinity and 
30 controversie, yet hee is otherwise qualifyable for that order, nay qualified in acta 

proximo: so that if hee bee not already a Jésuite by obligation and profession, yet he is 
Jesuila ble, and fit to receive that lawrel Garland or triumphant Diademe; being 
furnished with a smooth glib toung, and encroaching carriage, to insinuate with 
unsettled people, especially with back-sliding Dames: Having besides a seditious 

35 incendiary spirit to work upon discontents, to raise up or foment faction and garboile 
when occasion serves. A proofe whereof hath beene had divers yeeres since, when as 
he was the mouth and trumpet of the rest of the Seminary Colledge at Doway; I 
meane, when the grand Rebell the Earle of Tyrone ran or stole out of Ireland, and 
passed by Bruxels toward Rome, he was then intertained by a Panegyriek Oration, 

40 pronounced by Master Musket, out of a Desk or Pulpit. Who at that time, the more to 
puffe up [Qlv] that old weather-beaten Master of Out-lawes, with extolling his 
quondam valorous spirit, tould him to his face, that hee had broken the heart of 
Queen Elizabeth. Why may not this man, upon occasion, play the part of a natural! 
Jésuite, in blowing the coals of combustion? And lastly, he hath a nimble cogging 

45 sleight in devising & forging tricks, books, tales, and miracles: of which kinde, his 
Master-piece (I confesse) is the counterfet London-Legacy: for which, I see no reason 
but he should be preferred and advanced as high for his lewd lying with the pen, as of 
late, Moor was for railing with his tongue.™ 

To the pilloiy. 
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But lest it should be thought, that hee hath no faculty in fittening foolish Tales of 
Fairies and Robin good-fellow, to breed terrour or admiration in his weak sucking 
disciples, I will bee bold to eccho unto him one Tale of his, of a late stamp, fit to bee 
added to the rest of the fore-cited records of the grand hospital of incurable fools; 

5 which hee told to one Marie Wiltshire, daughter of John Wiltshire of Black-Friers, 
intertained in the service of Mistresse Baity a widow (a Lodger in Grayes-Inne-lane, 
and one that hath taken on her the profession of a Nun): to whose house, resorted 
often M. Musket, Fisher, Sweet, Rydiate, Wainman, Bangor, Richardson, Knot, and 
others, who were all very busie, labouring to tole and draw this Mary Wiltshire to their 

10 religion; with whom, in the end, they prevailed. And among other devices to perswade 
and confirm her in that religion, and to [Q2] cast abroad an opinion of extreme 
supernaturall sanctity in his Masses above others, hee told her this Tale, but more 
largely, with many bumbasted circumstances, which heer (for brevity) are omitted. 

As I travelled into the Countrey,2" I came to a house, inquiring for Lodging: where 
15 the Hostesse tould mee, Shee had no roome to spare but one in which shee was loth to 

lodge mee, because it was haunted with sprites, that none could rest in it. I replied, that, 
by the power of our Lady, I would lodge there; and did so, forthwith providing my self to 
wrastle and encounter with those dangerous sprites. And first I lighted my Taper, prepared 
my Holy-water, and other necessaries: and so to bed I went. Where having lain awhile, I 

20 saw come into the roome (the doores shut) a gallant Gentleman, with his Attendants, 
setting himself to meat, the Table beeing covered and furnished with cates and a Court-
cupboard with plate. He fell to, drank to me, sent the cup twice by his servant: and I 
both times refusing, he comes with it himself, and drinks to me, finding mee reading in 
my Breviarie, with a holy candle burning by me. I took the cup, made a Crosse on the 

25 brim: and then the wine vanished, but the cup I kept. And asking of this Gentleman the 
cause of such slirres in the house, he answered, that This was a cup which had beene 
staine out of this house, and that a man had been murthered and buried in that house: 
to the place of whose grave hee then led me. I shewed this cup to the Hostesse the next 
morning, who acknowledged it to have been hers. But having thus attained it, I desired to 

30 keep it, and so payed [Q2v] the price of it to my Hostesse from whom it was staine. And 
of that very cup was made the Chalice which I use at Masse. 

This Tale he told with zealous gesture, to the said Maid and two others.276 

О worthy plot, paved out in the old Crow-troden path of making hobgoblins, to 
hant a house where a man hath bin murthered! O, but he hath very scholastically and 

35 theologically imitated a passage in one of Plautus his Comedies. And why not? a great 
part of his imployment beeing to play the forging Comedian, in putting shapes and 
vizards upon the persons of others, as before I have shewed. The place in Plautus is in 
the Comedy called Mostellaria,*" which signifieth Hobgoblins, or ugly haunting Sprites; 
where Tranio the cogging Parasite (a fit patem for a man qualifiable to be a Jésuite) 

40 guls his old Master with a devised Tale. 
Tr. Hospes necavit hospitem captum manu. 
Th. Necavit? Tr. Aurumque ipsi ademit hospiti, 

Eumque hie defodit hospitem ibidem in cedibus. 
Scelestœ sunt hœ cedes, impia est habitatio. 

45 Quœ Mc monstra fiunt, anno va passim eloqui. 
Heer we have the man kild and buried secretly, the gold or plate stolne (ther's the 

It is to be hoped this will be recorded in the Story of Bevis of Southampton or Don Quickesot. 
M. Colridgc Tailor & his wife. 
Pbut[us]. Uostel\taria] act 1 [i.e. 2] scen[e] 2. 
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Cup, by M. Muskets Comment); and thereupon, the hideous, monstrous, rumbling, 
rattling Sprites doing so many terrible feats, that it would spend a yeer to tell them. 

But it were not amisse, if M. Musket were demanded [Q3] concerning his 
inchanted Chalice (pretended to be rescued out of the Divels clutches) how he can 

5 perswade any of his intelligent disciples, that it is the very same silver which was 
before in the Divels possession? Did M. Musket stand by, while the Gold-smith melted 
the old, and moulded the new? Was the matter idem numero of both, without change 
or commbrion? And if so, did not the Gold-smiths fire bume out all the vertue that 
could be infused into it by the divels fingers; as the fire of Purgatory broyleth out and 

10 consumeth all the drosse of venial! sins? But if he wil stil pretend any extraordinary 
quality in this his Chalice, I think he may finde the true genealogy of it in Saint Paul, 
1. Cor. 10.21. whereunto none of his brethren have so open and direct a claim, for 
ought I knowe, by such pretension of receiving the Materials of their Chalice from the 
hand of a Fiend.™ In the mean time, I wish M. Musket and his companions to leave 

15 blaspheming the integrity & uncontrouleablc warrantablenesse of our Communion; who 
as wc have received the Chalice not from Hell, but Heaven; from the hand, not of a 
Fiend, but of our Saviour; so we impart it to the people also, and doo not appropriate 
it unto the Priest, as M. Musket doth his Chalice; therein seeming to envy, that any 
Laick should be partner with him in the Divels Legacy. 

20 This must go for one of his Acts, to enable him to commence Jésuite, if need be. 
And yet I suppose, [Q3v] Master Musket hath better devices then this simple sheepes-
head invention, to tole guests to his Masses; and that they may pay toll to his mill, to 
withdraw them not onely from our Communions, but also from others his fcllow-
Masse-mongers: otherwise I shall begin to recant my opinion of his wily-witty worth, to 

25 enter into the superlative Order. 
And to shew, that this and the like worthy stratagems, are the entry whereby to 

get a man into that sacred Society, appeareth by the imployments of those who are 
Foregoers and Ring-leaders of special! note in the same Order, who did some exploits 
as pattemes of imitation for such Novices as hee is, admitting him perhaps as an 

30 under-work-man in the action for his probation, against hee bee made Free-man of 
that trade; wherof an hansell followeth. 

The same Mary Wiltshire lodging with her said Mistris (Mistris Baily) to whose 
house resorted usually Musket, Fisher, and the rest afore mentioned, who had seduced 
this young woman, and laboured still to retaine her in the Popish Religion; Those 

35 cunning Fathers, many times much terrified her with the pains of Purgatory: and finding 
her apprehension deepe on the aggravation thereof, they cunningly wrought upon her 
passions; and to second her humor, perswaded her, that she might undcrgoc those 
paines in this life, and so be quit of them in the next; which the distressed maid 
willingly gave ear unto: and thereupon [Q4] by their prescript, in part of payment, 

40 shee was to say-over the Ladyes Psalter three times a weeke: yet still the scruple 
remaining in her minde, and shee falling into a Feaver about August last, Master Fisher 
came to her in her sicknes, holding up to her the Crucifix and the Pax; and setting by 
her the holy Candle burning, then told her shee should soone after have her Purgatory, 
and so departs out of the chamber from her. But presently after, shee discerned a very 

45 great light and burning heat in the chamber, and there appeared the shape of a 
woman comming in without any noise at all, the Moone under her feet, with the 
homes or ends turned upwards, the forme of the Sunne over her head, with bright 

Pocuhun Dœmoniomm. 
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bcames of light cast round about from her.279 This Angel-like woman came to the beds 
side, and with her hand gave to this maid (who lay sick in the bed, quaking and 
trembling, and not daring once to speak) three Benedictions, and so turning her back, 
departed, this beeing about foure of the clock in the afternoone, and this vision (as 

S shee well rcmcmbreth) having continued about an houre. Shortly, upon the vanishing 
hereof, came up her Mistris: of whom shee asked where Master Fbher was. Shee told 
her, Below with Master Wainman, Master Bangor, and Master Ridiate. Thereupon 
Master Fisher comming up, she told him of this apparition, & the manner thereof: who 
presently answered her, that without doubt it was our blessed Lady, that came to 

10 comfort [Q4v] her; and how much, said he, are you bounden unto her, that leaveth 
heaven, to come to visit you? Shee hath revealed unto mee,280 that you must become a 
Nunne, of the order of Saint Clare, and that our Lady hath great Miracles to bee 
wrought by you. Whereupon, Master Fisher very earnestly urged her, to take the 
blessed Уи%іп for her Patronesse. 

15 This Maid, at her first reconcilement to the Church of Rome, according to their 
custom, was appointed to chuse to her selfe a Patron and a Patronesse. And she then 
(resolving, as shce saith, to take those which shee was sure were in heaven) did chuse 
Saint John the Baptist, and Saint Mary Magdalen. Whereupon, shee was loth to leave 
them, notwithstanding Master Fishers much perswading her to it. And much more loth 

20 was shce to enter into such an order, wherein shee should be tyed to eating of fish, 
the undertaking whereof would starve her, as shee answered Master Fisher. 

Possibly it may bee surmized, that this was onely a natural! dreame, and idle 
phantasme of this sick distressed woman, in the height of some fit of her Ague; 
whereupon, the Jésuites were willing to worke and take advantage in the interpreting 

25 and applying thereof, the stronger to rivet her resolution unto Popery and Nunnery. 
And if so; This is no faire Christian dealing, to nourish such fancies for the inferring 
of preposterous and Popish consequences. But for my [R] owne better information, 
desirous to understand the truth hereof: I was admitted very lately to heare the party 
her selfe relate this and other particulars before some who were able by interposed 

30 questions and Interrogatories, to try the disposition of the party, and to judge of the 
truth or probability of the matter she delivered. Certainly she is of good discretion, 
being also 23 yeeres old, and giveth a very credible account of all circumstances in this 
and other things shee avouched; demonstrating, this could be no dream, she being then 
perfectly awake, observing both the holy candle burning by her, & this light and heat 

35 sensibly troubling her.281 They that heard her, concluded without all question (and so 
can I by other experience) that this was a meere juggling feat of the Jésuites, who 
suborned som sly-footed Actor encased in this Pageant, with painted theatricall 
ornaments, flashing out light from a dark Lanthome, and multiplying heat cast toward 
the bed by tunnels from a Stove. 

40 Of the same stamp, was of late practised not farre from London, a trick of 
Apparition, upon one Mistris Bouchers daughter; namely, a gastly ghost, walking in a 
sheet knit upon the head, came unto her where shee lay in her bed, saying she was 
her late deceased God-mother, come out of Purgatory; and (touching her with a hand 
as cold as iron, and face pale as death) threatned her, that shee should goe to hell, 

279 This is the representation of the Virgin Mary, not much unlike to the usual) pictures of her in a distorted 
allusion unto the place, Revel[ation] 12.1. 

280 Of what nature their Revelations are, M. Ley, Pastor of great Budwonh in Chcshin, will ere long give them an 
account. 

281 I have learnd, that this feat may be done by setting and carrying candles within a case of oylcd paper, and 
pasted thereto, like to the Shop lanthornes on Book sellers stalls in Pauls Church yard. 
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unlesse shee beleeved the Reali Presence, and became a Romane Catholick. [Rlv] 
These personated and theatricall instructions come both out of one schoole, 

tending both to the same doctrine and end, prosecuted by the same cogging means: 
but in particular they differ, in that one was wrought by heat; the other, by cold: the 

5 one pretended to come from heaven; the other, from the grave and Purgatory. 
But to proceed concerning this late seduced Maid. 
M. Fisher being Confessor and Ghostly Father to Mistresse Baify of Grayes-Inne-

Lane, shee used to wash his Church-stuffe: and upon a certain day, the afore-said Mary 
Wiltshire, her maid, was sent to M. Fishers chamber, which then was at the French 

10 Ambassadors house at the Black-friers, and was one of the rooms that fell with the rest 
of the ruines at their Dolefull Evensong (for, Ridiate and Fùher were chamber-fellows 
there, only divided with hangings or partition of Deale). Now, when this Mary Wiltshire 
came to M. Fishers said chamber, bringing his church-stuffe against S. Ignatius day,282 

she could Finde no body there, but went and said her prayers at the Altar (which 
IS adjoyned to his chamber), and there she heard people talking in the next Roome 

(which was one William Mans chamber, their Massing-Clerk).283 Shee then gave eare to 
their talk: and by their voices shee knew, that M. Fisher, Ridiate, Knot, alias, 
Wokingham, and Reinotds, foure Jésuites, with others, were there, who had then some 
wilde flashes of consultation together: and she over-heard some extravagant [R2] 

20 speeches which fell from them, which I meddle not withal. Whil'st shee was at her 
devotion, William Man the Clerk came out of the chamber from them;2" and, seeing 
this woman, asked how long she had been there. To whom shee answered, But a little 
while; and inquired of him for Master Fisher, Master Ridiate, or Master Reinolds: who 
answered her, that none of them were within. But, whil'st they were talking, Master 

25 Reinolds, whom hee formerly denied, came forth. And after this, they looked very 
narrowly unto her; and, perceiving she had heard part of their conference, would not 
let her go abroad without one or two to watch her, lest she should go home to her 
Father's. And whereas they had appointed, that she should go to Bruxels Nunnery 
about Michaelmas following, which was about a quarter of a yeer; they then told her, 

30 shee should go within a fortnight; which much dismaied her: yet go she must, and gone 
shee had, but that shee fell sick before that time. And by no meanes would they let 
her go from their lodging for a week space; but put her into a chamber next to theirs, 
where her Mistresse used also formerly to lodge, when she pleased. And indeed shee 
went from her house in Grayes-Inne-Lane (whil'st this Mary Wiltshire was her servant) 

35 very often to lie there, and then used to tell her servants, she went to visit one that 
was sick. 

By this their usage of Mary Wiltshire, it appeareth with what tyranny they hold a 
poore seduced [R2v] soulc prisoner; even compelling unto Nunnery those that have no 
inclination to it, but rather resolution against it, as she now protesteth. Which 

40 commanding power they did the more easily inforce, by reading unto her a parceil of 
Latin in Paper or Parchment, wherby they said, the Popes Holines had made two of 
those Jésuites, Arch-bishops, the one of Canterbury, namely, F. Fisher, the other of 
Yorke, F. Sweet: which shee avouched upon her perfect remembrance, as having been a 
great motive unto her to obey them, and as afterward thinking it very strange it was 

ж A new Saint sweepes clean 
2 9 This Massing Clarke is a busy buzzing Agent to bring in game to his Maslera, and to vent Popish pamphlets 

out of Master Fishers great shop 
2 8 4 He held the houre-glasse at Father Dmna last houres work. 
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Their vanting insolent hopes appeare by their speeches used divers times in her 
hearing; viz. That they have bid the Wood-mongers make much of their Faggots, for they 
would be deare ere long; meaning, there would bee such store used to scorch 

5 Heretickes: which indeed is a song of the same smart-yerking tune, which was sung by 
a Popish Apothecary his Wife, in congratulation for the Princes returne from Spaine, 
in the audience of divers, videlicet, That so many Faggots spent upon Bonfires, would 
make them deare, when they should bee imployed to bume Hereticks™ 

This Mary Wiltshire, having beene kept in great bondage by them, both of body & 
10 conscience, and taking great dislike at divers strange speeches spoken by them & also 

practices of collusion upon her; by Gods grace returned to a due consideration of her 
owne estate, and good use of reviving [R3] that knowledge in religion, wherewith shec 
was well furnished before her lapse to Popery; and so making an escape to her Fathers 
house, recovered her double liberty from superstition and restraint. Since which time, 

15 she being placed in service in Westminster, lives to this day in feare and danger of her 
old Masters, by whose procurement in the open street some dangerous violence hath 
beene offered her, by tripping up her heeles, & striking her, and sending her 
Ihreatning speeches in Fishers name: In feare whereof, both she & her Father, in my 
hearing, have made earnest solicitation for the protecting her from mischiefe.287 

20 Quo feror? aut ubi sumí I pray you, Master Musket, pardon me, who having been 
so bold as to cal you aside, and intcrtainc a little houshold talke with you concerning 
your owne person & imployment, have, against the rule of complement, dwelt 
somewhat long with others, seeming the while to neglect you. But I hope you think, 
that in these last narrations also, though you be not named, yet you may say, 

25 Et quorum pars magna fui, 
Or at the least, 
Ego profecía iam olim animo, licet non adhuc ordine, 
Jesuita sum, Jesuiticum nihil à me alienum puto. 
Finally, because I am much beholding to you for taking the pains to read-over my 

30 book, and (as I heare) undertaking also to answer it; I thought it good manners to 
send it unto you, [R3v] now curried over againe by the Printer, and eeked out with 
this Postscript, that you may have your full measure of recorded memorable stratagems 
acted by your selfe and other souldiers of your band. Whereunto, to make your bargain 
the better, I am like, if occasion serve, to adde more over-measure, rather then to put 

35 up againe into my box any of these parcels, which I have uttered out by retaile unto 
you, as being my best chaffering customers. 

And so I take my leave, till I mecte you in Pauls, I meane, in Print, upon one of 
the pillars there. 

April!, 22. 1624. Given, not from my old lodging in Holbourne, but from the signe of the 
40 Foot out of the Snare, at Amen. 

By JOHN GEE. 

285 To the prelended Bull of ihc Popes gull, wee answer, Plana est Ecclesia Wee are well enough wee thank you: 
immo Deo grattas. 

286 This was valoFOUsty spoken by Hœc Muiter, but Hic vir, her Husband, seemes more impatient, having threatned 
hec would pare Master Barrets cares, for Printing The dokfull Evensong, where this is touched 

287 [II margin: 'Within these few dayes there was knocked on the head, and killed in the fields (as I am informed) 
a silly poore man, who of late was wont to sell little pamphlets in the Streets against Pope Joanr, &c. hee had beene 
often beaten by Popish people, for selling and crying up and downe other the like books'. Ill, IV delete this comment]. 
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3 COMMENTARY TO THE TEXT 

Gee's marginal notes have been regarded as part of the main text They have been expanded 
for clarity and, when necessary, have been further annotated in this commentary Biblical 
references are correct unless indicated otherwise, either in the expanded footnotes or in this 
commentary As was the case for parts of the text, several of the marginal notes came from 
sources that have not always been identified From the notes that have been identified in Gee's 
sources, it is clear that Gee (or his compositor) is sometimes inaccurate, though basically the 
references are correct References to contemporary pamphlets are given by means of 
signatures, in a few cases page numbers are added, in order to show whether Gee's references 
are correct Gee's Latin is reliable Most of the Latin quotations are followed by apt English 
paraphrases When this was not the case the Latin phrases and quotations have been 
translated The numbers preceding the annotations correspond with the line numbers in Gee's 
text 

PAGE 103. 

3 Arch-Bishop of Canterbury. For George Abbot (1562-1633), see ρ 24 Also see DNB, K. 
Fincham, 'Prelacy and Politics', pp 36 64, Ρ A Welsby, George Abbot, the Unwanted Archbishop 
1562-1633, London 1962 

6 happy Parliament. Accepting the resolution to break the treaties with Spain, and the 
attached subsidies on 23 March James I exclaimed 'I have broken the neck of three 
parliaments together, but I hope to deserve so well of you, and you of me, that this will prove 
a happy Parliament' ZALLER 86, RUIGH 154, 231 Thomas Scott, Vox regis, 1624, gave an 
account of the Parliament of 1624, that 'happie Parliament likely then to be the happiest 
Parliament that ever was in England' (E4), and according to George Webbe in his Catalogus 
protestanttum, with the failure of the Spanish Marriage, one of the worst trials of the English 
Church, God 'hath stirred up the hearts of all faithful Subjects within this Island to pray and 
cry, Grace, Grace to that Parliamentary assembly' (Nlv) COGSWELL 174, 293-4 

21 affaires. As in 1621, James had asked the advice of the House of Commons on the affairs 
of the Palatinate, but this time he also expected advice on how to break the marriage treaty 
The 'open Invaders, or secret underminers' of 1 26 are the Spanish and the Jesuits respectively 

37 Epictetus. (c 50-c 130) Stoic philosopher and religious thinker, whose Discourses of 
Epictetus (4 bks ) and Enchiridion survive 

43 Drury. For Robert Drury, see ρ 51 and G 148. 
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6 Medcalfe. For Mctcalf (54), see ρ 51 

11 foot ... Into the Babylonian pit Gee's title and the imagery connected with it is derived 
from Psalm 25 15 See ρ 54 The Babylonian captivity (see last paragraph of The foot) was the 
period (c 603-536 В С ) during which the Jews were captive in Babylon Psalm 137 1 Rome 
and the papacy were often depicted as the Whore of Babylon (Revelation 17) For the imagery 
see K. Firth, The Apocalyptic Tradition m Reformation Britain 1530-1645, Oxford 1979 

14 acúleos et stimules. Stings and prickles 

22 left side. Gee refers to his Catholic acquaintances Who they actually were is hard to 
ascertain Apart from one or two instances in The foot. Gee is not explicit about his former 
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Catholic friends. See p. 78, note 50. For his recusant connections at Winwick, see pp. 44-9. 

37. The greater part of the paragraph is taken directly from HARSNETT, the epistle 
dedicatory, sig. A4: 'If the forme and phrase be distasting to some dowdy spirits, as too light, 
and ironicall for one of my profession, let the matter be my Advocat, that draweth me 
thereunto, and the manner my Apologie a little too: trusting I may be excused to jest at their 
jesting, that have made a jest of God, and of his blessed Saints in heaven. If I have wittingly 
falsified or feigned any thing out of that booke of wonders [i.e. Weston's Book of miracles; see 
p. 62], God doe so to me, and more, for dooing them so much wrong: but if all be truly, and 
authentically set downc, give GOD his glorie, his Church her honor, your Soveraigne her 
alleagance, your Brethren theyr due affection, and the Pope, and his jugling companions, their 
deserved detestation. And so I leave you to the protector of all truth, and the revenger of all 
falsehood, and hypocriticall dissimulation. Yours in Christ. S.H.'. Gee used other phrases from 
Harsnett, such as 'cogging Impostures', to build this paragraph. 
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5 cogging. Cheating at dice. OED. 
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9 Augustine, note 10. 'Leo aperta saevit, draco occulte insidialur', in St. Augustine, 
Enarrationes in Ps. XC, 9 [v.13]. 

14 Aarons Rod. Aaron, priest and head of the Lévites, who confirmed his authority by means 
of the budding rod. As mediator between God and the people he foreshadowed Christ. See 
Exodus 4.14, 7.9, 28, 29, 32.1-6; Numbers 8, 18, 17.1-8. 

18 Magogs sword ... Gogs usurped Keys. See Genesis 10.2; Ezekiel 38.2; Revelation 20.7-9. 
Gog and Magog represent the nations deceived by Satan. 

27-28 Bethel and Gilgal. Bethel (Hebrew: the House of God), a well-known holy place north 
of Jerusalem. The seat of one of Jeroboam's golden calves (cf. Genesis 28.10-22; 1 Kings 12; 
The foot, C2v). Gilgal, (circle, wheel), a place near Jericho, where Israel spent the first night 
after crossing the Jordan. Gee quotes from Amos 4.4. 

34 Ephesus. One of the 'seven churches' addressed by the seer in the apocalypse, the 
Ephesians being commended for their hatred of the works of the Nicolaitans. Also see St. 
Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians. The great temple of Artemis (Diana) was at Ephesus and St. 
Paul worked against the worship of this goddess. See Acts 18 and 19. Also see p. 114, I. 19. 
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1-3, note 19. Plutarch, De Vita Camilli, cap. 19-30. Brcnnus, the Gallic king, traditionally 
captured Rome in 390 B.C. The Carthaginian general Hannibal failed to conquer Rome. 

11, note 21, Cicero, "what may we expect, but that they designate each of us for death with 
their eyes'. 

15, note 22. The Gunpowder Plot of 1605 was still much discussed as the most conspicuous 
Jacobean successor of Elizabethan Catholic conspiracies (in 1621 it was the statute 3 Jac. I 
that was once again enforced). The Gunpowder Plot was regarded as a Jesuit conspiracy. 
Henry Garnet, superior of the Jesuits, had heard of the affair in confession from another 
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Jesuit, Oswald Tesimond, alias Greenway (TESI02). Tesimond, also in confession, had heard of 
the plot from Catesby. Garnet did not violate the secrecy of the confessional. He was executed 
for not having revealed his knowledge of the plot. S.R. Gardiner, What Gunpowder Plot Was, 
London 1897, p. 177; H.R. Williamson, The Gunpowder Plot, London 1951; P. Caraman, ed., 
John Gerard The Autobiography of an Elizabethan, London 1951; A.F. Allison, 'John Gerard 
and the Gunpowder Plot', in RH 5 (1959-60), pp. 43-63; P. Caraman, Henry Garnet (1555-
1606) and the Gunpowder Plot, London 1964; M. Nicholls, Investigating Gunpowder Plot, 1991 
(and his article, with the same title, in RH 19 (1988-9), pp. 124-45). On the connection of this 
plot with the Blackfriars accident see p. 58. and John Gee, Hold fast, I4-K. For evidence of 
other popish plots, see С Hibbard, Charles I and the Popish Plot, Chapel Hill 1983; 
COGSWELL 51. 

30, note 25, Seneca, 'ita viri officium est inter alia et beneficium dare', De benefieiis, lib. 4 cap. 
12. 

34 ninne upon the score. To incur debts. OED. Gee is implying he had long been dangerously 
ambivalent in religion. 

35 Sinon. Gee saw in Sinon an example of his own 'craftiness' and 'ingratitude'. Sinon (son of 
Sisyphus, the legendary king of Corinth, famous for his cunning) secretly hid the soldiers in 
the wooden horse and let himself be taken prisoner by the Trojans, pretending to have been 
maltreated by the Greeks. He persuaded Priam to draw it into Troy as a gift. Once the horse 
was within the city's walls Sinon released the armed men for the sack of Troy. The wooden 
horse as a metaphor for the now foreign religion of Catholicism was often used by anti-papist 
pamphleteers. Cf. Thomas Scott, TTie projector, 1623, sig. A3v. 

39 offer the calves of his lips. Hosea 14.2, quoted in the sense of 'an offering of praise'. OED. 
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41-42, note 32. St. Bernard of Clairvaux. Ό quam beati mortui qui in Domino moriuntur 
audientes a spiritu ut requiescant iam laboribus suis ... Bona proinde mors iusti propter 
requiem, melior propter novitatem, optima propter securitatem' Epistle 105. Gee did not 
translate 'novitatem', newness. 
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1, note 33. Francisco Suarez, principal exponent of Jesuit doctrine (1548-1617). He joined the 
Jesuits in 1564 and was ordained in 1572. He wrote Defensio pdei Catholicae, et apostolicae 
advenus Anglicanae sectae errores, 1613 (ARI 1541) against James I at the request of Paul V. 
Possibly the work referred to here is Disputationes metaphysicae, 1597. FITZSIMON referred to 
this work more than once, and gave this reference (sig. E4). The reference is garbled, 'durante 
commoratione', 'as long as there is a delay'. 

2-13 Gee's surprising story of Parker is retold by William Gouge, Gods three arrowes, Ee7-
Ee7v. Gouge may have used material published before, or he may have heard the story from 
Gee. In the margin of sig. Ee7 Gouge stated he heard the story of Gee's escape, of how he 
managed 'to pull out his feet from among the dead corps', from the minister himself. Gouge 
does not appear to have used The foot's printed text (B4v-C); his story has more detail. Also 
see A. Freeman, Elizabeth's Misfits, pp. 77-78. 

Among others the present preservation and future destruction of Parker is very 
remarkable. This Parker was a kind of factor for English Seminaries and Nunnes 
beyond sea, especially at Cambre. He so dealt with two brothers of his in England, as 
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he obtained of one a sonne of his, and of another a daughter, to send them to 
religious houses (as those superstitious places are called) beyond Sea. This Parker 
tooke his Nephew, a youth of 16 yeares age, to the fore-mentioned fatall conventicle, 
where Dmry preached. Both these, Parker and his Nephew fell with the rest. The 
youth there lost his life, but Parker himselfe escaped with a bruised body, being a 
corpulent man. So faire was he from praising God, as with much discontent he 
wished that he had died for his Nephew, and said, that God saw not him fit to die 
among such Martyrs. Strange Martyrs! Yet not so strange, as those martyrs which 
died under gallowses and gibbets for treason. Such are Romes martyrs. But about ten 
days after this Parker shooting London bridge with his foresaid Neece, whom he was 
conveighing over Sea, both were cast away in the Thames. Judge hereby (O Parents) 
whether God be well pleased with committing your children to Papists for education. 

A Robert Parker is listed among those that died at the Blackfriars. See Fl 86, 97. 
Chamberlain dates Parker's death 17 Nov., not immediately after the accident. CSPD 1623-5, p. 
108, Chamberlain to Carleton, 21 Nov. 1623 (letter 441 in N.E. McClure, ed., The Letters of 
John Chamberlain, vol. 2, p. 526). 

10 FF. Dmry, Redyate, and Moore. Robert Drury and William Whittingham, alias Redyate 
died at the Blackfriars accident. It is not dear which 'F. Moore' is being referred to here, 
possibly as having been present at the same accident. No priest called Moore or with the alias 
of Moore died at the Blackfriars. There was a gentleman, Hugh More, who was executed for 
his conversion to Catholicism in 1588 (Al 335), but his death is not as recent as seems to be 
implied here. Cf. pp. 119, 153. Also see the catalogue of priests (42, 43). 

13, note 34, The Inverted Proverb. 'He that is born to be hanged (drowned) shall never be 
drowned (hanged). The proverb can be 'inverted'. M.P. Tilley, A Dictionary of the Proverbs in 
England in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, Ann Arbor, Michigan 1950, B139. 

17, note 35. St. Prosper of Aquitaine, De Providentia divina is probably not authentic (See New 
Catholic Encyclopedia). 'Those things God wanted to keep hidden, should not be scrutinised; 
however, those which he made visible, should not be neglected. Therefore, let us not be found 
unjustifiably curious in regard to the former and condemnably ungrateful in regard to the 
latter'. Cf. Epigram 91, 'de causis incognitis operum Dei'. 

18 Richard Linton. Richard Linton of Middleton or Stanninghall, Norfolk, was educated at 
Jesus College, Cambridge (B.A 1592-3; M.A 1596). His administration at the Commissionary 
Court of the bishop of London is dated 1624. VENN pt. 1 vol. 3, p. 88. The story of Linton's 
death is also described by W. Whiteway, of Dorchester, Esq., BL Egerton MSS 784, quoted in 
Fl 93. Gee added the story in the fourth edition of The foot. 

43 Papalizing. To papalize, to become papal or popish in practice or sympathies; to romanize. 
OED quotes this sentence as the first occurrence of this verb. 
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8-9 Rimmon ... Ammon. Rimmon was an Assyrian divinity (2 Kings 5.18), one of the fallen 
angels in Milton's Paradise Lost (1, 467). Amon was the supreme god of the Egyptians in the 
Theban religion. In Greece he was identified with Zeus, in Rome with Jupiter. Traditionally, 
Protestant writers associated Catholicism with Egyptian and pagan religions. 

12, note 40. 'An unhappy man needs divine mercy'; 'But mercy disappears where there is no 
misery'. 

22-23, Chaldees, note 43. Melchior Cano, Spanish Dominican and theologian (1509-1560). De 
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lotis theologicis was published posthumously (Salamanca 1563), as part (Bks 2-11) of an 
influential treatise on theological method. Book 12 deals with the use made of the loci for 
scholastic disputation. The comment here is on the Chaldean Christians, descendants of the 
Nestorians of Turkey and Persia and Malabar, who in the 13th century began negotiations for 
unification with the Roman Catholic Church, which did not come about until the 19th century. 

27 Absalons. Absalom, the son of king David, who rebelled against his father and whose death 
occasioned David's lament. 2 Samuel 18.33. Cf. 1. 32, where David is presented as "your 
Govemour, and true Father'. 'Absalons' is used as one of the epithets for the Jesuits. 

39. Latin proverb. 'He who is credulous often recedes once he has been deceived'. WALTHER 
4, p. 190, no. 24177. 
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2-4. For the different orders in England, see P. Guilday, The English Catholic Refugees on the 
Continent 1558-1795. 

11 collapsed Ladies. Cf. the 'Catholick collapsed Lady' on pp. 134-5. Fallen away or lapsed 
from a religious position. In the early seventeenth century especially used of those who 
'perverted' to the Church of Rome. OED. 

18 sacred Synod. The Council of Trent (1545-63). Especially Session 22 (17 Sept. 1562) issued 
important definitions on the doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass. 

36, note 50, Damián à Goes. Damiao de Cois, a Portuguese traveller and humanist (1502-
1574). Joannes Bocmus published a collection of De Gois's writings: Mores, leges et ritus 
omnium gentium, Leyden 1561, which may have been the edition Gee used. A translation came 
out in London in 1611. Gee's quotations arc correct. See Elisabeth Feist Hirsch, Damiao De 
Gois. The Life and Thought of a Portuguese Humanist, 1502-1574, The Hague 1967, esp. eh. 9. 

41, note 51. Rabanus Maurus, a Benedictine theologian, archbishop of Mainz (776/7847-856). 
The reference to his De institutione clericorum (c. 819), is taken from FITZSIMON, M2. Book 
1 of Maurus's book (chs. 31-3) deals with the sacrifice of the mass. 
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6 Idiote. Gee argued against FITZSIMON, M2 (on 1 Cor. 14): 'But we that know by 
experience, every idiote among us to be able to answer not only Amen, but al other 
responsories, in towne, and contrie, by instruction (without which he knoweth not what Amen 
signifieth) may advise Reformers not to dwel upon this ould objection out of S. Paul, it being 
only intended either against them that preached in strange tongs, or that made extemporal 
hymnes not understood by learned, or unlearned, but only serving for a vaine fioristi, and 
ostentation of the gift lately bestowed by the holy ghost; and the same not long after taken 
away, for nothing pcrhap [sic] more, then because it was in like sorte abused. For ever after, 
the infused skil of speaking strange tongs, is not read to have bene usual'. 

9 Courtney. Two Jesuits from Sussex, Edward Lecdes (1598-1677) and Thomas Leedes (1594-
1668), used the alias Courtney. Edward worked in the London district at the time. He wrote 
Thysia philosophica, sive laeta disciplinarum ablatio, Rome 1621 (ARI 717). (LEED02; 
LEED04). Perhaps this Courtney was a relative of Hugo Anderton, alias Henry Courtney, who 
came from Lancashire (1579-1603). CRS 37, 122-3. 

17-18 the old Proverb. Ignorance is the mother of devotion. The Dominican friar and priest 
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John Harding in his Recantation sermon preached in the gate-house at Westminster the 30 day of 
July 1620, 1620, stated that his second motive to leave the Papists was 'because they do as it 
were hood-winke the people in their religion, giving a Service in a language they understand 
not, amazing them with many outward Ornaments, and huge heapes of Ceremonies, calling 
Ignorance the the [sic] Mother of Devoution, and Images Laymens Books. But we read in the 
Councell of Tolledo in Spaine, that Ignoranlia est mater omnium errorum. Ignorance is [not] the 
mother of Devotion, but rather of Athéisme, and the roote of all errour'. For John Harding see 
p. 133, 1. 4 and note. 

24, note 55. St. Fulgentius, African bishop of Ruspe, and theologian (467-533), wrote against 
Arians and Pelagians. 

26-27, note 56. For Humphrey Leech, see DNB; A2 188; F2 181-9. See also p. 20. 

31, note 57. Barst[?], and his The Propitiator (not in the catalogue) have not been identified. 
For Henri Fitzsimon, see p. 117, 1. 35 and note. 

35, note 58. Master Ley and his The Christian Nomenclátor. Possibly a reference to the rector 
of Great Budworth, Cheshire. See p. 156, I. 11 and note. Another possibility is Roger Ley, 
minister of Shoreditch. He preached at St. Paul's Cross in 1621: The bruising of the serpents 
head, 1622. No copy of The Christian nomenclátor has been found. 

40, note 60. Important surviving works of Lactantius are Divinae Institutiones (304-11), De 
opificio Dei, De ira Dei and De monibus persecutomm. 
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1-2, note 61. Augustine, epistle 105, 'Inexcusabilis est omnis peccator, vel reatu originis, vel 
additamento etiam propriae voluntatis, sivc qui novit, sive qui ignorât'. 'No sinner can be 
forgiven, either because of original sin, or through the addition of the will (whether he knows 
or not)'. 

2. 'The parents have made a doomed child before it is born'. 

3-4, note 63. 'Tears appeared from the smoke of sins'. Elias of Crete, author of scholia on the 
homilies of Gregory Nazianzus and John Climacus. Gregory of Nazianzus, St., was bishop of 
Constantinople (381), author of 'Five theological orations' on the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. 

7. Rhemists Testament (G.2). Main editors were Gregory Martin, Thomas Worthington (4), 
Richard Bristow (17) and William Allen. The New Testament was published in 1582 (the Old 
Testament in 1609). It was provided with a prologue and notes. The annotation (12) to Acts 
23.12 is here quoted (out of context): 'If thou be put to an othe to accuse Caiholikes for 
serving God as they ought to do, or to utter any innocent man to Gods enemies and his, thou 
oughtest first to refuse such unlawful othes: but if thou have not constancie and courage so to 
do, yet know thou that such othes binde not at al in conscience & Law of God, but may and 
must be broken under paine of damnation. For to make or take such vowes or othes is one 
sinne, and to keep them, is an other far greater as when Herode, to kcepe his othe, killed 
John Baptist.' 

8-9, note 65, Parthians. A tribe in central Asia (eastern Iran). Cf. note 50. 

11-12 State papists. Sheldon used the term 'Statists' to mean those priests or Jesuits skilled in 
state affairs, with political knowledge, influence or power. William Watson used the term in 
Decacordon, sig. P7v, to mean 'intermeddlers in state affairs'. OED. 
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12 Jesultlcall Equivocations and mental Evasions. The following are the definitions given by E 
Rose, Cases of Conscience, pp 89-91 Equivocation 'The speaker's words if closely examined 
will prove to be capable of being taken in two senses the sense in which they are true, and 
the sense in which he hopes his hearer will take them', mental reservation, often claimed as a 
form of equivocating 'In this, the words audibly and expressly spoken amount to one 
statement, which is untrue, and they cannot be twisted into a true statement, but the speaker 
'mentally' adds an understood condition, which would turn it into another, true, statement if it 
was said aloud' For Gee's prime example of equivocation see the story of Thomas Cornford in 
The foot, chapter 14 Also see Henry Mason, the new an of lying, dedicated to the archbishop 
of Canterbury, and ρ 13 

13, note 66, Doctor King, Bishop of London. John King (1559'M621) was bishop of London 
from 1611 to 1621 DNB 

14-21. 'implacable, loveless, leading double lives, double-tongued, amphibious', "with whom no 
altar, no loyalty, no oath endures' The passage is based on John King's diatribe against the 
Jesuits in A sermon preached m Oxford the 5 of November, 1607, commemorating the 
Gunpowder Plot, sigs C4v-Dlv 'There is a generation of men more degenerate then ever 
Nabuchodonoser was, not men into beasts, but vene devills incarnate, of al the sectes in that 
Popish Sodome, which have beene multiplied as the monsters of Afncke, the most pestilent 
You cal them Jésuites, Bar-Jesmtes, you wcl may, of that damned Sorcerer Act 13 or Jebusites, 
EsaUites, Suites, as some have done, the disloiall broode of Ignatius Loiola, the notorious 
Incendiaries, Bustuanes, of christian states, they thinke one date to be rulers even over heaven it 
selfe, satamcum genus (one stiled them) the ofspnng of Satan, the falsest Sinons, impostors, 
couzeners of the world, AMPHIBIOI DIGLOTTOI DIPSYCHOI, Stelhones, Bispelhones, you 
knowe not what to make them, their lives, their tongues, their harts, their habits all are so 
false 

HOIS OUTE BOMOS OUTE PISTIS OUTH HORKOS ΜΕΝΕΙ as hee said of the 
Spananes, & Nulla fides nisi quantum ezpedit, as the rule of the Panhians was In a worde, 
they are the marow, and spirit of the mystery of inufuitie, the trumpets of sedition and rebellion 
ASYNTHEOI, ASPONDOI, ASTORGOI, their crie is, dirumpamus vincula, proijciamus funes, 
let us breake their bonds and cast away their cordes Noe bond of nature, consanguinitie, 
allegiance, alliance, affiance, wedlock, oath, sacrament standeth good, if they list to dissolve it 

Elee not like Jésuite & Pnest (they are not far asunder) in whom there is noe consaence, no 
religion whose mouthes thou canst not hold in with bit or bridle of anie, either civil or sacred 
restraint, but they wíl evade thee 

-Dij talcm terns avertile pestem, 
Nee Jovis imperium, nee Phlegetonta timent 

And above al things take heed that you admit neither Preist, nor Jésuite, nor Jesuited busy 
Papist within your houses' The next year bishop King preached again on Nov S, on the same 
subject, once more railing at the Jesuits 

23 prophetically. See The foot, ch 12, and A Davidson, 'The Conversion of Bishop King', pp 
242-54, also see pp 64-67 

29 Bellarmine, Valentia, Vasquez. St Robert Bcllarmine, cardinal and doctor of the Church 
(1542-1621) He was an important controversialist James I engaged with him on the power of 
the pope His chief work is Disputationes de Controversns Chnstianae Fidei adversus hujus 
tempons Haerettcos, 3 vols, Ingolstadt 1586-93, Paris 1608 See J Brodnck, Blessed Robert 
Bellarmme, London 1928 Idolatry or Image-worship was a beloved theme of Protestant 
pamphleteers Gregory of Valentia (с 1549-1603), a Jesuit theologian and polemicist who 
wrote especially in defence of the Mass, the Sacrament and the veneration of saints His 
controversial writings are collected m De rebus fidei hoc tempore controversis, Lyons 1591, Pans 
1610 Gabriel Vasquez (1549-1604), Spanish Jesuit theologian, known for his Commentant ас 
disputationes, 10 vols, Alcalá 1598-1616, on the Summa of St Thomas Aquinas 
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30, note 68. The reference is garbled. The passage occurs towards the end of Augustine's letter 
to Vincentio Augustinus (letter 93). 

33, note 69. Bellarmine, Disputationes. Tom us 2: Quartae Controversiae generalis, De Ecclesia, 
quae triumphal in coelis, Liber II. De reliquiis & imaginibus Sanctorum. The reference to 
Vasquez, De adoratione disputationes, book 3, is not clear; possibly a reference to his 
Commentariomm ac disputationum in tertiam partem S. Thomae, Ingolstadt 1610, which contains 
various disputations on adoration. 

38, note 70, Davies his Catéchisme. The reference has not been found in Francis Davis's A 
catéchisme, 1612 (G.79), clearly a Protestant publication. Possibly Gee referred to another 
book which is not extant (or he deliberately confused the reader of his text and catalogue?). 
For The Manuali of Controversies, cf. G. 16. 

PAGE 114. 

7. 'Thus they count their murmuring with beads strung to a thread'. 

19 Diana. The Roman goddess of hunting. Her famous temple was at Ephesus, where she was 
worshipped as an Eastern nature-goddess. Her statue there was a many-breasted idol. 'Great is 
Diana of the Ephesians' was the cry of the silversmiths of Ephesus when they found their 
trade in shrines for Diana threatened by the preaching of Paul. See Acts 19.24-8. 

25, note 73. Ebber [?]. St. John Chrysosiom, bishop of Constantinople and doctor of the 
Church, delivered a series of 'Homilies' at Antioch (386-98), among them one on Corinthians. 
Gee took the reference from FITZSIMON, ôlv, who paraphrased: 'Preaching plausibile to the 
itching eares of the multitude, inflecting, fashioning and refashioning their religion, to the wil 
and wantones of their Lords and congregations whose gloríe they more esteeme then the gloríe 
of God'. Fitzsimon quoted this against the Protestants, Gee used it for his anti-Catholic 
purposes. 

31-32, note 74. Only the first sentence occurs in Augustine's sermon 22. 

36 waving Babes. Possibly Gee's paraphrase of 'párvulos fluctuantes' (1. 38), the little children 
that are swayed on the Svaves' of Catholic 'imposture'. To wave, to be restless in mind, to 
vacillate, to waver. OED. 

40 Countrey-men. For Gee addressing the Catholic gentry, see pp. 57; 146, 1. 21 and note. 
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10, note 78. From Virgil's tenth eclogue: 'My last task this - vouchsafe me it, Arethusa! 
[invoked as a Sicilian Muse and inspirer of Theocritus] A few verses I must sing for my 
Gallus, yet such as Lycoris herself may read! Who would refuse verses to Gallus? If, when 
thou glidest beneath Sicilian waves, thou wouldst not have briny Doris blend her stream with 
thine, begin!', tr. H. Rushton Fairclough, VirgiL Eclogues, vol. 1, London 1916 (1929), p. 70. 

18, note 80, Sozomen, Arrius, Athanasius. Salaminius Hermias Sozomen, Greek church 
historian (c. 400-c. 450). His Ecclesiastical History was written between 439 and 450. See R. 
Hussey, ed.. Ecclesiastica Historia, 3 vols., Oxford 1860. St. Athanasius (c. 296-373), bishop of 
Alexandria, opponent of Arianism. Arius (c. 250-c. 336), heresiarch, denied the full divinity of 
Christ. He was condemned by St. Athanasius at the Council of Nicaea (325). 

19 NeuteralUts. Those who maintain a neutral attitude, in early use especially in matters of 
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religion. OED. Cf. Sheldon's use of the term 'Neutralizcrs', p. 21. 

20 Culver-house. Dove-cot. OED gives this sentence to illustrate its meaning. 

PAGE 116. 

1 Angeli of Philadelphia. There were 7 Angels of the churches of Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, 
Thyatira, Sardis, Laodicea and Philadelphia. See Revelation 1-3. Cf. John Gee, Hold fast (on 
Revelation 3.11), sigs. B-B2. 

6-17 St Hierome vs Vigilantius. St. Jerome (Eusebius Hieronymus) ( c 342-420), biblical 
scholar, wrote the virulent 'Contra Vigilantium' (406). Vigilantius (fl. 400) was presbyter of 
Aquitaine. St. Jerome was engaged in many controversies and attacked Arianism, Pelagianism 
and Origenism. Eusebius of Caesaria (c. 260-340), the earliest church historian. His 
Ecclesiastical History (303/312), was the model for later ecclesiastical histories. The reference is 
clearly wrong. Eusebius was dead by the time St. Jerome was born. Before his conversion St. 
Augustine of Hippo was a Manichee. But he wrote against Manichaeism, a mixture of heresies 
based especially on the primeval conflict of light and dark, good and evil and named after 
Manes or Manichaeus (c. 215-75). Augustine also wrote against Donatism, Arianism and 
Pelagianism. Donatism was another African schism of rigorists. Arianism (after Arius, see note 
80) denied the divinity of Christ. Pelagianism held that man himself worked for his salvation, 
apart from the assistance of divine grace. Named after a British or Irish lay monk, Pelagius (c. 
400). 

8 coles of Juniper. An expression (Psalm 120.4) used to mean sharp words. OED. 

10-13 Ephesus, Nicolaitans, Smyrna, Balaam, Thyatira, Jezabel. Revelation 2.18-29 mentions 
seven churches, among them Ephesus, Smyrna and Thyatira. The Nicolaitans at Ephesus were 
sectaries, advocates of a return to pagan morals. See Revelation 2.6, 2.14 ff. See p. 106, 1. 34 
and note. Smyrna is warned of those of 'the synagogue of Satan' (Revelation 2.9). Balaam was 
asked by Balak, king of Moab, to curse the invading Israelites. He travelled on his ass, against 
God's will, and met an angel in his way meaning to kill him. But when he beat the ass it was 
made to speak by God and rebuked him. Numbers 22-24. In Revelation 2 Balaam 'taught 
Balac to cast a stumbling block before the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed unto idols, 
and to commit fornication' (2.14) This the Spirit said to the church of Pergamos. At Thyatira 
the Christian community was upbraided for tolerating 'that woman Jezebel' who taught them 
'to commit fornication and to eat things sacrificed to idols' (Revelation 2.20). 

15-17 Simon the Sorcerer, Elymas, Polycarpus, Marclon. Simon Magus, a sorcerer known as 
'the Power of God which is called Great' practised in Samaria. He became a Christian and was 
later rebuked by St. Peter because he wanted to obtain spiritual power from the Apostles for 
money (hence 'simony'). Acts 8.9-24. Elymas (or Barjesus), 'a magician, prophet of lies, Jew" 
(Acts 13.6). St. Polycarp (c 69-c. 155), bishop of Smyrna, fought the Marcionitcs, followers of 
Marcion (d. с 160) who held that the Gospel was a Gospel of Love and excluded Law. 
Marcion rejected the Old Testament completely. 

18 Strabo. Strabo, Greek historian and geographer. His Geography, 17 books, has survived. 
Vol. 16 deals with Mesopotamia, Palestine, Ethiopia and Arabia. 

23 Peter's Pasce. Cf. the Latin pascua, pasture. 

37-38 water of the Sanctuary, Marah. Marah (bitter), was the first station of Israel on the East 
of the Red Sea, in the peninsula of Sinai. Ezekiel 47.12 and Exodus 15.23 are quoted here. 
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4-5. 'They also preach that, exhausted by the snake's bite, he slept into death, and they say 
that no antidote was powerful enough'. 

10 PANHOPLIA. 'armour, full equipment, omnipotence'. 

16 fittens. Untruths, lies, inventions. To fitten, to utter falsehoods, fib, tell lies. OED. 

29, note 99. FTTZSIMON, sig. 0, referred to this work by Luther, which appeared in Tomus 
primus (• septimus) omnium operum, Willenberg 1558, 1552-80. Tom. 7 was edited by T. Klug 
in 1557. Fitzsimon refuted the Protestants using their own writings: 'That secondile their 
principal confidence is in contentions and voluntarle lying, is assured even by Luther saying: 
Nemo .... Let none beleeve their protestations, & vaunts, for it is most certaine they lie and lie 
againe'. For the reference to Luther, Gee copied Fitzsimon. 

35 Henry Fltz-simons. Henry Fitzsimon (1566-1643/5) was born in Dublin and educated at 
Manchester and Oxford, and at the university of Paris in 1587. He joined the Society of Jesus 
in 1592. He studied at Louvain and taught philosophy at Douai. He was ordained and sent on 
the mission to Ireland in 1597. He was arrested in 1599 and committed to Dublin Castle. 
While in prison he disputed with the dean of St. Patrick's Cathedral and bishop of Killaloe, 
John Rider. After his release (1603-4) he was exiled and went to Bilboa. When in Rome 
(1608-11), Fitzsimon could publish his position against Rider: A catholic confutation of M. John 
Riders clayme of antiquitie, 1608. In 1611 followed his The justification and exposition of the 
divine sacrifice of the masse (G.31), a further argumentation against Rider, but also 
commending Walsingham's Search (G.151) and Leech's Triumph of truth (p. 112, 1. 26-27). 
DNB; F7 260; G2 288-90; WOOD 3, 96; E. Hogan, Distinguished Irishmen of the Sixteenth 
Century, London 1894, pp. 196-310; MILWARD 2, pp. 171-3. ARI 478-480. 

36. The passage is quoted from FITZSIMON, R2 (bk. 1, pt. 5, p. 131). Gee left out the date 
of the story: 1583. Fitzsimon's source was one of the Jesuit annual letters from the province of 
France, dated 1583. Gee's comment (p. 118, II. 4-8) is partly based on what immediately 
follows this passage: 'So it pleased God lo use the weake to confownd the strong, to i m ploy 
the child to convert the Parent, and to indoclrin the innocent to name the Masse, to refute the 
insolent in their detesting it; these crying to refrayne from Masse, and he perswading to 
frequent it'. 
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11-16. The passage is quoted verbatim from FITZSIMON, Eee2v (bk. 2, pt. 6, p. 402). 
Fitzsimon's source was St. Gregory's Dialogues (AR 367-9 STC 12349-50, 57C 1020), bk. 4, ch. 
57. The bishop was bishop Agathon of Palermo. 

17-21, note 103. Fitzsimon referred to this lale and to its source, St. Gregory's homily 37 and 
bk. 4 ch. 57 of Dialogues. FITZSIMON, Eee2v: 'S. Gregorie shewcth, that a woman thinking 
hir husband to have bene slayne in a battail, caused weekely Masses to be sayd for him. 
During which tyme, his chaînes, and fetters, fel from him, and cowld not be fastned'. Gee's 
reference to R.L.P. is not clear. He may have seen a MS signed thus. In any case, it is clear he 
intended to refer to Fitzsimon (cf. note 106). 

22 sluttery. Sluttishness, fllthiness. OED. 

37, note 105. This treatise has not been found. 
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4 Iles of Arren. 'Where the people live so long that they are disgusted by their lives'. Isles of 
Arren (esp. Inishmore) were the home of St. Enda, the earliest organizer of Irish monasticism, 
St. Ciaran, and many other saints. The writers of their lives were responsible for many a 
legend. Cf. D.P. Mould, The Irish Saints, Dublin/London 1964, pp. 147-8. 

7-10, note 106. The passage was quoted verbatim from FITZSIMON, Eee2v. Fitzsimon's source 
was St. Bede's History of the church of England (G.36), book 4 chapter 22. Bede dated the story 
of the thane Imma and his abbot-brother Tunna A.D. 679. Gee deliberately obscured the 
reference. Cf. note 103. 

16 Father Parsons. Robert Persons, the famous Jesuit missionary and controversialist, has by 
historians traditionally been presented as the hispaniolated arch-intriguer and cunning 
propagandist upto this day. Persons himself became an anti-Jesuit theme. See especially 
Thomas James, The Jesuits downefall, 1612, and several! publications of the Appellants; T.G. 
Law, A Historical Sketch of the Conflicts between Jesuits and Seculars. Cf. chapter 1, note 30. 

30 I. Markes. This Jesuit and his book The examination of the new religion have not been 
identified. Neither priest nor publication appear in Gee's catalogues. Nor do other Jesuit 
controversialists appear to have written such a work. 

32, note 107, 'flzling'. To fizzle, to break wind without noise. T o foist' could also carry this 
meaning, but usually meant to practise roguery, to cheat, to cog. OED. 

34, note 108. This 'Moore' has not been identified. Cf. pp. 109, 153. 

37 Cowbuck the Smith. Persons's father was said to have been a blacksmith. Persons was also 
said to be illegitimate. Apart from contemporary anti-Jesuit controversy, there is no evidence 
for either of these allegations. 
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16 Lingell. Lingel/lingle. A shoemaker's waxed thread. OED. 

21 entayled. Transmit by entail. Used figuratively, bestow as if by entail, as an inalienable 
possession. Gee wishes Persons's ear to be nailed to the post for ever. OED. 

30-34 Chaucer. Gee took the reference to these lines from Chaucer's The Wife of Bath's Tale 
from HARSNETT, sig. T. Harsnett quoted two more lines from the passage (11. 873-881). The 
Wife relates that there are no longer any dangerous folk fairies and spirits to possess the 
women, now that the friar goes about in his district, but implies the friar is guilty of the same 
sexual activities. Only where the fairy lover brought actual children the friar brings dishonour. 

For ther as wont to walken was an elf, 
Ther walketh now the limitour himself, 
In undcrmeles and in morwenings, 
And seyth his matins and his hooly thinges 
As he gooth in his limitacioun. 
Wommen may go now saufly up and doun. 
In every bussh or under every tree 
Ther is noon other incubus but he, 
And he ne wol doon hem but dishonour. 

39 kenning. To ken, to descry, to see. Within sight. OED. 
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1 Leo Tuscus. Pope Leo I (440-61), Leo the Great was of Tuscan parentage See J.N.D. Kelly, 
The Oxford Dictionary of Popes, Oxford 1986, pp 43-5. 

1-7, note 113. The passage has not been located in Kinsman's 1623 translation but docs occur 
in exactly the same wording in the anonymous A gagge for the pope, and the jesuits, sig. F3v. 

8 Bayardly. Catholics and especially Jesuits were often referred to as bold and blind bayards. 
Bayardly, characterised by the blindness and self-confidence of ignorance. OED. 

13 Mutius Scaevola. Gaius Mucius Scacvola. Roman legend. A scaevola was an amulet worn by 
Roman children, connected wrongly with scaeva (the left hand) by popular etymology. Thence 
arose the story of the brave Roman who, having failed to kill Porsenna, showed his 
indifference to physical pain by holding his right hand in fire. 

17 the warres. The coming warlike effort against Spain and the Habsburgs to win back the 
Palatinate for Frederick V. 

24 a Catholique Maid. Possibly Mary Wiltshire See ρ 154, but cf the story of Friswood (Fid) 
Williams (p. 129), and the talc of the collapsed Lady (pp 134-5). 

32-34 Saint Dominick, St Katherine of Sienna, Saint Denis. St Dominic (1170-1221), founder 
of the Order of Friars Preachers (Blackfnars or Dominicans). For St Katherine, see p. 132, 11. 
29-32. St Denys or Dionysus of Paris (c. 250), patron saint of France. 

35-p. 122, 7. Saint Winifred, Holiwel. St. Winifred (c. 650), patron saint of North Wales. 
Holywell, a spring in Flintshire, marked the scene where according to legend Winifred was 
wounded or killed when she resisted the advances of the Prince Caradog of Hawarden. Her 
uncle, St. Beuno miraculously healed her. Pilgrimages to this famous well took place 
throughout the 17th century (and still do) John Percy (21), M R Vaux and Henry Garnet paid 
their visits (CSPD 1603-10, ρ 299), see PRO, SP 16/38/73, F4 534-7; CAS 68, pp. 139-40; P. 
Caraman, ed., John Gerard The Autobiography of an Elizabethan, pp. 265-6; D Thomas, 'St. 
Winifred's Well and Chapel, Holywell', in Journal of the History and Society of the Church m 
Wales 8 (1958), pp. 15-31, K. Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, p. 80. 
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8-11 Ireland. The Irish titular bishop Conner O'Dovan (O'Duvanny) of Down was executed in 
1612, for treason. Sec Barnaby Rich, A cathoheke conference, 1612 Unrest in the Irish Council 
concerning the titular bishops led to a proclamation in 1614 'commanding that all titulary 
archbishops, bishops, deans, vicars-general, Jesuits, friars, seminary priests, and other priests 
depart the realm of Ireland' (S7"C 14167). Another proclamation was issued in 1623/4 (STC 
14185). Sec CSPl 1611-4, pp. 96-7, 188-9, 244, 481, 1615-25, pp. 399, 459-6. In 1623 the 
situation in Ireland was alarming. Catholic confidence and boldness was more extreme than in 
England. With the prospect of a Spanish Match and the rumours of the conversion of Charles 
and Buckingham the Irish Catholic rebellion look wild forms. A mob of women in 1623 
disrupted a Protestant funeral. On 10 September 1623 George Abbot wrote to Sir Edward 
Conway asking him to report the incident to the king Abbot may have been Gee's source for 
the story. CSPI1615-25, p. 429 For other instances, see COGSWELL 38. 

11 old M. Bishop. The title 'Master' was given to the British clergy from the Reformation 
onwards. For William Bishop, titular bishop of Chalcedon (1), see pp. 11-12. 
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25 Virginian Tobacco. Until 1619, the import of tobacco by the Virginia Company had been 
duty free. Despite James's personal dislike (he started a campaign with his Counterblaste to 
Tobacco, 1604), duties levied on the product from the colony were more important than 
prohibiting its importation. The company was in financial trouble in 1621 when a campaign in 
Parliament was successful in pushing a bill through against the importation of Spanish tobacco. 
This elimination of the Spanish rival by appealing to anti-Spanish sentiment in the Commons 
went against the treaty of London which guaranteed free trade between Spain and England. It 
also went against the prerogative and James's foreign policy. In 1624, however, James 
prohibited importation of Spanish tobacco, and dissolved the company. D.H. Willson, King 
James VI and I, pp. 300-03, 330-1; ZALLER 101-2. 

33-34 sheeps trittles. Sheeps' trittles, a pellet of sheep's dung. OED uses this sentence to 
illustrate the word 'trittles'. 

36 foison. Foison, vitality, nourishing power. OED uses this sentence to illustrate the meaning. 

39 Ledesme, Vause, Davies, Cox, Cortin. Diego de Ledesma, The christian doctrine in manner of 
a dialogue (G.73); Laurence Vaux, A catéchisme, or a christian doctrine necessary for chyldren 
and the ignorant people, Louvain 1568 (for other editions cf. AR 834 ff. 5ГС 24625.5 ff.); 
Francis Davis, A catéchisme, wherein is contained the true grounds of the anieles of the christian 
faith, by way of question and answer betweene protestant and papist, 1612 (G.79); Richard Cox, A 
short catéchisme. Very necessary, for the plaine understanding of the principali points of christian 
religion, 1620. Cortin has not been identified. 

44 Titulado. A coinage, for the titular bishop of Chalcedon. 
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4 Lamían superstition, Circes & Medaeas cup. Greek myth. Lamia was a sorceress and witch 
who could pluck out and replace her eyes at will and was supposed to suck children's blood. 
Circe was celebrated for her knowledge of magic and venomous herbs. She changed Odysseus's 
companions into swine. Medea was a magician. All three had the power of metamorphosis. 
The passage is from HARSNETT, A2v-A3: "yet a man of Jonas spirit I can easily name, ... and 
of Jeremies devotion, that doth pray for a fountaine of teares to bewaile the lamentable 
blindnes of his owne nation, that men as you are, borne free of an understanding spirit, and 
ingenious disposition, should so basely degenerate, as to captivate your wits, wils, & spirits, to 
a forraine Idol Gull, composed of palpable fiction, and diabolical! fascination, whose 
enchaunted chalice of heathenish drugs, & Lamían superstition, hath the power of Circes, and 
Medaeas cup, to metamorphose men into asses, bayards, & swine. Is it not their owne brand 
they have stamped on your forheads, that England hath beene alwayes good asse to the Pope? 
Who doth not bewaile the sely doating Indian Nation, that falls downe and performes divine 
adoration to a rag of red cloth'. (Cf. p. 127, II. 2-8 and note, where Gee continued to quote 
from this passage). 

6 Indian Nation. Aethiopia. Since the Middle Ages Aethiopian Christians were confused with 
Indian groups. See E.F Hirsch, Damiao de Gois, p. 148. 

11 Convocation. The ecclesiastical convocation was opened at St. Paul's 21 February 1624. 
Joseph Hall gave the militant opening sermon, following the renewed anti-Catholic sentiment 
in and outside Parliament, after the failure of the Anglo-Spanish negotiations. Joseph Hall, 
Noahs dove, in The works of Joseph Hall, 1634; see T. Birch, 77ie Court and Times of James I, 
vol. 2, p. 450. 

13 M. Collington. John Colleton (5) was archdeacon of London and Westminster until 1623, 
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when Arthur Pitts, a canon of the Chapter, succeeded him Colleton was the first dean and 
vicar-general of the new Chapter of 1623 'New-stampt' refers to the new post of archdeacon 
(1623) It is not clear whether Gee knew of the succession, but it is likely he did not. 

17 M. Clifton. Archdeacon of Lancashire was John Mitchell (MICH02) The name of Clifton 
has not been traced in AAW, A17 (1623-4) John Southcott's notebook (CAS 51, p. 115) lists 
a Benedictine from Lancashire called Lambert Clifton Clifton was in Lancashire at the time 
CAS 30, pp 207-8. 

31, note 123. 'Fnends, could you contain your laughter?' 

41 Multavia. Moldavia. 

41-p. 124, 1 the Waldensian doctrine ... by John Hus. John Huss (c. 1369-1415), Bohemian 
Reformer. His teaching was based on John Wydiffe The Waldenses (Vaudois), a Christian 
community in Piedmont, had its ongin in the 'poor men of Lyons' organized by Peter Waldo 
of Lyons (d 1217) Waldo died in Bohemia, where the Waldensian community fused with the 
Hussites. 
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15. Horace, Ars poetica, bk. 2, epistle 3, verse 4 'The upper pan of a well-shaped woman will 
turn into a fish'. 

16, note 125. Aesculapius, latinized form of Asclepius, god of healing He was brought to 
Rome from Epidaurus at the instance of the Sibylline Books after a plague in 293 В С (Livy, 
Book 29.10 5 and 1410) Cybele, mother-goddess of Anatolia, associated with the young lover 
Attis. She was brought to Rome from Asia Minor in 205-204 

25-26. 'If there is anybody in whom your miracles do not unleash hatred or loud laughter 
afterwards, then he is a miracle to me' 

PAGE 125. 

1, note 128. The passage is quoted from FTTZSIMON, N2v (p. 100), but Gee leaves out the 
date of the tale, 1384, and does not refer to Fitzsimon's source, Tilmann Bredenbach, 
Collatwnum sacrarum Ιώη VIH, Cologne 1584 (lib. 1, cap 52). In Fitzsimon's version poor 
Mulser repents and renders the host and consequently is not swallowed alive Fitzsimon's 
intention is to show that 'concerning the quantitie of the Host, & of the wyne, Christ may as 
well be comprised under the least, as under the greatest'. Everyone should be content "with 
such forme of Communion as Christian practice allowelh to divers degrees' Gee clearly has his 
own propagandistic intention. 

12 Francis Xavier. St Francis Xavier (1506-52), one of the greatest Christian missionaries, and 
an original member of the Jesuits He worked in the East Indies and in Japan and was 
canonized in 1622 

12-15, note 129. The passage is quoted verbatim from FITZSIMON, Q2 (p 123) Fitzsimon's 
source is Orazio Torsellino's Latin life of the blessed Francis Xavier (lib 6, cap. 4, ρ 497 of 
the English translation). See note 206 

16-18 the Poet Virgil, Georgtcs 1, 477-80· [after the murder of Caesar] ' et simulacra modis 
pallenlia mins/visa sub obscurum noctis pecudesque loculae/infandum' sistunt amnes terraeque 
dehiscunt/et maestum inlacnmat temphs ebur aeraque sudant ('and spectres pale, in wondrous 
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wise, were seen at evening twilight; and beasts - О portent, terrible! - spake as men. Rivers 
halt, earth gapes wide, in temples the ivory weeps in sorrow, and bronzes sweat') (tr. H.R. 
Fairclough, London 1978). 

20 a Priest ... at Pauls Crosse. The passage is lifted from A gagge for the pope, and the Jesuits, 
sig. G4v. On 8 February 1545 a Kentish priest did penance for 'counterfeyting a miracle that 
he woulde had [been] done whilest he was at masse, and pricked his finger, that the bloude 
dropped on the corporasse [corporale] and aultcr, so that he woulde have made men beleve 
that the hoste of the body of Christ, by him consecrated, had bledde'. For the occasion he 
wore 'a broad stole of linen cloath, couloured with drops like bloud'. Charles Wriothesley, A 
Chronicle of England during the Reigns of the Tudors, from A.D. 1485 to 1559, 2 vols., ed. W.D. 
Hamilton (Camden Society, new ser. 11, 20), London 1875-7, vol. 1, p. 152; M. Madure, The 
Paul's Cross Sermons, pp. 190-1. 

23-33, note 131, Surius. The source is F1TZSIMON, 12, which gives two sources, Lawrence 
Surius and St. Gregory of Tours. Surius's life of S. Godefride is contained in De probatis 
sanctorum historiis, Cologne 1570-1, revised by G. Garnefelt, Cologne 1617-8, vol. 1, pp. 208-
17. St. Gregory, De gloria martymm libri duo, Paris 1563, lib. 1 cap. 87, contains the story of 
Epachius. Fiizsimon places the story in his argument about fasting before the celebration of 
the mass and about celebrating in health and without irreverence. 

35-38 Petrus Cluniacensis Abbas ... Bredenbachius. Peter the Venerable, abbot of Cluny (c. 
1092-1156), and Tilmann(us) Bredenbachius), Collationum sacrarum, lib. 3. The source is 
FITZSIMON, H4V-I (and cf. Q4). 
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1-2 Richard Conway. This publication by Richard Conway (58) has not been identified. A work 
in Latin on Celtic saints by him is extant (ARI 268; also sec ARI 864). 

4 M. Anderton. Possibly Gee here refers to Roger or James Anderton. See p. 65. 

5 F. Campian. Edmund Campion (1540-1581). After a troublesome period as a scholar 
suspected of papistry in Oxford and Dublin, Campion left for Douai and Rome where he 
joined the Jesuits in 1572. He worked in Prague in Bohemia and in Briinn in Moravia and was 
ordained in 1578. In 1580 Campion and Robert Persons (chapter 1, note 30) were sent to 
England as the first priests of the Jesuit mission. In 1581 Campion finished his famous 
Rationes decern, originally a letter to the Privy Council known as Campion's challenge or brag. 
It was printed by Persons's secret press at Stonor Park, Henley-on-Thames. On 17 July that 
year Campion was captured at Lyford, Berkshire. He was committed to the Tower. The 
government wished to see in him the embodiment of Catholic evil and political treason. After 
the cruel charade of a public disputation with Protestant divines Campion was arraigned on 
the fictitious charge of conspiracy on 14 November. At the trial on 20 November he was 
condemned to be drawn, hanged and quartered, with six others. On 1 December 1581 Edmund 
Campion, Ralph Sherwin and Alexander Briam were executed. DNB; CHALLONER 19-30; F7 
112-3. For contemporary publications about him, see MILWARD 1, 54-64. For his biography, 
sec R. Simpson, Edmund Campion, London 1896 (1867); E. Waugh, Edmund Campion, London 
1935; E.E. Reynolds, Campion and Parsons; M. Colthorpe, 'Edmund Campion's Alledgcd 
Interview with Queen Elizabeth in 1581', in RH 17 (1984-5), pp. 197-200. 

9, note 135. Paulus Bombinus, Vita et martyrium Edmundi Campioni martyris Angli è Societate 
lesu, Antwerp 1618. Gee quoted from chapter 59, pp. 350-8: 'Primum demandatae illi Anglicae 
expeditionis diem (fuit is Nonarum Aprilium) ingens tota insula terrae motus insignem fecit' 
(350-1); 'Augebat territis formidinem Westmonasteriensis campana monstrosae magnitudinis 
ingentem sponte sonitum edens' (352); 'Inter audiendum vanas illas accusationes, iudex quidam 
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ex iis qui supremo assident, nomine Alcphus, ex altera chirotheca qua forte manum induerat, 
cmorcm ubertim manare animadvertit. nulla erat in chirotheca adventitii sanguinis suspicio 
nullus in manu dolor ergo neglectim semel iterumque flucre non cessantem abstcrgit ...' (357-
8). St. Bridget of Sweden (с. 1303-73) was the founder of the order of the Brigittines. 
Lawrence Surius edited a selected version of St. Brigit's Revelations in 1610. St. Gregory I 
(Gregory the Great) (c. 540-604) was pope from 590 and doctor of the Church. His Homilies 
on the Gospels are referred to here. Vegas the Frier was the Jesuit Blaise Viegas who in 1601 
published his Commentam exegetici in Apocafypsim. Viegas was attacked in SHELDON, Gg2, 
Hh2v. Apart from Paulus Bombinus, all references in this note were taken from SHELDON. 

11, note 136. Elias or Elijah (9ih century B.C.) held to be the greatest Hebrew prophet, did 
not see death but was translated into heaven. His return was expected to precede the delivery 
of Israel. See 2 Kings 2.1-18; Malachi 3, 4. Elizcus (Elisha) was a disciple of Elijah and his 
successor as prophet in Israel (Luke 4.27). His bones revived a dead man (2 Kings 13.21). 

16 Judge Aleph. William Ayloff was one of the four judges at Campion's trial, 20 November 
1581. 

18 iraposturizing Renegndoes. The phrase is taken from HARSNETT, preface, where, 
according to OED it was first used, meaning 'to practise impostures'. Gee's sentence is also 
cited by OED. 

25 Lady Blackstones. There were also some gentry present at the Blackfriars. Lady 
Blackstones's daughter was killed in the accident. See the catalogue in Thomas Goad's The 
dolefuil evensong or W.C.'s The fatali vesper. 

27. Gee quoted HARSNETT, M3: 'And now the devil was a Sainting, and that his hand was 
in, it was much over-scene of Edmunds the Pretenser, that he did not name him, Story, Felton, 
Sommervile, Arden, Panie, Л Lopez, & the rest of that Sainl-Traytorly crue, whom Tibume, and 
the devil were as familiar with-all, as with S. Campion I wis'. John Felton nailed pope Pius's 
bull 'Regnans in Excelsis' (1570) to the gates of the bishop of London, setting off, it was 
believed by the Elizabethans the 1569 Northern Rebellion (despite the fact that this was 
chronologically impossible). The earls did rebel for religion, but also for a change of 
Elizabeth's centralizing policies. The rebellion was seen also in Jacobean times, however, as 
one of the pope's plans to begin a Catholic revolution. See A. Munday, A discoverie of 
Edmund Campion, 1582, sigs. ВЗг-v; C.Z. Wiener, 'The Beleaguered Isle', pp. 31-2. John 
Somervilc, John Arden, William Parrie, John Storey and Roderigo Lopez were all Elizabethan 
conspirators aiming at the death of their queen in order to replace her with a Catholic ruler. 
See DNB; HUGHES 209, 212, 222, 247-52. 

31-34. The passage is from HARSNETT, M2: 'I doe very much mervaile there were never 
strange miracles performed by the wood of those trees, considering it hath beene blessed by 
some of their sacred bodies, & bedewed with their last spritefull breath, which have power to 
infuse their soveraigne vertue into more remote objects, and into things of as hard, and 
repugnant a consistence'. 

34-35 Camplans girdle ... Edmunds his book. Edmunds was the alias of William Weston. His 
Book of miracles, a compilation largely written by Weston and Anthony Tyrrell, is not extant 
(Brownlow, J. Morris, Troubles vol. 2, pp. 327-30, 412-4). Although Gee may have quoted from 
it as Harsnett did, it is more likely that he used Harsnctt's references. 

36-39. The passage is from HARSNETT, M3: 'now hcare Edmunds devil Junior, or Marwood, 
Edmunds ghost? Hierosolyma (inquit bene novit, ad quern pertinuit; Tiburnus non ignorât (qui 
locus erat, ubi pater ipse Camp: martyrio coronatus erat.) Tum Sacerdos estantes compellat: 
testes inquit estote, patris Camp, clarissimi martyrij, cuius hie vel minutissimus funiculus, quern 
ipsi prius in vita nunquam viderant, tantas illi faces miserai. Jerusalem (quoth the devil) 
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knowes whose girdle it is Tibume (the place where Fa: Camp: receaved his crowne of 
martyrdome) is wel acquainted with it Heere Edmunds calls aloude to all the standers by, 
beare witnes my maistcrs of Fa: Campions most glorious martyrdom, whose smallest cord, 
which before that time, they had never seene with their eyes, hath cast the devili into such an 
heate'. The 'girdle' was the rope used to lead Campion to Tyburn to be hanged, not the 
eucharistie vestment. Robert Persons died with the same rope laid around his neck It still 
exists and is at Stonyhurst College. 

40. The passage makes use of HARSNETT, M2v: 'One of the by-standers takes father 
Campian his sacred girdle, and with it touches the mouth, and side of the possessed, he agame 
curses, and detests all manner such gcarc, he teares it with his mouth, bites it with his teeth, 
spits upon it amaine, wishes the devil take that ill-favored thing, that troubled him so much, 
vexed him so sore, and was the cause of his extreme torments, both in body, and minde'. 

38, 41-p. 127, 1-2. HARSNETT, Mlv: 'Campians girdle that he wore (as seemes) at Tibume, 
(and I wonder how they missed the roape, that embraced his holy necke) being enntched with 
an outlandish grace, that it came from Jerusalem, (as Fa: Edmunds tells us,) and had there 
girded about the sepulcher of our Saviour Christ, shall tel you stranger newes then Dibdales 
stockins did'. 

PAGE 127. 

2-8. The passage is from HARSNETT, dedication, sig. A2v-A3: 'Who doth not bewaile the sely 
doating Indian Nation, that falls downe and performes divine adoration to a rag of red cloth: 
and the besotted /Cgyptians, that kissed with earnest devotion the Asse uppon which the Idol 
¡sis sate, and the lymphaticall priests of Baal, that launced theyr owne flesh before and Idol of 
wood9 .. If you aske me the cause, what can it be but this, that God hath given them over to 
the spirit of illusion, to believe unsavoury lies, for refusing in their pride to embrace the pure 
naked syncentie of the Gospell of Christ. He that sits in the heavens. Almighty God, with his 
Angels, and Saints, do laugh these mishapen monsters to scornc'. Isis was the Egyptian nature-
goddess Baal (lord, owner), the Baalim were Semitic fertility gods Baal nature worship was 
attacked by the Hebrew prophets such as Elijah. Elijah challenged the Baal priests to prepare 
a bullock on a wooden altar and call upon Baal to send (ire. When this did not happen they 
cut themselves with knives (1 Kings 18). Cf note 8; see С Z. Wiener, 'The Beleaguered Isle', 
for traditional anti-Catholic imagery. 

13-20. The passage makes use of HARSNETT, dedication, sig A3-A3v. Where Gee reflected 
on the contemporary situation, Harsneu was reviewing that under Elizabeth Gee first quoted 
from HARSNETT, A3v, then from A3 After describing the mildness of Elizabeth's reign 
Harsnett addressed the reader. 'Wherein be ye well assured, that if the sword of justice were 
drawne, and inflicted according to the waight and measure of their detestable designes, that 
fewer of them would come over, and that this covey of night-birds, would shrowde themselves 
warme under the gentle wings of theyr holy father at Rome'. Gee then jumped back to 
HARSNETT, A3: 'These lighter superfluities, whom they disgorge amongst you, how they play 
the Bats, and Moales, either trenching themselves in the mines of your labyrinths at home, or 
masking in your gold and silver abroade in the fashion of great Potentates, untili Gods 
rcvcngcfull arme doth uncase them to the view of the world, & then they suffer the mild 
stroke of justice with a glorious ostentation, as you in beguiled simplicitie doe image for theyr 
conceited religion' (the passage ends on A3v). 

20-31. The passage served as a source for Thomas Middlcton's Game at chess, act 2, scene 1, 
11. 234-7 and act 4, scene 1, 11. 1-12 (Bald's edition). The latter passage is quoted here: 

BLACK KNIGHTS PAWN [aside]: 
Τ is he, my confessor' He might ha' passed me 
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Seven years together, had I not by chance 
Advanced mine eye upon that lettered hatband, 
The Jesuitical symbol to be known by, 
Wom by the brave collegians by consent. 
Τ is a strange habit for a holy father, 
A president of poverty especially; 
But we, the sons and daughters of obedience, 
Dare not once think awry, but must confess ourselves' 
As humbly to the father of that feather, 
Long spur and poniard, as to the albe and altar, 
And happy we're so highly graced to attain to il.-

According to M. Heinemann Middleton also used Gee's description of the venial sins. 
Puritanism and Theatre, p. 155. 

PAGE 128. 

4-9. Gee quoted the titles of HARSNETT, chapters 15, 16, 18 and 20: 'Of the admirable 
power in a Priests gloves, his hose, his girdle, his shirt, to scorch the devili'. 'Of the wonderfull 
power, in a Priests Albe, his amice, his maniple, his stole, to whip and plague the devili'. Of 
the dreadfull power of holy water, halowed candell, Frankincense, Brimstone, the booke of 
Exorcismes, and the holy potion, to scald, broyle and to sizle the devili'. 'Of the dreadfull 
power of the Crosse, and Sacrament of the Altar, to torment the devili, and to make him 
roare'. 

10 D. Harsenet See chapter 2, note 100. 

9-13. William Weston, alias Edmunds (WEST22); Robert DiMale, alias Palmer (c. 1556-1586) 
(DIBD02); William Thomson, alias Blackburn (d. 1586) (THOM46), not to be confused with 
Christopher Southworth, alias Thomson (see p. 130, 1. 28 and note); Stemp, i.e. Thomas 
Stamp, alias Dighton; for Anthony Tyrrell (TYRR02) the apostate and John Ballard, see J. 
Morris, Troubles, vol. 2, and p. 62; Christopher Dryland, alias Brinckborne (DRYL02); Tulice, 
i.e. Christopher Thules, alias Ashton (b. 1560) (THUL02); John Sherwood (d. 1593) 
(SHER30); Winkcfield, i.e. Richard Davis, alias Winkfield (Al 97-8); the priest Mud appeared 
in Harsnett's list of exorcists, but has not been identified (possibly John Mushe; see J. Morris, 
Troubles, vol. 2, p. 159; for Edward Dakins, alias Green (DAKI02), also see p. 137, 1. 16 and 
note. See Brownlow's catalogue of exorcists. Weston was the only Jesuit. 

15-19, note 148, imprinted again. Gee anticipated a possible reprint by copying, rephrasing and 
editing whole passages from it for The foot. Another issue of Harsnett's book came out in 
1604 (STC 12881) and a third one in 1605 (STC 12882), which suggests a slow sale. The third 
issue is the rarest. On both the Protestant and the Catholic side of the possession question 
there was nearly complete silence about Harsnett's publication. Catholics may have bought up 
the book, but bibliographical evidence does not seem to support this. See Brownlow's editorial 
introduction. 

20-29. The passage is from HARSNETT, K3v (p. 70): 'Plinie in his natural! [hijstorie, tells us 
of certaine people, that doe anhelitu oris enecare homines: kill men with the breath that comes 
from their moulhes. Scaliger recounts a whole lineage of men, that could oculis fascinere: 
bewitch with their eyes, though they did not touch. The Leno in the Comedy, is noted to be of 
so strong a breath, that hee had almost blowne downe the young gallant, that stode in his way: 
but the Poets tell us, that hell hath a more deadly breathing then all; so as if a bird doe by 
chaunce flic over the Stygian flood, she is quelled with the smell, and falls downe stark dead. 
We have heere to acquaint you with a breathing company of priests, that for potency of 
breath, doe put downe Plinie, Scaliger, the bawde, hell, the devili and all: For the devili, who 
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can wel enough endure the loathsome odours, and evaporations of hell, is not able to endure 
the vapour issuing from the mouth of a priest, but had rather goe to hell, then abide his 
smell'. 

22 Leno In the Comedy. Leno was the pimp in Roman comedy. 

24 Avernus. A deep lake near Puteoli, filling the crater of an extinct volcano, amid dark woods 
and mephitic exhalations, which was believed to lead to the underworld. 

32 pockified. To make pocky, to infect with pox or syphilis. OED cites this sentence as a first 
occurrence of the verb. 

33-38. The passage is from HARSNETT, K4 (p. 71): 'Heere now you see the reason, why 
Trayfords devil rebounded at the dint of the Priests breath, and was so glad to get him out at 
Trayfords right eare like a Mouse, rather then he would come out jump against the priests 
mouth. The little children were never so afrayd of hell mouth in the old plaies painted with 
great gang teeth, staring eyes, and a foule bottle nose, as the poore devils are skared with the 
hel mouth of a priest. 

Take an example from Sara Williams of the vigorousnesse of their breath, shee lay (saith 
the penner of their miracles) past all sence in a traunce, beeing utterly bereaved of all her senses 
at once, the priests no sooner came neere her, but she discerned him by the smell. Was not this 
(trow you) a jolly ranke smel, that was able to awake a poore wench out of a trance?' 

35, note 151, Mengus the Canonist. Hieronymo Menghi (d. 1610). An Italian Franciscan who 
wrote several books on exorcism. An important work was his Flagellimi Daemonum: exorcismos 
terribiles potentissimos et efficaces remediaque probatissima complectens, Bologna 1577. This 
manual was used by the exorcists at Denham. 'os ... admovere', 'bring his mouth as close to the 
patient as possible'. 

PAGE 129. 

1-4. Gee quoted from the examination of Sarah Williams, HARSNETT, АаЗ (p. 181): 'There 
being reade to this examínate, out of the same booke [Weston's Book of miracles] the 
pretended names of divers spirits, which the priests gave out, that they cast out of her, and 
that the said priests delivered, whilst they were in her, as Lustie Dick, Killico, Hob, Comercap, 
Puffe, Pune, Frateretto, Fliberdigibet, Haberdicut, Cocobatto, Maho, Kellicocam, Wilkin, Smolkin, 
Nur, Lustie jolly Jenkin, Portericho, Pudding of Thame, Pour-dieu, Bonjour, Motubizanto, Bemon, 
Delicate, this exam: sayth, that there were very strange names written upon the wals at Sir 
George Peckhams house, under the hangings, which they said were names of spirits'. 
Shakespeare made elaborate use of Harsnett's book for his King Lear. See K. Muir, 'Samuel 
Harsnett and King Lear', in Review of English Studies, new ser. 2 (1951), pp. 11-21, and his 
article in Notes and Queries 197 (1952), pp. 555-6; or his The Sources of Shakespeare's Plays, 
New Haven 1977, pp. 202-06; a list of Harsnett-Shakespeare parallels can be found in the 
Arden edition of King Lear, ed., К. Muir, London 1972, pp. 239-42; cf. Brownlow, eh. 6. 

6-10. Harsnett describes how the priest Dibdale lent Sarah 'а рауте of his old stockins, that 
happilie had seene Venice, & Rome', which she wore 'as a spirituall token of his carnal! 
kindness'. The passage is from HARSNETT, M (p. 81): 'Saras devili had been very turbulent, 
and stirring in her body, and was to be delivered downe to his baser lodge, he passed quietly 
downe til he came at her knee, and comming downe hil too fast, slipt ere he was aware into 
Saras legge, where finding himselfe caught within the priests hose beeing on her legge, he 
plunges & tumbles like a Salmon taken in a net, and cries harro ho, out alas, pul off, pul off; 
off in all hast with the priests hose, or els he must marre all, for there he could not stay: & 
all hast was made accordingly to ease the poore devil of his paine, and let him lie at his 
repose: and was not this a goodly ginne to catch a Woodcocke withall, & cause him to shoote 
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out his long bil, and cry, О the venue of the priesthood, ô the power of the Catholique Church'. 

11 Fid. This is Frideswide (Friswood) Williams, one of the demoniacs at Denham. 

11-16. The passage was quoted from HARSNETT, M4 (p. 87): 'I have their shin behind, as 
the last service to the devils munchion. Which because it is not so cleanly, as I could wish. Fid 
[i.e. Friswood Williams] (the Laundresse to these devils incarnat) shal serve in this dish. Fid 
was washing in mistris Peckhams kitchin, a bucke of foule cloathes: amongst the which, was 
one of the priest-Exorcist shirts: the devil comes sneaking behind her, trips up her hecles, and 
pitches her on her hip, and upon that advantage, takes possession of her (as it seems by the 
story,) for from that fall she grew to be possessed: And wote you why the devil playd her this 
unmannerly sneaking tricke. The Miracle-maker tels us, it was because shee was washing out a 
foule shirt of one of the priests, and what further matter, their examinations may with less 
offence to your modesty report, then my selfe'. 

20-21. The passage is from HARSNETT, N (p. 89): 'It is not a light argument of the sacred 
power of an Amice against a spirit, that the reporter of the Miracles tells us; that a priest layd 
it uppon Saras face to prevent illusions: and that a spirit puffed at it, and could not endure to 
let it alone. It had as secmes a choaking quality to suffocat a devil'. 

21-35. The passage is from HARSNETT, Nlv-N2 (pp. 90-1): 'The holy Stole was brought three 
or four times uppon the stage, and shewed it selfe an Antidaemoniack of special account, 
manifesting it selfe to be a true implement, and hanging of the devil-quelling church. First it 
served in the nature of a stop-devil, in Fa: Edmunds own hand, who after he had belabored 
the devil with his holy hands into Marwoods head, and finding his hands heavy with the massie 
waight of venue, that was compacted in them: he took the sacred Stole, & wound it about 
Marwoods neck, and so begirt the devil in Marwoods head, where the devil lay so spent, by the 
venue issuing out of the blessed Stole, as he stared, fumed, & fomed, as he had beene stark 
mad, and in the end was squeased out with pure violence, as water out of a squirt. The 
Miracle-master, tels us of an hcroical combat performed betweene Maho, and the priest, during 
seaven houres long, when Maho the devil standing uppon his guard, would not come in. He 
was summoned by the priest first with Mengus club, then with his whip, with holy water, Salve 
regina, Ave Maria, the great Heralds for hell. Maho stoode out, till the priest prepared himsclfe 
(saith the Author) to afflict him with the Stole, and then he came in, and yeelded to parly, or 
dialogue with the priest, in a milde, and temperate voyce. See the power of the Catholique 
Romish Church, whose seeliest ragge hath power to change the devils roaring note, & to cause 
him to spcake, in a milde moderate key. ... Latet anguis in herba: a man would little suspect, 
when he meetes with the Amice, the Stole, and the Maniple, wound up in a little casket, that 
there were such black hel-mettal within them, to excoriât, and lacinate a devil'. 

36-41. The passage is from HARSNETT, Olv-02, and is central to Gee's argument in The 
foot: "wee may truly, and plainly tell the Church of Rome, nisi naenijs, tricis, & puppis usa esset, 
paenas iam diu dedisset: If it were not for puppets, apes-faces, &. gaudes with which she allures, 
maskes, and disguises the poore seely people, she had long since sung the doleful song, 
mentioned in holy writ: Desolatione magna desolata est, & turpitudo eius gentibus revelata: That 
is, she had lien [sic] cleane desolate, & her turpitude had beene opened, to the eyes of all the 
world". Cf. Jeremiah 12.11; Leviticus 18.6-18, 20.17-21. 

41.p. 130, 3. The passage is from SHELDON, D4-D4v. Sheldon, also inspired by Harsnett's 
book, discussed it (D3-E). Gee copied from Sheldon to conclude his chapter on Harsnett. 'As 
the popish Exorcists, doe ever seeke testimonies from their indiveled persons, for confirmation 
of their heresies; even so, that counterfeit and seeming conflict and warfare, which passeth 
betwixt the Devills and their Exorcistes; the Exorcist conjuring, the devills trembling; the 
Exorcist commanding, the devili obeying, (not to depart, not to go out of the possessed) but to 
wander up and downe, (like a come aloft Jacanapes) within the lists of the possessed bodie, 
sometimes in the face, then in the tongue, after in the throat, anon in the great toe, by and 
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by, in those parts, which a modest pen may not mention, (and yet there, and then, will the 
holy Exorcists fingers signe with their crosses, to drive the devili thence) all these their dealings 
I say, do ever tend to this project, that the standers-by, may be perswaded of some point of 
poperie, or of the Priests power over the devills'. 

PAGE 130. 

6-22. The passage is based on SHELDON, D4v-E: That I speake truth herein, there was of 
late an Eye example, a man of worshipful! estate [Mr. Bluett], and faire revenues, who either 
was, or seemed to be indivelcd. Alas poore man, how often hath he been exorcised in this 
Kingdom, by Francis Kempe, by Philip Wodwarde, by sundry others [before this passage Sheldon 
also mentions Edmunds, Campian, Sherwin, Cornelius, Colington, Hill, Walpole and Thomas 
as exorcists], but especially by Mr Warmington? who hath often promised, that he would make 
the devili speake in Mr Bluett: and as this wretched man hath had many sweating combats here 
in England, so it were lamentable to relate, the tormentings, true or seeming, which he hath 
had at Loretto, Sichern, Lile, and elsewhere, beyond the seas; and all the consolation which he 
hath found, is to returne worse, (as though the Popish Sanctuaries added strength to his devils) 
and farther from hope of deliverance, then when he went. And yet our Popish Thrasonicall 
Priests will bragg and boast, that they can like a tennis-ball, or like a dogg in a sheete, tosse 
and canvase a devili in a possessed woman, and drive him from tongue to toe, from toe to 
finger, to her great affliction, and their owne small ease'. The passage does not mention M. 
Powell, and is not in Harsnett. Francis Kemp (KEMP04); Philip Woodward (WOOD58); 
Ralph Sherwin (SHER26); ?Richard Hill (HILL08); ?Henry Walpole (WALP08). It is not 
clear whether Sheldon intended to refer to the Warmington who, like himself wrote in favour 
of the oath of allegiance. See p. 19. Apart from Henry Walpole all priests were seculars. John 
Cornelius, alias Mohun or Mahony (1554-94) (CORNOS) was a secular priest but became a 
Jesuit in prison. 

13-14 Loretto, Sichern, Lile, Lovain, Doway. Loreto, near Ancona, Italy, the legendary site of 
the Holy House, where the Blessed Virgin lived at the time of the Annunciation. It was 
believed angels transported it from Nazareth to Tersatz in Dalmatia in 1291 and to Loreto in 
1295. For Sichern, see p. 134, 1. 21 and note. Lisle, Louvain and Douai, of course, were 
seminary towns. 

19 contrectatlon. Handling, touching, fingering. OED uses this sentence to illustrate the 
meaning of the word. 

28 Thomson. Christopher Southworth, alias Thomson (b. 1556), was the son of the recusant 
Sir John Southworth of Southworth and Samlcsbury, knight. Directed by Worthington, 
Southworth left for Douai in 1579 and paid a second visit in 1580. In February that year he 
went to Rome, entered the English College 1 April, and was ordained. In 1586 he returned to 
England and was arrested in London and committed to the Counter in Wood Street and 
moved to Wisbech about 1588 (СЯ5 11, pp. 87, 280). At Wisbech he sided with the Jesuits 
(CRS 51, passim). In 1598 he was in the Gatehouse in London but he was returned to 
Wisbech in 1599. He was one of the six priests who escaped 10 March 1600. He was in 
Lancashire in 1604 and 1610 (SOUT24); A 1 326-8. F.R. Raines, ed., The Stanley Papers, pi. 2, 
pp. 138-40; F. Gastrell, Notitm Cestriensis 2, p. 294. 

38, note 160. Thomas Potts, The wonderfull discovery of witches in the county of Lancaster, 1613 
(1612). J. Crossley edited it for the Chetham Society, vol. 6, 1845 and Sir W. Scott in Somers' 
Tracts, vol. 3, pp. 95-160. Potts was clerk at the trial 12 August 1612. For Potts, see DNB. 
Also see M. Tonge, 'The Lancashire Witches: 1612 and 1634', in Transactions of the Historical 
Society of Lancashire and Cheshire 83 (1931), pp. 153-77. 

43 Mlrabilaries. Mirabiliary, from late Latin mirabiliarus, miracle-monger. OED gives Gee's use 
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of the word in his Hold fast, G2v, as a last example Gee used the word under the influence of 
Richard Baddeley (sec next note) 

43-p. 131, 7. The passage is transcribed partly from the title and partly from the preface, sig 
A4 of Richard Baddcley's The bay of Btlson 'Ut quam falsa dicendo & senbendo voluptatem 
cepennt, eandem vera legendo & audiendo animant [So that they lose that same joy that they 
derived from the telling and writing of lies, in the telling and hearing of the truth] Here then 
(good Reader) in the first place thou hast a Treatise professedly written for a Discovery of, and 
a Caution against the cnveagling projects of Romish Pnests, chiefly in that one particular, va 
their pretended Priestly Exorcizing and expelling of Divels out of bodies possessed By which 
thou maist judge, whether these Mirabulanes deserve not the reputation of the rarest 
Mountebanks of these times' (A3) The 15-year-old William Perry, the son of Thomas Perry of 
Bilson, Stafford, claimed to be possessed and drew a lot of attention Jesuit priests had tried to 
dispossess him but to no avail He accused an old woman of having bewitched him and of 
having sent diabolical spirits to possess him At the local assizes the woman was condemned to 
die, but the execution was postponed by Thomas Morton, bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, 
who began to examine the boy because he suspected fraud After several tricks and 
observations the bishop succeeded in proving the cunning boy a counterfeit The boy confessed 
he was trained by the pnests themselves in demoniacal behaviour and simulation of hysterical 
fits The examinations and other materials were edited and published by the bishop's chaplain, 
Richard Baddeley Besides the examinations and 'a discourse, by way of caution, concerning 
popish exorcizing of uncleane spirits', the book printed the relation of the priests involved (no 
names were mentioned) Baddeley made much use of Harsnett's Declaration, and Gee in his 
turn quoted Baddeley verbatim Referring to Harsnett, Baddeley pointed to the purpose behind 
these practices with the boy 

And the counterfeit Miracles, by Exorcismes, wrought by Pnests in France and 
England, have (as their ownc Relations doe manifest) a double intention, to wit, of 
gayning estimation unto the Pnests, and bcliefc unto that which they call their 
Catholique Cause Nor may any object, that such forgeries are wrought by some 
obscure men of small judgement, or less conscience, for these are Pnests who have 
their mission, and commission from Rome, being set (as they say) to suffer persecution 
for the Romane Cause (C2) 

Considering also the recent publication of 'their fresh Master lye' of the bishop of London's 
conversion, Baddeley thought that 'these very times did exact' publication of this case (A3) 
Gee may have been generally inspired by Baddcley's writing 

Although these and the like pranks have beene often hissed of the Stage, for stale 
and grosse forgeries, yet notwithstanding have they adventured to publish that, which 
they call A faithfull relation of their proceedings, in exorcizing the Bay of Bilson, as 
possessed of the Devili Which Relation who so readclh, shall thinke that hee hath 
seene a Comedie, wherein the Actors present themselves (C) 

Especially in New shreds Gee used traditional stage-imagery for Jesuit proselytizing practices, 
largely under the influence of Harsnett, though since the sixteenth century exorcisms were 
often much like theatrical shows See Brownlow, chapter 5 Also see pp 156-7 

PAGE 131. 

4 rapted. rapt, entranced, ravished, enraptured OED. 

9 Amye. Amy Heath of Stepney, Middlesex, daughter of Michael Heath Mary has not been 
traced See note on Edward Hands, 1 24 
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14 gullifyed. Gulled, made a gull or dupe of. OED records only this sentence. 

15 FF. Benet, Aston, Palmer, Hanz. These priests apparently were engaged in the attempts in 
Gatehouse prison in 1616-7 to convert the two 'Catholique Maides', Mary [?] and Amy Heath. 
The information Gee claims to have from the examination of Edward Hands, which is not 
extant. Prison lists of 1616-18 do not mention the other priests as being in the Gatehouse. 
PRO SP 14/97/95, 135. There was a student called Aston at Seville in 1600-01 (E. Henson and 
A.J. Loomie, 'A Register of the Students of St. Gregory's College at Seville, 1591-1605', in RH 
9 (1967-8), p. 166). 

15 In very deed-law. Indeed, in very deed. Not in OED. 

17 M. Mollneux. John Almond (1567-1612), alias Molineux and Latham, was educated at 
Rome and Douai and left for England in 1602. After arrest and imprisonment in 1608 he 
worked in Staffordshire and in London, where he was arrested on 22 March 1612. He was 
imprisoned in Newgate and martyred at Tyburn on 5 December 1612. He was canonized in 
1970. (ALMO06); Al 6; CHALLONER 329-338. 

17 M. Roberts. John Roberts, O.S.B. (c. 1576-1610) was educated at St. John's College, 
Oxford, London and Valladolid (1598). He returned to England 1602 and was martyred 10 
Dec. 1610. He helped to found the Benedictine monastery of St. Gregory, Douai (now 
Downside) and was canonized in 1970. (ROBE10); B. Camm, A Benedictine Martyr in England, 
the Life and Times of Dom John Roberts, London 1897; CHALLONER 317-21; D.H. Farmer, 
The Oxford Dictionary of Saints, Oxford 1987 (1978) p. 373. 

20 one of their Exorcists. Edward Hands. See next note. 

24 Edward Hanz. Edward Hands, alias Johnson, probably the son of John Hands (d. 1630), a 
husbandman of Lutterworth, Leics. Edward came from Spain, entered Douai in 1606 and was 
ordained there that year. He came to England 17 October 1612. He was in the Gatehouse and 
apparently he was examined on 5 July 1616 by George Abbot (archbishop of Canterbury), John 
King (bishop of London), John Williams (bishop of Lincoln), John Buckeridge (bishop of 
Rochester), John Overall (bishop of Coventry and Lichfield), George Montaigne (dean of 
Westminster) and Sir William Bird (dean of the Arches). After his examination Hands 
apparently spent some time in the Gatehouse (PRO, SP 14/97/95, 135). He was released to be 
banished from the Marshalsea on 26 June 1618. He left everything to Amy Heath of Stepney, 
Middlesex. A will was made 26 February 1623 and administration granted to Amy Heath 4 July 
1625. Anslmlher comments that 'if this is his will il is the earliest priest will discovered'. The 
fact that one of the two women mentioned by Gcc before he discusses Hands's examination is 
called 'Amy' would perhaps prove this is the case, if Gee indeed used materials from the court. 
The court case itself has not been traced. (HAND04); A2 143; APC 1617-19, pp. 195-7; PRO, 
Prob 11, 146, fol. 78. 

27 horresco referens. 'I shudder to refer to it'. 

32 Lozels. See p. 133, 1.11, 'lozeling Argument'. A lozel, a worthless person, a profligate, a 
scoundrel. Lozeling, worthy of a lozel, rascally. OED uses this phrase to illustrate the meaning 
of lozeling. 

PAGE 132. 

28, note 170. Stanislaus Hosius (1504-79), Polish cardinal and controversialist. His Confessio 
catholicae ftdei Christiana: vel potius explicatio quaedam confessioms, in synodo Petricoviensi a 
patribus provinciarum Gnesnensis, & Leopoliensis in regno Poloniae factae was published in 1552-
3. It contrasted Reformation and Catholic dogma and tried to prove that Catholicism and 
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Christianity were identical. Chapter 56 'De impedimentis matnmomf (edition Vienna 1560, p. 
145). Thomas Harding, A confutation of a booke intituled an apologie of the church of England, 
Antwerp 1565, pt. 2 ch. 8, deals with the question of matnmony. The ApoloQ/ is by John 
Jewel. See MILWARD 1. Francisais Coster, Enchiridion controvemamm praecipuarum nostn 
temporis de religione, Cologne 1589. Chapter 15 is 'De coelibatu sacerdotum'. 

29-32. The story is in John Heigham's translation of de Vineis's Life of the blessed virgin, samct 
Catharine of Siena, M7-M8 (G.20). Gee, however, copied text and reference from SHELDON, 
C2V-C3. 

33 Pontifidans. Adherents of the pontiff. OED. 

34 chaffering. To chaffer, to trade in merchandise. OED. 

38-p. 133, 2. The passage (including the marginal reference to Baronius) is lifted from 
SHELDON, C3v. It is only slightly rephrased. Cesare Baronius (1538-1607), ecclesiastical 
historian and superior of the Oratory. His most important work is the Annales Ecclesiastici, 12 
vols., 1588-1607. He also published new editions of the Roman Martyrology (in 1586 and 1589). 
St Fulbert (с. 960-1028), bishop of Chartres, studied at Rheims and Chartres. The reference to 
Baronius, Annales Ecclesiastici, Joan XX 1028 A.D. AN5 II is correct, (p. 904 col. 2 of the 
1614 edition). See p. 137, 1 36 and note. 

PAGE 133. 

4. Thomas Newton's case was discussed in SHELDON, ZA: 'What? did Master Newtons late 
vision, which he hath pretended to have had at Staunford against the Oath of Allegiance, any 
whit transforme that man into a more sanctified course of life, then he lived upon the very 
point when he was honoured by the heavens with so gracious a vision? Of what nature that 
idle vision was the Reader may finde in Master Widdrmgton, who handleth the same, and doth 
in part discover the vanitie thereof [Margin. Disputât[ю] theologica de juramfento] jideluatis 
cap. 10], I my selfe had examined the same from toppe to toe above two yeares since, and 
shewed every part and parcel! thereof to be meerely vaine, yea most of it and the manner of it, 
to be flat repugnant to popish principles, which treatise ere this had scene light had it not 
beene that Master Newton the visioner was reputed by those that sit at the steme of this 
kingdome to be fitter for Bedlam then to have any answer made to his phantasticke drcame.' 
Thomas Preston, alias Roger Widdrmgton (265-6), discussed Thomas Newton's vision in his 
Disputano theologica, 1613, in the last section of chapter 10, sigs. Dd-Ee8v. Ал English 
translation of the work came out the same year (AR 676 STC 25603). In this edition the 
passage is at sigs. Ll-Nn2v. To Preston the vision was an illusion caused by the hard conditions 
in prison. The recusant Thomas Newton spent considerable time in prison. In 1611 he was in 
the Gatehouse and on 23 February he and two other recusants, John Buckley and James 
Cambcll, wrote a complaint about cruel treatment by the keeper. In June 1617 there ensued a 
Star Chamber case against Newton's keeper Aquila Wykes for officer's malfeasance, assault, 
not and extortion. In December 1619 Newton appears to have been involved in an attempt to 
enable the priest John Harding to gain his liberty. Harding gave out to be a convert to the 
English Church who planned to leave for Spain. According to Wykes Newton accused others 
to have plotted against the priest. John Harding held a recantation sermon in the Gatehouse 
in 1620 (see p. 112, 1. 17-18 and note). It is remarkable that in January 1620 Newton 
apparently appeared before the High Commission, still for his vision. According to Thomas 
Goad, in a letter to Samuel Ward, master of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, on 25 January 
'a dangereuse Popish knave' was censured 'for feigning a vision of the Virgin Mary appearing 
to him and dehortmg him from taking the oath of Allégeance being asked by the 
Commissioners how he knew her to be the Virg. Mar. he sayd that she sayed to him Behold 
mee in my Assumption ' (Bodleian Library, MS Tanner 290, fol. 49). It is very likely that Gee 
obtained the material on Newton from Goad In 1621 Newton was in New Prison and wrote a 
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petition to Secretary Calvert once more pleading for liberation, having 'now languished about 4 
yearcs of bruises wounds and vile usage receavcd by Aquila Wykes and his complices' CSPD 
1611-18, ρ 11, PRO, Stac 8/223/10, SP 14/111/103-106, SP 14/119/134 

13 Cormorant Corban. Cormorant, a large voracious seabird, figuratively, an insatiably greedy 
or rapacious person OED Corban, 'oblation', a Hebrew word for altar offenngs Cf Mark 
711 

22-23, note 177, Acosta. José de Acosta, Spanish Jesuit missionary, philosopher and theologian 
(1540-1600) The work referred to is De procurando mdorum salute, Salamanca 1588, on the 
problems of the evangelization of America 

22 asseverantly. By way of asseveration, solemn affirmation, emphatic assertion, positive 
avouchment OED gives a last example from 1600 

26 Stella. Diego de Estella or Diego de San Cristóbal (1524-1578) A Franciscan ascetical-
mystical theologian, born in Estclla, Navarre (see G 134) The reference is to Rdi Patns Fratns 
Didaci Stellae, minontam régulons observantiae provmciae sancii Jacobi, eximu verbi divini 
concionatons, m sacrosanctum Jesu Christi Domini nostn Evangelium secundum Lucam 
enarrationum, Antwerp 1608, tomus secundus, ρ 64a 

26 gelt, gelded, castrated OED De Eslella's commentary on Luke was censured by the 
Inquisition, but he died before trial (New Catholic Encyclopedia 4, 862) 

PAGE 134. 

21 Robert Chambers. Gee copied the story in a summarized version from Philips Numan's 
Miracles lately wrought by the intercession of the glonous virgin Mane, at Mont-aigu, nere unto 
Sichern in Brabant, 1606 (G40), sigs T2-T5 (pp 209-15) After an account of the history of 
the image at Sichern, Numan devoted chapter 15 to the cures of various individuals from 
diseases and wounds Exceptional was the case of Katherine de Bus, who was possessed Philips 
Numan was the city clerk of Brussels His account of the miracles at Mountaigu in Brabant 
first appeared in Flemish and then in French in 1604 and in both languages saw three editions 
before the seminary priest Robert Chambers published the English translation in 1606 The 
third continental edition mentions Philips Numan on the title-page A Spanish edition also 
appeared in 1606 The publication gave rise to a controversy SHELDON touched on the tale 
of Katherine de Bus (Ee2v Ec3) Also sec William Crashaw, The jésuites gospell, sigs B2-F2v, 
J Floyd's Purgatones tnumph over hell, ch 5, and George Musket's 77ie bishop of London his 
legacy (G 15), 6th motive, pp 64 76 MILWARD 2, 159-60 

24 Brerely. John Brercly, The lyturgie of the masse, 1620, pp 98-9 Cf his Sainct Austmes 
religion, 1620 (G 89), ρ 221 

33 F D. See note 181 

34 flatus uterinus. The passage served as a source for Thomas Middlcton's Game at chess, act 
5, scene 2, 11 116-8 

Whose niece was she you poisoned with child, twice, 
Then gave her out possessed with a foul spirit 
When 'I was indeed your bastard7 

These are the words of the black queen's pawn to the black bishop's pawn See Bald's edition 
of the play Cf Gee's Hold fast, G2v-G3v 
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42 Plautus ... Terence. In Plautus's comedy Casina, Chalinus, the attendant of an Athenian, 
dresses as a bride in order to prevent Olympio, the bailiff of the Athenian's father, who has 
been given the slave Casina after the drawing of lots, from marrying her. As Casina is found to 
be free-born, she marries the young Athenian. Chalinus and Olympio are confused here. In 
Terence's comedy Eunuchus it is Chacrea, brother of Phaedria, who exchanges clothes with the 
eunuch in order to be near the Rhodian slave-girl. He succeeds and is betrothed to her when 
it is revealed she is of Athenian birth. 

PAGE 135. 

5 It was wont Also referring to Gee's New shreds, A. Gurr in his Playgoers in Shakespeare's 
London, Cambridge 1987, comments on this passage and on Gee's knowledge of contemporary 
theatre. But it was not Gee, but Samuel Harsnetl who had knowledge of the theatre (see 
Brownlow, ch. 5). The remarks here are based on those of HARSNETT, who compared the 
exorcisms to mediaeval morality plays and Elizabethan touring companies. Gee, once more, 
obscured his time reference: 'It was a prety part in the old Church-playes when the nimble 
Vice would skip up nimbly like a Jacke an Apes into the devils necke, and ride the devil a 
course, and belabour him with his woodden dagger til he made him roare, wherat the people 
would laugh to see the devil so vice-haunted' (Qlv-Q2), and 'you have never a child of tenne 
yeeres that is a looker on, but will see and discerne their grosse packing, rude bungling, and 
palpable jugling so apparantlie, as hec wil dare to take the devil by the visard, and play with 
the fooles nose, and cry, away with the priest and the devil, they have marred a good play'. 
HARSNETT, N. Harsnett's knowledge of the theatre was a mixture of theatre-going 
experience, reading and hearsay 'meant to belittle the exorcisms from an anti-theatrical point 
of view' (Brownlow, ch. 5). Clearly Gurr errs when he speculates about the Elizabethan and 
Jacobean stage on the basis of Gee's remarks in The foot and in New shreds. Imagery and 
language of those pamphlets are heavily influenced by Harsnett's rhetoric. 

12 lubberly. Of the nature of a lubber, coarse of figure and dull of intellect. OED. 

31 par-breaking. Parbrcak, to spew, vomit or, figuratively, to pour fourth recklessly or 
offensively, to vomit forth. OED. 

35 Copes-mates. Persons with whom one copes or contends, adversaries; or partners, 
colleagues, associates. OED. 

37 Bedlam or a Bable. Both Bedlam and Babel could be used to refer to a scene of confusion. 
Bedlam, the hospital of St. Mary of Bethlehem, for lunatics. Bable, is from Babel or the Tower 
of Babel. Someone 'uncapable of Bedlam or a Bable' is a person who is not insane and not 
confused or credulous. OED gives one example from 1625 of this expression (under 'Babel'). 

41-p. 136, 5. For Robert Chambers and his translation of Miracles lately wrought..., sec p. 134, 
1. 21 and note; for John Heigham's (196) translation of The life of the blessed virgin, sainct 
Catherine of Siena, see p. 132, II. 29-32 and G.20; 'T.P' [i.e. Orazio Torsellino; the dedication is 
signed T.P.], The history of our blessed lady of Loreto, 1608. Taking part in the controversy over 
the miracles worked by the Virgin Mary, Justus Lipsius wrote his first account on the shrine at 
Halle, a town south of Brussels. /. Lipsi Diva Virgo Hallensis. Beneficia eius & Miracula fide 
atque ordine descripta, 1604. Lipsius also wrote on the shrine at Mountaigu in 1605. See 
MILWARD 2, 159-60; G.40. 

41-p. 136, 13. The passage is copied from SHELDON, C2v. 
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5 Golden Legend. Jacob of Voragine (с 1230-c 1298), a Dominican, archbishop of Genoa, 
author of Legenda aurea (The Golden Legend), or Lombardica Historia (1255-66), a popular 
manual consisting of lives of saints and treatises of Christian festivals For the English 
translations, see STC 24873-24880 5 

5 Metaphrastes. Metaphrast, the traditional name for the Byzantine hagiographer Simeon (fl с 
960), so called because he 'metaphrased' older versions of Saints' lives for his 'Menologion' 
He reproduced the errors of his models ('doting') 

6 Lippoman. Luigi Lippomano (Aloysius Lipomanus) (1500-1559), papal diplomat and 
theological writer, bishop of Bergamo from 1558 He wrote a hagiographie anthology, 
Sanctorum pnscorum patrum vttae, 8 vols, Venice 1551-60 In 1610 a translation came out by 
Anthony Browne, viscount Montague, of Saint Bonaventure's The life of the hohe father S 
Francis wnten by samt Bonaventure, and as it is related by the reverend father Aloysius Lipomanus 

In his fourth tome of the life ofsamts, 1610 (AR 126 STC 3271) 

б voraginous Jacobus. A wordplay on the name of Jacob of Voragine, author of Legenda 
aurea Voraginous, of or belonging to an abyss or whirlpool, resembling a chasm or gulf, 
having its swallowing power, devouring, voracious OED 

6 Antonine. St Antoninus (1389-1459), archbishop of Florence, a Dominican He was 
distinguished for his Summa Theologica, Venice 1477-9 

7 Vlncentius. St Vincent Ferrer (c 1350-1419), Dominican mission preacher credited with 
having performed many miracles 

8 Portesses. Portess, a portable breviary in the mediaeval Church, or a manual OED 

11-12, note 186, Claudius Espencaeus Claude Tognicl de Espcnce, theologian (1511 1571) 
This and the following reference to Romans, were incorrectly copied from SHELDON 

20-32. The passage was inspired by HARSNETT, A3 'What people, but you, were ever so 
bewitched, as to be borne m hand, that a house was carried in the ayre from Palestina to 
Loretta that a painted Image in a wall, doth workc as high miracles, as ever were performed 
by the eternali sonne of God that the prints of S Frauncis stripes, the tayle of our Saviours 
Asse, the milke of our blessed Lady are this day to be seene and these gracelesse saltlesse 
gullenes cither to be believed, or countenanced, by men of wit, understanding, and spirit, such 
as are this day many in the Romish Church'' Cf SHELDON, Gir ν 

20 bee borne In hand. To be deluded, to be led to believe OED 

21, note 189. Orazio Toreellino, The history of our blessed lady of Loreto Although the 
references to Torsellmo's book are correct, Gee's summary is not The Dalmatian priest, 
attacked by the Turks, manages to reach Loreto, but after having thanked the lady, the author 
believes, he succumbed to his wounds, sig M7v (p 183) 

24 Dalmatian ventriosus Marcus Antonius. Marcus Antonius de Dommis (1560-1624), 
archbishop of Spalato, came to England in 1616 attracted by the ігешс writings of James and 
by the English Church as a true Catholic Church In 1622 he defected to Rome having found 
the English Church heterodox in upholding the Calvinist doctrine of grace The event was 
somewhat embarrassing to James, who always worked for Christian unity, but he found solace 
in the writings of Richard Montague, who vindicated James's conception of the English 
Church, and blamed the Calvimsts for De Dominis's defection Gee possibly listed Mountague's 
book as a popish book, in order to show his allegiance to orthodox Protestant beliefs The 
word 'ventriosus' (potbellied) was inspired by De Dominis's corpulent appearance (cf Thomas 
Middleton's Game at chess) See ρ 21, also see W В Patterson, 'The Peregrinations of Marco 
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Antonio de Dominis, 1616-24', in D. Baker, ed., Religious Motivation: Biographical and 
Sociological Problems for the Church Historian (Studies in Church History 15), Oxford 1978; K. 
Fincham and P. Lake, 'The Ecclesiastical Policy', pp. 202-4; N. Malcolm, De Dominis. 

28-33. For the reference to Arras, see p. 11. According to mediaeval legend St. Ursula and her 
followers were massacred at Cologne by the Huns on their return from a pilgrimage to Rome. 
'The blood of Hales' is a reference to the Flemish town Halle (see p. 135, 1. 41 and note). The 
Holy Innocents, the children of Bethlehem, were massacred by order of Herod the Great 
(Matthew 2.16-8). St. John the Baptist was beheaded after his denunciation of Herod Antipas 
(Matthew 14.1-12). Saint Francis of Assisi (1181/2-1226) received the gift of the Stigmata in 
1224. St. Patrick was the 'Apostle of the Irish'. 

32, note 191. Fulvio Androzzi (Fulvius Androtius), Certame devout considerations of frequenting 
the blessed sacrament, tr. I.G. [and T. Everard], 1606 (AR 26 5ГС 632). Other editions in 1618 
(AR 27 STC 632.3) and in 1624 (AR 28 STC 632.5); John Nauclenis (Verge or Vergenhaus), 
a German humanist and historian (c 1425/30-1510), Memorabilium omnis aetatis et omnium 
gentium chronici commentarii, 2 vols., Tubingen 1516; Francisais Costeras, Meditations of the 
whole historie of the passion of Christ, tr. out of Latin by R.W. esquire [i.e. L. Worthington], 
1616. 

34-35 Numa and Egeria. Roman legend. Egeria, goddess of fountains, was the counsellor and 
wife of king Numa, the successor of Romulus. Numa was revered as the founder of the Roman 
religious system. To commend his laws he declared they were sanctified and approved by 
Egeria. 

36, note 192. This reference is not correct. 

36, note 193. To curvet, to leap about, frisk (originally of horses). OED. 

39 F. Stevens. John Stevens, a priest, was in the Gatehouse in early 1618, waiting to go 
abroad. He was back in the Gatehouse in June 1618. PRO, SP 14/97/135, 246. He could be 
identical with John Stevens, alias Lynn (b. 1578), who was ordained in 1602 and came to 
England in 1604. In 1610 he worked in Herefordshire, of which county he became archdeacon. 
(STEP08); Al 334. Also cf. Joseph Stevens (59), or G.69, 'Master Stevens, a Jésuite'. 
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2 M. Maxfleld. Thomas Maxfield, alias Field (c. 1585-1616) was sent to England as a priest 17 
July 1615. In November that year he was arrested in London and after examination by bishop 
King committed to the Gatehouse from which he tried to escape eight months later. He was 
immediately taken again and sent to Newgate. He was arraigned 20 June and condemned to 
death 26 June. Attempts of Gondomar to intercede were of no avail. He was martyred at 
Tyburn 1 July 1616. (MAXF02); A2 214-6; CHALLONER 344-53; J.H. Pollen, ed., 'Life and 
Martyrdom of Mr. Maxfield. 1616', CAS 3, p. 30. 

5 Coxcombria. A latinized coinage based on coxcombry, foolishness. 

6-8. 'They will have a stone in Anglesey of that property, that how farre soever a man carries it 
in the day, it will returne of it selfe at night into the ¡land: for triall whereof, Hugh of 
Shrewsbury in the time of Henry the first, bound it to another huge stone with iron chaînes, 
and threw them into a deepe water, but in the morning the stone was found in Anglesey 
againe: afterward a churle fastened it to his owne leg, but his thigh rotted, and the stone went 
away", in H.G., A gagge for the pope, and the Jesuits, sigs. G3v-G4. This anonymous pamphlet 
was entered in the Stationers' Registers 25 January 1624 as by 'H.G.', licensed by Daniel 
Featley (ARBER 4, 73). 
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8 Gamets Straw. The ear of a piece of straw on which Garnet lay after execution was said to 
show Garnet's face in it For a Protestant criticism, see Robert Pncket, The ¡emits miracles, or 
new popish wonders, containing the straw, the crowne, and the wondrous child, with the confittation 
of them and their follies [in verse], 1607 A print of the straw was reproduced as the 
frontispiece to Eudaemon Johannes's 1610 defence of Garnet (ARI 521, also see MILWARD 
2, 86-9) See G Anstruther, Vaux of Harrowden, pp 384-5, F4 128-31 and Ρ Caraman, ed, 
John Gerard. The Autobiography of an Elizabethan, pp 274-6, give a transcnption of BL Add 
MS 21203, which gives an account of the straw, HARRIS 228 

9, note 196. The reference is incorrect 

12-16, notes 198, 199, Gennings. The book was written by the martyr's brother, John Gennings 
(191) The life and death of Mr Edmund Genmges pnest, crowned with martyrdome at London, 
the 10 day of November, m the yeare MDXCI, 1614 Gee's first reference is sig L3v (p 86), the 
second sigs M3-M3v (pp 93-4) The story of a young woman who desired a relic of the 
martyred saint is on sigs M2 M3v In the middle of the throng surrounding the cruel scene the 
woman succeeds in holding the saint's thumb which miraculously comes off The hagiography is 
criticized in an appendix to SHELDON Gee seems to have based his text on that of Sheldon 
(Vvlr-Vv2), but may have gone from Sheldon (who did not give the references) to Genning's 
book For a preliminary draft of the book, see CRS 5, pp 204 ff Edmund Gennings was 
canonized in 1970 Al 128-9; DNB, CHALLONER 169-79, MILWARD 2, 163-5, A.F Allison, 
'Franciscan Books in English, 1559-1640', in BS (RH) 3 (1956-7), pp 27, 41, H Chadwick, St 
Oners to Stonyhurst A History of Two Centunes, London 1962, pp 141-3, AVELING 84-5, 
D M Rogers, 'A Note of the Life of St Edmund Gennings', in RH 17 (1984 5), pp 92-5 

16 M. Dakins. Possibly Edward Dakins, alias Green (b 1554) (DAKI02), although it is not 
known how and when he died He was last heard of m Sussex in 1610 Al 96, CRS 5, 222 No 
martyr of that name has been traced See ρ 128, 11 9-13 and note Writing about a toe after a 
thumb looks more like intentional satire on Gee's part 

17, note 200. The reference is incorrect 

21 Sellingers Round. Sellinger represents the pronunciation of the surname St Leger An old 
country dance, or the music for this dance, by Sir Thomas Scllyngcr (d before 1475) or by 
Аліопу St Leger, Lord Deputy of Ireland in 1540 OED 

21-23, note 202. SHELDON, sig Ε (ρ 25) 'Being in Spaine, in the compagnie of Robert 
Parsons, I have more than once heard the man impudently affirme, and desperately promise 
that he would undertake, to make the devili speake in any Bishop, Archbishop, or Arch 
herctike in England, and yet the man was so full of spirituall magnanimitie, that after hee had 
Cavalier-like ranged up and downc this kingdome for a short while, for fear of Tyburne he 
voyded the kingdome A great oversight surely in the man, that being here, he attempted no 
such matter, for surely if he had been so powerfull, he might at the very barre have had store 
of Arch heretikes (so esteemed by him) upon whom he might have shewed his conjuring 
power' 

26 Father Scroop. See catalogue of priests (164) 

29 Katharine Riland. The name does not occur in the recusant rolls, the London sessions 
records or the Middlesex sessions records, nor in the gaol delivery records (J J LaRocca's data 
base) Other recusant names appearing in The foot have also been checked in this data-base, 
CRS 34 She may have been convicted outside London and Middlesex. 

30 Thomas Vincent. He has not been traced 
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33 F. Chambers. Robert Chambers (1571-1624) came to Rheims in 1582 and entered the 
English College, Rome m 1592 He was ordained in 1597 From 1599 until 1628 he was 
chaplain to the Benedictine nuns at Brussels (CHAM 18), Al 70; see ρ 134, I 21 and note 

35-36, note 206, Saverius. Orazio Torsellino (Tursellinus) wrote St Xavier's life. De vita BS 
Francisa Xavem, Cologne 1621, which was translated into English by Thomas Fitzherbert in 
1632 (AR 842 STC 24140) The reference is correct (sig Y), but Gee in fact copied a marginal 
note from SHELDON, РрЗ Cf note 129 

36-p. 138, 1, note 207. St Philip Neri (1515 95), the 'Apostle of Rome' He was canonized in 
1622. The first reference to Baronius was copied wrongly from SHELDON, Pp3 It should be 
'Galloni in vita (ad) ann[o] 1550' This is A. Galloni's Latin life of St Neri, Rome 1600 (repr 
in Acta Sanctorum, Mai VI 1688, pp 463 524) Sheldon wrote 'But inexcusable needs must 
Baronius be, who with oath affirmed, that this his Holy Father Philip Nenus upon a certame 
night, as he was walking and falling into a certame ditch, was presently caught by the haires of his 
head by an Angeli, and so delivered' Cf Galloni, pp 468-9 Galloni gave a reference to 
Baronius The second reference is to the annotation to 'Novembns 9' in Baronius's Sacrum 
Martyrologium Romanum, 1610 'Bcryti in Syria commemorano imaginis Salvatons, quae à 
ludaeis crucifixa, tarn copiosum emisit sanguinem, ut Orientales & Occidentales ecclesiae ex eo 
ubertim acceperint' (pp 761 6) The story was a subject in the controversy between John Floyd 
(Purgatories triumph, V4v) and Richard Sheldon (SHELDON, 03-04) Gee may have the 
reference from Sheldon 
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2, note 208. Thomas Messingham, an Irish missionary priest (fl 1615-38), wrote Flonlegium 
msulae sanctorum, Pans 1624 Robert Rochford translated from this work his The life of the 
glonous bishop S Patricke apostle and primate of England Togeather with the lives of the holy 
virgin S Bndgu and of the glonous abbot Samt Calumbe patrons of Ireland, 1625 ARI 819, 820 
and cf 821, HL L88 Mcssingham's 'protest' has not been traced 

2, note 209, Saint Edmund. St Edmund, bishop of Canterbury Cf FITZSIMON, Aa3 

3 M. Christopher Cusake Irish priest and president of the Irish Colleges at Douai, Tournay, 
Lisle, Antwerp and Louvain His father was Sir Thomas Cusack, Lord Justice of Ireland 
(DNB) CSP1 1601 06, ρ 'Ю9, mentions Christopher Cusack as president of a College at Paris 
(1605) CSPI 1606-08, pp 230, 254, 295, 359 See ARI 324 Fitzsimon dedicated his work to 
Cusack 

4 Saint Edmund of Pountney. St Edmund of Abingdon (Edmund Rich) (c 1180-1240), 
archbishop of Canterbury, retired to Pontigny DNB 

9-10, note 212, Tertullian De praescnptione haereticorum was an attack on those who wished to 
absorb pagan philosophy into Christianity and on the Gnostic heretics Cap 42, 1 'de verbi 
autem administratione quid dicam, cum hoc sit negotium lilis non ethnicos convertendi, sed 
nostras evertendi' The reference occurred in FITZSIMON, ôlv, in English Gee gave the Latin 
and a different paraphrase 

13-22. The passage on the priests condemned by heathen poets is lifted from H G's A gagge for 
the pope, and the Jesuits, F2r-v Gee shortened the passage, a passage which also showed 
Sheldon's influence on H G 'But bc nol too forward, nor prcjudicate against me in casting 
away the booke, as undervalewmg the same, as though you shall be acquainted with no other 
things then is in the Legenda aurea, or Doctor Sheldons discovery of Popish miracles, or 
common Relations whereby you may say I know the stories already, for I hope I shall not 
name one of them, yet excite laughter by relating such particulars, as shall enforce your 
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meditation, how the Devili had no greater cunning, nor prevaileable arte then to support the 
Romish religion by such palpable, grosse, filthy, and idle inventions, or man no better 
judgement or if you will infused grace, then to be seduced with absurditie, and impossibihtie, 
for what is there in this doctrine of Papistry more then m the poeticall fiction of the Gods, 
the tales of Homer, Herodotus, Ovid, Bocace and the rest, the cunning of crafty women, and 
false Priests and Prophets, who made an Art of morning divination, prophecying, & calculating 
nativities, the deceites of lying tongues, the presumption and bragging of inchanters, and the 
ceremonies of Augurers, Pithonists, and Arts masters in incantations, against whom the Poets 
themselves had many invectives, and condemned the Priests of that time, as we doe the Friers 
of this age for which purpose I have cited some few extracts of sufficient authors. 

[Margin: Eurípides Ion] Hei mihi' versipelles ut homines semper odi, qui componentes 
iniusta, deinde fraudes adornant.' ('Woe me! how I still abhor the cunning people who, while 
they plot their injustices, adorn their fraud'). For Legenda aurea, see p. 136, 1 S and note 

23 plaguy devices of Plagiaries. Plagiary, from Latin plagianus, one who abducts the child or 
slave of another, a seducer or kidnapper OED 

28 Familiars of the Inquisition. Papal inquisitors went round the country admonishing those 
guilty of heresy to confess voluntarily. If no confession was made the heretic was brought to 
trial. 

37, note 217, Thomas Dutton. The Dutton family of Halsall, Lancashire, used the alias of 
Ireland. In the Pilgrim Book of the English College, Rome the names of Alexander and 
Thomas Dutton occur in the years 1626 and 1632 respectively (F6 603, 607) Alexander 
Ireland, alias Dutton (с. 1604-1652) was the son of Lawrence Ireland, esq of Lydiate, Halsall 
(F7 397) He studied at St Omer and entered the English College, Rome 16 October 1626 
He was ordained in 1632 and sent to England in 1633 (A2 167, CRS 55, ρ 386) One of his 
brothers was called Thomas (b 1609) He was brought up a Catholic until he was 9 years of 
age, when his education was 'infected by heretics' until the age of 16 He was then converted 
by a secular priest He said he had six brothers, two of them priests, one a Jesuit, one a 
secular (Alexander). In 1629, at the age of 20, he left for Belgium He entered the English 
College, Rome in 1632 to become an ecclesiastic (CRS 55, pp 425-6) There was also an 
Edmund Dutton, alias Ireland, born in Lancashire, and a relation of the Duttons of Halsall, 
who was converted to Catholicism after he had fled to Ireland. He entered Douai 16 
September 1621 and was ordained at Tournai in 1627, the year he left for England He later 
became a Carthusian (A2 91-2) Although Gee must have heard something about the 
Dutton/Ireland family of Halsall, he did not have all the facts and he may have confused them. 
Gee's dates for the story of Thomas Dutton do not appear correct, although he may be 
referring to Edmund (who did not register at the English College, Rome) It is interesting 
though to see that Gee refers to the period (1618-1625) of Thomas's religious confusion, out 
of which Thomas emerged a Catholic It does not seem likely that Thomas's Catholic father 
would have objected to his going abroad for religious reasons He may have wanted to stop 
him from going because he was so young ('those tender yeeres') and it was a dangerous 
undertaking In any case, Thomas did not go until much later It was a common prejudice that 
missionary priests abducted young children to train them abroad Gee's story in this case 
appears garbled, but on the other hand Gee was in Lancashire at the time and may have had 
some sort of information, possibly from the bishop of Chester or one of his assistants He may 
also have distorted Thomas's story to make it fit his own purposes. 
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4 now Lord Bishop of Chester. John Bndgeman (see chapter 2, pp. 40-44) 

8-9, note 218. Dedalus exclaims when his son Icarus flies too near the sun and his wax wings 
melt ('But the unfortunate father, no longer a father, spoke, Icarus, Icarus, he said, Where are 
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you? In which region do I look for you9') Ovid, Metamorphoses, 8, II. 231-2. 

25 Grandchllde to the Archbishop of York. In 1633 John Matthew, alias Munson, the grandson 
of Tobie Matthew, the archbishop of York, applied for admission to the English College in 
Rome See CAS 55, ρ 431. He arrived on 3 November from St. Omer with 10 other youths 
according to the Pilgrim Book. He was converted m 1630 by Sir Tobie Matthew, the 
archbishop's son, and confessed that although he was 'bred in Heresie' he had always had 'a 
dcere affection' to Catholicism. Also see AH. Mathew and A. Calthrop, The Life of Sir Tobie 
Matthew Bacon's Alter Ego, London 1907, pp. 271-3. J.D. Hanlon, 'The Effects of the Counter-
Reformation', p. 151. 

38 Henry Sylvester. A scholar of Suttons Hospital. The son of Josuah Sylvester (1563-1618), 
the poet, who translated the works of the Huguenot, Guillaume de Salluste, seigneur du 
Bartas, with whom he sympathized in religion. An enlarged edition (STC 21653) was published 
in 1620-1 by Humphrey Lownes, the printer of The foot. James Martin edited his poem 
Panthea (see p. 42, note 18). DSB, Sylvester, Joshua. 
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6-8. On the subject of Catholic education abroad, see A.C.F. Bcalcs, Education under Penalty, 
1547-1689, London 1963. 

9. Latin saying, from Cato, Disticha, I, 27,2 'The reed sings softly, until the fowler allures the 
bird'. WALTHER 2, p. 133, no 9571 

13 Kinsman, Ford, Mason, Napper. See chapter 2, note 50 
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13-15, note 228, Read. The name has not been traced. John Fisher (Percy (21)). 

17, note 229. Francis White (1564'-1638), bishop of Ely (1631-8), was presented to the deanery 
of Carlisle in 1622. He played a prominent part in the Percy (Fisher) Controversy, as did his 
brother John White (1570,-1615). His first contribution was an answer to Thomas 
Worthinglon's White dyed Black, 1615. The orthodox faith and the way to the church ... m answer 
to a popish treatise (STC 25380) appeared in 1617 (second edition in 1624 (STC 25381), 
printed in his brother John's The workes (STC 25389)). Francis also wrote A replie to jesuit 
Fishers answer to certain questions propounded by King James, 1624. DNB, White, Francis and 
White, John; MILWARD 2. 

23-25 Musket, Francis Netlam and M. Dawson. For George Musket (Fisher (20)), see pp 64-
67 and TTie foot, P3-R3v. The names of Netlam and Dawson do not occur in the parish 
registers of St. Dunstan's in the West Guildhall Library holds no rate assessments or 
inhabitants' lists of this parish for 1623-4 Possibly a reference to Edward Dawson, a woollen-
draper from Gracious Street in London, who was examined in March 1617 on his contacts with 
his cousin Clement Richardson, alias Henry Snell, who had refused the oath of allegiance. 
Dawson had been arrested at Sandwich, and had escaped from prison. A Robert Dawson from 
the parish of St. Peter, Cornhill, was indicted for recusancy in February 1611/12 (CRS 34, p. 
64). CSPD 1611-18, pp 447, 439. Francis Netlam has not been traced A 'John Netlan' died at 
the Blackfnars accident 

40 colloguing. To collogue, to employ feigned flattery, to deal deceitfully in order to cajole 
someone or curry favour with someone OED. 
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7 Proselyte Lands. For the role of the gentry and this particular anti-Catholic and anti-Jesuit 
theme, see p. 15. Not only Catholic gentry employed private chaplains. Some Protestant and 
Puritan gentry also chose to have a minister in the house. 

8 bonus odor lucri. The good smell of the pront. 

26-27 léñenles ... marsupio', 'those who hold their wallets are themselves held by their 
wallets'. 
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2. For The bishop of London his legatie, see pp. 64-7. 

7 Praecursor Kellison. For Kcllison's (3) role in the production of Musket's book, see p. 67. 

10 Sophocles commended Phlloctetes. Sophocles in his tragedy Philoctetes presents Odysseus 
and Neoptolemus who went to Lemnos where the wounded Philoctetes had been left by the 
Greeks, in order to bring him back, for his bow and arrows were necessary to bring about the 
sack of Troy. The two Greeks plot to obtain the bow and arrows, but fail. Philoctetes comes to 
Troy, is cured of his wound, and shoots Paris. Gee intended a parallel between Philoctetes and 
the bishop of London. 

17 patrizing. Patrize, to take after, imitate, or follow the example of one's father (or 
ancestors). OED uses this sentence to illustrate the meaning. 

17 Sonne. Henry King (1592-1669), archdeacon of Colchester and royal chaplain (1617), canon 
of Christ Church (1623-4). For his Sermon preached at Pauls crosse, 1621, see p. 67, and for 
Gee quoting from his father's sermon, see p. 113. He look his D.D. degree in 1625 and 
became bishop of Chichester in 1641/2. DNB. 

19 whlbbllng. To whibble, to quibble. OED uses this sentence to illustrate this meaning. 

21 fitten. See p. 117, I. 16 and note. 

30 Preston. For Thomas Preston (265-6) see pp. 66-67, note 126. 

32 F. Palmer. See (29-30) and p. 67. 
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7, note 239. For 'M. Anderton', see pp. 65; 126, 1. 4. 

19-20 By-Saints day. The day of a less important saint. OED gives this sentence to illustrate 
the meaning. 

22 lye in a Budget Budget, pouch, wallet, or its contents; a bundle, collection or stock. OED. 

25 Lord Gerard, Baron of Bromley in Staffordshire. Thomas Gerard was created Baron of his 
father Sir Gilbert Gerard's estate, Bromley, in Staffordshire, on 21 July 1603. Sir Thomas was 
the eldest son of Sir Gilbert (d. 1592-3), attorney general and a member of the commission of 
gaol delivery for the Marshalsea prison. Sir Thomas was also connected with this prison, for, 
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according to Chamberlain, queen Elizabeth was angry with him for having been instrumental in 
the escape from the Marshalsea of the archpnest George Blackwell on 17 January 1599 Sir 
Thomas was knighted in 1591 He was Knight Marshal of the Royal Household in 1597 and 
MP for Lancashire and Stafford (1601) In 1616-7 he became president of Wales He died 15 
January 1617/8 Gee dated his death wrongly The Jesuit missionary John Gerard was related 
to the Gerards of Bromley In his autobiography the pnest related that he visited a Catholic 
relative, possibly one of the Gerards of Bromley, in Stafford in 1591 There he was taken to 
convert a gentleman About this man the pnest then tells an 'astonishing tale' which is 
interesting to quote in this context 'He happened once to go and see a friend of his who was 
laid up in bed Knowing well that the gentleman was no hard-headed heretic, but a good man 
who had been led astray, he began to instruct him in the faith He persuaded him that, as he 
was dangerously ill, it was time that he began to think about his eternal salvation His words 
went home, and the sick man begged him to find a pnest to hear his confession Then he left 
At that time he had no priest staying with him and he could not find one quickly Meanwhile 
the man died, evidently with a great desire to confess, for he was constantly asking when his 
friend was coming who had promised to bring a doctor back with him (Priests usually pass as 
doctors when they visit houses of the sick)' The story goes on to relate that the dead man's 
wife sees miraculous lights that lead her to conversion There must have been more stones like 
this Gee may have picked up such a story and may have projected it on Sir Thomas Gerard's 
death, since this knight had some Catholic connections Sir Thomas's career, however, does not 
point to any possibility of his death bed conversion He may also have been given the subject 
by someone who had read John Gerard's autobiography (which was not printed) DNB, Gerard, 
Sir Gilbert, CSPD 1603-1610, ρ 23, V Gibbs and Η A. Doubleday, eds, The Complete Peerage 

by G E C[okayne], London 1926, vol 5, ρ 635, N E McClure, ed, The Letters of John 
Chamberlain, vol 1, ρ 63, vol 2, pp 10, 99, 152, Ρ Caraman, ed, John Gerard. The 
Autobiography of an Elizabethan, pp 37-9; for Blackwcll's escape, see Al 40 

28 Ralph Marsh. He has not been traced 
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6 Saint Chrysostome. Homily 40 of St Chrysostom on 1 Corinthians 15 29 'What then is that 
which he means7 Or will ye that I should first mention, how they who are infected with the 
Marcionite heresy pervert this expression7 And I know indeed that I shall excite much 
laughter, nevertheless, even on this account most of all I will mention it, that you may the 
more completely avoid this disease viz, when any Catechumen departs among them, having 
concealed the living man under the couch of the dead, they approach the corpse, and talk with 
him, and ask him if he wishes to receive baptism, then, when he makes no answer, he that is 
concealed underneath saith in his stead, that of course he should wish to be baptized, and so 
they baptize him instead of the departed, like men jesting upon the stage So great power hath 
the devil over the souls of careless sinners Then being called to account, they allege this 
expression, saying, that even the apostle hath said, They who are baptized for the dead" The 
Homilies of S John Chrysostom Archbishop of Constantinople on the first epistle of St Paul the 
Apostle to the Corinthians, 2 pts, tr [H K. Cornish & J Medley], A Library of Fathers of the 
Holy Catholic Church, pt 2, Oxford 1839, ρ 570 

8 Marcionites. See ρ 116, 1 15-17 and note 

27 Equivocation. See ρ 113, 1 12 and note 

30 bumbasted. To bumbast, to stuff, inflate, to swell out, render grandiose with bombastic 
language OED. 

31 Thomas Comford. Thomas Cornforth (1570-1649) was at Rheims in 1592 and entered the 
English College, Rome 1593 He was ordained 1597 and left for England 1599 He joined the 
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Jesuits in England in 1600, when he was admitted by Henry Garnet. On 24 June 1612 he was 
seized by pursuivants while saying mass before Elizabeth Vaux, mother of Edward, fourth lord 
Vaux, in Newgate Prison (or in the keeper's house) on suspicion of involvement in the 
Gunpowder Plot. After an interview with Abbot, Cornforth was imprisoned in Newgate prison. 
Under the direction of Abbot the prisoners were treated harshly by the keeper. He escaped 9 
October 1612 with six other priests. Among them were Henry Mayler (Maylard; see 241) and 
Francis Greaves, alias Greene (65). Cf. John Percy (21). Elizabeth Vaux is also referred to in 
New shreds, see p. 156, 1. 41 and note; DNB, Vaux, Thomas 2nd baron Vaux of Harrowden; Al 
89; F4 583-9; G. Anstruther, Vaux of Harrowden, pp. 395-402, 414-7, 427. The following 
passage is from SHELDON, E2v-E4 (pp. 28-31): 'Furthermore, the devills concurring to the 
maintenance of popish doctrines and practices, in nothing doth appeare more clearly, then in 
their damnable doctrine of equivocation, which is nothing else, but flat lying, whereof the 
devili is principal Parent and Authour, for he was a murtherer and a Iyer from the beginning, 
saith the Gospell [Joh. 3]. Here I desire the Reader, to give me leave to relate two 
equivocating trickes of two Ignatian Priests, one worthy of detestation, the other of laughter ... 
The other true talc is of one Thomas Comford, concerning whom, the courteous Reader may 
observe, that at his examination, before my Loras Grace of Canterburie, taken 25 of June 1612 
he did first give unto himsclfc the name of John Underwood, and so subscribed it; affirming, 
that he was a married man; and that hee had married the daughter of one Robinson, in 
Irkingburge. Where his wife also, then, at the lime of his examination remained: he added also, 
that he had beene married unto her twelve yeares, and that, he had by her, sixe children: and 
being examined, about his going to mistresse Vaux; his answerc was, that being, himsclfc was 
by condition a Farmer, he went to Mistresse Vaux, lo inlreate her, to move the Lord Vaux; 
that he himselfe, might be Tenant to his Lordship, for a certaine house and land, lying in 
Irkingburge, where his wife Robinsons daughter remained. This being in effect, the substance of 
his answere, at the first of his examinations, he acknowledged and subscribed unto the same, 
by the name of John Underwood. 

But my Lords Grace, upon some occasion of businesse, putting this man off for a time, 
hee, either upon some remorse of conscience, or fearing, lest his condition and estate, might, 
by some other m canes be discovered, doth of himsclfc offer, to manifeste unto his Grace, his 
condition and profession; unto which, as it were upon a second examination he is admitted: 
where, he first, acknowlcdgcth himsclfc for the space of sixe ycarc, to have becne brought up 
in the Colledge of Rome; and that there, he tooke the orders of Priesthood, according to the 
manner of that Church; and that from thence, some 12. yeares since, he was sent by mission 
into England: whereby Father Garnet, he was admitted into the society of Jesus: he 
acknowlcdgcth also, that his name was Thomas Comford, and so subscribed the same the 
second lime; after, that before, hee had subsigned by the name of John Underwood. 

The Reader will here expect, to understand how this ingenious and Saint-like Ignatian, did 
conciliate and accord, such contrarie sayings of his; surely thus hee performed his part, and 
demonstrated himselfe a worthy Rabby in the Ignatian Acadamie of equivocating, cogging, 
lying: whereas he affirmed himselfe, to be a married man; his meaning was, that his wife was 
his breviarie; and that hee had beene married unto it, twelve yeares; as for his children, which 
hee had by Robinsons daughter, those were his ghostly and spirituall children. But yet, the wily 
man (being demaunded thereof) could not well show, how his wife the Breviarie, became 
Robinsons daughter: and here being al a stand, hee was holpen out by his Grace that in 
probability, his Breviarie was Robinsons daughter, because it might be, that the Printers name, 
who printed it was Robinson. The reason, why he called himselfe a Farmer, was because he 
was so to God, according to that text. Redde rationem villicationis tuae: Give an account of thy 
Farmership. And the reason, why he said, that he went to Mistresse Vaux, to take a farme of 
the Lord Vaux; was, because he was ready, to doe them any service, for their salvation, and for 
the spirituall tilling of their soûles. Whereas hee had denied himselfe, to have been beyond the 
seas; his answere was, that he spoke that, with intention, that he had bin there, but not, that 
hee was bound, to tell his Grace so much. Thus in effect with much like stuffe passed the 
Holy Ignatians examination, out of which, the intelligent Reader may clearly inferre, how 
egrcgiously these men, shew themselves, to be impes of him, who was (mendax ab initio, a Iyer 
from the beginning) and yet forsooth, these men, and none but these, (if, it may so please the 
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Gods) are only sincere, holy. Christian, Apostolical!). For my part I cannot but thinke, that 
Father Thomas, since his engrafting into Ignatianisme, and Gamelismc, became an 
Equivocater; for in Rome, hee was possessed, with such a doultish hinde of simplicity, that it is 
a kinde of miracle, that he should so easily have been transformed into another man: well it 
may be observed herehence, how efficacious the Garnetian Academie hath beene for training 
youth in lying, cogging, equivocating'. 

PAGE 146. 

21 Exhortation. In this chapter Gee addressed the Catholic laymen and gentry. Because of 
editorial shuffling this is no longer very clear. Cf. pp. 57; 114, 1. 40 and note. Also cf. Richard 
Sheldon on the church-papists. 

23-24 Hornets and Drones. The image of (stinging) insects for Catholics was popular. Cf. p. 
152, 1. 8 and note. 

32 dispoile. To despoil, plunder, rob, deprive of (some possession) OED. 

35 their Canonist, note 251. William Lyndwood (1375-1446) English canonist and bishop of 
St. David's. He proceeded against the Lollards with archbishop H. Chichele. His Provinciale 
(1430) on the synodical constitutions of the province of Canterbury remains a standard 
authority on English ecclesiastical law. Lyndwood regarded the law of the Church of England 
as dependent on the Papal codes. See DNB; F.W. Maitland, Roman Canon Law in the Church 
of England, London 1898, pp. 1-50. 
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1 Procession to Tlbume. Commemmorative marches to Tyburn, where the Catholics were 
martyred. 

6 Whlpping-cheere. Jocular: whipping, flogging, flagellation. OED. 

10 meeting in London. See p. 51, note 50. 

30 Kil-cow. Bragging, bullying, terrifying. OED. 

38 Baalaiticall. Balaamitical. OED. 

PAGE 148. 

25 Noctua's. Latin Noctua (incorrect plural), a hoot-owl. 

31, note 265. These words by John Floyd have not been traced in The word of comfort itself, 
but cf. sig. H. 

34 golden dales. Cf. Edmund Garrard, The countrie gentleman moderator, 1624, sig. H3v: 
Catholics who made the Spanish Marriage odious to him because they spread 'dangerous and 
fearful! positions insolently intimating what a golden time they now shall have'. Quoted in 
COGSWELL 38. 

36-37. Latin saying. WALTHER 3, p. 185, nos. 17057 (Nocte dieque suum gestare in pectore 
testem, 'Day and night they bear their witness in their hearts'), 17059 and 8, p. 698, no. 
38842h. From Juvenal 13, 198. 'Though they scape restem' (though they escape being hanged). 
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16-17 ninne anrrage. Arrearage, state or condition of being in arrear, indebtedness. To run in 
aneare, to be behind in discharge of duties. OED. 

18-19. The saying is recorded in WALTHER 3, p. 248, no. 17503. 

23 Josiah Home. Rector of Winwick (1616-1626). See chapter 2, pp. 44-49. 

47 malepart Mahpart, malapert- presumptous, impudent, 'saucy*. OED. 

PAGE 151. 

3-4. 'To whom the praise and the blessing is due, for the mercy which lightens my misery'. 

14-20. Cf. Holdfast, I4-K, D3-D4. 

21 Babylonian captivitie. See epistle dedicatory. 

PAGE 152. 

8 nest of Homets. See p. 146, 11 23-24 and note, and Exodus 23 28, Deuteronomy 7 20, Joshua 
2412. 

11 impetltlon. Noun of action: to impeach. OED uses this sentence to illustrate the meaning. 

22 Palmer. For Palmer (29-30), see pp 67, 143, 1 32 and note. 

22-23 a Stationers shop in Pauls Church-yard. See P W M Blayney, The Bookshops m Paul's 
Cross Churchyard, soon to be published See 5ГС 3. 

28 Protean. The legendary Proteus, an old man of the sea, received the gift of prophecy, but 
when questioned assumed different shapes. 

47 America. For the Jesuits' mission to America, see Thomas Hughes, History of the Society of 
Jesus m North America Colonial and Federal, 4 vols , London 1907. 

47 East and West Indies. The West Indies were Spanish Young Jacobeans, who wished a 
diversionary war with Spain, looked back to Elizabethan heroic talcs, when money and riches 
were gotten from the Indies Belief in Drake's legend made people ignore reality, when they 
called for war to be financed with spoils from the Indies There were plans for an Anglo-
Dutch West Indies Company COGSWELL 182 For the Jesuit missions to America (West 
Indies) and the East Indies, see L. Polgár, Bibliography of the History of the Society of Jesus, 
Rome 1967 
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13 Master Perkins. William Perkins (1558-1602), Puritan divine and influential theological 
writer. He wrote A reformed Catholike. or a declaration showing how neere we may come to the 
present church of Rome, 1597. William Bishop (1) answered this with his A reformation of a 
Catholike deformed in 1604. In The Legacy, a Catholic study related to Perkins's subject, the 
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scholarly, dogmatic and historical distinctions between Catholicism and Protestantism, Musket 
referred to 'our Brother D. Parkins' (C3r-v). Gee rightly but uselessly pointed out Perkins was 
not a doctor. On sig. T3v Musket docs refer to 'M. Parkins'. DNB, Perkins, William; for the 
controversy Bishop vs Abbot, see MILWARD 1, 139-43. 

15 bracke. A breach, a rupture, a flaw in cloth. OED. 

16. Terence, Eunuchus, act 5, scene 6, 1. 1024, Parmcno, the slave: 'egomet meo indicio miser 
quasi sorex hodie perii' ('On my own direction, I, unfortunate, perished as a mouse today'). 

18. Latin saying, from Seneca, Agamemnon, 267. 'May he have mercy on him to whom mercy is 
a necessity'. WALTHER 1, p. 673, no. 5504a. 

38 Earie of Tyrone. Hugh O'Neill, Earl of Tyrone (15407-1616), was an important leader of 
the Irish rebellion under Elizabeth. He rebelled from 1594 to 1603. Discontented with 
increasing English influence in Ireland, Tyrone went to the Spanish Netherlands in 1607, but 
failed to find help. From 1608 until his death he lived in Rome at the pope's expense. Tyrone 
visited Douai College on 23 October 1607. George Musket, who taught theology at Douai 
College in 1607, praised him in an address 'for his strenuous defence of the Catholic faith etc.' 
A State Paper describes Musket as a Jesuit 'and a very desperate one, fut to act any thinge 
with his hand. It was hee that in the College at Doway did so celebrate the prayse of the 
Earlc of Tyrone'. Thomas Gainsford, The true exemplary, and remarkable history of the earle of 
Tirane, 1619; PRO, SP 14/80/84; DNB; CRS 10, pp. 349-50; R. Bagwell, Ireland under the 
Stuarts, 3 vols., London 1963 (1885-90); HARRIS 229-232. 

48 Moor. He has not been identified. Cf. pp. 109, 119. 
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5-6 Marie Wiltshire ... Mistresse Baily. The names of John and Marie Wiltshire and Mrs Baily 
have not been traced. 

8 Musket, Fisher, Sweet, Rydiate, Wainman, Bangor, Richardson, Knot. George Musket (20), 
John Percy (21), John Sweet (19), William Whittingham, alias Redyate (p. 52, note 57), 
Wainman (110), Bangor (113), Richardson (55), Knot (132, 225). 

9 tole. To tole, to attract, entice, allure, decoy. OED. 

14, note 275. Bevis of Southampton or Don Quickesot Sir Bcvis of Southampton was the main 
character in a late sixteenth and early seventeenth century popular romance, who showed the 
characteristics of the exemplary knight in distress, Don Quichotte. See STC 1987-1996. 

32, note 276, M. Colridge Tailor & his wife. The names have not been traced. 

38, note 277, Mostellaria. Plautus, Mostellaria (The haunted house), act 2 scene 2, 11. 479-83, 
504-5. Tranio is a resourceful liar in the comedy. During his father's absence, Philolaches 
borrows money, frees a girl he loves and brings her to live in his father's house. As the father 
returns unexpectedly Tranio tells him that the house is haunted by the ghost of a murdered 
man and has been vacated, this to prevent him from entering. More lies are needed but in the 
end Tranio is exposed. The following translation is from P. Nixon, Plautus 3, London 1957 
(1924). 

Tr. The master here overpowered his guest and murdered him! 

Th. Murdered him? 
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Tr. And robbed him of his gold - his guest! - and buned him - his guest! - here, 
here in the house! 

Tr. [quoting Diapontus] Accursed is this house, 'tis a defiled abode!' Oh sir, I could 
hardly tell you in a year all the weird things that have happened here! 

PAGE 155. 

9 broyleth. To broyle, to burn, char with fire. OED. 

24 his wily-witty worth. Wily, full of wiles, crafty, cunning. For this particular combination 
OED uses this sentence to illustrate its use. Another combination is wily-headed. 

30 under-work-man. Apprentice. In Wisbech Castle Musket, then a young man, served the 
priest prisoners. See A2 102. 

31 hansel!. Gee regards Musket as an apprentice to the Jesuitical trade. In that context 
hancel/handscl is the first instalment of payment, earnest money; the first money taken by a 
trader in the morning, a luck-penny; anything given or taken as an omen, earnest, or pledge of 
what is to follow. Or, more generally it could be taken to mean, the first use, experience or 
taste, often with the idea that one does not know what is to follow. OED. 

40 Ladyes Psalter. St. Bonaventura, The psalter of the В virgin Mary, tr. by R F., 1624. A 
translation from the French which was a translation of the Latin Psalterium parvum, once 
commonly attributed to St. Bonaventura. 

PAGE 156. 

11, note 280, M. Ley, Pastor of great Budworth, Cheshire. John Leigh (Ley) (d. 16 May 1662) 
was educated at Christ Church, Oxford (B.A. 1605, M.A. 1608). He was vicar of Great 
Budworth, Cheshire and canon of Chester (1627). In 1645 he was president of Sion College 
and in 1647 rector of Ashfield and Astbury, Cheshire. See FOSTER 3-4, 898, BL Add. MSS 
15669-671. 

30 Interrogatories. No material concerning this case has been found. 

41 Mistris Bouchers daughter. Mrs. Anne Boucher and her daughter Mary have not been 
traced. The story of the Jesuits' failed attempt at convening her and sending her abroad as a 
nun is related in New shreds According to Gee the Jesuits involved were John Percy (21), 
Wainman (110) and Ireland (94?). The young woman apparently was in the service of Lady 
Afrundel] who had promised the woman's strictly Protestant mother that there would be no 
attempt to proselytize, neither by herself, nor by the priests that frequented her house {New 
shreds, B2-C2). Yet, according to Gee, the priests confused the girl about Luther's conference 
with the devil and duped her with a ghostly show. Apart from about a dozen apparitions of 
her ghostly grandmother from Purgatory who admonished her to become a Catholic nun 
abroad, she was also visited twice during these proselytizings by Elizabeth Vaux, who helped 
the young girl to interpret the Visions'. In the end the mother was successful in retrieving the 
girl and she manned a Protestant. Gee presents himself as a witness: 'And within these very 
few dayes shee being demanded in my hearing, what meanes shce thinketh to have been used 
to make those apparitions to her, and disquiets in her, shee saith; Shee thinketh in her 
conscience some of those things could not be done without Witchcraft, or some strange helpe 
by the devili. In which opinion I must needs say shee doth concurre with Mary Wiltshire, who 
not long since in my hearing repeated such apparitions made to her to the same end did with 
great assevcrance expresse that shee verily thinketh that they who made the apparition of the 
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Virgin Mary, dealt by Sorcery or such indirect devilish meanes' (Civ). In her doctoral 
dissertation Sister Hanlon describes Gee's story: 'It was a tempest in a teapot, centering about 
the emotional uncertainties of a young, over-wrought girl, yet it was the sort of thing, once 
published, that gave credence to suspicions and criticisms concerning the Jesuits, in less 
friendly circles. It is nonetheless interesting as an illustration of a type of conversion technique 
[i e. by threat and fright] that undoubtedly resulted in more successful endings than the 
Boucher story' ('The Effects of the Counter-Reformation', p. 202). Anstruther refers to the 
same story as 'the prototype of all those stories of sleek and subtle Jesuits, weaving their webs 
round innocent and incredibly stupid young heiresses' (Vaux of Harrowden, pp. 430-1). In 1585-
6 Weston's exorcizing of Marwood took place at Hackney, one of the houses of the Vaux 
family (Vaux of Harrowden, pp. 162-4). Gee may have been inspired by Harsnett's account of it 
in his Declaration to present the involvement of Elizabeth Vaux in the Boucher case. 

PAGE 157. 

13 S. Ignatius day. On 31 July 1622 Ignatius of Loyola (1491-1556), founder of the Soaety of 
Jesus, was canonized. 

16 William Man. A yeoman, William Man, was indicted for recusancy in 1612. CRS 34, p. 77. 

18 Relnolds. Apart from Richard Blount, alias Reynolds, no Jesuit of this name has been 
identified The secular priest William Reynolds died in 1594 (REYN07). Possibly this is a 
reference to the secular priest Thomas Green, alias Reynolds (1579-1642) who worked in the 
London district. (GREE52). 

PAGE 158. 

5 smart-yerking. To ycrk or yark, to strike smartly with a rod or whip; fig to beat with sharp 
words or treatment, to utter spasmodically (to jerk out words, strike up a song) OED gives 
this sentence to illustrate the latter meaning 

7-8, note 286. 77ie dolefull evensong, H2: 'And though this fire hath beene covered with ashes 
in these parts, for many happy yeares, yet of late a sparke thereof brake forth, even in the 
middest of the bonfires kindled in London at the happy returne of our Prince; when as a 
certaine Roman Zelote, repining at the excessive expense of fuell therein, said openly in the 
hearing of many that if such waste of wood were made, there would shortly be never a fagot 
left to burne hérétiques'. W. Barret was the printer/publisher of Goad's work. 

19, note 287, Pope Joan. A thirteenth-century legend of a female pope, Joan, (about 1100) who 
gave birth to a child during a procession to the Lateran and died immediately afterwards. Cf. 
Alexander Cooke, Pope Joan. A dialogue betweene a protestant and a papist, that a woman called 
Joan was pope of Rome, 1610. Another edition appeared in 1625. J. Morris, Pope John VIII -
An English Woman. Alias Pope Joan, London 1985, J.N.D. Kelly, TTie Oxford Dictionary of 
Popes, 'Appendix', pp. 329-30. 

20-28. 'Quo feror? aut ubi sum', cf. 'quid loquor? aut ubi sum?*, ('What do I say? or where am 
I7'), Virgil, Aeneid 4, 595. 'Et quorum pars magna fui' ('Whereof I was no small part') Latin 
saying. WALTHER 7, p. 744, no 36674 (from Virgil, Aeneid 2, 6). 'Ego ... ordine' ('For a long 
time I am in spirit, though as yet not in order'), followed by a variation on 'Homo sum, 
humani a me nil alicnum puto', a Latin proverb (WALTHER 8, ρ 51, no. 37262al) originally 
from Terence, Heautontimorumenos, act 1 scene 1, 1 25). ('I am a Jesuit, I mean that nothing 
Jesuit-like is strange to me'). 

34 over-measure. New shreds of the old snare, and Hold fast, both 1624. 
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PART III. GEE'S CATALOGUES 

1. INTRODUCTIONS TO THE CATALOGUES 

BOOKS 

Gee's catalogue of popish books listed both controversial and devotional works. When 
his list is compared to Milward's presentation of the different Catholic publications 
with regard to the subject of controversy, it appears that Gee's list contains identified 
titles of most Jacobean controversies, especially those books published during the 
recent period of Catholic confidence before the failure of the Spanish Marriage (1620-
24).1 The Percy Controversies were noted (G.48, 49, 80?, 155), but Gee's information 
was not wholly correct. Significantly, the Oath of Allegiance Controversy was not 
represented in Gee's catalogue. Although Gee listed Preston (265-6), he obviously 
chose not to draw too much attention to his Catholic publications as Widdrington 
(written for the government), even though they were in favour of taking the oath. 
Converts to Catholicism, such as Higgons, Carier and Leech, were not noted, but Gee 
referred to Leech in his text. There is only one title concerning the controversy over 
De Dominis (G.74). Abbot's controversy with William Bishop (1) was also ignored. 
Naturally, the catalogue contains many titles of Catholic devotional works, which were 
taken to England secretly in great numbers and were also popular among Protestants. 
Gee listed for instance the English translations of the famous Spanish devotional writer 
Luis de Granada (G. 103-5). Saint Francis de Sales's Introduction to a devoute life 
(G.55), Lorenzo Scupoli's The spirituali conflict (G.124) and Ignatius Loyola's EJcercbes 
(G.132) were influential works of devotion.2 Many of these books, often printed before 
the 1620s, must still have been available in the London bookstalls. Often they were 
confiscated at the coast, or in prisons: it probably was not difficult for Gee to list 
books of a devotional nature: manuals, primers, prayerbooks, saints' lives; many of 
these were added after the First edition of The foot had come out, and constituted the 
bulk of the fourth edition catalogue of books.3 

Gee's list is not in any way complete. In the years 1620-4 143 identified recusant 
books were published (according to the chronological index of AR). Gee's list contains 
about 64 identified titles published in that period, less than half of the total, and about 
56 identified titles from before 1620. It is difficult to draw any conclusion from this. 
Whether certain titles were available or not, depended on many factors. Books did not 
arrive in England, or they were destroyed somewhere on the way, or in England. 
Undoubtedly, many were kept hidden very well or were printed in small quantities and 
may not have survived. Many pamphlets were destroyed simply through reading them, 
or because they were not treated with any respect for the printed word. Paper could 
serve other purposes. Besides, keeping recusant books in the house was hazardous, 
which may have increased the rate of disappearance (on the other hand, their scarcity 
made them valuable and Catholics will have done their best to preserve them). 
Unidentified works with plausible titles may have been real books. Nevertheless, it was 
not hard to make up convincing titles. Whether Gee did so to make his catalogue look 
all the more menacing cannot be ascertained. Sometimes books were talked about 
when the text only existed in manuscript and was never printed, either because the MS 
was lost or because the publication could not be financed, or for other reasons. 
Possibly Gee relied on what he heard from unreliable sources: often reports on books 
were bad. Books that apparently existed in some form or other at the time, were 
Matthew Patteson's Flagellum Dei (G.149) and Richard Verstegan's The ingratitude of 
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Elizabeth of England (G.97). It is also possible that Catholic dealers offered much older 
books to the people, which could explain the appearance of older titles in the 
catalogue. 

More than 40% of the Catholic books of instruction or controversy listed in Gee's 
catalogue came from the printing presses of the College of St. Omer and of the press 
of Charles Boscard, who worked in the same town in Artois.4 The College 
accommodated priests banished from England and those that came from Spain and 
Rome, on their way to England. It was also a school for English Catholic boys and a 
junior seminary. Important writers wrote their books there. The printing press was 
another important task of the College. Robert Persons set it up and appointed his 
former secretary, John Wilson, as its director.5 It was active from 1607 and printed 
some six to eight editions a year in the period 1616-1620. This average was 
considerably higher during the Spanish marriage negotiations from 1621-1624, when the 
situation for Catholics in England was more relaxed and it was less dangerous to 
smuggle the books into England. At St. Omer, Joseph Creswcll was concerned with the 
publication of books for the English mission from 1620 until he died in 1623. For the 
transportation and distribution of the books, merchants, sailors and fishermen were 
hired, who often charged incredibly high prices, thus making it impossible for the 
poorer Catholics to buy them. But the danger of being caught by government 
informers was great, especially when besides books they smuggled Catholic priests.6 The 
difficulty of providing the mission with books of devotion and controversy was not one 
that John Gee would willingly acknowledge. Gee was out to prove papist greed by 
loudly proclaiming his indignation at the fact that people were paying 'a deare price 
for a dirty Lie'.7 Lewis Owen described the press in his Running register, 1626, sig. C3v: 

Their Presse is worth unto them more than foure hundred pounds yearely. For they 
themselves are the Authors, Correctors, Composers, and Prcsscmen; in so much that 
it doth cost ihem nothing but Paper and Inke, and these bookes they doc sell at an 
unreasonable rate: for they arc not ashamed to sell a booke that contains not a quire 
of Paper, for five or sixe shillings; and to that purpose they have their Factors, and 
Brokers in London and all parts of England, ю disperse and sell these Bookes and 
Pamphlets, and to transport the money unto them to Saint Omer.8 

Joseph Creswell tried to do something about the high prices and for a while tried free 
distribution in England of books with the inscription gratis accepistis, gratis date.'' The 
publisher John Heigham (196) worked in St. Omer and Douai. Most of the St. Omer 
books published by him were printed at the press of Charles Boscard (1610-1619) and 
his widow (1619-1652). According to CA. Newdigate, two of Heigham's publications 
were printed at the College Press of St. Omer.10 

In his chapter 5 Gee entreated his readers 'to reade a few of such Tales as I have 
culled and collected out of their books lately sent over, the most of them according to 
the frontispiece printed at Doway'. At least 17 identified titles in Gee's catalogue came 
from Douai." The first book he proceeded to quote from to prove popish impostures 
is Henry Fitzsimon's Justification and exposition of the sacrifice of the masse (G.31). 
Likewise printed at Douai was The lives of saints, by the brothers Kinsman (G.116). 
However, most of the other titles Gee claimed to quote from have not been identified. 
Gee was worried enough to insist on the fact that he copied the texts and did not 
think them up himself. The attributions to Kellison, Gods blessing (sig. E3v) and R. 
Stanihurst, The principles of catholick religion (sig. G2; G.145) have not proved 
verifiable. The attributions were good tactics in terms of propaganda, since they did 
not stretch credibility too much. Ал examination of his New shreds has brought to light 
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that most of the letters (if not all) quoted in it, are not written by the Catholic writers 
Gee presented. The letters Gee maintained to have been written by the seminary 
priest John Worthington, one to a kinsman in Lancashire, and another to his uncle in 
London, are forgeries made up of passages from the Catholic controversialist Richard 
Verstegan's Observations concerning the present affairs of Holland, listed in the 
catalogue of books (G.96). It was more interesting for Gee's purposes to have 'real' 
manuscript documents (he claimed to have the letters 'from Worthingtons [anonymous] 
friend, who will justifie the truth of it'). It proved the illicit character of their dealings 
much more than if he had straightforwardly answered or refuted a published pamphlet 
which happened to lie on his desk. Moreover, it once more confirmed his status as an 
'insider'. Gee proved capable of inventing fictions about prominent Catholics12 and 
ascribing 'letters' to their names, which he purloined from published sources. He played 
the game George Musket had played, when this priest impersonated the bishop of 
London. At a time when this kind of plagiarism and pamphleteering fictionalization (cf. 
also Thomas Scott's portrayals of Gondomar) was common practice, this should not 
surprise us. It docs not necessarily make Gee much more of a scoundrel than some 
other tract writers and controversialists. With regard to the reliability and usefulness of 
the catalogue, however, we must bear in mind that additions of non-existent titles and 
names are a possibility, and that unidentified items are to be regarded either as suspect 
or as non-proven. 

PRINTERS AND BOOKSELLERS 

Catholic printing presses were active both on the continent and in England. On the 
basis of typographical information, P.R. Harris concludes there were at least ten secret 
presses at work in the period 1592-1610. During the Archpriest Controversy, when 
Richard Bancroft, bishop of London, supported Appellant publications against the 
Jesuits, the radical Puritans were more and more worried about these Catholic 
publications. They suspected the bishop of supporting Catholic bookproduction. The 
Puritan printer William Jones tried to prove the suspicions of Bancroft's involvement 
before the Commons, thus accusing him of treason. Jones also pointed out that 
Bancroft had sent John Boulter, the servant of the printer John Dantcr to the Catholic 
printer William Wrench (B.14) to work in his secret press in Staffordshire. When in 
1601 Wrench was condemned to death together with his associates, Peter Bullock and 
John Collins, only the latter two were executed for selling popish books. Wrench 
obtained a pardon through bishop Bancroft. According to Jones, Henry Oven (B.9) 
had been allowed to run a press in the Clink, where he was imprisoned." However, 
Jones's information did not damage Bancroft who would soon be promoted to 
archbishop of Canterbury; Jones continued as a Puritan printer and was responsible for 
a propagandistic campaign and many Puritan publications. Another informer, William 
Udall (B.8), was active from about 1605 hunting down Catholic books and secret 
Catholic presses in England. At some point he stated to have taken eight Catholic 
presses and to be about to seize one set up between Staffordshire and Warwickshire, 
the counties in which he grew up." 

The reports of Udall are an important source for the majority of the printers and 
booksellers presented by Gee. Harris suggests that the bookseller 'Udall', referred to 
by Gee, may have been William Udall's second wife, whom Sir Julius Caesar, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, in 1608 referred to as a dealer in Catholic books. 
However, in New shreds. Gee mentioned 'another Trader, one Mr. Udall of 
Gunpowder-Alley, who was very angry that in my Catalogue I put him downe plaine 
Udall without an M. at his girdle' (H2), which means that Harris's suggestion cannot 
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be true. Mrs. Udall, of Gunpowder Alley, died at the Blackfriars accident in 1623.13 

William Udall takes up an ambiguous position in a list of Catholic printers and 
booksellers. He had Catholic friends, but used them for his informing business. The spy 
Lewis Owen interestingly claimed that Udall had tried to make him turn a blind eye to 
papist books in the possession of Hemy Oven (B.9), Mrs. Fowler (B.5) and Mrs. 
Douce (B.7). At other times, however, Udall provided information on these printers 
and booksellers. He appears to have been an unreliable turncoat, whose primary 
purpose it was to make money. For an informer it was important that he kept Catholic 
contacts. He may have protected them for his own purposes, and he and his wife may 
also have been engaged in the Catholic booktrade. From what we know about William 
Udall it docs not appear likely that he sold Catholic books in support of the Catholic 
cause. Other informers sold books to Catholics, as appears from a report by Udall 
about the Catholic bookseller Ferdinando Ely (B.2): 'This stationer buyeth and selleth 
all prohibited bokes and stoln bokes. He dealeth with them who have warrant from the 
High Commission, and what bokes most of them take in search they sell to this 
stationer etc.'" 

Henry Oven (B.9) printed in Staffordshire with William Wrench (B.14). According 
to Thomas Scott, in his Boanerges, 1624 (Dlr-v), Spanish John (B.ll) was a bookseller 
who, amongst other popish books, sold copies of Musket's Legacy (G.15), Verstegan's 
Observations (G.96), Heigham's The gagge of the new gospel (G.83) and Almond's The 
uncasing of heresie (G.60). Gee also mentioned the Andertons from Lancashire as 
bookdealers, albeit not in his catalogue of printers and booksellers. 

In the 1920s there appeared some bibliographical publications discussing the 
possibility of a secret press in Lancashire. Evidently, some books showed similar 
bibliographical characteristics which proved that they could not have been produced by 
the English College Press. The discussion concentrated on a Catholic book by John 
Brerely which for a long time was not found," but on which Gee, who listed four of 
Brerely's works, gave the following comment: 

The reformed Protestant, by Brerely. There was a printing-house supprest about some 
three yeers since in Lancashire, where all Brerely his workes, with many other Popish 
Pamphlets, were printed (G.90). 

John Brerely was the pseudonym of James Anderton of Lostock (1557-1613/4), who 
wrote a number of books, the authorship of which was for a long time confused.18 

Although Gee was under the impression that 'all' of Brerely's books were printed at 
this secret press in Lancashire, this was not the case. The first edition of his The 
protestants apologie (G.5) was possibly printed at a secret press in StafTordshire in 1604 
and the printer may have been William Wrench (B.14). The second, enlarged, edition 
of this book was printed at St. Omer's English College Press in 1608. His Luthers life 
(G.10), written 1613-4 and left unfinished at his death, was printed at Charles 
Boscard's press at St. Omer for John Hcigham in 1624. Books by Brerely that were 
printed at the secret press in Lancashire were Saint Augustines religion, 1620 (G.89), 
77ie reformed protestant, 1621 (G.90), and The lyturgie of the mass, 1620, not listed by 
Gee." Gee's statement that there was a 'printing house' in Lancashire seems to be the 
only explicit source for the existence of the secret press and it was not taken seriously. 
Dom Stephen Marron, writing in the Douai Magazine, dismissed Gee's 'sole testimony 
to a "printing house" [as] of little value', but left open the possibility of the 
involvement of the wealthy Andertons of Lostock in Catholic book distribution.™ Gee 
did not say that the printing house was at Birchley Hall, near Wigan, part of the family 
property of the Andertons. For this Gillow seems to be the first source.21 
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All of Brerely's books printed at the secret press were written about 1611-13 and 
printed only in 1620-1, perhaps out of caution, or because no printer could be found. 
During the years 1608-1614 there appears a gap in the output of the secret press. 
Allison and Rogers have drawn up a list of books printed at one and the same press in 
England in the years 1615-1621, which includes the three Brerely books.22 Gee's 
assertion that the press in Lancashire was suppressed fits this evidence and it is likely 
that the press was seized in 1621.Z3 

After James Anderton's death in 1613-4, the property passed to his brother Roger 
Anderton (1569/70-1640). Roger lived at Birchley Hall until his death. He was a 
confirmed recusant who went to Douai sometime in the 1590s to become a priest, but 
he left 19 April 1600 and married.24 Birchley Hall became an important centre of 
Catholic activity. Roger was closely connected with the publication and distribution of 
Catholic books, many of which, however, were printed at St. Orner.15 Roger may have 
been responsible for the printing of these books in some way. Perhaps he subsidized 
the printing, and he may have had the assistance of the Jesuit Laurence Anderton. 
There is no proof that Roger printed the books at a press in Lancashire, or at 
Birchley Hall, but the books listed by Allison and Rogers could have been printed at 
Birchley or Lostock Hall.26 

Trying to make Gee's statement on the 'printing-house' support and confirm his 
bibliographical findings, A.J. Hawkes investigated the catalogue of popish books and 
compiled a list of those books of which Gee remarked that they were printed or 
reprinted in London or in England. This he did also to prove the secret press activities 
in England. But Hawkes's interpretation of the heading of Gee's catalogue (whenever 
it is said of a book that it is 'reprinted', we should take this to mean 'reprinted in 
London or England'), though correct, credits Gee with a consistency he did not really 
have. Five titles of Hawkes's list are now ascribed to a secret printing press in 
Lancashire.27 To Saint Augustines religion (G.89) and The reformed protestant (G.90) 
Gee added the statement of the 'printing-house'. The third book is A manual of 
prayers (G.141), either the one by Richard Broughton, or the anonymous edition of 
1620. Gee's entry of The love of the soule stated it was printed in London, but another 
edition was printed at the secret press in Lancashire (G.33). Of Thomas Worthington's 
An anker of christian doctrine Gee stated that the last three parts were printed in 
London. This book (G.4) is also taken to belong to the Lancashire group by Allison 
and Rogers. Other editions and also the one of the last three parts only, were printed 
at Douai. 

C A Newdigate convincingly takes away much confusion about the Anderton press. 
While proving Hawkes wrong in many of his ascriptions,28 he does agree to 'the 
existence of a Catholic press in Lancashire for some years previous to 1620 or 1621, 
when it was discovered or suppressed'.29 Apart from typographical arguments, it is 
interesting to see that the discussion revolves around the problem of Gee's reliability. 
For Hawkes, Gee's information seemed trustworthy, but not so for Newdigate.30 

At the end of his catalogue (S4v), Gee insinuated that the Jesuit John Percy, alias 
Fisher, was active disseminating popish pamphlets, among them probably those he had 
written himself. Although it is clear Gee was exaggerating his activities, Percy, as an 
eager and industrious worker for the cause, may have been involved in the distribution 
of recusant books (with the help of William Man (B.3)).31 Certainly he was active in 
spreading his own writings in corantos, according to the anonymous writer of Something 
written: 'those scandalous libels which goe abroad in Fishers name: those rediculous 
Italian Gazetts, that come from Rome, Milione, and Antwerp, and that damnable Gallo 
Belgius lately come over: In all which, the vaunts of Fisher are published, and the 
world understands, or at least is made to understand, that there is a tolleration of 
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Religion in England, and that the Masse is publickly celebrated; which being as true as 
the rest, I cast likewise from me into the devils forge of lying and calumniation'.32 John 
Floyd came to Percy's defence, not to deny these activities, but to utter at least some 
disgust with The fool and its writer." One of Percy's books was partly printed by Peter 
Smith in London (B.22). Gee commented about three books, viz. Norrice's An 
appendix ίο the antidote (G.47), Sweet's A defence of the appendix (G.48), and Percy's 
(or Floyd's) An answer to the fisher catched in his owne net (G.49), that they were 'sold 
by the Authors and their Factors'. It seems likely that those priests active in writing 
controversial books would try to influence their dissemination, despite the danger 
involved. 

PRIESTS 

The information on which Gee's catalogue of priests is based goes back several years 
in time and appears generally verifiable, though details are often inaccurate and few 
definite identifications can be made. The purpose of the catalogue of priests, with its 
detailed information especially about addresses, may have been the identification and 
location of priests in and around London, in order to facilitate government control. 
That is certainly the impression a modem reader gets. Yet, the government already 
possessed a lot of information through various intelligence services, especially that of 
archbishop Abbot, an agile priest-hunter. Agents at home as well as abroad informed 
the government on Catholics and their activities in England and on the continent. 
Gee's list of priests may have added to the available information, but a more important 
objective may have been to present this list as a contribution to and a justification of 
Protestant anti-Catholicism. The catalogue must have induced fear in the English 
Catholics, because it made them aware of how much was known about their priests 
and their whereabouts. 

Gee's confirmation to readers that there were indeed so many (and more) 
seminary priests in London and in England, must have made the catalogue so effective. 
It is interesting to see what their actual numbers were. The Jesuit historian Henry 
More (42) described the situation of the Jesuit Vice-Province in 1620 as follows: 
'Altogether there were scattered throughout England one hundred and nine brethren 
and an equal number dwelt in various cities of Belgium such as Liège, Louvain, St. 
Omers and Watten'.v At the Jesuit congregation in May 1622 at Hunsdon House, it 
appeared that the Vice-Province counted 240 members of whom 190 were priests. 130 
priests were in England at that time. Many Jesuits and other Catholics regularly visited 
the residence of the French ambassador. De Tillières, where sermons and services were 
held until the Blackfriars accident in October 1623. Some Jesuits, such as Redyate 
(who was killed in the accident) and John Percy, had rooms there. It is possible that 
the Jesuit novitiate was established there on 31 July 1622, the feast day of St. Ignatius. 
After the 'doleful evensong' the Jesuits had to move and found a building in 
Edmonton, from where they moved to Camberwell in 1625. In January 1627 they 
moved to Clerkenwell, where they remained until March 1628, when the house was 
raided. Although this raid occurred nearly four years later, much of the information 
that became available from it confirmed the claims of Gee's catalogues. The boldness 
of the Jesuits' moves in London was facilitated by the growth of the Society in the 
years 1621-24, during the negotiations for the Spanish Marriage. Organizational success 
meant that more priests could be accommodated on the mission. Many accounts 
exaggerated the number of priests, simply because in London there seemed to be so 
many about. But Gee was right about the dramatic growth of the number of Jesuits in 
London. The catalogue of the fourth edition listed 266 priests and contained 
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approximately 90 to 95 identified Jesuits in London or elsewhere in England at some 
point in the period from 1610 to 1624 (Gee himself listed 74 priests as Jesuits). Gee 
listed 9 Benedictines, whereas some 20 Benedictines have been identified from his list. 
For the seculars these figures are, respectively, 50 and approximately 61. Gee was 
convinced that 'above foure times so many there are that overspread our thickets 
through England ... Whenas in one Shire [Lancashire] where I have abode somtime, 
there are reputed to nestle almost three hundred of this brood' (V4v). Allowing for a 
margin of propagandistic exaggeration, Gee was not far off the mark when he used his 
London data for the calculation of the number of pnests and Jesuits in England.35 

In many cases, the catalogue distinguished between Jesuits and seculars and the 
ascriptions are mostly, but not always, correct.3* As has been noted above, Gee cannot 
have moved in Catholic circles in London for very long. Nevertheless he may have 
done his detective work depending on the revelations of apostates, agents, informers 
and other frequenters of taverns and alehouses. Gee may have used information from 
Abbot, his chaplains, or some of his other intelligencers. Pursuivants raided houses and 
prisons and took papers and books. Information concerning priests in England also 
came from prison lists. Political circumstances sometimes forced the king to order the 
release or banishment of Catholic priests. Banishment was gladly accepted by the 
priests, for they regarded it as an opportunity to return to their country free. On his 
return to Spain in 1618, Gondomar was given 72 priest-prisoners to take overseas. At 
the time, pursuivants were temporarily suppressed and the majority of priests returned. 
Julian Sanchez de Ulloa, the resident agent for Spanish affairs, wrote to king Philip III 
that 'it is concealed and overlooked that some are walking about openly in the streets 
of London'. Gondomar returned to England for the Anglo-Spanish negotiations. At his 
second departure for Spain, Jesuits and priests were released on bail.37 

In 1621, the French ambassador. Monsieur Ie Mareshall de Cadinctt, procured the 
banishment of a number of priests, most of whom occurred in Gee's catalogue.38 

Information on imprisonments and releases may have been conveyed to Gee by his 
archbishop or his agents. It is likely that Gee as a journalist and propagandist 
exaggerated, but on the other hand he could not afford to present his audience with 
flagrant lies, or with evidence that did not have any foundation. The answer to the 
question of reliability can only be tentative. Identification in many cases cannot be 
definite. Much information is lacking and Gee's listing of only last names has not made 
things easier. Had Gee been better informed, his list could have been much longer, for 
more priests had been or were still active in London in the period 1615-1624. Often 
the problem has not been to find a Catholic priest for a name, but to find the one 
name that would exclude others. In many cases, therefore, a few possible candidates 
have been indicated, with reference to Anstruther's Seminary Priests and Bellenger's 
English and Welsh Priests. Only the most likely candidates have been given. A priest 
whose name appeared in a London prison list is more likely to have been referred to 
than a student whose name appeared in the books of the colleges abroad.39 An 
additional problem was the use of aliases, about many of which we still do not know 
anything. While it sometimes helped identification, it often made it impossible. Gee 
himself admitted confusion, which was the point of their use by the Catholic priests. 
He was not always sure of his information: 'if any of those whom I & others [!] have, 
bona fide, taken to be of that rank, and so entred them into my Catalogue, should put 
me to a legall proofe out of their owne Register or Records, I may come short 
thereof(Q). The most important criterion has been whether it could be ascertained 
that a priest was in or around London in the years 1622-4. The whereabouts of the 
priests (as indicated by Gee) has sometimes been helpful. But the catalogue cannot be 
read as an exact biographical compilation true to the facts of 1622-24. On the other 
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hand, despite the probable unreliability of much of the information Gee picked up, 
many of these priests, either in prison or free, were in and around London. To 
complicate matters, priests were often in the city temporarily. Priests from the country 
would come to London for meetings with others, and this may explain why they were 
listed. For contemporary Protestants the question of reliability was not so pertinent 
since they were convinced in 1623-4 that London was swarming with Catholics. They 
were very visible, and their visibility invited exaggeration of the numbers. Yet many of 
the remaining 'ghosts' may have had bodies and souls. 

The catalogue has a somewhat uneven appearance. This is due to the fact that the 
amount of information available per entry is very unequal. Another reason is that more 
information has been given about those priests that have proved more important in the 
context of this study. This makes it possible to read the catalogue not only as an 
annotated list, but also as a story of underground Catholic organization and activity. 

PHYSICIANS 

At first, the physicians seem to take up an odd position in the controversial context of 
The foot. Medical practitioners did not write political and religious works of 
controversy, but were concerned with medicine and with curing people's diseases. Yet, 
some of them were papists, and it is for that reason that Gee listed them in his 
catalogue. In his epistle dedicatory he briefly commented on the danger of Catholic 
physicians: 

I might have added somewhat of my owne knowledge, concerning the insinuations & 
incroachments used by those of that stamp, who professe physick: Who, whatsoever 
they doe unto the bodies, infuse into the mindes of many the Kings Subjects, bitter 
distempers: whereby those patients tongues distaste the wholsome food of our 
Church, and their hearts are stricken with antipathy against our present Stale. 

Gee subsequently left it to the state 'to cure' this problem. Because it is the Catholic 
aspect that matters here, the social, economic and medical aspects of these 
practitioners need not concern us here.40 We will treat the subject as part of the 
political concern of anti-popery. A short survey of the early seventeenth century 
medical professions is necessary, however, to know something about the position of the 
Catholic physicians. The practitioners were organized in a number of corporations: the 
Barber-Surgeons' Company were separated from the barbers in 1605 and thus gained 
the sole right to do surgical work. The College of Physicians licensed the physicians 
and had the monopoly of medical practice in the city. In the country, the universities 
and the bishops licensed practitioners, and Church courts prosecuted offenders and 
quacks. The College of Physicians also controlled the Society of Apothecaries, which 
had separated itself from the Grocers through a long process of disputes and conflicts. 
Finally, in 1617, James I approved of the new charter that gave them the right to 
make medicine and he withheld it from the grocers. In 1620 a royal proclamation once 
more confirmed the separation. But, in spite of that, conflicts did not stop between 
physicians, apothecaries and barber-surgeons. They were especially sharp when the 
Parliaments of 1621 and 1624 were in session, and when the different corporations 
sought for confirmation of their charters by parliamentary acts. 

Not all practitioners were members of a corporation: there were quite a few 
unlicensed physicians, former apprentices, priests or ministers (or their wives), chemists, 
herbalists, cunning men and white witches, as well as quacks and mountebanks.'" They 
were popular despite the general distrust of their practices. The College physicians had 
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gone through a long education at the university. Some had gone abroad (often also for 
religious reasons), to Montpellier, Leiden or Padua, to study medicine. Many licensed 
physicians came from the continent to practise in England. Most physicians were 
recruited from the gentry and from the medical profession itself. Their service was too 
expensive for the people of the middle and lower classes and unaffordable for the 
poor. The people, therefore, turned to the Apothecaries, who were much cheaper, or 
to priests, neighbours and family or other cheap empirics. In London the College tried 
to control these unlicensed concoctors of medicines. In the country, herbalists and 
priest-physicians often were successful healers.'0 

In the capital, many of the physicians, apothecaries as well as unlicensed 
practitioners, kept shop along the thoroughfares of Fleetstreet, the Strand and 
Holbom, and in the connecting lanes of Chancery Lane and Fetter Lane. This was also 
the area where many Catholics and Catholic priests concentrated. The people came to 
the conduits for water here, but also for gossip and medicinal and priestly care. Some 
of the Catholic physicians listed in the catalogue appear to have operated there and 
may have lived with priests. Although the College tried to prosecute unlicensed 
practitioners, it appears not to have minded Catholic members. On the whole, the 
College tried to stay clear of religious divisions and only ruled against the admittance 
of practitioners that were vicars or priests or religious people that might compromise 
them. There were no secrets about the popular Catholic physicians Dr. Moore (PH.l) 
and Dr. Cadyman (PH.4), members of the College, who had connections with the 
court. More Catholic physicians were tolerated. Some, like the Padua doctor Webb 
(PH.12) and John Hawkins (PH.ll), the younger brother of the Jesuit priest Henry 
Hawkins, were officially unlicensed, but instead of paying for a licence, they were 
allowed to pay a so-called fine, which amounted to the same: they practised sub 
nomine poenae solventes. Others may have been tolerated without paying. 

Catholic physicians, apothecaries and surgeons were active in London, and in the 
country. In 1613 archbishop Abbot showed his concern about nonconformist and 
recusant practitioners to the College and admonished it not to grant licences 'because 
it is much to be feared, that under the shadowe and pretext thereof they do ill offices 
unto these whom in their tyme of sicknes they converse withal!, and do no doubt make 
their advantages from the others infirmity'.'13 In the 1624 Parliament there were 
warning voices against 'Your popish phisitians about this Towne who cure the Boddye 
but kill the soule'.*1 The author of Something written thought that 'penurious 
Apothicaries, ... to get the customc of Romish Phisitians, and to bee acquainted with 
Patients of the same stamp, are contented to admit of the same religion' (B2). In the 
catalogue, Gee wrote that the physicians were allowed by Rome to practise as priests 
'in reconciling or absolving their patients'. In Hold fast. Gee once more referred to the 
proselytizing activities of the physicians. 

Nor is this seducing office appropriated to the Ecclesiastickes only, but further 
transmitted to other Laicke under-Emissaries, who shall walke sometimes under the 
vocation of Physicians, whereof one shall carry Popish Books with him to mens 
houses, and shall tell them that two or three of them bee such as have beene shewne 
to our best Protestant Divines in England, who have acknowledged that that [sic] they 
cannot be answered. Another when he comes to administer Physicke shall advise his 
patient to leave his Laicke profession, and studie Divinitie, not in the petit 
Universities of Oxon or Cambridge, but in the more excellent Universities of Doway, 
Saint Omers, Paris, Valledolid &c. Another of that straine shall be so nimble as when 
he commeth to his Patient, hce shall intice away his young schollcrly servant, and 
convey him against his Masters will privily beyond the Seas (E4v-F). 
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Some priests may have acted as physicians to avoid exile.45 After James's death there 
was still concern about the popish physicians. Charles I issued a commission to look 
into the execution of the penal laws and the College of Physicians was asked to deliver 
a list of names of those practising 'physic and pharmacy' in London who were 
suspected to be papists. Most of the names which appear in Gee's catalogue also 
appear in the unpublished 'Annals' of the College.46 
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NOTES 

1. Naturally, Gee did not compile his catalogue with a view to the place books had in a 
particular controversy. Eleven of Gee's identified titles appear in Milward's category 
'Manuals of Controversies', 10 titles in 'Sporadic Attack and Counter-Attack', in which 
The fool itself has also been placed All books of the latter category were printed in the 
early 1620s: 1620 (1), 1621 (2), 1623 (5), 1624 (2). Most of the other categones are 
represented by one to three identified titles. On the different issues of Catholic-Protestant 
controversy, also see G.H. Tavard, The Seventeenth-Century Tradition. Λ Study m Recusant 
Thought, Leiden 1978. 

2. Some other influential devotional wnters listed were Diego de Estella (G. 134), Luis de la 
Puente (G.70, 115), Gaspare Loarte (G.27, 54) and Antonio de Molina (G.128, 129). 
Important also, are the English translators, such as Sir Tobie Matthew (G.6, 7, 8, 29, 44, 
92), Edward Coffin (G 74, 106, 107), Anthony Batt (G.50, 58), Thomas Everard (G.94, 
115, 126, 130, 131, 133), Anthony Hoskins (G.34, 113), and of course John Heigham 
(G.19, 46, 114). H.C. White, English Devotional Literature, Madison, Wise. 1931, pp. 99-
114 and the chapters on Recusant Devotional Literature and Recusant Devotional Books 
in England, L.L. Martz, The Poetry of Meditation, J R. Roberts, A Critical Anthology of 
English Recusant Devotional Prose 1558-1603, Pittsburgh, Pcnns. 1966, Т.Н. Clancy, 
'Spiritual Publications of English Jesuits, 1615-1640', in RH 19 (1988-9), pp. 426-46 Also 
see his forthcoming literary history of the English Jesuits in the 17th century. 

3. Often these confiscated books were spread among Protestant divines and pursuivants and 
informers such as Udall (B 8). An example of such a list of confiscated books followed by 
a list of divines and others who were given copies from the collection is printed by 
HARRIS 245-9 (and discussed pp 203-4) It is a memorandum by Sir Julius Caesar, dated 
26 July 1609 (Lansdowne MS 153 fols. 68, 69). Half of the titles, mostly devotional works, 
occur in Gee's catalogue. On one occasion Abbot, alarmed by the rumour of a Catholic 
press in a prison, searched the prison and found a great number of Catholic works of 
controversy. On 18 February 1621 Gondomar wrote to Philip III about this prison 
incident. The books and tracts that were seized were ordered to be returned by the king. 
See CRS 68, pp. xvi, 144. Gee's catalogue lists about 70 devotional works. Amongst them 
are catechisms (G.125), manuals (G.141), missals (G.42), prayerbooks and primers (G.43) 
and many saints' lives. 

4. This percentage is considerably higher (up to 60% or more) when only the identified 
books are taken into account. 

5. For the history of St. Omer's College, see H. Chadwick, St Omers to Stonyhurst. For the 
publishing history of the College, also see M.J. Walsh, 'The Publishing Policy of the 
English Jesuits at St. Omer, 1608-1759', in Studies m Church History 17, Oxford 1981, pp. 
239-250. 

6. See HARRIS 201; CRS 68, pp. 72-4, a letter from Creswell to Lema, 30 May 1616. 

7. Gee gave up mentioning the exorbitant prices after the sixteenth item in his catalogue. Cf. 
The foot, D4r-v. 

8. In Walsh's opinion 'Gee, even more than Owen, seems to have been remarkably well 
informed', 'The publishing policy', p. 244 n.18. 

9. H. Chadwick, St Omers to Stonyhurst, p. 126; M.J. Walsh, 'The publishing policy', p. 244. 
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10. CA. Newdigate, 'Notes on the Seventeenth Century Printing Press of the English College 
at Saint Omers', in The Library, 3rd ser, 10 (1919), p. 189. 

11. John Gee, The foot, E2r-v. From Douai are G.l, 4, 20, 28, 31, 43, 46, 50, 58, 60, 
70, 86, 94, 103, 105?, 116, 124, 154. 

12. For the Worthingtons see the catalogue of priests (4, 96, 187). The letters are dated: the 
first one, J. Worthington to a kinsman, The Hague, 4 May 1623, and the second, J. 
Worthington to his uncle, Douai 20 May 1623. The first place is probably chosen to make 
the subject matter, a pastiche of Dutch Calvinist manners, convincing. John Worthington 
(96) was more probably in Lancashire in 1623. Another John Worthington (A2 365) died 
in 1622. Thomas Worthington (4) was the uncle of John and Laurence (96) and returned 
to England in 1615. New shreds, F4-H2v. 

13. H.R. Plomer, 'Bishop Bancroft and a Catholic Press', in The Library, new ser., 8 (1907), 
pp. 164-76; G. Jenkins, 'The Archpriest Controversy and the Printers, 1601-1603', in The 
Library, 5th ser, 2 (1947-8), pp. 180-6; M.H. Curtis, 'William Jones: Puritan Printer and 
Propagandist', pp. 41-2; PRO, SP 14/8/21-5. 

14. HARRIS 201, reports nos. 3, 33. 

15. HARRIS 237; Thomas Goad, The dolefiill evensong, Klv. 

16. Lansdowne MS 153 fol. 17, quoted in HARRIS 264-5. 

17. The British Library has a copy. See AF. Allison, 'Brerely's Reformed Protestant', in RH 7 
(1963-4), p. 144. 

18. A.F. Allison proved that the works that appeared under the pseudonym 'John Brcrely 
Priest', were written by James Anderton, thereby reasserting an older tradition that 
ascribed the books to this learned lay man from Lancashire, and refuting 'evidence' 
brought forth by Joseph Gillow, who thought to have proved that the author was 
Laurence Anderton S.J. (1575-1643). See A.F. Allison, 'Who was John Brerely?*. 

19. John Brerely, The lyturgie of the mass, 1620, was written at the end of 1612 or early 1613. 
See A.F. Allison, 'Who was John Brerely?', p. 32. 

20. S. Marron, 'The Anderton Secret Press', pp. 270-3. 

21. Gl 39-41. 

22. The list was made by A.F. Allison and D.M. Rogers, in an appendix of AR (secret press 
no. 12). Gee listed G.4, 33, 85, 89, 90, 141. 

23. Gillow thought the press was seized before this date, in 1613, on the basis of a list placed 
in an order of Sir Julius Caesar, concerning the custody of the books and goods of James 
Anderton after his death. Newdigate, however, has shown the list was misplaced and 
belonged to a package of 171 books for the Spanish ambassador taken at Dover 26 
August 1623. The greater part was dispatched to secretary Conway since the ambassador 
had only been allowed one or two copies of each book. The list mentioned the following 
titles: Manuals (see G.141); Latin and English primmers (see G.43); Firm Foundations; 
Abridgements (see G.115); Policy and Religion (G.154); Rules of St. Clare (see G.121); 
Pseudo-Scripturist (G.13); Introductions (to a devout Life) (G.55); Following of Christ 
(see G.34, 113); Key of Paradise (G.57); Bellarmine's Catechisms (see G.25); Vaux's 
Catechisms (The foot, H4v); Images of both Churches (G.30). The 1613 list of Anderton's 
possessions and books does not survive. APC 1613-4, pp. 274-5, 338-9; Gl 32-3, 39; CA. 
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Newdigate, 'Birchley- or St. Omcrs?", pp. 316-7; A.F. Allison, 'Who was John Brerely?', 
pp. 20, 37 n.19. James Anderton may have distributed books but the likelihood of a press 
at Lostock or Birchley Hall before 1614 is extremely small. 

24. On his life see A.F. Allison, 'Who was John Brerely?", pp. 40-1, n.75. 

25. In 1647 Roger's son, Christopher, sent to his cousin William Blundell of Crosby (1620-
98), a list of his father's "works'. Blundell copied this list and added the note: 'the works 
of my uncle Rog: An: which was sent me by his son С Anderton, A.D. 1647'. The 
original, which did not survive, was headed (according to Blundell): 'A Catalogue of those 
books you desired a copy of. The original copy own hand'. Apparently Roger had 
compiled the list himself. Gillow and Hawkes thought that Roger Anderton must have 
printed the books, since they were by different authors and translators. Newdigate, 
however, proved from typographical evidence that the books were printed at different 
presses, although most of them at St. Omer. The list was discovered by Т.Е. Gibson 
among the Blundell of Crosby MSS, in 1878. It was published in J.P. Earwaker's Local 
Gleanings relating to Lancashire and Cheshire, vol. 2, pp. 286-7. Also see Gl 40-1; F7 774-
81; A.J. Hawkes, 'The Birchley Hall Secret Press', pp. 151-2; F.O. Blundell, Old Catholic 
Lancashire, London 1925, pp. 1-13, for a history of Birchley Hall; for an account of the 
Anderions, see Т.Е. Gibson, Lydiate Halt and its Associations, pp. 49-83; VCHL 5, p. 297; 
A.F. Allison, 'Who was John Brerely?', p. 41, n.76. The list also mentioned George 
Musket, Vie bishop of London his legacy, 1622 (G.15). 

26. For the fact that Brerely's books were not printed earlier Allison offers the explanation 
that Roger had not received the manuscripts before 1619 when his brother Christopher 
died. He had succeeded to Lostock Hall, the other Anderton property, after James's death 
in 1613. A.F. Allison, 'Who was John Brerely?", p. 34. 

27. Hawkes's selection of titles to which Gee explicitly gives the additions 'printed in London' 
or 'reprinted' is on pp. 155-6 of his 'The Birchley Hall Secret Press'. Of the seventeen 
titles Hawkes selected, nine can with certainty be said to have been printed secretly in 
England: G. 4, 5, 22, 33, 35 (London?), 72 (London?), 89, 90, 141. Not listed by Hawkes, 
but also secretly printed in England, are G.16, 23, 24, 25, 64, 67, 83, 112, 124, 155. Gee 
listed six titles associated with the secret press in Lancashire: G.4, 33, 85, 89, 90, 141. 

28. He reduces Hawkes's list of 63 titles to 9 books certainly printed at 'Birchley' and another 
8, possibly printed there. He ascribes 37 books to St. Omer. Of the rest 45 are 
unidentified and 4 ascribed to other presses. The 'Birchley' and the 'St. Omer' groups 
'have typographically no single point in common'. 'Birchley- or St. Omers?', pp. 303-320. 

29. He thinks it 'extremely probable though not yet proved to demonstration that this press 
(a) belonged to Roger Anderton and (b) was located at Birchley Hall', 'Birchley- or St. 
Omers?', p. 304. 

30. Newdigate gives as his opinion about Gee: 'I don't want to say hard things about Gee, 
though he has said a good many things about my fellow-Jesuits. I will only say this, he is 
not a bibliographer; he is a red-hot controversialist. You can see on every page even of 
his Catalogue of Books how his pen is dipped in vitriol. We must estimate his evidential 
value accordingly. Such a witness may be perfectly reliable when he is relating a particular 
fact obviously within his knowledge and confirmed by other known facts. When he begins 
to generalize a prudent man will always suspect exaggeration, especially if the 
generalization seems opposed to facts' ('Birchley- or St. Omere?', p. 318). 

31. J. Gee, The foot, Rlv (and Commentary). 
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32. Something written, sig. C; For Gallo Belpus and other corantes and its English 
translations, see M.A. Shaaber, Some Forerunners of the Newspaper in England, 1476-1622, 
London 1966 (1929). 

33. Chadwick comments that 'indeed these 'books in quires' may have been, as has been 
suggested, either wholly or in part a stock of Fr. Fisher's own works of controversy, nearly 
all of which were printed by John Wilson'. H. Chadwick, Sí. Omers to Stonyhurst, pp. 144-
5. 

34. H. More, Historia missionis Anglicanae Societatis Jesu, 1660, quoted in translation in 
BASSET 164. 

35. Reliable ngures about the priests in England at the time are hard to find. The following 
miscellaneous figures are found in the various sources indicated below. According to 
Basset at least half of the 152 priests and brolhere in 1625 were in the southern counties 
and East Anglia. The number continued to rise until the Civil War and remained at a 
level between 150-200 for a century and a half. According to Bossy there were 24 Jesuits 
in London in 1621. Bossy's estimate for 1630 is: 700 priests, 400-450 seculars. According 
to Anstruthcr (A2) 117 priests came from Lancashire in the period 1603-59. Some 
contemporary estimates by Gondomar (5 October 1613) were: 800 priests, 300 in London; 
(9 May 1614): 800 priests, 26 in prisons. The increase of Jesuit missionaries in England 
can be shown as follows: 1598 (10/18); 1600 (12); 1607 (43); 1610 (53); 1615 (68); 1621 
(104); 1625 (152); 1641 (180). There are different explanations for the sudden growth of 
the Society of Jesus in England. The Appellants argued that the Jesuits' hold over the 
seminaries was responsible for the growth of the Society, but Persons always denied 
recruiting for his Society from the secular mission. English Jesuits placed elsewhere by 
their superiors could join the new English Province in 1623. Aveling remarks that 'there 
may be some truth in all this, but it does not entirely explain the remarkable rush into 
the Society after 1600', and attributes it to a spontaneous revival and the continental 
success of the Counter-Reformation. Basset gives as an explanation the impact of the 
Spiritual Exercises, the doctrinal conservatism and the Jesuit personalities, such as Henry 
Garnet, Southwell, Campion and Gerard. BASSET 109-15; BOSSY 209, 216, 223, 227, 
422; CRS 68, pp. 11, 29; AVELING 57, 77-8; F7 clxviii for the 'analytical catalogue 1621-
1773'; P. McGrath and J. Rowe, 'Anstruther Analysed: the Elizabethan Seminary Priests', 
in RH 18 (1986-7), pp. 1-13; T.M. McCoog, 'The Society of Jesus in England, 1623-1688: 
An Institutional Study', unpubl. doct. thesis Univ. of Warwick, 1984. His work on the 
catalogues of the English Province of the Society of Jesus is forthcoming. 

36. A. Freeman suspects Gee's 'reportorial honesty', mainly because no Christian names occur 
and because the surnames are quite common. These objections do not serve as an 
argument against reliability, and perhaps also stem from the idea that the lists served to 
provide concrete information to contemporary pursuivants. Freeman thinks Gee's use of 
the term 'Jesuit' is customary and loose. In a sense he is right: Gee did refer to the 
'Jesuit' as the mythical evil-doer and used the epithet as a smearword, like his 
contemporaries. On the other hand, The foot is clearly and explicitly anti-Jesuit and the 
majority of the ascriptions are correct. Of a total of 143 ascriptions at least 102 are 
possibly and very likely correct while only 20 are likely to be false. Because there are too 
many unknown factors these numbers can only be approximate. 

37. CAS 68, pp. xvii, 106-10, a letter from Gondomar to Bellarmine, London 4 July 1618; pp. 
114-6, appendix II, Julian Sanchez de Ulloa to Philip III, London 24 September 1618. For 
Gondomar's second departure, see Ibid., pp. 153-4. For prison lists, see PRO, SP 14/80/79 
(various prisons 1615). SP 14/82/100 for priests sent to Wisbech in April and exiled in 
May 1615. SP 14/97/95 for priests exiled in June 1618. APC 1617-19, pp. 175, 195-7, 202, 
204, 239. SP 16/529/94 for names of priests and Jesuits in 1630. See next note. Also see 
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CSPV, 1619-23, p. 256, May 16 1620, Girolamo Lando, Venetian embassador, to Doge and 
Senate. 

38. APC, July 1619-June 1621, p. 349 The following were to be released from New Prison and 
exiled, many of whom, like George Musket, stayed behind. Others returned soon 
afterwards, and appear in Gee's catalogue: 
John Colleton (5) (he was still there and ordered to be released 5 April 1622. APC, 184; 
PRO, SP 14/128/100), Humphrey Smith (?9/10); George Musket (20); Thomas Metcalfe 
(54); George Oadson; Francis Lockwoode (250); Thomas Everarde (106); Cypnan Shelley 
took ship at Dover for Calais 2 March 1621 (SP 14/120/4). He died before 1624 (A2 292). 
Gee mentioned a F. Shelley, a secular priest (49); John Fisher (21); John Ridearde; 
Edward Chetwin (whose name only appears in the catalogues of the second and third 
edition of The foot); John Jackson (91), James Camell, John Buckley (258); John Cure; 
John Windesor, Augustine Tomson, Joseph Mettham (252); John Shepheardc (107); John 
Turbcrvile (229); Jervase, alias Francis Kemp [and Everard; APC, 1617-19, p. 202] (231) 
and H4v-, John Grosse, Thomas Spencehurst; Arthur Reade (260); John Turner (81); 
Robert Babthorpe (230); Alban Roe (251); George Cox (177); William Vaughan (263); 
Lewis Mordent (237); Nicholas Stanton (235?); John Richardson (55); Hugh Greene (65). 

39. It is interesting to note, however, that entry 125 is possibly a reference to Thomas 
Maxfield the martyr (d. 1616), rather than to a more recent candidate. Gee listed his 
brother in the next entry 

40. Important studies on the subject arc S. Young, The Annals of the Barber-Surgeons of 
London, New York 1975 (1890); CRB. Barrett, The History of the Society of Apothecaries 
of London, London 1905; С Wall, H.C. Cameron and E.A Underwood, A History of the 
Worshipful Society of Apothecaries of London, vol 1 1617-1815, London 1963; WS.C. 
Copeman, The Worshipful Society of Apothecaries of London. A History 1617-1967, 
Oxford/London 1967, M Peiling and С Webster, 'Medical Practitioners', in С Webster, 
ed, Health Medicine and Mortality in the Sixteenth Century, Cambridge 1979, pp. 165-235, J. 
Dobson and R.M. Walker, Barbers and Barber-Surgeons of London, Oxford 1979; HJ. 
Cook, 77ie Decline of the old Medical Regime m Stuart London, Ithaca/London 1986. For 
the studies consulted for the identification of the practitioners, see Gee's catalogue The 
unpublished ANNALS of the College of Physicians in London have also been consulted, 
as well as the card index at the Wellcome Unit of the History of Medicine, Oxford. 

41. Between 1580 and 1600 there were some 500 practitioners in London, half of which were 
unlicensed. Some 110 were prosecuted by the College. See M. Peiling and С Webster, 
'Medical Practitioners', p. 188. Gee listed 37 Catholic practitioners. 

42. In some European seminaries priests were trained in pastoral medicine. Т.Н. Clancy, 
'Priestly Perseverance', p. 301. 

43. A letter of archbishop Abbot to the College of Physicians, Lambeth 9 May 1613 [entered 
in the ANNALS 3, 34b, under 1618]. 

44. BL Harleian MS 159 fol. 102. April 1624. Sir Simonds D'Ewes, 'Diary of Proceedings in 
the House of Commons Feb. 12 to May 29, 1624'. 

45. Clerical and medical professions were closely connected. See M. Peiling and С Webster, 
'Medical Practiiioncts', pp. 199-200. In The second part of vox popult Thomas Scott had 
Gondomar advise the English Catholic priests to practise as physicians of Padua (H2v). 

46. The list of popish physicians was delivered in 1626. The addresses given in it are identical 
with those given by Gee except for one (PH. 13, 14). The order in which the physicians 
are presented is strikingly similar to Gee's order. There may have been an earlier list, 
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which Gee had access to, or the compiler of the 1626 list possibly used Gee's catalogue. 
ANNALS 3, 65. John Southcott in his notebook listed the Catholic physicians 'More, 
Fludd, Haukins, Cademan, Gifford, Holt, Ghifford, Bartlet, Friar' (CRS 1, 116). 



2. THE ANNOTATED CATALOGUES 

Gee's text appears in bold type. The entries consist of two parts. The first part is organized as 
follows: first author and title are identified. This is followed by format, place, printer, publisher 
and date as it appeared on the title-page of the first edition of the identified publication 
(except when it is evident that Gee refers to a later edition). If the publication was anonymous 
this will be indicated by means of the abbreviation 'Anon.'; if initials were given these are 
cited either in the short title (when they occurred on the title-page), or after 'Init.' (when they 
occurred in the preliminary matter); translator and editor will be indicated by means of the 
abbreviations 'Tr.' and 'Ed.'; when anonymous, the name (if identified) occurs between square 
brackets. The descriptions are based on those of AR. When necessary for identification these 
have been adapted with the help of 5ГС, MIL and ERL. References to the appendix of secret 
presses in AR will be given as 'AR secret press 00'. The description is followed by the 
references to the AR, 5ГС, MIL and ERL numbers, and occasionally also to SOU and HL 
numbers. The names of the relevant authors, translators and editors are capitalized. This first 
part of each entry is followed by information about other editions, especially with regard to 
the question which edition Gee meant to refer to. Naturally, this is often an edition published 
in the early 1620s. Finally, in some cases additional information about the author and the 
book is given. 

[R4] A CATALOGUE OR 
Note of such English bookes (to the 
knowledge of which I could come) 
as have been printed, reprinted, 
or dispersed by the Priests and 

their Agents in this King-
dome, within these two 

yeers last past, or there
abouts. 

1. INprimis, the Doway Bibles, that is, the old Testament onely in two volumes, with 
Notes, revised by Doctor Worthington, and reprinted heere in London: sold for 
forty shillings, which at an ordinary price might be afforded for tenne. 

The hohe bible faithfully translated into English, out of the authentical Latin ... By the 
English College of Doway. 4°. 2 vols. Doway, by Laurence Kcllam, 1609, 1610. Tr. 
[GREGORY MARTIN], revised by [WILLIAM ALLEN, RICHARD BRISTOW (17), 
WILLIAM RAINOLDS, THOMAS WORTHINGTON (4)]. AR 107 5TC 2207 ERL 265, 
266. 
This edition of the bible contains only the Old Testament. Gee's comment 'reprinted 
heere in London' is either mistaken or refers to a secret press reprint which is not 
extant. 

2. The New Testament, translated by the Rhemists, and reprinted in quarto: sold for 
sixteen« or twenty shillings, which might be afforded for a Noble, or lesse. 

The new testament of Jesus Christ, translated faithfully into English, out of the authentical 
Latin ... In the English College of Rheims. 4°. Rhcmcs, John Fogny, 1582. AR 567 STC 
2884 MILI 166 ERL 267. 
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Other editions, printed in Antwerp, came out in 1600 and 1621. Probably Gee's entry is 
a London reprint of either of these editions. AR 568, 569 STC 2898, 2923. For 
contemporary publications on the Rheims Testament, see MILWARD 1, 46-50. See also 
G.l 

The same Testament in English, lately printed in decimo sexto: sold for twelve 
shillings, which might be well afforded for foure. 

Possibly: The new testament of Jesus Christ, 12°. Antwerp, James Seldenslach, 1621. AR 
569 STC 2923. 
No 16° has been traced; sec also G.l, 2. 

The Anker of Christian Doctrine, in foure parts, written by D. Worthington: the 
three last parts printed in London, and sold by him at his Lodging [R4v] in 
Tumbull Street, for foureteene shillings, which might be afforded for five 
shillings. 

THOMAS WORTHINGTON (4), An anker of chnsnan doctrine. 4°. Doway, Thomas 
Kellam, 1618 AR 910 STT 26000 MIL2 614. 
The imprint is false. The preface is signed Th. W. For further editions, see AR 911-915 
5ГС 26000.2-260006 MIL2 616 ERL 376 [= AR 915]. The first edition is one of the 
books believed to be printed at a secret press in Lancashire, possibly at Birchley Hall, 
one of the Anderton residences and an important recusant centre Although Gee 
reported elsewhere on a 'printing-house' in Lancashire (G.90) he ascribed the printing of 
'the three last parts' to London. There is an edition of the last three parts only, printed 
at Douai by Laurence Kellam in 1622 (AR 914 5ГС 26000 5). 

The Protestants Apologie, written by Brerely reprinted and sold for seventeene 
shillings, and might bee afforded for six shillings, or lesse. 

JOHN BRERELY, pseud, [of JAMES ANDERTON], The apologie of the romane church, 
devided into three severall tractes. 4°. [English secret press] 1604. Imi. I. Br. AR 131 STC 
3604 MIL2 514. 
There are typographical similarities between the first edition and the books printed by 
WILLIAM WRENCH (B.14). Brerely was answered by Thomas Morton in his Apologia 
cathohca, 1605-6 (STC 18173.5-18175.5). In 1608 followed another, enlarged edition (AR 
132 STC 3604.5) bore the title· The protestants apologie for the roman church .. By John 
Brerely pnest, but was printed at St. Omer, English College Press. Another issue came 
out the same year (AR 133 STC 3605 ERL 75). This time a long preface was signed 
'John Brerely*. Morton answered with A catholic appeale for protestants, 1609-10 (5TC 
18176-7), which in its turn was answered by Laurence Anderton, The progenie of 
cathoheks and protestants, 1633 (AR 24 STC 579). AR secret press 8; AF. Allison, 'Who 
was John Brerely'. 

Saint Augustines Confessions, translated by Tob. Mathew, and sold for sixteene 
shillings, being but a little booke in octavo, and might be afforded for two 
shillings six-pence. 

ST. AUGUSTINE, The confessions of the incomparable doctour S Augustine. 8°. [St. 
Omer, English College Press] 1620. Tr. [SIR TOBIE MATTHEW]. AR 44 STC 910 ERL 
87. 
For Sir Tobie Matthew see AH Mathew and A Calthrop, The Life of Sir Tobte Matthew. 
Bacon's Alter Ego, G.R. Hudleston, ed., Sir Tobie Matthew's Translation of the Confessions 
of St Augustine, London 1920, J.D. Hanlon, 'The Effects of the Counter-Reformation', 



pp. 85-154. 

7/8. Two other bookes in octavo, lately written by Tob. Mathew, and sold very deare. 

Possibly: SIR TOBIE MATTHEW, The widdowes müe. 8°. [St. Omer, English College 

Press] 1619. Anon. Init. A.G. AR 539 STC 11490 ERL 284. 
Of the love of our only lord and saviour, Jesus Christ. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 
1622. Anon. AR 538 STC 17658 ERL 277. 
Sir Tobie Matthew translated the following octavo books before 1624: AR 37 5ГС 741 
(see G.44), AR 112 STC 3134 (see G.92), STC 1153, and AR 695 STC 20483. 

9. The Author and substance of Protestant Religion, written by Smith a Priest now in 
London, and sold for six-shillings, & might be afforded for twelve pence. 

RICHARD SMITH, Bp of Chalcedon (11), Of the author and substance of the protestant 
church and religion ... Written first in Latin by R.S. ... translated into English by W. Bas. 8°. 
[St. Omer, English College Press] 1621. AR 776 STC 22812 MIL2 671 ERL 258. 
The translation was by RICHARD WHITE OF BASINGSTOKE. For the Latin edition, 
published in 1619, see ARI 1092 MIL2 670. 

10. Luther his life and doctrine, a railing booke, written by Loveil a Priest, who is at 
this present in London, sold for eight shillings, worth two shillings. 

JOHN BRERELY, pseud, [of JAMES ANDERTON], Luthers life collected from the 
writinges of him selfe, and other learned protestants. 4°. S. Omers [С. Boscard], for John 
Heigham, 1624. AR 136 S7C 3606 MIL2 680 ERL 171 
JOHN SOUTHCOTT, alias LOVELL (72) was not the author of this book, but may 
have been responsible for its distribution in England. A.F. Allison surmises that 
Southcote took Brercly's MS to John Heigham to print, before his return to London late 
in 1623. A.F. Allison, 'Who was John Brerely'. 

11. An Antidote against the pestiferous writings of English Sectaries, in two parts, written 
by D. Narice a Priest, now resident in London, sold for eight shillings, might be 
afforded for four shillings. 

SYLVESTER NORRIS (8), An antidote or soveraigne remedie against the pestiferous 
writings of all English sectaries ... By S.N. doctour of divinity. The first part. 4°. [St. Omer, 
English College Press] 1615. AR 572a STC 18657 MIL2 607. 
The second part was published in 1619 (AR 572b STC 18657.5 MIL2 608). A reprint of 
both parts appeared in 1622, entitled An antidote or treatise of thirty controversies (AR 
573 STC 18658 MIL2 611 ERL 185). Also see An appendix to the antidote, 1621 (AR 575 
STC 18658.5 MIL2 610 ERL 172), and The guide of faith. Or, a third part of the antidote, 
1621 (G.12). 

12. The Guide of Faith, written by the said Author, and sold at an unreasonable 
rate. 

SYLVESTER NORRIS (8), The guide of faüh. Or, a third part of the antidote ... By S.N. 
doctour of divinity. 4°. [SL Omer, English College Press] 1621. AR 574 STC 18659 MIL2 
609 [= 586] ERL 210; see G.ll. 

13. The Pseudo-Scripturist, by the same Author, a booke of some twelve sheetes of 
paper, and sold for five shillings. 
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SYLVESTER NORRIS (8), The pseudo-scnpmnst... Written by N.S. pnest, and doclour of 
divmtty. 4°. [St Omer, English College Press] 1623. AR 576 STC 18660 MIL2 612 ERL 
93. 
Copies of this book formed part of the collection ordered by the Spanish ambassador but 
seized by secretary Conway in 1623 For the list, which was long believed to be the 
Anderton list, see the introduction to the catalogue of printers and booksellers, note 23. 

14. The Christian Vow, by the same Author, a booke of ten sheetes of paper, and 
sold for two shillings six-pence. 

[S] 

15. The lowd-lying Pamphlet, tearmed, The Bishop of Londons Legacy, written by 
Musket a Priest, and reprinted, with a Preface of a new disguise; the book 
containing about 16 sheets: they squeezed from some Romish Buyers, six or 
seven shillings apiece. A deare price for a dirty Lie: yet I wish, they that have 
any belief in it, might pay dearer for i t 

GEORGE FISHER, alias MUSKET (Muschet, Muscote) (20), The bishop of London his 
legacy. Or céname motives of D. King, late bishop of London, for his change of religion, and 
dying m the catholike and roman church. 4°. [St. Omer, English College Press) 1623. Inn. 
AB. AR 555 5ГС 18305 M1L2 686 ERL 160. 
AR 556 5ГС 18306 is another issue, dated 1624. 

16. The Summary of Controversies, written by Doctor Smith, sold as deare as the rest 

RICHARD SMITH, Bp of Chalcedon (11), A summane of controversies ... By C.WB. 8°. 
[English secret press] 1616. AR 866 5TC 26047 MIL2 613 ERL 190 HL S321. 
5ГС erroneously attributes the book to William Wright, because Gillow wrongly 
identified the second edition of this book (AR 867 5ГС 26048) as another edition of 
William Wright's translation of James Gordon Huntley's A summary of controversies, 1618 
(AR 365 STO 13998 MIL2 599 ERL 195). Attributions to William Bishop and to Petrus 
Canisius (see G.18) are wrong. Also see AR secret press 13. 

17. The new religion, no religion written by one Floud a Priest, now in London, sold at 
a high rate, and so are all the rest following. 

18. The Sum of Christian Doctrine, written in Latine by Petrus Canisius, and 
translated into English by J. Heigham, a Priest, in London. 

ST. PETRUS CANISIUS, A summe of christian doctrine. 8°. S. Omers, [C Boscard] for 
John Heigham, 1622. AR 201 STC 4572. 
JOHN HEIGHAM (196), who lived on the continent at the time, was a publisher and 
distributor of many Catholic books but he also translated, edited and wrote them himself. 
Heigham's close association with the Jesuits may be the reason for Gee's assumption that 
Heigham was a priest. A.F. Allison, 'John Heigham of S. Omer (c. 1568-c. 1632)', in RH 
4 (1957-8), pp 226-42. An earlier edition was printed at Fr. Garnet's first press, London? 
1592-96. AR 200 STC 4571.5 ERL 35 This was in part translated by HENRY 
GARNET. 

19. The true Christian Catholick, by the same Author. 



PHILLIPE D'OUTREMAN, The true christian catholique or the maner how to live 
christianty ... And tumd out of Frenche into Englishe by John Heigham. 8°. S. Omers, [C. 
Boscard] 1622. AR 588 STC 18902 ERL 217; see G.18. 

20. The life of Saint Katharine of Sienna, by the same Author. 

RAYMUNDUS DE VINEIS, The life of the blessed virgin, sainct Catharine of Siena ... 
written in Italian by ... Caterinus Senensis. And now translated into Englishe ... by John Fen. 
8°. [Douai, С. Boscard] 1609. AR 864 STC 4830 ERL 373 SOU 40. 
The publication was wrongly ascribed to Ambrosius Catharinus Senensis (Lancelotto 
Politi, archbishop of Conza). The dedication is by JOHN HEIGHAM. 

21. The Protestants Consultation, a dangerous Book, lately written by an unknowne 
Author. 

LEONARDUS LESSIUS, A consultation what faith and religion is best to be imbraced ... 
Translated into English by W.I. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1618. Tr. [WILLIAM 
WRIGHT (7)]. AR 456 STC 15517. 
A second edition of this translation (AR 457 STC 15518 MIL2 620 ERL 236) came out 
in 1621, after another translation by PATRICK ANDERSONE had appeared in 1619 
(AR 458 STC 15518.5 MIL2 621 ERL 251). The preface to the 1619 translation gives the 
author's name. 

22. Jesus, Maria, Joseph, lately come out of the Press, printed in London, by Simons a 
Carmelite, now in London. 

THOMAS DOUGHTY, alias DAWSON, SIMONS, SIMON STOCK (45), Jesus Maria 
Joseph. The practise of the presence of God ... Written by S.S. of the congregation of S. Elias 
the prophet... The third part. 12°. Roan, Jaques Foüt [i.e. English secret press] 1623. AR 
282 STC 7072.7 ERL 375. 
S.S. is Simon Stock of St. Mary, Doughty's name in religion. A.F. Allison, 
'Bibliographical Notes: Thomas Doughty, William Pendryck', in RH 6 (1961-2), pp. 90-
4. See G.23, 24. 

23/24. Two other books, written by the same author, called, The way to finde ease, rest, 
and repose unto the souk. 

THOMAS DOUGHTY, alias DAWSON, SIMONS, SIMON STOCK (45), The practise 
how to finde ease, rest, repose, content, and happines ... The first part. ... The second edition. 
12°. Douay, John Higham [i.e. English secret press] 1618. AR 280 S7C 7072.5 ERL 16. 
The name in religion, Simon Stock [of St. Mary], appears in the approbation. 
IHS Maria Joseph. The practise how to find ease ... The second part. 12°. Roan, Jaques 
Fouet [i.e. English secret press] 1619. AR 281 STC 7072.6 ERL 17. 
The epistle dedicatory is signed Si: Stock. AR secret press 13. Also see G.22. 

25. Bellarmines Steps in English. 

ST. ROBERT BELLARMINE, A most ¡earned and pious treatise, ... framing a ladder, 
wherby our mindes may ascend to God, by the Stepps of his creatures. Translated into 
English, by ТВ. Gent. 12°. Printed at Doway [i.e. English secret press] 1616. AR 97 5ГС 
1840 ERL 22. 
The translation is by FRANCIS YOUNG (151). AR secret press 13; also see G.26, 107. 
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26. His art of dying well in octavo. 

ST. ROBERT BELLARMINE, The art of dying well .. Translated into English ... by CE 
8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1621 AR 95 STC 1838.5 
The translation is by EDWARD COFFIN. Another enlarged edition of this book 
appeared in 1622 [1623] (AR 96 STC 1839 ERL 314), but see G.107. See also G 25. 

27. The exercise of a Christian life, by S.B. 

GASPARE LOARTE, The exercise of a christian life .. translated into English by SB 8° 
[St. Omer, English College Press] 1610. AR 465 5ГС 16644 HL E148. 
The translator was STEPHEN BRINKLY, who under his pseudonym of James Saneer 
had translated this book in 1579. For the earlier editions, see AR 462 S7"C 16641 5 ERL 
44 (1579), AR 463 STC 16641.7 (1584), and AR 464 STC 16642 (1596-97). Also see 
G.109. 

28. The vocation of bishops, by D. Champney, now in London. 

ANTHONY CHAMPNEY (16), A treatise of the vocation of bishops, and other 
ecclestasticall ministers. 4°. Douay, [P. Auroi for] J. Heigham, 1616 AR 233 STC 4960 
MIL2 584 ERL 219. 

[Slv] 

29. A rich Cabinet full of spirituali Jeweb, by Tobie Mathew. 

JUAN DE AVILA, The audi filia, or a neh cabinet full of spirituali jeweils. 4°. [St. Omer, 

English College Press] 1620. Tr. LT. AR 53 STC 983 ERL 49 
The translation was by SIR TOBIE MATTHEW. See G.6, 7, 8, 44, 92. Only in IV. 

30. The Image of both Churches, by M. Pateson, now in London, a bitter and seditious 
book. 

MATTHEW PATTE(N)SON (35), The image of bothe churches, Hierusalem and Babel ... 
By Ρ DM. 8°. Tornay, Adrian Quinqué, 1623 AR 599 57C 19480 MIL2 666 ERL 362 
HL 111. 
Another edition appeared the same year, AR 600 57C 19481 Copies of this book 
formed part of the collection ordered by the Spanish ambassador but seized by secretary 
Conway in 1623. See G 13. The book was written on the occasion of the Spanish 
Marriage. T.H Clancy, 'English Catholics and the Papal Deposing Power', pp. 7-8, see p. 
5, note 21. 

31. The exposition of the Masse. 

HENRI FITZSIMON, The justification and exposition of the divine sacrifice of the masse, 
and of al ntes and ceremonies theno belonging 4°. [Douai, L Kellam] 1611. AR 320 STC 
11026 MIL2 575 ERL 108. 
This book was an important source for The foot (see Commentary). On Fitzsimon, see 
pp. 168, note to I. 35. 

32. A Treatise of the Reali Presence, by Goddard, a Priest now in London. 

Gee referred to another work by this author, a 'treatise of confession', in 77ie foot, D2v. 
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Neither priest (34) nor work has been identified. In 1624 John Floyd published his A 
plea for a reali presence (AR 328 STC 11113 MIL2 739 ERL 9). 

33. The lave of the souk, printed in London. 

GREGORY MARTIN, The love of the soule made by GM 8°. Printed at Roane, [i.e. 
London, Fr. Gamel's second press] 1578 [c. 1597]. AR 526 5ГС 17504. 
See also AR 534 STC 17507 as part of which this book was first printed (1583). Other 
editions came out in 1602? (AR 527 STC 17505), in 1604 (AR 528), in 1614? (AR 529 
STC 17505.5) and in 1619 (AR 530 STC 17506 ERL 363). This last edition before 1624 
was printed in Lancashire ('Birchley Hall') and may also have been the reprint Gee is 
referring to as 'printed in London'. The 1602? and 1614? reprints were also printed at 
secret presses. AR secret presses 7, 13. 

34. The followers of Christ, by F.B. 

THOMAS A KEMPIS, The following of Christ ... Written in Latin by ... Thomas à Kempis 
... and translated into English by B.F. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1613. AR 815 
STC 23987 ERL 369. 
The translation is by ANTHONY HOSKINS. Until 1624 there are five other editions of 
Hoskins's translation (AR 816-820 STC 23988-23990). From 1620 the editions give F.B. 
as the translator's initials. Since the last two editions came out in 1624 it is most likely 
that Gee means the 1620 edition (AR 818 STC 23989) printed at St. Omer, English 
College Press. A lack of Protestant devotional literature led to a large number of 
translations and adaptations of Imitatio Christi. D. Crane, 'English Translations of the 
Imitatio Christi in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries', in RH 13 (1975-6), pp. 79-
100; H. White, English Devotional Literature, p. 73. See G.113. 

35. Demands to Hereticks, in two parts, by D. Bristow, reprinted. 

RICHARD BRISTOW (17), Demaundes to be proponed of catholiques to the heretikes. 
12°. [St. Omer, С Boscard) for John Heigham, 1623. AR 150 STC 3801.5. 
The first edition came out in 1576 (AR 148 STC 3800.5 MILI 147 ERL 53) and was 
reprinted secretly in England (London? Fr. Garnet's second press, 1596-97. AR 149 STC 
3801 SOU 22). In the catalogue of the first edition of The foot. Gee referred to Bristow 
as 'now in London' but did not state that the book was 'reprinted', which he did in the 
subsequent editions. 

36. Saint Bedes History of England, translated into English. 

ST. BEDE, The history of the church of Englande ... Translated out of Latin in to English 
by Thomas Stapleton. 8°. Antwerp, John Laet, 1565. AR 82 STC 1778 ERL 162 SOU 
138. 
It is very likely that Gee referred to the reprint of this translation by THOMAS 
STAPLETON, published at St. Omer by JOHN HEIGHAM in 1622 (AR 83 STC 1779). 
Not in I; II lists this entry twice. 

37. M. Wadesworths contrition. 

JAMES WADSWORTH, senior, The contrition of a protestant preacher, converted to be a 
catholique scholler. 4°. S. Omers, Charles Boscard, 1615. AR 870 STC 24924.5 MIL2 569 
ERL 150. Not in I. 

38. Cardinali Perón his oration. 
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JACQUES DU PERRON, An oration made on the part of the tordes spirituali, m the 
chamber of the third estate (or communalty) of France, upon the oath (pretended of 
allegiance) exhibited m the late generall assembly of the three estates of that kmgdome. 4°. 
[St. Omer, English College Press] 1616. AR 287 STC 6384 MIL2 437 ERL 366. 
Possibly Cardinal du Perron's oration was translated by JOSEPH CRESWELL. A.F. 
Allison, 'The later Life of Joseph Creswell', pp. 92-99. For the controversy between king 
James and cardinal Perron, see MILWARD 2, 128-131; C.H. Mcllwain, ed., The Political 
Works of James I, Cambridge, Mass. 1918, pp Ixvi-lxx. Not in I. 

39. Newes from the low Countries. 

RICHARD VERSTEGAN, Newes from the Low-Countreyes. Or the anatomy of 
calvimsticall calumnyes, manifested m a dialogue betweene a Brabander and a Hollander ... 
Translated out of the Netherland language, into English. By D.N. 8°. [St. Omer, English 
College Press] 1622. AR 566 STC 18443 ERL 7(2). 
A.F. Allison identified a series of political writings by Verstegan published in the early 
1620s. A.F. Allison, 'A Group of Political Tracts, 1621-1623, by Richard Verstegan', in 
RH 18 (1986-7) pp. 128-42. See G.96, 97. Not in I. 

40. History of Sichern. 

PHILIPS NUMAN, Miracles lately wrought by the intercession of the glorious virgin Mane, 
at Mont-aigu, nere unto Sichern m Brabant. .. Translated ... by M Robert Chambers. 8°. 
Antwarp, Arnold Conings, 1606. Anon. AR 578 STC 18746 MIL2 539 ERL 241. 
The book was not reprinted in the 1620s. Gee did not list it in I but he referred to it in 
his text, sigs. Klv, K4. The running title of the book is Ά Historie of Miracles'. Richard 
Sheldon discussed it in his Motives. Justus Lipsius had written (in Latin) on the shrine of 
Mountaigu m 1605· ¡usti Lipsi diva Sichemiensis sive aspncollis: nova ems beneficia & 
admiranda (MIL2 542). For the controversy see MILWARD 2, 159-65. Also see G.68. 
For ROBERT CHAMBERS, see pp. 183-4. 

41. Auricular Confession. 

A treatise of auricular confession. 12°. S. Omers, [C. Boscard for] John Heigham, 1622. 
Anon. AR 828 STC 13036 ERL 322. 
STC ascribes the book to JOHN HEIGHAM (196), which is doubtful. 

42. Missale parvum pro sacerdotibus. 

Missale parvum pro sacerdotibus m Anglia itmerantibus. 4°. 2 pts. [St. Omer, English 
College Press] 1623. AR 543 STt 16226. ERL 235 [= 1626 edition]. 

43. The office of our Lady, or the Primer, two or three sorts of them lately printed 
with rubricks. 

Pnmer, Latin with English rubrics. 77іе office of the blessed virgin Mane, with the rubriques 
m English. 16° Douay, [P. Auroi] for John Heigham, 1623. AR 686 5ГС 16098.3. 
This is another edition of the primer published in 1614 (AR 685 STC 16095.5). 
Pnmer, Latin and English. The pnmer, or office of the blessed virgin Mane m Latin and 
English. 12°. Arnold Conings, Antwerp 1599. Ed. R.V. AR 680 STC 16094. 
The editor was RICHARD VERSTEGAN. Another edition came out in 1604 (AR 681 
STC 16095). Also in Latin and English was the primer published by JOHN HEIGHAM 
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at St. Omer in 1616 and 1621 (AR 682 683 STC 16096.5 16098). 
Pnmer, English. The pnmer, or office of the blessed virgin Mane, in English, 18°. Madeline, 
Henne laey, 1615. AR 688 STC 160% ERL 390. 
This edition was reviewed, corrected and printed secretly in England in 1617 (AR 689 
5ГС 16097). I does not add Ч ііЬ rubneks'. See J.M. Blom, The Post-Tndentme English 
Pnmer (CRS monograph series 3) 1982. 

44. The judge, by CM. 

FRANCISCO ARIAS, The judge wherein is shewed, how Christ our lord is to judge the 
world at the last day. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1621. Anon. Tr. G.M. AR 37 
SIC 741 ERL 336 
A translation by SIR TOBIE MATTHEW of book VII of Anas's 77ie Imitation of Christ. 
Sec J.D. Hanlon, 'The Effects of the Counter-Reformation', p. 135; CA. Newdigate, 
'Notes on the Seventeenth Century Printing Press of the English College at Saint 
Omets', in The Library, 3rd ser., 10 (1919). 

45. The right way to God, by Parseli [(131)], an Irish Monk, now in London. 

46. Six books full of marvellous piety & devotion, by G.P. 

Su spmtual bookes, ful of marvelous piene and devotion. 12°. 2 pts. Doway, Peter Ouroy 
[for John Heigham] 1640 [1604]. Tr G R. Ed. and Tr. R.H. AR 766 STC 14568.3. 
The different sections of this book were translated by RICHARD GIBBONS? and 
ROGER HEIGHAM, later known as JOHN HEIGHAM (196). This is one of the many 
editions of the Psalter of Jesus. Three other editions were published by John Heigham in 
1611 (ERL 343), 1618 and 1624 (AR 767-769 5TC 14568.7-14570). 

47. The Appenda, by D. Norrice. 

SYLVESTER NORRIS (8), An appendix to the antidote .. By SN docteur of divinity. 4°. 
[St Omer, English College Press] 1621. AR 575 STC 18658.5 MIL2 610 ERL 172. 
This text is often bound up with editions of An Antidote. See G.11-14. 

48. A defense of the Appendix, written by M. Sweet, a Jésuite, lying in Holbom. 

JOHN SWEET (19), A defence of the appendix ... ByLD. 4°. [St. Omer, English College 
Press] 1624 AR 802 STC 23528 MIL2 743 ERL 317. 

49. An answer to the Fisher catched in his owne net, by the same Author. These three 
last books containing but some six sheets of paper, either of them [S2] is sold, 
by the Authors and their Factors, for two shillings or half a crown a piece. 

JOHN PERCY, alias FISHER (21), An answer to a pamphlet, intituled The fisher catched 
m his owne net By A.C 4°. [London, Peter Smith (B 22), near Bunhill, and St. Omer, 
English College Press] 1623. AR 603 STC 10910.4 MIL2 742 ERL 312. 
John Sweet's book (G 48) is an answer to Daniel Featley's 77ie fisher catched in his owne 
net, 1623 (STC 10732) John Fisher's answer, however, has the title here referred to. The 
book is also attributed to JOHN FLOYD (38-9) 

50. Soliloquies, by R.T. 

Possibly: ST. AUGUSTINE, A heavenly treasure of confortable meditations and prayers ... 
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In three several! treatises of his medtiations, soliloquies, and manuel .. translated into 
English by the RF. Anthony Batt. 18°. 3pts. Doway, Laurence Kellam, 1621. AR 47 STC 
933.5 ERL 256. 
This translation of WILLIAM (ANTHONY) BATT (193) contains the soliloquies (pt. 2). 
In 1624, JOHN HEIGHAM published another edition (AR 48 STC 934). But cf. G.58. 
The initials given in this entry appear to refer to the Protestant translator of 5 
Augustmes manuel, T. ROGERS (1581) (Src 938, 944, 950). The latest pre-1624 edition 
of this Protestant translation appeared in 1604 as part of STC 945.3. 

51. The Rosary of our Lady. 

Entries 51-4 all refer to different editions of the rosary. The most likely have been listed 
here. A methode to meditate on the psalter, or great rosane of our blessed ladie. 16°. 
Antwerp [i.e. English secret press], 1598. AR 541 STC 17538. THOMAS 
WORTHINGTON (4), The rosane of our ladie. Otherwise called our ladies psalter. 12°. 
Antverpiae, apud Joannem Keerbergium, 1600 Inn T.W.P. AR 918 STC 17546 ERL 329. 

52. Meditations upon the Rosary. 

Possibly· ST FRANCIS OF BORGIA, The practise of christian workes Whereunto are 
adjoyned céname pious meditations upon the beades 12°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 
1620 AR 334 5ГС 11315 ERL 37 
The translator is THOMAS EVERARD (106). Certame pious meditations is an 
anonymous translation from a work by JOSEPH CRESWELL. F6 525, AF. Allison, 
'Later Life and Writings of Joseph Creswell'. 
Or, Gee might refer to A breefe directory, and playne way howe to say the rosary of our 
blessed lady with meditations for such as are not exercised therein. 16° Bruges Flandrorum 
Excudebat Hu Holost [i e London, W Carter and J Lion] 1576. Init IM. AR 488 STC 
17136. 
It is the less recent book, but is printed in London and bears the running title 
'Meditations upon the Rosary'. Cf. G 51. 

53. An exposition of the Rosary. 

Possibly: HENRY GARNET, 77ie society of the rosary. 8°. [London, Fr. Garnet's first 
press, 1593-94] Anon AR 354 SrC 11617.4. 
There are two other editions of this work, one augmented edition printed secretly in 
England (1596-7), and one enlarged edition published at St. Omer by John Heigham in 
1624 (AR 355, 356 5ГС 11617 5, 116176 ERL 112). In 1609 Sir Julius Caesar listed the 
book in a memorandum (Lansdowne MS 153 fols. 68, 69), reference from HARRIS 345. 
Another possibility might be the second reference under G.52. 

54. The Mysteries of the Rosary. 

GASPARE LOARTE, Instructions and advertisements, how to meditate the mistenes of the 
rosane. 8°. [London, William Carter, 1579]. Tr. [JOHN FEN]. AR 469 STC 16646 SOU 
39. 
Another edition was printed at Rouen in 1613 (AR 470 5ГС 16647 ERL 29). 

55. An introduction to a devout life, by J. York, a Jésuite, now in London. 

ST. FRANCIS OF SALES, An introduction to a devoute life composed m Frenche .. And 
translated mto Englisg, fry /У. 12°. [Douai, G. Patte for] John Heigham, 1613. 5ГС 
11316.5 ERL 279. 
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The second edition of this translation by J YAKESLEY came out the same year (AR 
338 STC 11317) Other editions before 1624 are AR 339 5ГС 11318 (1614), AR 340 
SIC 11320 (1617) and AR 341 STC 11320a (1617) [1622] Copies of the book were 
ordered by the Spanish ambassador, but seized by secretary Conway in 1623 The 
attribution 'J York' is Gee's only Cf (159) No Jesuit of the name of York, Yakeslcy or 
Yaxley has been recorded elsewhere See HL 148, E Stopp, 'Healing Differences St 
Francis de Sales in Seventeenth-Century England', in The Month, new ser, 38 (1967), pp 
51-71 

56. Miracles not yet ceased, by P.L.P. a saltlesse book. 

57. The key of Paradise. 

JOHN WILSON, ed, The key of paradise opening the gate, unto eternali salvation. 
Collected reviewed, and augmented try IWP The third edition 18° (St Omer, English 
College Press] 1623 Anon AR 432 STC 14945 5 ERL 394 
Copies of this book were in the collection ordered by the Spanish ambassador, 
but seized by secretary Conway in 1623 

58. A heavenly treasury of comfortable meditations, by Antho. Bat, a Frier, now in 
London. 

ST AUGUSTINE, A heavenly treasure of confortable meditations and prayers 18° 3pts 
Doway, Laurence Kellam, 1621 Tr WILLIAM (ANTHONY) BAIT (193) AR 47 STC 
933 5 ERL 256 
Another edition came out in 1624, printed at St Omer by С Boscard, for John Heigham 
(AR 48 STC 934) Cf G 50 

59. The word of comfort, written upon occasion of the fall of the house at the Black-
Fners. 

JOHN FLOYD (38-9), A word of comfort Or a discourse concerning the late lamentable 
accident of the fall of a roome, at a cathottke sermon, in the Blackfnars By I R.P 4° [St 
Omer, English College Press] 1623 AR 333 S 7 t 11118 MIL2 713 ERL 193 

60. The uncasing of heresie, by О A. 

OLIVER ALMOND, The uncasing of heresie, or, the anatomie of protestancie by ОЛ 
8° [Douai, Ρ Auroi] 1623 AR 15 STC 12 MIL2 674 
Two other issues are by 'M С ' (AR 16 STC 12 5, STC 12 7) The latter is by 'M С Read 
and perused by О A.' A second, anonymous edition was printed in 1624 (AR 17 STC 13 
ERL 113) 

61. The treasury of chastity. 

LEONARDUS LESSIUS and FULVIUS ANDROTIUS (FULVIO ANDROZZI), TTie 
treasure of vowed chastity in secular persons Also the widdowes glasse Translated into 
English by IWP 18° [St Omer, English College Press] 1621 AR 827 STC 15524 ERL 
214 
The translator was JOHN WILSON See also G 62 

62. The windows glasse. 
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FULVIUS ANDROTIUS (FULVIO ANDROZZI), The wUldowes glasse. See G.61. 

63. The EcdesiasticaU Protestants History, by D. Smith. 

RICHARD BROUGHTON (12), An ecclesiastical protestant historie, of the high pastoral 
and fatherly chardge and care of the popes of Rome, over the church of Brit ante. 8°. [St. 
Omer, С Boscard] 1624. Anon. AR 157 STC 3895 MIL2 684 ERL 179. 
Gee's attribution is a mistake. Also see G.141. For 'D. Smith', cf. G.98, and (9, 10). 

64. The Grounds of the old and new Religion. 

EDWARD MAIHEW, A treatise of the groundes of the old and newe religion. 4°. [English 
secret press] 1608. Anon. AR 493 STC 17197.5 MIL2 273 [= 519] ERL 124. 
The book was printed by 'Thorn. R.'. Maihew answered William Crashaw's 
Falsificationum Romanarum, 1606 (STC 6014). 

65. The hidden Manna. 

Possibly: R.N., The christians manna. Or a treatise of the ... eucharist ... Written by a 
catholike devine, through occasion of monsieur Casaubon his epistle to cardinal Peron. 4°. 
[St. Omer, English College Press] 1613. Init. R.N. AR 564 STC 18334 MIL2 435 ERL 
177. 

66. The wandring Saints. 

67. The little Memoriali. 

FRANCISO ARIAS, The litle memorial, concerning the good and fruitfull use of the 
sacraments. 12°. Roan [i.e. English secret press] 1602. AR 38 5ГС 742 ERL 101. 
This was an anonymous translation. A second edition came out in 1620 [St. Omer, С 
Boscard] (AR 39 57C 742.3). 

68. An overthrowe of the Protestants Pulpit-Babels. 

JOHN FLOYD (38-9), The overthrow of the protestants pulpit-babels ... By LR. student in 
divinity. 4°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1612. AR 326 STC H i l l MIL2 547 ERL 
149. 
Floyd confutes William Crashaw's 1608 sermon (STC 6027) and his The jésuites gospell 
(STC 6016; reprinted 1621 STC 6017), which atucked Justus Lipsius on the miracles of 
the Virgin Mary at Halle and Mountaigu (cf. G.40). Floyd's book also led to a 
controversy between him and Sir Edward Hoby. See M1LWARD 2, 161-3; see also G.59, 
129, 156. 

69. The unity of Gods Church, by one Master Stevens, a Jésuite now in London. 

The book is referred to in John Gee, New shreds, K3v, L. Cf. (59). 

70. Pointer's Meditations. 

LUIS DE LA PUENTE, Meditations uppon the mysteries of our holy faith ... translated into 
English by F. Rich. Gibbons. 2 pts. 8°. [Douai, С Boscard (pi. 1) and P. Auroi (pt. 2)] 
1610. AR 696-7 STC 20485. 
A second, enlarged edition (+ pts. 3-6), translated by JOHN HEIGHAM (196), came 
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out in 1619 (AR 698 STC 20486 ERL 296, 297). See G.115. 

71. The proof of Purgatory. 

The book is refeired to in John Gee, New shreds, K2v-K4, where Gee quoted from it, 
and gave its date of publication, 1621. 

72. A Comfort against tribulation. 

Possibly: ROBERT SOUTHWELL, An epistle of comfort, to the reverend pnestes ... 
restrayned m durance for the catholicke fayth. 8° Pans, [i.e. London, J. Charlewood? in 
Anindel House, 1587-8]. Anon. AR 781 5ГС 22946 ERL 211. 
Chapter 1 begins: 'The first cause of comfort in tribulation is'. Two other editions 
appeared, one in 1605, also anonymous and pnnted secretly in England (AR 782 STC 
22947), and one in 1616, 'By R.S. of the Society of Jesus', pnnted at St. Omer, English 
College Press (AR 783 STC 22948). See G.112. 

[S2v] 

73. Ledisme his Catéchisme, lately printed beere in England. 

DIEGO DE LEDESMA (JACOBUS LEDISMA), TTie Christian doctrine m manner of a 
dialogue ... Now lately translated into English 8". [London, Fr. Garnet's second press?] 
1597. AR 448 STC 15353 ERL 2. 
A later reprint has not been found. 

74. The Reconcilement of the Dalmatian Bishop. 

MARCO ANTONIO DE DOMINIS, M. Antonius de Dommis archbishop of Spalato, 
declares the cause of his retume, out of England. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 
1623. Tr. [EDWARD COFFIN) AR 272 5ГС 7000 MIL2 650 ERL 363. 
Another translation by 'M.G.K.' appeared in Liege the same year, entitled 77ie second 
manifesto of Marcus Antonius de Dommis (AR 273 STC 7001 MIL2 651 ERL 128). Gee 
paraphrased the running title: 'M. Antonius de Dominis/His Recantation'. Although 
MILWARD 2 states under his entry of Gee's TTie foot (MIL2 689) that this book is not 
in AR and STC, he lists the same book as his number 650. For De Dommis, see p. 185, 
note to 1. 24. 

75. The Popes Power. 

WILLIAM BARCLAY, De potestate papae ... GuiL Bardali 1С liber posthumus. 8°. 
[London, Eliot's Court press] 1609. Ed [JOHN BARCLAY]. AR 69 STC 1408 MIL2 329 
ERL 136. 
There was another issue in 1609 (AR 70 STC 1408.3). The text appeared together with 
works by Richard Sheldon and Theophilus Higgons in Certain general reasons, proving the 
lawfulnesse of the oath of allegiance, written by R.S, pnest Whereunto is added, the treatise 
of W. Barclay, concerning the temporall power of the pope. And the sermon of T. Higgons, 
preached at Pauls Crosse the third of March. 4°. 3pts. F. Kyngston [and A. Hatfield (pt. 
2)] for W. Aspley, 1611 (STC 1409 [= pt. 2 of 22393] MIL2 330). For the controversy 
'Bellarmine vs Barclay', see MILWARD 2, 101; also see Т.Н. Clancy, 'The English 
Catholics and the Papal Deposing Power', pt. 3, pp. 4-5. 

76. The Ufe of Saint Bede. 
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77. A Treatise of Free-will, by D. Keiiison, Rector of the Colledge at Doway, and now 
in London. 

No such book by MATTHEW KELLISON (3) is extant. Keiiison dealt with the subject 
of free will in bk 7, ch 6 of his A survey of the new religion, detecting manie grosse 
absurdities which it ¡mplieth 8°. Doway, Laurence Kellam, 1603. AR 429 STC 14912. 
Another edition of this work came out in 1605 (AR 430 STC 14913 ERL 333). 

78. The Sacrament of the Cathdick Church, by F.S.P. 

79. Davies his Catechism. 

FRANCIS DAVIS, A catéchisme, wherein is contained the true grounds of the articles of the 
christian faith, by way of question and answer betweene protestant and papist. 8°. G. Eld, 
1612. 5ГС 6368 
This is not a recusant book. 

80. The Visibility of the church. 

Possibly: GEORGE ABBOT, A treatise of the perpetuali visibihtie, and succession of the 
true church. 4°. London, H Lownes for R. Milbourne, 1624. Anon. STC 39. 
There is a variant (5ГС 39.3), and there are two other issues {STC 397, 40), all of the 
same year. It is, however, unlikely that Gee here referred to Abbot's book. Possibly a 
reference to one of WILLIAM LAUD'S sermons, which Abbot answered with this 
pamphlet, a reprint of a chapter of his The reasons which doctour Hill hath brought for the 
upholding of papistry .. unmasked, 1604 (5ГС 37) Considering its popular theme of 
contemporary controversy it is possible that a recusant pamphlet with this title existed. 
MIL2 731, K. Fmcham, 'Prelacy and Politics', ρ 58. See G.140. 

81. The cathdick guide. 

Possibly a double entry. See SYLVESTER NORRIS, 77ie guide of faith (G.12). Or 
perhaps ST. ROBERT BELLARMINE, An ample declaration of the christian doctrine 
Translated into English by Richard Hadock, the first edition of which appeared in [1602-
05] (AR 87 STC 1834 ERL 341). Other editions followed Amongst them one in 1617 
(AR 91 STC 1837) and one in 1624 (AR 92 STC 1837.3), both published by JOHN 
HEIGHAM. 

82. A treatL·e against the marriage of Priests, by Wilson, a Jésuite. 

JOHN WILSON may have been the editor/translator of this pamphlet which is lost. Cf. 
AR Index of translators, compilers, editors. 

83. A Gag of the new Gospell. 

JOHN HEIGHAM (196), The gagge of the new gospel. 12°. [English secret press] 1623 
Anon. AR 422 STC 13033 2 MIL2 675 [= 137]. 
The work was wrongly attributed to Matthew Keiiison, but see A.F. Allison, 'John 
Hcigham of S. Omer'. A second edition appeared under the title. The gagge of the 
reformed gospell, printed at St Omer by С Boscard, also in 1623 (AR 423 STC 13033 4 
ERL 336). A variant (AR 424 STC 13033 6) is dated 1624. Cf. G.84. 
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84. A Second Gag. 

Possibly: RICHARD MONTAGUE, A gagg for the new gospel? No: a new gagg for an old 
goose. 4°. London, T. Snodham for M. Lownes and W. Barret, 1624. STC 18038 MIL2 
138. 
This was a reaction against G.83. The Calvinists charged Montague with popery and 
Arminianism. Considering the confusion about Montague's book, however, it is not 
strange that Gee thought or wished to think that this Arminian book was a popish 
publication. For the Arminian Controversy, see MILWARD 2, 33-44. Or, a reference to 
the second augmented edition of G.83. 

85. The Honour of God, by Anthome Gierke, an idle, frothy booke by a braine-sicke 
man, a concealed Priest 

ANTHONY CLARKE, The defence of the honor of God, and of his only sonne Jesus Christ 
... Against the injurious words, and writings of protestant ministers. 4°. Paris, Jacquc 
Besongne [i.e. Lancashire secret press, 'Birchley Hall'] 1621. AR 240 STC 5352 MIL2 728 
ERL 69(3). 

86. The Prelate and the Prince, a seditious book. 

MATTHEW KELLISON (3), The right and jurisdiction of the prelate, and the prince, or, a 
treatise of ecclestasricall, and regali aulhoritie. Compyled by I.E. student in divinitie ... 
concerning the late oath of pretended alleagance. 8°. [Douai, P. Auroi] 1617. AR 427 STC 
14910 MIL2 348. 
Another edition came out in 1621 (AR 428 5TC 14911 ERL 208). Although Kellison 
was in favour of the papal deposing power, he held Gallican views on the rights of local 
churches. The book also attacked Thomas Preston (265-6), who replied with A new yeares 
gift for English catholics, 1620 (AR 670 STC 14049). See A.F. Allison, 'The later Life and 
Writings of Joseph Creswell', pp. 103-5, 108-10; MILWARD 2, 105-7; Т.Н. Clancy, 
'English Catholics and the Papal Deposing Power 1570-1640', p. 221. 

87. The rules of obedience, by СЛ.Р. 

Sir Tobie Matthew used the initials AG.P. (cf. AR 538-9). 

88. Saint Peters key es, by Edmund GUI, Jésuite. 

89. Saint Augustines religion, written by Brerely, and reprinted. 

JOHN BRERELY, pseud, [of JAMES ANDERTON], Sainct Austines religion. 8°. 
[Lancashire secret press, 'Birchley Hall'] 1620. AR 138 STC 3608 MIL2 677 ERL 30. 
The book was probably written towards the middle of 1613. It was answered by William 
Crompion/Alexander Cooke, Samt Austins religion. Wherein is manifestly proved that he 
dissented from popery, 1624 (1625) (STC 6059, 6060). AF. Allison, 'Who was John 
Brerely', p. 32. Cf. G.5, 10, 90. 

90. The reformed Protestant, by Brerely. There was a printing-house supprest about 
some three yeers since in Lancashire, where all Brerely his workes, with many 
other Popish Pamphlets, were printed. 

JOHN BRERELY, pseud, [of JAMES ANDERTON], The reformed protestant, tending 
directly to athéisme ... Written by I.B.P. 8°. Colen [i.e. Lancashire secret press, 'Birchley 
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Hall'] 1621. SrC 3607.5 ERL 383. 
A.F. Allison, 'Brcrely's Reformed Protestant'. See the introduction to the catalogue of 
printers and booksellers. Cf. G.5, 10, 89. 

91. The virginali vow, by F.S. 

92. A Relation of the death of the most illustrious Lord, Signior Trailo Savdli, a 
Baron of Rome. 

GIUSEPPE BIONDO (BLONDO), A relation of the death, of the most illustrious lord, sip-
Trailo Savelli, a baron of Rome; who was there beheaded .. on the 18. Apnll, 1592. 8° [Si. 
Omer, English College Press] 1620. Anon. Tr. [SIR TOBIE MATTHEW] AR 112 5ГС 
3134. Only in IV. 

[S3] 

93. The mirrour of women, 

Possibly: PHILIP STUBBES, A chnstal glasse for christian women. 4°. London, R. Jhones, 
1591. Init. P.S. Gent 5TC 23381 ff. 
This book went through many reprints in the 1620s and 1630s, but is clearly not a 
recusant book. 

94. Meditations on the Passion. 

FULVIUS ANDROTIUS (FULVIO ANDROZZI), Meditations uppon the passion of our 
Lord Jesus Chnst. 12°. [Douai, Ρ Auroi] 1606 Tr. [THOMAS EVERARD (106)]. AR 29 
STC 632.7 ERL 23. 
In 1618 it was published together with Androzzi's Certame devout considerations. 12°. St. 
Omer, John Hcigham (AR 27 STC 632 3) A.F. Allison, 'An Early-Sevcnteenth-Century 
Translator: Thomas Everard S J. A Study of the Bibliographical Evidence', in BS (ЛЯ) 2 
(1953-4), pp. 188-215, cf. G.61, 115, 126, 130, 131, 133. 

95. A dialogue betwixt our Saviour and the Saints. 

96. Observations concerning the present affaires of Holland, and the united Provinces, 
by You know the hand. 

RICHARD VERSTEGAN, Observations concerning the present affaires of Holland and the 
United Provinces, made by an English gentleman. 8° [St. Omer, English College Press] 
1621. AR 579 57C 13576 
This is an anonymous translation of Verstegan's Spiegel der Nedertandsche elenden. The 
preliminary epistle is signed 'You know the hand'. A second augmented edition came out 
in 1622 (AR 580 STC 13577 ERL 7(3)). Sir Edward Coke used this pamphlet when he 
reviewed Spanish crimes under Elizabeth. W. Notestem, et al., eds., Commons Debates, 
1621, 7 vols., New Haven 1935, vol. 3, pp. 465-8, W.S. Mallby, TTie Black Legend, p. 102. 
Cf. G.39, 97. 

97. The Ingratitude of Elizabeth of England unto Philip of Spaine. 

RICHARD VERSTEGAN. Chapter 2 of the previous book bears this lille. Possibly it 
was issued separately, or Verstegan wrote a different tract (not extant) for which he drew 
from this chapter. See G.96. 



98. The spirit oferrour, by D. Smith [(9, 10)]. 

99. Meditations on our Saviours words on the Crosse. 

100. Every Saints prayer. 

101. The Catholicks crowne. 

102. The three conversions, reprinted, written by F. Parsons. 

ROBERT PERSONS, A treatise of three conversions of England .. Divided into three partes 
... The former two whereof are handled in this booke ... By N D. [i.e. vol. 1); [vol 2:] The 
thud part of a treatise ... conteynmge. An examen of the calendar or catalogue of protestant 
saints, martyrs and confessors, divised by lohn Fox ... The first sa monethes; [vol. 3:] The 
third part of a treatise . The last six monethes. 8°. 5 pts. [All 3 vols., St. Omer, F. Bellet] 
1603-1604. AR 640 5ГС 19416 MIL2 249 ERL 304, 305, 306 SOU 105-7. See G.153. 

103. Granadoes memoriali. 

LUIS DE GRANADA, A memoriali of a chnstum life. 8°. Rouen, George L'oyselet, 1586. 
Tr. RICHARD HOPKINS. AR 472 STC 16903 ERL 272. 
Two other editions came out before 1624 (AR 473-4 STC 16904-5), the latter pnnted by 
P. Aurai at Douai in 1612. SOU 65. Cf. G.104, 105. 

104. Granadoes Compendium. 

LUIS DE GRANADA, A spiritual doctrine, contemmg a rule to live wel, with divers praiers 
and meditations. 8°. Lovan, Laurence Kellam, 1599. Tr. RICHARD GIBBONS. AR 479 
STC 16922 ERL 204. Cf. G.103, 105. 

105. Granadoes Meditations, translated. 

LUIS DE GRANADA, Of prayer, and meditation. Wherein are contetned fowertien devoute 
meditations. 8°. Paris, Thomas Brumeau, 1582. Tr. RICHARD HOPKINS. AR 476 STC 
16907 ERL 64. 
Probably a reference to one of the many other editions, most likely to that of 1623, 
Granada's meditations ... Sixt impression, a Protestant adaptation (STC 16913), or to the 
edition printed at Douai by P. Auroi for John Heigham in 1612 (AR 478 STC 16908.5). 
See STC 16907 ff. Cf. G.103, 104. 

106. The life and death of Cardinali Bellarmine. 

EDWARD COFFIN, A true relation of the last sicknes and death of cardinali Bellarmme 
... By CE of the Society of Jems. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1622. AR 244 STC 
5476. See G.107. 

107. Bellarmine Aù death and buriall. 

ST. ROBERT BELLARMINE, The art of dying well ... Togeather with a relation of the 
said cardmalls siclcness, death, and bunall m Rome. Translated into English, by CE. ... The 
second edition. 8°. 2 pts. η p. 1622 [1623]. AR % STC 1839 ERL 314. 
This is an enlarged edition of G.26, translated by EDWARD COFFIN. A true relation 
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(pt. 2) is dated 1623. Not in I. See also G.106. 

108. The shedding of teures. 

This was a popular theme of Jesuit spiritual writing. See L.L. Martz, The Poetry of 
Meditation, New Haven 1954, pp. 199-203; Т.Н. Clancy, 'Spiritual Publications of English 
Jesuits', p. 435. 

109. Parsons Resolutions, reprinted, 1623. 

ROBERT PERSONS, A christian directory, ... commonly called the Resolution ... the sixt, 
and last edition. 12°. [St. Omer, English College Press) 1622. AR 624 STC 19354.7. 
For other editions see AR 619 ff. STC 19353 ff. MILI 272 ERL 41 [= 1607 edition] 
SOU 95. Persons began this work on the basis of G.27. Т.Н. Clancy, 'Spiritual 
Publications of English Jesuits', pp. 438-40; J.P. Driscoll, 'The Supposed Sources of 
Persons' Christian Directory', in RH 5 (1959-60), pp 236-45. For the histoiy of this book, 
see MILWARD 1, 73-6. 

110. Sions songs, or the melody of the Blessed. 

111. An Epistle of Jesus to the souk. 

JOHAN JUSTUS LANDSBERGER (LANSPERGIUS), An epistle or exhortation of Jesus 
Chnst to the soule. 4°. [London, Fr. Garnet's first press, 1592-3]. Without tp. Tr. [PHILIP 
HOWARD, Earl of Arundel, probably with JOHN GERARD]. AR 437 STC 14626.5 
ERL 56. 
Two other editions appeared before 1624, one in 1595, printed secretly in England (AR 
438 STC 14627) and one printed at St. Omer, English College Press in 1610 (AR 439 
5ГС 14628). Not in I. 

112. An Epistle of comfort to the persecuted Catholiques. 

ROBERT SOUTHWELL, An epistle of comfort, to the reverend pnestes, ... restrayned m 
durance for the catholike fayth 8°. Imprinted at Paris [i.e. London, J. Charlewood? in 
Arundel House, 1587-8]. AR 781 STC 22946 ERL 211. 
Other editions appeared in 1605 and 1616 (AR 782-3 STC 22947-8); the latter was 
printed at St. Omer, English College Press. Not in I Possibly a double entry; see G.72. 

113. The following of Christ. 

THOMAS A KEMPIS, The following of Chnst .. Written in Latin by ... Thomas à Kempis 
... and translated into English by B.F., 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1613. AR 815 
5ГС 23987 ERL 369. 
The translation is by ANTHONY HOSKINS. Not in I. A double; see G.34. 

114. The life of Christ. 

ST. BONAVENTURE, The life of our blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus. Gathered out of... 
samt Bonaventure, and out of other rare, renowned and catholique doctors ... The second 
edition. Newly composed by John Неіфат, and by him also published. 12°. S. Omers, [C. 
Boscard] 1622. AR 124 STC 13034 ERL 151. 
Translated and adapted by JOHN HEIGHAM (196) from the Meditationes vitae Christi. 
Not in I. 
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115. Puenta's Abbridgement. 

LUIS DE LA PUENTE, Meditations upon the mysteries of our faith ... Abbndged, and 
translated into English. 12°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1624. Tr. [THOMAS 
EVERARD (106)]. AR 699 STC 20487 ERL 295. 
The abridgement was made by NICHOLAS ARNAYA. Not in I. Cf. G.70. 

[S3v] 

116. The Saints lives, translated of late by Kinsman. 

ALFONSO DE VILLEGAS, Flos sanctorum. The lives of samts ... Translated ... by W. & 
EKB. 4°. [Douai, Ρ Aurei, 1609]. AR 851 STC 24730. 
The translators were WILLIAM and EDWARD KINSMAN BRETHREN (204). This 
was a partial printing A full version came out in 1615 (AR 853 STC 24731a) and a 
'second edition, set forth by John Heigham' 4''. [Si. Omer, Charles Boscard] followed in 
1621 (AR 854 STC 24731b) An enlarged issue appeared in 1623 (AR 855 5ГС 24732 
ERL 355-6). Edward Kinsman translated An appendix to the saints in 1624 (AR 33 STC 
24738). TTie lives did not occur in I, but see The foot, F2v. 

117. Saint Peters complaint, and Mary Magdalens teares. 

ROBERT SOUTHWELL, S. Peters complaint And saint Mary Magdalens funerali teares .. 
By R.S of the Society of Jesus 8°. [Si. Omer, English College Press] 1616. AR 785 5ГС 
22963 ERL 76. 
Two enlarged editions appeared m 1620 (AR 786 STC 22964-5). В. Oxley, "Simples are 
by Compounds farre excel'd' Southwell's Longer Laiin Poems and 'St. Peters 
Complaint", in RH 17 (1984-5), pp. 330-40. Not in I. Cf. G.72, 112. 

118. The Office of Saint Benedict. 

119. Saint Ignatius life. 

PEDRO DE RIBADENEIRA, The life of В father Ignatius of Loyola ... Translated by 
WM 8°. [Si. Omer, English College Press] 1616. AR 712 5ГС 20967 ERL 300. 
The translation is by MICHAEL WALPOLE. Another issue with a cancel tp (The life of 
the holy patriarch S Ignatius of Loyola) appeared in 1622 (AR 713 5ГС 20968). Not in I. 

120. Saint Teresa her life. 

ST. THERESA DE JESUS, The lyf of the mother Teresa of Jesus ... Written by her self. 
and now translated into English, out of Spanish. By W.M of the Society of Jesus. 4°. 
Antwerp, Henne Jaye, 1611. AR 811 STC 23948.5 ERL 212. 
Possibly translated by MICHAEL WALPOLE Cf G.119. Not in I. 

121. Saint Clares life. 

The life of the glorious virgin S Clare. 16* 2 pts. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1622 
(1621). Anon. AR 765 STC 5350. 
A.F. Allison, 'Franciscan Books in English, 1559-1640', in BS (RH) 3 (1955-6), pp. 28, 
48-9. Not in I See G.122. 
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122. Saint Katharine of Bolognas life. 

The life of the glorious virgin S. Clare . And the life of S Catharine of Bologna. 16°. 2 pts. 
[St. Omer, English College Press,] 1622 (1621). Anon. AR 765 5ГС 5350. 
Gee may also refer to another edition of The rule of the holy virgin S. Clare, which 
contains the life of S. Catharine of Bologna, published 1621 (St. Omer, English College 
Press) (AR 238 STC 5350.7 ERL 274) and which was reissued as pt 2 of G.121. 'Rules 
of St. Clare' were in the collection of books ordered by the Spanish ambassador, but 
seized by secretary Conway in 1623. Not in I. See G.121. 

123. Saint Mary Magdalens pilgrimage. 

JOHN SWEETNAM, S. Mary Magdalens pilgrimage to paradise ... By /S of the Society of 
Jesus. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1617. AR 805 5ГС 23532 ERL 130. 
Т.Н. Clancy, 'Spiritual Publications of English Jesuits', p. 431. Not in I. Cf. G. 127, 128. 

124. The Spirituali conflict. 

LORENZO SCUPOLI, The spiritual conflict. 12°. Antwerp [i.e. English secret press] 
1598. Anon. Tr. [JOHN GERARD] AR 759 STC 22126 3. 
This book was printed by the press with which Henry Oven (B.9) and James Duckett 
were connected AR secret press 6. Two other editions appeared in 1603-10 (AR 760 
STC 22126.7 ERL 8) and in 1613 (AR 761 STC 22128) printed at Douai and Rouen 
respectively. Not in I. 

125. Dowleys Catéchisme. 

GEORGE DOULYE, pseud (of WILLIAM WARFORD], A bnefe instruction ... 
concemtnge the principali poyntes of Christian religion ... By the reverende M George Doulye 
pnest. 8°. Lovaine, Laurence Kellam [ic. Seville, F Perez?] 1604. AR 877 STC 25068 
ERL 251. 
Another edition, printed at St. Omer, English College Press, appeared in 1616 (AR 878 
STC 25069). Not in I. 

126. The Paradise of the soule. 

ST. ALBERTUS MAGNUS, The paradise of the soule. 12°. [St. Omer, English College 
Press] 1617. Tr. [THOMAS EVERARD (106)]. AR 2 5ГС 269 ERL 96. Not in 1. 

127. The Paradise of delight. 

JOHN SWEETNAM, The paradise of delights Or the B. virgins garden of Loreto ... By I.S. 
of the Society of Jesus. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1620. AR 804 STC 23531 
ERL 278. 
Not in I. Cf. G. 123, 128. 

128. Molina, of mentali prayer. 

ANTONIO DE MOLINA, A treatise of mental prayer .. By Fr. Ant. de Molina Carthusian 
... All translated out of Spanish. 12°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1617. Tr. [JOHN 
SWEETNAM]. AR 829 STC 18000 ERL 15 Not in I. Cf G 129. 

129. Of the excellency of the Basse, [sic] 
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ANTONIO DE MOLINA, A treatise of the holy sacrifice of the masse, and excellencies 
therof... translated into English by LR. of the Society of Jesus. 16°. [St. Omer, English 
College Press] 1623. AR 547 STC 18001 ERL 284. 
The translation was by JOHN FLOYD (38-9). Its half-title is 'Of the excellencies of the 
Masse'. Not in I. Cf. G. 128. 

130. Of perfection, by Pinel. 

LUCA PINELLI, The mirrour of religious perfection. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 
1618. Tr. [THOMAS EVERARD (106)]. AR 650 STC 19938 ERL 216. Not in I. Cf. 
G.131. 

131. Of Communion, by the same Author. 

LUCA PINELLI, Meditations of the most B. sacrament of the altar, and frequenting the 
holy communion. 8°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1622. Tr. [THOMAS EVERARD 
(106)] AR 649 STC 19937.5. 
This is another translation than that of 1595-1600 (AR 648 STC 19937 ERL 289). Т.Н. 
Clancy, 'Spiritual Publications of English Jesuits', p. 434. Not in I. Cf. G. 130. 

132. VUiacastines exercises. 

TOMAS DE VILLACASTIN, A manuall of devout meditations and exercises ... Drawne for 
the most part, out of the spirituali exercises of B. F. Ignatius. 12°. [St. Omer, English 
College Press] 1618. Tr. [HENRY MORE (42)]. AR 848 57C 16877 ERL 326. 
Another edition (AR 849 STC 16877.5) appeared in 1623. A variant (AR 850 5ГС 
16878) is dated 1624. Not in I. 

133. Of Christian works, by F. Borgia. 

ST. FRANCIS OF BORGIA, The practise of christian workes. 12°. [St. Omer, English 
College Press] 1620. Tr. [THOMAS EVERARD (106)]. AR 334 STC 11315 ERL 37. 
Not in I. 

134. Contempt of the world. 

DIEGO DE ESTELLA, The contempte of the world, and the vanitie thereof. 12°. [Rouen, 
Fr. Persons's press] 1584. Tr. G.C. AR 294 STC 10541 ERL 242. 
The translation was by GEORGE COTTON. Another edition came out in 1604 (AR 295 
5ГС 10541.5). It is likely that Gee referred to the third edition, 8°. S. Omere, [C. 
Boscard] for J. Heigham, 1622 (AR 296 STC 10541.7.). A.F. Allison, 'Franciscan Books 
in English, 1559-1640', pp. 25-6, 29, 35-6. Not in I. 

135. Thefoure Capuchins. 

Not in I. 

136. Treatise of indulgences. 

CLEMENT REYNER, A treatise of indulgences, commonly called the popes pardons ... By 
A.R.B. 12°. S. Omers [English College Press], for John Heigham, 1623. AR 711 STC 
1023.5 ERL 139. 
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Not in I. For the identification of 'A-R.B', see CRS 33, pp. 228-9. 

137. The daily practice, 

138. The Enemies of God, by M. Bartow a Priest, now in London [(26?)]. 

139. The holy triumph. 

140. The prosperity of the visible Church. 

Possibly a double: see G.80. 

141. The Manuali of prayers, reprinted. 

RICHARD BROUGHTON (12), A manual of praters used by the fathers of the pnmative 
church, for the most part within the foure first hundred yeares of Christ ... By R.B.P. 8°. 
[Lancashire secret press, 'Birchley Hall'] 1618. AR 165 5ГС 3899 ERL 109. 
Broughton had written A new manual of old christian catholick meditations, & praters 
faithfully collected & translated, which was pnnted secretly in Lancashire (Birchley Hall) in 
1617 (AR 166 5ГС 3900). This is often found at the end of the former book, which Gee 
may have regarded as a reprint. Another reprint of a manual (A manuali of godly prayers 
and litanies ... All lately reviewed and conected, 2 pts.), also from the Lancashire secret 
press, appeared in 1620 (AR 513 5ГС 17276.2). Another 1620 edition was edited and 
published by John Heigham at St. Omer (AR 512 5ГС 17276). For other editions see 
AR 495 ff. STC 17263 ff. For a short history of the manual, see J.M. Blom, The Post-
Tridentine English Pnmer, ch. 6. 

142. A Watch-word, by F. Baker, 

Gee quoted a tale from this book in The foot, sig. G2v-G3. His reference cannot apply to 
Robert Persons, A temperate ward-word, to the turbulent and seditious wach-word, 1599 
(AR 639 STC 19415 ERL 31), a reply to Sir Francis Hastings, A watchword to all 
religious and true hearted Englishmen, 1598 (5ГС 12927). For the Watchword 
Controversy, see MILWARD 1, 138-45. 

143. The Apologist, by Richard Conway. 

Gee discussed this book in The foot, sig. G4-G4v, and quoted from it, sig. Hlv. For 
RICHARD CONWAY see (58). 

144. A Treatise of the invocation and Adoration of Saints, by Thomas Lee. 

Gee quoted a tale from this book in The foot, sig. Glv. 

[S4] 

145. The Principles of Catholick Religion, by Richard Stannihurst. 

Gee discussed this book in The foot, sig. G2-G2v. For RICHARD STANIHURST see 
(137). 

146. Of the conversion of Nations, of the Miracles, of the Martyrdomes and of the 
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union of the members of the Catholick Church, by George AUanson, Jésuite. 

147. A Treatise of true zeale. 

148. F. Drury his Reliques, somewhat found in his study after his death. 

Father Robert Drury's Reliquary, 1624. Foley could not identify the book According to 
Oliver the preface to this book contained a eulogy of Drury. It printed the Jesuit's 
prayers and devotions. Fl 93-4, OLIVER 68. 

149. Flagellum Dei, or, A Sword for Contradictors: a ridiculous pamphlet written by 
PJ>.M. 

MATTHEW PATrE(N)SON used the initials P.D.M. See G 30. Patteson referred to the 
title 'Flagellum Dei' in G.30 'Cratae Posterati', an address to the reader: 'Faction, as 
flagellum Dei armeth them [curiosity and singulanty, evil spirits that break the peace] 
with powre to afflict all iher contradictors', sig. a3v. Possibly he wrote another pamphlet 
with this title, which is not extant. Gee referred to it in The foot, sig. L2 

150. Coffin, against an Epistle of D. Hall, concerning the marriage of Ecclesiasticall 
persons; mistaken in the former edition, for the Answer to O. HaUs book, 
intituled, The honor of the married Clergy. 

EDWARD COFFIN, A refutation of M Joseph Hall his apologettcall discourse, for the 
marriage of ecclesiasticall persons .. by CE 8° [St. Omer, English College Press] 1619. 
AR 243 STC 5475 ERL 364. 
Coffin answered JOSEPH HALL, Epistles the first volume containing II decads. 8° 
London, H. L[ownes] for S. Macham and E. Edgar, 1608 (STC 126617). The third 
epistle of decade 2 is meant. The other book by Hall is TTie honor of the married clergie, 
mamtayned against the malicious challenges of CE masse-pnest. 8°. W S[tansby] for H. 
Fether[stone], 1620 (STC 12674) On this controversy, see G W. Wheeler, ed.. Letters 
addressed to Thomas James, pp. 36-7, letters of Joseph Hall to Thomas James 20 July 
and 14 August 1619 

151. Wahingham his search, in quarto. 

FRANCIS WALSINGHAM (132), A search made into matters of religion, by Francis 
Walsmgham deacon of the protestants church, before his change to the catholicke. 4°. [St. 
Omer, English College Press] 1609 AR 875 STC 25002 MIL2 565 ERL 286. 
A second edition came out in 1615 (AR 876 STC 25003) 

152. Walpoole, against D. Downham, of Antichrist. 

MICHAEL WALPOLE, A treatise of Antichrist ... Against M George Downam .. By 
Michael Chnstopherson pnest The first part 4°. [St. Omer, English College Press] 1613. 
AR 872 5TC 24993 MIL2 450-1 ERL 220 
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHERSON was Walpole's pseudonym. The second part, A treatise 
concerning Annchnst, appeared in 1614 (AR 873 5ГС 24994 ERL 221) Walpole answered 
GEORGE DOWNAME's A treatise concerning Antichrist. 4°. [R. Read, R. Bradock, and 
Τ Creede] for С Burbie, 1603 (STC 7120). For the controversy over Antichrist see 
Milward 2, 131-6 Francis Walsmgham wrote on Bishop Downame and his work (G.151). 
For Michael Walpole, cf G 119, 120. 
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153. Fox hL· Calendar, reprinted, Anno 1623. 

A 1623 reprint of ROBERT PERSONS's Three conversions, which printed a double 
calendar of Foxe's martyrs and Catholic saints, is not extant. Possibly another Catholic 
edition of JOHN FOXE's Actes and monuments (STC 11222 ff.). Cf. G.102. 

154. Fitz-Herbert, of Policy and Religion, reprinted. 

THOMAS FTTZHERBERT, The first part of a treatise concerning policy, and religion. 4°. 
[Douai. P. Auroi] 1615. AR 313 STC 11018 ERL 175. 
This is the second, corrected and augmented edition of 1606 (AR 311 STC 11016.5). The 
second part of this treatise appeared in 1610 (AR 316 STC 11019) and was reissued in 
1615 (AR 317 5ГС 11019.5 ERL 180). 

155. Treatise of Faith, by F. Percy. 

JOHN PERCY, alias FISHER (21), A treatise of faith ... By A.D 8°. [English secret 
press] 1605. AR 608 STC 10915.5 MIL2 485 
This is one of the books printed by the press with which William Wrench (B.14) was 
associated Ал augmented edition, printed at St Omer, English College Press, appeared 
in 1614 (AR 609 5TC 10916 MIL2 489 ERL 20) 

156. A little new Pamphlet written against Sir Humfrey Lynde. 

Possibly: JOHN SWEET (19), A defence of the appendix .. By LD. To the rt. worshipful! 
Syr Humphry Lynde 4°. [St Omer, English College Press] 1624 AR 802 STC 23528 M1L2 
743 ERL 317. 
This book is prefaced with a letter to Sir Humfrey Linde. Or, JOHN FLOYD, A plea for 
the reall-presence Wherein the preface of syr Humfrey Linde, concerning the booke of 
Bertram, is examined and censured Written by IO 8°. [St. Omer, С Boscard] 1624 (AR 
328 STC 11113 MIL2 739 ERL 9(2)). Not in I, II. 

[S4v] 

A certaine notorious Jésuite, lodging in a Sanctuary not faire from the Savoy, is 
himself a great Merchant for the commodity of these Popish Pamphlets: and, as I 
have heard some of his brethren say, he hath thriven well thereby, especially whiles 
he fished in untroubled waters. My self have seene greater store of books in quires at 
his chamber, then I ever beheld in any Stationers Ware-house about Pauk', he having 
two or three large roomes filled up with heapes in this kinde to the very top. 
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The names of such as disperse, 
print, binde or seit Popish Bookes about 

LONDON. 

Henry Barber in НЫЬоите, once imprisoned upon this occasion. 

Gee refers to the bookseller HENRY BARBER in New shreds of the old snare, H2, in a 
note to a forged letter in which Gee has John Worthington remark that he has printed a 
book at Douai which he will bring to England 'Let Mr Henry Barber of Hotbome have the 
uttering and dispersing of it, who met me within these few daies and challenged mee for 
putting him into my Catalogue of Popish Booke-sellers, and said he had little reason to 
have gone in among them, for that he had beene in prison for it heretofore' 
MCKERROW 18 

Ferdinando Ely in Little-Brittaine. 

In a letter to Sir Julius Caesar, Chancellor of the Exchequer and chief clerk to Cecil, 
WILLIAM UDALL (B8) wrote on 2 November 1609 'William Braye [a pursuivant] 
searching the house of one Elyc a stationer in Little Bnttayne and there found that vile 
boke of Queres coppied out Which being found composition was offered to concealc the 
boke, and for that purpose reaceved fortye shillings and should have reaceved xxx* more' 
(Lansdowne MS 153 f 17) For 'Queres' and his book, see Horatius Dolabella, Prunt-
anus, 1609 (ARI 304-6 STC 6991 5 6991 7) A printer named Bernard Alsop confessed 
that in 1626 he bought from ELY the manuscript of Sir Robert Bruce Cotton's A short 
view of the long life and raigne of Henry the third, 1627 (STC 5864) In September 1628 Ely 
was one of the booksellers ordered to submit catalogues of their books to the archbishop 
of Canterbury CSPD 1627-8, ρ 56, PRO, SP 16/117/9, MCKERROW 99, HARRIS 201-
4, 264-5 

William Man, Master Fishers man. 

This FISHER is not Benjamin Fisher, bookseller in London (1621 37), nor William 
Fisher, another London bookseller (1604'M622) Gee mentioned WILLIAM MAN in The 
foot, Rlv, as the massing clerk of the Jesuit John Percy, alias Fisher (21) 'This Massing 
Clarke is a busy buzzing Agent to bring in game to his Masters, and to vent Popish 
pamphlets out of Master Fishers great shop' MCKERROW 104 5, 185, See Fl 509 

Master Lovet in НЫЬоите. 

Thomas Scott in his The second part of vox populi referred to the printer LOVET 'I will 
produce a Letter unto me, [he has Gondomar say] subscribed with the hands of many of 
the ¿hiefe among them, of the manner of their proceedings and that you may know they 
spend not their time in vaine in England For I must my LL tell you I hold intelligence 
with the wisest and best learned among them, and where ever they are, transeo per 
medium illorum Therefore I thought it not amisse by a draught to let you see them in 
their Consultation, as they were wont to sit at the house of one L a Goldsmith in Fetter-
Lane by Holborne, in London, this L. hath for many ycares closely kept a Printing house, 
to the great furtherance and increase of the Catholique Religion in that Land, for by his 
mcanes thousands & thousands of good Books have been dispersed over the Land, which 
albeit they are sold at an excessive rale, and he hath beene a great gainer by them, yet 
are they printed and reprinted agame, and much money gotten by them though uttered at 
a third hand' (sigs G3v-G4) Scott used The foot for his woodcut and may have lifted 
Lovet from Gee's catalogue The woodcut shows the priests meeting at Lovet's house 
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Also see the catalogue of pnests (101, 229). Fl 122-4, 511-2; PRO, SP 16/68/8. 

Mistrís Fowler in Fetter-Lane, one that trades much to Saint Omen. 

In his catalogue of priests Gee mentioned 'Two Pnests, lodging in Mistris Fowlers house 
in Fetter-Lane' (206-7). John Fowler (1537-1579) was an eminent Catholic printer and 
scholar who set up a priming press at first in Louvain, and later in Antwerp and Douai. 
He married ALICE HARRIS, daughter of John Hams, secretary to Sir Thomas More. 
After her husband's death she lived at Douai, where she boarded English exiles. See M.A 
Tiemey, ed., Dodd's Church History of England, 5 vols., London 1839-43, vol. 1, p. 532, 
DNB\ G2 327-8. A John Fowler, possibly a son of this well-known printer and publisher, 
together with his wife, MRS. FOWLER dealt in Catholic books. This Mrs Fowler was a 
sister of Dr. Robert Taylor, secretary to the Spanish ambassador. See HARRIS 220 n.10, 
228, 237, 254, Salisbury MSS, vol. 127 no. 63. In a list of recusants, OCCUR 'John Fowler, 
stationer, his wife Anne altos Anne Fowler spinster, Katherine Ashley spinster (servant of 
the same John Fowler)'. The list dates from 1 January 2 James I (1605/6) J.C. Jeaffreson, 
ed., Middlesex County Records, 3 vols, London 1974 (1886-92), vol. 2, p. 10. In April 1606 
Fowler sent books from the continent to his wife for her support (HMC Salisbury, vol. 
18, p. 94). In July 1610 Lewis Owen, the informer, referred to Mrs. Fowler as a 
distributor of Catholic Books (AAW, A9 52). 

Mistris Bullock in Fetter-Lane. 

The bookbinder and bookseller PETER BULLOCK was executed on 19 April 1601 for 
selling popish books Possibly MRS BULLOCK was his widow. MCKERROW 55; G2 
134-5, James Duckett, H R. Plomer, 'Bishop Bancroft and a Catholic Press'. See 
WILLIAM WRENCH (B 14). 

Widow Douce, a famous dealer. 

ANN DOUCE or DOWSE, widow, was indicted with others for attending mass in 1607 
(CRS 34, p. 31), and for recusancy in 1610 {Ibid, p. 54). 'Ann Dowse, a widow in High 
Holborne over against the turning stile into Lincolnes Inne Fieldes She sellcth Popish 
books' (In a memorandum by Sir Julius Caesar, 20 August 1608, Lansdownc MS 153 fols. 
30, 31). See HARRIS 237 η 4, 267 Ann Douce, widow, occurs in a number of lists of 
bills against recusants from 6 January 9 James I (1611/12) to 1 May 17 James I (1619). 
J.C. Jeaffreson, ed., Middlesex County Records, vol. 2, pp. 79, 107, 110, 114 (2), 127, 128, 
134, 144, 146 Lewis Owen seized books in her house about 1610 (AAW, A9, 52). Not in 
III. 

Udatt in Gunpowder-Alley. 

WILLIAM UDALL or UVEDALE (Π 1595) was also listed in the catalogue of factors 
appended to New shreds It is very likely that the dealer in Catholic books is the same 
person as the factor transporting Englishwomen to convents abroad. Udall was an 
informer. According to his own statement (28 June 1606, to Salisbury), Udall grew up in 
the counties of Worcestershire, Staffordshire and Warwickshire, 'so that my going into 
those contreys to my nearest frends being without all suspition, I shall be able to effect 
those services which shalbe most acceptable'. HARRIS 217. Fellow informers and 
pursuivants whom he had himself accused of malpractices brought Udall into discredit. In 
September 1610 he spent 10 weeks in prison because of charges against him. For a 
biography of Udall see HARRIS 192-206. Also see D M Rogers, 'A Bibliography of the 
Published Works of Thomas Wright (1561-1623)', in BS (RH) 1 (1951-2), p. 275; 
MCKERROW 271. 



9. Henry Oven, brother to that Oven who ript out his owne bowels in the Tower, 
being Imprisoned for the Gunpowder Treason. 

According to archbishop Abbot, HENRY OVEN or OWEN was bom in Oxford, where 
he worked as an apprentice of the printer Joseph Barnes. He was in the Clink in 1S9S 
(CRS 2, p. 285). On 15 May 1604 William Jones, the Puritan printer from Cnpplegate, 
reported to the Commons that Oven had a press there and 'printed diverse popish 
bookes'. On 3 May 1600 Sir William Waad, clerk of the Privy Council and lieutenant of 
the Tower, wrote to Cecil that Oven (or Owen), had printed a seditious pamphlet in 
Northamptonshire (HMC Salisbury vol. 10, p. 136). This was Thomas Wright's (6) 
Certame articles or forcible reasons, 1600 (AR 920). Productions of this press cover the 
years 1595-1601. See D.M. Rogers, 'A Bibliography of the Published Works of Thomas 
Wright', pp. 268-70. In 1601 he was arrested while on his way to Ireland, by Sir Walter 
Chetwynd together with a few other printers and publishers (John Vincent, Richard 
Davies and John Birde) (APC 1601-04, 85). He escaped from the White Lion to 
Staffordshire and printed there with WILLIAM WRENCH (B.14) and Laurence Warren. 
In March 1604/5 he and his associate Wrench, both from the parish of St. Bartholomew 
the Great, were indicted for recusancy (CRS 34, p. 5). A memorandum of Sir Julius 
Caesar mentions a JAMES WATERSON, alias HENRY OVEN (Lansdowne MS 153 fols. 
30, 31). UDALL (B.8) reported. 'As I hearc, Henry Oven, whose brother killed himself in 
the Tower doth print with this Wilson [i.e. Laurence Warren]'. They printed at Brentford 
and Bethnal Green. Trumbull MS 1/23, Abbot to Trumbull, 26 March 1616; HARRIS 
217-8 n.8, 219-20 n.9, 237, 244, 255. Also see HR. Plomer, 'Bishop Bancroft and a 
Catholic Press', AR secret press 6; G. Anstruther, Vaux of Harrowden, pp. 251-2; 
MCKERROW 209. His brother, NICHOLAS OVEN, alias LITTLE JOHN, was a Jesuit 
lay brother, a skillful designer of hiding-places. He was tortured in the Tower and died in 
May 1606. Authorities gave out he had committed suicide. See G4 224. 

10. May in Shoo-Lane. 

Not in III. 

11. Spanish John, commonly called, The Divels Factor, a Transporter of Gentle
women beyond the seas to become Nunnes. 

SPANISH JOHN is listed in New shreds in the catalogue of factors: 'Spanish John, 
commonly called The Devils factor, or Forty pound lohn, which name was given him for 
coscning two gentlewomen of 40 pounds, whom he undertook to transport'. According to 
Thomas Scott, Spanish John was a bookseller. (Boanerges, Dlr-v). 

12. Gubbins. 

Possibly THOMAS GUBBIN or GUBBINS, a bookseller and bookbinder in London 
(1587-1629) in the Griffin, Paternoster Row and St. Paul's Churchyard. ARBER 2, 696 
and 3, 546; MCKERROW 119; STC 3, 73-4. Not in III. 

13. Thomas Andrewes, Bookebinder. 

There was a THOMAS ANDREWES, a bookseller and bookbinder in London (1621-37). 
MCKERROW 8, 9, STC 3, 5. 

14. William Wrench. 
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In August 1597, the Court of the Stationers' Company ordered part of a press at 
Whitefriars to be destroyed for 'prinlinge papisticall books' that were discovered to belong 
to WILLIAM WRENCH (W.W. Greg and E Boswell, eds., Records of the Court of 
Stationers' Company 1576-1602, London 1930, p. 58). From about 1599 to 1601 Wrench 
worked a secret press in Staffordshire, printing popish books in association with John 
Boulter, servant of the London printer John Danter. According to William Jones, the 
Puritan printer of Cripplcgate, Wrench was condemned to death but obtained a pardon 
through the bishop of London; Peter Bullock the seller, James Duckett and John Collins, 
the dispersers, were executed. He remained active in England until about 1611. On 5 
November 1610 UDALL (B.8) wrote to Sir Julius Caesar (Lansdowne MS 153 fols. 42-3) 
that his suit to free the printer Wrench whose press he had himself caused to be 
apprehended the last Easter was denied 'because the printer was reported to be so 
dangerous but presently after the ende of the Parliament, this printer was not only 
discharged without performing any service, but he is further made one of the prince his 
boke binders'. A bookbinder, 'W.W.' is mentioned in a number of indictments for 
recusancy during the years 1604-11 (CAS 34, pp. 5, 49, 60). Among the titles issued by 
Wrench are Bristow's Motives, 1599 (AR 147 STC 3800), and possibly John Brerely's The 
apologie of the romane church, 1604 (AR 131 STC 3604 G.5). See AR secret press 8. 
James Wadsworth wrote in The English Spanish pilgrim that John Heigham was 'sometimes 
the boy [assistant] of W.W. bookebinder in London'. See AF. Allison, 'John Heigham of 
S. Omer', p. 228; HARRIS 256 n.6, 275, 279. Also see H.R. Plomer, 'Bishop Bancroft and 
a Catholic Press', esp. pp. 165, 174-5; M.H. Curtis, 'William Jones: Puritan Printer and 
Propagandist', p. 42; PRO, SP 14/8/22; MCKERROW 302. 

[Tlv] 

15. Mother Truck, dwelling in South-warke. 

16. Richard Avery, in Woodstreet. 

Probably a descendant of George Avery, a stationer in 1592. MCKERROW 13; ARBER 
2, p. 711. 

17. Jeremy Jackson, neere Moore-fields. 

18. Baity in Holboume. 

The bookseller THOMAS BAYLEY, Middle Row, Holbom, is mentioned in the 1628 list 
of booksellers who were summoned by the archbishop of Canterbury to present him their 
catalogues (PRO, SP 16/117/9). H.R. Plomer, ed., A Dictionary of the Booksellers and 
Printers ... 1641 to 1667, p. 11; STC 3, 9. 

19. Michael Franklin. 

Possibly MICHAEL FRANKLIN, a London bookseller (Π. 1617-24). MCKERROW 109; 
ARBER 3, 684. A MICHAEL FRANKLYN of St. Martin's Ludgate, a yeoman, was 
indicted for recusancy in February 1612/13 (CRS 34, p. 81). 

20. John Browne in Little-Brittaine. 

JOHN BROWNE was a bookbinder and bookseller in the period с 1615-1625, in Little-
Britain. He is mentioned in the 1628 list of printers who were summoned to present their 
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catalogues to the archbishop of Canterbury (PRO, SP 16/117^). STC 3, 30, Browne, John 
Ζ Cf. MCKERROW 51-2. 

21. Bulmer in Hdbourne. 

The bookseller ROBERT BULMER had his shop (at least in 1623-4) near the Tennis 
Court in the Middle Row in Holborn. He was not a member of the Stationers' Company. 
STC 3, 32; MCKERROW 55. 

22. Peter Smith, and his sonne. They both print and sell Popish bookes, and are very 
audacious, pernicious fellowes. Their house was searcht of late, and great store of 
Worthingtons bookes found there. 

In 1623 a press of PETER SMITH, near Bunhill in London, was seized. Here Smith had 
been printing part of John Percy's An answer to a pamphlet, intituled: The fisher catched in 
his owne net, 1623. (sigs. A-E4). He is not in the registers of the Stationers' Company. He 
worked illegally, as an apprentice to William Stansby. D.F. McKenzie, Stationers' 
Apprentices 1605-40, Charlotlesville, Virg. 1961, p. 27; MCKERROW 248-9; STC 3, 157; 
see G.49. 
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[T2] THE 
NAMES OF THE 

Romish Priests and Jésuites now 
resident about the City of London, 

March 26. 1624. 

For the identification of the pnests the authoritative Seminary Priests (A) by G Anstruther has 
been relied on most Foley (F) and Gillow (G) have also been consulted All identifications 
have been checked with D A. Bellenger's English and Welsh Priests 1558-1800, and his codes are 
given as a first reference Valuable is also Ρ McGrath and J Rowe, 'Anstruther Analysed The 
Elizabethan Seminary Priests' Other important sources and references are included in the 
entries To these the reader is advised to turn for more complete information, for verification 
and for further references For reasons of space there is less information per entry when there 
are more candidates In such cases identification took priority over additional biographical 
information, to be found in the sources referred to References to publications of priest-
authors are given only for the AR period (1558-1640) by means of the entry numbers of AR 
and ARI Of a number of priests who published only after this period references to CLANCY 
arc given Places of education abroad (Douai, Rheims, Seville etc ) should be taken to refer to 
the English Colleges there (unless indicated otherwise) The years given after such place-
names are the years of entry 

OLD Father Bishop, the nominali Bishop of Chalcedon. 

WILLIAM BISHOP (1553-1624), was educated at Oxford He studied at Rheims and 
Rome (1579), where he was ordained He left for the English mission in 1581, was 
apprehended on landing and committed to the Marshalsea in February 1582 Accused of 
having plotted the death of the queen he was condemned to death, but kept in prison 
until January 1585, when he was exiled He took a DD in the Sorbonne In 1591-92 he 
was in England serving the mission He was involved in the Archpnest Controversy 
Together with ROBERT CHARNOCK (238) he was deputed to Rome by the Appellant 
clergy in 1598, to explain the grievances against Blackwell, but in Rome they were 
arrested and imprisoned in the English College, in the custody of Robert Persons Bishop 
was back in England m 1603 when he signed the profession of allegiance to queen 
Elizabeth with twelve other priests In November of the same year he was arrested In 
May 1611 he was a prisoner in the Gatehouse On being examined he said he was 
opposed to the Jesuits but refused, like Blackwell and other seculars, to take the oath of 
allegiance After his release he became a member of Arras College in Paris On 4 
January 1623 Bishop was consecrated Bishop Elect of Chalcedon in Asia He landed at 
Dover on 31 July (BISH18), Al 36, DNB, A.F Allison, 'Richard Smith, Richelieu and 
the French Marriage', pp 148-211, A.F Allison, 'The later Life and Writings of Joseph 
Creswell', pp 102-3 Works AR 113-118, ARI 907, 909 (editor), MILWARD 2, 139-143 
('Bishop ν Abbot') 

F. Overton, his principal! Chaplaine. 

PETER SNOD, alias PAUL OVERTON (b 1595), was educated at St Omcr and 
Seville He studied with the Benedictines at Dieulouard after which he spent two years at 
Seville. He entered Douai in 1621 and was ordained at Cambrai in March 1622 He was 
sent on the mission in July 1622 and became secretary to the Chapter in 1624 
(SNOD02), A2 302, CRS 96, ρ 246 
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D. Kellison, Rector of the English Colledge at Doway. 

MATTHEW KELLISON (1561-1641) studied at Rheims (1581) and Rome (1582) where 
he supported the Jesuits during the troubles over the administration of the English 
College. He was ordained on 1 May 1587 and left Rome in 1589 for Rheims (Douai 
College) where he became professor of theology. He look the degree of D.D. at Douai 
University in 1594 and left for Rheims in 1601 to become regius professor of the 
university there. He was a prolific member of Arras College. Of his controversial works 
Gee listed The right and jumdiclion of the prelate, and the pnnce (G 86), a treatise 
Kellison wrote to explain his opposition to the oath of allegiance and to end allegations 
that he favoured it. Gee mentioned two other titles, A Treatise of Freewill (G 77) and A 
treatise of Gods blessing (The Foot, sig. ЕЗ ), which are unidentified. Kellison succeeded 
THOMAS WORTHINGTON (4) as president of Douai College. Worthington, who had 
vowed obedience to Persons, was not trusted by the clergy. They believed that the Jesuits 
were about to take over the administration. Moreover, there were financial difficulties. 
Kclhson's attitude towards the Jesuits had changed by now and he tried to frustrate their 
influence at Douai. Trying to solve the College's financial difficulties he visited England 
from October 27 1623 to April 3 1624 (see G 77). He was unanimously chosen by the 
Chapter to succeed WILLIAM BISHOP (1) as Bishop of Chalcedon but political 
pressure prevented this (KELL10); Al 193, DNB, A.F. Allison, 'Richard Smith, 
Richelieu and the French Marriage', p. 154. Works: AR 422-431, ARI 704, 705; 
MILWARD 2, 137-139 ('Kellison v. Sutcliffe'); J. Molloy, 'The Devotional Writings of 
Matthew Kellison', in RH 9 (1967-8) pp. 159-62. 

D. Worthington, the Translator or Corrector of the Doway Bibles, and Author of 
the Anker of Christian doctrine. 

THOMAS WORTHINGTON (1548/1554-1626/7), uncle of the priests JOHN and 
LAURENCE WORTHINGTON (96), was educated at Brasenose College, Oxford (1566-
1570). He was ordained at Cambrai in 1577, was made B.D. at Douai College in 1578, 
and DD. at Trier in 1588. He worked on the English mission from 1578 until he was 
captured by Topchffe at Islington, London and committed to the Tower on 19 June 1584. 
He was banished on 21 January 1585 with 19 other pnests and a layman, from the 
Tower, the Marshalsca and the King's Bench prisons (amongst them were also 
WILLIAM BISHOP (1) and JOHN COLLETON (5)). In 1590 he became professor of 
moral theology at Rheims He became president of Douai College in 1599. His 
presidency was controversial for he was closely associated with Robert Persons (see (3)), 
favouring Jesuit control of the College. He was made to resign and left for Rome where 
he was granted a pension. Worthington returned to England in 1615 sometimes using the 
alias of LANCASTER. He was appointed a capitular in 1623 and archdeacon of 
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire in June 1625. Shortly before his death he joined the 
Jesuits. (WORT20); Al 387, F2 104-110, CRS 10, xvi-xx (for an account of the 
presidency). Works: AR 910-919; ARI 1416-24; G.l, 4. 

F. CoUington, the titular Arch-deacon of London, lodging in Saint Jones. I beare 
bee keepes in Commendum the Deanery of Chalcedon. 

JOHN COLLETON, alias PETERS (1548-1637), was educated at Lincoln College, 
Oxford, but did not take a degree In 1573 he joined the Carthusians at Louvain but he 
left after eleven months In 1574 he went to Douai and was ordained priest at Binche in 
1576 and sent to England on 19 July the same year. He was captured on 17 July 1581 in 
the company of Campion at Lyford, Berkshire and committed to the Tower, and then to 
the Marshalsca With 20 other prisoners (19 priests) he was tried on 20 November 1581 
on the charge of having plotted, from Rome and Rheims, an invasion of England and 
the murder of the queen. Colleton alone could prove he had not been out of the country 



and was acquitted. However, he was detained in the Marshalsea until 15 January 1585 
when he was exiled (see (4)). He went to Rheims and Rome. In 1591 he was back in 
London. He sided with the Appellants in the Archpriest Controversy and was suspended 
by Blackwell in 1601. He defended himself in his A just defence of the slandered priestes, 
1602 (AR 246), and signed the declaration of allegiance to Elizabeth (21 January 1603) 
and the appeal to the pope (3 May 1603). Colleton also wrote A supplication to the kings 
most excellent majestie, a tract for toleration, in 1604 (AR 247). Archpriest Birkhead 
appointed him archdeacon in 1608. In 1609 Colleton was arrested and sent to the Clink, 
and from there to New Prison, from which he was banished on 19 February 1621. But he 
remained there and was ordered to be released on 5 April 1622. In 1623 he was 
archdeacon for London. On the creation of the Chapter that year he became the first 
dean and vicar-general (for the Eastern district), being assisted by GEORGE MUSKET 
(20), archdeacon of Surrey and Middlesex. (COLL02); Al 82; DNB; The foot, sig. G. 
Works: AR 246-7. 

D. Wright, a grave ancient man, hee lodgeth in the White-Friers. 

THOMAS WRIGHT (1561-1623/4), was educated at Douai (1577) and at the English 
College, Rome (1578). He joined the Jesuits in 1580. He was ordained in 1586. Wright 
was regarded as a troublemaker by his own Society. He broke with the Jesuits early in 
1595 on political issues, especially on Philip H's plans to dethrone Elizabeth, and joined 
the English mission as a secular priest, defending loyalty to the king in return for 
toleration of the Catholics. He himself intended to get a personal toleration, thus to be 
able to influence English policy and to free the English Catholics from persecution. He 
was not successful. In 1597 he was imprisoned by Cecil and lost his special status. In 
prison he renewed his contacts with the Jesuits but he did not rejoin them. He remained 
an active propagandist during his eight years in different prisons. In 1598 he was 
transferred to the Clink and in 1600 to Wisbech which he escaped briefly, finding time to 
write his Certain articles or forcible reasons (AR 920) before recapture in June the same 
year. He was now put in the Tower. He had joined the Appellants in the Clink in 1599. 
Sharing their loyalty to the Crown he obtained certain liberties but was banished 
nevertheless with 40 other priests after James's accession. Wright went to Douai but was 
back in London in August 1603, again hoping for toleration under the new king. He 
defended the lawfulness of the oath of allegiance whereas his brother WILLIAM (7) 
attacked it. Thomas left England in 1610 and may have joined Arras College. He was a 
canon of the Chapter in 1623 and died shortly afterwards. F4 284, 372, F7 1018-19, 1446; 
Dodd, Church History 2, p. 384 and DNB give confused accounts; T.A. Stroud, 'Thomas 
Wright: A Test Case for Toleration' in BS (RH) 1 (1951-2), pp. 189-219; HARRIS 221-
222 n.5, 244, 255, 260. Works: AR 920-925; ARI 1426; D.M. Rogers, 'A Bibliography of 
the Published Works of Thomas Wright (1561-1623)', pp. 262-280. 

Master William Wright Jésuite, sometime Prisoner in the Tower, Treasurer for 
the Jésuites. 

WILLIAM WRIGHT (c. 1562-1639), a learned theologian and controversialist, was 
educated at York, Rheims and Rome (1581), and joined the Jesuits in 1581. He was 
ordained in 1592 and sent to England in 1606 where he refused the oaths of allegiance 
and supremacy. Betrayed by a spy he was captured at Hengrave Hall, Suffolk and after 
examination in 1607 transferred from the Tower to White Lion prison by archbishop 
Bancroft. After three months Wright escaped with the help of friends. He founded the 
Jesuit mission in Leicestershire. His brother THOMAS (6) opposed him on the oath of 
allegiance. (WRIG38); F2 275-286 (quotes examination before Bancroft (AAW, AS, 119), 
F6 150, F7 871-4; G5 262, 596; Dodd, Church History 3, p. 114; HARRIS 243, n.2, 244, 
255, 260. Works: AR 926-30; M1L2 492, 493, 692; translations MIL2 619, 620, 623, 627. 
Only in IV. 
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[T2v] 

8. D. Narice, one that hath written divers books of late, mentioned In the former 
Catalogue. 

SYLVESTER NORRIS, alias NEWTON, SMITH (1570-1630), was educated at Rheims 
(1585) and Rome (1590). He was ordained in Rome in 1595. He was involved in the 
troubles at the college that year. He left for England in 1596, where he supported the 
Appellants, signed the appeal at Wisbech on 17 November 1600 and the one at Paris on 
3 May 1603. After the Gunpowder Plot he was arrested in Northamptonshire and 
committed to Bridewell. He wrote to the earl of Salisbury from prison on 1 December 
1605 declaring his innocence. On 24 July 1606 he was banished together with 46 priests. 
Despite his anti-Jesuit activities he joined the Society in Rome. Norris returned to 
England and professed the 4 vows in London in 1618. In 1621 he was superior of the 
Hampshire district. (NORR20); Al 255; F3 301-3 (quotes his letter to Salisbury), F7 552. 
Works: AR 572a-577; G.ll-14, 47. 

9. D. Smith senior, sometimes of the Colledge of Rome, and Author of divers 
pestilent bookes. 

10. D. Smith junior. Author of divers other bookes no lesse dangerous. 

These entries explicitly refer to authors named SMITH. Cf. (61-4). NICHOLAS SMITH 
(225), began writing after 1630. WILLIAM SMITH wrote Qui non credit condemnabitur in 
1625 (AR 779 5ГС 22872.5). RALPH BABTHORPE, alias SMITH, wrote a Latin book 
in 1614 (ARI 32). A more likely reference is SYLVESTER NORRIS (8), who published 
under the pseud, of SMITH A true report of the private colloquy betweene M. Smith, alias 
Narice, and M. Walker, 1624 (AR 577 STC 18661). Norris was at Rome and published 
several other works. G.ll-14, 47. 

11. Richard Smith, Vicar general! of the South-parts of England. 

RICHARD SMITH, alias CLARKSON, WAKE, BAKER, pseud. GULIELMUS 
PRICEUS (1567-1655), was educated at Trinity College, Oxford, Rheims and Rome 
(1586). He was ordained in 1592. On 14 February 1593 he arrived at the English 
College, Valladolid where he taught philosophy for four yean. He was promoted M.A., 
and D.D. on 6 July 1598 and from November of that year he went to Seville where he 
taught for another four years. In 1612 he became the superior of the new Arras College. 
Here he wrote his many works of controversy. He came to England as WILLIAM 
BISHOP'S (1) successor as bishop of Chalcedon, in April 1625. His appointment was 
bitterly controversial. Besides regular resistance the Protestant bishops did not 
acknowledge his episcopal jurisdiction and proclamations were published for his arrest 
(11 Dec 1628 and 24 March 1629). In the end he was forced to withdraw to France, on 
24 March 1631, where he enjoyed the support of cardinal Richelieu. He did not return 
to England and the pope no longer recognised him nor the Dean and Chapter which had 
been established by Bishop. (SMIT56); Al 321. For his catalogue of Martyrs sec CRS 5, 
pp. 1-5. Also see A.F. Allison, 'Richard Smith, Richelieu and the French Marriage'; M. 
Lunn, 'Benedictine Opposition to Bishop Smith (1625-1629)', in RH 11 (1971-2), pp. 1-
20; A.F. Allison, 'A Question of Jurisdiction. Richard Smith, Bishop of Chalcedon, and 
the Catholic Laity, 1625-31', in RH 16 (1982-3), pp. 111-45; A.F. Allison, 'Richard 
Smith's Gallican Backers and Jesuit Opponents', pts. 1, 2, in RH 18 (1986-7), pp. 329-
401 and RH 19 (1988-9), pp. 234-85; 'Some Additions and Corrections' to this in RH 20 
(1991), pp. 493-4. Works: AR 771-8; ARI 1087-1104. Only in IV. 
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12. Richard Broughton, Vicar generall of the North-parts of England. 

RICHARD BROUGHTON, alias ROUSE, CLAPHAM (1561-1635), was educated at 
Pembroke College, Cambridge, and Rome (1590). He was in the Gatehouse 'for matters 
of religion' (1583-84). He was at Rheims in 1590, ordained in 1592 and sent to Douai in 
1593. He became assistant to the archpriest in 1616 and was appointed to the Chapter 
on 10 September 1623. He was vicar-general in the Midlands, and chaplain to the 
countess of Rutland. Broughton was a prolific writer of apologetica! and church historical 
works, mostly printed secretly in England. (BROU02); Al 54; DNB; H. Connolly, 
'Glimpses of our early History from some old Catholic Books', in The Downside Review 
53 (1935), pp. 141-52; R. Webster, 'Richard Broughton "A Priest in Persecution". Works: 
AR 152-69; G.63, 141. Only in IV. 

13. Edward Bennet, Vicar generall of the West-parts of England. 

EDWARD BENNET, alias COOK, FARINGTON, BREWER (1569-1637), was the 
brother of JOHN BENNET (97). He was educated at Rheims (1589) and Rome (1591), 
and ordained in 1594. He came to England in 1597, where he soon landed in Wisbech 
prison and joined the Appellants. He signed the appeal against Blackwell (17 Nov. 1600) 
and the Paris appeal on 3 May 1603. In 1610 he was in Buckinghamshire and in 1612 he 
became assistant to George Birket the archpriest. In 1623 he was canon of the Chapter 
and vicar-general of Wales and the West. In 1635, on the death of COLLETON (5), 
Bennet became dean of the Chapter. (BENN04); Al 30; Edward and John not in I. II, 
III: Edward and John, 'secular priests'. IV: 'F. Jo. Benet', and Edward moved forward to 
13. 

14. F. Poulton.} sonnes to that Poulton that made the book of 
15. F. Poulton.} Statutes. 

THOMAS and FERDINANDO were two of Ferdinando Poulton's five sons by his 
second wife, Catherine Jackman of Wing, Buckinghamshire. Their father was a 
distinguished jurist (1535-1617/8) from Bourton, Buckinghamshire. He was reconciled to 
Catholicism in 1598. THOMAS POULTON, his third son (1577/1583/4-1637), alias 
BROOKES (see 160) and JOSEPH UNDERHILL, although he was brought up a 
Catholic lapsed while living as a merchant in London. About 1602 he was reconciled by 
Persons's Christian Directory. From 1603 to 1605 he was in Ireland. He returned to 
London but because of the plague went home, where he met John Gerard S.J.. He 
entered the English College, Rome on 19 October 1610, was ordained in 1613, and 
entered the Society of Jesus in 1617. In 1621 he was a missioner in Suffolk and 
Northamptonshire. In 1628 he was seized at the residence of the Jesuits in Clerkenwell 
but released on bail. In 1631-2 he was dismissed for a brief period from the Society. 
(POUL28); A2 251; Fl 157; F7 624; BASSET 180-1; CRS 69, 214. AF. Allison, 'John 
Gerard and the Gunpowder Plot', p. 59. FERDINANDO POULTON, the fifth and 
youngest son, alias FERDINAND or JOHN MORGAN, FRANCIS, BROOKES (1584/5-
1637), was a Protestant until his twentieth year, when he was converted by his brother 
Francis's wife and John Gerard. He lived with a merchant in London for six years. He 
was educated at St. Omcr and English College, Rome (1612). He entered the Society of 
Jesus in 1615, left and rejoined. In 1622 he was a missioner in London. He disappears 
from the Jesuit catalogues after 1623 and probably left the Society the second lime 
(1624-5). (POUL06); Fl 155; F7 620; BASSET 190; CRS 69, p. 212. Only in IV. 

16. D. Champney, Author of the booke called, The Vocation of Bishops. 

ANTHONY CHAMPNEY (1569-1644), known as PERCIVAL CHAMPNEY, alias 
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FORESTER, was educated at Rheims (1590) and Rome (1593). He was ordained in 1596 
and sent to England in 1597. He worked in Yorkshire until his arrest in 1599. He was 
committed to the Marshalsca prison and moved to Wisbech where he signed the appeal 
against Blackwell. He signed the declaration of allegiance to Elizabeth on 31 January 
1603 but was nevertheless banished. In Paris he signed the Appellants' appeal to the 
pope (3 May 1603). By 1604 he was back in Yorkshire. In May 1606 he accompanied 
John Cecil to Rome on business concerning the Appellants. He became a B.D. of the 
Sorbonne and in 1611 superior of Arras College. In April 1619 he was appointed vice-
president of Douai College. In 1628 he succeeded Robert Chambers as chaplain to the 
Benedictine nuns at Brussels. In 1637 he was elected dean of the Chapter, succeeding 
EDWARD BENNET (13). (CHAM28); Al 70. Works: AR 231-3; ARI 233-4; G.28. 

17. D. Bristow, sometimes of the CoIIedge at Dotvay. 

RICHARD BRISTOW (1538-1581) was educated at Exeter College and Christ Church, 
Oxford (B.A. 1559; M.A. 1562). He was a fellow of Exeter (1567). He went to Douai in 
1568 and became an assistant of William Allen. He was ordained at Brussels in 1573. He 
taught at Douai University in 1575. He translated the Bible with Gregory Martin. 
Bristow left for England in 1581. He appears to have been arrested and arraigned with 
Campion and others on 14 November 1581, though he is not mentioned in the 
indictment. Anstruther suggests he died in prison. (BRIS04); Al 52. Works: AR 146-
151; ARI 117-9; SOU, p. 39 ana passim; G.l, 35. 

18. F. Blackfen a Jésuite, an ancient man, lodging in Drury-Lane. 

JOHN BLACKFAN, alias THORNETON, BLACKMAN (1560-1641), was educated at 
St. John's College and Magdalen College, Cambridge (B.A. 1579-80; M.A 1583), and 
Rheims (1588). He was sent to Valladolid (1589) and afterwards to Rome. He was 
ordained by 1593 and joined the Jesuits in 1594. In 1612 he went to England, 
accompanying the Doña de Carvajal, but was arrested and committed to the Gatehouse 
by archbishop Abbot on a false charge of plotting the king's assassination. According to 
Abbot, in a letter to James I (1612), his true name was BLACKMAN (123) and Foley 
writes that it is under this name that Gee listed him. Nevertheless, Gee's description of 
his 'F. Blackfen' makes sense. After a year in prison he was exiled and succeeded JOHN 
PERCY (21) as vice-prefect at Brussels. In April 1615 Blackfan became rector of the 
English College, Valladolid and vice-prefect at Madrid. He then returned to England. A 
THOMAS BLACKFAN (1601-63), also a Jesuit from Sussex, worked in the western 
district and was professed 1624. It is unlikely Gee referred to him. (BIAC10/12); Al 39; 
F2 625-34; F7 1381; BASSET 156; CSPD 1611-18, p. 145. PRO, SP 14/70/33. 

19. F. Sweet, a Jésuite well knowne, lodging at the upper end of Holboum. 

JOHN SWEET, alias DOUSE (1570-1632), active proselytizer and controvereialist, was 
educated at the English College, Rome (1602-3). He left before ordination. However, he 
was ordained (1608) and entered the Society of Jesus (1608-9). He was sent to the 
English mission in 1618. On 14 November 1621 he was arrested in the parish of St. 
Lawrence, Exeter. In October 1623 he was in the Gatehouse but was probably released 
towards the end of the year. With JOHN PERCY (21) he was involved in a conference 
on the nature and identity of the true Church. In 1625 he was working in Oxfordshire, 
and the Northampton district. Sweet was back in London in 1628. (SWEE02); F4 646; 
F7 751; G5 536; P. Holmes, Resistance and Compromise, pp. 217-8. Works: AR 802-3; 
G.48; Sweet was one of the Jesuit writers who attacked M.A. de Dominis, with his 
Monsigr. fate voi (AR 803 5ГС 23529 ERL 48). See MIL2 632; J. Crehan, 'The 
Dalmatian Apostate', pp. 47-8, and N. Malcolm, De Dominis, pp. 2, 15-6. 
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20. F. Musket a secular Priest, lodging over-against S. Àndrewes Church in Holboum, 
a frequent preacher, and one that hath much concourse of people to his 
chamber. 

GEORGE or GREGORY FISHER, alias MUSKET or MUSCOTE and ASHTON 
(1583-1645). Like PERCY (21) he acquired a reputation as a dangerous priest who 
reconciled many to Catholicism. After his education in Douai (1597) and at Rome (1601) 
he was ordained priest on 11 March 1605-6 and was sent to England in 1607. He arrived 
in England a year later, having taught theology at Douai first. During the 1620s many a 
warrant for his arrest was issued by the Secretaries of State to their informers and for 
the rest of his adventurous life Musket was either closely confined or being pursued. 
During the years 1610-15 he was in Newgate, having refused to take the oath of 
allegiance. He was then sent to Wisbech, from which he escaped together with four other 
priests, 'Mr ffayre cloth (i.e. FAIRCLOUGH (102)), Mr [Richard] Kellett, Mr [William] 
harbert (229), Mr [Richard or Heniy] Cooper' (A2 70). They were recaptured in 
Lincolnshire and committed to Lincoln Castle, but all escaped once more. On 19 
February 1621 Musket was in New Prison and ordered into exile together with many 
other priests. Musket developed some polemical activities while he was still in New 
Prison, debating with Daniel Featlcy, on 21 April 1621. With the establishment of the 
Chapter in 1623, Musket was appointed a canon. He became archdeacon of Surrey and 
Middlesex. He was closely associated with the new bishop of Chalcedon, RICHARD 
SMITH (11). Towards the end of 1627 he was arrested, and again in March 1628, 
together with the Jesuits at Clerkenwcll, and was imprisoned in the Gatehouse. In July 
1629 the search for bishop Smith was still going on when the Council ordered the 
attorney general to find out whether Musket had a pardon. Shortly afterwards he was 
banished but quickly found his way back to England, was arrested again 'being one of the 
vicar generalis and ... a great transporter of monyes out of the kingdomc to the 
Col ledges beyond the seas and a greate convayer of children to the colledges there'. 
Musket was committed to Newgale Prison lo await his trial. He was sentenced to death 
on 24 March 1629. But this sentence was changed to life imprisonment on the 
intercession of queen Henrietta Maria in April. Musket enjoyed enough freedom to 
continue proselytizing. Around 1632 he stayed at count Arundel's house. On 14 Feb. 
1633 the queen again interceded for Musket, who was then prisoner in the Clink, to go 
abroad 'for the benefit of his health'. When in 1641 MATTHEW KELLISON (3) died, 
Musket (once more exiled with the help of the queen) succeeded him as president of 
Douai College. (FISH06); A2 102-9; F6 221, 227; DNB; CSPD 1625-6, p. 215; CSPD 
1627-8, p. 7; CSPD 1628-9, p. 345; CSPD 1629-31, p. 14; APC 1627, p. 73; APC 1627-8, 
pp. 379-80; APC 1628-9, p. 363; HMC, Cowper 1, p. 307; PRO, SP 14/80/79, 14/88/22, 
16/57/95, 16/88/22. A.F. Allison, 'Richard Smith, Richelieu and the French Marriage', pp. 
164-5, 194-7. Works: AR 555-6 5ГС 18307; G. 15. 

21. F. Fisher a notorious Jesuit«, lodging neere the Savoy. 

JOHN PERCY, alias FISHER, FAIRFAX (1568/9-1641), was educated at Rheims and 
Rome (1589), where he was ordained priest March 13, 1592-3. Admitted to the Society 
of Jesus, he began his noviceship at Tournay on 14 May 1594. The next year he was sent 
to the mission for reasons of health but on his arrival in England he was immediately 
arrested and committed to Bridewell. After seven months he escaped and was sent to 
Yorkshire by Henry Garnet (1596-8). He became John Gerard's companion at 
Harrowden, Northamptonshire, residing in the house of Elizabeth Vaux, widow of 
George, second son of William, 3rd baron Vaux of Harrowden. Percy was chaplain to Sir 
Everard Digby but after the latter's arrest in 1605 (he was implicated in the Gunpowder 
Plot) returned to Mrs. Vaux. In August of that year Percy, Mrs. Vaux, the lady Digby 
and others went on a pilgrimage to St. Winifred's well. In 1610 Percy was arrested with 
NICHOLAS HART (88) at Harrowden and taken to the Gatehouse prison in London, 
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but both were released and banished in 1612 at the instance of the Spanish ambassador, 
although they had been condemned to death. At Brussels Percy was vice-prefect of the 
English Jesuit mission and next professor of scripture at St. John's, Louvain. When he 
went back to England (1615) he was seized and confined in the New Prison for three 
years. He enjoyed enough freedom to reconcile many Protestants, among them the 
countess of Buckingham, mother of the duke of Buckingham. In 1621 he was ordered to 
be exiled but instead remained a 'nominali prisoner'. After the conferences for the 
countess of Buckingham Percy was allowed (at the instigation of Buckingham and 
Gondomar) to reside in the 'garden lodge' or 'the Porche' of the Countess, as a prisoner 
'on parole'. He stayed here for the next ten years. More conferences followed and Percy 
published many controversial works. He was also an active agent in spreading Catholic 
literature (see The foot, S4v). At the occasion of the French Marriage the French 
ambassador obtained Percy's free pardon with that of 19 other priests. In December 1634 
he was arrested again and brought before the Privy Council at Whitehall. He was exiled 
for good but again remained a prisoner in the Gatehouse until August 1635, when he 
was released at the queen's intercession. (PERC08); Al 272; Fl 521-542; F7 585; DNB; 
P. Caraman, John Gerard: The Autobiography of an Elizabethan, pp. 146-7, 242-3 et 
passim; G. Anstnither, Vaux of Harrowden, pp. 255, 276, 379-81; J.D. Hanlon, 'The 
Effects of the Counter Reformation', ch. 5; H. Chadwick, St. Omers to Stonyhurst, pp. 
144-5; BASSET 203; The foot, F3v. Works: AR 603-10; see also G.49, 155; MILWARD 
2, 143-7, 216-27 'Fisher vs Wotton and White', and 'The Fisher Controversy'; G.H. 
Tavard, The Seventeenth-Century Tradition, ch. 2. Т.Н. Wadkins, 'The Percy-"Fisher" 
Controversies and the Ecclesiastical Politics of Jacobean Anti-Catholicism, 1622-1625'; 
Т.Н. Wadkins, 'King James I meets John Percy, S.J. (25 May, 1622)'. See pp. 23-24 and 
note 96. 

22. F. Harvay, a very dangerous Jésuite. 

Possibly a Jesuit called GEORGE HARVEY, who came from the Low Countries. 
(HARV02). Or, GILES HERVEY, the alias of WALTER MICO (1595-1647). He was 
educated at Rome and became a Jesuit in 1620. (МІССЮ4); A2 221; CRS 69, p. 179. 
Possibly also a double listing of JOSEPH HAYNES, alias HARVEY (105), though he 
was a secular priest. 

23. F. Austin, a Jésuite, an aged man. 

24. F. Boulton, a Jésuite. 

There was a secular priest JOHN or CUTHBERT BOLTON (b. 1579). He was educated 
at Rome (1613) and ordained there in 1616. He was sent to England in 1618. (BOLT08); 
A2 32. No Jesuit of that name has been identified but AAW 26, 43 contains a reference 
that Bolton was 'in show a secular priest but wholly for the Jesuits and devoted to them, 
if not a Jesuit by vow'. I adds 'lodging in Saint Jones'. There was another JOHN 
BOLTON from Lancashire, a secular priest (1560-1630) (BOLT10); Al 43. 

[T3] 

25. F. Macham, a Jésuite, lodging neere the Custome-house. 

Possibly GEORGE MACHELL, alias NICHOLSON, BAKER, MACHAM (1587-d. after 
1652). He was educated at Douai and Rome (1607) and expelled from both as a 
troublemaker. He was ordained at Cambrai in 1617 and sent to England in June 1618. In 
1651 he was in Newgate and condemned to death. He was still in Newgate in 1652 
(MACZ04); A2 206. 
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26. F. Barlowe, a Jésuite, lodging about the Custome-house. 

Foley identifies a certain BARLEY as this Father Barlow. ΜΑΚΉΝ or THOMAS 
BARLOW, alias BARLEY (1596-1615), was at St. Omer until 1611. CRS 69, p. 27. A 
JOHN BARLOW or BARLEY was at Seville in 1602, and possibly was in England in 
the 1630s. (BARL02); Al 22; A2 16. A BARLEY (possibly this John) was of the 
community at Clerkenwcll which was raided in 1628. Fl 138; NICHOLS 61. There was a 
Capuchin, WILLIAM (ARCHANGELUS) BARLOW (d. 1632) in London at the time. 
(BARL14). Cf. G. 138. 

27. F. Townsend, alias, Ruckwood (brother to that Ruckwood, who was executed at the 
Gun-powder Treason) a Jésuite, a little black fellow, very compt and gallant, 
lodging about the midst of Drury-lane acquainted with collapsed Ladies. I, 
meeting of late with a Gentlewoman, Mistris A:B. a neere neighbour of his, was 
threatned by her to my face, to have mine eyes scratched out, for meaning her 
to be a collapsed Lady, though (in truth) I never intended her in particular. 

ROBERT ROOKWOOD, alias ROBINSON, TOWNSHEND (b. 1582). His brother 
AMBROSE was executed after the Gunpowder Plot on 31 January 1606. (G5 443). 
Robert was educated at the English College, Rome, and ordained in 1604. He left for 
England in 1605, and joined the Jesuits in 1613. He was dismissed in 1632, but continued 
to work as a priest In 1628 he was in Newgate. In August 1642 he was indicted for 
being a priest. He escaped from the King's Bench in 1648. There is a warrant for his 
arrest dated 30 March 1650 (ROOK12), A2 271; F7 670; CRS 69, p. 225, HARRIS 266. 

28. F. Browne, a Jésuite, lodging in S. Martins Lane. 

FRANCIS BROWNE, S.J., (b 1590) worked in the London district and was professed in 
1623 He died about 1625. (BROWN10). Less likely is WILLIAM BROWNE (1578/9-
1637) He entered the Society of Jesus in 1614, but was a lay brother. He assisted in the 
purchase of the College at Liege in 1614 F2 428, Gl 329; CRS 69, p. 50 A THOMAS 
BROWN from Staffordshire or Derbyshire was in the Clink and in the Gatehouse in 
1615. JOHN BROWN was in the Gatehouse in 1618. PRO, SP 14/80/79, 80, 81, SP 
14/97/95, 135 JOHN BROWNE alias WILLIAM STANLEY was at St Omer and Douai 
1621-2. CRS 10, pp. 189, 191, CRS 69, ρ 50. 

29. F. Palmer} both Jésuites, lodging about Fleetstreet, very 
30. F. Palmer} rich in appareil: the one, a flanting fellow, 

useth to weare a scarlet cloak over a crimsin Sattin suit 

The brothers FERDINAND and GILES POULTON both adopted the alias PALMER, 
but shared it with THOMAS IPSLEY. Ferdinand Poulton (1605-1666), was educated at 
St. Omer and joined the Jesuits at Watten in 1625. However, he was only sent to the 
English mission in 1640, when he went to work in the Lancashire district. (POUL08); 
CRS 69, ρ 212. His brother Giles (1600/01-1666), also educated at St. Omer, entered the 
Society in 1622. He was on the mission in Hampshire in 1628 and in the 1630s in the 
districts of Worcester, Oxford and Northamptonshire. He spent some lime in London 
1657-8, then again in Hampshire and in Suffolk (POUL14), Fl 155, F2 3, 18 ff., F7 621-
2; CRS 69, p. 213. Thomas Ipsley, alias BLOFIELD, PALMER (1580-1642) became a 
Jesuit in 1603 and was a missioner in London from 1621. He is mentioned twice in a 
1624 list of Jesuits in the papers seized at Clerkenwcll, under the names of Ipsley and 
Blofield. In 1636 he served in the Suffolk district. (IPSL02). 
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31. F. Rivers} both Jésuites. 
32. F. Rivers} 

THOMAS LISTER, alias ANTHONY RIVERS, BUTLER, BLEINELL (c. 1559-d. 
before 1628). He was educated at Douai (1576) and Rome (1579). He entered the 
Society of Jesus in Rome in 1582-3. For his D.D. degree he studied at Pont-à-Mousson. 
He was sent to the English mission in 1596. In 1597-8 he left England with Edward 
Coffin but they were apprehended in the Dutch town of Middelburg in 1598 and sent 
back to England and imprisoned. Lister was secretary to Henry Garnet. After his 
superior's death he appears to have left England to join Persons in Rome. He returned 
to England and went to Worcester and in 1621 was superior of the Northamptonshire 
district, where he still was in 1625. Rivers does not appear in the Jesuit catalogues of 
1610 and 1620-1, but Lister does. Lister played a prominent part in the Wisbech Stirs 
and violently denounced the Appellant clergy in his Adversus factiosus in ecclesia, 1598 or 
'Treatise on schism'. He wrote a series of important letters to Persons (1601-3). 
(LIST06); Fl 3-65; F7 653; G4 280-3; G5 428. Works: G4 282-3; Cf. AR 63. MILWARD 
1, 432. The other F. Rivers probably is JOHN ABBOT, alias ASHTON, JOHN, HENRY 
or AUGUSTINE RIVERS (1588-1650), nephew of George and Robert Abbot. He was 
educated at Balliol, Oxford (B.A. 1608). He was convened by JOHN FLOYD (38-9) at 
St. Omer and studied at Valladolid (1609) and Douai, where he was ordained in 1612. 
He joined the Jesuits that year at Louvain, was sent to England, and was expelled soon 
after 1621. About 1623 he became a Bridgetine at Antwerp, but returned to England 
after his novitiate, without permission. He spent more time in different prisons, was 
committed to Newgate in 1641 for refusing the oath and condemned to death on 1 April 
1641. He died in Newgate about 1650. (ABBO02); A2 1-2; F7 5, 1152; CRS 69, p. 15; 
DNB confuses him with another John Abbot. Biography and works: D.M. Rogers 'John 
Abbot (ISSS^lóSO)·, in BS (RH) 1 (1951-2), pp. 22-33. There were two younger Jesuits, 
RICHARD RIVERS (1607-1679) and WILLIAM RIVERS (1605-1642). (RIVE06/08). 
HENRY FLOYD also used the alias RIVERS (38). 

33. F. Latham a Jésuite, he was sometime a bird in the stone Cage at Lancaster. 

GEORGE MAINWARING, alias LATHAM and possibly UMPTON (cf. (166)) (1590-
1631) came from Lancashire. He was educated at St. Omer and at Rome (1609). He 
joined the Jesuits in 1612. He was professor of moral theology at Liege and procurator 
of the English Province in Paris (1625). Mainwaring died of the plague, attending to sick 
soldiers at the hospital. (MAIN06); Fl 654-57; F4 254; F7 478; (cf. СЛ5 69, pp. 168-9). 
Works: ARI 760. JOHN ALMOND, alias MOLINEUX and LATHAM, was martyred at 
Tyburn on 5 December 1612. Al 6. Several LATHAMS from Lancashire became 
Benedictines. Cf. (LATH06/08/14/16/18); A2 185. 

34. F. Goddard a Jesuit, lodging about White-friers. 

Goddard is the author of A treatise of the reali presence (G.32). Gee referred to 
another of his works, a 'treatise of confession', in The foot, D2v. Neither the 
priest nor his work has been identified. 

35. F. Pateson a Jésuite, lodging in Fetter-Lane. 

MATTHEW PATTE(N)SON was the author of The image of bothe churches, Hiemsalem 
and Babel, 1623 (G.30), and may here be referred to. Gillow suggests WILLIAM 
PATERSON, O.S.A. of the Scots College at Douai, and Provincial of his order in 
Scotland. G5 247. Anstruther's suggestion, JAMES PATESON, alias ARDEN (b. 1600) 
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is perhaps more likely he was educated at St Omer and Rome (1624) and ordained in 
1627 He was sent to England on 17 April 1631 However, the dates do not Tit and also 
he was a secular priest (PATE07), A2 238, CRS 69, ρ 199. F Pateson is depicted in 
Scott's engraving, based on Gee's catalogue 

F. Hammenhed, lodging in White-Fryers. 
F. Armestrong a Jésuite, one that insinuatetb dangerously, and hath seduced 
many. 

JOHN ARMSTRONG, alias ALANSON, STRANGE, MUMFORD (1591-1660) He was 
educated at St Omer (1612) and at Rome (1613) He was ordained in 1616 and sent to 
England in 1620 In 1621 Armstrong joined the Jesuits He served for many years in the 
Durham district, of which he was superior for some time (ARMS 08), A2 8, F3 112, 
CAS 69, ρ 21 See (116) 

F. Floud a Jésuite, lying about Fleet-Lane. 
F. Floud a secular Priest, lodging in the Strand. 

No secular priest with the name of Floyd has been identified Most likely the Jesuit is 
HENRY FLOYD, alias FLUDD, FRANCIS SMITH, RIVERS, SYMONDS (1563 1641), 
who died in London and probably lived and worked in the city for some years He was in 
London in 1627 He stayed at the countess of Buckingham's 'Porche' with JOHN 
PERCY (21) and Walpole In New shreds Gee included a forged letter by Father Henry 
Floyd or Floud, addressed to COLLETON (5) Gee commented on three Flouds, 
'notorious projecting proditonous Jésuites beyond the Seas, all of them well studied in 
Machiavel! One of them caused the Jésuites at Lisbon to spend a great deale of money 
upon Powder on a Festival! day a little before the Powder-Treason in England should 
have been effected, thereby to make experience of the force thereof And also perswaded 
one John How (a Merchant whom he had perverted) and divers other Cathohckes to goe 
over into England, and to expect their Redemption there (as he called it) a while He is 
much honoured by the State Papists of this kingdome Some I have heard give a large 
testimony of his Wisdome and Worth' (sig F3r-v) The passage was taken from Thomas 
Robinson, The anatomy of the English nunnery at Lisbon, 1622, sig B4v According to 
Foley attempts on Floud's life were made after the Gunpowder Plot Henry Floyd was 
educated at Rheims, Valladolid (1589), and Seville (1592) He left Rhcims with JOHN 
BLACKFAN (18) and was ordained at Valladolid m 1592 Robert Persons established a 
residence of the Society at Lisbon and mentioned in a MS account that Henry Floyd was 
there as superior for some time from 1593 He went to England, joined the Jesuits in 
1599 and lived with JOHN SOUTHCOTT (72, 99) He was arrested and committed to 
Newgate about 1600 01, from which he was moved to Framlingham Castle in Suffolk a 
year later Early in 1603 he was banished with many other priests and went back to 
Lisbon He returned to England after a year at St Omer In the 1630s Floyd was 
captured more than once and committed to the Clink and to the Fleet Queen Hennctta 
Maria procured his liberty (FLOY08), Al 120, Fl 503-13, F7 267, DNB Heniy Floyd 
was the elder brother of JOHN FLOYD, alias DANIEL A JESU. HERMANNUS 
LOEMELIUS, FIDELIS ANNOSUS, FLUDD, J R, the learned controversialist of the 
Jesuits (1572-1649) John Floyd was educated at Eu, Rheims (1587-8) and Rome (1590) 
He joined the Society of Jesus on 1 November 1592 He was sent on the mission and 
seized when he tried to visit the martyr Edward Oldcorne in Worcester Gaol In 1606 he 
was banished with many others He spent four years at St Omer and returned to 
England He became professor of theology at Louvain (FLOY16), F4 237, F6 185, F7 
268, DNB, G2 301, cf (99) Works AR 322 33, ARI 481-501, G 59, 68, 129; for 
CHARLES FLOYD S J (1562-Ί620) and GRIFFIN or GRIFFITH FLOYD (b 1569), 
who apostatized before 1615, see (FLOY02/06), Al 120 
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[ТЗ ] 

40. F. Kerkham a Jésuite, a Devonshire man, whose right name (as I have heard) Is 
Hart. 

WILLIAM HART, alias KIRKHAM, HAMBURN (1594-1624?). Educated at Valladolid 
(1613), he joined the Jesuits in Belgium in 1616. In 1620 he was sent as a priest to the 
Hampshire district. After 1624 he no longer appears in the Jesuit catalogues. (HART16); 
F7 340, 1433; CÄ5 69, p. 154. 

41. F. Anderton a Jésuite, a Lancashire man, yet not the same Anderton who goeth by 
the name of Scroope. 

Possibly a relative of HUGO ANDERTON, alias HENRY COURTNEY (1579-1603) 
who was from Lancashire. He was at the English College, Rome, in 1600 and was made 
a Jesuit before his death. СЛ5 37, pp. 122-3. Cf. The foot, C4v. GEORGE GORSUCH, 
alias TALBOT, ANDERTON (b. Lancashire 1588), was ordained in 1623/4 and was sent 
to the English mission on 28 April 1625. He was a secular priest. (GORS02); A2 134; 
CAS 69, pp. 117. Two Benedictines, CHRISTOPHER ANDERTON, alias ASHLEY, and 
JAMES ANDERTON were from Lancashire. (ANDE 18/28). For LAURENCE 
ANDERTON, alias SCROOP (ANDE34), see (164). 

42. F. Moore a Jésuite. 

HENRY MORE, alias TALMAN, PARR (1586-1661), was educated at St Omer, 
Valladolid (1603) and Louvain. He became a Jesuit in 1607. The novitiate at Louvain 
moved to Liege and More, when ordained, became the assistant of John Gerard, its 
superior. In 1621 he was at St. Omer. In the following year he was sent to England. His 
name occurs in the Clerkenwell lists. In 1632 More was arrested and put into the New 
Prison in London. In December the next year he was released. In 1635 he became 
provincial. In 1642 he was vice-provincial and lived in London. He was rector of the 
English district (1645), and rector of St. Omer's College (1649-52). He returned to Essex 
but was again appointed rector of St. Omer in 1657. He retired to Watten in 1660. More 
was the first historian of the Jesuit mission to England, with his Historia missionis 
Anglicanae Societaris Jesu, 1660 (CLANCY 1384X). (MORE05); Fl 139; F2 416-28; F7 
518; CRS 69, p. 183; F. Edwards, The Elizabethan Jesuits, London 1981, has a translation 
of the first 6 books of More's History and contains a short life of More on pp. 1-9. For 
his works see Edwards, pp. 355-6; ARI 487 (translation). THOMAS MORE (1586-1623) 
joined the Jesuits in 1611 and was sent to England in 1620. He died at Ghent. 
(MORE14); A2 224; F7 520; СЯ5 69, p. 183. 

43. F. Moore a secular Priest, kinsman to D. Moore the Popish Physician. 

THOMAS MORE, alias WEST (1565-1625). Educated at Rheims, Verdun (1583), Pont-
à-Mousson (1584) and Rome (1587), he was ordained in Rome. He was admitted at 
Valladolid in 1591 and sent to England the next year. In 1609 he left for Rome with 
RICHARD SMITH (11), where he remained until 1617 as agent for the clergy. He then 
went to Madrid to become agent for Douai College. In 1622 he visited Lisbon to advise 
on the foundation of the new College, and returned to Rome afterwards. When the 
Chapter was established on 10 September 1623 More was appointed a member. He 
visited England in 1624 and returned to Rome via Brussels in July the same year. His 
brother Cresacre More attributed to him The life and death of Sir Thomas More (1630), 
but probably wrote the book himself or edited his brother's draft. (MORE12); Al 233; 
D. Shanahan, 'The Death of Thomas More, Secular Priest, Great-Grandson of St 
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Thomas More', in RH 7 (1963-4), pp. 23-32. Works: cf. AR 548; ARI 1358 
(translation); CLANCY 684. 

44. F. Statuier a Jésuite. 

45. F. Simons a Carmelite, Author of divers late roolish Pamphlets: his lodging is in 
the lower end of Holboum. 

THOMAS DOUGHTY, alias DAWSON, SIMONS, SIMON STOCK (c. 1574-1652), 
published under the pseudonyms ANONYMUS EREMITA and JOHN HUNT. He was 
educated at Rome (1606), and ordained in 1610. He became a Carmelite novice, left and 
entered the order of the Discalced Carmelites in Belgium. He was its first missionary to 
England in 1615. He became the chaplain of the Spanish ambassador. Doughty helped to 
establish the missionary college at Louvain in 1621. It is possible that Gee listed him 
once more under 'F. Doughty' (170), and again under 'F. Hunt a Carthusian Fryer, 
lodging in Holboume, an old man' (57). According to Zimmerman there was no 
Carthusian of this name at that time. (DAWS06); A2 83; B. Zimmerman, Carmel in 
England, pp. 23-39. Works: AR 277-82; A.F. Allison, 'Bibliographical Notes: Thomas 
Doughty, William Pendiyck'; G.22-4. 

46. F. Low a Jésuite, lodging against Saint Andrewes Church in Holboum. 

Of the Lowe family four members arc known to have been priests, but none of them 
were Jesuits. (LOWE03/06/10/12); Al 214; A2 203-5. Most likely this is a reference to 
WILLIAM LOWE (LOWE12), who came to England as chaplain of the Spanish 
ambassador in 1622. The embassy and chapel (Ely House) were in Holborn, opposite St. 
Andrewes Church. William had been ordained at St. Omer on 24 May 1616. 

[F. Simons next neighbour.] 

He was listed at this position in I-III. Presumably the description means 'next neighbour' 
of F. LOW (46); not 'F. Low is 'F. Simons's (45) next neighbour'. There was a JOHN 
JUKES (DUKES), alias SIMONS. He was a Jesuit between 1616-24, but apostatized in 
1626 and converted to the Church of England in 1627. Bp. Thomborough of Worcester 
converted him and referred to him as in Gee's catalogue. A2 175; F4 21-2; CSPD 1627-
8, p. 277; AAW, A20 19; Т.Н. Clancy, 'Priestly Perseverance', p. 293. 

47. F. Bradddl. 

EDWARD BRADILL, alias SMITH (b. Lancashire), was educated at Rheims (1583), 
ordained at Laon and sent to England in 1587. He worked in his native county and was 
imprisoned about 1607. He was banished but apparently could not pay for the journey. 
He was once more arrested on 15 March 1618 and indicted for seducing subjects to 
popery, but was not sentenced. On 4 July 1618 he was to be banished again, but he was 
still working in Lancashire as late as 1630. (BRAD06); Al 45. Only in IV. 

48. F. Knox a secular Priest, lodging neere the Savoy. 

49. F. SheUay a secular Priest. 

CYPRIAN SHELLEY (1592-1624) was educated al St. Omer and Rome (1611) and was 
ordained there in 1616. He left for England on 22 April the same year. He was in New 
Prison awaiting banishment on 19 February 1621 and was shipped at Dover for Calais on 
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2 March 1621 (SHEL22), CRS 69, ρ 239 For the Shelley family see A2 290-3, F5 784-
8 Of his brothers, ANTHONY (SHEL20) came to England in 1629, and OWEN and 
THOMAS became Jesuits, Owen (SHEL26) in 1615 and Thomas (SHEL28) in 1619-20 

50. F. Price, я secular Priest, who was long a prisoner in New-gate. 

An EDWARD PRICE was in Newgate in 1614 PRO, SP 14/80/79 There were two 
secular priests called WILLIAM PRICE One was of the diocese of St Asaph, educated 
at Douai, ordained in 1607 and sent to England the same year The other Price, also 
educated at Douai, was ordained in 1S98 and sent to the mission He worked in South 
Wales and in the Oxford district in 1610 (PRICE26/24), A2 256, Al 283 The Jesuit 
THOMAS PRICE (1571 1625) died in London His brother JOHN (1576-1645) was also 
a Jesuit (PRICE16/10), Al 282 3 

51. F. Tildesfy. 

EDWARD TYLDESLEY was at Douai in 1585 and died in 1621 GEORGE 
TYLDESLEY was at Douai in 1605 and again in 1611 He went back to England 
without having completed his studies in 1614 CRS 10, pp 61, 66, 78, l l l n , 112, 123, J 
Lunn, History of the Tyldesleys of Lancashire The Rise and Fall of a great Patncian Family, 
Altrincham 1966, pp 62-8, 190 

52. F. Wuson, lodging about Bloomisbury, and one that escaped at the Black-Fryers. 

MATTHEW or EDWARD WILSON, alias EDWARD KNOTT (225), could have been 
present at the Blackfnars accident, but there is no evidence WILLIAM WILSON (b 
1571) was in the Clink in 1603 (WILS38), Al 383, A2 358-9 JOHN WILSON, the 
printer of popish books, worked at Si Omer from 1610 to 1635 CRS 69, ρ 290; A2 358 

53. F. Hilton a secular Priest, one that escaped the same time. 

The Benedictine THOMAS (PLACID) HILTON (1583-1626), alias MUSGRAVE, was 
ordained in 1609 and was professed at Diculouard in 1610 He was sent to the mission 
in 1618 and was present at the Blackfnars accident, where he attended the victims He 
died in Middlesex. (HILT02), A2 156, CRS 33, pp 226, 252, CAS 69, ρ 134, R В 
Weldon, Chronological Notes of the English Congregation of the Order of St Benedict, 
ed J G Dolan, Worcester 1881, pp 79 80, D Lunn, The English Benedictines 1540-1688, 
London 1980, ρ 236 

54. F. Medcalfe, now lodging in Shoo-Lane, a good companion, but not guilty of 
much learning. lie is often deepe loden with liquor. 

It is likely Gee wished to refer to the same Metcalf who took him to hear Robert 
ОгитуЧ sermon at the Blackfnars (cf 52, 53) THOMAS METCALF, alias SCROOP, 
PROCTOR (1586-1651), was educated at St Omer and on his return imprisoned in 
York Castle He entered Douai on 24 July 1610 and Valladolid on 20 September the 
same year Being ill he was sent back to Douai in 1612 but was refused admittance as a 
scholar ('not guilty of much learning'9) and left on 5 April He was ordained and sent to 
England in 1613 He was in New Prison to be banished on 26 June 1618 and again on 
19 February 1621 He is not to be confused with THOMAS METCALF, one of William 
Drury's students of rhetoric and poetry (METC22) (METC20), A2 219, CRS 69, pp 177-
8, APC 1617-9, 195-7, APC 1619-21, 349; PRO, SP 14/97/95, 136, SP 14/120/4 
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55. F. Richardson, a Benedictan Frier, of great acquaintance about the Towne: he 
lodgeth at the farther end of Grayes-Inne-Lane. 

JOHN (AUGUSTINE) RICHARDSON (d. 1626?). He was a secular priest on the 
English mission when he joined the Benedictine order. He was in Newgate in 1614/5 and 
banished on 4 July 1618. He was professed at St. Gregory's, Douai 31 July 1618. He 
returned to the mission; he was imprisoned and awaiting banishment in 1621 in New 
Prison. He was working in England in 1624. (RICH24); CRS 33, p. 252n.; BIRT 10; APC 
1617-19, 202, 1619-21, 349; PRO, SP 14/80/79-81, SP 14/97/95. 

[T4] 

56. F. Root a secular Priest 

57. F. Hunt a Carthusian Fryer, lodging in Holboume, an old man. 

Possibly a reference to THOMAS DAWSON (45, 170). There was no Carthusian named 
Hunt at the time, but there were the Jesuits THOMAS HUNT (1552-1628?) and 
GILBERT HUNT (1576-1647). Gilbert was in Newgale in 1612 and entered the Society 
of Jesus in 1622. (HUNT16/06); A2 165. A Franciscan, LOUIS HUNT, died in 1620 and 
a Benedictine, PETER HUNT, was professed in 1616. (HUNT09/10); CRS 24, p. 261; B. 
Zimmerman, Carmel in England, pp. 37-8. 

58. F. Conway a Jésuite. 

RICHARD CONWAY (1572/3-1626). He entered the Society of Jesus in 1592 and 
became the first rector of the Irish College at Salamanca in 1619. In April 1613 he was 
at the Irish College of St. James, Compostella. He is mentioned in FITZSIMON, sig. 
a2v. (G.31), and in The foot, sig. G4. F7 161-2; F7 ('Irish Province') 9. Works: ARI 268 
and in ARI 864; G.143. The Jesuit THOMAS PENNANT, alias CONWAY (1580-1638) 
was ordained in 1608 and came to England in 1611. (PENN04); A2 240; CRS 69, p. 201. 

59. F. Stevens a little man, a Monk. 

JOSEPH STEVENS was released from the Gatehouse to go abroad in the company of 
the Spanish ambassador in August 1613. He was called 'Benedictinus', but is not listed in 
BIRT. AAW, A12 244; APC 1613-4, 179. A Mr. Stephens was back in the Gatehouse in 
June 1618. PRO, SP 14/97/246. Cf. Commentary, p. 186. 

60. F. Wilde a secular Priest. 

HENRY WILD was at Douai 1612-3. GEORGE WYLDE, alias WILTON was educated 
at St. Omer and Rome (1618). He was a convert. He left for England in 1620. CRS 10, 
pp. 116, 121; CRS 37, p. 188; CRS 54, pp. 318-9. Only in IV. 

61-62. F. Smith) two secular Priests, besides the two Jésuites of 
63-64. F. Smith) that name, now resident in London. 

The two Jesuits were JOHN SMITH, alias WILKINS, THOMPSON (1591-1651), and 
NICHOLAS SMITH (1558-1630). John Smith entered the Society of Jesus as John 
Wilkins in 1622, already a seminary priest. He spent all his missionary life in the 
northern district and was its superior by the time of his death. He died in York Castle. 
(SMIT32); F7 717-8. See F3 49 ff., for an account of him by the fellow prisoner F. John 
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Robinson, alias Taylor and Upsall; see F5 677, for his examination, CHALLONER, 
under Wilkins, alias Thompson, where he is mistaken for a secular pnest. Nicholas Smith 
was educated at Rheims (1576/1580-2) He was admitted to the Society in 1578 but left 
the next year for the recovery of his health. He was ordained priest at Laon in 1583. The 
next year he left for England. In 1587 he was in the King's Bench, White Lion and the 
Clink. He entered the Society for the second time in 1592/3 and was professed in 1609 
In 1600 Smith was appointed confessor at Douai College and in 1602 he was sent to the 
mission. He was superior of the Lincolnshire district in 1621. Nicholas Smith was also a 
pseudonym of MATTHEW WILSON (52, 225). (SMIT52); Al 320-1; Fl 481; F7 719-20. 
There were many secular priests called SMITH (cf. 9, 10) and there is not enough 
information to identify these two. Possibilities are ANTHONY SMITH (SMIT02, A2 
298), GEORGE SMITH (SMITH; Al 320), RICHARD SMITH (1, 2, 3) (SMIT53, 54, 
55, Al 321), RICHARD SMITH, alias MARSHALL (77), ROBERT SMITH (SMIT62, 
Al 322-3), THOMAS SMITH, who worked in the London district (SMIT65; Al 323), 
WILLIAM SMITH, alias BLACK (SMIT74; Al 323). EDWARD PROBERT, alias 
SMITH, ordained in 1612, was in Wisbech and Newgate prisons in 1615, was banished, 
and returned to England in 1618 (PROB02); A2 257, PRO, SP 14/80/79 Cf. EDWARD 
BRADILL (47). A STEPHEN SMITH was in Newgate in 1614/15. PRO, SP 14/80/79, 80. 
Also cf. CRS 69, pp. 243-5. 

65. F. Greene, lodging over against North-hampton Stables. 

Since there were quite a few Fathers Green in and around London at the lime and since 
Green was a much used alias, he cannot with certainty be identified. Not much of the 
different lives is known in great detail Attempts have been made by Gillow, Foley and 
P.R Harris. The latter two suggest RICHARD GREEN, alias LUSTY GREEN and 
RICHARD GRAY, a secular priest in England, who was admitted to the Society of 
Jesus in 1606. (GREE36), A2 138; F3 268-272; F7 315, HARRIS 222 n.6, 266. JOHN 
GREEN, alms STRAWBRIDGE (b 1561) was involved in the Wisbech Stirs and on 31 
July 1618 he was in the Clink. He was out of prison on bonds in 1626. (GREE26); Al 
136-7; APC 1619-21, 239. Foley convincingly argues that John Green and Richard Green 
arc identical. Gillow suggests the Benedictine THOMAS or RALPH GREENE, alias 
HOUGHTON (d. 1624) He defended the oath of allegiance together with THOMAS 
PRESTON (265-6), but repented before his death. (GREE44); G3 35, CRS 33, pp 205-
6. Works: AR 677-8, ARI 925 3, 926 1 (with Thomas Preston). HUGH GREENE was 
awaiting banishment in New Prison in 1621. APC 1619-21, 349. FRANCIS GREAVES, 
alias GREENE, escaped from Newgate together with the priests Cornforih (see 
Commentary) and MAYLER (241) (GREA04), A2 135-6. Cf. (66, 160). 

66. F. Houghton a secular Priest. 

THOMAS or RALPH GREENE, alias HOUGHTON. See (65). WILLIAM 
HAUGHTON, alias JOHN GRAFTON (b. 1597), was sent to England on 21 March 
1624, one day after the first edition of The foot was entered m the Stationers' Registers 
He was educated at St. Omcr and Rome where he was expelled from the College in 
1622 On 15 December the same year he was accepted at Douai. He was ordained at 
Arras on 23 December 1623 He was captured at Gravesend and sent to Newgate on 1 
May 1624, where he still was in September 1624. (HAUG06), A2 151-2. More likely 
perhaps is RICHARD BUTTON, (d. after 1643), alias HAUGHTON and 
WILLIAMSON, a secular priest, educated in Rome and ordained in 1594. He arrived in 
England towards the end of 1596 He opposed the Jesuits and the archpnest Blackwell. 
He worked in Staffordshire in 1610 and was imprisoned there. In 1613 he was removed 
to London. In 1623 he became a member of the Chapter. On 1 June 1625 he became 
archdeacon of Staffordshire and Chester. (BUTT04), Al 60, HARRIS 270-1. 
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67. F. Southworth.) both secular Priests. 
68. F. Southworth.} 

The martyr JOHN SOUTHWORTH (c 1592-1654), altos LEE, was educated at Douai 
(1613) and was ordained at Cambrai on 14 April 1618. He entered the Benedictine order 
and was sent to England in 1619. He returned to Douai 24 March 1624. At Brussels he 
was a confessor to the Benedictine nuns. In 1626 he returned to England and worked in 
Lancashire. He was imprisoned in Lancashire (1627) and condemned to death, but he 
was ordered to be banished on 24 March 1630. He spent more time in different prisons 
until June 1654 when he was arrested for the last time. He was martyred at Tyburn on 
28 June. Southworth was canonised in 1970. (SOUT26); A2 306-7; AB. Purdie, 77ie Life 
of Blessed John Southworth, London 1930, E.E. Reynolds, John Southworth, Pnest and 
Martyr, London 1962; BASSET 194, is mistaken when he dates Southworth's work in 
London to the 1625 plague; Philip Caraman, Henry Morse Pnest of the Plague, London 
1957, pp. 88, 94, 98-9. Works: AR 792. CHRISTOPHER SOUTHWORTH, alias 
THOMSON (1556- d. after 1623?), may here be referred to, the more so since Gee 
discussed his involvement in the Lancashire witches case in 1612 Christopher was a 
secular pnest, but we have no knowledge of his whereabouts in the 1620s, nor do we 
know when he died. (SOUT24); Al 326. 

69. F. Edmunds.} the one, as I have heard, Jésuite; 
70. F. Edmunds.} the other, a Franciscan Frier. 

JOHN DE ST. EDMUNDS (b. 1602) was a lay brother who entered the Society of Jesus 
m 1624. He appears among the novices on a list seized at Clerkenwell. Fl 132; F7 221. 
The Franciscan possibly was LAWRENCE A ST. EDMUNDO. He was professor of 
philosophy (1630) and of theology (1634) and master of novices at St. Bonaventura's 
College at Douai and is author of a treatise (1672). He died in England in 1671-2. 
Thaddeus, 77ie Franciscans m England 1600-1850, London 1898, pp 51, 111, 299-300. 

71. F. Melling a secular Priest, lodging in Hotboum. 

RICHARD MELLING (d. after 1661). He was of the diocese of Chester. He was 
educated at Douai (1613) and ordained at Arras on 20 September 1620. He was sent to 
England on 2 June 1621. He was the servant of THOMAS WORTHINGTON, president 
of Douai (4). (MELL12), A2 217. Possibly a reference to JOHN MELLING (d. 1633), 
alias MAXFIELD (MELL06), A2 216. Cf (125). 

72. F. Love// a secular Priest, lodging in Holboum. 

SAMUEL LOVELL was educated at Douai, left for England in April 1601 and worked 
in the Oxford distnet in August 1610. (LOVE12); Al 214. More likely is JOHN 
SOUTHCOTT, alias LOVELL, LEE, CLARK (1587-1637). He was educated at Rome 
(1604) and ordained in 1612. He came to England in 1614, and again after a stay in 
Douai and Pans, in 1621. In 1622 he was at the siege of Bergen-op-Zoom in Holland. 
He took his D.D. at Rheims in July and returned to England in September 1623. In 
1625 he was made a canon and archdeacon of Hertfordshire and Northamptonshire. 
(SOUT06); A2 305. Works: cf. G. 10. J.H. Pollen, ed.. The Note-book of John Southcote 
D.D. from 1623 to 1637', СД5 1, pp. 97-117. Cf. (99). Gillow identifies Lovell as 
EDWARD LOVELL (d. 1639?), a member of the Chapter. G4 334. 

73. F. Townefy a secular Priest, lodging about the Strand. 

The only priest called Townely who has been traced so far is CHARLES TOWNELY, 
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alias WILLIAM HOLDEN (с. 1600-1644). He was educated at St. Omer (1614) and 
Rome (1621) and left Rome in June 1624. Fl 668; F6 295; CRS 37, p. 195; CRS 54, pp. 
339-40; CAS 69, p. 266. 

74. F. Bonham, alias, Evison, a Jésuite, lodging at M. Whitings in Fetter-Lane. 

JOHN ALEXANDER EVISON, alias TWISDEN, JERSON, BONHAM (с 1577/81-
1651), was educated at St. Omer (1594) and Valladolid (1597) and joined the Jesuits in 
1599. He worked in London. (EVIS02); Fl 132, 677; F7 235-6; CAS 69, p. 94. A Jesuit 
'Bonnum' occurs in a 1618 prison list. PRO, SP 14/104/101. Not in I. 

75. F. Fanner a Jésuite, prisoner in the Clink. 

JOHN FARMER (d. 1660) was a secular priest educated at Douai (1604) and ordained 
at St. Omer 24 April 1605. He was sent to England on 16 May the same year. In 1610 
he was in Oxfordshire. In 1615 he was in the Clink and in 1626 also in prison in 
London. (FARM02); A2 98. JOHN FARMER or FERMOR, alias TEMPLE was at St. 
Omer с 1613. He possibly was the brother of THOMAS FARMER or FERMOR, alias 
TEMPLE. Cf. (227). CRS 69, pp. 99-100. Not in I. 

76. F. Mattocks. 

Possibly the Jesuit JOHN MANNOCK, alias BROWN (1558-1651), who worked in the 
London district. (MANN18). Or, JOHN MADDOCK (b. 1590), educated at St. Omer 
(1606), Valladolid and Seville (1608). He came to England as a priest. A2 207; CRS 69, 
pp. 168. Two secular priests HENRY and WILLIAM MANNOCK used the alias 
YOUNG (MANN16/22); A2 210-1; CRS 69, pp. 171. Cf. (100). Not in I. 

77. F. Marshall a secular Priest, lately come to Towne. 

RICHARD SMITH (b. Herefordshire), alias MARSHALL was a Calvinist minister who 
converted. He entered Douai in 1621 and was ordained at Cambrai on 9 April 1624 and 
sent to England on 3 May 1624. Not in 1 (II was entered in the Stationers' Register 1 
May 1624). (SMIT57); A2 301. Or, PETER MARSHALL, alias TURNER (1591-1655), 
who entered the Society of Jesus, already a priest, in 1620 or 1623. He entered Douai 
1609 and was ordained at Seville. (MARS27); A2 211; F7 489. Cf. (614 81). 

78. F. Ward. 

WILLIAM WARD, alias INGLEBY (1592-c 1645), brother to Mary Ward. Educated at 
St. Omer (1609) and Rome (1614) where he was ordained on 29 April 1618. In 1619 he 
was sent to England. He worked in London till at least 1634. William had a Jesuit 
brother, GEORGE WARD (223). (WARD10); A2 336; F6 269, 513; CRS 69, p. 277. Or, 
the martyr WILLIAM WEBSTER, alias WARD, SLAUGHTER and WALLER (1565-
1641), who at the time was in and out of London prisons. Not in I. (WEBS04); A2 344-
5. 

79. F. Greenway a Jésuite. 

ANTHONY GREENWAY, alias TILNEY (1575-1644). He was educated at Eton (1586-
7) and Magdalen College, Oxford (1589). He was a convert. He entered the English 
College, Rome in 1606 and was ordained in 1608. He left the College in 1609 and joined 
the Jesuits in 1611. He was sent to England in 1612. Greenway served in Cheshire, 
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Leicestershire, and the London and Oxford districts. He was arrested in Cambridgeshire 
and committed to Newgate by the bishop of London in 1615. (GREE68); A2 138; Fl 
466-68; F2 411-6; F7 316, 1090-92. The Jesuit OSWALD TESIMOND (1563-1635) went 
by the alias of GREENWAY. Not in I. 

80. F. Heath a Jésuite. 

Possibly ANDREW DORRINGTON, alias JOSEPH HEATH (b. 1567). He was a secular 
priest, but educated at the Jesuit college at Eu, at Rhcims (1590) and Rome (1592). He 
was ordained in 1597 and left for England in 1598 under his alias of Joseph Heath. In 
1610 he was working in Staffordshire. (DORR04); Al 104. A JAMES HEATH was at 
Douai in 1604. CRS 10, p. 57. Not in I. 

81. F. Turner. 

Possibly a double entry (77). Or JOHN WHITBREAD, alias JOHN OR PETER 
TURNER, JOHN SMITH, WILMOT, WINDMORE, TORMAN (b. 1594). He was 
educated at Douai (1615). He went to England on 26 August 1619 where he was 
imprisoned. He was awaiting banishment in New Prison on 19 February 1621. Having 
been ordained at Arras on 23 February 1625, he returned to England on 16 April. He 
was condemned and reprieved in 1641 and again in Newgate in 1648. (WHIT12); A2 347. 
Not in I. 

[T4v] 

82. F. Price, Superieur of the Benedictans. 

WILLIAM BENEDICT JONES, alias PRICE (d. 1639), was a convert. Educated at 
Douai (1594) and ordained in 1598, he joined the Benedictines in Spain. He became 
procurator in Rome for the English Benedictines of the Spanish congegration. In 1617 
he worked for the Benedictine union. He was instrumental in establishing the nuns at 
Cambrai. He was sent on the mission to England and became its superior. In 1628 he 
was in prison; in 1629 he was elected president-general. (JONE48); G5 368 (lists works); 
BIRT 20; CRS 33, passim. D. Lunn, The English Benedictines, pp. 101-5, 125-7, and 
passim. 

83. F. Ploydon a Jésuite. 

THOMAS PLOWDEN, alias ACTON and EDMUND SALISBURY (1594-1664), joined 
the Jesuits in 1617 and worked in London. (PLOW20); CRS 69, p. 209. Works: ARI 910. 
THOMAS WEEDON, alias PLOYDON, ACTON, and EDMOND WEEDON, alias 
PLOYDON were arrested at Clcrkenwell in 1628. 'F. Ploydon' occurs in Scott's 
engraving. Fl 139; NICHOLS 22, 45. Not in I. 

84. F. Holt. 

GUY OR GEORGE HOLLAND, alias HOLT (1587-1660), was educated at St. John's 
College, Cambridge (B.A 1605-6) and Valladolid (1608). He was ordained in 1613 and 
left in May the same year. In 1615 he entered the Society of Jesus. In 1628 he was 
arrested at Clerkenwell. (HOLL06); A2 159-60; Fl 109 ff.; F7 365; DNB; NICHOLS 22, 
46; CRS 69, p. 135. Works: CLANCY 509. Not in I. 

85. F. Copley senior, a Jésuite. 
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86. F. Copley junior, one that hath newly taken orders, and come from beyond Sea. 

THOMAS COPLEY, alias FISHER (c 1595-c 1652) He was educated at Louvain 
(1611) and entered the Society of Jesus in 1616 In 1632 he was in London, having been 
released from prison Apparently he was sent on the mission to Maryland in 1637 
(COPL08), F6 471, F7 165 It does not seem likely that JOHN COPLEY, alias 
LUTTRELL (c 1577-1662) is referred to here He worked in London as a secular priest, 
but apostatized in 1612 and published a book on it (STC 5742) (COPL04), Al 87-8, 
СЛ5 69, p. 73, Ρ McGrath, 'Apostate and Naughty Pnests', ρ 59 Not in I 

87. F. Faulkner a Jésuite. 

JOHN FAULKNER or FALCONER, alias DINGLEY (1573/7-1657) was educated at St 
Mary's Hall, Oxford (1595), and at Gloucester Hall He was converted in 1598 and 
entered the English College, Rome in 1600 He was ordained in 1603 and joined the 
Jesuits in 1604 He was banished in 1618 but was back in London by 1621 He worked in 
the Oxford district (FAUL02), A2 99, F3 522-28, F6 215, F7 242, APC 1617-19, 195 
Works AR 299 302, ΤΗ Clancy, 'Spiritual Publications of English Jesuits', pp 430-1 

88. F. Hart a Jésuite. 

NICHOLAS HART, alias STRANGUISH, STRANGEWAYS, HAMMOND (c 1579-
1650), was educated at Broadgates Hall, Oxford (1594), the Inns of Court and Chancery, 
London, Louvain, and Rome (1599) He was converted to Catholicism by the Franciscan 
William Stanncy in Marshalsea prison He was ordained in 1603 and sent to England in 
1604 He joined the Jesuits in 1604/5 He was falsely charged in the Gunpowder Plot and 
arrested in 1606 In 1612 he was arrested at Harrowden together with JOHN PERCY 
(21) After a year in the Gatehouse he was banished at the Intercession of de Zuniga, 
the Spanish ambassador He was back in England the following February Hart was again 
captured in 1646 (HART12), A2 149, Fl 163-73, F6 212, F7 339, G Anstruther, Vaux of 
Harrowden, ρ 421 Cf (40) Not in I 

89. F. Leak, the Gentlewomens Confessor. 

THOMAS LEEK, alms STAMFORD (1565-1638), was educated at Oxford and 
Valladolid (1596), where he was ordained before he was sent to England In 1601 he was 
arrested at Nantwich, Cheshire, by Lewis Owen and committed to the Clink He was 
banished but in 1611 he was in the London district and by 13 June 1614 he was again in 
the Clink, at least until 1618 He was arrested by Humphrey Crosse in 1629 and sent to 
the Gatehouse (LEEK04), Al 206-7, Fl 42, 44, 49, 141, HARRIS 235-6, 239 Not in I, 
II spells 'Cleak' 

90. F. Blunt. 

THOMAS BLUNT was in the Clink in 1614 and in the Gatehouse in 1615 He was 
awaiting banishment in New Prison on 26 June 1618 APC 161719, 195-7, PRO, SP 
14/97/136 A THOMAS BLUNT and EDWARD BLUNT were at St Omer in 1613 CRS 
69, ρ 39 RICHARD BLOUNT, alias RANDALL, REYNOLDS (1563/5-1638), was 
educated at Balliol College, Oxford (BA 1583), Rheims (1583) and Rome (1584) He 
was ordained in Rome in 1589 He left for England via Valladolid (1589) and Seville 
(1591) He stayed in Sussex for a long time He entered the Society of Jesus in 1592/6 
and became vice-provincial and first provincial of the English Province (BLOU11), Al 
41, F3 481-88, F7 64-5, BASSET 155-9 Not in I 
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91. F. Jackson, alias Nelson, a secular Priest, an ancient man. 

JOHN JACKSON, alias NELSON, HAMMOND (1573-1651). Educated at Rheims 
(1590), Rome (1592) and Douai, he was ordained in 1598 and sent to England in 1600. 
He was working in the London district in 1611. In 1613 he was in the Clink with JOHN 
COLLETON (5). In 1621 he was in New Prison awaiting banishment. In 1623 he became 
a member of the Chapter. In May 1625 he was archdeacon of Wiltshire. He was released 
on bonds in 1635. In 1641 he was condemned to death but reprieved by the king. He 
died in Newgate. He was described as 'ancient and so decrepit that he was unable to 
stand while his indictment was read'. (JACK18); Al 186; CHALLONER 401 and G3 
108, do not identify him correctly. Cf. (175). Not in I. 

92. F. PouUon. 

This Father POULTON possibly is another brother of THOMAS and FERDINANDO 
(14, 15): FRANCIS or GILES, although one of them apparently was not a Catholic. 
Francis had a son FERDINANDO JOHN, alias BROOKES (Fl 161-2; CRS 69, p. 212), 
who became a Jesuit in 1621 but left for Maryland. Giles PouUon, alias PALMER (1600-
1666) entered the Society of Jesus in 1621-2, and came to England. Fl 155; F7 622; CRS 
69, p. 213. See (29, 30). Not in I. 

93. F. Bacon a secular Priest 

No secular priest of that name has been identified. Of the four priests of the BACON 
family of Sculthorpe, Norfolk, JOHN, NATHANIEL and THOMAS were Jesuits and 
GEORGE (1594-1663) became a Benedictine (in England, before 1630). Nathaniel (1599-
1676) was ordained on 21 December 1622 and became a Jesuit novice in London in 
1624/5. They all used the alias SOUTHWELL. (BACO02/04/06/08); A2 11-2; Fl 132; F6 
284; F7 26; CRS 69, pp. 25-6. Works Thomas Bacon: ARI 33. Not in I. 

94. F. Gravener. 

JOHN GRAVENOR or GROSVENOR, alias ALTHAM (1589-1640), entered the 
Society of Jesus, already a priest, in 1623 and worked in the Devon and London districts. 
He was sent on the mission to Maryland in 1633. Two priests from Shropshire, JOHN 
GRAVENOR, alias GREGORY, O.S.B., and WALTER GRAVENOR, a secular priest, 
were possibly in England at the time. (GRAV 02/04/06); A2 140; Al 135. Cf. (192, 240). 
ROBERT GROSVENOR, alias GRAVENOR, HOWARD, IRELAND and ARDEN 
(1582-1668) was ordained and became a Jesuit in 1620. (GROS06); A2 140; F3 180; F6 
270-1; F7 323-4; CRS 69, p. 121. Not in I. 

95. F. Ash, a Jésuite, an old man. 

THOMAS ASHE was educated at Douai (1592). He was ordained and left for he English 
mission in 1593. Gl 73 (the work attributed to him by Gillow is not his but in reality 
AR 591). The Benedictine EDWARD ASHE worked in London and died in 1629. 
(ASHE02); D. Lunn, The English Benedictines, p. 235. Not in I. 

96. F. Worthingfon, a Jésuite, Nephew to Doctor Worthington. 

THOMAS WORTHINGTON (4) was the uncle of JOHN and LAURENCE, who both 
became Jesuits. John Worthington (1573-1652) was educated at Rheims (1584, 1589), Eu 
(1586) and Valladolid (1590), Seville (1592) and Rome (1597). He was ordained in 1597 
and he joined the Jesuits in 1598. He came to England in 1604 and worked mainly in 
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Lancashire. (WORT06); Al 387; F2 75-94; F7 865; CRS 25, p. 99 (pedigree). In his New 
shreds. Gee printed two forged letters written by 'I. Worthington' to 'his kinsman' and 'to 
his uncle in London, a seminary priest' (sigs. F4-H2v). Laurence Worthington, alias 
GEORGE CHARNOCK (c. 1575-c. 1637), was educated al St. Omer, Valladolid and 
Seville. He joined the Jesuits about 1598 and was sent to England in 1612, arrested in 
1615 and committed to the Gatehouse with FRANCIS YOUNG (151). In 1618 he was 
banished from the Marshalsea at the intercession of Gondomar. (APC 1617-1619, pp. 
195-7). He was master of novices at Louvain and professor of theology at Liege and for 
some time prefect of studies at the English College, Rome. (WORT14); F2 95-103; CAS 
69, p. 294; Works: AR 262. Also related was WILLIAM WORTHINGTON SJ., sent to 
England in 1611. He died before 1621. (WORT28); A2 366; F2, 111-15; F7 867; CAS 69, 
p. 295. JAMES WORTHINGTON, brother to John and Laurence, was sent to England 
also in 1611. (WORT04); A2 364. Cf. (187). According to archbishop Abbot a 'Mr. 
Worthington' (John?, or James?) was arrested at Dover in 1616. He was committed to 
the Gatehouse, "where his brother Laurence was'. Trumbull MS 1/24, 25, Abbot to 
Tnimbull, June 17, 1616. Not in I. 

97. F. Jo. Benêt, a secular Priest 

JOHN BENNET, alias DA VIES (1570-1623), was the brother of EDWARD BENNET 
(13). He was educated at Rhcims (1588), and Valladolid (1590), where he was ordained. 
He stayed in Spain till 1597, when he went to Rome. He was active in the Archpriest 
Controversy. In 1610 he was in the Clink, after having been arrested, together with 
JOSEPH HAYNES (105). Later that year he was working in Dorset. In 1621 he went to 
Rome as agent for the clergy to defend their wish for the appointment of a bishop and 
for the dispensation for the Spanish marriage. Bennet returned accompanying WILLIAM 
BISHOP (1) to Douai in 1623 and died in England the same year. He wrote The Hope 
of Peace, 1601 (AR 103), on the Archpriest Controversy. (BENNOS); Al 31. Another 
JOHN BENNET, alias FLOYD, PRICE, BAKER (1548-1625), was this John's nephew 
and founded the Jesuit mission in Wales. (BENN06); F4 502 ff.; F7 49-50; BASSET 150-
1; Not in I. 

98. F. Cannon, a secular Priest. 

EDMUND CANNON (1578-c. 1649) was educated at Douai University (1592), Seville 
(1595) and ordained in May 1602. In 1610 he was in the Oxford district. On 26 March 
1622 he was a prisoner in the Clink. He was released on bonds on 19 October 1626, 
having taken the oath of allegiance. (CANN08); Al 62. Not in I. II spells 'Cannow'. 

99. F. Southcot, a Jésuite. 

In 'a note of some Jesuits' of 1618 appears 'Master Daniel, alias Southcote, a Jesuit', 
who, according to Foley, may be JOHN FLOYD. Floyd wrote under the pseudonym of 
DANIEL A JESU. No other Jesuit with the name Daniel or Southcot appears in the 
Jesuit catalogues of that time. F7 724; PRO, SP 14/104/101. Cf. (38, 39, 72). Not in I. 

100. F. Mannock, a Frier. 

JAMES MADDOCK (BERNARDUS DE SENIS) (1603-1654) was a Franciscan friar 
minor. CRS 24, p. 265. Cf. (76). Not in I. 

101. F. Lovet, brother to the three Popish Goldsmiths of that name. 

GEORGE LOVETT, alias ROBINSON (c. 1576-1640), entered the Society of Jesus in 
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1611 or 1613, already a priest. DRUE LOVETT was one of the popish goldsmiths. 
George worked in Leicestershire and in the Derby district. (LOVE14); Fl 122-4; Fl 511-
2; F7 467; PRO, SP 16/246/99. Cf. B.4. Not in I. 

102. F. Fairdough, a Jésuite, born in London. 

ALEXANDER FAIRCLOUGH, alias FAIRCLOTH, PELHAM (1575-1645) visited 
Rome on 22 October 1596 and entered Valladolid on 22 December 1596. He was 
ordained and sent to England in 1602, and joined the Jesuits in 1604-5. He was 
apprehended in London in 1614/5 and cast into Newgate Prison and soon after sent to 
Wisbech Castle. In 1614 he was summoned to Lambeth, with THOMAS LAITHWAIT 
(111), JOHN COLLETON (5), and THOMAS LEEK (89), to comment on the Lambeth 
Register. Fairclough escaped from Wisbech together with the priests Kellett, HERBERT 
(229), Cooper and GEORGE MUSKET (20) in 1615. On 5 June he awaited banishment 
in the King's Bench, but was released at the intercession of Gondomar. Fairclough stayed 
in Brussels for 3 years. He returned to England, where he and RICHARD BLOUNT 
(90) were very much sought after by George Abbot. See (18). He became rector of the 
Oxford district. (FAIR04); Al 112-3; F7 239. Not in I. 

103. F. Curtice, a Jésuite; his brother a Pewterer, a Papist in London, dwelling in 
Towre-street. 

104. F. Curtice, another of that name, a Jésuite, brother to the former. 

The pewterer Thomas Curtis worked in Tower Street in London. His wife died a 
Catholic. He had three sons who became missionary priests, THOMAS CURTIS, alias 
THOMAS DE LA COURTE (1576-1657), JOHN CURTIS (1573-1651), and PETER 
CURTIS, alias PETERSON (1595-1673) ((CURT 04); A2 78-80). Gee referred to the 
two brothers John and Thomas, both Jesuits. There were more Curtis brothers and one 
may have worked in their father's business. Thomas Curtis was educated in Rome (1596), 
Valladolid and Douai (1599) and was ordained at Arras on 25 February 1600. He was 
sent to England in 1601 and joined the Society of Jesus in 1605. He served the mission 
mainly in Hampshire. John Curtis worked in London as a scribe. He was educated at 
Douai (1604), ordained in 1605, and sent to England in 1609. He visited Douai and 
Rome, where he stayed from 1609 to 1611. The next year he joined the Jesuits at 
Louvain. (CURT 08/02); Al 96; A2 78; F3 405-9; F7 190-1. Not in I. II, III misspell 
'Lurtice'; this spelling was taken over in Scott's engraving. 

105. F. Joseph Haines, alias, Harvy. 

JOSEPH or SIMON HAYNES, alias PARRY, HARVEY (1581-1629), was educated at 
Queen's College, Cambridge (1596) but took no degree and later went to Valladolid 
(1604). After ordination he left for England via Douai in 1609. He was arrested in 1610, 
together with JOHN BENNET (97), and both were committed to the Clink. Haynes was 
one of the six priests who left England with the Spanish ambassador in 1612. He 
returned from Douai on 12 February 1614. In 1617 he was appointed one of the twelve 
assistants of the archpricst and in 1622 he became archdeacon of Essex and Suffolk. He 
also was one of the first canons of the Chapter in 1623. In 1628 he was chosen first 
president of the new college at Lisbon. He was arrested at Dover and committed to the 
Castle, but he escaped and left for Lisbon in August the same year. (HAYN02); A2 153; 
CRS 72, pp. 84-5. Not in I. 

106. F. Tho. Evenuti, a Jésuite. 

THOMAS EVERARD, alias EVERETT, HARRISON (1560-1633). Everard was 
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educated at Jesus College, Cambridge (1572), and Rheims. He was ordained in 1592 and 
entered the Society of Jesus in 1593 at Tournai. He was in England 1605-6 and escaped 
arrest, and he again escaped in 1617. In 1618 he was betrayed and exiled. He returned 
two months later and was again arrested but released on bail. In 1621 he was in New 
Prison. He was banished and when he landed at Dover in 1623 in an attempt to return 
to England he was once more arrested. He was confined in Dover Castle and released on 
bail three months later. He went back to work in Suffolk. Everard was an important 
translator. He is mentioned in a Clerkcnwell list. (EVER14); Al 112; F4 399-409; DNB; 
PRO, SP 14/120/4. Works: AF. Allison, 'An Early-Seventeenth-Ccntury Translator: 
Thomas Everard S.J.'; G.52, 94, 115, 126, 130, 131, 133. Not in I. II, HI spell 'Everef. Cf. 
(182). 

m 
107. F. Shepheard. 

JOHN SHEPHEARD was in New Prison in 1621 awaiting banishment. APC 1619-21, p. 
349; PRO, SP 14/120/4. A Father SHEPHERD appears on a list of secular and regular 
clergy sent to the clergy agent in Rome by Rev. W. Clarke in February 1633, as a Jesuit 
from Essex. F7 708. Not in I. 

108. F. Black-stone, alias Ford. 

Possibly FRANCIS BLACKISTON, who was professed in 1626, and died in 1650. Or, 
MICHAEL BLACKISTON, who was professed in 1625, and died in 1632. Both were 
Benedictines from Durham, who were educated at St. Gregory's, Douai. (BLAC13/17). 
Not in I. 

109. F. Prescot, sometime of the Colledge of Rome. 

No priest with this name has been identified. The Jesuit brother CUTHBERT 
PRESCOTT from Lancashire entered the Society in 1624. He worked in London until 
his arrest in 1644 as guide of the schoolboys to and from St. Omer. He was in prison 
several times. In 1644 he was in Newgate, with the Jesuit Ralph Corby, who was 
executed that year. He was charged with treason but because he was not a priest the 
charge was changed to praemunire and the sentence to life-imprisonment. Prescott died 
in prison in 1647. F3 98-100; BASSET 195-6. Not in I. 

110. F. Wainman. 

Gee referred to Wainman in the company of MUSKET (20), PERCY (21), SWEET (19), 
BANGOR (113), RICHARDSON (?55) and KNOT (132, 225) in his apology to Musket, 
sig. Qlv, Q4. In New shreds, D4r-v, Gee blackened a Jesuit Wainman 'alias Mr. 
Wrightman, alias Mr. Wood [see (149)], alias Mr. Peacock, alias Mr. Baker, alias Mr. Read, 
alias Mr. Frye, alias Mr. French'. The secular priest MICHAEL WOOD, alias WENMAN, 
who apostatized in 1619 may be referred to here. Al 384; Т.Н. Clancy, 'Priestly 
Perseverance', p. 309. The secular priest CHRISTOPHER WAINMAN signed the 
attestation in favour of Bishop Smith, July-Nov. 1631 (see A2 xviii, list 40). 

111. F. Laiihwait. 

THOMAS LAITHWAIT, alias SCOTT, KENSINGTON (1577-1655), was educated in 
Lancashire, at Douai and at Seville (1601). Already a priest he entered the Society of 
Jesus in 1607. After his ordination he returned to England in 1604-5 and was captured at 
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Plymouth. He refused the oaths of supremacy and allegiance and was committed to 
Exeter Gaol. He was condemned to death but banished instead, and he escaped. He was 
again banished in 1606 as a suspect of the Gunpowder Plot. He entered the Society at 
Louvain. From 1621 to 1649 he was a missioner in London. Dunng this penod he was 
for some time in Newgate and the Gatehouse. He is mentioned in a Clerkenwell list 
(1628). (LAIT 06); Al 203; F4 632-40; F7 429, 1048-50; HARRIS 266; BASSET 144-5. 
Not in I. a . (102). 

112. F.Reynolds. 

RICHARD BLOUNT (90) used the alias REYNOLDS, as did THOMAS GREEN 
(1579-1642). Green was educated at Douai, Rheims, and Seville (1601) and was ordained 
in 1602. He returned to England but was arrested and banished, reaching Douai on 24 
July 1606. In 1628 he was condemned to death but repneved at the intercession of the 
queen. He spent more time in prisons and was martyred at Tyburn in 1642, together with 
ST. BARTHOLOMEW ALBAN ROE (251). (GREE52); Al 318; CHALLONER 402-7. 
Not in I. 

113. F. Bangor, a dangerous Jésuite lodging about Westminster. 

Gee referred to this priest in his excuse to MUSKET (20), sig. Qlv, Q4. Not in I. 

114. F. Harrington. 

MARK HARRINGTON, alias DRURY, METHAM (1592-1657), was educated at Seville, 
Louvain, Douai and at the Sorbonne. He was ordained at Arras on 17 December 1616 
and came to England in September 1624. He next taught at Douai until 1628, when he 
left for Lisbon. He returned to England in 1633. (HARR02), CRS 72, pp. 79-80, A2 147. 
The Franascan MARTIN HARRINGTON was in White Lion prison in 1615 and 
apostatized in 1617. He died in 1624. (HARR03); A2 147; CRS 24, p. 261, PRO, SP 
14/82/99-100. 

115. F.Davenport. 

CHRISTOPHER DAVENPORT, name m religion FRANCISCUS A SANCTA CLARA, 
alias HUNT, COVENTRY, LATHROPPE (1590-1680). He was educated at Merton 
College, Oxford (1613), where he converted to Catholicism. He went to Douai (1615) 
and entered the Franciscan order at Ypres in 1617. The next year he joined the English 
Franciscans at St. Bonaventure, Douai He was sent to the University of Salamanca in 
Spain. He returned to become professor of divinity at Douai and was ordained in 1620. 
He went to England to become chaplain to queen Henrietta Maria. He became 
provincial in 1637 and again in 1650 and 1665. (DAVE02), G2 24-8; Thaddeus, The 
Franciscans m England, pp 221-3, J.B. Dockery, Christopher Davenport, London I960; 
G.H. Tavard, 'Christopher Davenport and the problem of Tradition', in Theological 
Studies 24 (1963), pp 278-90, and ch. 6 of his The Seventeenth-Century Tradition. Works: 
ARI 286-90; CLANCY 302-7, 1256X-60X. 

116. F.AUinson. 

JOHN ARMSTRONG used the alias ALANSON (37). Possibly a double entry, or a 
reference to GEORGE ALLANSON, a Jesuit who, according to Gee, wrote Of the 
conversion of nations (G 146) No such work by John Armstrong is extant. 

117. F. Thomas, an old man. 
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MORGAN THOMAS, educated al Rheims (1582), was ordained at Laon (1582) and sent 
to England the same year. (THOM08), Al 350. HUGH THOMAS was ordained in 1605 
and came to England m 1607. He would, however, not be referred to as 'an old man'. 
(THOM02); A2 317. Not in I. 

118. F. Dawson, a Jésuite. 

EDWARD DAWSON (1576-1624), was educated at Louvain (с. 1603), and sent on the 
English mission but soon banished in 1606 He joined the Society of Jesus at Louvain 
the same year. In 1610 he returned to England and worked in Lincolnshire (1621, 1623), 
and in London (1622). In 1614 'a bnefe methode for meditation' by Dawson was 
published in Vincenzo Bruno's An abridgment of meditations of the life ... of Chnst. He 
died of the plague. (DAWS02); F7 196, G2 32. Works· In AR 171 F6 522-3. Not in I. 

119. F. Man, I meane not Fishers man. 

ANTHONY MANN, alias PEARSON, was dismissed from Douai College in 1607. CRS 
10, pp 81, 82, 347 RICHARD BLOUNT used the alias MANN, but is probably not 
referred to here. For 'Fishers man', see B.3. Not in I. 

120. F.Hugan. 

Not in I. 

121. F. Porter, a Jésuite, lately com ne out of Lancashire. 

Possibly JOHN PORTER, alias PALMER (b. Worcester). He was ordained on 13 April 
1620 and sent to England on 13 September 1621 Or, SIMON PORTER, alias PRICE 
(b Warwickshire), who was ordained at Cambrai on 7 April 1612 and sent to England 
on 17 October 1613. (PORT 12/20), A2 249. Not in I. 

122. F. Bunney, an Irish-man. 

Not in I. 

123. F. Black-man, a Jésuite. 

See under F. BLACKFEN (18). EDWARD BLACKMAN, alias WILBRAHAM (b. 1589) 
was at St. Omer and at Rome in 1610-1 F6 521, СЛ5 37, p. 161, CRS 69, p. 38 Not in 
I. 

124. ¥. Stanley. 

Possibly EDWARD STANLEY, a secular pnesi and nephew to Sir William Stanley, 
governor of Mechlin (see 222), who was educated at Douai and ordained at Arras on 19 
December 1615. RICHARD SAYER, alias STANLEY, left Valladohd, a priest, in April 
1624 and entered the Society of Jesus at Watten soon after. This priest is not in I (and 
in II, III as 'D Stanley'), and may therefore be Richard Sayer, although he probably was 
not in England for very long. (STAN22, SAYE04), A2 309, 279. JOHN BROWNE, alias 
WILLIAM STANLEY was at St. Omer and Douai until 1621-2. CRS 10, pp. 189, 191; 
CRS 69, ρ 50. 



125. F. Maxfidd a secular Priest, lodging in Holboume. 

Possibly JOHN MELLING, alias MAXFIELD (d. 1633). He was educated at Douai 
(1604) and ordained at Arras on 9 December 1612. He was sent to England on 26 
August 1613. In 1626 he was in prison at Lancaster. (MELL06); A2 216. Cf. (71). It is 
possible, however, that the martyr THOMAS MAXFIELD (d. 1616) is referred to, since 
his brother SIMON (126) follows in the next entry. Both were from Staffordshire and 
were educated at Douai. CRS 10, passim. 

126. Simon Maxfield a Deacon, lodging in Fleet-street. 

SIMON MAXFIELD or MACCLESFIELD, alias FIELD, came to Douai in 1603, 
together with his brother THOMAS (125). He returned to England and pursued his 
studies at Douai in 1607-8. He left Douai again in 1609. CRS 10, pp. 48, 66, 78, 85, 87, 
98. 

127. F. Gerard, a secular Priest, lodging about Westminster. 

Possibly ALEXANDER GERARD, alias WILLIAM ASHTON (b. Lancashire). He was 
educated at Rhcims (1581) and ordained at Laon (1586). He came to England in 1587. 
He was captured together with his brother Thomas at Preston. They were committed to 
the King's Bench and then to the Tower. Alexander was transferred to the Counter in 
Wood Street and to the Gatehouse in 1588. In the same year he was committed to 
Wisbech Castle where he sided with the majority in all disputes. He escaped from 
Wisbech on 10 March 1600 with five other priests and went to Lancashire. (GERA02); 
Al 129; G2 434 wrongly assumes he died in prison before 1610. There was a GERARD 
at St. Omer in 1622. CRS 69, p. 114. 

128. F. Hensworth a secular Priest 

Possibly JOHN HEMSWORTH, a secular priest educated at Rheims and ordained in 
1579. He was sent to England in 1580 and in the 1590s he was in Yorkshire and 
Northumberland. He is last heard of in 1603 when he was released under a general 
pardon at the coronation of James I. (HEMS04); Al 162. Not in I. 

129. F. Davies an old blind man, lodging about Holboume Conduit. 

WILLIAM DAVIES was nearly sixty when he entered Douai in 1604 after an 
imprisonment of twelve years. He was ordained at St. Omer in November that year and 
sent to England in 1605. He was captured and exiled in 1607. After a short stay at Douai 
he was again in prison in London in 1610. He was released on grounds of age and 
infirmity, but was in Newgate from 1613 to March 1615, when he was sent to Wisbech. 
On 5 June 1618 he was again banished but on 30 June he was in the Clink pleading that 
he was too old to travel. He was probably released on bail. After the proclamation of 
1624, which ordered all priests to leave the realm before 14 June, he was sent to 
Newgate and sentenced to death on the 25th for being a priest and for having disobeyed 
the proclamation. He was pardoned by the king. Bishop Smith described him as 'almost 
blind and deaf through age and labours in God's vineyard'. (DAVI22); A2 82; CRS 68, p. 
171; PRO, SP 14/80/79, SP 14/97/95; HARRIS 272-3. 

130. F. Bently, I know not of what order. 

HENRY BENTLEY, alias WALKER (c. 1583-c 1628), was educated at the English 
College, Rome (1598-1603). He left for Douai and England in 1604 but returned to 
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Rome and was ordained in 1609. In 1610 he joined the Society of Jesus. He was sent to 
England in 1622 and worked in the Hampshire district. (BENT12); A2 22; F7 51-2; CRS 
69, p. 34. Henry had two Jesuit brothers, EDWARD (1588-1656) and JOHN (1590-
1663), also educated at the English College, Rome. (BENT08/14). 

131. F. Fundi an Irish man, a Monk, a young proud fellow. 

JOHN PURCELL was bom in Dublin in 1592. He entered the Society of Jesus in 1620 
and was a missioner in Dublin 1642. He is still mentioned in 1649. F7 635; OLIVER 
243. Works: G.45. 

[Vlv] 

132. F. Wabingham, alias Ano/, lodging about the Custome-house. 

FRANCIS WALSINGHAM, alias KNOTT, JOHN FENNELL (1576-1647). He was 
probably related to Sir Francis Walsingham, Elizabeth's Secretary of State. He was 
educated in London, and at All Souls College, Oxford. He served as a soldier under Sir 
Robert Sidney, governor of Rushing. In 1603 he was ordained deacon by the Bishop of 
Ely. He converted to Catholicism mainly through reading Robert Persons's Defence of the 
censure, 1582 (AR 626). Troubled, he took the book and his doubts to the king to have 
them examined. Interviews with Bancroft were of no avail. Walsingham entered the 
English College, Rome on 27 October 1606 and was ordained on 12 April 1608. He was 
sent to England in April 1609 but from Douai he went back to Rome to enter the 
Society of Jesus. In the same year he published his Search made into matters of religion. 
He worked in the Leicestershire district, and from 1633 in the Derbyshire district. 
(WALS 10); A2 334; F2 318-89; F7 811, 1007; BASSET 201. Works: AR 875-6; G.151. 

133. F. Brabant. 

ELLIS or ELIAS BRABANT, alias WARNER (d. 1643), was a priest in 1623 and 
archdeacon of Norfolk and Cambridgeshire. (BRAB02); A2 34. Not in I. 

134. F. Linch, an Irish man. 

NICHOLAS LYNCH, or LEYNACH or LEINICH (b. Clonmel 1556). He entered the 
Society of Jesus in 1586. From St. Anthony's College, Lisbon he wrote, asking to be sent 
to the Irish Mission. He was sent to Munster, with his colleague F. Andrew Morony. In 
1617 he was in Ireland. He was still living in February 1622. F7 469; OLIVER 237. 

135. F. Gerald, an Irish man. 

Possibly the Irish Jesuit GEORGE GERALDINE (1584-d. before 1649). He entered the 
Society of Jesus in 1604. He was called from Sicily to the Irish Mission in 1615. F7 293; 
OLIVER 230. 

136. F. Sherlock, an Irish man. 

PAUL SHERLOCK or SHERLOG (1595-1646). He was educated at the Irish College, 
Salamanca (1612). In 1612 he entered the Society of Jesus. He was a reputed theologian 
and administrator. From 1631 he was rector of Salamanca and for some time of 
Compostella. F7 708; OLIVER 426. Works: ARI 1077-85. 
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137. F. Starmihurst, an Irish man. 

RICHARD STANIHURST (1547-1618), was educated at Waterford and at University 
College, Oxford (B.A. 1S68). He proceeded to read law at Furnivall's Inn and at 
Lincoln's Inn, but he returned to Ireland in the company of Campion. Under the 
guidance of Campion, Stanihurst contributed to Holinshed's Chronicles a general 
description of Ireland and a histoiy of Ireland under Henry VIII. His contributions 
appeared in the first volume in 1577. After the death of his first wife Stanihurst left 
England for the Low Countries and it was probably at this time that he converted to 
Catholicism. He met Richard Verstegan. At Leyden he translated Virgil's Aeneid into 
English (1582), for which he was derided by his critics. He moved to Antwerp where he 
wrote about histoiy and theology, in Latin. F7 731-2; Gl 380; DNB; H.R. Hoppe, The 
Period of Richard Stanyhurst's Chaplaincy to the Archduke Albert', in BS (RH) 3 (1955-
6), pp. 115-7; С Lennon, Richard Stanihurst the Dubliner 1547-1618: a Biography, Dublin 
1981; J. Bossy, 'Catholicity and Nationality in the Northern Counter-Reformation', in 
Religion and National Identity, éd. S. Mews, Oxford, 1982, pp. 294-5. Works: ARI 1122-
28. 

138. F. Carrig, an Irish man. 

CORNELIUS CARRIG or CARRICK (1569 or 1575-d. after 1626) entered the Society 
of Jesus in 1599. He was at Madrid in 1607. He was in Portugal, where he was called 
DE ROCHA. He is mentioned in FITZSIMON, epistle dedicatory to Christopher 
Cusack, sig. a2v, and in a letter of Fitzsimon to Cusack, dated Douai October 26 1611. 
F7 117; F7 ('Irish Province') 11; OLIVER 221. 

139. F. Hauling, an Irish man. 

JOHN HOUL1NG (c. 1539-1599) entered the Society of Jesus in 1571. He founded the 
College of Lisbon. He is mentioned in FITZSIMON, sig. a2v. F7 375; F7 ('Irish 
Province') 4; OLIVER 233. 

140. F. Gowin, a secular Priest. 

There was a Jesuit called JAMES (IGNATIUS) GODWIN or GOODWIN, alias 
RICHARD MIDDLEMORE (c. 1604-1667), educated at St. Omcr and Valladolid (1621-
3), who worked in the London district and joined the Jesuits in 1623. (GOOD20); CRS 
69, p. 179. Works: CLANCY 1296X, 1297X. Not in I. 

141. F. Chamberlaine, a secular Priest, lodging about the Black-friers, a man of great 
imploiment, born about London. 

JOHN VARDER, alias ROBERT CHAMBERLAIN, JONES (b. London 1580). He was 
educated at the English College, Rome (1602) and ordained in 1606. Via Douai he left 
for England in 1607. He was arrested by the apostate Atkinson, committed to Newgale 
on 3 May 1609 and banished in 1610. In January 1615 he was again in Newgate. In April 
he was sent to Wisbech and banished again in June 1618. In 1620 he was in New Prison 
and again banished. After that he was for many years chaplain to the French ambassador, 
count de Tillières, in whose house at Blackfriars he resided, and at whose instance he 
was granted permission to move about freely despite the proclamations. (VARD02); A2 
326-7; HARRIS 266. 

142. F. Turpin. 
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143. F. Armieur a French-man, but one that hath long lived in England, and 
insinuateti! with some of our nation very dangerously. 

He appears as 'F. Anineur' in Scott's engraving. 

144. F. Castle. 

145. F. Jones, alias. Hay, a Jésuite. 

ROBERT JONES, alms HOLLAND, NORTH, DRAPER, ANGELINUS, HILARIUS, 
HAY (1564-1615). Educated at the English College, Rome (1582), he joined the Jesuits 
in 1582/3. He was sent to the mission in 1594 and he worked in the Hereford and 
Monmouth districts. He founded the mission in South Wales. Jones succeeded Hollby as 
superior of the mission in England. He was angry with those pnests who promoted the 
oath of allegiance and especially with THOMAS WRIGHT (6) for defending Catholic 
attendance at Protestant sermons. (JONE42), F4 368-392; F7 1077-9; BASSET 151-4. 

146. F. Jones, a secular Priest 

WILLIAM JONES was educated at Douai (1599), ordained and sent to England in 1603. 
He was in North Wales in 1631. (JONE 46); A2 174. 

147. F. Martin, alias, Quarieys, a Monk, a Citizens sonne of London. 

ANTHONY (ATHANASIUS) MARTIN, alias QUARLEYS (1565-d. before 1626), was 
educated at St. Mary's Hall, Oxford (1580; В A from Corpus Christi College 1584), 
Rheims (1588) and Rome (1588). He was ordained 9 March 1591. He was expelled and 
after some time in England returned to enter the Benedictine order. He was professed at 
La Cava in 1594. (MARTO4), Al 220, BIRT 9. 

148. F. Bastin, sometime Butler of £t»n-Colledge in Oxon. he was turned out of his 
place for cutting twentie pounds off from a Brewers score, and coozening the 
Colledge contrarie to his Oath. 

With F. EDWARDS (186) he was at Exeter College. Gee may have known them at the 
time See C.W. Boasc, Regtstmm Coltegli Exomensis, Oxford 1879, ρ 211 

149. F. Wood, a very dangerous fellow. 

See under WAINMAN (110) for MICHAEL WOOD, alias WENMAN, an apostate. 
(WOOD08). Or, JAMES HASELWOOD, alias WOOD (1602-1679). He was in New 
Prison in 1618, and was ordained at Douai in 1625. He returned to England in 1628. 
(HASE04); A2 150-1; PRO, SP 14/97/136. ALEX WOOD, alias SYLVIUS was at the 
English College, Rome m 1622 and left for England in 1625. CRS 37, p. 200. 

150. F. Bellingam. 

In 1614 archbishop Abbot wrote to Trumbull about a 'Trinitarian Fryar called 
Bellingham', but had no further information. Gee referred to 'F. Billingham'. BL, 
Trumbull MSS 1/14; The Foot, sig. L2. 

151. F. Young, an old man, a Jésuite. 
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FRANCIS YOUNG (1570-1633). He was educated at Eton (c. 1582-5) and Trinity 
College, Oxford (B.A. 1598; M.A 1594). He was converted by F. Oldcorne. He entered 
the English College, Rome (1598) and was ordained (1599). He joined the Jesuits in 
1600 at Louvain. Young was sent to the mission and imprisoned in the Clink in 1612 
and then in the Gatehouse, where he joined LAURENCE WORTHINGTON (96), until 
he was banished in 1618 at the intercession of Gondomar. In 1621 he served in 
Lincolnshire and afterwards in Suffolk and Worcestershire. His name occurs on a list of 
English Jesuit priests seized at Clcrkcnwell 1628. (YOUN06); Al 391; F2 100-3; F6 209; 
F7 876, 1094-5; NICHOLS 46. 

152. F. Parkins. 

A secular priest, RICHARD or ANTHONY PERKINS, alias HOSKINS (1602-1672), was 
ordained in 1627 and arrived in England in 1628. (PERK06); A2 240. SIR 
CHRISTOPHER PERKINS was an apostate who died in 1622. (PERK02); F2 340. 
Neither of these seem to be referred to here. More likely Gee listed a double: PERKINS 
was the alias of JOHN GENNINGS (191). A JOHN PERKINS from London possibly 
was at St. Omer с 1613. CAS 69, p. 202. 

[V2] 

153. F. Harris, very shallow-pated: and yet some say, hee is a Jésuite; which I much 
wonder at 

THOMAS or JOHN HARRIS (1595/7-c. 1676) entered the Society of Jesus, already a 
priest, in 1619 and was sent to the English mission in 1624. (HARRIS); F7 334-5. 

154. F. Baldwin. 

WILLIAM BAWDEN, alias BALDWIN (1563-1632), was educated at Oxford, Rheims, 
and Rome (1583). He was ordained in 1588 and joined the Jesuits in 1590. He became 
vice-prefect of the English mission (1600-10). He was proclaimed a traitor and an 
accessory in the Gunpowder Plot. He left England for Brussels and Louvain. In 1610, on 
his way to Rome he was seized and imprisoned at Heidelberg, sent to England and taken 
to the Tower in London, where he was detained for eight years. He was declared 
innocent after examination by the king and the Privy Council. Through the intercession 
of Gondomar he was released on 15 June 1618 to be banished. Baldwin was appointed 
rector of the English College of Louvain and in 1622 he became rector of St. Omer, the 
first Englishman to ПИ this office. (BALD 08); Al 18; F3 501-19; F7 1044-5. 

155. F. Conniers. 

GEORGE CONYERS (1575/79-1652), a Yorkshire man who was educated at Rome 
(1597) and ordained (1602). He was sent to England in 1604. In the same year he 
entered the Society of Jesus. (CONY06); Al 85; F7 154. Also from Yorkshire were the 
Jesuits THOMAS CONYERS (c. 1562-1639) and WILLIAM PALMES, alias CONYERS 
(1595-1670). (CONY16; PALM16); A2 236; F7 566. 

156. F. Coppinger, a Jésuite. 

HENRY COPPINGER, alias BROWNING (1580-1652), was educated at Cambridge and 
converted by Ralph Bickley S.J., at Wisbech or Framlingham. Henry entered the English 
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College, Rome in 1607, and was ordained there in 1613. He joined the Jesuits in 1614-5. 
(COPP02); A2 72; F7 166. Not in I. 

157. F. Woodson, a Jésuite. 

FELIX WOODSON (b. 1584) was educated at Douai, from which he left for Spain in 
1605. He entered the Society of Jesus in 1612 and was sent to England in 1618. In 1621 
he was a missioncr in the London district according to the first catalogue of the Vice-
Province. Possibly he was the brother of LEONARD WOODSON (158). (WOOD42); F7 
854, 862. Not in I. 

158. F. Woodson, a secular Priest 

LEONARD WOODSON (c. 1591-1651). Anstruther identifies him as GEORGE 
WOODSON, alias ROSS or ROSE, brother of FELIX WOODSON (157). Leonard was 
educated at St. Omer and Seville where he was ordained in 1612. He was sent to 
England the same year, a secular priest. He entered the Society of Jesus before 1630. 
(WOOD46); A2 362; F7 854, 862; CRS 69, p. 293. Not in I. 

159. F. York. 

WILLIAM or THOMAS YORK (1581-c. 1628), was educated at St. Omer, Valladolid 
(1599) and Seville, where he was ordained in 1604. He may have joined the Sodety of 
Jesus. Via Douai he was sent to England in 1605. On 26 June 1618 he was in New 
Prison awaiting banishment. In 1621-3 William York was a missioner in Hampshire and 
Devonshire. (YORK04); A2 369; F7 876; CRS 69, p. 298; APC 1617-19, 195-7; PRO, SP 
14/97/136. Or this could be a reference to JOHN YAKESLEY or YAXLEY (cf. A2 375 
and G.55). 

160. F. Brookes. 

BROOKES was the alias used by THOMAS and FERDINANDO POULTON (14, 15), 
and by FERDINANDO JOHN POULTON (92). The martyr HUGH GREEN (c 1585-
1642) passed under the alias of FERDINAND BROOKS or BROWN. He was ordained 
on 14 January 1612 at Douai and came to England in 1612. (GREE22); A2 137; 
CHALLONER 421. The Jesuit HENRY HAWKINS (1575/7-1646) used the alias 
BROOKE. (HAWK10); A2 152; CRS 69, p. 129; J.E. Seeker, 'Henry Hawkins, S.J., 1577-
1646: a Recusant Writer and Translator of the Early Seventeenth Century', in RH 11 
(1971-2), pp. 237-52. 

161. F.Amcot. 

162. F. Hughes. 

Most likely HUMPHREY HUGHES (1572-1652), alias LYNES. Cf. (169). He was 
educated at Rheims (1590), Douai, and Rome (1594) and ordained (1599). Together with 
GERVASE POLE (244) and Edward Sewell he left for England in 1600. In 1623 he 
became a member of the newly erected Chapter and in 1625 he was appointed 
archdeacon of North Wales. (HUGH08); Al 178. Other possible references are JOHN 
HUGHES (HUGHIO), EDWARD HUGHES (HUGH04); Al 178-9. ROBERT 
HUGHES (HUGH 16); A2 165. Cf. CRS 69, p. 140. 

163. F. Galloway, a secular Priest 
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A THOMAS SALOWAY or SALWAY was ordained at Soissons in 1588. He was at 
Valladolid (1590) and at Seville (1591). He was in England in 1619. Al 298; E. Henson 
and A Loomie, 'A Register of the Students of St. Gregory's College at Seville, 1591-
1605', p. 169. Or this might be a reference to an Irish priest, PATRICK, DAVID or 
GERARD GALWAY. Cf. CSPI1615-25, pp. 316-22. 

164. F. Scroop, a Jésuite. 

Possibly a double reference to THOMAS METCALF, alias SCROOP (54), but this is 
not likely since Gee knew Metcalf, who was not a Jesuit JOHN HART, alias SCROOP 
or SCROPE, a Jesuit, died around 1621 (but see F3 184) (HART04); F7 338. 
LAURENCE ANDERTON, alias SCROOP, RIGBY (1575-1643) (cf. (41)) was educated 
at Christ's College, Cambridge (B.A. 1596-7) and Seville (1599). He was ordained in 
Spain in 1603 and left for England. He became a Jesuit in England in 1604 and worked 
in Lancashire, of which district he was made superior in 1621. (ANDE34); A.F. Allison, 
'Who was John Brerely?'; The foot, Llv. 

165. F.Langtree. 

RICHARD LANGTREE was awaiting banishment in Newgate prison on 13 August 1613. 
He was in Lancashire in 1632. (LANG21); A2 183. 

166. F. Umpton, a Jésuite, an old short fellow. 

A Jesuit priest from Lancashire, UMPTON, alias LATHAIN (LATHAM) is referred to 
in the papers seized at Clerkenwell in 1628. Nichols and Foley presume Gee made two 
out of one, i.e. Father Umpton was in fact Father GEORGE MAINWARING, alias 
LATHAM (33). Fl 139; NICHOLS 61. 

167. F. Bold, a Benedicten Monk. 

A Benedictine, N. BOLD, is listed in JOHN SOUTHCOTTs (72) notebook as from 
Lancashire. COS 1, p. 115. 

168. F. Bradshaw, a Jésuite. 

ROBERT BRADSHAW or BRADSHAIGH, alias BARTON (1589-1617), may be related 
to the Bradshaw or Bradshaigh family of Haigh Hall, Wigan. He was educated at St. 
Omer, Valladolid (1606), Douai (1609) and finished his studies at Seville (1611-2), where 
he was also ordained. He joined the Jesuits in 1614. (BRAD20); A2 34-5; CRS 69, p. 45; 
Fl 227-232; F7 78, 1420, confuses him with a namesake. This namesake, ROBERT or 
ALEXANDER BRADSHAW, alias EDWARDS, GAMAGE, READE (1572-1610), was a 
secular priest who, after release and banishment in 1606, spied on the Jesuits. 
(BRAD34); Al 46-7; cf. (172). RICHARD BRADSHAIGH (1601-1669) joined the 
Jesuits in 1625 (BRAD18). The martyr EDMUND BRIAN ARROWSMITH (1585-1628) 
used the alias BRADSHAW and worked in Lancashire. He became a Jesuit in 1624. 
(ARRO02); A2 9; F2 24 ff.; CHALLONER 362. 

169. F. Line, an Augustine Frier hee now and then fetchelh a voyage into 
Buckinghamshire. 

A Jesuit, FRANCIS LINE, alias HALL (1595-1675), was bom in Buckinghamshire or 
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London, worked in the London district and joined the Jesuits in 1623. He was ordained 
in 1628. (LINE02); F7 461; CRS 69, ρ 164. A THOMAS LINE was at St. Omer c. 1612-
3. CRS 69, p. 164. Works: CLANCY 1361W. Cf. (162). 

170. F. Doughty. 

Possibly a double, see THOMAS DOUGHTY (45). 

171. F. Jeneson, a Jésuite. 

ROBERT JENISON, alias FREVILLE, BEAUMONT (1590-1656), entered the Society 
of Jesus in 1617-9. He is mentioned in the Clerkenwell lists of 1628 under the alias of 
Beaumont. In the 1630s he worked mainly in the London district In 1645 he became 
rector of the College of Ghent. (JENI20); F5 632-3; F7 400, G3 610; CRS 69, p. 147. 
MICHAEL JENISON, alms GRAY (1603-1648), joined the Jesuits in 1622 (JENI12), F3, 
p. 117n. Not in I. 

172. F. Read. 

Possibly a double entry, see (260). Or, RICHARD (WILFRID) READE (d. 1659), alias 
SELBY, who joined the Benedictines in 1620 and was appointed procurator at Rome in 
1629. He became president in 1645. (SELB10), D. Lunn, The English Benedictines, pp. 
Ill, 121, 126-7, 170-1, 174, 23Z Another possible reference is ROBERT or 
ALEXANDER BRADSHAW, alias EDWARDS, GAMAGE, READE (1572-1610). See 
(168). HARRIS 223-7, n.7, 239-40. 

173. F. Chambers. 

ROBERT CHAMBERS (1571-1624), the translator of Philips Numan's Mirachs lately 
wrought ... at Mont-aigu (G.40) was chaplain to the Benedictine nuns at Brussels from 
1599 to 1628 There is no record of his returning to England (CHAM18), Al 70. More 
likely, therefore, is SABINE CHAMBERS (1559/60-1633), educated at Broadgatc Hall, 
Oxford. He converted and entered the Society of Jesus in 1587. He became superior of 
the College at Eu. In 1609 he was sent to the English mission and worked in the 
London district. (CHAM22), F7 127, Gl 460. Also in London worked the Benedictine 
WILLIAM JOHNSON, alias CHAMBERS (1580-1663) (JOHN38), D. Lunn, The English 
Benedictines, pp 149-50; Al 192 (he may have apostatized). GEORGE WARWICK, alias 
SPENGE, FENWICK, CHAMBERS (1585-1658) (WARW02), A2 340-1. WILLIAM 
(CYRIL) CHAMBERS, a Carthusian, died in 1629 (CHAM25). A JOHN CHAMBERS 
was in Newgate in 1614. PRO, SP 14/80/79. 

174. F. Hahal, an Ignaro. 

175. F. Jackson, a Franciscan Frier, brother to Nelson. 

BONA VENTURE JACKSON (d. after 1633) was educated at Douai He was at the 
Franciscan friary at Mechlin in 1617, when he was transferred to the newly established 
Franciscan house of studies at Douai He was in England before he was appointed First 
guardian of St Bonaventure's at Douai in 1624. He left for the English mission once 
more. After the formal restoration of the Franciscan province in 1629 he was made a 
definitor, a post which he held again in 1634. He was released on bond from Newgale in 
1633. (JACK08), G3 559, Thaddeus, The Franciscans m England, pp 75, 256 Works: AR 
411. Not in I. 
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176. F. North. 

NORTH was one of the aliases used by the Jesuit ROBERT JONES (1564-1615) (145). 
RICHARD HOLTBY, alias NORTH (1552-1640), joined the Jesuits at Verdun in 1582-
3. (HOLT12); Al 175; F7 370. 

177. F. Cox, a secular Priest, a curld-pated fellow. 

GEORGE COX was in New Prison awaiting banishment in 1621. I, II, III listed 'F. Cox, 
a Jésuite'. The change may have been accidental, but there were two Jesuits bearing this 
name. CONRAD COX (1597-1636) joined the Jesuits in 1619. (COXA03). ROBERT 
COX (c 1579-1648) entered the Society in 1623. (COXA12); F7 179. There was also a 
Benedictine, ROBERT (BENEDICT) COX (d. 1650) working around London 
(COXA14). 

178. F. Banister. 

BEDE GAILE, alias BANISTER (d 1629), was a Benedictine working in Durham 
(GAIL02), CRS 33, p. 251n J.A. Hilton, 'Catholicism in Jacobean Durham', in RH 14 
(1977-8), p. 80. WILLIAM SHACKLETON, altas BANISTER, STANTON (1584-1655), 
was a Jesuit missioner in Lancashire (SHAC02); A2 289, F7 31, 702; CRS 69, p. 236. 

179. F. Rich, alias, Walpook, a Jésuite. 

EDWARD WALPOLE, alias RICH, PAUPER (1559/60-1637), was educated at 
Petcrhouse, Cambridge, and Rome (1590), where he was ordained in 1592. In 1593 he 
went to Flanders and joined the Jesuits at Toumay. He then worked on the English 
mission. In The foot, I4v, there is a reference to 'M. Rich', a priest. (WALP06); Al 369; 
F2 258; F7 807, 948. Only in IV. 

[V2v] 

180. F. Everard.} two of them Jésuites, and one a 
181. F. Everard.} secular Priest 
182. F. Everard.} 

The secular priest may be THOMAS EVERARD, alias NEWMAN (b. 1570), who was 
educated at the English College, Rome (1600) and ordained (1601) He came to England 
in April 1602 There was another secular priest, WILLIAM EVERARD, alias TALBOT 
(b. 1590). He was a convert, educated ai Seville and ordained around 1615. He arrived at 
Douai in June 1618, but only came to England in June 1633. (EVER16/20); F7 235 n.l, 
A2 96-7. The two Jesuits referred to may be JOHN and LAMBERT EVERARD. John 
Everard, alias SMITH (1584-1649), was educated at Oxford, at the Middle Temple and at 
Rome (1600). He was ordained 21 April 1600 and left for England via Douai in 1602. 
John Everard was reconciled by JOHN FLOYD (38-9) at St. Omers and became a Jesuit. 
Lambert Everard, also a Jesuit, died in 1680. (EVER 08/10), Al 112 (Thomas (2)), G2 
187-8. Cf. (106). Not in I. 

183. F. Eveleigh, a drunken sot. Нее was once taken by the watch in Holboume, and 
laid by the heeles. 

Possibly AMESIUS EVELEIGH, alias PETER EDWARDS, was educated at St. Omer 
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(1622). He was in Seville (1622-7), and by the time he arrived at Valladolid in 1629 he 
was a priest. He was expelled from Valladolid in 1631. (EVEL02); A2 96, CRS 69, p. 94. 

184. F. PoweU. 

ROGER (PHILIP) POWELL, alias MORGAN (1594-1646), was educated at the English 
Benedictine monastery at Douai, and ordained in 1618. He joined the Benedictine order 
in 1620 and left for the English mission in 1622. He lived and worked in Devon and 
Somerset until the Civil War, when he was martyred. (POWE20); G5 354-5, 
CHALLONER 474-81; D. Lunn, The English Benedictmes, pp. 127, 176. 

185. F. Skinner, a Benedicten Monk. 

Cf. (44). 

186. F. Edwards, sometime of Exon-CoUedge in Oxon. hee went thence with a wench in 
mans appareil, but belike since a sanctified man. 

Cf. (148). 

187. F. Jo. Worthington. 

Possibly a double entry of JOHN WORTHINGTON (96). Or the secular priest JOHN 
WORTHINGTON (d. Lancashire 1622). He was educated at Douai 1607, ordained on 24 
June 1609 and sent to England on 3 August 1615. (WORT08); A2 364-5. 

188. F. Peters, alias, WUford. 

Probably PETER (BONIFACE) WILFORD, alias JOHN TAYLOR (1584-1646). He was 
educated at St. Omcr and Valladolid (1604). After ordination he was sent to England in 
1607. In 1608 he entered the Benedictine order and was professed at Douai 1609. On 1 
May 1642 he was sentenced to death He died in Newgale. (WILFO6); A2 356; CRS 33, 
pp. 223-5, 228, CRS 69, p. 288; CHALLONER 402; BIRT 28. Not in I. 

189. F. White, a verie dull fellow. 

The name White presents considerable problems of identincation. A JOHN WHITE was 
in the Clink, Newgate and Gatehouse prisons in 1615. PRO, SP 14/80/79-81. ANDREW 
WHITE (1579-1656) joined the Jesuits at Louvain 1607 and was sent on the mission to 
Maryland in 1633, together with JOHN GRAVENOR or GROSVENOR, alias 
ALTHAM (94, 192). (WHIT20); A2 347; CRS 69, p. 285. There were two secular priests, 
both called RICHARD WHITE. (WHIT44/46); Al 378 The famous THOMAS WHITE, 
alias BLACKLOW, came to England on 17 August 1623 with missionary faculties but 
returned to Douai shortly afterwards. On 23 April 1624 he left Douai for Pans. 
(WHIT54), A2 349-54, DNB, CRS 69, ρ 285, СЯ5 72, pp. 218-20 WILLIAM WHITE 
entered the Soaety of Jesus in 1617 and died on 15 December 1624. (WHIT62); A2 354. 
There was a Benedictine WILLIAM (CLAUDE) WHITE, alias BENNET (WHIT68); 
EDWARD GIFFORD, S.J. (GIFF10) and JOHN WAKEMAN (WAKE08) used the alias 
WHITE. They both came to England about 1622 CRS 69, pp. 115, 273 

190. F. Stroud, some say, that hee hath two Cradles going at this present 

191. F. Jennings. 
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JOHN GENNINGS, alias PERKINS (1576-1660), was educated at Rome (1598). Brought 
up a Puritan he had been convened by the martyrdom of his brother Edmund in 1591. 
He was ordained in 1600 and sent to England in 1601. In 1610 he was working in Sussex 
and South Wales and in 1611 in the London district. In May of that year he was in 
Newgale. About 1616 he was professed a friar minor in the Franciscan order. (GENN 
04); Al 128; CRS 23, p. 266; D.M. Rogers, 'A Note on the Life of St. Edmund 
Gennings*. Works: AR 358; The foot, Llr-v, for a secular priest JOHN JENNINGS, see 
(JENN08); A2 171. Cf. (152). 

192. F. AÜham, a Jésuite. 

Possibly a double entry. See (94). 

193. F. Bat. 

WILLIAM (ANTHONY) ВАТТ (d. 1651), was an important translator of Catholic 
books. In his catalogue of books Gee referred to 'Antho. Bat, a Frier, now in London' 
(G.58). In 1615 or 1616 he was a monk at Dieulouard. He was still there in 1621 and 
also in 1631. He was never sent to England as a missioner. (ΒΑΤΊΌ6); D.M. Rogers, 
'Anthony Batt: A Forgotten Benedictine Translator', in G.A.M. Janssens and F.G.A.M. 
Aarts, eds., Studies in Seventeenth-Century English Literature, History and Bibliography 
(Festschrift for T.A. Birrell), Amsterdam 1984, pp. 179-193; Gl 155 and DNB are 
incomplete and erroneous. Works: AR 47, 74, 75, 104, 105, 368-9, 830; ARI 89; 
CLANCY 81-2. Cf. G.50, 58. 

194. F. Sanders. 

The name SANDERS occurs in the lists of priests seized at Clerkenwell in 1628. Foley 
could not trace the name in the Province catalogues and suggests it may have been an 
alias. (F7 683). GREGORY FROMOND or FORMAN, alias or vere SANDERS (b. 
1592), was ordained in 1618 and was sent to the English mission in 1622. (FROM02); 
A2 118; CRS 69, p. 104. A secular priest, NICHOLAS SANDERS, received minor orders 
at Seville in 1620. (SAND08); A2 278. 

195. F. Dier. 

The Benedictine THOMAS TUNSTALL, alias HELMES and RICHARD DYER, was 
martyred in 1616. He was known as Richard Dyer in the Newgate and Wisbech prisons. 
(TUNSIO); A2 324; PRO, SP 14/80У79, 80, 81. 

196. F. Heigham, Author of many loud-lying Pamphlets. 

ROGER or JOHN HEIGHAM (c. 1568-c. 1632), publisher, editor, translator and 
distributor of Catholic books, who lived and worked in Douai and St. Omer, and was 
most active from 1622 to 1625, when he published an average of eight books a year. 
John Heigham was not a priest but did have connections with the Jesuits at St. Omer. 
He appears to have been in England in 1608, when Udall (B.8) offered Bancroft to 
arrest him. Heigham may have made more trips to London. Works: AR 390-2, 422-5 
(G.83), 828 (G.41). Translated Works: AR 67-8, 766 (G.46), 767-9, 588 (G.19), 698 
(G.70). Edited (and translated) Works: AR 124-5 (G. 114), 594, 766 (G.46), 512 ff. 
(G.141), 842, 854. A.F. Allison, 'John Heigham of S. Omer·; HARRIS 234. G3 256 and 
DNB are erroneous. 
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197. F. СІа Ш, alias, Lusher, a secular Priest 

No pnest with the name Clavill has been identified. There was a secular priest, 
THOMAS LUSHER (b. 1575), educated at Rheims (1590), Douai (1592), St. Omer and 
Valladohd (1594). He was sent to England in May 1599 and was working in the Eastern 
district in 1625. His alias is not known. (LUSH08); Al 216; CRS 69, p. 166. NICHOLAS 
LUSHER (b. 1589) was a priest when he joined the Jesuits in 1624 or 1625 (LUSH06); 
A2 205. Cf. EDWARD LUSHER, alms ARROW (LUSH08). Not in I. 

198. F. Mompford, a Benedicten Frier. 

JOHN MUMFORD or MOUNDEFORD, alias FORD (d. 1646), came from Norfolk, 
was educated at St. Gregory's, Douai, and joined the Benedictine order in 1614. 
(MUMF05); CRS 33, p. 223; D. Lunn, The English Benedictines, p. 231. Not in I. 

199. F. Buhop, alias Brabant. 

Possibly a double listing of F. BRABANT (133). JOHN BISHOP, alias FALLOWES, 
was ordained in 1602 and came to England that year. (BISH12); Al 36. Not in I. 

200. F. Rimmington. 

Possibly FRANCIS CLARK, alias REMINGTON, a secular priest (b. 1576) from 
Norfolk, educated in Douai (1594) and Valladohd (1596), where he was ordained (c 
1600). He was a convert. (CLAR14), Al 76. 

201. F. МЫіпеих. 

MOLINEUX was the alias of the martyr JOHN ALMOND (d. 1612). The saint is 
referred to in The foot, 12. More likely is JOHN PANSFORD, alias MOLYNEUX, 
PERCIVAL (1592-1668), who entered the Society of Jesus in 1621; (PANS02); A2 237; 
F7 566, 1444. 

202. F. Dade a secular Priest. 

It is likely that this was THOMAS MIDDLETON alias DADE, name m religion 
THOMAS DE MEDIAVILLA (d 1662), superior of the Dominicans. He was educated 
at Douai (1605) He was ordained probably in 1609. He arrived in London in 1623, a 
vicar-gcneral, to begin to organize the English mission of the Dominicans. The name 
'Mr. Dade' occurs in a list of Benedictines and other priests who were arrested by 
Humphrey Crosse during the Clerkenwell discovery. (MIDD24); CRS 10, p. 59; CRS 30, 
p. 101; Fl 141. See G. Anstruther, A Hundred Homeless Years. English Dominicans 1558-
1658, London 1958, pp. 120-7 and passim. 

203. F. Birket, disguised under the name and profession of a Physician or Chirurgion. 

It is not likely that the archpnest GEORGE BIRKET (d. 1614) is referred to here. Al 
35-6. 

204. F. Kinsman, Нее and his brother translated The lives of the Saints. 

WILLIAM and EDWARD KINSMAN, alias WISEMAN. Edward Kinsman (b. London) 
was educated at Douai (1623) and ordained at Paris (1627). He returned to Douai in 
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1628. With his brother William he translated Villcgas's Lives of the Saints, 1609 In 1610 
Udall (B8) was aware that one of the Kinsmans was involved in the distribution of 
recusant books. (KINS04); A2 178; F7 421; HARRIS 221, 256-8. 260-1. Works: AR 851 
ff. and 33; G. 116; The foot, F2v, N4v. 

[V3] 

205. F. Durham. 

Possibly THOMAS DURAND, alias HUNT (1597/8-1633), a Jesuit priest, educated at St. 
Omer (1617-8) and Valladolid (1618-21). CRS 69, p. 90. 

206-7. Two Priests, lodging in Mistris Fowlers house in Fetter-Lane, whose names I 
cannot learne. 

For M R Fowler, see B.5. Evidently, she also harboured priests. 

208. F. Ireland, sometimes School-master of Westminster, 

RICHARD IRELAND (1571-1637) was educated at Westminster school and Chnst 
Church, Oxford (B.A 1591, M A 1594). In 1598 he became headmaster of Westminster 
school. He fled to France in 1610 and was reconciled in 1612. He was ordained, probably 
in Pans On 10 January 1617 he was at Arras College. He was back in London in 1623, 
but he spent most of his time abroad. (1REL08); A2 167; Fl 680. Not in I, first variant. 

209. F. Weston, a Jésuite. 

JOHN WESTON, alias WRIGHT (c. 1589-1649), entered the Society of Jesus in 1620 
and worked in the Midland district (WEST18). Not in I, first variant. 

210. F. Tomson, lodging in Shoo-Lane, otherwise called Tom Poet; his right name W. 
Weathered, borne in London, a drunken companion. 

THOMAS WITHERHEAD, alias TOMSON, TOM POET, TOM TOBACCO, is referred 
to by Lewis Owen in 77ie unmasking of all popish monks, friers, and ¡emits, 1628, sigs. F2-
F3r. According to Owen, he joined the Augustmian friars at Louvain, was ordained and 
sent to England. Owen tells the tale of Thomas introducing the smoking of tobacco in 
his order. A THOMAS THOMSON, alias TOMSON, was in Newgale in 1614/5, and 
possibly also in the Clink or in Wisbech in 1618. PRO, SP 14/80/79-81, SP 14/97/95. 
There was a THOMAS THOMSON from Lincolnshire (THOM40). Not in I, first 
variant. 

211. F. Lawrence. 

Three pnests named Lawrence, of whom hardly anything is known, worked in and around 
London: a Jesuit, AUGUSTINE LAURENZO (LAUROS); a Carmelite, LAWRENCE 
OF ST. THOMAS (LAWR02), and a secular pnest JOHN LAWRENCE (LAWR04); A2 
186. In Hold fast, Glv-G2, Gee described 'F. Lawrence, a Jesuit, now or of late about 
London' as having come from Spain. The Jesuit Augustine Laurenze came from Portugal. 
A 'F. Lorence' OCCUR in an undated list of Catholics abroad, sent by an agent to the 
English government. He was in the English College, Rome and received a Spanish 
pension. CSPD 1547-80, p. 694. Cf. T.F. Knox, ed., Douay Dianes, pp. 301-2. Not in I, 
first variant. 
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212. F. Charles, a limping hobbling Priest 

Two French Franciscans worked in the London area, CHARLES OF BEAUVAIS (d. 
1669) (CHAROO), and CHARLES FRANCIS ABBEVILLE (d. 1665) (CHAR01). Not in 
I, first variant. 

213. F. Stone, a Jésuite. 

ANDREW STONEHOUSE, alias JOHN STONE, CUTHBERT, FAIRFAX, ANDREW 
TOWN (1597-1663), did not join the Jesuits before 1634, at Watten. From St. Omer he 
entered the English College, Rome in 1617, where he was ordained on 17 January 1621. 
He came to England on 19 April 1623. (STON10); A2 311; F7 740; CRS 37, p. 184; CRS 
69, p. 251. The alias STONE was also used by WILLIAM COXIE, a secular priest from 
Cheshire, who came to England in 1588. He signed the appeal against Blackwell at 
Wisbech (17 Nov. 1600), although he was not a prisoner. (COXI02); Al 92. Not in I, 
first variant 

214. F. Newton, lying bebinde the olde Exchange. 

SYLVESTER NORRIS (8) used the alias NEWTON. Not in I, first variant. 

215. F. Towers, an Augustin Frier. 

Not in I, first variant. 

216. F. Lancaster, a very impudent fellow. 

FRANCIS LANCASTER, alias WILLOUGHBY (d. 1656), entered Douai in 1604 and 
was ordained at St. Omer the same year. He was sent to England in 1605. (LANC02); 
A2 182. JOHN NORTH, alias LANCASTER (1603-1669) came from Lancashire and 
entered Douai on 22 October 1622. He was ordained in 1631 at Arras. (A2 232). Not in 
I, first variant. 

217. F. Radford, a Jésuite. 

JOHN or THOMAS RADFORD, alias TANFIELD (1561-1630), was educated at 
Rheims and ordained in 1587. He came to England in 1589 and joined the Jesuits in 
1608. From Northampton he came to London after 1621. (RADFO2); Al 284; F4 603; F7 
637; DNB. Works: AR 701. Not in I. 

218. F. Stubbley, a boon companion. 

Not in I, first variant. 

219. F. Mountague, a Jésuite, a very poysonous fellow. 

THOMAS ROBE, ROBY or ROB, alias MONTAGUE (1602-d. after 1673), was 
educated at Douai and entered the Society of Jesus only in October 1625. For three 
years he was superior of the Scottish mission. F7 655. Not in I, first variant. 

220. F. Banks, a Jésuite, lodging in Field-Lane, borne in London, deputy Banks his 
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sonne. 

RICHARD BANKS's father, Thomas Banks, was deputy to Alderman Martin and he was 
an informer. Richard (c. 1569-1643), alias STANHOPE, was educated at Rheims and 
Rome, where he was ordained in 1592. He came to England in 1594 and joined the 
Jesuits in 1597. He was rector of the London residence and novitiate for many years. He 
was at Clerkenwell when it was seized in 1628, and he was imprisoned then. (BANK06); 
Al 20; F6 710ff; F7 30-1; NICHOLS 46-7. Not in I, first variant. 

221. F. Taylor, late Confessor to the Friers in Ireland, and newly come into this 
Kingdome. 

STEPHEN (JOSEPH) TAYLOR, a Dominican, came from Ireland and worked in the 
London district (TAYL41). Not in I, fint variant. 

222. F. Stanley, brother to Sir William Stanley, Governor of Macklin. 

EDWARD STANLEY, alias FRANCIS BRERETON (1564/5-1639), was the brother of 
Sir William Stanley, who betrayed Deventer to the Spaniards and became governor of 
Mechlin and colonel of a regiment in Spanish service in the Netherlands, in which his 
younger brother Edward also served. Edward received a Spanish pension in 1600. He 
entered the English College, Rome in 1609 and was ordained there in 1611. He left for 
England in 1612 and entered the Society of Jesus in 1619/20. (STAN20); A2 308; F7 732. 

223. F. Ward, a Rufller, with a Rapier at his side. 

The description is like that of the Jesuit (Palmer) on sig. H2 of The Foot and may, 
therefore, be of the Jesuit, GEORGE WARD, alias INGLEBY (c. 1596-1654), the 
brother of WILLIAM WARD (78). He joined the Society in 1619 and was a missioner in 
London in 1628. (WARD04); F5 681; F7 814; СЛ5 69, p. 277. 

224. F. Ashton, alias, Fisher, M. Muskets brother. 

THOMAS FISHER, alias ASHTON (1578-1667), was the brother of GEORGE FISHER, 
alias MUSKET (20). He was educated at Rome and Douai (1598) and sent to England 
in 1603 to recuperate from illness. He relumed to Douai and was ordained in 1603 and 
sent to England again in 1604. In 1611 he was in the London district, in 1628 and 1632 
at Cookham, Berkshire. (FISH 22); A2 109. Not in I. 

225. F. Knot, a Jésuite, lately come from Rome. 

MATTHEW or EDWARD WILSON, alias EDWARD KNOTT and NICHOLAS SMITH 
(1581-1656), was educated at Douai (1599) and Rome (1602). He was ordained in 1606 
and joined the Jesuits in October 1606. He left for England in 1622 and worked in the 
Suffolk and London districts. He became vice-provincial to Richard Blount in 1633 and 
in 1636 again to HENRY MORE (42), whom he succeeded as provincial in 1643. (WILS 
16); A2 359; F5 629; F6 225; F7 850; CRS 69, p. 290; BASSET 143Λ 187-8. Works: AR 
892-901; ARI 1400-10. α . (10). Not in I. 

226. F. Roe, a secular Priest 

In New Shreds, Gee printed a forged letter from 'P. Rowe a Romish Priest to his brother 
William Rowe in England'. See J. Limon, 'An Allusion to the alleged Catholicism of 
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some Jacobean Players in John Gee's New Shreds of the Old Snare (1624)', in Notes and 
Queries 230 (1985), pp. 488-89. JAMES (MAURUS) ROE, alias ROLFE, was a 
Benedictine who was professed in 1626 and died in 1557. (ROEA04). 

227. F. Fanner, a Jésuite, brother to the former Farmer. 

THOMAS FARMER or FERMOR, alius TEMPLE was at St. Omer с 1613 and at 
Seville in 1617. He was possibly the brother of JOHN FARMER or FERMOR, alias 
TEMPLE (75). CRS 69, pp. 99-100; A2 315. THOMAS FARMER, alias or vere 
STILLINGTON, alias BARKER (c. 1594-1683), was not the brother of JOHN FARMER 
(75), but he worked in London at the time. He was educated at St. Omer and Rome 
(1614) and was ordained on 9 August 1620. He was sent to England in 1621, and 
entered the Society of Jesus that year. (FARM04); A2 98-9; F6 272; CRS 69, p. 100. Not 
in I. 

228. F. Andrew Fryer, a secular Priest 

ANDREW WAFERER, alias FRIAR, RICHMOND, WILLIAM HERNE (1576-1648), 
was reconciled and entered Valladolid in 1600, after which he came to England as a 
priest in 1603. In 1610 he was in London. He was a secular priest but was described as a 
'concealed benedictine' in 1631. (WAFE02); A2 329; F7 1918; HARRIS 266. Not in I. 

[V3v] 

229. F. Turbivill, alias, Herbert. 

About 1615 a priest called HERBART escaped from Wisbech prison, together with the 
priests FAIRCLOUGH (102), Cooper, MUSKET (20), and Kellett. They were recaptured 
in Lincolnshire and committed to Lincoln Castle from which they once more escaped. 
JOHN TURBERVILE was awaiting banishment in New Prison in February 1621, with 
Musket and many others (APC 1619-21, 349). A seminary priest called HERBERT was 
harboured by the recusant goldsmith Drue Lovett in 1633-4. Fl 511-2; PRO, SP 14/120/4, 
SP 16/246/99. Not in I. 

230. F. Babthorp. 

ROBERT BABTHORP, alias SMITH (1584-1654), was a Benedictine, professed in 1609. 
He was educated at Seville (1605) and Dieulouard. He worked as a missionary in the 
North district. Babthorp was awaiting exile in New Prison in 1621. (BABT08); PRO, SP 
14/120/4. There were two Jesuits, RALPH BABTHORPE (1594-1628) and THOMAS 
BABTHORPE (1598-1656). (BABT 04/10). Both had the alias SMITH and were also 
from Yorkshire. Ralph only arrived in Yorkshire in 1625 though. F7 25-6; CRS 33, pp. 
226, 22S; CRS 69, p. 25. Cf. J. Morris, Troubles, vol. 1. Not in I. 

231. F. Camp. 

Possibly FRANCIS (BONIFACE) KEMP (1578-1644). He joined the Benedictines in 
1603. He was in prison from 1613 until 1615, when he was banished from Newgate. He 
returned and possibly was in prison in 1617 and 1621, since a priest called 'Jervas, alias 
Francis Kemp, and Everard' occurs in the prison lists. APC 1617-19, 202, APC 1619-20, 
349. He worked in York in 1644. (KEMP06); BIRT 26; CRS 30, p. 76; CRS 33, p. 212 
and passim; CRS 69, p. 151. Not in I. 
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232. F. Colbeck. 

EDWARD PROBIN, alias COLBECK, BREWERTON (d. after 1634), was a secular 
priest educated at Douai. He was ordained in 1616 at Anas and was sent to England the 
same year. In 1634 he was in Staffordshire. (PROB06); A2 2S7. Not in I. 

233. F. Yeomans. 

THOMAS YEOMANS appears in a list of priests to be exiled from New Prison, 
presented to the Star Chamber on 26 June 1618. APC, 1617-19, 195-7; PRO, SP 14/97/95, 
136. Possibly WILLIAM YEOMANS (b. c. 1553) who was ordained in 1584 and sent to 
England in 1586. (YEOM02); Al 390-1. Not in I. 

234. F. Tong, alias, Trolope. 

No priest of this name or with this alias has been identified. There is a possibility that 
CUTHBERT TROLLOPE, alias WELBURY (1573-d. after 1643) is meant. He became 
vicar-general of the North in 1625. (TROL02); Al 363-4. The alias Tong, however, was 
not recorded. 

235. F. Santon, alias Constance. 

Possibly NICHOLAS STANTON, who appears in a list of priests to be exiled from New 
Prison, presented to the Star Chamber on 26 June 1618 and again in a list of priests of 
19 Februaiy 1621, where he is still in New Prison, awaiting exile. APC, 1617-19, 195-7; 
PRO, SP 14/97/95, 136; APC 1619-21, 349. He was shipped from Dover to Calais. PRO, 
SP 14/120/4. Anstruther identifies this priest as HENRY STANTON, alias GAUNTLET. 
A2 309-10; CRS 69, p. 250. 

236. F. Dauby. 

Possibly ROBERT DANBY or DANLEY, who was in New Prison in June 1618. He was 
ordered to be banished on 26 June 1618. SP 14/97/136, 246, 302; APC 1617-19, 197. 
THOMAS DAWBENY or DAWBNEY was ordained in 1594. (DAWB02); Al 99. Not in 
I. 

237. F. Mordant, a Jésuite. 

A LEWIS MORDENT is listed among the priests in New Prison, awaiting banishment 
on 19 February 1621. APC, 1619-21, 349; PRO, SP 14/120/4. Not in I. 

238. F. Chamock, a secular Priest. 

ROBERT CHARNOCK (b. с 1561), was educated at Oxford, Rheims (1579) and Rome 
(1580). He was ordained in 1586 and left for England in 1587. In 1598 he was sent to 
Rome with WILLIAM BISHOP (1) to petition for the appointment of a bishop. 
Charnock returned to England without permission in April 1600 and was suspended by 
Blackwell. He was a prisoner in Framlingham and signed the memorial of allegiance to 
the queen with 12 other priests on 31 January 1603. The same year he was banished. 
After a short stay in Paris he was back in England in the Clink on 8 August 1603. He 
obtained a pardon of the king, but was again banished in 1604. He was back in the Clink 
in July 1608, and in 1614. (CHAROS); Al 73; PRO, SP 14/80/79; Works: AR 235-6. Not 
in I. 
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239. F. Bmughton. 

JOHN (MARK) CROWTHER, alias BROUGHTON (1584-1658), entered Valladohd 
from St. Orner on 23 July 1600 but was sent to England as unsuitable. He returned the 
same year and was ordained in 1608. After ordination he was again dismissed. He 
entered the Benedictine order at Douai in 1608 and was professed the next year. He may 
have been in Newgate prison. A JOHN BROUGHTON was banished from this prison in 
1609. (CROW06), A2 77-8; СД5 69, p. 78. ARTHUR (ANSELM) CROWTHER, alias 
BROUGHTON (1588-1666), was a Benedictine from Montgomeryshire, who worked in 
London. He was professed in 1611. (CROW04). For his works, see CLANCY 280-7, 
12460, 12470. Not in I. 

240. F. Gregory. 

JOHN GRAVENOR or GROSVENOR, O.S.B., used the alias of GREGORY (94). He 
was ordained at Arras and came to England in 1606. He was professed before 1614. A 
'Mr. Gregory' is listed in 1609 by Udall (B8) as having paid the pursuivant Humphrey 
Crosse to gain his liberty. (GRAV04), HARRIS 266. Not in I. 

241. F. MaUeard. 

Possibly HENRY MAYLER (MAYLERD, MAYLARD) (b 1576), educated at St. 
Gregory's, Seville and ordained с 1612 He refused to take the oath of allegiance and 
was committed to Newgate in 1612. He escaped to Douai and Pans (1617). In 1621 he 
took part in the Spanish marriage negotiations in Spain. In 1628, with JOSEPH 
HAYNES (105), he left Douai for the new Lisbon seminary. (MAYL02); Al 223-4; F4 
588; CRS 72, pp. 123-4, G. Anstrulher, Vaux of Harrowden, p. 398; HARRIS 270-1. Or, 
FRANCIS MALLET or HILDESLEY, who was in England in 1621 (MALUM); A2 208; 
CRS 69, ρ 170. GEORGE MALLET, alias ARTHUR HARVEY left for England in 
1612 (MALL06), A2 208. Not in I. 

242. F. Kennion. 

EDWARD KENYON (1577-d. after 1626), was educated at St. Orner. Rheims, Eu, 
Douai and Valladolid After ordination he was sent to England in June 1599 and shortly 
after arrival committed to Winchester gaol. In 1610 he was in Dorset and in 1611 in the 
London district He was still in the West in 1625. He is last mentioned in 1626 (CRS 5, 
p. 398). (KENY02); Al 196-7, CRS 69, ρ 152 Not in I. 

243. F. Gray. 

WILLIAM HAREWELL, alias FARRAR, GRAY (d. 1640), was educated at Douai and 
ordained at Arras in 1615. He came to England in 1617 and worked in London. In 1623 
he became secretary to bishop BISHOP (1) and later to his successor bishop SMITH 
(11). In 1628 he was in New Prison. (HARE02); A2 145; CRS 22, ρ 173. ROBERT 
GRAY (b. 1562), alias WATTS, apostatized in 1614 (GRAY10); Al 135-6. ROBERT 
GRANT, alias or vere GRAY (1595-1662) was a Jesuit (GRAN14); CAS 69, 118. Cf. 
(65). 

244. F. Jervice Pook, a Jésuite. 

GERVASE POLE (1572-1641) entered the English College, Rome in 1593 and was 
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ordained in 1598. He left for England in 1600 and joined the Jesuits in 1608. In 1615 he 
was a prisoner in the Gatehouse and he was transferred to Wisbech Castle the same 
year. He was exiled and left for Belgium in the suite of the ambassador of the archduke. 
Pole spent a year at the novitiate at Watten and then returned to England. In 1621 he 
served in the Leicestershire and Derby district, where he died. (POLE18); Al 280; F2 
289; F7 611-2, 1090. Not in I. 

245. F. Lentall, • Jésuite. 

JOHN LENTHALL (1571-1639) entered the Society of Jesus in 1610. 'P. Lenthall SJ.' 
occurs in a 1613 list of exiles. Thirteen priests were banished at the intercession of the 
Spanish ambassador. F7 451; OLIVER 119. Not in I. 

246. Doctor Tempest. 

ROBERT TEMPEST (1542-1625) was educated at Louvain (1570) and Rheims (1583). 
He was ordained in 1584. He spent some time in Rome and Paris, and taught at Douai. 
He set out for the English mission on 20 June 1603. He died at Antwerp. (TEMP 18); 
Al 349. His nephew ROBERT TEMPEST (1566-1640) was educated at Rome and Douai 
University (1594). He left for England 1600 and was in prison in 1608. In 1614 he was 
free on parole. He joined the Society of Jesus in 1623/4, already a priest, and was a 
novice in the London house of probation. He worked as a missioner in London in 1628 
and in 1633 in Hampshire. (TEMP20); Al 349-50; F3 401; F7 766-7; HARRIS 270-1. 
Not in I. 

247. F. Milford, a Jésuite. 

Possibly JOHN FORCER, alias MIDFORD, MITFORD (1580-1630). He was educated 
at St. Omer (1601) and Rome (1601). He was ordained in 1604 and became a Jesuit in 
1605. (FORC04); A2 115; F6 219; F7 270-1; CRS 69, p. 104. Not in I. 

248. F.Morrke. 

RICHARD PAGE, alias MORRIS (d. 1653), was educated at Douai (1607) and ordained 
at Tournai (1610). He was sent to England in 1612 and was captured by Humphrey 
Cross in 1627. In 1649 he was archdeacon of Oxfordshire. (PAGEOS); A2 235. Or, the 
Jesuit MAURICE KEYNES, alias GEORGE MAURICE (c. 1591/4-1654), who was 
educated at St. Omer (1610) and Valladolid (1614), joined the Jesuits in 1616 and came 
to England. (KEYN16); F7 417-8; CRS 30, pp. 116-7; CRS 69, p. 153. Not in I. 

[F. Edward Chetwin, a Jésuite.] 

EDWARD CHETWIN was listed at this position in II and III. He was awaiting 
banishment in New Prison in February 1621. APC 1619-21, 349. 

249. F. Cyprian. 

CYPRIEN OF GAMACHES (d. 1679) was a Franciscan (capuchin) who was professed in 
1620 and worked in the London district. (CYPR02). Works: CLANCY 288-90. 

250. F. Lockwood. 

FRANCIS LOCKWOOD (d. before 1632), was educated and ordained at Rheims 
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(1587/8). He was sent to England in 1588. In 1589 he entered Valladolid and after 
finishing his studies was sent to England in 1590. On 19 February 1621 he was awaiting 
banishment in New Prison. He was embarked at Etover on 2 March 1621 but soon 
returned to England. (LOCK10); Al 211. Not in I. 

251. F. Alban Rowe, a secular Priest 

ST. BARTHOLOMEW ALBAN ROE, alias JAMES ROLFE (1583-1642), was educated 
at Cambridge and converted from Protestantism. He went to the English College at 
Douai and from there to the English Benedictines at Dieuloard, where he was professed 
in 1612. He was sent to the English mission in 1615 and was arrested and committed to 
New Prison in 1618. In 1623 he was banished at the instance of the Spanish ambassador. 
He was briefly at Douai and in 1625 was again arrested and committed to St. Albans 
gaol. After two months he was transferred to the Fleet prison in London. There he spent 
his last 17 years, though allowed parole. Finally he was committed to Newgate and 
brought to trial at the Old Bailey. He was condemned to death for being a priest in 
England and executed on 21 January 1642. (ROEA02); G5 437-8; CHALLONER 407-
11; CRS 33, pp. 229, 248; AVELING 80. 

252. F. Joseph Mettant. 

JOSEPH METTAM was among the priests awaiting banishment in New Prison in 
February 1621. APC 1619-21, 349; PRO, SP 14/120/4. Not in I. 

253. F. Blimstone, a secular Priest. 

Not in I. 

254. F. Pettinger, a Benedictan Monke. 

JOHN (DUNSTAN) PETTINGER, alias WENTWORTH, HIDALGO (1586-1665), was 
professed in the Benedictine order in 1614 and worked in the London district. (PETT06); 
CAS 33, p. 229. Anstruther describes a secular priest from Seville, JOHN PETTINGER, 
alias WENTWORTH, HIDALGO. He was in London in 1624. A2 242-3. He may be the 
same person. 

255. F. Atkins, a secular Priest 

WILLIAM ATKINS (1601-1681) left St. Omer for Seville in 1622. He was not ordained 
until 1628 and became a Jesuit in 1629. (ATKI02); A2 10. The Benedictine WILLIAM 
(MAURUS) ATKINS joined the Order in 1614. (ATKI04); CRS 33, p. 223; СЛ5 69, p. 
23. Another WILLIAM ATKINS (b. 1574) joined the Jesuits in 1621. Not in I. 

256. F. Jones, a Jésuite. 

JAMES JONES, alias ACTON (1573-1636). was educated at Douai (1609). He was 
ordained on 14 June 1612. He was sent to England on 3 August 1617 and entered the 
Society of Jesus there in 1623. (JONE12); A2 173; F7 407. Not in I. 

257. F. Coaley, a Jésuite. 

Possibly EDWARD COLE (b. 1564), who was ordained in 1589. In 1608 he was 
apprehended but escaped after bribing the pursuivanLs. He worked in Hampshire and 
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Sussex (1610 and 1632/3). Al 82; F3 2; HARRIS 239-40. Or, EDMUND COLE, alias 
WILLIAM MARSH, converted by PERCY (21) and ordained in 1624. A2 67. Or, 
THOMAS COLE, the priest Gee apprehended. A2 67-8; see p. 71. Not in I. 

258. F. Buckley. 

JOHN BUCKLEY was awaiting banishment in New Prison in February 1621. APC 1619-
21, 349; PRO, SP 14/120/4. Not in I. 

259. F. George Hes tone. 

Not in I. 

[V4] 

260. F. Arthur Read. 

ARTHUR READ was awaiting banishment on 4 July 1618 and again in February 1621. 
APC 1617-19, 202; 1619-21, 349. See (172). Not in I. 

261. F. Jama CaudeU. 

Not in I. 

262. F. Carre. 

THOMAS FLETCHER, alias CARUS (b.1590), entered the English College, Rome in 
1610 and was ordained on 2 April 1616 and sent to England in 1617. He was in London 
in 1632. (FLET12); A2 114. Possibly also MILES PINCKNEY, alias THOMAS CARR 
(1599-1674), although he was only ordained in June 1625. (PINK02); A2 245-6. Works: 
CLANCY 774-80. A JOHN CARRE was at St. Omer с 1616-7. CRS 69, p. 58. Not in I. 

263. F. Vaughaa. 

WILLIAM VAUGHAN was awaiting banishment in New Prison in February 1621. APC 
1619-21, 349; PRO, SP 14/120/4. Not in I. 

264. F. Barret, a secular Priest. 

THOMAS BARRET, alias WELLS (d. 1631), was converted by Thomas Bluet and 
entered Valladolid in 1610. He left for England a priest on 23 March 1613. (BARR29); 
A2 17. 

265-6. F. Preston, a Benedictan Monke, a man who hath written very laboriously, both 
in Latin and English, in the defence of the Oath of Allégeance, and against The Popes 
usurped power over Kings; in the name of Roger Widnngton. Though he be happy in his 
discourse, and potent in the nerves of his unanswerable arguments, yet hee was 
unhappy in his casual! choice of that name; which to conceale his owne, hee chose to 
prefix upon his booke; the said Roger Widnngton being a man (as is thought) not 
much favoring those Tenents, wherewith his name was unworthily honoured. Sure I 
am, that in the North parts, where hee liveth, hee hath, by one engine or other, of 
late seduced great multitudes to Popery, and carrieth so strong a hand in that 
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countrey, that hee that would oppose him, should And it a hard taske. As for Master 
Preston, hee is a man much hated and persecuted by the Jesuiiicall faction, who would 
faine pack him to Rome in a Cloake-bag. I beare hee Is a man of a weake and sickly 
disposition of body, not likely long to live. His Physicians tell him, that if hee change 
aire, the City and Suburbs of Rome are very unwholsome for him, especially the 
stifling aire of that part of Rome which is neer the Holy-house, [V4v] or Inquisition. 
Many of the Loidkls intice him to goe thither, that hee may bee advanced by the 
Popes Holinesse, like the Arch-Bishop of Spalato, who is now miserorum miserrimus, and 
findeth what it is to trust unreconcileable Rome. 

ROLAND (THOMAS) PRESTON, altas ROGER WIDDRINGTON (1567-1647), was 
educated at Magdalen Hall, Oxford (1576), Rheims and Rome (1586) He was ordained 
in 1590 and professed at the Benedictine monastery Monte Cassino, Italy on 16 June 
1592, where he stayed 3 years and was made professor of theology. In 1602 he was sent 
to the English mission, when the Benedictines got permission from the pope to become 
missionaries Preston and Anselm Beech were the first Benedictine missioners to arrive 
in England (1603) In 1610 and 1611 Preston was involved in attempts to create a union 
of the different Benedictine Congregations on the English mission From 1603 to 1613 
Preston was superior of the Cassinese Benedictines, who supported his position to favour 
the oath of allegiance Preston spent most of his time in the Clink (really a comfortable 
residence for him), wnting his controversial works under the pseudonym of Widdrmgton, 
apparently by the consent of the real ROGER WIDDRINGTON OF CARTINGTON, a 
Northumbrian recusant squire (c 1572 1641/2), and at the instigation of the government. 
The real Widdrmgton financially supported Preston at least until 1636 and shared 
Preston's views on the oath, although Gee did not think so Gee was right though on the 
formidable character of the squire's recusancy Both James I and Charles I gave Preston 
immunity from the penal laws In the Gatehouse, his first prison, he was officially 
threatened with execution, but the government presumably did this only to keep up 
appearances, and when he came to the Clink, about 1610, Preston took the oath privately 
and came under Abbot's protection Possibly he took the oath earlier in 1606 His later 
recantations and attempts at seeking reconciliation with Rome were not taken to be 
sincere Preston never had the majority of the Benedictines behind him, but was not 
expelled from the order If in 1623, during the relaxation of the penal laws to ensure a 
successful Spanish Mamage, Preston and his supporters had been released, they would 
have been summoned to a court of a Nuncio or to Rome to defend their cause Refusal 
of the summons would mean confirmation of his guilt and the result would have been 
excommunication. Preston, therefore, asked the king to forbid him to leave the country 
without his permission (PRES12), Al 282, DNB, CRS 33, passim, WK.L. Webb, 
'Thomas Preston О SB, alias Roger Widdrmgton (1567-1640)', in BS (RH) 2 (1953-4), 
pp 216-69; A.MC Forster, 'The Real Roger Widdrmgton', in RH 11 (1971-2), pp 196-
205, M Lunn, 'The Anglo-Gallicanism of Dom Thomas Preston, 1567-1647', in D Baker, 
cd, Schism, Heresy and Religious Protest (Studies m Church History 9), Cambridge 1972, 
pp 239-46, D Lunn, The English Benedictmes Works AR 660-678, ARI 9251-9281, STC 
13871, MILWARD 2, 103-19 Only in IV 

These bee all the birds of this feather, which have come to my eye or knowledge by 
name, as residing in or resorting to this City: yet above foure times so many there 
are, that overspread our thickets through England, as appeareth by the empty nests 
beyond the Seas, from whence they have flowne by shoales of late; I meane, the 
Seminary Colledges, which have deepely disgorged by several! Missions of them, & 
also is gathered by particular computation of their divided troops; When-as in one 
Shire where I have abode somtime, there are reputed to nestle almost three hundred 
of this brood. 

Though they bee beere set downe by one name, they are not unfurnished of 
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divers other names, which they change at pleasure, as oft as Gallants do their suites: 
yet sometimes they double-line themselves with many names at once. 

The number of these Romish Priests, is 261. 
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A CATALOGUE OF 
such Popish Physicians in and 
about the City of London, as the 
Author either knoweth, or by 

good information heareth of. 

Doctor Moore, a man much impioyed, and insinuating with great persons in our 
State. His abode is in Saint Brydes, at Master Hicks the Apothecary. 

JOHN MOORE, M.D. (d. 1641), was a licentiate of the College of Physicians, admitted 
around the year 1618. On 29 March 1626 he was returned by the College to the 
parliamentary commissioners as a Catholic living 'at Hixes [AP.2] an apothecary papist'. In 
a list for 1628 he is mentioned with six others, most of whom were Catholics, under the 
heading 'Sub nomine poenae solventes'. John Chamberlain wrote about him to Sir Dudley 
Carleton, London, 4 November 1620: 'One Dr. More, that goes for a physician, but 
suspected to be a priest, was committed, on Tuesday last, about the same business [i.e. a 
collection for the emperor by recusants], but released on Thursday morning, whether by 
his own innocency, which could hardly appear in so short a time, or in favour of the 
Spanish ambassador, to whom he is very near and dear, or else in regard he is physician 
to the Marquis Buckingham'. In the Commons Sir Robert Hanlo commented: 'ther is a 
certayn thing in the town called a popishe phisitian, lett him be restraynd to his hows, & 
go to no patient; but let them that can take phisik of no body else go to him if they will: 
(meaning this by Dr. Moore)'. MUNK 174; Fl 511-3; T. Birch, The Court and Times of 
James I, p. 212; N.E. McClurc, ed.. The Letters of John Chamberlain, vol. 2, p. 326; BL 
Harleian MS 6383, fol. 83. 

D. Fryer senior, Nomine et re fraterculus. 

THOMAS FRYER (d. 1623) was the son of Dr. John Fiyer, fellow of the College, who 
died of the plague in 1563. John was educated a Catholic but was imprisoned for both 
Luthcranism and Catholicism. John's son Thomas was educated at Trinity College, 
Cambridge. He visited Italy and graduated doctor of medicine at Padua. He became a 
fellow of the College of Physicians in 1572 and was censor for the same college in 1583 
and 1584. He was incorporated doctor of physic at Oxford 28 February 1623. He was a 
recusant and had two sons who lived in Little Britain, in St. Botolph's parish. Thomas 
had a brother called John, also a Catholic, who settled at the University of Padua. Gillow, 
mistakenly, takes this John to be the possible father of the two Drs. Fryer Gee lists. 
MUNK 72; G2 334-5. 

D. Fryer junior. Нее agreeth with his brother in Popery; though in other respects 
they dilTer. 

JOHN FRYER (1576-1672) was the son of THOMAS FRYER (PH.2). He became a 
doctor of medicine at Padua on 6 April 1610, like his brother, Dr. THOMAS FRYER, 
who would follow him on 19 March 1614. Both were examined by the College. John was 
not admitted a fellow, probably because he was 'an avowed or suspected Papist' according 
the returns to the parliamentary commissioners of 29 March 1626. It was not until 
December 1664, when honorary fellows were first created, that John received this title. 
Thomas was not even admitted a candidate for the same reason. MUNK 319. 

D. Cademan, A faire-conditioned man, sometime of Trinity CoUedge in Cambridge. 

SIR THOMAS CADYMAN (c. 1590-1651), was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge 



(B.A. 1605-6; M.A. 1609) and graduated doctor of medicine at Padua in March 1620. 
Having practised for two years he was first charged on 4 April 1623. In May and June of 
that year he passed the examinations of the College of Physicians. Being a Catholic he 
was returned a 'papist', living in Fetter-Lane, to the parliamentary commissioners in 1626. 
He paid the annual fine of £4. He was not admitted a licentiate until seven years later (3 
Dec 1630). On 22 December the same year, being physician-in-ordinary to Queen 
Henrietta Maria, he became a fellow of the College. In 1649 he was appointed anatomy 
lecturer, and he became an elect of the College on 25 June 1650. DNB\ MUNK 199; Gl 
371 (cites works); ANNALS 3, 66b. 

5. D. Floud, Not hee of the Colledge of that name, but one that liveth in Fleetstreet. 

ROBERT FLOUD or FLUDD (1574-1637) was a fellow of the College of Physicians, 
physician and adherent of the Rosicrucian philosophy. He was educated at St. John's 
College, Oxford (B.A. 1596-7; M.A 1598). After travelling in Europe for six years, he 
graduated doctor of medicine at Christ Church on 16 May 1605. His medical views were 
suspect and he was only admitted a fellow on 20 September 1609. In 1626 a DR. FLOUD 
paid the annual fine of £4. THOMAS FLUDD was licensed in 1595 (M.D. Cambridge). 
JOHN FLUDD was examined 1625 and WILLIAM FLUDD was admitted a candidate of 
the College in 1608 (M.D. Oxford). MUNK 107-8, 148-9, 150; ANNALS 2, 188a, 189a, 
200a; 3, 4a, 66b; Guildhall MS 8286, fols. 22, 24. See K. Thomas, Religion and the Decline 
of Magic, pp. 267-8, 319-22. 

6. D. Palmer of the Colledge, much suspected. 

RICHARD PALMER (d. 1625) was educated at Christ's College, Cambridge (B.A. 1579; 
Peterhouse M.A. 1583). It is not clear where or when he graduated doctor of medicine, 
but he was admitted a fellow of the College on 25 February 1596-7. He had a good 
reputation as a physician, for with Dr. GIFFORD (PH. 13, 14) he was called to the 
sickbed of prince Henry when the physicians in attendance could no longer agree on any 
treatment. MUNK 110. Not listed in II. 

[Xlv] 

7. D. Lodge, dwelling on Lambert-hill. 

THOMAS LODGE (c. 1558-1625) was a physician and a poet. He was educated at Trinity 
College, Oxford (B.A. 1577; M.A 1580-1). He was entered a student of Lincoln's Inn on 
26 April 1578, but left his studies to become a poet and a dramatist. In 15% Lodge 
withdrew from London to Low Leyton, Essex, where he converted to Catholicism and 
began to study medicine. He took his degree of doctor of medicine at Avignon in 1600 
and was incorporated at Oxford on 25 October 1602. He practised in Warwick Lane in 
London. In 1601 he translated Granada's The flowers of Lodowicke of Granado. The first 
part In which is handled the conversion of a sinner (STC 16901). He fled the country to 
escape persecution as a recusant and when he returned was made a licentiate of the 
College of Physicians (9 March 1609-10). He took the oath of allegiance on 1 January 
1611-2. Because of his religion he was not admitted a candidate or a fellow of the 
College. He was a successful physician. According to Wood he 'settled in town, and 
became much frequented in practice, especially by the Roman Catholics, of which number 
he was by many suspected to be one, and was as much cried upto his last for physic, as 
he was in his yonger days for his poetical fancy'. From Warwick Lane he removed to 
Umbert Hill. DNB; WOOD 2, 382-5; MUNK 155; G4 314-20; S7C 16653-78; C.J. Sisson, 
Thomas Lodge and other Elizabethans, Cambridge, Mass. 1933, pp. 1-165; LI. Guiney, 
Recusant Poets, London 1938, pp. 229-42. 
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8. D. Berry in Fleetstreet against Water-lane. 

There was a RICHARD BERRY from Lincoln (1586-1651), a physician licensed in 1619. 
In 1620 Berry went to Padua. In 1626 he was listed as a suspected papist. RAACH; 
FOSTER 1, 116; ANNALS 3, 35a, 66a; H.R.F. Browne, Inglesi e Scozzesi All'Università di 
Padora dall' anno 1618 sino al 1765, Venice 1921, p. 114; CLARKE 246. 

9. D. Baldwine, in Holboume. 

A DR. BALDWINE appeared before the College in September 1622, having practised 
without a licence. In 1623 he confessed to the College that he had practised medicine for 
two years and that he resorted to PLUNKETT, an apothecary in Holbom (CH.2). 
ANNALS 3, 49a, 52a. 

10. D. Price, in Chancery-lane, one that lived many yeeres at Bruxds and at Rome: 
whilst hee was at Bruxels, he was called by the name of John Jésuite: hee is a man 
of very ill behaviour. 

JOHN PRICE was a determined recusant who took his degree of doctor of medicine at 
Bologna and practised in Chancery Lane. In 1627, after a ten-year practice he asked for a 
licence and affirmed he was a Roman Catholic. He was examined, having spoken ill of the 
religion of Henry VIII and Elizabeth I. In a letter to Joseph Mead about the Blackfriars 
accident Chamberlain referred to Dr. Price : 'For the manner: the great main beam of 
sound oak broke in the midst, to show it was God's own hand (especially having borne 
the weight in the same forenoon of not much less than double the number), and not any 
hand of man; though Dr. Price, a popish physician, stuck not falsely to say, that the 
Puritans of Blackfriars had done it by unpinning thereof. Price is mentioned in the 1626 
list. ANNALS 3, 35b, 46a, 76b, 80a, 81a; T. Birch, The Court and Times of James 1, p. 
427. 

11. D. Hawkins, in Charter-house Court. 

JOHN HAWKINS was the younger brother of Henry Hawkins (1577-1646), the Jesuit 
priest, writer and translator, and of Thomas Hawkins, also a renowned writer. John was a 
recusant and probably graduated in medicine from the University of Padua. He was 
advised to incorporate, but it was arranged two years later that he should practise without 
a licence, paying £4 a year like a licentiate, but nominally as a penalty. John Hawkins is 
the author of Particulae Latinae orationis, 1635 (STC 12959). He translated Andreas de 
Soto, The ransome of time being captive, Douai 1634 (AR 780 STC 22937); Aretino Pietro, 
A paraphrase upon the seaven penitentiall psalmes. Douai 1635 (AR 758 STC 19910.5); 
Holy philosophy by the R. F. William Voir, Douai 1636 (AR 290 STC 7373.8). DNB; 
CLARK 233; ANNALS 3, 23a, 66a; G3 193; J.E. Seeker, 'Henry Hawkins, S.J., 1577-
1646: a Recusant Writer and Translator of the Early Seventeenth Century', pp. 237-252. 

12. D. Web, in the Old Bayly, hee pretendeth to teach a new gayne way to learne 
Languages, and by this occasion may inveigle disciples. 

JOSEPH WEBB, grammarian and physician, graduated a doctor of medicine from the 
University of Padua in 1604. In 1616 he was examined by the censors of the College of 
Physicians. He does not appear to have been incorporated at one of the universities in 
England, and it is not dear whether he was admitted to the College. In 1622 he wrote An 
appeale to truth, in the controversie between art & use; about the best and most expedient 
course in languages. In 1623 Webb requested a grant of patent for his method of teaching. 
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He was returned as a Roman Catholic by the College to the parliamentary commissioners 
on 29 March 1626. He lived in Black and White Court, Old Bailey. In the complete list 
of the College for 1628 he is one of six mentioned under the heading 'Sub nomine 
poenae solventes'. DNB (identifies Joseph Webb, M.D. possibly Padua); MUNK 169; 
ANNALS 3, 66a, 79b; STC 25169-71; Fl 683; INNES SMITH 244 (says Dr. Webb 
graduated M.D. at Leyden 1637). 

13. D. Gifford, dwelling neere without Ludgate, in the little Alley. 
14. D. Gifford In Mugwdl-street, suspected. 

A physican called GIFFORD is listed in the parliamentary list of 1626 as a suspected 
papist living 'neer temple barr'. JOHN GIFFARD came from Wiltshire (c 1565-1647) and 
was educated at Winchester and Oxford (M.A.). On 8 May 1598 he was admitted 
licentiate of the College of Physicians. He graduated doctor of medicine at Oxford, a 
member of New College. He became a fellow of the College on 22 December 1598 and 
held several positions in it. He died in Essex. A ROBERT GIFFARD matriculated at 
Padua in 1618 and was examined by the College in 1621. A Robert Giffard practised in 
Berkshire (c. 1632). MUNK 114; ANNALS 3, 48a; RAACH 48. Entry 14 was not listed in 
II, III. 

15. D. Hinchlow, neere without Temple-barre. 

HENRY HINCKLOW (HINCHLOVES) (b. 1587) came from Lancashire and graduated 
doctor of medicine at Leyden in 1617. He was admitted a licentiate of the College of 
Physicians on 22 December 1621. MUNK 180; ANNALS 3, 36a, 46; RAACH 121, 126; 
INNES SMITH 118. 

16. D. Eglestone, a Scottish-man in Noble street: one that hath made great challenges 
to dispute with Protestants. 

GEORGE EGLISHAM (EGLESOM/EGLESTONE), a Scottish physician and poet who 
graduated M.D. probably at Leyden and became physician to James VI in 1616. He was 
examined in 1614. In his Prodromus Vmdiciae, translated as The forerunner of revenge in 
1626, he accused the Duke of Buckingham of having poisoned the king. In Something 
written (B4v) he is said to have engaged in a controversy about transubstantiation against 
Daniel Featley, which preceded the Percy controversy in 1623. He appears in the 1626 list 
of suspected popish physicians. DNB; CSPD 1625-6, p. 337; /626-7, 192; ANNALS 3, 17b, 
33b; STC 7545-8. 

17. M. Prugeon, in Silver-street, a Candidate ot the Colledge. He put up his grace of 
late for Doctor in the University of Cambridge: but Oath there to bee taken doth 
slack his proceeding. 

SIR FRANCIS PRUJEAN (c. 1593-1663), a distinguished physician, educated at Caius 
College, Cambridge. He had a grace for M.D. in 1621, but was not admitted under it. In 
virtue of another grace he was admitted M.D. in 1625. He was admitted a licentiate of the 
College of Physicians on 22 December 1621 and a candidate on 22 December 1622. He 
became a fellow in 1626. After living and practising in Lincolnshire he settled in London 
towards the end of the І6ЗО5. He held several positions in the College (president 1650-3) 
and was knighted by Charles II on 1 April 1661. MUNK 185; J. Dobson and R.M. 
Walker, Barbers and Barber-Surgeons of London, pp. 139-40; ANNALS 3, 49a, 51b, 66. 

18. M. Waldron in Holboum. 
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Not m II, III 

19. D. Reade, a Doctor of Padua, lodging in Holboume or Bloomisbury. Not hee that is 
of the Colledge of that name, who is a religious Gentleman, and learned in his 
profession. 

ALEXANDER RHEAD (1580-1641) was admitted a candidate and a fellow of the 
College of Physicians on 3 March 1623-4. He delivered lectures in the hall of the barber 
surgeons and was created doctor of medicine on 29 May 1620 at Oxford. MUNK 183; J. 
Dobson and R M. Walker, Barbers and Barber-Surgeons of London, p. 139; STC 20781-6. 
The DR. READE from Padua has not been traced. A JOHN READ(E) was a physician 
from Tenlerden, Kent, с 1617. RAACH, ρ 77. 

20. D. Edwards, lately come to practise in the City. 

An apothecary called EDWARDS occurs in the annals of the College of Physicians for 
the year 1626. Possibly JOHN EDWARDS (1600-1652). Or, EDWARD EDWARDS, с 
1615, a physician from Henley-upon-Thames, or THOMAS EDWARDS (15927-1665) 
from Exeter. ANNALS 3, 70a; RAACH 43, FOSTER 2, 448. 

21. M.AthertOn in White-fryers. 

JOHN ATTERTON was a surgeon dwelling in Whitefriars. He appeared before the 
College in 1615 ANNALS 3, 23b. Not in II, III. 

22. D. Jaquinto an Italian. 

BARTHOLOMEW JAQUINT (TAEQUINTO). A Neapolitan empiric harboured by the 
Venetian ambassador. He practised in London from 1623 and was still there in 1630. The 
Annals record him engaged in quarrels with other empirics and guilty of malpractice. 
CLARK 234, 262, ANNALS, 66b, 81b, 82b, 83a, RAACH 59. 

[X2] 

23. M. Lucatelti, a Mountebank, lodging without Temple-barre. 

CLARVETTO and MATTEO LUCATELLO were two Italian empirics. CLARK 263 and 
n.3. 

24. M. Covert, an Emperica!! man in Holboume. 

Possibly WILLIAM COVERT (CALERT), с 1614 in Canlerbury. RAACH 38. 

25. M. Sharpleys, another such. 

26. M. Dice, who sayth he is a Doctor. Vix credo. Yet a little learning might serve, if 
hee had his proceedings from Padua. 

27. Monsieur, a French Doctor, lurking about the Strand: hee sometimes goes to heare 
a Masse neere the Savoy. 

Whether these, or any of them be allowed by the approbation and authority of 
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the Colledge of Physicians, I know not But sure it is, that those that take their 
degrees publiquely in Popish Universities beyond the seas, doe take a solemne oath of 
obedience to the Pope. And it is vehemently suspected, that some of these have a 
private facultie and power from the See of Rome, to exercise the authority of Romish 
Priests in reconciling or absolving their patients, in artículo mortis, upon point of 
death or great danger. 

Besides these, there are other Physicians, not unsuspected. And there be divers 
Surgeons and Apothecaries knowne to bee Recusants. Of whom notice may well bee 
taken. 

Popish Apothecaryes in Fleetstreet. [AP.1-4] 

1. Bacon 
2. Hkkes 

Both names, RICHARD BACON and THOMAS HICKES are mentioned more than once 
in the Court Minute Book, from 1617 to 1624 and afterwards as wardens and assistants of 
the company. Bacon was charged before the College in connection with some treatment in 
1615. He became master of the company in 1623. Hickes appeared before the College in 
1616. In Thomas Goad's The dolefull evensong the list of those who died in the Blackfriars 
accident mentions 'Robert Smith, Master Hicke's man, the apothecary'. A Thomas Hickes 
was indicted for recusancy in February 1625-6, and discharged on 21 April 1626. Hickes 
appears in the 1626 list of popish physicians as living in Fleet Street. Guildhall MS 8200,1 
fols. 2, 6, 8 fi.; MS 8286; ANNALS 3, 22b, 25a; C.R.B. Barrett, The History of the Society 
of Apothecaries, p. 22; CAS 34, pp. 377-8; Fl 85. 

3. Bridges 

CHRISTOPHER BRIDGES was made the first freeman of the Society of Apothecaries in 
March 1617. CHARLES BRIDGES was sworn and admitted a freeman in 1619. Court 
Minute Book, fols. 1, 15, 21; C.R.B. Barrett, The History of the Society of Apothecaries, p. 2. 

4. Hen. Lusher. 

In 1626 when the College of Physicians listed him as a suspected papist HENRY 
LUSHER lived in Fetter Lane. In 1640 he still did as one of the 'most wealthy 
inhabitants' who could afford subscription to the royal army. Henry Lusher, apothecary, 
and his wife Frances, dwelling in the parish of St. Dunstan in the West from 1658, were 
warned [i.e. summoned], and proclaimed by the constables and churchwardens of London 
to be suspected or reputed papists or popishly affected, in January 1657-8 and again in 
April 1658. Henry Lusher was sworn an apothecary on 30 May 1618. He was the father of 
the priest Edward Lusher, alias More (A2 205). PRO, SP 16/453Д5; CRS 34, pp. 119, 126, 
131, 136n., 150. Court Minute Book, fol. 4. 

5. Robert Vawdrey, on Snow-hill, 

ROBERT VAWDREY (VAUDERYE) was sworn an apothecary on 18 November 1619. 
Court Minute Book, pp. 5, 24. 

[Onion in Pater-noster-Rowe.] 

ONION was listed at this position in III only. He occurs in the list of the physicians 
suspected of papistry in the 1626 list. 
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[X2v] 

Chirurgions. 

1. M. Mopes neere Newgate. 

RICHARD MAPES, warden of the company (1605, 1607 and 1609) and master in 1612. 
He was surgeon of St. Bartholomew's Hospital from 1599 to 1616 and examiner of the 
barber surgeons. In 1627 he was lecturer in anatomy. BL MS 2358; Guildhall MS 1108; 
BLOOM&JAMES 22-5; J. Dobson and R.M. Walker, Barbers and Barber-Surgeons of 
London, p. 139; N. Moore, History of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, 2 vols., London 1918, 
vol. 2, pp. 463, 615-7; S. Young, The Annals of the Barber-Surgeons, pp. 214, 217, 329. Not 
listed in II. Ill listed together with Mapes, JAMES BATES, warden of the company in 
1591, 1595, 1597. 

2. Sylvester Plunket in Holboume. 

SYLVESTER PLUNKET was freed on 3 December 1618. Court Minute Book, fol. 12. See 
BALDWINE (PH.9). 

3. M. Watson in Holboume. 

RICHARD WATSON (WATESON) was warden of the company in 1623-5 and master in 
1630. He was examiner of the barber surgeons and surgeon to Charles I. In 1644 he lost a 
loan to the company of £1200, when he had been declared a 'Papist and Delinquent'. 
BLOOM&JAMES 23, 25, 27; J. Dobson and R.M. Walker, Barbers and Barber-Surgeons of 
London, p. 52; Guildhall MS 1108; R.R James, 'A List of Surgeons in Practice in London 
and its Suburbs in 164Γ, in Bulletin of the History of Medicine 19 (1946), pp. 282-90; S. 
Young, 77ie Annals of the Barber-Surgeons, pp. 139-40. Only in IV. 

The Rasor-Chinirgions, very many of them Popish, though altogether illiterate, have 
beene of late very presumptuous, and take on them to administer Physick, by meanes 
wherof many mens lives have been indangered. Ne sutor ultra crepidam.1 

LONDON, 
Printed by Humfrey Lownes for Robert 
Milbome, and are to bee sould at his 

Shop in Paules Church yard at 
the South dore, 1624. 

1 Non de arte nisi artifex. ['Let the cobbler stick to his last; Nobody may practise the art unies 
he be the artist']. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Dit proefschrift bezorgt de tekst van John Gee's The foot out of the snare (1624), een 
controversiële tekst die in hetzelfde jaar 1624 maar liefst vier edities kende. Deze 
populariteit werd vooral veroorzaakt door de vier als appendices verschenen catalogi 
van katholieke boeken, priesters, boekdrukkers en medici. Volgens Gee kochten de 
katholieken zijn boeken op om het voor hen bezwarende materiaal te vernietigen. Gee 
had twee hoofdbedoelingen met de publicatie van The foot en van deze lijsten van 
boektitels en namen van vooraanstaande katholieken, die in het Engeland van Jacobus 
I gedoemd waren een welhaast ondergronds bestaan te leiden. Hij wilde zowel de 
misleide katholieke als de protestantse lezer sterker overtuigen van hel kwaad dat werd 
gesticht door de katholieke organisatie in Engeland. Volgens Gee en andere orthodox 
protestantse schrijvers maakte de missie van de Contra-Reformatie, geleid door de 
Jezuïeten, vele slachtoffers onder de Engelse bevolking. Gee droeg verschillende 
voorbeelden aan. Vele katholieke geschriften werden in de lage landen gedrukt, naar 
Engeland verscheept en daar duur verkocht. Door middel van citaten uit deze 
geschriften wilde Gee bewijzen hoe agressief de katholieken, en vooral de Jezuïeten, ie 
werk gingen door gebruik te maken van het bijgeloof en de idolatrie van de 
katholieken. Een meer persoonlijke bedoeling die Gee had met zijn werk was te pogen 
weer bij de Anglicaanse kerk in de gratie te komen. 

Gee's persoonlijke geschiedenis was een warrige. Als hulppredikant van 
Newton bij Winwick in het katholieke Lancashire slaagde hij er aanvankelijk niet goed 
in zijn kost te verdienen en hij was niet de enige die probeerde op eigen manier zijn 
positie te verbeteren. Hij kwam in contact met katholieke leden van de Stanleys, een 
rijke adellijke familie, verwant aan de graven van Derby. Gee stemde erin toe om door 
middel van een complot te proberen de puriteinse geestelijke, Josiah Horne, uit 
Winwick te verjagen, om zo zelf deze rijke parochie onder zijn beheer te krijgen. Ook 
door tegelijkertijd wal duistere en minder fraaie opdrachten voor de bisschop van 
Chester uit te voeren probeerde Gee wat bij te verdienen. Gee kwam echter in de 
problemen en vluchtte naar London waar hij spoedig na aankomst betrokken raakte bij 
'The Dolefull Evensong', een katholieke bijeenkomst in het huis van de ambassadeur 
van Frankrijk. Tijdens deze 'Evensong' begaf de vloer het onder het gewicht van de 
zeer talrijke aanwezigen en vielen vele mensen, onder wie Gee, twee verdiepingen naar 
beneden. Ongeveer 95 mensen kwamen om. Gee overleefde de ramp maar werd 
ontboden bij de aartsbisschop van Canterbury. Gee moest zich verantwoorden en kreeg 
de opdracht te bewijzen dat hij van zijn kortstondige neiging tot het katholicisme 
genezen was. Gee leverde hel bewijs met The foot. 

De studie John Gee's Foot out of the Snare (1624) valt in drie gedeelten 
uiteen. Het eerste gedeelte bestudeert de wijdere politieke en religieuze context van 
het Engeland van Jacobus I, dat betrokken raakte bij de 30-jarige oorlog, en dat 
middels de 'Spanish Marriage' een alliantie beoogde met Spanje. De politieke 
woelingen van de jaren 1620-1624 vormen het zwaartepunt van het eerste hoofdstuk. 
Dit hoofdstuk concentreert zich verder op de organisatie van de katholieke missie in 
Londen en in Engeland gedurende die jaren. Veel aandacht wordt hier tevens 
geschonken aan de protestantse en katholieke controversiële literatuur, geschreven 
door clericale convertieten, informanten en politieke schrijvers. Hel tweede hoofdstuk 
begint met een biografie van John Gee, waaruit blijkt dat de religieuze verwarring van 
de jonge hulppredikant van Newton vooral voortkwam uit zijn sociale en economische 
situatie. Er is ook geprobeerd de vraag van de religieuze oprechtheid van Gee te 
beantwoorden. Gee's verdere loopbaan als anti-katholieke schrijver in Londen wordt 
gevolgd totdat hij stopt met publiceren en zich als parochiegeestelijke terugtrekt uit de 
politieke wereld. Na de biografie wordt zijn voornaamste publicatie, The foot out of the 
snare behandeld. De verschillende historische gebeurtenissen waarnaar Gcc verwijst en 



het gevarieerde bronnenmateriaal waar hij uit put, komen aan bod. Zowel de rol van 
Gce als tendentieuze beschrijver van het Engelse katholicisme als de reacties op het 
pamflet worden besproken. 

Het tweede gedeelte van de studie presenteert de tekst van de vierde editie 
van The foot out of the snare, voorafgegaan door een korte bibliografische introductie 
en gevolgd door gedetailleerde annotaties. In deze annotaties worden ook de teksten 
die Gee als bronnen heeft gebruikt gegeven. De voornaamste bronnen zijn Samuel 
Harsnctts A declaration of egregious popish impostures (1603) en Henry Fitzsimons The 
justification and exposition of the divine sacrifice of the masse (1611). Het belang van de 
verschillende bronnen wordt duidelijk gemaakt; hiermee wordt een inzicht verschaft in 
de werkwijze van Gee en in de status van de tekst. 

Het derde gedeelte begint met een introductie bij de vier catalogi. Elke 
catalogus krijgt zijn eigen introductie, waarin het belang besproken wordt van de 
verschillende katholieke publicaties en van de katholieke figuren uit de tijd van Gee. 
De catalogi worden geannoteerd en geven een goed beeld van het leven en de 
activiteiten van de katholieken in het vroeg zeventiende eeuwse Engeland. De 
annotaties maken duidelijk dat de in de catalogi verstrekte informatie voor het grootste 
gedeelte historisch betrouwbaar is. 
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STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

JOHN GEE'S FOOT OUT OF THE SNARE (1624) 

door T.H.B.M. Harmsen 



John Gee is door de historici vaak aangeduid met epitheta als renegaat, 
apostaat, informant en 'slechterik'. Dit is een romantische simplificatie 
waarmee geen recht wordt gedaan aan het leven van John Gee en 
waarmee de complexe verhoudingen in zijn door kerkpolitiek bepaalde 
wereld worden ontkend. 

+ + + 

2. Dat de historici veel schampere opmerkingen over Gee hebben gemaakt 
heeft vooral te maken met zijn vermeende rol als informant. Afgezien 
van Gee's motieven moet worden onderkend dat de lijsten van priesters, 
boeken, drukkers en artsen hoogst waarschijnlijk gebaseerd zijn op 
informatie die over langere tijd vergaard is door de Engelse autoriteiten. 
Ze dienden niet als nieuw feitenmateriaal voor de geheime dienst maar 
als concrete bevestiging van het gevaar van liet katholicisme van de 
Contra-Reformatie. Als zodanig zijn ze grotendeels betrouwbaar en 
hebben ze een groot historisch belang. 

+ + + 

3. Uit Tlie foot oui of the snare blijkt niet dat Gee een belezen figuur was; 
zijn kennis van de kerkvaders, de klassieken en van de contemporaine 
controversiële en devotionele literatuur was veelal een afgeleide kennis. 
Gee bleek een bedreven uitvoerder van de door de Engelse autoriteiten 
gestimuleerde anti-katholieke campagne van 1623-1624. 

+ + + 

4. Het blijft riskant een uitspraak te doen over de religieuze motivatie van 
John Gee. 

+ + + 

5. De literatuur van de vroeg-zeventiende-eeuwse convertieten in Engeland 
is onderschat als bron van literaire en geschiedkundige informatie. Deze 
onderschatting komt vooral voort uit de geringschatting van het geloof 
en de oprechtheid van de schrijvers die zich nogal eens uitdrukten in 
venijnige, kwaadaardige en grove retoriek. 

+ + + 

6. Er is geen enkele aanleiding om geloof te hechten aan het idee van de 
geseculariseerde en 'gede-ideologiseerde' samenleving. In het 'huis van 
Europa' worden slechts de meubels verplaatst. 

+ + + 



De wederzijdse toenadering van de Anglicaanse en de Rooms-
Katholieke Kerk ¡s van groot belang voor het geestelijk welbevinden van 
Europa. 

+ + + 

Het probleem is niet dat de universiteit, de aloude behartiger van 
cultuur- en gedachtengoed, maar moeilijk aansluiting vindt bij de post
moderne maatschappij, maar dat diezelfde maatschappij de aloude 
aansluiting met haar cultuur- en gedachtengoed moedwillig schijnt te 
verliezen. 

+ + + 

Veel mensen zouden erbij gebaat zijn als het boek, als medicijn tegen 
culturele atrofie, zou worden opgenomen in het nieuwste 
ziekenfondsplan. 

+ + + 

Eerlijkheid duurt het langst, maar we worden zelden ongedurig als ze 
wegblijft. 

+ + + 

Als een lezer een boek naar het antiquariaat brengt beschadigt hij zijn 
band met de schrijver. Dit geldt vooral voor de lezer die een door hem 
ontvangen proefschrift wegbrengt, immers de schrijver heeft hem dit 
boek persoonlijk doen toekomen. 

+ + + 

De echte lezer vindt zijn boek in een antiquariaat. De schrijver van een 
proefschrift zou er goed aan doen enige exemplaren aan dit soort 
boekwinkels aan te bieden. 
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